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Foreword

RESNA has experienced many positive changes over the past several years with the
publication of its journal, Assistive Technology, the beginning of a project of
teanical assistance to states under the Technology Related Assistance Act, the
offering of regional conferences, and the expansion of our national conference.

The RESNA 13th Annual Conference, held in Washington, D.C., highlights the role
that public policy can play in improving the availability of technology and stresses
technology as a resource to be exploited for its powerful effects in the lives of
disabled people.

One of the traditional strengths of RESNA's annual conferences is that the
proceedings are made available to participants during the conference. This feature
is somewhat unique among conferences, and we believe it improves the quality of
interaction during our scientific sessions. The proceedings also provides our
multifaceted field with a central core of literature describing the year's work in
research, development, pubic policy, and service delivery. By referring to the
RESNA proceedings, one zan get a good cross section of information on many
technologies for people with many types of disabilities.

We congratulate the participants in this RESNA conference who are making such
a contribution to the literature on rehabilitation and assistive technologies.

lii

Richard A. Foulds, PhD
President

Judith E. Harkins, PhD
Conference Chair
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Preface

RESNA continues to change with the times and it seems all too appropriate to start
off the decade with the annual conference in Washington, D.C. With the passage
of the Technology Related Assistance Act, the recent issues with the Disabilities
Act, and many other legislative activities affecting RESNA, it's exciting to be where

all the action is.

Once again, Tony Langton and the Meetings Committee created this dynamic
conference. Susan Johnson Taylor did a terrific job at organizing an impressive list

of instructional courses and morning seminars. The variety of topics (new
technology, theory, legislation, and funding) should satisfy everyone's appetite. Ken
Kozo le spent many hours reviewing films for the Multi-Media Theatre and was the
chairperson for judging the challenging Easter Seal Student Design Competition.

Judy Harkins, along with her local committee brought us CAPITAL entertainment
and folklore as well as the opportunity to rub elbows with politicians! All who have
worked with Judy this year can appreciate her organizational skills.

The SIG chairpersons and their colleagues never cease to amaze me at the effort
they put into providing new and interesting events for their members. This year
there are more special SIG sessions than in any other year. This shows the
determination of the members to bring as much new technology and sharing to the

conference as possible.

With such a packed conference, it is often frustrating to find that most of us would
like to be in two places at one time. At least we can't complain that we're bored!

It is with sincere gratitude that I thank Pat Homer, Susan Leone, and the rest of
the RESNA professional staff for their hard work and diligence in bringing this
conference to the professional status that it is today...

Jessica J Presperin, OTRA, MBA
Chair, Scientific Program & Special Interest Group Committee
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CONCEPT TO CONCRETE: MARKETING ORIGINAL IDEAS IN AAC

Jeffrey
British

INTRODUCTION

K. Riley and S. Christina Moes
Columbia Rehabilitation Society
(George Pearson Centre)

During the 1980's and into the next decade,
technology continues to dominate the quest to
improve the quality of life for users of
Augmentative and Alternative communication
(AAC). The range of options available to AAC
users and clinicians is constantly expanding
with advancements in technology. Sources of
new ideas In the area of AAC technology are
diverse and often surprIsing. Many
innovations in this field arise from direct
observation or experience with AAC,

i.e.,users, families/friends of users, and
clinicians. Innovators often become
enthusiastic about an idea which may lead to
improvements over existing technology.
Despite this enthusiasm, many excellent ideas
never reach fruition due to problems with
technology, credibility, presentation,
organization and funding. This paper will
discuss the process involved in the

development of an innovation in AAC
technology: an Augmentative Telephone Booth
(ATE), and the methods involved in gathering
support (both moral and financial) for an
idea which at first seemed impossible. We
will attempt to reveal tne metnoos taken to
organize a disparate group of institutions,
corporations and people to support and
finance this unusual project. Finally, we
offer a retrospective critique of our

methods.

THE IDEA

The authors provide communication services in
a unique long-term care facility serving
severely disabled young adults (200 residents
and 60 outpatients). The residents have
primarily neurological disorders;
approximately 33% of the residents are non-
speaking and many use AAC devices. While AAC
devices provide users with Increased access
to their immediate community, access to

standard telecommunications has remained an
obstacle.

The authors conceived of a computer-based
telecommunication system for non-speaking
people who are unable to use conventional
telecommunication devices. The Augmentative
Telephone Booth (AT8) consists of a

microcomputer with a high quality speech
synthesizer, specialized software, a modem-
telephone Interface and a number of adaptive
peripherals. The booth Is an architecturally
designed, modular construction, well lighted
and vtntilated. The design incorporates:
acoustic damping materials to ensure privacy;
a side window for outside monitoring and
security; an automat17 door; and a telephone
line. Users of the ATB hook into the system
with a serial cable from their device or use
adapted peripherals situated in the booth.
Each user has their own file in the computer
which they access through code words. (msems
have the advantage of being able to "speak"
to and hear the people they are calling, an
optioh not available to users of TDD's (the
only alternative available to non-speaking
people).

METHOD

1.1

Organizing Ideas into a Coherent Plan
The initial ideas were organized into a rough
proposal that could be evaluated by other

:erested parties. This first proposal
identified the need for the ATB and
rudimentary aspects of the technology. Rough
estimates of costs were included as a base
line. The preliminary proposal was discussed
with the Clinical Engineering Dept. of the
local university to determine the feasibility
of the ATB.

Tapping Local Resources
The university Clinical Engineering Dept. was
willing to provide technical feedback on the
cost, design and feasibility of the ATB.
Concurrently, the administrator
committed organizational support (i.e.
cooperation, space, and staff time). A survey
of local funding bodies determined the
potential for financial support for the ATB.

Identifying Concerns of Potential Supporters
The facility wanted to move the current
patient '-eleph.::ne Jut of the library ores.
They were receptive to new ideas regarding
the telephone and were willing to make space
elsewhere. The Women's Auxiliary attached to
the facility was interested in funding a
major project. The Employees' Fund of the
local telephone company had Just financed a
major technical aids laboratory at a sister
facility and was receptive to a project of
this nature. The university was looking for
projects for its engineering students and
opportuniti.-s for future research.

Creating_i_Network
in the first month, all initial players
wanted the rPassurance that they would not be
the sole supporters of the project. Support,
or the intent of support had to be generated
almost simultaneously from all initial
players to form an interdependent web of
encouragement. For example, the administrator
needed the opinion of the university
engineers concerning feasibility of the

project and input from community funding
bodies regarding their interest; the
university wanted to be confident that the
administrator had the resolve to proceed and
would commit adequate space and staff time,
and that community funding was likely, etc.
The initial network consisted of: the
authors, the facility, the university, and
the Telephone Employees Fund. The creation of
this network provided the security for the
initial players to risk support for the ATB
and provided a foundation to raise support
from new players.

Selling the Idea
At this point a formal proposal was written
and was to become the major promotional tool
for more financial support. The proposal
eantained the following:

Introduction
Why develop an ATO:
How will an ATO work?
What are the social implications of an AT0?
Why support the development of an AT0?
Who is supporting the development of an
ATB?

RESNA 13th ANNUAL CONFERENCE WASHINGTON, D.C. 1990 1
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CONCEPT TO CONCRETE

- Related research and development.
ATB Budget

The proposal was reviewed, criticized and
questioned throughout the initial network to
arrive at an intelligible and motivating
docuMent. The network directed the authors
towards organizations and corporations likely
to support the ATB, eg: the facility
administrator had connections with the
Women's Auxiliary and a major computer
manufacturer; the university had connections
with a telephone equipment manufacturer; the
Telephone Employees Fund directed the authors
to the local Telephone Company and to a
sister Employees Fund of a major airline.
Each organization required an individual
presentation with follow up letters and
calls. The approach taken with each
organization was tailored to its special
interests in community affairs; information
on the characteristics and interests of these
organizations was provided through the
initial network and contributed towards the
"sale" of the Idea.

DISCUSSION

At the outset of the project, a broad base of
support was pursued with the assumption that
funding and commitment would be difficult to
obtain. The broad base approach had positive
and negative consequences: it revealed a wide
scope of potential interest and involvement
in the project which helped to build
enthusiasm and lent credibility; but, It
dispersed energies among too many groups and
did not allow time to cultivate special
interest supporters. For example, the vice-
president of the telephone company was
sufficiently impressed to make a personal
presentation on our behalf to the Telephone
Pioneers. The Telephone Pioneers were
enthusiastic about the idea and independently
offered financial support. The Pioneers
suggested that perhaps the ATB could be made
a "purely telephone industry project." Our
failure to recognize potential special
interest groups resulted in wasted time and
effort. More extensive research and a more
detailed scrutiny of the project may have led
us to a special interest yroup sooner and
shortened the search for funding.

Several prime motivators for participation in
the project emerged in the formal proposal:
the originality of the idea; the altruistic
and enabling nature of the project; the
opportunities for research and continued
development; the assurance of documentation
and media exposure. Each group claimed a
different subset of motivators as their basis
for participation, but among all
participants, the most prominent motivator
was the notion of originality.

The establishment of a core network proved to
be the catalyst for the development of the
idea. Once the initial players were secure in
the knowledge of common participation, they
accepted responsibility for the welfare of
the project. The network fed itself, and once
set in motion expanded almost independently.

The ATB was an unconventional concept and
encompassed some potentially negative aspects
common to many original ideas: unproven,
poorly understood, and relatively expensive.
However, like many original ideas it was
inspiring and intriguing; in retrospect we
regret that we did not pursue the ATB when ir
was first envisioned in the previous year. At
that time, the obstacles appeared too
daunting. We needed a further year of thought

and mutual persuasion to see the true
potential of our idea. To conclude, the ATB
project was an excellent exercise In the
process of marketing an original idea in the
field of AAC. Our recommendation to others
who may be harbouring an original idea: brave
the unknown! Originality sells itself.
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ABSTRACT

As synthesized speech is increasingly used
in augmentative communication aids and
educational software, researchers have
begun to map out the relationships between
stimulus-related and listener-related
factors and the intelligibility of synthesized
speech. This information has value for
developers in the design of new systems and
tar clinicians in the prescription of
existing systems. This review summarizes
the results of sample studies on such factors
as length of utterance, meaningfulness,
response sets, age, cognitive load, exposure,
and language impairment. Implications for
future research are suggested.

INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of synthesized speech into
augmentative communication systems and
educational software has increased
significantly in recent years. Speech output
can permit people who are blind or
cognitively impaired to read. It can permit
educational software to provide
instructional prompts, encouragement, and
feedback that improve students attention,
learning, and memory (8). It can permit a
person who is severely speech-impaired to
be a more equal and active partner in a
communication dyad (1).

The methods of producing synthetic speech
and the characteristics or quality of the
resultant output vary quite widely. Despite
the recognized benefits of speech synthesis
applications, research-based information
on the stimulus and listener factors that
influence the intelligibility of synthesized
speech is quite fragmentary. Because this
information has important ramifications
for developers in the design of new systems
and for clinicians in the prescription of
existing systems, the purpose of this
review is to examine and summarize the
current research literature on these factors
and to suggest directions for future
research in this area.

STIMULUS FACTORS

1.2

Researchers have employed a variety of
stimulus conditions to test listeners' ability
to understand the speech output of various
systems. Thus far, the following stimulus
sets have been investigated: (a) 5ingle
words vs sentences intelligibility is
improved, particularly with iow-quality
synthesizers, when the length of the
utterance is increased, irrespective of tile
linguistic significance of the utterance (2,
5,),(b)mtaniagfulegza vs meaninglessness:
intelligibility improves when the lexical
units are used within a meaningful context
allowing the listener to make use of
linguistic knowledge (c) poen vs closed
response sets error rates for open
response sets (those for which the listener
writes or speaks the word just heard) are
much greater than those for closed response
sets (those for which the listener selects
from a limited number of choices the word
just heard. Open response sets can be
useful as diagnostic tools in identifying
poorly synthesized phonemes by providing
unbiased estimates of the most common
types of perceptual confusions possible with
each phoneme (3).

LISTENER FACTORS

Research has identified several factors that
might influence synthesized speech
intelligibility. These conclusions should be
regarded as tentative, however, because of
the lack of replication and the
methodological problems inherent in some
of the studies, (a) Lae of the listener: adult
listeners (age 26-40 years)understand a
greater number of synthesized single words
than children (age 6-12) do (9). (b)
cognitive load: synthesized speech may be
less intelligible than natural speech because
it places greater demands on the cognitive
resources required to process, maintain,
and store information in memory (6). (c)

exposure: synthesized speech becomes
increasingly intelligible as the listener
experiences some additional exposure to it,
although the gains are not typically largo
(4, 5, 10). This exposure effect is
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attributable to listeners ability to learn
effective cognitive and perceptual strategies
to improve performance. Exposure
requirements are likely to vary with the
quality of the synthetic speech. (d)
language impairment children with
language impairments have greater
difficulty understanding synthesized speech
than natural speech and this reduction in
performance is greater than that
experienced by children with no language
impairments (7).

IMPLICATIONS

Existing research on the intelligibility of
synthesized speech has been limited
primarily to comparisons of various
commercial products. The most
challenging, functional questions remain
unanswered. Research that investigates the
systematic variation of essential attributes
of the speech waveform would significantly
advance our understanding of the factors
that contribute to intelligibility. Also
valuable would be a more extensive
exploration of the interaction of synthesized
speech intelligibility with listener and
environmental variables, such as
intelligence, speech and language
impairments, attention deficits, age, noise
levels, and types of exposure.
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A Study of Reactions to Selected Augmentative Communication Systems

Ronald C. Kuebler & Robert E. Knight
Department of Communicative Disorders

University of South Catolina
Columbia, South Carolina USA

The purpose of this study was to
examine the reactions of viewer/listeners
to individuals using selected augmentative
and alternative communication(AAC)
systems, i.e. a manual communication
board and a microcomputer with
synthesized speech. The data collected
revealed that negative reactions
are implied to persons using an
(AAC) system. Important agfeement
of viewer/listeners with negative
reactions was obtained in the categories
of social behavior, vocation, technical
characteristics, intelligence and
general personality traits.
Viewer/listeners implied some and
rejected other negative characteristics
to the person using AAC systems
in this study. This study addressed
two AAC systems out of .
of many, indicating a need for
investigation of persons using
other AAC systems.

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to
examine the question "Do listeners
imply negative characteristics
to a person using an augmentative
communication system?" Additionally,

it was hoped that some light would
be shed on some particular negative
reactions that people experience
when interacting with AAC systems
users. The study was patterned
after a listener reaction study
concerning voice quality disorders(I).

Very few listener reaction studies
have been done with persons using
AAC systems and even fewer with
AAC users cast as persons who interact
in community settings. Research
has been done concerning training
and use of AAC systems fcr users
and caregivers in institutions
and other "sheltered" environments.
The mechanics of conversation in
these environments have been studied(?),
i.e. systems, formats and procedures,
whereas issues of conversational
interactions between AAC users
and people in the "mainstream
of life" have received much less
attention.

Methods

1.3

Stimulus material was developed
in the form of a videotape depicting
a person communicating scripted
sentences with the aid cf first
a mic.ocomputer(Apple Ile, 5'4"
drive, monitor, standard keyboard,
ECHO speech synthesizer and Keytal'e(4)
program) and then a manual communication
board(table easel with felt board
and Picture Communication Symbols()
enlarged 259% attached). A person
who could project the image of
an actual AAC user was selected
as the stimulu, subject.

Opinion statements, negative verbiage
related to social behavior, vocation,
te'anical charai,erisLice,
arid general personality traits,
were developed by selecting categories
of statements and then statements
under each selected category and
assembled as a continuum of 39
opinion statements. Listeners
watched the videotape and marked
the response booklet containing
the opieion statements with an
A for agree or a D for disagree
next to each statement. Listeners
also filled out a Biographical
Data Form, which was developed
as part of the response form.

Listeners were selected to represent
a collection of people found in
the community. An additional consideration
was that this colt, tion cf people
not be a group of people who were
involved generally with augmentative
and alternative communication.

Results

The viewer/listenei ' responses

indicated that some negative reactions
were implied to persons using an
AAC system while other negative
reactions wore rejected. The must
important agreement with implied
negative characteristics were related
to feelings of discomfort, perceived
normality, communicative clarity
and (ruetration. Rejected characteri,tice
included capability to interict
sociilly; emotional scenes; liheline
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as "pessimist", 'strange" and "not

outgoing"; expectation, competence.
reliability and alertness to work;
unintelligent appearance, slowness.

Biographical data revealed that
the average viewer/listener in
the study was 42 years old, male
or female, had a bachelors degree
and was a professional.

Discussion

The statement "most people would
feel uncomfortable when asSociating
with this person" drew 89% agreement
and suggests that discomfort when
engaging in conversation with a
person using an AAC system is not
an isolated reaction. In a similar
study, Knight(1) found listeners
agreed significantly when presented
with audio samples of severe voice
quality disorders. People are
not likely to view atypical persons
and their AAC systems as being
part of the mainstream unless they
interact with them frequently in
the mainstream of life, i.e. grocery
stores, shopping malls, restaurants,
parks. theatres, etc. Listeners(71%)
indicated a realization that persons
using AAC systems do have a contribution
to make to society. Most respondents
disagreed with the idea that "This
person should not be expected to
work." Statements concerning perceived
intelligence were rejected, e.g.
"This person does not look like
someone who is intelligent". Listeners
appreciated the possible frustrations
with sending messages in augmented
ways. The difficulty with understanding
the message is affected by a number
of factors, not the least of which
is society's pressure to converse
and move on without losing a great
deal of time in the effort. None
of the statements concerning general
personality traits was given important
agreement.

One limitation of this study lies
in the fact that there are many
different types of AAC systems,
communication symbol sets and formats
for presenting those seta that
were not investigbted. It can

be concluded that the listeners
in this study did imply negative
characteristics to the person using
augmentative communication in this
study. Listeners also rejected
some negative characteristics that
were suggested for implication

to the person using augmentative

communication. More studies are
needed to confirm that neaative
characteristics are implied. The

general public needs to be more
aware of persons using augmentative
communication and how to interact
with them. Further research needs
to be conducted concerning what
the public needs to know as to
how to interact with people who
use AAC systems.
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MAXIMISING INDEPENDENCE IN THE INTENSIVE CARE UNIT - A CASE STUDY. 1.4
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Medical Physics Department, St George's Hospital, Lincoln, UK.

ABSTRACT

W was advitted to the Intensive Care Unit
(ICU) felowing a head injury. This paper
clf,scriben the clinical engineering unit's
involvesetnt with W over the following four
months aa his condition improved from total
paralysi a. below the neck to sufficient
independex.ce to allow his return to
mainstream schooling. The key professional
role of the Clinical Engineer is
highlighted in W's assessments and computer
based activities. These activities are
designed to encourage independence in an
environment which normally dictates total
dependence.

REQUEST

The Clinical Engineer received a request
from the Consultant in Disability Medicine,
19 days after admission, to provide W with
access to a communication system and
leisure activities. Speech therapists from
the Communication Aids Resource Centre and
specialist staff from the Young Disabled
Unit (YDU) were also involved.

INITIAL ASSESSMENT

The initial assessment of W revealed a 14
year old boy, paralysed from the neck down
and ventilated through a tracheostomy tube.
The differential diagnosis was pneumococcal
meningitis and brain stem infarct. No
significant recovery was expected.

Although W had no speech, he was not
totally without communication. W closed his
eyes for 'yes', trembled his head for 'no'
and mouthed words without voice. His
comprehension and literacy skills were
normal. W's only voluntary movements were
of the head, mouth and eyes. He was able to
flick his eyes from left to right upon
request, but found head movements
difficult.

As W's condition was not expected to
improve, emphasis was placed on improving
communication and providing leisure
activities to maximise his feelings of
control over his immediate environment.
There was concern that W should not become
passive or 'locked in'.

EQUIPMENT ACCESS

The interface assessment was carried out by
the Clinical Engineer who was soon able to
discount the use of head and mouth
movements for interface control. The former
proved tiring and any interface placed near
his head would need resiting as his
position was changed. Extra tasks for ICU
staff were avoided where possible. W
already used his mouth for forming words
and it was felt inappropriate to add
another function to this site.

The eye movement switch, Twinkle (1), was
trialled and after a 15 minute training
session with the Clinical Engineer and
Clinical Engineering staff nurse, W was
using the switches well to play a simple
computer game. The eye switch consists of
a neonatal cardiac electrode placed on each
temple, which detects the changes in

orientation in the corneo-retinal potential
as the eyes move. The electrodes are

connected to a small unit housing
amplification and filtering circuitry to
provide a two switch output through an
opto-isolation barrier for control of

external devices.

Before the equipment was used in ICU,
rigorous electrical safety tests were made.
The computer was a mains powered BBC B and
did not meet safety standards laid down in
IEC601/1 for patient connected equipment.
The Twinkle eye switch was designed to
provide effective electrical isolation for
the patient through its opto-isolation
barrier and after the whole system had been
subjected to earth leakage current tests,
it was agreed that so long as the computer,
monitor, disc drive and printer were placed
at the foot of the bed outside the

immediate patient environment, the whole
system could be used.

COMMUNICATION

W needed to discuss his present
circumstances with family and staff. Yes/no
answers reinforce passivity and require the
coaversation partner to be a mind reader in
counselling sessions. W's silent mouthings
were often ambiguous and led to further
frustration as misunderstandings were
compounded.

In line with Dowden's approach (2), an
artificial larynx was considered. However,

an appropriate model was not available
immediately. To provide the immediate means
for novel, unambiguous communication, W was
introduced to scanning wordprocessor
software, Beeblinc (3) on the BBC B

computer.

Through daily, timetabled training sessions
with the Clinical Engineering staff nurse,
W quickly progressed from writing his name
on the screen, with letters chosen from a
3x3 matrix, to writing key words selected
from the full letterboard while his family
was visiting. W also used the system early
in the day before tiring, to print out
messages for his visitors and letters to
friends.

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

W used the Twinkle eye switch to control
games software and became proficient at
switch versions of various competitive
games in which he soon involved ICU staff.
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This introduced these staff to the system
which developed their confidence and led
them to fitting the eye switches themselves
and setting up the computer. Simple fault
finding and support was carried out by the
Clinical Engineering staff nurse.

W enjoyed the computer games and
companionship they brought and was soon
requesting more complex games. Work was
already underway on emulation techniques
and W was introduced to the software
version of 'Monopoly'. Using a keyboard
emulation interface (KEI) and purpose
written software an a Husky Hawk hand held
computer, W played tha game using a switch.
His opponents used the keyboard to make
their selections whilst W. scanned through
responses expected by the game displayed on
the Hawk. He was able to play the game at
normal speed and therefore found plenty of
willing opponents.

IMPROVEMENTS

After a further two weeks W began to regain
control of the left side of his body. He
was soon able to use a lever switch with
his left hand and transferred to this from
the eye switch. An infra-red switch
transmitter/receiver was incorporated to
maintain electrical isolation.

W trialled a hand held Cooper-Rand
artificial larynx but found it
unacceptable, primarily because of the
robotic nature of the voice, and also due
to the involvement of the conversation
partner.

As W's condition continued to improve, he
was gradually weaned off his respirator and
spent time sitting out of bed. He was
transferred to a Medical Ward eight weeks
after his admission to ICU, and had his
trachoestomy tube removed, whereupon W's
speech returned. He was transferred to the
YDU for intensive therapy.

In discussion of w's further rehabilitation
programme, the Clinical Engineer was
approached to specify a system for
producing written work at school. Through
the Augmentative Communication Evaluation
System software package (Words+ Inc.,
California), W's left hand and arm function
was shown to have improved to the extent
that single handed typing speeds were
within the normal range but slower for the
right side. A portable computer and
software was recommended with information
on computer based curricular activities
coming from the Education Authority's
specialist unit.

After five months, W returned to school on
a part time basis while still resident at
the YDU. Three months later he was
discharged home, attending the YDU only as
a day patient and in a short while
commenced full time education again.

DISCUSSION

W was provided with P.ppropriate assessment,
equipment, training and opportunities for
use of augmentative communication and
leisure equipment in the ICU. This aided

W's interactions with family and staff at
a difficult time. Communication breakdown
was avoided as W used the scanning word
processor to write key words.

Siblings and friPnds were able to play with
W through the computer games, thus
maintaining contact in a distressing
environment. W enjoyed the competitive
nature of the games and took great delight
in beating opponents. The value of
rehabilitation for W in the acute stage was
amply demonstrated.

Safety considerations relating to equipment
provision in ICU were of prime importance.
Electrical isolation for the patient was
maintained at all times, with mains powered
equipment kept .outside the immediate
patient environment.

CONCLUSION

Our success in maximising W's independence
in ICU was achieved through a combination
of Clinical Engineering staff skills in
assessment, planning, system specification
and provision, training, liaison and
commitment. The ability to build
appropriate systems from existing hardware
modules and configurgble software meant we
could meet the demands of a rapidly
changing situation.
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QUANTITATIVE MODELING IN AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION -- A CASE STUDY

Heidi M. Horstmann, MS.
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INTRODUCTION

A general model that accounts for all the component
cognitive, perceptual, and motor processes in a user's
interaction with an augmentative communication
system can be a powerful clinical tool. A model can
provide an improved understanding of the user's
performance, as well as predict the effect of changes
to the system.

This paper presents one example of quantitative
modeling in clinical AAC practice. A simple model for
single switch letter scanning is presented. Clinical
application of this model is illustrated through a case
study. The patient's progress is demonstrated
through actual communication rates, and these
measured rates are compared to those predicted by
the model.

A QUANTITATIVE MODEL

The modeling technique used can be thought of as a
quantitative task analysis, in which the overall task is
divided into individual steps. Time required to
perform the overall task can be estimated by
summing the times for each component step. The
following example illustrates the technique for
modeling error-free performance.

The task considered is to generate text by selecting
individual characters (including "space") from a row-
column scanning array. The character positions are
fixed and are arranged alphabetically as shown in Fig.
1. Scanning proceeds automatically at a definable
rate. The user selects the desired character by first
hitting a switch when its row is scanned, then hitting
the switch again when the character itself is scanned.

A

R S
Y Z

space

Fig. 1. Alphabetic array for System A.

The steps required to select each character are as
follows: scanning to a character's row and column and
two switch hits for character selection. The total
scanning time to reach a character depends on its
position in the array and the system scan rate, s (1).
Scanning time for an individual character, i, can be
expressed as (d1)(s), where d is the distance in scan
steps from the upper left hand corner. Note that d = 0
for the character in the upper left hand corner. The
average scanning time for overall text generation is
the weighted average of each character s scanning
time, based on each character's relative frequency in
English (1, 2). Fcr an alphabetically arranged
character array, the average scanning time can be
calculated as 3.98s, where s is the scan rate.

The time required to activate the switch two times
can be represented as 2h, where h is the user's switch
hit time. The average overall time required to select a
character from the alphabetically arranged array,
then, is the sum of the average scanning time to reach
the char.'eter and the switch hit time, or T = 3.98s +
2h, in seconds/character.

1.5

The scan rate must be set to allow time to search for
the desired character, perceive when it is scanned,
and hit the switch. Therefore, the switch hit time, h,
must be less than the scan rate. A simplifying
assumption that h = s/2 is made throughout this
paper, because the scan rate incorporates switch hit
time as well as the processes listed above.

CASE STUDY

Patient A.B. is a 64 year old woman, who is
ventilator-dependent and unable to speak, secondary
to Fisher vanant of Guillain Barre Syndrome. Due to
extensive axonal damage to the bulbar nerves, her
recovery of independent speech is expected to be long
term. Augmentative communication intervention was
initiated in the Intensive Care Unit. A letter board
was initially implemented, but it was cumbersome
and resulted in limited responses. Two weeks after
onset, A.B. was able to consistently protrude her
mandible to operate a computer-based single switch
scanning system.

There were two main criteria for the system: (1) large
character display, to accomodate vision problems, and
(2) simplicity, given the acute illness and difficult
environment. The system chosen, referred to as
System A, runs on an Apple IIc computer and employs
group-item scanning. On the top level menu, it
presents alphabetically arranged letter groups (A to
F, G to L, etc.). When the user selec Ls one of the
groups, the screen is updated to di ?lay only the
characters of the selected group. 'this ;-..chnique is
equivalent to the row-column scanning approach
described above.

Over two weeks of daily practice, A.B. gradually
improved to become an expert user, exhibiting very
few errors. While A.B. had reached the optimum
performance for her system, she did not use the
system regularly because she found the text entry
rate too slow. Data collection was initiated at this
time, which revealed that her text entry rate was only
3.1 characters/mM. It was observed that two
limitations of System A contributed to the slow
measured rate: (1) for each character selection, 10
seconds was required to update the display, and (2)
the fastest scan rate was 1.6 sec/scan.

A modified version of the model described above was
used to predict optimum rate. The 10 second display
update time must be added to the basic equation
derived above, so T = 3.98s + 2h + 10 sec/character.
With a scan rate of s = 1.6 sec/scan, the predicted rate
is 3.33 character/min. This matches the measured
rate closely and yields support for the modeling
approach.

Since A.B.'s scanning skills had significantly
improved by this time, a more complex scanning
system was introduced in response to her request for
a faster system. In this system, referred to as System
B, characters are arranged in a frequency-based
array, so the more frequently used characters are
closer to the upper left hand corner of the array. All
characters are displayed simultaneously as large
graphics characters in a fixed row-column
arrangement, so lengthy screen updates are not
necessary.
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System B was modeled before A.B.'s initial trial, to
predict how her performance might improve with the
new system. Since the character arrangement is more
efficient than Syscem A, the average scanning time is
decreased to 2.59s, where s is the scan rate. Switch
hit time for each character romains 2h, where h is the
time it takes for a single switch hit. There is no
measurable screen update delay, which immediately
saves 10 seconds per character. There are, however,
two clinician-programmable delays in the system that
must be incorporated into the model. The first is a
pause, p, after a charte..!er is selected; this gives the
user extra time to search for the next character before
row scanning begins. The second is a row delay, r,
after a row is selected; this gives the user extra time
to select the first item in the selected row, since some
users have difficulty :kitting a switch quickly twice in
a row. The average I me per character, then, is T =
2.59s + 2h + p + r.

Using A.B.'s previous scan rate of 1.6 sec/scan, and
assuming h = s/2, text generation rate for the new
system was expected to be 10.4 characters/mM, or
three times her rate on the previous system, with no
selection or row delays (p = r = 0). Therefore,
immediate improvements in text generation rate were
expected. Additionally, because System B places no
limitation on the scan rate, further improvements
with practice were expected.

In &B.'s first two trials with System B, she achieved
text entry rates between 6.1 and 7.8 characters/mM,
essentially double her previous rate. These actual
rates are lower than the predicted optimal rate
because selection and row delays were required to
compensate for A.B's unfamiliarity with the
arrangement of the character array.

Over the course of one month from the introduction of
System B, the system parameters (scan rate and
delays) were adjusted in response to the improvement
in A.B.'s skill, resulting in a top text entry rate of 19.6
characters/min. Error-free text entry rates for each
set of parameters were measured and compared to the
model's prediction. These results are tabulated in
Fig. 2, showing the measured rates matched the
predicted rates quite closely.

Fig. 2. Measured vs. predicted rates for System B

DISCUSSION

The model can also be used to predict the maximum
possible rate for System B. The minimum switch hit
time, h, can be modeled as a simple reaction time,
taking 0.2 seconds for an individual with normal
cognition and motor skills (2). The minimum scan
rate, s, can be set at the time it takes to perceive a
character on the display and match it to an image of
the desired character, plus the switch hit time. 'Phis
assume.; that the character positions have been
memorized, so no search time is required. For an
individual with normal cognition and perception, the
minimum s is 0.4 sec (2). With no additional delays,
the eptimal rate is predicted to be 41.8
characters/minute. It should be noted that t'.;s
assumes peak performance at all times, and it is not

Parameters
(sec )

Meas. rate
(cpci)

Pred. rate]
(cpm) ,

1.44 1.0 0.0 9.7 9.7
0.96 1.36 0.36 13.9 11.6
0.6 0.6 0.1 19.6 21.0

realistic to expect an individual to maintain this level
of performance for long periods of time. However, it
does provide an absolute maximum rate that can be
used to gauge absolute progress.

Continued work with A.B. will focus on further
improvement in text entry rate. Techniques such as
abbreviation expansion or word prediction may be
introduced in an attempt to improve text entry rate.
Rate measurements will be taken to determine the
effectiveness of these techniques. This will require
word prediction packages that display large
characters, which are currently not commercially
available. In addition, a similar modeling simulation
has indicated that single switch Morse code at an
expert level could be festar than single switch
scanning. The option of using Morse code has been
discussed with A.B., but she has indicated that she is
not interested in learning a brand new technique at
this point.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results indicate that a simple model can be a
useful predictor of communication rate. The model
can be used to formulate strategies to improve
performance because it reveals how each component
step contributes to overall performance. Continued
work to further validate the model is necessary.
Finally, taking quantitative measurements of
performance is by itself important because it gives an
objective measure of a user's progress. Manufacturers
of computer access or augmentative communication
systems are urged to consider including data
collection modules in their systems, to assist
clinicians in this type of quantitative assessment.
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MOUNTING A PC-BASED COMMUNICATION AID: A CASE STUDY

Glen Ash lock, B.S., and Heidi M. Horstmann, M.S.

Rehabilitation Engineering Program, Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
University of Michigan

ABSTRACT

A mounting system that allows the use of a computer-
based communication system from a wheelchair
without compromising mobility or other function is
described. The communication system consists of a
portable PC, with the screen separated from the
computer, and a speech synthesizer. This system was
developed to meet the specific needs of an individual,
but the concepts are useful for others with similar
equipment and needs.

BACKGROUND

M.R. is a 28-year-old woman who is severely speech-
impaired due to a head injury in 1977. Since October
1987, she has been speaking and writing with a
Zenith Stpersporta laptop computer and a portable
DECtalk° speech synthesizer (1). She accesses the
computer with single-switch scanning using Altkey, a
keyhoard emulation package (2).

Initially the system could be carried and set up when
she wanted to use it, but was not truly portable. M.R.
wanted to be able to use the system independently
from her wheelchair whenever she needed it. The
first approach to this problem was to use the
computer on her lapboard with a mounting for the
DECtalk on the back of the wheelchair. However,
with the computer on her lapboard, M.R. had
difficulty seeing the screen, and raising the computer
so she could see the screen obstructed her view and
hid her from others. Additionally, since the lapboard
was often in her way and took a long time to set up,
she did not always want to use it. To alleviate these
problems, an alternative mounting system for the
computer was required

DESIGN

Based on an evaluation of M.R.'s needs, a set of
criteria were developed. The goals for the mounting
system were that it:

be easy to set up and move between her
manual and power wheelchairs
allow the screen to be positioned near eye
level without obstructing vision
not interfere with driving, transfers, or other
functions
provide adequate protection for the computer
and DECtalk.

A commercial swing-away computer mount such Q s
the Quick 'n Easye was initially consiaered. This
would be easy to set up and make the height of the
computer adjustable, but it would still block her view.
Also, when moved to the side position, it would have
added to the width of the chair and exposed the
t:omputer to possible collision damage. It became

1.6

apparent that the best way to meet M.R.'s
requirements would be to mount only the computer
screen in front of her and to mount the computer base
and DECt tilk behind the chair. This type of approach
was feasible since M.R. uses scanning and does not
need access to the computer keyboard.

The screen was separated with the assistance of local
Zenith service technicians. The ribbon cable
connecting the screen and computer was cut and a
standard DB25 connector placed on each end. A
standard RS232 extension cable was used to connect
the computer and screen.

A thermoplastic shell was made to help protect the
screen. Strips of foam were placed between the screen
and shell to help protect the screen from impact. The
shell also makes the screen more resistant to twisting;
this was important since the screen was no longer
protected by being connected to the computer. The
screen was attached to the shell using strips of
Polylockd.

The shell was attached to a bracket using T-nuts so
the mounting surface for the screen would be flat.
The bracket holds the screen and shell to a Prentke
Romich Wheelchair Mounting Kite. This allows the
screen to be rotated flat, providing increased vision
when driving. By installing a bracket for the
Mounting Kit on each wheelchair, the screen and bar
can be easily moved.from chair to chair.

A cover was made to protect the keyboard, since it
was no longer shielded by the screen. Thermoplastic
was bent to fit and attached to the sides of the
computer with Velcrof

A mounting for the computer and DECtalk was made
for each chair out of .125" thick aluminum painted to
match the wheelchairs. The pieceS were cut to size,
bent, and bolted together to form a rectangular box to
hold the computer. The boxes were attached to the
chairs using the existing upholstery screws. On the
power chair, the computer rests on top of the
wheelchair controller, A bottom bracket was added to
the manual chair to support the computer. Enough of
the back of the computer was left exposed to allow
clearance for the cables. A slot was cut in one side of
the boxes to allow access to the power switch without
moving the computer.

Four key-hole slots were cut in the back plate of each
mounting box to hold the DECtalk. The bottom of the
DECtalk was fastened to an additional aluminum
plate using Polylock. Rubber feet screwed to the plate
fit into the key-holes to attach the plate to the
computer mount. When it is not being used on the
chairs, the DECtalk can stand on these feet. A strap
with a quick-release buckle wraps around the
DECtalk and back plate to prevent rattling and
provide a backup to the Polylock.
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M.R. with her communication system. The
DECtalk is not shown but mounts behind the
computer.

DISCUSSION

In this case, removal of the computer screen and
development of a separate mounting system for the
computer and DECtalk proved to be a successful
solution to a specific problem. M.R. reports a high
degree of satisfaction with the system; its portability
allows her to communicate in a wider variety of
situations. However, there are a number of issues
that need to be considered before attempting to
separate a screen from a computer. Laptops are not
designed with this in mind, so even knowing that it
has been done with other laptops, there is no way of
ensuring it will be successful with a specific computer.
Attempting to separate the screen voids the warranty
for the entire computer, and once removed, the screen
will be more exposed and vulnerable to damage. The
longer connecting cable may introduce undesirable
noise to the video signal, and disconnecting the cable
while the computer is on may damage electronic
components. These risks should be discussed with the
client and balanced with the potentially considerable
benefits before any work is started.
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A PORTABLE DRIVER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

E.D.Smart, A.Bluj, J. Dezern, K.Pearson, W. Pendleton
N C.Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

Regional Office Hickory, N.C.

KBSTRACT

The authors have developed a ievice
to assist them in determining the
physical parameters of potential
drivers in order to compare them
with the available adaptive driving
equipment and with the configuration
of various vehicles. The prototype
described here was designed to fit
the following criteria: 1) measures
position\, operational range, size,
and force capability of a subject
using simulated steering, hand brake
and throttle controls while allowing
the use of ih lrchangeable control
grip interfaced; 2) allows and
assists with the meaaurement of all
relevant body parts, range of motion
and personal equipment (i.e.
wheelchair) components in three
dimensional space in the driving
position; 3) is portable, with no
single component weighing more than
30 lbs and the total weight not more
than 65 lbs; and 4) is easy to
assemble, adjust and use without
special training.

PURPOSE

The system was developed
to precisely measure the functional
upper extremity strength, range of
motion and anthropometry of a
potential driver seated in a
wheelchair or a simulated driver's
seat. It is often difficult and
costly to transport persons with
severe disabilities to a suitably
equipped driver evaluation center.
This portable device can he carried
in a passenger car and set up in any
location convenient to the subject.
The measurements thus obtained are
used to select and/or recommend
specific modifications and adaptive
driving equipment for the potential
driver. A similar but less versatile
device has been in use for about
seven years and has proved to be a
valuable screening and prediction
tool.

The two major components of the
system are the SIMULATOR and the
CAMERA. The simulator provides the
structural reference framework for
taking anthropometric measurements.
It also contains the force
adjustment and measurement
mechanisms for steering and hand
brake-throttle actions.

THE SIMULATORS

Steering

The steering component is adjustable
for wheel diameter, grip device,
spatial orientation, and force
resistance. The wheel contains an
adjustable slide with a bearing
receptacle into which various
spinner handles can be inserted. The
slide passively locks in 1/2"
indices to provide a range of
steering diameters in 1" increments
from 7" to 14". The steering plane
may be varied by rotating it around
two axes: 1) Horizontal, parallel to
the subject's transverse plane and
2) Horizontal, parallel to the mid-
saggital plane. Steering resistance
is controlled by a magnetic particle
brake. A ten turn switch enables the
operator to vary the steering
resistance from 0 to 2000 inch-
ounces. The torque is displayed
digitally as the wheel is turned.

The height of the steering plane is
adjusted by rotatire the shoulder
box around the cross tube which
supports it (Appendix A). Figures 1,
2 and 3 show the ranges of steering
wheel positions with the declination
of the steering wheel in three
representative angles; vertical, 45
degrees, and horizontal
respectively Maximum knee clearance
is 30 inches with the device
assembled in the normal manner,
however it is possible to gain
considerably more by reversing the
mounting of the shoulder box.

Hand brake-throttle

The hand brake-throttle is
permanently mounted in the neck bix:
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DRIVER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

approximately 7 3/4 ilches below the
steering whesl, with handles for

both right and left hand operation.
The handles are drilled to accept
various spinner type grips as on the
steering wheel. Motion of the
handle (either right or left) is bi-
directional along any of three axes,
1) Vertical (up,down), 2)
Horizontal, parallel to the mid-
sagittal plane (forward,back), and
3) horizontal, parallel to the
transverse plane (left,right). Thus
the motion of mechanical or power
assisted brake-throttle controls can
be simulated with reasonable
accuracy. The resistance of the hand
control is varied by the use of
three hydraulic cylinders each of
which is adjusted by a pair of flow
control knobs. Each pair controls
the force required to move the rod
back and forth in one axis of
motion, giving a resistance range
from 20 to 300 ounces. The forces
are read directly on LCD panel
meters.

THE CAMERA

The Polaroid SE600 camera is
equipped with a 75mm lens and a 1 cm
grid in front of the film plane. The
imprint of the grid in the resulting
photograph assists the operator in
determining many of the significant
anthropometric measurements of the
subject and driving elements after
they have been adjusted for optimum
effectiveness in driving. It is, of
course, necessary to standardize the
camera position with respect to the
DMS to achieve consistent
measurements. Also, the grid can be
used only to take measurements in a
plane parallel to the film plane.
Some of the useful measurements thus
obtainable are overall or head
height, eye level, reach envelope,
wheelchair configuration, angle and
position of steering wheel, etc.

DISCUSSION

The simulator is useful in its
present form for any practitioner
familiar with adaptive driving
prescription. The adaptive equipment
and structural modifications
required for the individual driver
can be more accurately prescribed

prior to initiating costly
modifications. Future plans include
developing a protocol which will
make it operable by para-
professionals who may then turn the
data over to specialists for
interpretation. Useful additions
will include scales and indicator
marks on the DMS to further simplify
the recording of measurement data.
For example a protractor will be
imprinted to show the angularity of
the steering shoulder box. The
steering wheel angle might be
indicated by an inclinometer. These
and other changes are being
evaluated for inclusion in the next

level of development.

301.

Fig.1

Fig.2
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APPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT OF VEHICLE MODIFICATION PROTOCOL
FOR MAXIMIZING TRAFFIC SAFETY OF DISABLED DRIVERS

J. Babirad, MSA; L. Mendelson, MEE; M. Flis, OTR/L
MetroHealth Medical Center

Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
Cleveland, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Many of the individual U.S. States and Canadian

Provinces have some means of identifying ard

prescribing adaptive driving devices. The past

several years have seen a progressive refinement

of early vehicle modification guidelines and

standards developed by the states of Mr....,:husetts

and California. In many instances clinical

rehabilitation engineering has been called upon to

assist in the development and implementation of

systematic procedures for procuring appropriate

adaptations for the disabled driver.

The independent operation of a motor vehicle is

potentially one of the most hazardous consults

that the rehabilitation engineer is faced with.

Inappropriate identification and prescription of

specific driving devices can jeopardize the safety

of the user and the motoring public, and in many

cases is avoidable.

A system of describing appropriate generic

equipment has been developed by the Department of

Human Services of the State of Indiana and is

based on sound clinical practices used in several

rehabilitation programs around the State.

INTRODUCTION

Many states have relied on independent vehicle

modification vendors, and equipment manufacturers

for recommendation of adaptive driving devices for

the clients they serve. The Office of

vocational Rehabilitation is a major purchaser of

adaptive equipment for the disabled and must

obtain at least two bids on major purchases such

as vehicle conversions. Most of these sources

are unable to access the medical appropriateness

of specific conversion options, or if the client

is cognitively able to process the complex tasks

that driving demands.

The consistent application of vendor prepared

quotes have led to two unfortunate consequences.

First the quote may be prepared in a way which

excludes competitive bidding due interpretation

factors. (One vendor may sense that the client

can only drive a specific brand of vacuum gas

brake interface which a competing vendor does not

deal in). Secondly, vendor prepared bids often

lead to the inability of the client to safely

drive the intended vehicle. This is often the

result of inadequate evaluation and education

pre.requisites. The client with a severe

disability is most affected because of the large

outlay of money required by both himself and the

funding agency. It is not uncommon for a high

level quadriplegic to purchase a new van for

$12,000.15,000 and the funding agency purchasing

equipment in excess of $15,000.00 resulting in a

delivered vehicle that is uncontrollable by the

intended user.

The State of Indiana has recently developed

Standards for Automotive Adaptive Equipment and

Vehicle Modifications and refined their support

service policies to guard against either of these

conditions occurring. Michina Rehabilitation

Institute has assisted in the development of these

standards and policies and remains a model

protocol for leveling the playing field in vehicle

modification and traffic safety.

METHODS

Prior to the identification and prescription of an

adaptive driving system the newly injured driver

or the first time driver should complete an

established driver evaluation. The evaluation

should be followed by driver rehabilitation

education/rehabilitation. Folteuing the

successful completion of the one or both of these

programs rehabilitation engineer would be prepared

to focus on appropriate vehicle modifications.

General definitions of these programs follow:

DRIVER EVALUATION: The driver's evaluation is

structured to respond to four separate concerns.

I-Client Potential: This assessment consists of

two separate but closely related parts. The

first portion is a objective static testing

battery that would assess neurological and

physical ability to operate a motor vehicle.

The second portion is a subjective assessment of

the clients ability to drive a similar vehicle

through a prescribed course at various speeds

ranging from 5 to 35 miles per hour.

II-Treatment Required: The clients need for driver

education. If the focused assessment reveals

that the client is operating the modified

vehicle within established safety levels further

driver education is not indicated. However,

most cases reveal that the new driver requires

multiple hours of traffic exposure to develop

basic competency in the control interfaces end

traffic safety procedure.

III- Need for VMC: The clients need for vehicle

modification consultation. The clinical

assessment can usually isolate issues such as

transfer potential, appropriate conservative

control interface and wheelchair mobility

enhancements.

IV- OEM CONSULT: What original equipment

manufacturer options should be selected to

minimize the amount of after market conversion.

I., many cases eftermarket power windows are

applied to new vehicles that should have had

them from the factory.

2.2
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Vehicle Modification Protocol

DRIVER REHABILITATION/EDUCATION: This essential

aspect of treatment assures that the patient who

is unable to effectively opertte a modified motor

vehicle in the brief diagnostic evaluation can

develop competency through a goal oriented

treatment approach. Driver rehabilitation can

range from as little as one hour for the

previously licensed paraplegic driver to in excess

of 50 hours for the severely disabled C.P. driver.

VEHICLE MODIFICATION CONSULTATION: The

development of a bid ready, generically described

consultation on necessary equipment is an area

that the rehabilitation engineer has contributed

most. A basic knowledge of existing Federal Motor

Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) and Society of

Automotive Engineer (SAE) reccamended practices

helps in levtling the playing field. The

diagnostic accuracy of medical evaluation and the

demonstrated competency in the evaluation and

rehabilitation phases of the driving program

assure that the generic prescription is

appropriate for the climts use. If properly

applied a three part driver rehabilitation program

can maximize traffic safety and eliminate the

delivery of a conversion that the patient cannot

drive.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER:
A CONSUMER-ORIENTED, INTEGRATED MODEL

Shelley A. Sandow and John Trimble
Rehabilitation Re.search and Development Center

Hines V.A. Hospital
P. O. Box 150, Hines, IL 60141

Introduction

In carrying out our technology transfer program we have
determined a need for a model that follows the principles of
new product development that are used in successful private
sector firms, but have not often been applied to rehabilitation
products. We have recently developed such a consumer-
oriented, integrated model of technology transfer. It is
designed to meet the expressed needs of disabled consumers and
to provide manufacturers and distributors with the marketing
and demographic data they need to make decisions on product
viability.

This paper describes the consumer-focused, integrated model
of technology transfer and our experience with it during the
first nine months of its development and implementation.

bilelluul.s.._ancLaesults

The model has six steps:

Step I. Consumer Idea Generation: We convened four
Idea Generation Groups (IGGs) totalling 13 adults with
mobility impairments. For the initial IGGs we did not attempt
to assemble a statistically valid sample of all disabled people,
but aimed instead for variety. Groups included men and
women, and were racially and ethnically diverse. Some

participants had been disabled from birth or when quite young,
others were disabled as adults. Diagnoses of participants in-
cluded SCI, post-polio, cerebral palsy and MS. Some were
employed, others were homemakers, others were unemployed.
Living situations varied - some people were married, others
lived alone or werc single parents.

The task of the IGGs was to brainstorm on barriers to
activities in their daily lives that could be lessened by the use
of some device, and, when possible, make suggestions about
the desirable features of the device. The groups spent two to
three hours in discuLsion. A small stipend was offered to the
participants.

IGGs generated just under 100 ideas for products to fill gaps in
the areas of travel, personal care /groom in g ,
recreation/entertainment/shopping, household/child care,
wheelchair-related, and miscellanoeus. Their ideas fell into
several categories:

*Products that don't exist: e.g. a "lazy susan" that revolves
vertically instead of horizontally to allow access to items in
the tops of cabinets.

Products that exist, but don't co the job well enough: e.g. a

buttonholer that works on the first try.

3.1

Products that exist, but are too expensive as currently
designed: e.g. a wheelchair seat raiser.

Products that need to be redesigned for travel: e.g. a
portable, lightweight bath stool.

* Add-on products that make other items more oseful to a
person with a disability: e.g. adapter kit for a 4-door auto
allowing the driver's side rear door to open out from the
center, to make stowing the wheelchair easier.

* Products that would be useful, but that we'll probably never
scc: e.g. a wheelchair-mounted cement cutter to make curb
cuts as you go.

Disabled consumers were later convened as Focus Groups to
develop a list of specific attributes they desired in a product and
to gauge their intention to buy the product.

Step 2. Product Design: The list of product ideas was
screened to yield a dozen which were presented to Senior
Design Students in the Department of Mechanical and
Industrial Engineering at a major university. For their Senior
Design Project, teams of students had the option of choosing
one of these product ideas or one from a long list of more
traditional products unrelated to disability. Their sole task
during the final semester in the Engineering Program was to
develop a working model of the chosen device. The university
has an active rehabilitation program and engineering students
were encouraged to consult with their disabled peers during the
design and development work.

This was the first time that the list from which students could
choose included rehabilitation devices, something to which
very few had prior exposure. During the first semester, three
teams selected items from this list. The prototypes they
developed were a portable "universal" door opening aid which
would help people with diminished use of their hands to
operate door knobs and handles with greater ease, a hand
powered bicycle that is more stable and easier to learn to ride
than existing ones, and a patient bed lift designed to minimize
back strain for the health professional transferring the disabled
person. We are currently evaluating the prototypes that the
students developed.

Step 3. Market Research: Through the U. S. Small
Business Administration's Small Business Institute Program,
graduate and undergraduate marketing students from three
universities conducted market research on several devices. The
students met with the project director to get an orientation to
the field of rehabilitation and assistivc devices. Information on
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disability awareness and appropriate terminology was also
given.

In addition to tapping usual market research data sources,
students contacted organizations in the area that provide
services and do advocacy for people with disabilities. Despite
the paucity of statistics on disabled people, students yielded
credible research results. In some cases, their findings were
that the size of the market compared to production costs for the
product as designed meant that it did not have commercial
potential. In another case, findings were that the individual
and institutional market was sufficient to result in a reasonable
return on investment. Research on additional products is
undcrway as this abstract is being written.

Step 4. Distribution: Although in reality, distribution
follows manufacture of goods, we approached distributors
first to get feedback on this model and elicit their interest in
adding a new item to their product line. We explained that we
would only be presenting them with products for which the
economic analysis revealed the likelihood of a reasonable
profit. Not surprisingly, distributors with whom we met all
expressed eagerness for products with a demonstrated profit
potential.

Step S. Manufacture: We are in contact with two types
of manufacturers about their interest in the products under
investigation. Traditional manufacturers of assistive living
devices have been informed of thc possibility that we might be
able to present them with a viable new product to add to their
line. We recognized, however, that many products may have a
modest market with only a slim margin of profitability.
Therefore, we also explored alternative manufacturers such as
the prison-based Illinois Correctional Industries and the com-
munity-based Chicago Commons Industrial Training
Program. These groups provide contract manufacturing using
on-the-job trainees (OJT). Production costs are thus reduced
which may transform the economics sufficiently to make an
itcm profitable. Manufacturers are similar to distributors in
that they are interested in having the opportunity to add a new
item to their production line if there is documentation that
thcir sales will be sufficient.

Step 6. Consumer Purchase: Disabled consumers
purchase and benefit from thc products they asked for. This
assumes that appropriate channels of distribution can be found
so that all consumers who desire the device have information
about it and how to purchase it.

PistlIssiou

For the sake of brevity, issues of third party payment, product

liability and patents have not been discussed.

It is too early in the life cycle of this model to be certain of its
success in bringing new products to market. However, we
have made several findings of note:

1. Disabled consumers in the IGGs are active in the field of
disability rights and services. All of them remarked, however,
that they had never heard of an effort to find out what disabled
consumers want by going directly to the consumers.

2. IGG group members would be considered among the most
informed of disabled consumers, but we found that some of
the itcms they would like to see invented and commercialized
already exist and meet their needs. This suggests that despite
the efforts behind computer data bases and other networks,
channels of communication about assistive devices are still
fragmented.

3. Many of the people involved to date, market research
academics and their students, manufacturers, engineering
students and faculty, have had little exposure to people with
disabilities and their product needs. We believe, therefore, that
a byproduct of our work with this model is to sensitize
decision makers in the private sector about the economics of
this market and their potential benefits from serving it.

4. Several of the potential products with smaller markets will
be most inexpensively manufactured by a small contract
manufacturer with OJT employees. To find these shops we
met with representatives of local government and community-
based organizations in the area. They pointed out that in
addition to benefits to disal;led consumers, they expect this
project, if successful, to also have a positive effect on
employment and business expansion in the community.
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COMMERCIALIZATION OF SPECIAL NEEDS PRODUCTS AT AT&T

Joseph Pajer, Clint D. Gib ler

AT&T Consumer Products

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the process by which products are
selected for inclusion in the AT&T special needs product
line The product evaluation process involves an
assessment of customer needs, average customer
willingness to pay, compatibility with corporate strategy,
and financial fit. Challenges to the commercialization of
special needs products, as well as steps to address
those challenges, are also discussed.

THE PRODUCT EVALUATION PROCESS

In too many cases, products that appear to be good
ideas are not successful in the marketplace. Products
are unsuccessful if they do not reach enough custom-
ers, do not meet customer needs, or do not achieve the
financial goals of the company. Their failure is an
indication that one or more factors about the market
were overlooked or misjudged.

AT&T Consumer Products has developed a formal,
comprehensive product evaluation process to maximize
the probability of success for new products. Essentially,
a product evaluation team is charged with answering the
following questions about a new product concept:

1. What are the true customer needs?

2. Do we have the product/technology to meet the
true customer needs?

3. What is the average customer willing to pay for a
product that meets these needs?

4. How many customers are willing to pay this
much, and over what time period?

5. What is the cost to manufacture such a product?

6 Does this product fit into the corporate and
business unit strategies, especially in terms of
targeted market, brand association and existing
distribution channels?

7. Can this product provide the appropriatn financial
returns to the corporation? This question is really a
quantitative summary of the previous six questions.

Customer Needs The determination of tru2 customer
needs is essential to a successful product. If customers
do not need it, it will not sell. Market research (such as
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focus groups and surveys), trade journals and other
literature, market trials, sales channel input, and com-
petitor experiences are all tools used to assess custom-
ers' true needs.

Understanding customer needs is usually the most
difficutt, and perhaps the most important, part of product
development. In the disabled consumer market, match-
ing technology with true customer needs can be equally
difficult. Often times the solutions to customer needs
(especially for severely disabled consumers) fall short of
solving the entire need. The matching of a product or
technology to true customer needs is therefore very
important to the success of the product.

Willingness to Pay and Cost to Manufacture The
same marketing tools are employed to estimate what
the average customer is willing to pay for a product.
The amount a customer is willing to pay must then be
compared to the owl of manufacturing a unit. (N9te
that the cost of manufacturing a unit decreases as the
number of units to be manufactured increases.) The
difference between the price the customer is willing to
pay and the cost of manufacturing a unit can be termed
the gross margin. Out of this money, further deductions
must be made for advertising expenses, sales ex-
penses, distribution expenses, overheads, etc. If the
net difference does not meet the financial requirements
of the business, then new manufacturing techniques or
new technology evances must be undertaken to
reduce the cost of the product, or expense cuts in
advertising or distribution must be considered. In
general, the customer's willingness to pay for a product
will rarely be changed.

Sales Forecast Given the average customer's willing-
ness to pay, the price of the product, the size of the
market, sales channel expertise, and consumer aware-
ness of the product, a sales forecast is developed,
usually for the first two years of the product.

Fit In Corporate Strategy All product ideas are
examined for their compatibility with the corporate
business strategy. Specifically, it is determined if the
target market for this product is a subset of the corpo-
rate target market. For example, hearing-impaired
telephone users are definitely a subset of telephone
users, AT&T's major market.

The question of how often customers will come to AT&T
through our existing distribution channels to buy the
product is also addressed. For example, most custom-
ers would think of going to an AT&T Phone Store or
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Sears if they needed an amplification device for their
telephone, but it is not clear they would shop there for a
hearing aid.

Finally, an assessment is made of how often targeted
customers would think of AT&T as being a company to
market such a product: that is, do they associate the
AT&T brand with the product under consideration? For
instance, a customer may not relate the AT&T brand to
smoke alarms for deaf consumers.

financial Fit As previously stated, financial fit is a
quantitative summary of the product evaluation process.
The financial analysis predicts how quickly AT&T can
recover its investment in items such as research and
manufacturing, and earn the appropriate return on the
product. In the case of special needs products, AT&T
has identified the return as the amount necessary to
recover investment in a reasonable time frame, cover
the cpsts of doing business (advertising, distribution,
etc.), and earn enough cash to reinvest into technolo-
gies and product enhancements that provide continuous
improvement in meeting the needs of disabled consum-
ers. In simplest form, the financial equation can be
summarized as:

(Gross Margin - Expenses) X (Sales Forecast)
Investment, in a reasonable amount of time.

Again, the Gross Margin is the difference between the
amount a customer is willing to pay and the cost of
manufacture. The Expenses are the costs of doing
business. The Sales Forecast is a function of the size
of the market, how well the product meets true customer
needs, and the price of the product. The Investment is
the cost of research and manufacturing. The amount of
time to recover the investment varies with the state of
the economy and by company. Once this equation can
be satisfied, and all of the producl evaluation questions
answered satisfactorily, a product can begin the devel-
opment and introduction process.

CHALLENGES TO COMMERCIALIZATION

In general, special needs products can be divided into
two categories: those for consumers with mild to
moderate impairments, and those for consumers with
severe impairments. Amplified handsets, in-line tele-
phone amplifiers, and Big Button telephones are ex-
amples of devices that belong to the first category. A
large number of consumers shop for these products in
traditional telephone distribution channels. These
products appear to satisfy customer needs, at prices
customers are willing to pay.

TDDs and ripeakerphones with adaptive switch inputs
are examples of devices that belong to the second
category. These are the products that face significant
commercialization challenges. These challenges can
be summarized as follows:

1. Although there is a relatively large population of

severely impaired consumers, their needs vary
significantly, creating many small (when examined
by needs) market segments.

2. Although awareness of these products has
increased dramatically in recent years, overall
awareness is still very low.

3. Historically, provic Ts of this equipment have not
been overly successful. This raises the obvious
questions:

- Are these products meeting the true needs of
customers?

- Are the prices of these products in line with
what customers are willing to pay?

- Is the technology/product able to meet the
needs of the customer?

- Can the correct product be produced at the
correct cost given the average customer's
willingness to pay?

4. There is no clear definition of where severely
disabled customers shop for products and if there
are more cost-effective ways to distribute products
to customers.

NEXT STEPS

Despite the challenges to commercialization, AT&T
views this market as an extraordinary opportunity to
satisfy our customers, enrich the careers of our employ-
ees and add value to our corporation. It is clear that the
agenda to successfully address the needs of disabled
consumers must include the following:

1. The further evaluation of customer needs, and
customers' willingness to pay for the resolution of
their needs.

2. The advancement of current technological
capabilities to meet customer needs. It should be
noted that this effort must be prioritized by the
magnitude of customer need.

3. The development and execution of strategies to
raise customer awareness.

4. The further development of distribution channels
that effectively serve disabled consumers.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Joseph Pajer
Product Manager
AT&T Consumer Products
Room 3H28
5 Wood Hollow Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054
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Lars Augustsson, Swedish Embassy, Washington, DC
Gerhard Elger, Gunnar Fagerberg, Barbro Furugren, Jan-Ingvar
Lindstrom, The Swedish Handicap Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Introduction

Sweden (pop. 8.5 million) has a
unique system for the provision
of assistive technology.
Basically the consumer gets
advice,the device, adaptations,
training, maintenance, free of
charge. Due to this, we may use
technology and systems that are
rarely found elsewhere. We can
to some extent support the de-
velopment of devices that may
be quite expensive to buy, but
that will be cost-effective in
the long run. R&D in Sweden is
very often supported by the
government. In this paper we
would like to discuss some of
the recent projects.

Telematics
With the term telematics we
refer to services and products
by using telesystems and
computers. Since a couple of
years we have a special project
intended to deal with all
aspects of telematics and
disability. The reason is that
this area is very dynamic,
promising many new services but
may also present new obstacles
if we fail to make the industry
aware of issues related to
access for disabled persons.

One such new service is ISDN,
the simultaneous communication
of voice, data and pictures at
up to 64 KBit/s. There is a lot
of debate in the industry on
whether ISDN is already obso-
lete but in Europe as well as
in the US, ISDN is a very im-
portant standard for years to
come. With ISDN not only do we
get a new generation of TDD's
but also a TDD on the table of
non-disabled persons. It will
increase dramatically the op-
portunities for todays TDD
users to communicate. ISDN may

3.3

also offer a first, primitive
videophone for sign language
communication. Imageprocessing
methods to give an acceptable
moving picture at 64 kBit/s
are being developed all over
the world - also in Sweden.
ISDN-terminals are being
developed by many manufactu-
rers all over the world and it
is important to bring to their
attention the demands for
accessibility.
More examples will be
presented at the confernce.

Reading disabilities
Assistive technology for
persons with reading
disabilities (dyslexia, low
vision and motor impairments)
is another important area of
work. Examples of initiatives:
The "Home Fax" project, where
we give visually impaired
persons the possibility to fax
their mail and other written
material to a telephone based
reading-service. This concept
will also be used fox some
deaf blind persons but the
feedback will be braille
(printed or computerbased)
instead of voice.

The DDN (Daily Digital
Newspaper) project has now
resulted in a permanent such
service. Every night, a full
content morning newspaper is
broadcasted by nationwide
radio stations to subscribers
and is automatically stored in
a memory of a computer in the
home. The information is
tapped at the printing office
of the newspaper The infor-
mation is available by syn-
thetic speech or braille and
the typical subscriber is
visually impaired but this
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service may also be of interest
for motoric impaired persons or
people with dyslexia. You can
read the paper by searching for
sections, headlines or key
words.

We have also started up a
project to give deaf sign-
language users a daily video
"newspaper". The issues that we
are dealing with at this time
is to find an effective
distributing method by using
TV-broadcast or cable.

In he Study Literature Project
we try to find ways of better
serving the needs for
literature for e.g visually
impaired students by using new
production methods, assistive
technology and new media.
Traditional translation to
Braille is expens'Ne and often
not done or not kept up to date
(the most recent German-
Swedish dictionary in Braille
dates from 1911 !).

CD-roms are becoming a popular
alternative storage media for
text and pictures and they
offer ways (speech- synthesis ,

braille etc) of retrieving the
information for people with
disabilities. Encyclopedias,
dictionaries and bibliographic
databases are becoming
available on CD-ROM. Among the
titles on the market you find a
variety e.g The Telling
Dictionary, Marriam-Websters
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary
complete with illustrations and
digitized speech and there is
even a Japanese Singing Bird
Atlas!
Experiences from our trials on
CD-ROMS on the market today,
indicates that documentation is
not as good as we want it and
that we sometimes had problems
with the software when using
several different CD-ROMs
sequentially. Several screen

reading softwares had problems
with windows and graphics -
there is a need for industry
standardized codes so that the
software knows how to deal
with it.
Design
During the last decade we
have been looking for talented
designers to work in many of
the established areas of
assistive technology:
wheelchairs, devices for
children, tools for people
with impairments in arms/hands
etc. We want the device to be
highly functional and at the
same time beautiful.
Professional designers :lave
typically a very developed
methodology when they approach
a new task and they have
proved to be very successful
also in an area they did not
know much about -
rehabilitation technology.
Some of our designers have
recently been given most
prestigious international
awards and their work are
represented in art museums eg.
The Museum of Modern Art in
New York.

Robotics
We are currently running a
project on office workstations
for motorimpaired persons. The
aim is a bit different from
most other projects we know
about: we are only using the
robot to serve people with
fairly good hand function but
with poor reach. The robot
will take the object from a
storage and place it in front
of the user. The robot (we are
currently using an RTX from
U.K) will serve the disabled
person by handling files,
binders, tools, diskettes,
cassettes, coffee cups etc.
It is controlled from a
keyboard - using preprogrammed
movements and functions.
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Ultrasonic lkad Controlled Wheelchair/Interface
A Case Study in Development and Technology Transfer

Das id L. Jaffe VA Medical Center, Rehabilitation R&D C enter. Palo Alto. C A
Husher L. I larris - VA Rehabilitation R&D Evaluation Unit, Baltimore, MD

Steven K. Leung - Eureka Laboratories, Sacramento, CA

Abstract

The design, development, and technology transfer activities
asmx:iatcd with thc Ultrasonic Head Controlled Wheelchair
(UHCW) has occurred over the past ten years. It has
involved the efforts of the principal investigator as well as
other researchers, students, test pilots, potential
manufacturers, funding agencies, and personnel from the
VA Rehabilitation R&D Evaluation Unit (RE)) in
Baltimore. This account briefly documents the history of
bringing this design to commercial reality.

Genesis

Thc UHCW project began in October, 1979 at the Design
Division at Stanford University where a group of five
graduate mechanical engineering students were assigned the
task of designing an alternative and innovative control and
guidance system for an electric vehicle capable of
transporting quadriplegic individuals. Their nine month
effort, supervised by the principal investigator and funded
by RR&D, resulted in "Smart Alec", a modified Everest and
Jennings electric wheelchair outfitted with shaft encoders,
electronics, a microcomputer, and numerous Polaroid
ultrasonic distance ranging sensors. !Figure 11 Two of these
sensors monitored the user's head position for navigation
while others detected obstacles in front of, behind, and so
the sides of thc wheelchair. 111

After the students graduated and went their separate wa,s,
thc project was moved to the RR&D Center where the
design was refined and publicized. In April of 1981. the
wheelchair was demonstrated .at thc annual ASME
conference in Chicago. 121 In August of that year, it was
reported at the International Rehabilitation Engineering
C'onference in Washington. 131 And in November of 1981.
the project was awardcd 4th prize in the Johns Hopkins
Personal Computer Applications Competition in
Washington, DC. At the System Sciences Conference in
Honolulu, it was judgcd the best paper.141

3.5

Despite many demonstrations of this new mobility control
concept, the students' solution was far from a practical
vehicle. Its deficiencies were many. The method of loading
the computer program from disk storage was both time
consuming and could not be performed by a disabled user.
The disk drives and CRT required a source of AC power
during thc loading phase. which might not be available in
places where the chair might travel. The software proved
difficult to maintain and modify. Although these problems
could not be easily corrected on the existing prototype chair,
the project did show the feasibility of computer controlled
mobility directed by head position and did show that the
ultrasonic sensor system could detect obstacles and take
appropriate action. The practicid execution of these concepts
would have to accomplished in a later design.

Second Generation

Since the ultrasonic head control technique appeared to
have sufficient merit for further development, a generalized
wheelchair interface was pursued. A proposal was
submitted to and funded by the Technology and Research
Foundation of the Paralyzed Veterans of America for this
work. In May, 1982 the Ultrasonic Head Control Unit
project was begun at thc RR&D Center, its goal being the
development of a second generation wheelchair control
system.

With that funding, advances in computer hardware, and new
developments in high level languages, a new Ultrasonic
Head Controlled Wheelchair was developed by the first half
of 1983. The computer's instructions were then permanently
stored on a memory chip and thc entire computer was
powered by the wheelchair batteries. A more accurate and
fastcr technique of acquiring head position information
improved the steering and control characteristics. In May.
1983 the first disabled user test drove the new design and in
June it was demonstrated at the RESNA conference in San
Diego. 1S1 A dozen quadriplegic patients at the Palo Alto
VA Spinal C ord Injury Service subsequently tested the
prot otype,

Documentation

In response to many technical inquiries about the
wheelchair, a sixty-five page Technical Manual was
compiled. 161 It contains complete descriptions of the
workings of the UHCW, including schematics, wiring
diagrams, computer program source code, and parts list.
With this document a knowledgeable engineer in an
adequately equipped laboratory could duplicate the head
controlled wheelchair. In the past five years over one
hundred investigators, researchers, and interested
manufacturers world-wide have received copies of the
manual.

Figure 1 "Smart Alec" Wheelchair
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In 1985. as w ork was progressing on a °ice controlled
mobile robot, modifications to the wheelchair-mounted head
control unit were made to enable its use in specifying
movement trajectories. This capability would allow the
severely disabled user to control complex robot movements
using only head motions.

Technology Transfer

Despite continuing interest in the wheelchair and ultrasonic
distance ranging technology, no manufacturer had stepped
forward to pursue commercial development of the design. In
mid- 1,)85, the Rehabilitation R&D Evaluation Unit (REU)
was formed within the VA system. A Request for
Evaluation for the UHCW from RR&D was one of the first
to be received and approved by this new agency.

The proposal called for the development and delivery of
four pre-production UFI( W devices. These units were to be
clinically tested at VA Medical Centers around the country
for certification. It was not until 1087 that the funds were
received and contracted to Eureka Laboratories of
Sacramento. CA in a competitive bidding process. The
company was initially made aware of the RR&D Center's
work during a Manufacturer's Conference organi/ed jointly
by the VA and the Department of Commerce. In one-year's
time Eureka completely redesigned the UHCW, taking
advantage of new microcontroller technology and
incorporating numerous safety and design features necessary
of a production device. A packaging upgrade to improve the
aesthetics was also accomplished. [Figure 21 Their initial
device underwent a successful local acceptance test in June.
1989 and was delivered to REU shortly thereafter.

Figure 2 Eureka's Pre-production prototype

Clinical Evaluation and Use

I nder the REA' program. clinical ecaluation is to be
accomplished at seceral \ A facilities. A protocol has been
des eloped by REA encompassing testing methods,
questionnaires. subject selecoon, and data collection
me t h sI s. I ht. phk. CNN is estimated to take about one year

and, if successful, will result in an approval for X'A
physicians to prescribe the UHCW for quadriplegic
veterans. By virtue of their early involvement in this project,
Eureka will he in a good position to fill any orders for
UHCWs submitted by the VA or other third-party payers.

Summary

Although the course of events described above are by no
means typical or mandatory of other projects, they do show
the need for a concerted long-term technical effort with
several infusions of funds and plenty of patience on the part
of RR&D Center investigators. For a manufacturer desiring
to become involved in rehabilitation, early awareness of
projects through interactions with the RR&D Center can
lead to technology transfer rewards.
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AN EVALUATION PROCEDURE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Seppo Haataja and Ilkka Saarnio
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ABSTRACT

Standards were developed for evaluating and report-
ing on environmental control systems. Quality
requirements were proposed for the use of these
systems in the Nordic countries. Environmental
control devices on the market in Denmark, Finland,
Norway, and Sweden were tested in a laboratory
environment.

INTRODUCTION

Environmental control systems (ECS) allow people
with disabilities to operate home appliances and
electronic devices and to perform everyday func-
tions. An ECS consists of an environmental control
device (ECD) and a number of target devices (such
as lights, a radio, a television, or an electrically-
operated bed) and functions (such as opening and
closing doors). The ECD itself may consist of a
central unit, one or more input devices, and accompa-
nying equipment such as a door opener.

In recent years, the number of ECD's on the market
in the Nordic countries has rapidly grown. If this
new rehabilitation technology is not assessed, and
device characteristics are not widely reported, poorly
designed devices may come into common use. Users
will then face increased frustration and possible risks,
and health care resources will be wasted. Without
expert endorsement, moreover, innovative, useful,
and well-designed products may not succeed.

An evaluation of ECD's on the market in the Nordic
countries has been carried out. This evaluation was
part of a Nordic cooperative effort to assess technical
aids for disabled people. The evaluation covered
electronic environmental control devices which allow
multifunctional operation and are intended for per-
sonal domestic use. Such devices include infrared
and ultrasound transmitter and receiver systems,
which control mains-operated appliances (such as
lamps) through relay units and low-voltage appli-
ances (such as a telephone) directly.

METHOD

The objective of the evaluation was to establish re-
quirements for a satisfactory level of safety and
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usability in electronic environmental control devices.
It was intended to serve as a basis for testing individ-
ual pieces of equipment and determining their safety
levels.

Quality requirements
A proposal was made defining quality requirements
for ECS's in the Nordic countries (1). It includes
general construction and safety requirements based
on the standards of the International Electrotechnical
Commission. These standards were applied with
regard to the special features and locations of use of
the ECD (2). The proposal also contains installation
requirements for the ECD and recomnrndations for
its operation.

Evaluation
ECD products from twelve manufacturers were
checked for compliance with the proposed quality
requirements. The object of the tests was to deter-
mine whether the manufacturers were able to pro-
duce devices meeting the recommendations. Each
product was subjected to the relevant tests specified
in the proposal.

There were two parts to the evaluation process. The
technical evaluation involved a general electrical
safety inspection, an assessment of accompanying
documents, a safety-in-use inspection, and a sensitiv-
ity test which detected any external interference
caused by interruptions or variations in the mains
voltage.

The functional evaluation assessed the functionality,
adaptability, and expendability of the equipment, and
the design and construction of the central unit, input
devices, and any accompanying devices. A small
group of experts, including occupational therapists
and technicians, applied the proposed functional
recommendations by testing the equipment in a labo-
ratory environment. The functional recthnmenda-
tions highlight issues that are important to consider in
each individual case when assessing the usability of
an ECD.

Test report
A four-page test report was compiled for each piece
of equipment. The report identified the equipment
and included a technical description, a photograph,
technical data, a functional description, technical and
functional evaluations, and a summary. All partners
in the Nordic cooperation effort received a test report
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for each ECD. These reports are the basis of product
bulletins produced in each Nordic country.

RESULTS

There are many different ECD's available in the
Nordic countries. Some of the devices are designed
for simple on-off control and only work with a few
mains-operated appliances. On the other hand, some
microcomputer-based systems are powerful enough
for comprehensive home communication and control.
Several innovations have come on the market, in-
cluding a microprocessor-based infrared-controlled
lock system and door opener, a programmable and
trainable infrared transmitter, and the use of existing
house wiring (power lines) for data transmission.

In an ECD, the input devices, central unit, and any
accompanying devices may communicate by wired
or wireless transmission. Wired systems can use
coaxial cables or existing house wiring, for example,
and wireless systems can transmit via radio, infrared
light, or ultrasonic frequencies. Each transmission
technology has advantages and disadvantages.
Whereas systems that use house wiring are simple
and inexpensive to install, wireless systems are
highly portable.

The technical construction of the tested ECD's is
acceptable, and their operation meets the manufactur-
ers' claims. Some devices are susceptible to inter-
ruptions or vari-,dons in mains voltage, which may
prove hazardms. The mechanical strength of some
input devices is not sufficient for daily use.

The deficiencies of ECD user interfaces constitute a
significant usability problem. Since many devices
cannot be easily adapted for individual users, their
user groups are necessarily limited. Almost all
manufacturers provided inadequate documentation.

26

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this evaluation can be used as basic
technical and genet-41 information for providing
ECD's to people with disabilities. In order to select
the most suitable ECD for each individual, it is
important to consider the user's impairment, residual
functions, motivation for using technical aids, needs
for environmental control, and home environment.
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Evaluation of Rehabilitation Devices: A Practical Example

Kenneth A. Brown and Christian P. Lavanchy
ECRI

Rehabilitation Technolou Program
Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

Introduction

Unbiased and thorough testing is critical when
evaluating existing technologies. However, without an
adequate internal and clinical review of the results, the
findings of the study may become muddied or
inconclusive. Evaluating products goes far beyond the
physical testing involved in the assessment. From the
time a technology is assigned to the primary project
officer (other engineers and clinicians are commonly
consulted in an evaluation) through the testing phase
until the publication date, a typical evaluation goes
through at least five formal in-house reviews and two
rounds of review by clinical experts before a final review
by the participating manufacturers. Questions do arise
during review periods, and additional testing is often
performed or tests are repeated to verify results.

Methods

An evaluation can be divided into five sections, namely
introduction. Criteria and Test Methods, Results,
Discussion, and Ratings and Conclusions. Tne first
phase of a typical evaluation is the Task Assignment
and Subject Review. Us.ng an evaluation of ambulation
aids (i.e., canes, crutches, and walkers) as an example,
the first step is the assignment of the evaluation to the
project officer. Selection of the project officer is based
on the relevant background or experience necessary to
perform the task. Project concepts may be suggested by
a coworker, hospital, or, in this case, our REC's Advisory
Committee. Feedback from consultation telephone
calls often guides the scope of the evaluation.

pie next step is a detailed market analysis to determine
manufacturers and devices that are within the scope of
the evaluation. Information ts often found in the He nfill
Devices Sourcebook through ABLEDATA searches. in
The Rehab/Education Technology Resource Book series,
and by speaking to experts in the field or DME vendors.
This information is supplemented by speaking with in-
house consultants, searching the FDA listing of
registered establishments, and looking through trade
journals and catalogs.

A detailed literature search helps define the physiologic
rationale and clinical indications for using a device. For
example, one car. determine that a walker is most often
used by an elderly person with impaired balance. Other
information about gait training and a history of
ambulation aids is also found via the literature search.
Many of the articles also identify potential reviewers.
Even experts with parochial or economic interests in the
equipment may be valuable sources of information.
Included in the search are any relevant standards or
specifications. The standards may originate from an
agency (e.g.. RESNA), state, national (e.g., ANSI, ASTM).
International (e.g.. ISO, CITECI-I). or military source.

Once clinical and technical consultants are contactel.
they help the project officer develop the evaluation
criteria (including the rationale) for these tests. The
project officer must then determine the best test method
for each criterion. Test methods are often spelled out in
a cookbook fashion in standards. Independent
development of test methods often involves weeks of

3.7

design, fabrication, and calibration time.

Usually, the Introduction to the evaluation is written
concurrently with the development of test methodolog.
A thorOugh introduction discusses the physiologic
rationale for the devices along with alternative devices
that may achieve a similar result. It also helps justify
emphasis on certain specific test results from which
conclusions and ratings are drawn. Writing the
Introduction clearly defines the technology for the
project officer and gives reviewers a background to the
technology and scope of the evaluation. This section
also permits the early recognition of whether or not
annther type of device ts more suitable for the evaluation
(i.e.. should a wheeled walker be studied for an
evaluation where the clients' greatest disability is lack
of strength when carrying packages from the store? Or
is a scooter a better alternative?).

Following the Introduction section. the project officer
writes an outline of the criteria, rationale, and test
methods for the evaluation. This draft is reviewed by a 0
to 10 member review committee comprised of medical
and rehabilitation specialists, engineers, and
physicians so that all of the relevant characteristics are
identified prior to the first complete draft. Feedback
from the outline helps to form the Preliminary
Evaluation Criteria and Test Methods.

Manufacturers are contacted as early as possible, but
only after the project officer is fairly well versed with the
basic technology. Manufacturers can be quite helpful
discussing advanced issues about their products. The
most productive contacts at these companies are
generally high-level managers (e.g.. president, chief
engineer, product manager). If the contact does not have
the authority to make decisions related to the
evaluation, then delays and confusion may result.

The criteria, rationale, and test methods are the basis ol
the final evaluation report. The Preliminary Evaluation
Criteria and Test Methods. or T -0 draft, is submitted to
the review committee. A meeting follows this review to
discuss ary comments, questions, or additional tests
relevant to the evaluation. This initial staff review helps
to educate the revtewers about technical issues
associated with the product. It is the responsibility of
the the project officer to ralse all known clinical and
technical issues at the T-0 meeting. Resolution of some
issues requires input other than laboratory testing, and
the evaluation is often accompanied by input from
clinical specialists or user surveys. It is essential to
investigate these issues at an early point in the
evaluation process, as user surveys often require a few
months more than the testing period in order to compile
the results.

During the T-0 meeting, the review group will try to
reassess the clinical. diagnostic, therapeutic, safety, and
economic importance of the type of device and try to
identify alternative devices or methods. Following the
meeting. a working schedule is established, Identifying
all short-term milestones throue.. the next meeting,
when results and findings (T - I) are discussed. The 1.-0
draft is revised after the meeting, adding all of the
comments from the review committee, unless they were
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discussed with the reviewer or the Technical Director.

The revised T-0 draft is finally sent to manufacturers
and clinical and technical (outside) consultants for
review. Concurrently, each manufacturer is sent a
standard equipment request letter, requesting the device
and a supply of disposable equipment for the evaluation
and the date it is needed in order to begin testing. We
request the loan of a standard piece of equipment taken
off a stock shelf.

The manufacturer review period and the time spent
waiting for devices to be sent is used to design test
apparatus or to make arrangements for test equipment
or test facilities. For the ambulation aids evaluation a
twin parallel pneumatic cylinder static and dynamic
loading frame was designed and built. The stability test
platform and slip testing surfaces were built specifically
for this evaluation. Scales and other common
measurement instruments are already available in the
laboratory and require little set up time.

Clinical tests are usually performed at affiliated and
nearby hospitals under the supervision of the project
officer and hospital clinical personnel. Some tests
require the informed consent of the patient or client.
These test are closely reviewed by the review committee.
clinical consultants, and, often, legal counsel. Clinical
studies require a separate schedule for testing. The
institutional Review Board of some hospitals will not
allow tests to be performed using patients until each
device passes at least the minimal safety tests in the
laboratory. Time must be allotted for in-service training
of hospital personnel and test volunteers.

Devices are Inspected for possible shipping damage as
they arrive. The project officer then catalogs each device
for inventory control purposes. With the number of
canes, crutches, and walkers, it is easy to create an
inventory problem if the devices are not properly labeled
and stored. Some tests should be performed early.
before reading the manual. Manuals are often lost, and
the best device may become worthless if its use is not
intuitive to the general user. A comprehensive
characteristic table is easily filled out as the devices are
being set up and tested.

During the testing phase, manufacturers should
routinely be given updates if there are any significant
findings involving their products. By not waiting until
the end of an evaluation to contact manufacturers about
potential problems or shortcomings. the project officer
can benefit from manufacturers' ideas. Often, the
manufacturer will begin modifying a product at this
time. The result is a ftnal report that may state that
"Manufacturer Xs product failed this test, but we believe
that modifications that wc have seen will alleviate the
problem (or enhance performance)." Manufacturer
cooperation is an important factor in the evaluation
process. Lack of communication during the testing
phase does not effect the final results or ratings of units.
but it may delay the evaluation's completion.

The initial draft of the evaluation (T -1 draft). Including
the Introduction. Test Methodology, and Results, is
submitted to the review committee following testing.
The project officer must often modify the Test
Methodology section according to the natural evolution
of each test. For example, in the evaluation of
ambulation aids, the device used for dynamic loading
was modified numerous times, although the test

criterion did not change. Writing some portions of the
Description of Units and Test Results sections is easier
during testing. It is often difficult to elucidate the more
subtle points months after the test is performed. The
committee reviews the T-1 draft for at least one week
before the next formal meeting.

All comments and questions by the committee are
addressed in the 1-1 meeting. The goal of this meeting
13 for the project officer to leave the room with an idea of
how the individual units will be rated. Additional tests
must often be performed to clarify some results or touch
on new areas that evolved from other tests. The T-1
draft is revised many times until all of these issues '..re
resolved, at which time the project officer write!, a 1-2
draft. Generally. by the T-2 draft, there is a consensus
among reviewers on how ratings should be assigned.

The T-2 draft is also distributed to the In-house review
committee, although it is not usually followed by a
meeting. Relatively few changes take place between the
T-2 draft and the first draft sent to outside reviewers and
manufacturers rf-3). By the time the manufacturers see
the preliminary results and conclusions, the draft has
gone through at least three independent levels of review.

Changes to the draft are Incorporated following the
manufacturers' and outside reviewers' comments. All
comments are addressed by the project officer, and, if
the reviewer requests a change that will not be made, the
reason is discussed so that the project officer may
explain the collective opinion of the laboratory. The
finished technical document is the T-4 draft. At this
point, the evaluation is ready to go through the strict
review of the Technical Director to make sure that all
technical issues have truly been resolved.

The final editorial phase of an evaluation usually lasts
about three months following the T-4 draft. Therefore.
the completed evaluation may not be published until a
year or more after the Initial contact with manufacturers
and clinical reviewers. The key to a successful
evaluation is the strict attention paid to the
documentation, testing. and review phases.
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Follow-up and Videotape in Rehabilitation Technology

Paul J. Mono la, MS, OTR, Jean Kohn, MD, Maurice LeBlanc, MSME,CP
Children's Hospital at Stanford, Rehabilitation Engineering Center,

520 Sand Hill Road, Palo Alto, CA 93404

ABSTRACT

A follow-up system that was initiated in the summer
of 1989 at the Rehabilitation Engineering Center
(REC), Children's Hospital at Stanford has used
videotape as a means to transfer educational infor-
mation to device users, their families, therapists,
teachers, aides, and attendants. Preliminary results
show that clients and their families find the videotape
useful and that over half of the clients have shared
the videotape with their therapists and teachers.

INTRODUCTION

As part of the follow-up system that was presented at
the 1989 RESNA conference and addressed in those
Proceedings "Implementation and Follow-up of
Rehabiliation technology", videotape has become a
valuable tool in the delivery of information to the
client, family, and associated health professionals.

Videotape alone is not a complete systun by which a
follow-up program should be governed but it can act
as a cost effective and efficient means to impan
valuable information.

METHOD

Part One: Five devices that are regularly fabricated
and/or delivered at the Rehabilitation Engineering
Center at Stanford, were each featured in a five to
ten minute videotape. The filming of each of these
segments was conducted at the REC with thc help of
a small local videotape production company.l

Each device (Touch Talker with Minspeak, manual
wheelchair, orthopedic seating system insert OSS,
thoracic-lumbar-sacral-orthosis TLSO, and a below
knee BK prosthesis) was described and the use,
care, and maintenance instructions demonstrated by
the respective health care professionals. Each
segment was edited onto separate videotapes and a
generic introduction and conclusion were added.
Several copies of each of the five 3/4" inch
videotapes were completed for distribution.

Part Two: After the creation of a generalized
videotape (part one) a more personalized and client-
specific approach needed to be added.

4.1

As part of the entire follow-up system referred to
previously, the project occupational therapist
participated in 60 delivery sessions (with client,
family, and clinician) where one of the above
named devices was delivered. In 20 of those
deliveries, a videotape was made of the clinicians
"wrap-up" session with the client. More
personalized instructions about the device were re-
viewed. This brief segment was then copied onto the
more general videotape (part one) and mailed to the
client within three days.

To evaluate the usefulness of the videotape among
the client and family, questions have been included in
a "Phone Call Follow-up Form" which is used at 1,
3, 6, 9, and 12 months after the delivery of the
device. The questions focus on who has seen the
videotape (client, family, friends, therapists,
teachers, etc.) and how many times it has been
viewed. Obviously, the question of greatest concern
is how helpful was the videotape for the parties just
mentioned? Did it make the acceptance easier? Did it
simplify the processes involved in caring for and
using the device? Was the information valuable for
therapists and teachers?

RESULTS

Preliminary results show that approximately 50% of
the clients and families who received videotapes
shared them with therapists or teachers. The
majority of clients have found the tape useful,
especially those who felt overwhelmed during the
delivery process. Those clients who have previously
received similar devices from the REC did not find
the tapes as useful.

The majority of families feel that at the time of
delivery, the information from the clinician clearly
exceeds the capacity of their memory. The videotape
allows the client to "experience" the delivery session
again at a pace they can digest. This additional
education adds to a better acceptance and more
efficient use of the device.

DISCUSSION

The costs of providing videotapes as part of the
follow-up system can vary greatly as determined by
the number of "target devices" filmed, the quality of
filming and editing, and the number of clients who
will receive the videotape. For the purposes of this
study, only 20 clients and families received a video-
tape which cost approximately $25.Q1 per videotape.

I Personalized Broadcasting Service,.Mtn. View CA
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It is anticipated that once the final results for this
study have been determined regarding the usefulness
of the videotapes an average of 120 tapes annually
would be distributed at a cost of $4.Q2 per videotape
(plus the cost of the blank videotape) for the first
year. Additional years of usage would lessen the
overall cost of the videotape.

CONCLUSION

Based on the preliminary results of this study, the
use of videotape as a means to provide effective
follow-up has been shown to be efficient has the
potential to be extremely cost efficient.

The obvious benefit to a strong follow-up program
aids the the user and their family. Other significant
beneficiaries are the therapists, teachers, aides, and
attendants who can learn the specific details of an
assistive device and how it can interface with the
user. Finally, the clinicians and technicians who
fabricate and fit the device are provided with a
tracking tool that visually depicts the progression of
the client and their use of the device.
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A DEVICE FOR EVALUATING
AND/OR TRAINING TELECOMMUNICATION SKILLS

Andy Stallard, B.S.E.E.
Janis G. Krohe, B.S.E., M.B.A.

Cerebral Palsy Research Foundation of Kansas, Inc.

ABSTRACT

The authors describe a device
designed to evaluate an
individual's ability to perform the
tasks required of a telephone
operator/ receptionist, as well as
train an individual to perform
those tasks. The major objective
in the development of such a device
is to enhance the employment
opportunities of persons with
disabilities. The system is
microprocessor controlled and uses
commercially available peripherals
to simulate the tasks required of a
telephone operator/ receptionist
and/or information clerk. A key
feature of the device is that, once
programmed and initiated, it is
capable of running with minimal
supervision.

INTRODUCTION

An agency, which is involved in the
evaluation of the employment
potential of persons with
disabilities, desired information
relative to an individual's ability
to function as a telephone
operator/receptionist. The agency
required that the device be user
friendly, be capable of testing
simple to complex telephone
operations, and not require a great
deal of staff time to operate the
device.

Figure 1
Telecommunication
Evaluation and/or

Training Workstation

METHODS

4.2

Equipment. A market search was
conducted for a telephone system
which would be representative of
those frequently used by businesses
requiring an operator/receptionist.
An AT&T 34-button telephone, which
operates on the Merlin system, was
selected since this system is
reported to hold the greatest
market share (29.9%) for the office
network market [1]. Other
equipment consisted of two standard
tape players purchased from Radio
Shack and two cassette tapes, one
30 minutes and one 90 minutes in
duration. The first tape player
plays a 30-minute cassette tape of
simulated phone calls. The second
tape player utilizing a 90-minute
cassette tape records the test/
training session for evaluation
purposes.

The electronics package that
interfaces all peripheral equipment
together (telephone and tape
players) was designed to make
real-time decisions based upon the
feedback available from the
peripheral devices. Such decisions
might include: instructing the
phone to ring and turning on or off
the tape player that plays the tape
of simulated phone calls. In order
to perform these and many other
tasks, a microprocessor-based
design was implemented. The
complete evaluation/training
workstation is shown in Figure 1.
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Telecommunication Skills
Evaluation and/or Training Device

gygrAtigm. A 30-minute program
cassette tape of simulated
telephone calls is designed by the
user to meet the needs of a
particular setting. The simulated
phone calls are tape recorded and
numbered. The following system
parameters are programmed:
beginning simulated phone call
number, ending simulated phone call
number, time between phone calls,
time allowed for the operator/
receptionist to greet the caller,
and an on/off auditory feedback of
errors. Based upon the cassette
tape of simulated telephone calls,
the system is programmed with the
following information: the number
of the phone call on the cassette
tape, a code for the type of phone
call (direct ring or transfer
required), the telephone line
button to ring, and the desired
action of the operator/
receptionist. This programming
sequence is performed for each
simulated telephone call on the
program cassette tape. All
information is programmed using
the AT&T telephone.

RESULTS

The device designed has the
following features:
- microprocessor controlled
- utilization of standard business

office equipment and standard
cassette tapes and tape players

- user-friendly via programming
menus for system parameters and
phone call information

- storage capability of more than
500 pre-programmed call
instructions

- variable delay between phone
calls from no time between calls
to four minute intervals

- job requirements can be defined
by user: multiple offices/
departments, type of calls to be
handled, (transfer, hold, etc.),
and clerical duties required

- minimal supervision required
- capability of use as an

evaluation/screening/training
tool

l.reliminary results show the device
to have the capability of providing
information on communication skills,
short-term memory, decision-making,
message-taking abilities, accuracy
in transfering calls, and the
number of calls handled per hour.

CONCLUSION

A telephone operator/receptionist
must appropriately handle many
incoming telephone calls per hour.
Persons with disabilities and with
good verbal abilities are often
suggested for positions in
telephone operations. Employer
attitudes can often prevent
qualified job candidates with
disabilities from an opportunity
for employment in such positions.
A device which can train persons to
be qualified telephone operators/
receptionists and/or information
clerks, or prove competency in the
skills required for such positions,
would enhance employment
opportunities for persons with
disabilities.
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A MOTORIZED LIVING AID FOR PERSONS WITH ARTHOGRYPOSIS

Kevin B. Milne, MSEE
Genesis Engineering, Inc.

Sandy, Utah

ABSTRACT

The ability to perform daily rituals
in hygiene, dressing, and grooming
is taken for granted. A person
afflicted with arthogryposis must
too often rely on family and paid
assistants to help with these basic,
personal needs. This paper describes
a motorized frame allowing an
arthogrypotic the freedom to care
for himself.

INTRODUCTION

Of every thousand disabled children,
three (1) are born with arthogry-
posis, a neuro-muscular disease
affecting joint movement. There is
incomplete development of the
muscles moving involved joints and
degenerative changes of motor
neurons innervating the muscles (2).

The knees and elbows of those

afflicted are severely limited,
while hip and shoulder joints are
limited slightly less. The lack of
flexion in these joints presents a
severe problem for performing daily
living skills around the head and
upper trunk areas. Namely, brushing

teeth, brushing hair, shaving,
applying deodorant, and similar

tasks. Several commercial devices
exist for specific tasks, but none
for comprehensive, independent,
upper body care.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The motorized frame was designed
around a specific client, Mike. He
is a 19 year old who has adapted
Particularly well to his affliction.
He has good hand function, allowing
for manipulation of eating utensils,
tools, paintbrush, etc, at arm's
length. Hip flexion is adequate for
eating in a standing, bent-over
manner, but shoulder rotation limits
arm movement to '20 degrees from
vertical. The only thing which
prevented Mike from an independent
living environment was the lack of
ability to perform personal hygiene
and grooming as described

4.3

previously. His personal goals
included a state college away from
home, which would not be possible
without some sort of living aid.

Mike's hand control should be

utilized in operating any device,
which would be used for transporting
the hygiene/grooming appliances from
hip to head level. The frame should
be effective, rugged enough for

everyday use, adaptable to many
appliances, economically priced, and
if possible attractive for use as a
household item.

METHODS

An AC mo:or provided the drive
mechanism for the frame. For the rpm
range required (around 1500), the
only motor avai:able was a 220 V

input, requiring a 1 kVA transformer
for adequate power.

1/2" threaded rod was coupled to the
motor shaft and acted as a system
worm gear. Two 1/2" couplers were
threaded onto the rod, and a 1"

aluminum flat bar assembly clamped
to the couplers. The assembly was
stabilized and kept from turning
with a 1/2" smooth rod placed 8"
forward of the threaded rod.

A toggle switch reversed the CW and
CCW rotation of the motor, and the

corresponding vertical motion. A

larger, momentary lever switch
activated the power for motor drive.
All switches were mounted at arm's
length where Mike could effectively
operate them.

A pine block was mounted onto the
aluminum assembly, bored out in a
rectangular shape. Each handheld
appliance was fitted with a thermal
plastic socket and mounted on a

piece of pine strip to fit easily
but firmly into the wood block. When
required, each appliance (razor,
brush, etc.) would be placed into
the block and raised to the desired
level.

The entire motor system was finished
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A Motorized Living Aid

in a oak ard black plastic case,
meeting the reauirements for
attractiveness in the home. All
motor workings were contained within
the case as an additional safeguard.
A 110 V outlet was included on the
case exterior for recharging an
electric razor or toothbrush.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The developed framework solved the
problem of independent, personal
care in this case. It was perhaps
not an elegant solution, but
workable, economic, and rugged,
therefore a functional piece of
equipment.

The case was strong enough to mount
on a wall, and made to fit standard
stud spacing. It was easily
expandable for different appliances
by the mounting mechanism. Each
additional appliance need only to be
mounted on a furring strip to slip
into the block. The Polyform sockets
for original items were made so
these could be replaced when worn
out (especially toothbrush).

The system was not without
development problems. The
transformer added significantly to
the weight of the finished frame and
is not suggested for anyone
repeating the project. An effort
should be made to locate a 110 V

motor with the same rotational and
power requirements. The aluminum
assembly would occasionally bind
against the stabilizer rod, halting
the motor. A spray graphite grease
aided this problem and should be
applied regularly.

Electrical safeguards to limit
vertical travel were not installed
for economic reasons. The client

assumed responsibility for not
overextending the travel limits and
jamming the assembly. For Mike, this
was realistic as he is a
conscientious user. In another case,
microswitch limits may have been
necessary. He was given trouble-
shooting instructions in the event
of a machine jam.

The motorized framework was
completed in September 1989, and has
been in use every day since then.
The pnysical limitations from
arthogryposis were overcome with a
relatively low tech intervention.
Mike and others with similar
afflictions may need only one custom
device to make the difference
between dependency and a world of
personal self-care.
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NEW USES OF VIDEO TECHNOLOGY FOR TRANSDISCIPLINARY SERVICE DELIVERY TEAMS

Joy E. Kniskern
Georgia Division of Rehabilitation Services

Department of Human Resources
Atlanta, GA

ABSTRACT

This paper describes multiple applications
of video technology to enhance the
delivery of technology services in
geographically dispersed states,
particularly when transdisciplinary
teams are needed.

INTRODUCTION

Today the delivery of quality technology
services often requires a well-
orchestrated technology team. The team
may include a number of specialists, the
consumer, parent or advocate, a public
or private agency representative, and
one or more equipment suppliers.
Increasingly, more people with multiple
and severe impairments need technology
services tailored to unique needs at
school, work, or in the home. In

geographically dispersed states, the
shortage of trained specialists who can
address these needs is particularly acute.
Video technology can be used to build
regional transdisciplinary technology
teams, document needs for devices and
services, and develop case studies of
both successes and failures of technology
applications.

BACKGROUND

Georgia is a predominately rural,
geographically dispersed state with a
particularly acute shortage of trained
practitioners. Yet, like many other
states, there is a growing number of
clientele with multiple and severe
impairments who need a highly specialized
technology team. These clientele
require technology services in customary
settings.

In response to these needs, Georgia
established a statewide program of
technology assistance for adults with
disabilities in 1989. This program
combines with expertise of a number of
public and private organizations
strategically located throughout the state
in a consultative service delivery
partnership. This statewide technology
team is discovering many benefits of using
video technology to assess nnd document
unique case requirements for technology
assistance.

RESNA

METHODS

4.4

In 1989, a statewide technology assistance
team to serve adults with disabilities was
identified. Technologists were identified
in eight areas of the state by the local
area and blended the expertise of
engineers, rehabilitation specialists, and
occupational therapists. Technologists
represent three major universities (two
public and one private), a hospital
program, and several highly specialized
consulting firms.

The statewide team is referred to as the
Technology Access Program (TAP), and offers
a cooperative, consultative program of
service delivery capitalizing and building
upon the strengths of each local area TAP
provider.

Individual TAP providers lack the breadth
of experience and knowledge base about
assistive technologies to solve many
technology problems. However, the state-
wide TAP team and the seasoned product
search and solving experience of one TAP
provider has resulted in a suitable level
c competence to solve most technology-
related problems.

When a request for technology assistance is
received, the local TAP provider determines
whether the presenting problems will
require transdisciplinary team
intervention. Video recording is done, if
possible, at the first site visit to
involve other team members as soon as
possible.

The TAP provider and an agency represent-
ative make this initial visit together so
that the TAP provider can interact with the
client during taping. A handheld VHS
recorder and tripod, and some experience in
using the equipment, are essential require-
ments. Obviously, there are situations
where the client does not wish to be taped
even after careful explanation of the
purpose and intended audience. Release
forms for the video document are completed
during this visit.

After taping, the video is sent to TAP team
members who will be involved in the case.
The tape may be viewed and discussed at a
team meeting or sent to the TAP team in
different locations. Subsequent questions
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and ideas are explored and a plan for
delivery of technology assistance services
is developed with client participation.

Subsequent tapings can be made, as needed,
to document progress in using equipment, a
procedure or technique; visual feedback to
the client to show progress and
performance, to heighten the client's
awareness of equipment use, and to re-
mediate problems and reinforce acceptable
performance.

With written consent, tapes can be used
for training technology teams throughout
the state. This case study approach
offers a method of building a broader
base of knowledge about actual technology
problems, the team process, solutions,
and benefits as shown by the user in
customary settings.

RESULTS

This technique is being used in Georgia
in situations where the TAP provider
has identified a need for trans-
disciplinary team consultation.
Following use of this method, TAP
teams, advocates, and several equipment
distributors have independently
commented on the efficacy of this
method -- time is saved by
transdisciplinary team participation
and visual documentation of problems.
In one case, the client's job
(duplicating tombstone rubbitqs to
1/64" accuracy using a computei puck -
the client was visually impaired) was
so unusual that tape captured the job
requirements and other details which
otherwise would have required lengthy
explanations and follow-up calls to
gather additional information.

DISCUSSION

This promising application is new and
requires further study to determine
outcomes, cost factors, and actual
taping procedures. It is relatively
easy to film too much detail. A

task analysis system for filming
critical elements is needed.
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FORMALIZING THE EDUCATION PROCESS 4.5
An Undergraduate Course for Occupational Therapists

Elaine Trefler, OTR, M.Ed, FAOTA and Stanley R. Cronk, Ph.D.
University of Tennessee, Memphis Rehabilitation Engineering Program

Memphis, Tennessee USA

INTRODUCTION

Pducation for technology service providers is critical.
In the application of rehabilitation technology,
consumers have a right to receive technical services
from qualified professionals. But what constitutes
qualified? And how do we ensure that all service
providers who function as team members in a service
delivery program are qualified? RESNA's Quality
Assurance Committee is beginning to deal with this
very large issue. A clear need exists to have
professionals in the field who are knowledgeable
enough about technology applications to determine if:

I . their client would benefit from using a technical
device

2. the technical device should be provided by the
treatment professional or a referral be made to a
technology specialist.

The assumption about an occupational therapist (OT)
is that all graduating therapists have knowledge of
what technology is available to assist clients in
achieving their educational, vocational, or functional
daily living goals. However, although most OTs are
familiar with non-electronic ADL devices and they
have some basic information about upper extremity
prosthetics, orthotics, and wheelchairs, few are
really familiar with the total scope of assistive
technology, including low and high technologic
devices, light and heavy technologic devices, non
electronic or electronic technologic devices. We
haven't even settled the terminology yet.

METHOD

A unique opportunity presented in 1987. A new
undergraduate program in Occupational Therapy was
being developed with student enrollment beginning
in the Fall of 1988. In planning the curriculum, an
effort was made to utilize the expertise of the staff of
the UT Rehabilitation Engineering Program
(UTREP). The OT curriculum director requested a
course be developed entitled Occupational Therapy
Applications of Contemporary Technology. It was
to be a five credit hour, compulsory undergraduate
course presented during the last quarter of course
work before affiliations began.

Requests for outlines of existing university courses
were solicited to help in content planning. All
obtained were either partial, elective post-graduate or
graduate level courses. At the time, to our
knowledge, no single undergraduate curricula was
available to serve as a model course The goal of the
course was to create a general comfort level in high

technology application, a knowledge uf information
and referral sources and the appropriateness of client
referral for actual technology services.

The course outline developed by UTREP staff stated
that it would focus on the principles and application
of assistive technology as used in occupational
therapy practice. As technology intervention is rarely
the expertise of one professional, multidisciplinary
interaction was to be stressed with the roles of the
various professionals such as rehabilitation
engineers, speech pathologists, and educators, being
explored. The course would provide an overview of
both low and high technology applications but the
focus would be on high technology in such topics as
seating and mobility, augmentative communication
applications, ADL devices, environmental control
technology and computer access. As the technology
itself is rapidly changing, the focus of the course
would be on the principles of evaluation/
training/follow-up in the use of assistive and
rehabilitation technology. Information sources
available which the occupational therapist could use
in finding specific technological devices and systems
to meet individual cheat needs would be thoroughly
discussed. Generic categories of devices would be
presented with specific examples illustrated by case
study format.

Course content ir.cluded the following topics
presented over a twelve week period.
First we addressed definitions, an overview
orientation to the application of assistive technology
in occupational therapy, history of the field of
rehabilitation engineering and the team members
involved in possible service delivery models. The
location and usage of information sources including
printed, visual and electronic were presented early in
the course to assist students in completing projects
assigned. Seating and positioning were presented
next as a prerequisite for the assessment of optimum
motor control. Mobility followed naturally from the
seating lecture. There was a need to discuss access
strategies with the mobility section but the full lecture
on access technology was coupled and reinforced
with the lectures on augmentative communication and
computers. Other areas of technology involved in
daily living such as transportation and environmental
controls. The integration of technologies was
discussed. Finally, strategies and applications of
cutting edge technologies such as functional electrical
stimulation (FES),myoelectrical applications and
computer aided design (CAD-CAM) were presented.
In all cases, the stress was placed on client centered
technology application. Specific pieces of
technology were discussed only to illustrate case
rthmagement or application strategies. Projects
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requiring students to locate specific devices and
document their price, function, etc., were used to
ensure that they could in fact locate specific devices
for clients when they became practicing therapists
one year hence or at a future time in their careers.

Classes were divided into lectures and laboratory
experiences. Two, one and one-half hour lectures
and one four hour laboratory were taught each week.
The multidisciplinary nature of our staff created the
opportunity for team teaching. The course
coordinator (an OT) attended all lectures and
laboratory experiences to ensure the OT role was
stressed especially in the lectures taught by non-
therapists such as engineers, speech pathologists,
prosthetists, and vendors/manufacturers . She
provided continuity for the students and prevented
duplication. Lab experiences offered hands on
opportunities to use, fabricate, install and manipulate
equipment. Clients were invited to participate in
several of the labs to add reality to the learning
experiences.

EVALUATION RESULTS

Student evaluations reported that the course,
although more difficult than expected, certainly met
the stated objectives of providing a level of comfort
with the application of high technology and presented
an overview of the scope of technology application in
occupational therapy practice. Students were
frustrated by the lack of a comprC.ensive text. They
felt that four hour labs were considered too long. In
all, they found the course interesting and
informative. They all stated that it was one of the
few courses in the curriculum that helped them pull
together the concept of intervention from beginning
to end.

Staff found that the students had a lower level of
experience with actual clients than they had
anticipated which forced them to lower the level of
presented material. For example, part way into the
lecture on seating, therapy faculty were discussing
the goals of seating when it became obvious that the
students did not understand what was meant by
specialized seating. The lecture to explain the
terminology and client needs for adaptive seating in
genera: was modified before continuing with the
seating goals for persons with specific disabilities.
Faculty was also frustrated by the lack of a basic
text. Faculty found the four hour labs to be too short
for the amount of information thdy wished to
present. They were also frustrated by the students
lack of experience with persons with disabilities.
Finally, although the teaching faculty had worked
together clit.ally for years, team teaching was a new
challenge.

Based on our expe-,ience, recommendations to those
planning courses with technology application are as
the focus follow. Provide a course with a broad
perspective. Students will learn the specifics of
installation of an Adaptive Firmware Card when they

need to but they must know about positioning and
access selection principles if their clients are to be
provided with a comprehensive service.

Plan to teach the course during the last quarter of
undergraduate training so that the students know as
much about persons with disabilities as possible.

Make no assumptions about minimum knowledge
base. The course work will need to be tailored to
their inexperience and cannot be at the same level as
continuing education for practicing therapists.

Stress information and access to resources and the
principles of the application of technology. A course
focusing only on devices will leave the students with
information that will soon be out of date.

SUMMARY

The course is to be provided in future years as part of
the undergraduate curriculum. The professionals
already providing services in the field of assistive
and rehabilitative technology are attending continuing
education programs and participating in the few
apprenticeship opportunities. The graduates of the
future should enter the field with a higher level of
basic training and with a higher comfort level of
applying high technology. We have provided an
entry level course which provides a strong overview
perspective of assistive technology. It is felt that this
type of content is essential before the introduction of
courses on specific topics in order that professionals
have a broad basis on which to begin their
professional careers.
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ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY TRAINING; A TEAM APPROACH

Alice Nemon, Ph.D., Department of Counseling
Peter Pfaelzer, Ph.D., Ralf Hotchkiss, Division of Engineering

Rehabilitation Engineering Technology Training Program
San Francisco State University

ABSTRACT

If an assistive technology team is bogged
down in conflict and misunderstanding it
will not function effectively and the
consumer will not be served. Our

experience in training rehab_litation
counselors and engineers together has
pointed ou significant issues in adaptive
technology team building. Issues of

differential status, communication styles,
turf and modes of creative work are
central. Different concepts of "real work"
and informed decision making may also
influence the way different team members
interact. Our experiences with students
may prove useful for other trainers and
professionals.

TEAM WORK

Super Bowl and World Series fans know it
when their teams are hot, and when they're
not. Winning teams have excellent players
in all positions. Players are coached to
perform well with each other. The team
works collectively to reach a common goal.
They recover when something goes wrong. A

losing team may not have good players in
all positions. Poor coaching may result in
the players not performing well together.
Individual star performances may take
precedence over the common goal of winning.
A losing team is easily discouraged.
Teamwork is as important in service
delivery as it is on the playing field.

Matching a disabled consumer with needed
technology is a complex process. The
technological, financial, emotional, and
medical needs of the consumer must all be
addressed. If any of these needs are
ignored, then optimum adaptive technology
services will not be delivered. The
diversity of skills required to address
these needs is hard to find in one person.
A team is usually required. Assembling
individuals with ii.olated areas of
expertise does not guarantee success. An
uncohesive adaptive technology team will do
no better than an athletic team that has
good inaividual players and poor coaching.

4.6

Our experience in an interdisciplinary
adaptive technology training program has
pointed up significant issues in team
building which may prove useful for other
trainers and adaptive technology service
providers.

ENGINEERS AND COUNSELORS - DIFFERENCES

Without getting into a "chicken and egg"
argument as to whether one's personality
predetermines choice of profession, or
whether professional training shapes cne's
personality, it is clear that counselors
and engineers are very different from one
another.

Status Differential - Our society values
technical services more than human
services. This is reflected in a pay
differential between counselors and
engineers. Engineers are also the final
decision makers with regard to technical
issues. Rehabilitation engineers are rarer
than counselors. They are often placed in
a consultant role which brings with it
heightened status.

Turf - Turf Loncerns territoriality. While
delivering services, coun_elors and
engineers may have to step into each others
turf. Power shifts as they move back and
forth. The world of technology is the
engineer's home turf. The visiting
counselor will be inclined to defer to the
host. The engineer graciously permits the
counselor to enter, but it is clearly the
engineer's house.

Because engineers are primarily concerned
with technical solutions, they may not
appreciate the counselors' turf.
Coulselors control the purse strings.
Counselors manage case service funds for a
large number of consumers. Because of
limited finances, counselors may not allow
engineers to select expensive optimal
technical solutions. This may lead to
adversarial interaction.

Mode of Creative Work Counselors and
engineers deal in different currencies.
Engineers high-level creative work is
performed in the realm of visual images and
abstract mathematics. Counselors' high-
level creative work is in the realm of
verbal and non-verbal communication.
Therefore, exchanges may break down.
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Communication Styles Engineers are more
likely to be economic in their verbal
communications. This may relate to their
greater use of visual imagery and
mathematical symbolic representation, as
well as basic personality factors.
Counselors tend to be very verbal. This
probably relates to their constant use of
words to interact with their clients.

This difference in communication style is
also reflected in written work. Engineers'
technical report writing style is in marked
contrast to the more narrative case studies
produced by counselors.

Concepts of "Real Work" Although both
disciplines solve problems, the end r'sults
are very different. Engineers crer..tive

problem solving results in tangilde
products. Counselors' activities focus on
interactive proeesses intended to result in
their clients' improved "adjustment".
Therefore, while counselors' easily see the
outcome of engineers' work, engineers have
a much harder time appreciating the nature
and value of counselors' wor.

Informed Decision Making Central to our
training is a consumer driven model. In

Osis model, the professional acts as a
consultant to the consumer, who is iu
control of the service delivery process.
If a consumer quickly rejects suggested
technology, the engineer may, just as
quickly, suggest alternatives. Engineers
are traditionally taught that "the best way
to have a good idea is to have lots of
ideas". Counselors are more likely to
consider emotional factors contributing to
the negative response. Is the consumer
fully aware of the personal implications of
using the suggested technology? Does the
technology seems to conflict with the
person's values? Counselors may want to
explore these areas with consumers before
feeling satisfied that an informed decision
has been made. This in no way negates the
consumer driven model. The decision is
still ultimately the consumer's, but the
counselor may take longer to get there.

ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM

Our experiences in conducting an academic
adaptive technology training program
confirm our hypothesis that the differences
between counselors and engineers must be
addressed for successful functioning of an
interdisciplinary team. Interdisciplinary
work in the field often suffers if these
differences are not addressed.

Our training deliberately fosters effective
interdisciplinary work. Engineers and
counselors are.taught together in several
classes. We offer sessions in which
counseling and engineering students are
separated and introduced to the
fundamentals of each other's disciplines.
We place them on interdisciplinary teams
in which both disciplines work together to
solve consumers' pi-oblems. Despite these
eflorts, we have encountered some of the
previously mentioned difficulties in cross
disciplinary work. Addressing the issues
discussed in this paper is part of our
attempt to remedy these problems. We are
beginning to utilize an interdisciplinary
panel of former students to heighten the
sensitivity of present students to these
issues and challenges.

CONCLUSION
We believe that many of the problems
evident in our an academic training program
are replicated in the "real world" work of
interdisciplinary adaptive technology
teams. More and more interdisciplinary
work will be attempted as the field of
adaptive technology grows. Awareness of
these issues, and appropriate remedial
action, are nec7ssary to insure that our
field produces teams of winners.

Dr. Alice Nemon
RET Training Program
School of Education
San Frahcisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
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5.1
DRIVING ADVISEMENT SYSTEM: A QUASI-SIMULATOR WHICH ELUCIDATES

COGNITIVE PREREQUISITES FOR SAFE DRIVING

Rosamond R. Gianutsos & Aaron Beattie
Cognittve Rehabilitation Services, Sunnyside, NY

& Life Science Associates, Bayport, NY

Abstract

The Dr Mng Advisement System (DAS) is
a quasi-simulation of driving imple-
mented in specialized software and
hardware for IBM- and Apple-compatible
computers. It :s designed for use by
trained rehabilitation professionals to
assess and advise persons with known
or suspected brain injury about whether
they have the cognitive prerequisites for
safe driving.

Introduction

The Driving Advisement System
was designed to simulate key aspects of
driving in such a way as (1) to permit
objective and quantitative assessment of
essential cognitive abilities and (2) to
demonstrate these findings to would-be
drivers clearly and convincingly, hope-
fully enabling them to make an appropri-
ate decision about driving.

Driving is a complex performance which
requires both skill and judgment often in
limited time. The computerized protocol
allows precis e control of dynamic dis-
plays and measurement of response
times accurate to hundredths of a
second.

Immediate feedback includes graphic
displays of performance relevant to the
median and outer limit (96%tile) of the
safe drivel norm group.

Judgment is captured objectively by (1)
asking for self-estimates of current abili-
ties relative to the "average" and "worst,
yet safe" drivers and (2) including the
sett-estimates on the norm-based
performance graphs. Persons who
overestimate their abilities, especially
when those abilities are somewhat
compromised by disability, age, or other
condition, lack a tasis for making
compensatory adjustments and defen-
sive driving.

Hardware

The DAS requires an Apple IIC, Ile, or II-
GS, or IBM-compatible computer and
printer. IBM systems must have a game
port and at least CGA graphic capability.
A steering wheel and three pedal
assembly, connected to the computer
through an interface box attached to the
joystick (Apple) or game (IBM) port, are
used for input. Switches (for pedal
responses) and analog devices (for
steering) may therefore be easily sub-
stituted to assess performance with
adaptive er :pment. Tension on the
strering ad can be adjusted to
determine the role of that factor, bearing
ultimately on the advisability of power
steering.

Software

Written in BASIC with machine language
subroutines (Apple) and compiled (IBM)
for efficiency, the programs have been
checked carefully for accuracy of timing
routines.

The DAS protocol was designed by a
neuropsychologist to maximize apparent
validity (to convince the examinee of its
relevance) while permitting rigorous
analysis of underlying abilities. The
three main sections of the protocol are
background information, pursuit track-
ing, and reaction time measures.

Pursuit trackinq (ON THE ROAD)
requires the use of the steering wheel to
maintain a steady central position on a
changing roadway. Average deviation
from center, as well as the standard
deviation of relative position, are
reported as indices of lateral bias and
inconsistency in this eye-hand coordina-
tion task.

The reaction time measures all differenti-
ate choice (decision) and execution
(movement) components. There are
three tasks of increasing complexity,
beginning with simple reaction time

r
Ot.)
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(BRAKE). A two-atternative reaction time
task (DECIDE) lays a foundation for the
most demanding task (INHIBIT) in which
the established rules are to be reversed
on trials preceded by a "reversed" signal.

A Report Generator is automatically
invoked at the conclusion of the proce-
dures. Resutts are displayed graphically
in a form which facilitates discussion
between the clinician, the prospective
driver, and concerned others (family
members, other therapists, etc.). The
printout is designed to simplify the
recording of a clinical summary (verbal
and ratings) and recommendations.

Findings

Formal psychometric studies are beyond
the scope of this paper, but have been
completed. Normative data are now
available for over 70 safe drivers of dif-
ferent ages. Concurrent validation
shows the DAS compares well with other
measures: Porto-Clinic/Glare, Driver
Performance Test, Doron Driver Ana-
lyzer simulator, comprehensive evalua-
tion and driving a year later.

Clinical experience with the DAS shows
that this safe and relatively economical
system can make an important and
unique contribution to pre-driving
advisement, a very serious issue facing
those in brain injury rehabilitation. The
DAS is unique in its emphasis on higher-
order cognitive functions, e.g., mental
processing efficiency as task complexity
increases, impulse control, facility in
adjusting to changed circumstances,
ability to sustain consistent performance,
frustration tolerance and judgment.

Rosamond Gianutsos, Ph.D.
Cognitive Rehabilitation Services
38-25 52nd Street
Sunnyside, NY 11104
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HandiWARE - Powerful, Flexible Software Solutions for Adapted Access
Augmentative Communication, and Low Vision in the MS-DOS Environment

Richard A. Gorgens, Peter M. Berg ler & Debra C. Gorgens
Microsystems Software, Inc.

Framingham, Massachusetts, USA

Introduction

The rapid advancements in computer technology
benefit all mankind. This 3ame technology applied to
the needs of disabled individuals allows them to real-
ize the full potential of these information systems -
opening new avenues of communication, allowing for
greater independence and increased employment op-
portunities. HandiWARE products were developed to
provide software based solutions for disabled in-
dividuals choosing the MS-DOS environment. Hand-
iWARE includes software packages for adapted access,
augmentative communication, and low vision. In-
dividuals facing major physical challenges given the
means, have great potential to return to productive,
fulfilling life. It is often not enough to be computer
literate, employers demand productivity as well.
HandiWARE offers physically challenged persons the
opportunity to increase speed to a competitive level.
As products for MS-DOS compatible computers,
HandiWARE will work with nearly all standard
software. The HandiWARE family includes the follow-
ing products: HandiCODE, HandiKEY, HandiTALK,
HandiCHAT, HandiWORD, HandiSHIFT, and Hand-
IVIEW.

Discussion

As a basis for general discussion, all HandiWARE
software has the following commonalty; compatibility
with most PC's including: PC, Kr, AT, AT-386, PS/2,
PC/jr, and all 100% compatibles in both 40 and 80
column mode; compatible with most popular off-the-
shelf software (TSR with low memory requirements);
and compatibility with most networks. Access to the
PC can be achieved using one or two keys of the
keyboard, single, dual, or triple switching devices.
Keyboard access remains intact even when a switch-
ing device is in use. HandiWARE products that
provide speech output support industry standard
speech synthesizers. Integral to HandiWARE discus-
sion is it's affordability.

Methods

For individuals with severe physical impairment two
methods of alternate keyboard input are addressed
with the HandiCODE and HandiKEY products. Hand-
iCODE provides a path to personal computers by in-
terpreting Morse code input and converting it into
keyboard data. The standard Morse code assign-
ments have been extended to include the extra keys
on the PC's keyboard, plus predefined and user-
defined commands. These commands are provided
by a powerful macro facility. With the macro
capability arty series of keystrokes can be automated.
HandiCODE has full speech output capabilities.

5.2

PracticeCODE utility/editor, on-screen help, support
of both 40 and 80 column mode, and compatibility
with graphics programs are some of the many fea-
tures of HandiCODE. The software provides com-
plete flexibility in customizing the system to the
individual's needs. Input speeds obtained are
governed only the proficiency of the user.

HandiKEY uses a scanning matrix approach to provide
an alternate means of entering keyboard strokes.
Select a single character or an entire string of up to
2,000 characters through a single switch. Choose
automatic scanning, manual scanning, or direct selec-
tion (using a joystick, trackball, mouse, or digitizer
tablet) to "pick" the desired cell. Matrix size, location,
and contents are completely definable by the user.
Important features include time-saving word
prediction/abbreviation expansion, speech output for
computer-aided speech, and on-line cell definition.
To assist individuals with limited keyboard ability
HandiSHIFT provides four modes of simultaneous
depression of keys. These include shift the next
character and two forms of shift lock and an Apple-
like shift compatibility mode.. A command line option
allows disabling of the key repeat function. Addition-
ally HandiSHIFT includes a visual on-screen beep,
called See-Beep, whenever the computer audibly
beeps for error, etc.

Just as HandiSHIFT addresses limited keyboard
abilities, likewise HandiWORD software provides
time-saving word prediction, abbreviation expansion,
and keyboard macro capability. Selection is achieved
using the numerics or numeric keyboard requiring a
single keystroke. HandiWORD statistically weights
word usage and moves the more frequently used
words to the front of the selection list. Words/ab-
breviation expansions can be added and deleted as
needed and "application specific" dictionaries can be
created. The keyboard macro utility allows loading of
programs, etc. In addition, HandiWORD provides
translation of English to/from Spanish, German,
Italian, and French. Complete program operation of
HandiWORD and dictionary maintenance is available
in English and French. HandiWORD supports both 40
and 80 column mode.

HandiCHAT and HandiTALK is speech-only software
to augment communication for individuals requiring
computer aided speech. HandiCHAT is a versatile
pop-up utility which allows quick entry of text for out-
put to an external synthesizer while running other
application programs. Two modes of speech output
are provided. The first mode uses a pop-up window
of six (6) or twenty (20) lines where text may be en-
tered to be spoken. The second mode provides a
powefful,Acreen-reading capability.

j 0
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A single command will speak the word at the cursor,
speak the sentence, speak from the beginning of the
line to the cursor, or output all screen text to the
speech synthesizer. HandiCHAT supports both 40
and 80 column mode.

HandiTALK allows creation of speech matrices ac-
cessed using manual scan, automatic scan or direct
selection via the desired switching device. The user
has complete control to modify or create matrices of
up to 13 cells across by 19 rows down. A single cell
can contain up to 2,300 characters.

For low vision PC users HandMEW magnifies an area
of the screen approximately 8x (10 characters/line).
HandiVIEW is unique in that it allows a "true-color"
mode of magnification (non-graphic applications only)
where the enlarged area appears in identical colors as
the target area. A font editor is included for cus-
tomized enlargement or for foreign language charac-
ters. Horizontal or vertical format magnification
modes with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 lines of magnaviewed
text may be chosen. HandiVIEW is accessed via a
"hot" key sequence from the keyboard (normally ALT-
Space). The cursor keys move the magnaview area.

Results

Many hardware based solutions have been developed
in the past decade. While these fulfilled the needs of
many, their costs were beyond the reach of most
users. Today's personal computers allow an alterna-
tive - powerful, yet inexpensive software solutions.
HandiWARE software has provided successful assis-
tance to individuals with ALS, cerebral palsy, spinal
cord injury, neurofibromatosis with severe spastic
quadriparesis, and other neurogenic diseases.
Depending upon the individuals' capabilities/needs, a
single HandiWARE product was chosen to meet ac-
cess and augmentative communication requirements
or in some cases, the combination of two separate
HandiWARE products has given powerful PC access.
In all cases, some working knowledge of the PC by
the assessment team or by the end-user was key to
most successful use of HandiWARE's extensive
functionality. In conclusion, HandiWARE was
designed to gainfully employ the PC's power for
complete solutions to adapted access, augmentative
communication, and low vision requirements.

Richard A. Gorgens
Microsystems Software, Inc.
600 Worcester Road
Suite 82
Framingham, MA 01701
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A Software Package for the Fault Tolerance Analysis Of 5.3
Electric Wheelchair Systems

Charles Y. Jurgens Barry W. Johnson James H. Aylor John G. Thacker
Rehabilitation Engineering Center/Department of Electrical Engineering

Abstract
The use of software tools can automate the
design process of electric wheelchair systems.
This paper describes a software tool that focuses
on fault tolerance design issues. Notable
features of this tool are its ease of use, its ability
to model electrical, mechanical and electro-
mechanical components, its ability to generate a
comprehensive, unifying, single fault tolerance
model of the system, and its ability to display
fault tolerance measures in a meaningful
fashion.

Introduction
The application of fault tolerance concepts to
electric wheelchair design can significantly bene-
fit the wheelchair user in terms of reliability,
safety, and availability. However, design is an
iterative process that constantly forces the
designer to determine which design is best.
Iteration by its very nature is time consuming,
but through the use of software tools the deci-
sion process can be accelerated.
This paper describes a software package
designed to address fault tolerance design
issues. With this package, measures of reliability,
safety, and availability of a wheelchair system
and its subcomponents can be determined,
allowing the user to evaluate different fault
tolerance designs and determine which one is
best. Of significant note is the package's ability
to provide fault tolerance analysis of the entire
system under a single model. The package can
account for electrical, mechanical and electro-
mechanical components with respect to failure
rate over time.(2J The package was written in C
and has been tailored for the personal computer
(MS-DOS) environment.

Program Structure
For the purpose of fault tolerance analysis, struc-
tural decomposition is used to reduce computa-
tional complexity. Structural decomposition is a
hierarchial breakdown of the system into stages
and substages.[1] The underlying assumption in
creating this model is that each substage is
independent of each other in their failure and
fault recovery mechanisms. This allows one to
independently calculate a fault tolerance meas-
ure for each substage. Once this task is com-
plete, a fault tolerance measure for the entire

system can be calculated as if each of the sub-
stages were in series.
The software package automates structural
decomposition of the system by having the user
enter one of five modules in which the user will
be queried for choices relevant to that module.
These modules are categorized as: 1) the system
component navigation module, 2) the system
component definition module, 3) the system
component modeling modules, 4) the system
component plotting modules, and 5) the system
performance measurement evaluation modules.
To illustrate the relationships between these
modules we refer to figure 1.

[MOM COUNT..
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Figure 1. Structural Decomposition Block Diagram.

To provide ease of use, a menu driven user inter-
face is used throughout the software package [3)
A main menu is used to link each module. Con-
sequently in order to traverse from one module
to another the user must pass through the main
module. A fundamental concept to the package
is the notion of a current stage. In order to struc-
turally decompose a system, one must break the
system down into many stages. The current
stage is simply the stage of interest to the user
The system component definition module allows
the user to heirarchially define the system. After
selecting DEFINE from the main menu, yet
another menu is presented giving the user the
option of appending a peer stage to the current
stage, creating a first substage of the current
stage, erasing the current stage, saving the
defined stages, retrieving defined stages, or
returning to the main menu. The underlying
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idea to this module is to define the system with
respect to the current stage in use.
The system component navigation module
allows the user to select the current stage in the
framework by moving from stage to stage using
the arrow keys on the keyboard. A text window
is diplayed to the user indicating the current
stage and is updated with every move.
Once a stage has been defined, it can be
modeled. Returning to the main menu, the
selection MODEL would take us into the system
component modeling module. At that point a
query is made as to whether a reliability, safety,
or availability measurement is desired for the
current stage. Once decided, another query is
made as to whether or not the stage is electrical,
mechanical or electromechanical in nature. If the
component is electrical, another menu appears
where the user may select one of a series of
predefined fault tolerance models or a user-
specified Markov model from a model library. If
the component is mechanical, the user is then
guided through a series of commercial finite ele-
ment analysis packages to yield parameters a
and 3 for a Weibull distributed failure rate.
Parameters associated with the fault tolerance
model selected are then queried. After entering
the parameters, the program will then ask for a
time value to calculate the performance measure
of interest with respect to that time, for example
reliability, safety or availability. The routines for
yielding the parameters a and p have been writ-
ten, however at the present time of this writing
the routines have not been integrated into the
package. Research still continues on modeling
electro-mechanical components and modeling
dependencies between stages.
Once the stage is modeled its behavior can be
plotted. From the main menu, the selection PLOT
takes the user into the system component plot-
ting module. Upon entry into 'his module the
user is asked to select a fault tolerance measure-
ment (reliability, availability, safety). Then the
user will be asked to either generate points for
the plot or to display previously generated
points. Once the points have been generated, the
user then has the ability to see multiple plots for
comparisons of different designs and determine
time intervals of interest for the plots. From this
module, qualitative evaluations of different
designs over time can be determined. Points
which are generated by the package are stored in
a two-column format text file for easy transfer
into more sophisticated data-analysis packages.

After all the stages have been modeled, the user
can evaluate a total system fault tolerance meas-
urement. Again a menu is presented offering a
reliability, safety, or availability measurement.
Once selected, a scan of the system is made to
see if any stage has not been modeled. If so, then
further computation is halted and the program
warns the user. If not, then a system evaluation
is perfomed on the model and displayed to the
user.

Project Status
The task of adapting the original UNIX based
package to personal computer environment is
almost complete. Work done to date are resolu-
tions to user interface design issues, a Markov
model engine for dependability modeling calcu-
lations, and routines for the creation and mani-
pulation of the single system model. Further
work is needed on graphical analysis tools,
integration of mechanical component analysis
modules, and studies into the dependability
modeling of electro-mechanical components.

Conclusions
The system described in this paper is a highly-
interactive software package to support analysis
during the design and evaluation of electric
wheelchairs. The package has been ported to a
personal computer (MS-DOS) environment.
Future efforts will focus on further refining the
software and performing extensive evaluations
of new and existing electric wheelchair designs.
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Introduction

Clinicians who perform computer access evaluations
usually have several resources available to find
information about adaptive hardware and software that
their clients need to operate computer systems. They
may find such information by searching through
personal files or by using electronic databases such as
Hyper-ABLEDATA, a version of the ABLEDATA
database of assistive devices developed for use on
microcomputers by the TRACE R&D Center in
conjuction with the Adaptive Equipment Center at
Newington Children's Hospital (1,2). Often, however, a
clinician must also determine the computer, peripheral
devices, and software that can best aid the client in
performing specific tasks, such as word processing,
graphics, etc. Clinicians often search computer
magazines for information about products that their
clients may need, a time-consuming task. To save time,
they may choose to search on-line databases for
information; however, these databases often require
practice to fully master their operation and can be quite
expensive to use.

A set of databases in the form of HyperCard stacks on
the Apple Macintosh has been developed which contain
product announcements, reviews, product comparisons,
and informational articles about Macintosh and IBM-
compatible computers, peripheral devices, and software.
The stacks have been designed for use by persons who
need to quickly and inexpensively find information
about computer-related products for themselves or for
clients.

Methods

HyperCard on the Apple Macintosh was selected as the
platform for development because HyperCard is an
inexpensive but powerful application development
environment which lends itself to the development of
user-friendly database applications, or stacks. Users
browse through the records and search for specific
product information by pointing at and clicking on
"buttons" using a mouse.

Using HyperCard, four stacks were developed to
provide information for program staff about Macintosh
and IBM-compatible computer hardware and software
products. The records in the Computers-89 stack were
taken from the 1989 issues of Byte, Info World, MacWorld,
MacUser, PC Magazine, and PC World magazines. These
magazines were selected for use because of their
recognition among microcomputer users for providing
unbiased reviews of computer products. Every review
(either short or comprehensive), product comparison,
and informational article in these magazines was
included in the Computers-89 stack. In addition, any
announcement about a product that the stack's author
thought could be useful to the program's staff or clients
was also included. The records in the 1'C Magazine-88,

5.4

PC Magazine-87, and PC Magazine-86 stacks (all of
which deal almost exclusively with IBM PC-compatible
computers) were taken from databases containing
information from the 1988, 1987, and 1985 issues of PC
Magazine, which were downloaded from the PC
Magazine PCMagNet on-line service (also available to
subscribers of the CompuServe on-line service). The
records were then imported into HyperCard stacks
modelled closely after the Computers-89 stack.

Information given in each record, or card, of the
Computers-89 stack include a one-line summary of the
article's contents, a key word describing the type of
article (review, product comparison, etc.), the magazine
in which the article appeared, the date of the issue, the
page number of the article, a price (if applicable), a short
description of the contents of the article, and other key
words which can be used to help find the article. (See
Figure 1 for a sample record.) A summary of the article
title is provided instead of the actual article title because
authors sometimes choose whimsical names for their
articles. For example, an article titled "Getting It on
Tape" in the December 1989 issue of Mac User was re-
titled "30 tape backup drives for the Mac" in the
Computers-89 stack. Information provided in each of
the PC Magazine stacks is similar to that in the
Computers-89 stack, but varies slightly in each stack
because the PC Magazine editors alter the format of their
databases every year.

Each of the stacks are completely menu-driven, except
for the search routines which require the user to type the
search terms for which he or she wants to find
information. Each of the stacks provide on-line help in
the form of information for the user on what each of the
buttons do, how to perform searches, etc. (See Figure 2).
When searching for information, users have two options:
allowing the stack to find all records containing their
search terms, automatically placing brief descriptions in
a list that the user can later browse; or, searching for one
record at a time. Figure 3 shows the first 16 records
found that ma tch the search terms "Mac" and
"spreadsheet." Note that the user can either select
"Browse all" to view all the records found in the search,
or he or she can click on the line containing the desired
record to view only the contents of that record.

Results

The set of stacks described in this paper contain a total of
almost 6000 records, with almost 2300 records appearing
in Computers-89 alone. The stacks allow the staff
members to find in seconds information that formerly
took many minutes to acquire through searching
computer magazines by hand. The stacks have been
used many times by the staff to find information about
computers, peripheral devices, and software for use
within our clinical service program and for clients. The
stacks have been found to be very easy both to learn to
operate and to use.
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Discussion

It is anticipated that a version of HyperCard for use on
IBM PC-compatible computers will become commer-
cially available during 1990; if so, the stacks will be
ported over for use by IBM PC-compatible computers.
The implementation of the four stacks has been so useful
that the author plans to continue entering information
from the 1990 issues of Byte, Info World, MacWorld,
MacUser, PC Magazine, and PC World magazines. The
stacks will he made readily availa9le to all interested
clinicians.
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TIPS
for using

Computer Info Stack

FINDING INFORMATION

Use the buttons FIND/COUNT or FIND ONLY to search for
Infortnetion In the stock FINO/COUNT counts the number of
cards haying your search criteria before letting you begin
browsing through the stock Note thet the more times that
your search crIteMe Occurs, the longer that FINO/COUNT
will bike tO count Cards

SEARCH CRITERIA

when you Ores, elther FIND/COUNT or FIND ONLY, the
sleek will 05k you to 'Enter search terms At this point,
enter ell the Winn you wish to search for separated by

Figure 2. A sample card from the Help section of the
Computers-89 stack

sfa
24 cards match search criteria

rn0C Spreadsheet Browse All
50

151
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457
475
543
633
675
753

836

908

926

982

1120
1275

1448

rev Microsoft Yorke 2.0
reu full Impact - floc spreadeltest

rev 141090 - spreadsheet for Macs

pc Sprecdsheets for Mac

(1 Custom Menu Tutorial

rev dingo 1.0
fi 101 Macro. Plus for Lotus 1-2-3
rev Microsoft Yorks 2.0
fl eeciel 2.2 - spreadsheet for Macs
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rev Lucid 3-0 2 0

ann Xerox Ifwersedio product.
rev Excel 2.2 - doe spreadsheet

ann dared. - irou.eore docueent editIn. for Moe.
Back to Steck etch cord 1

Figure 3. Example list resulting from a search of the
Computers-89 stack for articles pertaining to Macintosh
spreadsheets. The first item on each line is the card
number, the second item i.; the type of article, and dye
third item is a summary of the contents of the article.
Note that "fl" = first look or brief review, "pc" = prodixt
comparison, and "rev" = review.
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ABSTRACT

Fifteen random sequences of the alphabet w, re
presented at four different rates to the left or
right Index fingertip via an OPTACON (OPtical
to TActile CONverter a tactile reading aid for
the blind) to equal groups of males and females
with a right hand preference. Practice,
presentation rate, and gender all yielded
significant main effects. Specifically, the
number of letters correctly reported decreased
as presentation rate Increased but increased as
a function of practice. Also, females correctly
identified more letters than males. The order of
letters correctly identified was essentially
identical for conditions of gender and laterality.

INTRODUCTION

As the tactile sense Is recenfty being considered
as the modality for sensory substitution for a
broad spectrum of sensory-neurological
disorders It is becoming Increasingly Imperative
that the development of devices to present
tactually patterned stimulation in lieu of lost
sensory Information be maximally compatible
with the processing capabilities of the tactile
modality(1). In our laboratory we have been
examining the ability to recognize letters
presented tactually via an OPTACON. The
concern has been directed at understanding
fundamental principles Involved in such
discriminations and with Improving the
effectiveness of tactile processing of printed
materials presented via electronic aids.

METHOD

Subjects: Two hundred and forty Introductory
Psychology students, 120 males and 120
females, participated In this study. All observers
were right handed, had never used the
OPTACON and had no impediment associated
with the perception of the index fingers.

Apparatus:
An OPTACON was used to present IBM
standard gothic sans serif upper-case letters
randomly arranged In 15 sets of the 26 letters
of the alphabet. A custom designed apparatus
system was used to provide computer controlled
rates of presentation beneath the OPTACON
camera. Letters stimulated the central 20 rows
of the OPTACON tactile array. The Intensity
level was set at a comfortable level and white
noise was presented binaurally to mask sounds
emitted by the tactile array.

Proced re'
Letters were presented at rates of: 2, 4, 6, and
8 mm/sec to the left and right index fingertips.
Fifteen males and 15 females were randomly
assigned to one of the presentation rates and
laterality conditions. A scan mode of
presentation was used In which the letters were
moved across the tactile array from right to left.
At the beginning of each session, observers
were asked to place either their left or right
index fingertip on the tactile array. On each
trial, the observer was presented with one of the
26 letters, attempted to identify it and was given
feedback. A self pacing procedure was used.

RESULTS

The observers report of each tactile pattern, I.e.,
letter, was recorded. The number of letters
correctly recognized were combined to provide
5 sets In which the first set represented the
mean number of correct reports for the first 3
presentations of the alphabet and the 5th set
was the equivalent score for the 13, 14, and 15
alphabet presentations.

Gender proved to be a significant main effect (F
= 11.73, d.f. = 1,224, p < .001) with females
correctly Identifying approximately 20% more
letters than males. Not surprisingly, both rate
and practice also reliably affected accuracy of
letter reports (F = 6.88, d.f. = 1,224, p < .001;
F = 93.07, d.f. = 4.896, p < .001). Generally,
the number of letters correctly reported
decreased as rate of letter presentations
increased but increased as a function of
practice. The only significant interaction was
between rate and set or practice (F = 2.81, d.f.
= 12.896, p < .001). Figure 1 illustrates both
the significant gender and practice main effects.
In Figure 2, the significant effect of rate as well
as ;is interaction with practice or set are
apparent.

Spearman's rank order correlation coefficients
were calculated using the values of the matrix
diagonals (correct reports of letters presented)
for both laterality and gender. Values of rho for
these two conditions were .934 and .953. Thus
the order of letters Identified according to report
accuracy were essentially Identical for males and
females as well as for the left and right hands.

DISCUSSION

The major findings of this study wore that
although Inexperienced male and female
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OPTACON users significantly improved in their
ability to correctly recognize letters presented
tactually to the pads of either their right or left
index fingertip, females were reliably more
accurate than males. The obtained gender
difference across laterality conditions is
somewhat at variance with previous findings.
However, some suggest reports of sax
differences In laterality studies are not uniformly
interpretable(2). The trend of gender and
laterality X practice Interaction, in which for
females right hand performance was superior to
the left hand while for males left hand
performance was better than for the right hand
hints at least at some interesting speculation.

Presentation rate effects are important in order
to specify the threshold processing rate at which
individual letters and sequences of letters or
words can be identified with the greatest
accuracy. Based on the present study rates of
2 and 4 mm/sec lead to near equivalent levels
of report accuracy while an increase to 6
mm/sec lead to an appreciable decline in the
number of letters accurately reported.
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Figure 1

In addition to the specific findings In this study,
a transcending and more fundamental Issue in
this area of research has to do with tactile
spatio - temporal pattern perception. Ultimately
tactile recognition of 2 dimensional patterns is
limited by cutaneous spatial resolution. Such a
consideration raises the Issue of perceptual
Integration In tactile pattern recognition. It
seems likely that as subjects learn to Integrate
successtvey received sensory information with
practice, their performance becomes
increasingly limIted by the more sensory
mechanisms Involved In spatial resolution of
touch.
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INTRODUCTION

To successfully evaluate the orientation and
mobility of visually impaired persons, the
behaviors associated with orientation and mobility
must be reliably measured. Such a measurement
system should include two different aspects of
these behaviors: the effects of being oriented and
a being mobile. Other systems of measuring
mobility have been either labor intensive
(Shingledecker, 1978) or do not provide a means
for annotating the mobility behaviors at the
time/place they occurred(Brabyn, Sirisena, and
Clark, 1978).

In an ongoing series of studies on spatial
orientation of visually impaired persons, we have
assessed several measures of spatial knowledge.
To relate those measures to specific mobility
behaviors, we had to be able to record the mobility
behaviors of persons while they were acquiring
information about an environment that was new to
them. The purpose of this paper is to describe the
method of measuring mobility that we developed.

METHODS

We developed a means for recording the subject's
movements using an on-line tracking of the
visually impaired traveler via a cursor and a
digitizing pad. The kinds of encounters the traveler
had with environmental objects were also recorded
in real-time. A menu-driven QuickBASIC
computer program was written by one of the
authors (KRS) with input and feedback from the
other autl ,rs. The hardware on which this
program runs consists of an IBM PC/XT (with
one floppy drive, one 10Mb hard disk, a color
monitor with graphics screen, a standard
keyboard, serial port, parallel printer and 512k
RAM) and a Summagraphics digitizing pad
(Model number MM1201) with a three button
cursor. The Summagraphics digitizing pad reports
absolute rather than relative XY coordinates.

Upon execution of the compiled program, a menu
is shown that permits the user to 1) record a new
trial, 2) analyze a previously recorded trial, 3)
recreate a screen from a previous trial, 4) view a
list of data files, or 5) quit the program. If the
choice is to record a new trial, the program clears
the screen and draws a map of the room. The user
places the digitizer cursor at the starting point on
the screen. When the subject begins to walk, the
experimenter pushes the first of the three cursor
buttons, which places a marker at the start point
and begins to record the time and coordinates of

the cursor movements. The expefimenter follows
the subject's movements through space with the
cursor and a trail of dots on the screen map shows
the progress of the subject. The data collection
continues until one of the other two buttons is
pushed.

The second button is used to mark an intermediate
point (such as arriving at an object in the room that
is a subgoal) and causes a pause in the data
collection. The timer halts at this point and is only
restarted when the experimenter presses the
second button again, indicating that the new
subgoal has been presented to the subject. The
third button is used to mark the end point of the
trial and to end data collection. Data coordinates
and times are recorded in the raw data file
whenever a movement of at least 6" in real world
distance has been made. Thus, when a subject
pauses there is no recording of coordinates as such
data would be redundant. However, time is still
being accumulated.

In addition to recording coordinates over time, the
program allows the experimenter to record up to
ten categories of mobility behavior (e.g., hand or
cane contacts with objects and pauses in
movements). These behaviors are entered through
the numeric keypad of the computer. The category
is entered into the data record in real-time. Also,
the program records the name of the nearest object
in the room at each coordinate data entry. Thus at
the end of a trial the data consists of a series of
records that include XY coordinates, time, speed,
nearest object and any behavior markers that may
have been entered. These data are stored in a
binary file that can be used later to recreate the trial
or used in data analyses. The elapsed time on
route, file name, nearest object, and last mobility
behavior category chosen are displayed on the side
of the map screen.

The analysis option from the program menu
allows the user to have a summary report of the
trial on the screen, This report contains the
elapsed time between subgoals, the distance
traveled between subgoals and total time and
distance over the trial. If there are behavior
markers between goals the same information is
shown for each of those markers. All of this data
is written to an ASCII file and stored for later
inspection and use.

The recreation option on the menu permits the user
to select a data file and then redraw on the screen
the path taken by the subject. This screen can he
printed on an appropriate printer using the screen
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dump capacity of the computer. On the screen
recreation the user can have the route recreated
without any pauses or it can be done with a pause
aft,-r every marker and subgoal. The recreation
marks all behavior markers with a "+" sign and all
subgoals with a "X" mark. The path taken by the
subject is shown with "." for each da:. point
recorded.

The program is designed to be user friendly in that
it is menu driven. Training in the use of the cursor
to follow the movements of the subjects required
approximately five hours of practice prior to
starting the study. Reliability studies indicate a
high level of agreement between the
user/program's measures of subject movement and
a second source who measured the time intervals
independently.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computer-assisted mobility measurement
system we have developed is an improvement over
previously described systems because not only
does it provide a map of the movements of the
person, it also annotates the map with specifics of
mobility behaviors that occur at particular points in
the environment. Thus the person's behaviors can
be related to other aspects of learning such as
spatial orientation. The system is also less labor
intensive for the amount of information gained.
With minor modifications in the program, the
particular categories of behavior can be modified.

This permits the program to be used for studies in
other fields, such as user behavior patterns in open
or public areas.
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Sample from data file created during recording of a trial

Pt # Time_ X coor. Y coor. Marker Option
(in secs)

1 0.00 25 321 A
2 0.22 25 321 A
3 2.42 25 316 A

10.41 40 154 A Ow I aC
27 14.20 40 154 A OutInH

Sample from data file created with "Analyze" option

Mrk/Opt TotET Time(s) Distance (ft) Speed (f/s) Neatest Object

UnanticC 0:08.7 0:08.7 142" 1.62 DTable
OutlineC 0:10.2 0:10.2 144" 1.40 DTable
Outline II 0:14.0 0:14.0 144" 1.02 DTable
Reversal 0:16.5 0:16.5 170" 1.03 DTable
OutlineC 0:17.2 0:17.2 186" 1.07 DTable
1 0:25.7 0:25.7 309" 1.12 B
2 0:40.0 0:12.5 229" 1.82 C
...
Totals: 1:40.7 1:40.7 156'2" 1.55
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METABOUC ASSESSMENT OF A SUBJECT WITH A NEUROMUSCULAR
IMPAIRMENT USING THE DOUBLY LABELED WATER TECHNIQUE

Stephen Barley, J. Mark Davis, and Bruce A. McClenaghan
Exercise Biochemistry and Motor Rehabilitation laboratory

Department of Exercise Science, University of South Carolina

INTRODUCTION

Indirect calorimetry has been extensively used to
evaluate metabolic functioning. Few studies, however,
have been conducted to evaluate the metabolic
efficiency of subjects exhibiting neuromuscular
impairments (5). A primary reason for this lack of
research must be attribu'ed to the inability of these
subjects to tolerate traditional testing protocols which
require the sollection and analysis of expired air
through a mouthpiece and one-way valve arrangement.
These measurement techniques are cumbersome,
requiring data to be collected over extended periods
of time, and are often invalid in subjects with
neuromuscular impairments due to poor oral-motor
control (2).

The doubly labeled water (2H2180) method has been
shown to be a valid and effective technique . for
measuring energy expenditure in free-living subjects
over extended periods of time (3 to 14 days) (4). Since
this technique does not require the collection of expired
air, application of this method with subjects exhibiting
neuromuscular impairments would be beneficial.

The premise of the doubly labeled water method is that
after a loading dose of doubly labeled water
(2H20/H180), 186 is eliminated from the body in expired
CO, and water in the urine, while 2H is eliminated only
in the urine. Furthermore, the oxygen atoms in expired
carbon dioxide are in isotopic equilibrium with oxygen
atoms ir. body water. Measurement of the rate of
disappearance of 211 from the urine is reflective of H20
flux, while measurement of the rate of disappearance of
180 reflects H20 and CO2 flux. The difference between
the two rates of disappearance reflects CO2 flux. CO2
flux can then be converted to oxygen consumption or
energy expenditure.

The purpose of this preliminary study was to apply the
techniques used in the doubly labeled water method to
asses metabolic function in a subject with a
neuromuscular impairment. Results of this work will
assist in determining if this method can be effecti.ely
used to measure long term energy expenditure in this
subject population.

METHODS

Subiect

The subject in this case study wts a non-ambulatory 31
year old male exhibiting characteristics of moderately
involved spastic cerebral palsy. At the time of the study
the subject was 60.9 kg, and 24% body fat.

Protocol

6.3

Following a 12 hour fast the subject drank 2H20 (99.8%
atom%, Merck and Co., St. Louis, MO) and H2180 (7.1
atom%, E.G. & G Mound Applied Technologies,

Miamisburg., OH) in a dose of 0.13 g/kg (H2180) and
0.15 g/kg (4H20* diluted to 100 ml final volume with tap
water. The subject then drank 50 ml of distilled water to
rinse down any isotope remaining in his mouth. Two
hours later the subject was asked to void his bladder in
order to eliminate urine produced prior to equilibration
of the ingested water. A three hour urine sample was
collected for determination of 2H and 180 enrichment.
Subsequent urine samples were collected 6.6 and 10.6
days after the initial sample. Urine samples were stored
at -20 °C until analysis.

From 0 to 6.6 days the subject was minimaty active
and exclusively used his electric wheelchair. During
days 6.6 to 10.6 days the subject participated in normal
daily activities while using his manual wheel chair and
swam on two occasions.

2H20 Analysis

The H20-2H20 mixture in the original urine sample was
purified by allowing 2.5 ml of it to equilibrate with 2.5
ml of distilled H20 in a Conway diffusion dish. The
covered dishes were incubated at 37°C for 48 hrs and
then cooled to room temperature. The 2H20
concentration in the equilibrated 2H2O-H20 mixture was
determined using a fixed-filter infrared analyzer (Miran
model 1A, Foxboro Analytical, Poxboro, MA)by
measuring the absorbance at 2500 cm-1 in the infrared
region of the spectrum (1). 2H20 concentration in parts
per million (PPM) was determEed by comparing the
absorbance with a standard curve developed by adding
known quantities of 2H20 to distilled water, which were
extracted and measured as previously described (1).

H2180 Analysis

5 ml of urine was equilibrated with approximately 50 ml
of CO, at 25°C and 190 mm HG for at least 24 hours.
'ale CO2 was cryogenically purified under vacuum using
an ethanol bath (-90 to -110 °C) to remove water and
a liquid nitrogen bath (-196°C) to isolate the CO2. 180

isotope abundances were measured, in terms of atom
percent excess (APE) relative to a working standard
calibrated against Standard Mean Ocean Water
(SMOW), on a ZG SIRA24 mass spectrometer. The
methods described above are similar to those described
by Schoeller et al (4).
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Calculations

The molar equivalent of total body 'water (TBW) was
calculated from the initial 2H20 concentration using the
following equation: TBW = Grams of 41120
administered/ 2H20 concentration at Day 0(3).

The 2H and 180 isotope elimination rates were
determined, for both time periods, by the two point
method using the following equation: k = (In Sr In S1)/
dt (4). Where S is equal to the concentration of the
isotope in parts per million and atom percent excess for
2H ana 180, respectively.

Mean daily CO2 production (rCO2) in terms of moles
per day was calCulated, for both periods, by using the
following equation: rCO2 = TBW(ko-kH)/2.08 - 0.015Nk5
(4). rCO2 was then muitiplied by 22.4 L/mol to obtain
the liters of CO2 expired per day (L/day).

The respiratory quotient (R) was calculated, for both
time periods, from the subjects dietary record. The liters
of CO2 produced was then divided by R to calculate
the liters of oxygen consumed per day (L/day). The
liters of oxygen consumed per day was then multiplied
by 5 kcal/L 02 to obtain daily caloric expenditure.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1. Isotopic Concentrations in the Urine

APE 180 PPM 2H
Day 0 124.04 255.07
Day 6.6 65.68 144.78
Day 10.6 41.45 105.85

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

0

FIGURE 1. DAILY ENERGY EYPENDITURE

Electric Manuel
choir Choir

(0-6.6) (6.6-10.6)
ACTM1Y

The daily energy expenditures described in Figure 1
change accordingly with the afterations in activity level
of the subject. For a normal Individual thsi size of this
subject (60.9 kg) minimal dally energy expenditure is
predicted to be approximately 1400 kcal/day. Therefore,
the daily energy expenditure reported during the first
time period (Day 0 to 6.6), may be low. It is possible,
that the resting metabolism of the subject was below

the estimated basal rate due to several factors
including; lower than normal lean muscle mass and an
extended period of inactivity. Nevertheless, the doubly
labeled water method appears to be an effective means
of determining changes in energy expenditure in
subjects with neuromuscular impairments and with
further refinement should be able to be used reliably in
a clinical setting.

This technique, designed to determine metabolic
expenditure over an extended period (3-14 days) may
provide a valuable method for evaluating the
effectiveness of various rehabilitative strategies. For
example, the efficiency of various wheelchair designs or
prosthetic devices may be determined by calculating
the energy expended over several days.

Motor Rehabilitation Laboratory
Exercise Biochemistry Laboratory

Department of Exercise Science
School of Public Health
University of South Carolina
Columbia, South Carolina 29208
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PEAK CARDIOPULMONARY RESPONSES OF AMBULATORY CEREBRAL PALSIED
ADULTS TO FOUR TYPES OF EXERCISE MODALITIES

Kenneth H. Pitetti; College of Health Professions
Jeffery E. Fernandez, Maria T. Betzen and Monique Lanciault; Industrial Engineering

The Wichita State University

ABSTRACT
Peak cardiopulmonary fitness/work capacity of
ambulatory cerebral palsied (CP) adults have been
determined by arm-crank ergometry (AC) or
bicycle ergometry (BE). In the present study, the
Schwinn Air-ergometer (SAE) and treadmill (TM)
have been evaluated and compared with the AC and
BE. Eight ambulatory CP adult:: each perf ormed
exercise tests to volitional exhaustion, on separate
days, utilizing the four modes of exercise. Feak
values for heart rate and respiratory quotient were
not significantly different, but highcr mean values
were seen for the SAE when compared to the other
three modes. Significant (p<.05) differences were
seen for peak consumption (SAE and BE
>AC, SAE > TM and peak minute ventilation
(SAE and BE > M and AC, TM > AC). The
results indicate that when evaluating the
cardiopulmonary fitness/work capacity of
ambulatory CP adults, exercise tests using the SAE
or BE are the most optimal, followed by the TM
and AC.

INTRODUCTION
Properly evaluating the cardiovascular fitness/work
capacity of cereoral palsied (CP) adults is of
importance when considering modification of
worksites to improve their range of employment.
By knowing the maximal work capacity of adult CP
individuals, the rehabilitative ,-.ngineer would have
the inf ormation necessary to bi.-e task design or
task redesign on a specific percentile of maximal
capacity. Maximal physiological parameters may
also be utilized to assist the engineer in making
decisions regarding selective screening (i.e.,
assigning a task that fits within a specific percentile
of the maximal capacity).

To date, however, only a paucity of scientific work
has been directed toward 'developing optimal
exercise protocols for properly evaluating the
fitness levels of unbulatory CP adults. Arm crank
ergometry (1) and bicycle leg ergometry (5,6) have
been modalities most frequently uscd to evaluate
the cardiovascular fitness of ambulatory Cerebral
Palsied (CP) adults. A treadmill (TM) test has only
been reported on CP children (2). Recent work has
established the Schwinn Air-Dyne (SAE)
ergometer as a new modality for testing the fitness
levels of adult lower li-eb amputees (7y and
mentally retarded adults (8-9), two disabled
populations who also suffer from limited
ambulatory capacities. The Schwinn Air-Dyne
ergometer (SAE) is an air-braked ergometer that
incorporates both upper (push-pull) and lower
(cycling) body musculature.

Evaluation of the capabilities of the TM and SAE to
measure the cardiopulmonary capacities for
ambulatory CP adults has not previously been
published. The purpose of this study, therefore,
was twofold: 1) to determine the maximal
physiological responses of ambulatory CP adults
during incremental exercise using the "I'M and SAE;
and 2) to compare these responses with arm crank
ergometry (AC) and bicycle ergometry (BE).

METHODS
Sub'ects, Eight physically active (i.e., all employed)
ambulatory CP aliults (3 females and 5 males)
volunteered to participate in the study. Their

idescriptive characteristics are shown n Table 1. The
percentage of body fat was determined by the sum of
seven skinf olds using the methods of Jackson and
Pollack (3) for males and Jackson and coworkers (4) for
females. Prior to all testing, each subject gave a written
informed consent for allprocedures. This research was
approved by the Institutional Review Board for human
subjects of Wichita State University.

Tes ing Protocols, The TM test consisted of subjects
wal ing at a predetermined speed at 0% grade for two
minutes, with incremental increases in grade of 2.5%
every two minutes. Speed was determine prior to the
test during a practice session. The speed chosen was
the fastest speed that the subject could safely walk.
Speeds ranged from .6 to 1.5 mph. Subjects were
allowed to hold on to a handrail for balance.

The SAE is an air-braked ergometer and utilizes air
resistance on wind vanes set perpendicular on the
flywheel to provide workloads ranging from
approximately 25W to 500W and at pedaling rpms
ranging_from 29 to 72 rpms, respectively. The SAE
difrers-from bicycle ergometry in that work level for the
SAE is raised by increasing pedaling rate rather than
pedaling at a constant rate while increasing resistance
to pedalling. The exercise test on the SAE consisted of
exercising at an initial work load of approximately 25W
(29 rpms) for two minutes and increasing the workload
approximately 25W (and average of 4 rpms) every two
minutes.

TABLE 1: SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS

Males
(n = 5)

Females
(n= 3)

Overall
(n = 8)

Age

(g+ 3

34+ 10

32 +6

Weight

79V14

65 + 11

73 + 14

Height

)14

153+3

165 + 14

Body kat

2 +6

31+ 9

25 +8

Mean +

Arm cranking on the Monark AC was 13erformed with
subjects seated facing a table on which the Monark AC
was attached. The table's height was adjusted so that
the pedal shafts, when horizontal, were level with the
subject's acromioclavicular joint. The exercise test on
the ACE consisted of exercising at 5W for two minutes
with incremental increases of WI every two minutes.
Arm crank rate was 50 rpm. Two males, because their
arm and shoulder musculature were less affected by thc
disease, exercised initially at lOW with incremental
increases of 10W. For one female, initial exercise level
was approximately 2W wth incremental approximate
increases of 2W every tv, minutes.

The Schwinn Bio-Dyne was used for the BE test. The
BE test consisted of exercising at on initial wurk load of
25W for two minutes with incremental increases of 25W
every two minutes. Subjects were asked to pedal at a
rate of 60 rpm.

I U
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On a day separate from thc testing days, cach
subject practiced on all four modes of exercise. The
subjects were randomly assigned to complete one of
four tests on four different days over a 2-weck
period. For all four tests, subjects wcrc exercised
until volitional exhaustion. Volitional exhaustion
was defined as the work level at which the subjects
felt they could no longer continuc. For the SAE
and BF. tests, five subjects had their feet strapped to
the pedals in order to perform the tests.

P ysiol gic V fables Throughout all four modes
of exercise, su jects expired air was monitored by a
metabolic measuring cart (SensorMedics 4400)
which determined 0xyrn uptake (V02
ml/kg/min),pulmonary ventilation (VE L/min),
carbon dioxide production (VCO2 ml/kg/min). An
ECG (leads I, II, III, AVR, AVL, VI, V2, V5) was
monitored throughout the first test to detect
dysrhythmia. For all four exercise tests, heart ratcs
were monitored continuously by telemetry
(UNIQtm Heartwatch) and recorded every 30
seconds. Blood pressure was measured before
exercise, during the last minute of each exercise
level, and af tcr exercise until it returned to resting
levels. For three subjects who needed their arms for
stability during the BE and SAE tests, exercise was
stopped following each exercise level and blood
pressure was immediately measured. The same
procedure was used for all subjects during AC
testing.

Stati tical Analysis, Means (x) and standard
deviations (SD) were calculated for all variables.
Peak V02 ml/min/kg, peak HR, peak VE Limin,
and peak respiratory quotient (RQ) for all eight
subjects were analyzed by repeated measures one-
way ANOVA, followed by a Tukey multiple
comparison to deu.ct specific differences (p < .05).

RESULTS
The physiological responses (x + SE) at peak
exertion for ate four modes of exercise arc shown in
Table 2. Peak HR and RQ were not

TABLE 2: PEAK PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESPONSES FOR THE FOUR MODES OF
EXERCISE

SAE TM BE AC
Peak HR 174 + 18 159 + 25 169 + 23 144 + 27 (io
(b/min)

Peak VO2 26 +6 21 + 7 24 +6 17 +6 !
(ml/kg/min)

Peak VE 77 23 55 + 18 72 + 23 45 + 22 #
(L/min)

Peak RP 1.12 + .1 l.03 + .1 1.11 + .12 1.09 + .09 Or
(VCO2/V02)

Mean + S0
ov No significant difference between means.
! Both SAE and BE significantly higher than AC.

AE significantly higher than TM, no
significant differences between SAE
and BE, and no significant diffcrcnce
between TM and AC'.

# Both SAE and BE significantly higher than TM
end AC', TM significantly higher than
AC', and no significant difference
betweens SAE and BE.

SAE -- Schwinn Air-Dyne ergometer, TM =
treadmill, BE bicycle ergometry, and AC =
arm crank ergometry

significantly different for all four modes of
cxcrcisc. For peak V02 (ml/kg/min), thc SAE was
significantly higher than TM and AC, whereas BE
was significantly higher than AC. No significant
difference was shown between SAE and BE, BE
and TM, and TM and AC. For fieak VE (L/min),
both the SAE and BE were higher than the TM and
AC, the TM was significantly higher than the AC,
and no significant difference was seen between thc
SAE and BE.
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DISCUSSION
This study was designed to determine the peak
physiologic responses of ambulatory CP adults during
incremental exercise using the SAE and TM and to
compare these responses to those of two previously
reported methods, the AC and BE. While peak FIR and
RQ were similar among the four modes of exercise,
significant differences were seen for peak V02 (SAE
and BE > AC, SAE > TM) and peak VE (SAE and BE
> TM and AC, TM > AC). Although not significant,
both the SAE and BE did show higher peak HR and RQ
than both the TM and AC. The results of this study
highlight's the importance of selecting the proper mode
of exercise when evaluating the cardiopulmonary
capacities of ambulatory CP adults.

CONCLUSION
Although the small number of subjects in this study
warrants further evaluation, the results of this study
strongly suggest that when evaluating the
cardiopulmonary fitness/work capacities of ambulatory
CP adults for task design/redesign or selective
screening, exercise tests using the SAE or BE arc the
most optimal, followed by TM and AC.

: Wc appreciate the assistance of
Dap 1ACIVP'PaMtCathy Campbell, and the Cerebral
Palsy Research Foundation of Kansas.
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AGONIST-ANTAGONIST MUSCLE CO-CONTRACTION: UBIQUITOUS BUT UNAPPRECIATED

Robert W. Mann
Newman Laboratory for Biomechanics and Human Rehabilitation

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139

Introduction

Since an individual muscle can only
pull, the mammalian motor system is
replete with arrays of muscles across
joints in order to produce bidirec-
tional flexion or extension, abduction
or adduction, etc. Opposing pairs of
such muscles are called agonist and
antagonist--for example, the tibial
anterior and soleus about the ankle, or
the biceps and triceps about the elbow.
The lowest level of activation of an
agonist-antagonist pair would have one
muscle inactivated with the other pro-
ducing a force to generate a torque or
moment about the joint to cause rota-
tion of body segments proximal and
distal to the joint. But the agonist
and antagonist muscle can be concur-
rently innervated, a condition called
co-activation, or co-contraction.
With both muscles producing force,
onry the difference between their
forces--the net force--produces joint
torque. With co-contraction, the
force experienced at the joint is the
sum of the antagonist and agonist mus-
cle forces. Equal force contribu-
tions from each muscle would yield no
torque and no motion.

Since any muscular contraction is meta-
bolically costly, frequently employed
patterns of muscular activity, such as
level walking, presumably reflect an
evolutionary drive towards minimizing
energy consumption. Thus any co-con-
traction in the opposing muscles
appears energy-wasteful. Another argu-
ment against co-contraction arises from
meuromuscular anatomy. The spindles in
an innervated contracting muscle return
reciprocal inhibition to the lower
motor neuron pool of the antagonist
muscle. Thus in the absence of other
central nervous eystem drive, co-con-
traction would be inhibited.

As early as the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley studies of the 1940s
and since, electromyographic data on
lower-extremity muscle activity during
walking have exhibited agonist/antago-
nist co-contraction about the hip,
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knee, and ankle. Even so. virtually
all contemporary gait analysis ignores
the contributions of co-contraction
when evaluating the torques and force
experienced by a joint. This omission
(or unawareness) results from the
inverse Newtonian analysis employed in
movement studies. Body segment trans-
lational, or angular acceleration, pro-
cessed from kinematic data, multiplied
by the segment inertia, yields the
force or torque -tech segment is experi-

encing. Since gait analysis data are
kinematic, only those muscle force con-
tributions which produce motion are
detectable--that is to say oniy the net
difference between agonist/antagonist
muscles across the joint produced the
observed motion. Thus even accurate
gait analysis studies establish only
the lower limits of the forces experi-
enced by the joints. Any co-contrac-
tion increment, due to balanced forces
in opposing muscle, is undetectable.
This oversight in gait analysis
studies carries over to the use of
joint force and torque data to esti-
mate the time-varying forces in the
participating muscles. Whether calcu-

lated by aggregating functionally
similar muscles to permit analytical
solutions or by employing optimization
techniques, the predicted force tra-
jectories of individual muscles estab-
lish only the lower limits of those
forces, which may be significantly
incremented by co-contraction contri-
butions.

Recent and ongoing studies in the
Newman Laboratory under the auspices
of the Harvard-M.I.T. Rehabilitation
Engineering Center are producing direct
experimental evidence of the presence
and effects of co-contraction and
explaining why the neuromuscular system
adopts such a me:abolically costly
strategy.

Data from an Instrumented Hip
Endorposthesis

A study quantifying the mechanical
environment experienced by cartilav in
the human synovial joint in vivo
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has provided experimental evidence of
the timing and magnitude of co-con-
traction contributions. A spherical
femoral head replacement prosthesis
bears against natural acetabular carti-
lage. Fourteen localized areas sense
pressure and telemeter these data at
a rate of 253 frames per second.
Direct evidence of hip muscle co-con-
traction prior to heel strike in level
walking is demonstrated by comparing
pressure data from the highest reading
transducer versus the time-synchro-
nized foot-floor vertical force. The

pressure rises in the hip socket before
the heel strikes the force plate.

The range of co-contractile contribu-
tions depends on the movement. During
the stance phase of level walking, the
highest reading transducer in the
superior region of the acetabulum typi-
cally registered a maximum 5 MPa. The
highest recorded magnitude, 18 MPa
directed posteriorly, occurred while
rising from a chair. While ascending
stairs, the highest magnitude, typi-
cally 10 MPa, was directed in between
walking and rising. That these
significantly higher magnitudes of
pressure in the latter two movements
arise from co-contraction is clear from
myoelectric recordings of the temporal
activity in the agonist/antagonist
muscle g:oups across the joint.

These pressure readings and associated
EMG records, while indicating very
significant co-contraction activity,
are not quantitative measures of the
force the joint experiences due to
co-contraction. The need for high
confidence, direct experimental meas-
urements of joint force becomes evi-
dent upon review of kinematic data-
based inverse Newtonian estimates of
hip force in the literature, which for
level walking range from one to eight
times body weight. Attempts thus far
elsewhere to measure this force
experimentally have failed shortly
afterimplantation with data of uncer-
tain quality. Accordingly, we have
designed a hip force and moment trans-
ducer for incorporation into our pres-
sure-sensing transducer, utilizing the
demonstrably successful external
powering and telemetry system.

Co-Contraction as a Means of Joint
Impedance Control

Why the neuromuscular system would
resort to metabolically costly

co-contraction becomes clear when one
considers the dynamics of a task, such
as rising from a chair. Stability
requirements during the relatively
slow rising motion, and the need to
transfer momentum from trunk movement
to body erection, both require
"stiffening" or increasing the imped-
ance at the hip joint, a direct
consequence of co-contraction.

Related research in the Newman Labora-
tor} supervised by Professor Neville
Hogan has studied impedance control as
a means of enhancing an amputee's
natural control of a myoelectrically
implemented elbow prosthesis. Other

research by Dr. Hogan demonstrates
that primates perform pointing tasks
by employing co-contraction, even
following dorsal root denervation.

Conclusions

Co-contraction is much more prevalent
in the activities of daily living than
heretofore repoeted. In particular,
the forces on joints estimated from
gait analysis studies underestimate
the forces actually experienced. More
confident quantification of the joint
force during many normal activities is
essential for the safe specification
of joint-replacement prostheses, for
understanding joint deterioration in
osteoarthritis, and for understanding
the contribution of individual mustles
to movement.

This research was funded primarily by
Grant No. H133P90005 from the National
Institute on Disability and Rehabili-
tation Research, U. S. Department of
Education.

Robert W. Mann, Sc.D. Whitaker
Picfessor of Biomedical Engineering
Rm. 3-144 Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Cambridge, MA 02139
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COMPUTER CONTROL OF A WHEELCHAIR DYNAMOMIcIER

Annette Vosse, Rory Cooper, Balbir Dhaliwal
Assistive Device Center

California State University
Sacramento, California

Abstract

This paper presents the development of a
computer controlled wheelchair
dynamometer that is able to simulate
road/track conditions for a wheelchair race
through the use of a PID controller and
mathematical models. This simulator can be
used to record and analyze the torque, speed,
and power generated by a wheelchair rider.

Introduction

We wished to evaluate new assistive device
technology especially in the area of wheeled
mobility. Several dynamometers have been
developed in the past (5) and our intention was to
develop a computer-controlled wheelchair
dynamometer that could simulate actual road
conditions. The wheelchair dynamometer we
used has been previously described (2).

Methods

The wheelchair dynamometer and its various
components, presented in block diagram
(Figure 1), can be modeled mathematically (1).
Using these math models we were able to derive
equations that define the torque, speed, and
power which depend on these models and the
description of the course (road conditions).

Desired r
Speed.

Torque. orl 0
Power

Powcr (actual or desired)
Torque x Speed

Actual
Speed, I

Torque, or
Power

Controller
Selection

Controller

Computer

Data Storage
& Display

A

A

7.2

The equation we used to characterize the torque
produced by the roller is:
T = (I + IR(R/r)) (I) + C 0)2 + MR (0+ WRbR + T1(0.0.t)

in which the first term describes the contribution
due to the inertia of the rear wheel and the roller,
the second term represents the air resistance, the
third term the effect of bearing friction, and the
fourth the rolling resistance (1).

The inclusion of the last term is required to
simulate road/track conditions and is expressed
as:
T(0),0.t) = C20)2 + C30) + C4co5e(x) + C5 + IC5sine(x)

where 61(x) is an external function that describes
the course (1).

We used a PID controller (4) for this investigation.
With this controller and the mathematical
models for the dynamometer components we
derived equations to calculate the desired torque.
speed, a- power for five different types of control:
(1) Opcn-loop-torque control which simulates
the torque acting upon the wheels due to the
changing slope of the road surface.
(2) Open-loop-power control which simulates the
propulsion of a wheelchair acting against a
constant power.
(3) Closed-loop-speed control in which the
controller encourages the subject to maintain the

D C Power
Supply

Servo
Amplifier

4

-4
DC

Motor

Torque
Sensor

Speed
Scnsor

-4
Gear
Ratio

Subject

Roller

Actual
Torque

Actual
Speed

Figure 1. Block Diagram for Half of an Independent Rear Wheel Whe,Achair
Dynamometer with Controller and Display
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desired speed by increasing or decreasing the
mechanical resistance.
(4) Closed-loop-torque control in which the
controller encourages the subject to maintain the
desired torque by increasing or decreasing the
mechanical resistance.
(5) Closed-loop-power control in which the
controller encourages the subject to maintain the
desired power by increasing or decreasing the
mechanical resistance.

The complete computer program (see Figure 2)
includes the ability to enter some chosen road or
track course which is used in the calculation of
the torque contribution due to road conditions.
We are also able to display and save the raw data
as it is acquired by the analog-to-digital
converter. The ability to save this data is
especially important since it allows more
detailed analysis later. We used the library
functions provided by National Instruments'
LabWindows Software (3) to perform the data
acquisition and graphing functions.

Input Description of
Course

4,

Choose to Control Power. Speed. or
Torque

Read Actual Speed and Torque from the A/D
Converter

Store and Display
Data

Calculate Desired Power,
Torque. or Speed

Compare to Actual
Power. Speed, or Torque

PID Controller

Output to Servo
Amplifier

Figure 2. Flow Chart for the Computer Program
that Controls the Wheelchair Dynamometer.

We wanted the resolution of the information we
acquire to be smi-Ail enough so that we are able
recognize changes in the parameters being
measured, therefore we set the sampling rate at
100 samples per second. This value can be
changed as required.

Using the PID controller and the various
mathematical models the desired torque (speed,
power) can be determined and compared to the
actual corresponding torque (speed, power),
which causes the computer to change the output of
the digital-to-analog converter to adjust the
voltage entering the motors of the dynamometer,
which in turn produces a change in the roller
torque that can either hinder or aid the forward
motion of the rear wheels of the wheelchair. The
use of armature controlled D.C. motor/generators
allows us to continuously produce torques over
the full range of the motor/generator
capabilities.

Discussion

This wheelchair dynamometer can simulate
undulations and road-crown in a laboratory
setting. This will allow us to better develop
wheeled mobility devices from a human-machine
design perspective. The dynamometer can also be
used to study the physiology and dynamics of
wheeled mobility.
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A QUICK RELEASE TTLT 11'1 SPACE FOR A LIGERELLET WI-E11.11-1AIR

Alan Ludovici, A.S., Design Engineer
FrojectAccessidorld,MassachttsfbspitalSChsol

ABSIRACT

th ccredderatkn to oarmercially available
soluticm far a tilt in space, a astan systern
has been developed frr light:Ida:4a wheelchairs.
This quick release tilt in space mechanist) is
designed fcr easy storage and operation with
emphasis cn safety. &oh a prottot has bes)
effective in the evaluation of a 5 year old boy
with oeretral palsy. Flittre developmant aims to
make this mechanism suitable for a variety of
lightweight frames.

INURCCILTICII

As studies have stow, variable tilt in space,
either attendant cr client controlled can shift
a client's ;..eight bearing aceis,.effect
respiratory compromise by enccuaglrg postral
drainage, and increased =fort. (1) arh systems
lave been inxrixrated into evaluation fnans
as well as nenal and power rheelchair bases.
Regarding nobility bases, a tilt in s;ace
mechanism is attached to the existing posts for
a reclining tackrest. This paper presents a
design for a arick-nelea% tilt in space
attatment sAtable for a ii,g-tmaigit vteelchair,
t-here a reclining backrest arthanisn cbes nat
already east.

NE11-118

The dealgner and physical therapist, amilg tdth
the parent of a yarg child rah seiere cerebral
palsy, disassed the advantages of a tilt in space
for tetter positicnirg for her child. Ile fatly
taving already arehased a child's lighteigat
fnate, the desiger and therapist ocnsidereti the
follazing design perareters:
1. easy removability of tilt in space for oar

storagp
2. maintain collapsibility of nobility base
3. maintain child's cente^ of gravity within tle

t.-teelbase of the &air fcr safety and stability
4. consider potential use of this tilt in space

rnectenian for other man.al vheelchair nark:3.
Tests for fl)ffte stability for specific body %eights
and recline angles were oarkoted with a profile
mcdel of the tilt in spa before prodmirg a
scricirg prototype.

SZLUTICN

7.3

The working prototype fbr the tilt in space mechanism
was constructed fnan6C61 T-6 and 6C63 T-6 aluadnum.
Joined parts were tig welded. Figure 1 inistrates
this mechanism. Pivot points are nylon-lined to
prevalt seizing. In addition, nylm rollers were
used to thcilitate the fbmand sliding motion
required. An ACME scrod was used to praime the
linear and tilting motion. The quick release yokes

welernede of alimiln.m)with two ball lodk pins to
release the entire system. A bell type caged thrust
bearing wes used to ease the work of' turning the
crank handle. The crank handle fblds cut of the way
and feattres a sprim-loaisipin lodk to prement the
crank handle from unintationally rotating. Flare 2

dispLays awaking diagran of this prototype.

1111.14-026.0_

dr

Figure 1. quick releaw tilt in space trecierisn

FERLTS

For a fUll re:Paine of the tilt in space, the crank
handle requires 27 turns fbr a maximum 37 degree
tilt. The maximum weight tesbei for this ught-
wedtt fname was 200 lbs. The maximum aggested
weight is 150 lbs. Frate stabilitywas maintained
in this tilting range of 0 to 37 degrees. Easy
and safe use of qpidk release pins and handle
notation, as well as cvaiall =fort have teen
noted during a 1 month evaltation period.
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TILT fl SPACE

MECHANICS OF THE TILT IN

SPACE SYSTEM

_PIVOT ARM

.sj-TRACK

7-ROLLERS

ACME SCREW

a----CRANK HANDLE

Figure 2. working diawan of tilt in space

mecharrLsn

Rotating the CRANK MOLE COW turns the ACME

SCREW attached to the RUMS in the TRACK. This

creates the linear motion to move the system

forward. With the linear motion the tilt notion

is created die to the aligrent of the PIVOT Arms.

OIKUlaCIE

This pmtotype of' a quick mks-% tilt in space

addresses the neeis for safety i.e. (ftare

statdlity), collapsibility and easy storage, and

Easy use by a parent cr attendant. add a

design aims to te irraTa-ated into a variety
of ligibazdert nobility tams. Development of

this system obned.dered existirg caanarcial

solutkrs to this problem.
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SIMULATION OF A RANDOM FATIGUE PROCESS APPLIED TO WHEELCHAIR STRUCTURES

J.D. Baldwin, J.G. Thacker, T.T. Baber & J.H. Aylor
University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center

Charlottesville, VA 22903

INTRODUCTION

The design of a structure is a match-
ing process: matching the physical
configuration to the desired function
of the structure and matching the
load carrying capability to the anti-
cipated loading. This paper outlines
a procedure for assessing the ade-
quacy of a wheelchair frame's load
carrying capability given that the
design variablc.s, for example struc-
tural material properties, structural
geometry and load intensity are ran-
dom variables. The goal is to deduce
the statistics of the probability
distribution describing the life of
the wheelchair frame and integrate
this information into a computer
program used to calculate the reliab-
ility of an electric wheelchair sys-
tem.

BACKGROUND

A personal computer-based system for
estimating the reliability of compet-
ing electric wheelchair designs is
currently under development. The
computer system is capable of per-
forming reliability analyses of the
electronic, electromechanical and
structural components of an electric
wheelchair using the Markov model
technique (1). This paper describes
the method used to estimate the stat-
istics of the structural life distri-
bution.

The simulation described herein is
based on the simplest fatigue model
available, specifically fatigue life
smmarized by the S-N curve and dam-
ac,' accumulation according Miner's
rule (2). This model was chosen
because it is widely used, easily
understood and provides a good start-
ing point for more complex simula-
tions. In the usual case of a Miner-
/S-N analysis the load is of known
(although varying) magnitude and the
S-N curve is defined as a line. In
the present analysis, however, the
load is assumed to be a distribution
of values whose probability of occur-
rence follows a normal distribution.

7.4

Furthermore, the S-N curve, instead
of a line, is modelled as a distribu-
tion of values throughout its range.
At each stress level the S-N curve is
assumed to have a normal distribution
of values. Details of the simulation
procedure are outlined in the next
section.

SIMULATION

A finite element stress analysis
(FEA) is performed on the entire
wheelchair frame, loaded in the nom-
inal static load case (3), yielding
the mean value of the load distribu-
tion at each node. Next, the analyst
specifies which design variables in
the stress analysis are not known to
be deterministic and are assumed to
be random variables. Typical exam-
ples are modulus of elasticity and
tube diameter and wall thickness.
For each random design variable, the
analyst re-runs the FEA with the
value of one design variable per-
turbed from its mean value holding
all other variables at their mean
value resulting in a new stress value
at each node. From these perturbed
value runs, the standard deviation of
the stress at each node is computed.
Given the mean value and standard
deviation of the stress at each node
(assumed normal), the analyst se-
lects the "node most likely to fail",
usually the node with the highest
mean value.

The nodal dynamic stress distribution
describes the stress variations at a
point and is determined by experimen-
tal strain gage studies (5). The
data is normalized to the mean stress
value and the dynamic load distri-
bution becomes a distribution with
mean greater than 1.0 and a standard
deviation less than 1.0.

A classical stress concentration
factor can be applied to any node
with a stress riser. For purposes of
this analysis, the stress concentra-
tion factor is assumed to be deter-
ministic and equal to a constant.
Using the rules for multiplication of
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SIMULATING RANDOM FATIGUE

constants and distributions (5), the
nodal stress distribution, nodal

dynamic stress distribution and
concentration factor are multiplied
together to give the combined stress
distribution.

With a stress distribution defined
and a normal distribution modeling
the fatigue life at any given stress
along the S-N curve, the simulation
commences with the selection of a
value at random from the stress dis-

tribution. From the equation of the
S-N curve, the mean value of fatigue
life at the random stress value is
computed and, based on the assumed
variability in the fatigue life para-
meters, a distribution of fatigue
life at that stress value is formed.
A random number is picked from the

fatigue life distribution and the
Miner damage fraction is calculated.
The generation of random stress val-
ues continues until the sum of the
Miner fractions equals 1.0 at which
point the structural member is as-
sumed to have failed. This consti-
tutes one trial. For each trial the
fatigue life is assumed to be the
same number of standard deviations
away from the mean value as deter-
mined in the first iteration. Typ-
ically several hundted trials will be

necessary to yield a satisfactory
estimate of the distribution of
fatigue life.

RESULTS

For illustrative purposes a simu-

lation was run on a hypothetical
wheelchair structural element made of
AISI 1018 carbon steel with an ulti-
mate strength of 87,600 psi, an en-
durance limit of 30,000 psi and a
load distribution with a mean value
of 42,000 psi and a standard de-

viation of 5814 psi. A total of 1350
trials were made and the results were
fit to a two parametez Weibull dist-
ribution (6) giving an average scale
parameter of 8257 hours and an aver-
age shape parameter of 3.67. These
data are plotted in the form of the
probability density function f(t) and
the reliability function R(t) in

Figure 1.

CONCLUSION

elements has been described and an
example of a wheelchair fatigue
analysis was presented. Although it

is computationally intensive, the
method provides a useful tool for
investigating possible empirical
formulations for random fatigue
design.
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RACING WHEELCHAIR ROLL STABILITY WHILE TURNING

Rory A. Cooper, Ph.D.
Assistive Device Center

Department ol Electrical and Electronic Engineering
California State University, Sacramentn

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this investigation was
to develop a simple roll stability
analysis for three and four wheeled
individual /racing wheelchair systems
while turning on a flat, level road.

We derive the equations for the
critical roll stability velocity while

turning for both types of chairs.
These equations are functions of the

mass and geometry of the individual

and racing wheelchair. In general the

critical velocity for a three wheeled

chair is less than that of a four
wheeled chair given the same geometry
and mass distribution. The critical
velocities are equal when the three
wheeled chair has an infinite
wheelbase or when the center of
gravity of the individual/wheelchair
system is located directly over the

rear axles.

INTRODUCTION

Racing wheelchairs have been designed

without formal roll stability analysis
which has lead to some spectacular crashes

due to athletes pushing their racing
chairs beyond the stability envelope (2).

Recent crashes have prompted some roadrace

directors to limit speeds on certain
portions of their courses, still others to

prohibit the use of three wheeled racing

chairs, and most have started requiring

helmets. The restrictions placed on the

use of three wheeled racing wheelchairs

has angered several athletes (1). This

paper presents a simple roll stability

analysis for three and four wheeled racing

chairs while turning.

METHODS

Roll stability analysis
Assumptions:
(a) The chair does not slip radially.

(b) The road is level and unbanked.

(c) The individual/wheelchair system is

rigid.

Figure 1 shows the path of the
individual/wheelchair system. Figure 2

gives the definitions for the location of

the center of gravity for the
individual/whyelchair system. For the

7.5

individual and wheelchair to remain
upright the center of gravity of the
system must remain within the footprint of
the wheelchair (one may imagine a lamp
directly above the system, than the center
of gravity must remain within the shadow

a the system tilts). During turning the
radial force at each instant can be
described by equation (1).

Md,r/dt, = Mv,/r (1)

Model for a four wheeled racing chair.

For the purpose of this analysis it will
be assumed that on each side of the chair
the front and rear wheels are in line with
one another (this is typically the case).
Under this assumption, the critical roll
stability velocity may be determined by
summing the torques acting upon the center
of gravity of the individual/wheelchair
system about the axis connecting the
outermost front and rear wheels. This is
illustrated in equation (2).

MgD = Mv.21../r (2)

Therefore the critical velocity for a four
wheeled system can be described by
equation (3).

v, = (gDr/L)"2 (3)

Mode) for a three wheeled racing chair.

Figure 3 graphically presents the
definitions for the geometry of a three
wheeled individual/wheelchair system. The
roll stability critical velocity for this
system was determined by summing the
torques acting upon the center of gravity
about the axis connecting the outermost
front and rear wheels (BC). This is
illustrated in equation (4).

MgD' = F,L (4)

The perpendicular force (F,) is related to
the critical velocity by equation (5).

F, (Mv,,/r)cosco

(Note: lint F, = = 11v43/r)

WB3 >oO

(5)
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RACING WHEELCHAIR STABILITY

For greater utility we related the
distance D' to geometry of the wheelchair
frame and the position of the center of
gravity of the system along the centerline
of the chair from the line connecting the
rear axles. The following equations show
the derivation of these relationships.

tang,. 0/W83 = D'/x (6)

- d), - D'21'" = D'1483/D (7)

0 < d < W8s (For static stability)

After some algebra, we derived equation
(8)

D' = -d)/(1:0 4. (W80211" (8)

(NOTE: lim D' D which is intuitive)
->00

After substituting equations (5)&(8) into
equation (4).

MgD(W83-d)/(02+(4133)2P".(Mv32/rUcosc
(9)

W83/(D2 (W8021'" (10)

Therefore (after some algebra)

vs, = (rgD/L)(03 d)/W13,

(NOTE: lim vs' = 0, unicycle effect)
d -> WO,

The relative stability of three and four
wheeld individual/racing wheelchair
systems.

The relative stability of three and four
wheeled racing wheelchair systems follows
directly from equations (3) & (11).

v,2 = v42C(WEl3 d)/W8s3 (12)

Some properties of equation (12).

him vs2 y,2

las ->"°

lim vs' = v.' (c.g. chair) (14)
d -> 0

(13)

CONCLUSIONS

Three wheeled racing wheelchairs are
inherently less stable than four wheeled
racing wheelchairs during turning on a
flat level road. This analysis provides a
means for determining an estimate of the
critical velocity while turning given the
geometry of the chair and the location of
the center of mass for the
human/wheelchair system.This analysis does
not consider an active human controller,
nor a multitude of other possible
circumstances: turning on downhills, road
irregularities, road crown, wind gusts,
and other comp:titors actions.

Figure 1. Path of the individual/racing

wheelchair system.

a
Figure 2. Location of the Center of
Gravity w.r.t. the point where the wheels
touch the ground for the individual/racing
wheelchair system: a=side view,b=top view.

WB
3

A

v.

Figure 3. Top view of the geometry of a
three wheeled chair. d is the location of
the c.g. along the center line.
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A NEW MAINTENANCE-FREE WHEELCHAIR TIRE

James J. Kauzlarich
University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering center

Charlottesville, Vire nia

Introduction

Airless, solid rubber wheelchair
tires offer maintenance and wear
advantages over pneumatic tires, but
do not give as comfortable a ride.
Wheelchair users surveyed sP.y that
pneumatic tires are the biggest
repair problem (Ref. 1). As such,
the tire is a greater inhibitor of
independant living than any other
problem with wheelchairs.

Tests of tires (Kauzlarich &

Thacker) (Gordon, Kauzlarich &

Thacker) show that solid rubber
tires give a much harsher ride than
pneumatic tires, but foamed
polyurethane tires give a similar
rid . Tho mai variab)e to ho
controlled for ride c7.:)fort is

spring constant, since acceleration
of the chair due to impact of the
tire witN a bump is proportional to
the square root of the tire spring
constant. However, the fatigue
resistance of foamed materials is

much lower than rubber, and the
foamed tire can have a short life
due to cutting and fatigue cracking.

A study (Kauzlarich) of solid rubber
wheelchair tires using finite
element analysis showed that
increasing the hole diameter in the
rubber will reduce the spring
constant to that of a pneumatic
tire. But, the tire stress will
increase significantly as the
central hole is enlarged, and the
fatigue life ot the gray rubber
material will be significantly
reduced. To improve the fatigue
life of the rubber a new rubber
compound is needed. The author and
Dr. Metherell in Eng),,nd have
produced a satisfactory compound for
maintenince free tires, and the
results of that work are reported in
this paper.

Rubber Compound

A new compound has been developed
for wheelchair tires using natural
rubber reinforced with siliceous

7.6

fillers and a special agent called
SI-69. SI-69 is a silane coupling
agent which solves the following
problems usually associated with
silica fillers in rubber: 1. Snall
additions of SI-69 will reduce the
compound viscosity to the same or
lower levels as compounds using

carbon black, 2. The cure

characteristics of SI-69 based
compounds avoid reduction in cure
rate and crosslinking density, and

3. At the same surface area as

carbon blacks, SI-69 promotes the
erection of filler to rubber bonds
which causes a strong increase in
the in-rubber surface area of the
silica filler comparable to values
close to the in-rubber surface of N-
220 carbs,n black.

The new tire compound has a very
high fatigue endurance limit. In

comparison to all other nonmarking
(non-carbon black filled) rubber
tire materials the new compound: 1.
Produces less heat build-up, 2.

Gives higher endurance in service,
3. Has better tear, chipping,

chunking and cutting properties,
especially at elevated temperatures,
and 4. Shows higher modulus
retention at elevated temperatures.

v:heel,:hair lire Performance

A comparison of thc now wheelchair
tire with a typical pneumatic tire
is given in Table 1. The new tire
design is under consideration by

several rubber and wheelchair
manufacturers in England, and is in

the prototype stage of development.
It is -,lanned to introduce the tire

in tse 1)SA when the tire is

successfully developed.

Looking at Table 1, the most
important advantage for the new tire
is that it is maintenance-free. rho

tire performance is unaffected by
accidental puncture. It has a very
good wear resistance, more than
times that of a pneumatic tire, and
would last the lifetime of the
wheelcha -. The tire is estimated
to be -ore expeLHve than a

pneunati tire .ind tube, but the
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WHEELCHAIR TIRE

TABLE I
Maintenance-Free Wheelchair Tire

Performance Characteristics Comparison
-1mintenance-Free Tire (24 in.) Pneumatic Tire (24 in.), Ref. 3

MAINTENANCE
Maintenance-free

WEIGHT
880 grams (1.94 lbs)

60 psig inflation pressure

734 grams (1.62 lbs) tire&tube
SKID MARKING

Non-marking Non-marking
ROLLING RESISTANCE

per tire, 60 lbs load, 1.5 to 3 mph
265 grams (0.59 lbs), calculated 263 grams (0.58 lbs), measured

COEFFICIENT OF DYNAMIC FRICTION, CONCRETE FLOOR
0.85 (dry or wet) 0.65

TIRE SPRING CONSTANT (0-60 LBS LOAD)
a low value indicates'good ride quality

730 lbs/in. 694 lbs/in.
ROLL-OFF (12 DEG. MAX.)

No No
ABRASIVE INDEX (WEAR RATE)

higher values = lower wear rate
110 19

COMPRESSION SET (23° C)
13% 10.6%

COST TO CONSUMER
$60 Est. $40.1C (tire .11 tube)

LIFE, WHEELS ALIGNED
Exceeds life of wheelchair 3-4 years

longer Life would make it more
economical to the user. In other
characteristics, it is similar to a
pneumatic tire.

Conclusion

Nonpneumatic tires offer important
maintenance advantages over
pneumatic tires. There is no need
to checY and adjust air pressure,
and there is never a worry about a
flat or punctured tire. These are
very common inconveniences
encountered when using pneumatic
tires that reduce or disable the
function of the tires. In the past
it has been difficult to produce a
nonpneumatic tire with a comfortable
ride, but the new tire will overcome
this difficulty.
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A DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF kYE MOVEMENT MONITORING SYSTEM
WITH COMPENSATiON OF HFAD MOVEMENT

Dep. of

Dep.

ABSTRACT

Hiroyuki Nakamura and Hitoshi Kobayashi,
Electronic Engineering, Saitama institute of Technology

Katsuo Taya and Shigenobu Ishigami,
of Rehabilitation, National Defense Medical College

This paper describes design and
implementation of the real-lime
digital data acquisition and
monitoring system for eye
movements. The main objects of the

system design are as follows; (1)

Eliminate the necessity of the

adjustments, (2) Detection and
correction of head displacement,
(3) Integrate friendly use
interface and dataoase. An eye-mark
recorder is used as the input
device to measure the x-y
coordinates of eye movements
together with the front view. This
system is capable of displaying and
hard-copying various graphics in

addition to regular raw numerical
x-y coordinate data. In ordei to

demonstrate the effectiveness of

this design approach, the following
eight types of graphics and numeric
functions are implemented; (1)

Locus of eye-mark, (2) Locus of

eye-mark, (3) List of fixation
pauses, (4) Locus of fixation
pauses, (5) Direction of moving
vector, (8) Frequency of velocity.
This system is applicable to

varioJs experiments involving
physiological, clinical researches.

INTRODUCTION

The monitoring of eye movements
plays an important role in analyses
of human cognition of visual
information. For this purpose, eye-
mark recorders with video cameras
have been developed. Their field
use, how-?ver, has a disadvantage of
requiring tedious head fixation.
The system reported in this paper

eliminates the necessity of the

fixation by means of connecting a

an eye-markpersonal computer to

lecoidei.

SYSTEM CONFIGL1(ATION

The mt.asurement system ,.onsist uf

eye-maik tecoid,(1( made by \Ar.

Co.),
computer,
personal
controls

controllei, peisonal
VCR and TV monitor. The
computer( Toshiba .1j1(m)

an eye-mark recorder and

8.1

acquires eye-movement and head
displacement. Optional expansion
box controlled image digitizer and
GPIB interface board( Fig. 1).

The software of this system is

written in Turbo-PASCAL(Ver 5.0).
Data processing system divided into
five blocks, marker identification
block, data storage block,
detection of head displacement
block, data correction block and
display block( Fig. 2).

it m cotaltqlet

VtoTW.?1

n w,
13100 (T 100) Exrmls.Ell

Fig. I. System Configuration.

thjta Processing

Pi. 232C

Fig. 2. Data Processing.

1).(1 ection fol. head displacement

The head of a subjects have to be

fixed in ordel to suppress the

optical axes displacements. hut,

this caused many experiments
uncomfortable for the subjects and

limiting the application of eye-
mark recordel. An eye-mark recorder
gives the v.-Y cooidinates of eye
movements togelhei with the fiont

view. The fiont view campta moves
with the head exactly. So we detect
a head movement a twig(' of
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EYt MOVEMFAT mr)^:irnP1NG SYSTEM

Fig. 3. Geometry of projection.

this camera. The following
equations are details about three
dimensional calculation for head
displacement. Assuming original
right handed coordination lies in a
screen surface. Video camera
locates in a height(hr. Image plane
of the video camera sets in a focus
length( f . In this condition, a

fixed point tp) and projected point
will be calculated as follows.

The parallax described ten
parameters respectively. However,
nu more than five elements are used
since relative orientation involves
only five parameters. Five
reference points enough to be
calculated in camera location and
rotation. Least square method
applied for up to five reference
points. Displacement and rotation
to be calculate from eight
reference points as follows:

from parallax x
f2(p1-3p2+p3+p4+p5+p6-3p7+p8)

ri N c =

d Zr =

do =

d =

. 6b2
3b4(p2+p7)

6b2
f(Pl-p3+p4-p5+0-0)

. 613

F(p1-0-0.1-03)

Ad4c
f-'(i11-0p2+p3+p4+0+0-3p7+p8)

=
RdZr

(:4
0

h:= t -51 t

Jr

K

0 0 Accuracy foi measurement to be
sin 8 calculated from 2.2 to 87mm in

roso sin.)

1 ;

\
N u

location and from 0.003 to 0.l8rad
llOi in rotation.

r ) RESULTSf

6b2Zc
f(pl+p2+p3-P6-1)7-03)

The relationship o; the f'xed point

and projected p,int deseither

mattix calculati tv.Inde of axes

1.tation and displacemonls.
Approximate the ba.,,ic equations foi
further calculation.

\ Z r \
= ci 4- ci , (1

\ 1 1 I

+ I + d + Z .1 K

Displacement for a reference point

due to camera movement and parallax
in photogrammetry are assumed to be
a same meaning. Therefore parallax
calculate as follow-,;

X' 1 Z r N 1 Y 1X _ X = il \ , 4-- d z , d.)
f

+ / ( 1 -f- ) 'I 0 + Z c -.... d M
f

ZuNI(1.1-
fill

_ d \ , _ d 7 ( + d ..,

f f

X . ( 1 + --IL\ ) d .i; Z. i

f

1 1- d .

11K

The numerical and image data are
stored on real-time basis into a

personal computer(Toshiba J3100GT).
The software of this system is

written in Turbo-PASCAL and its
size is about 6,000 lines. The
amount of executable program is

about 120Kbyte. Data acquisition
rate is three frame per second
include data acquisition, calculate
camera location and rotation and
display data.
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Using Residual Upper Extremity Ability as a Substitute for Lost Fine Motor Control

Patrice L.Weiss
School of Physical and

Occupational Therapy
McGill University

INTRODUCTION

During a period spanning the last five to ten yet rs
a remarkably large number of microprocessor
based adaptive devices has emerged to augment
the more traditional methods used by
rehabilitation specialists to enable the severely
physically disabled to become more autonomous.
When prescribed appropriately, devices such as
key guards, alternative keyboards and
microswitches have the potential to provide
increased opportunities for independent
functioning in daily life and work skills.
Nevertheless, many of microprocessor-based
adaptive devices currently available do not
provide the severely disabled with the ability to
carry out vocational and avocational tasks in a
manner comparable to basic minimum speed and
efficiency requirements. The development of
novel access interfaces and modes of control is
thus required.

The utilization of residual abilities to augment or
replace those that have been imoaired is a basic
tenet of rehabilitation treatment programs. For
example, the tenodesis action (wrist extensor
driven digit flexion) is commonly used to provide
functional grasp and pinch and standard
figure-of-eight shoulder harnesses are used to
provide control over prosthetic terminal devices.
Regrettably the number and extent of possible
compensatory actions have been inadequately
explored. This is particularly unfortunate since
recent technical developments in the fields of
control theory, information proceing and
robotics mean that highly complex fine motor
tasks could be accomplished with a relatively
small degree of control by the human operator°.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the %sork described in this
presentation is to describe a methodoln designed
to replace lost fine motor control with residual
upper extremity function.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE

Consider an individual who wishes to

communicate written information, operate
simple electric devices, and manipulate objects.
Rather than relying on the relatively slox
traditional scanning and encoding methods or
technically limited 1, oice activation, it ma
possible to perform these acti ities mot

8.2

efficiently in the following manner. The
irdividual may, by means of generating different
levels of isometric force via a given set of muscle
synergists. locate up to eight distinct levels. Th:
functional significance of these levels would vary
for each task. For example, they may denote
locations within the alphanumeric character set,
channels on an environmental control unit, or
positions of a robot manipulator. Such control
can be thought o'f as open loop since the distinct
levels are reached without external feedback.
The use of only the eight levels of open loop
control normally available to human operators°
would, of course, limit the performance of most
functional tasks. This limitation could be
remedied by the addition of some external
feedback (e.g. display of the character, channel
or position first selected) which would then be
used to "fine tune" the amount of force
generated. For example, if the individual wanted
to type the letter "F" he might quickly (without
feedback) generate sufficient force to reach the
"F" region which may, in this instance,
correspond to "H". He would then relax slightly
(with feedback) to produce the "F". Another
example would be the use of open loop control to
select channels of an environmental control
system and feedback to alter parameters within
each channel. The potential of human operator
research is evident.

METHODS

Target Population This method is directed at
individuals who have sustained partial loss of
upper extremity function. Specifically, they
would have negligible fine motor ability in the
digits but have partial to compete motor ability
shoulder complex musculature.

Apparatus Triaxial force measurements are
recorded using a force sensing manipulandum
comprised of three orthogonal strain g e fxce
transducers mounted on a 50 rom wide
customized fiberglass cuff. The manipulandum
is affixed via velcro bands to the upper arm of the
side retainina the greatest function just proximal
to the medial and lateral humeral epicond les.

Subjects are seated in an adjustable. motorized
chair with their forearms supported prone on a
lap tray. Harness straps are used to stabilize the
upper extremity nil trunk. Signals from the
strain gage (full bridge configuration) force
ii ansducers are amplified and filtered by analog
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Fine Motor Control Suhstity*:ion

signal conditioners having 140 dB common mode
rejection ratio and built-in fourth ordt r
anti-aliasing filters set at 30 Hz. This filter
roll-off is acceptable since the bandwidth of
human force generation for muscles such as
these is 0 - 20 Hz5. The signals are then sampled
at 100 I lz by a 12 bit, 8 channel analog to digital
converter having a software cotvrollable. 3 bit
gain. A VAXstation II computer runnine the
VMS operating system is used for data collection
and analysis and the entire experimental protocol
is defined and executed in the VAX real time
Common Lisp environment. Target signals are
displayed to subjects on an auxiliary monitor. It
has been demonstrated that updating the display
at 10 Hz is sufficient fot human tracking'.

ExptrimtntaLTaradigns

1. Identification of Optimal Force Axis Each
subject undergoes a complete physical therapy
examination. These data are then used to
identify the upper extremity muscle group with
the greatest range of force.

pgterrnina tion of Force Range The ranee of
forces in this muscle group is determined in order
to obtain baseline information (minimum and
maximum isometric forces) needed for the next
paradigm. The minimum restine force applied by
the limb of the relaxed subject when attached to
the force transducer cuff is measured for a total
of 5 .s. Subjects are then required to contract
maximally for 5 s.

3. Pursuit Tracking of Dynamic Target Stimulus
It is necessary to demonstrate the proficiency
(speed and accuracy) with which tasks
representative of realistic motor skills can be
performed. This is accomplished by means of a
pursuit tracking task which identifies the
subjects' ability to control and modulate
isometric force in the selected muscle group.
Subjects are required to match a computer
generated random target signal having the
following properties: (1) distribution of eight
amplitudes within the range of forces determined
during Paradigm 1, (2) frequency content ranging
from DC to 1 Hz and (3) duration of 100 s.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The parameters for this pursuit tracking stimulus
have been employed successfully'. A random
distribution of eight amplitudes is used to ensure
that subjects track the stimulus by eliminating
their ability to predict the location of the next
stimulus level. The selection of a DC to 1 Hz.
handpass was based on results' in which the
relation heist een information transmission rote

and stimulus cut-off frequency was
systematically examined for position tracking
tasks. The 100 s duration provides sufficient
responses to compare performance over time and
yet avoid the fatigue'.

'T he dynamic relation (impulse response
function) between the tracking stimulus (input)
and the isometric force response (output) is
determined using system identification
techniques as described previously'. This
function fully characterizes the linear dynamics
of the subject's response: y(t) = h(T) x(t -
where x(t) is the target as a function of time, y(t)
is the response as a function of time and h(T) is
the impulse response function (filter). Once
these functions are identified it is
straightforward to transform these into an
information rate measure' which enables
accuracy and speed of response trade-offs to be
objectively determined. The pursuit tracking
ability of ten subjects who have a variety of
physical disabilites including high level spinal
cord injuries, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis and dystonia musculorum
deformans will be presented.

CONCLUSIONS

Recent work by Mesplay and Childress3 has
demonstrated the potential of this experimental
approach with regard to control inputs for limb
prostheses. Preliminary results indicate thar
pursuit tracking will prove to be a useful input
alternative for those who have reduced fine motor
control.
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Assessing the effectiveness of postural biofeedback in functional
activities: The use of hand-held computers.

Andrew J. Haig, Todd DUbois, Jeff Finkelstein, Lise MacDonald,

Gerald Weisman, and Malcolm Pope.
Vermont Rehabilitation Engineering Center for Low Back Pain

Burlington, Vermont USA

ABSTRACT

Biofeedback to alter pcsture is used to
treat and prevent low badk pain. It's

effectiveness in actually changing
posture is not establiShed. A device and
methodology to assess this are
presented. Using a custom made analog
to digital converter, a hand held
camputer monitors the activity of an
inclinometer attadhed to the sternum.
The sum of the cosine of trunk angles
(sampled twice a second) divided by total
time in a task, is uploaded to a desk top
computer. The device was used with 10
subjects in a crossover study of
instructions, corset, and audio
biofeedbadk to determine that the audio
method significantly decreased flexion
compared to other methods in seven work
simulating tasks. We conclude that the
Short term effectiveness of methods to
alter posture can be validated with this

device.

131=12111
Body positicn has played a key role in
the prevention and treatment of low back
pain (L8P). Epidemiological (4) and
biomechanical (1) evidence suggest that
yarious body positions and mcvements
increase the lance across the spine and
predispose to injuries. In inalstry a
nuMber of,preventive efforts have been
aimed,at improving body mechanics.
Likewise, rehabilitation of L8P typically
uses a variety of methods sudh as-lifting
education classes, braces, and postural
biofeedback, aimed at decreasing stress
on the low back.

Postural biofeedback has resulted in
clinical posture improvements in persons
with cerebral palsy (8). The
effectiveness of efforts to change body

mechanics in I& have been demonstrated
indirectlyby a (-Ae study (3) whidh
measure* the effect of EMG feedback on
EMG during movement, The effect,of
instruction on lifting tasks in industry
has been questioned (7).

There is not a consensus on whidh
movements should be avoided in L8P, and
there is certainly not a consensus on
what mechanisms are effective in
preventing these mvements. L8P is a
significant social burden, and all
Interventions carry, a cost. Thus, in
addition to evaluation the effect of an
intervention on pain, it is important to
demonstrate that the effect is indeed
due to postural changes,and not placebo
or an alternative mechaniem.

This paper describes the design of a
device and methodology to assess the
Short term effects of-interventions
designed to minimize trunk flexion.

macr_s
The device

8.3

A Trunk Inclination Monitor (TIM) was
fabricated by mounting a fluid filled
angle measuring device (2) on a flat
wooden strip 10 cm. long. This is
attached to the subdect's sternum by
elastic straps whickigo over the
Shoulders and under the axillae to melt
in the back. The TIM interfaces
a custom made analog to digital catl=rn
to a hand held computer (5).

Additional input to the computer comes
from a switch whidh is held-by the
experimenter. The switdh is depressed
to signal the beginning and end of each
task in the experiment.

The hand held computer calibrates the TIM
so,that 0 degrees is defined as the angle
Whidh TIM measures When the sUbject is
standing epright. Angle measurements
during trials are converted to a single
factor (the "TIM factor") whidh
represents both the time and severity of
deviation from 0 degrees, and nay have
some biomechanical relevance to torque
across the luMbar spine. The TIM factor
is the sum of the sine of all angle
measurements during,a trial (sampled at
two per second) divided by total time of
the trial.

As described below, the hand held
computer was programmed to organiw TIM
factors for six trials, eadh consisting
of seven functional, but controlled
tasks. After a subject completes the
protocol, information is uploaded to a
desk tap camputer for statistical
analysis.

Protocol

The initial protocol was intended to
differentiate the effectiveness of
lumbosacral corset with metal stays from
an 3.mlaneter with audio biofeedback on
trunk flexion. Audio signals were
generated from the hand held computer
itself. They increased in pitdh
proportionally with the angle of flexion.

ip110FineTen1 healthy sUbjects, ages 18
and 5 women, were reci.uitei

and pAid for participation, They were
naive to the hypctheses being tested.

iMpipegefore beginning, sUbjects
ch 7
are

ific equirements for ea of
tasks. These

r
indlude Shoe untying and

tying, sitting down t9 type, typing 9n a
wardprocess9r, stanlingup from typing,
lifting 5 objects from the bottom at a
barrel and placing them on the flopor,
lifting a large cardboard box a with 2
kg. weight in it, and placing pegs in a
peg board at six levels.
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Assessing Postural Biofeedback

Trials. The first trial was done without
ins rucr on. Before the second and all
subsequent trials the sUbject is told to
avoid forward bending as much as
possible. TIM audio feedback is off and
no,corset is warn. The fourth and sixth
trials are the same as the second.
Corset and audio signal were randomized
and alternated between trial 3 and 5.

RESULTS

Initial experimentation revealed
inconsistency with the hand held switch
which resulted in redesign of the switch
and_programming changes un the computer
to factor out noise. Subsequently the
device appeared to provide reliable and
consistent data.

DISCUSSION

Data from the initial experiment has
shown statistically significant (p5.05)
differences in TM-factor between initial
and instructed trials on all tasks. This
suggests that the device is capable of
measuring differences in postures.
Detailed results of the clinical
experiment are
presented elsewhere ( . Briefly,
however, audio biof ck with
instruction to avoid bending was noted to
be more effective than instruction alone
overall and in :nest individual tasks.
Corset,with instructionyas less
effective than instruction alone in the
lifting task and overall.

The device has produced meaningful
measures of the effectiveness of various
attenpts to decrease trunk flexion. It
has been proven useful in
differentiating the effects 9f
instruction, corset, and audio
biofeedback from an inclinometer in a
series of tasks of varying complexity,
duratien, and effort, which are similar
to activities in daily life.

Output from the device is a simpleand
readily understood "TIM factor" which
cprrelates to an extent with the
mechanical stresses on the spine during
flexion.

The device is portable, user,friendly,
and has programming flexibility. It
interacts with larger computers for more
complex data analysis.

Using this,device one can now evaluate
the effectiveness of a rehabilitation or
prevention intervention which is claimed
to alter flexion movenent. The tasks

outlined are standardized and functional.

Because the technique involves evaluation
of outcome in the.hort term only, it is
possible that an intervention which is
effective here will not be effective in
the longer term due to extinction,
distraction, etc.. It is highly unlikely,
however, that an inter'ention whieh,does
not demonstrate effectiveness in this
short term structured evaluation will
prove to effective in preventing
lorward bending elsrwl..re.

It must be errphasized that trunk flexion
is not the only biomechanical factor in
producing 1.8P. Avoidance of flexion has
not been conclusively demonstrated to
decrease LBP clinically. This study
demonstrates that if one considers
flexion important, and if one attenpts to
prevent flexion, then the effect on
flexion can be assessed. Using_ a similar
protocol and modifications of the device,
it should be possible to assess other
motions.

CONCLUSION

Low back pain is a costly problem to the
individual and to society. Given the
multifactorial nature of-LBP, we must be
confident that the effectiveness of
various interventions is due to their
hypothesized mechanisms. This device
provides a,nechanism for asessieg a
nuMber of interventions.
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CURRENT INITIATIVES IN ACCESSIBLE COMPUTING ON CAMPUSES

Jane Berliss
Trace R&D Center

University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, WI

INTRODUCTION

Since computers have become a crucial factor in most
aspects of postsccondary education, the ability of
students, faculty, and staff with disabilities to access
computer equipment has become imperative.t Thanks
to legislation such as Section 504 and 508 of the
Rehabilitation Act, as well as increased consumer
awareness, the need for accessibility is being brought to
thc attention of both computer center and disabled
student service personnel. Two groups Project EAST
and the AHSSPPE Computer SIG have recently
been formed. These groups share information on
accessible equipment on campus among group
participants and act as a resource to those beginning to
explore accessibility issucs. In addition, some
established on-campus programs arc willing to share
information on thcir experiences developing and
providing services.

PROJECT EASI (Equal Access to Software for
Instruction)

Project EASI was founded in 1988 by Krista Kramer
and Nils Peterson as a subgroup of the Interunivcrsity
Communications Council, Inc.EDUCOM). EASI
membership includes representatives from the Higher
Education and Adult Training for people with
Handicaps (HEATH) Resource Center,2 the Trace
Center, and the vendor community, as well as people
involved in existing or developing initiatives on a variety
of campuses. The group has developed two
publications: "Computers and Students with
Disabilities," intended to facilitate communication
between disabled student service staff and computing
center personnel, and "EASI Fixes," a set of guidelines
for software developers. Group activities under
development include workshops on adaptive technology
at conferences where such information has not
traditionally bccn available.3

AIISSPPE COMPUTER
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP

The Association of Handicapped Student Service
Providers in Postsecondary Education (AI ISSPPE) has
had a computer special interest group since 1988. The
group's focus encompasses both administrative and
personal uses of available computer systems. Led by
Christy Horn of the University of Nebraska, the
AI1SSPPE Computer SIG periodically publishes a
newsletter and has sponsored meetings and
presentations at the last two AHSSPPE conferences.
Plans for future projects include compilation and
publication of a list of SIG members and supporters
with expertise in specific computer-t elated areas.4

8.4

EXISTING CAMPUS MODELS

A number of college campuses have already set up
adaptive computing services. Profiles and contact
addresses for several of these campuses are included in
the "Computers and Students with Disabilities"
brochure published by Project E.ASI. Many of these
listed campuses provide their own information packets
as well.

California has a unique inter-campus program: the
High Tech Centers for the Disabled. Fifty-five
institutions of postsecondary education and three high
school Regional Occupational Programs house High
Tcch Centers. The centers provide adaptive technology
and information, and serve as research centers. The
central facility, located in Sacramento, trains
professionals in assisting High Tech Center users and
provides technical support to High Tech Center
employees. The program has also established criteria
for selection of adaptive cquipment, and publishes
support materials for use by other campuses.5

Computer user groups can also play an important role
in providing access. These groups provide persons at
non-administrative levels, such as students and
community members, with an opportunity to influence
policy involving accessible computer equipment. The
Barrier-Free Computer User Group (BFCUG) was
founded in 1986 at Thc University of Michigan, when
only a minimal amount of equipment was available in
an obscure location. Thanks in large part to the efforts
of BFCUG members, a centrally located Low Vision
Room has been established featuring state-of-the-art
equipment. Other BFCUG accomplishments include
establishment of a mechanism for informing the campus
computing center of ncw adaptive equipment that
should be supported.6

Finally, major centers dealing with adaptive equipment
are ptoviding assistance to the campuses on which they
are located. For example, staff members at the Trace
Research and Development Center at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison arc working with disabled student
service personnel and library staff to facilitate
acquisition of appropriate adaptive computer
equipment. This interaction includes Trace
participation in campus at nation and disability
committees, and development of a sct of accessibility
guidelines to provide other campuses with timeline and
budget models for establishing an accessible computing
environment.
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2. Contact:
Jay Brill
HEATH Resource Center
One Dupont Circle
Washington, DC 20036

3) Contact:
Project EASI
do Darola Hock ley, Coordinator
University of Missouri-Columbia Computing
Services
200 Heinkel Building
Columbia, MO S5211

4. Contact:
Computer SIG of AHSSPPE
c/o Christy Horn, Coordinator
University of Nebraska-Lincoln Educational Center
for Disabled Students
132 Administration Building
Lincoln, NE 68588-0437

5. Contact:
Carl Brown, Director
High Tech Center for the Disab:ed
California Community Colleges Chancellor's Ornce
1109 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

6. Contact:
Barrier-Free Computer Uscr Group
c/o Jim Knox
Computing Center User Services
611 Church St., Second Floor
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
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the National Institute on Disabilily and Rehabilitation
Research, U.S. Department of Education.
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Severe Disabilities and CADD: Initial Assessment

Harry Rizer, Ed.D., Bruce Bailey, & Suzanne Rossberg
Maryland Rehabilitation Center/Volunteers for Medical Engineering

Baltimore, MD

Summary

This session will review the issues involved In
selecting and configuring adaptive computer
interfacing equipment to be used by persons
with severe physical disabilities in applications
of Computer Assisted Design and Drafting
(CADD). Topics include: the selection process,
equipment requirements, hardware and software
issues, training issues, and issues of
employment.

The computer used (complete with a host of
adaptive equipment) in the evaluation process
will be demonstrated.

Overview of Project

Persons with severe physical disabilities have
been experiencing increased employment
opportunities due to the integration of
microcomputer technologies into an expanding
number of professions. Vocational Rehab-
ilitation facilities have been successful in
adapting microcomputer equipment for control
by Individuals with many different types of
physical and/or sensory impairments. Training
has been available in areas such as computer
programming, word processing and business
applications.

This project focuses on enhancing the delivery
of vocational rehabilitation services to persons
with severe disabilities in still another area of
advancing computer application, the field of
drafting and design. Computer Aided Design and
Drafting (CADD) now allows the trained
draftsperson to be more productive than ever
before. Using microcomputers in the field of
drafting also row allows persons with
disabilities who were unable to perform
traditional manual drafting to participate in
this exciting field.

Individuals with severe and demanding physical
disabilities are now desiring access to CADD
instruction for employment purposes. The
process of interfacing such a person to a
computer system Is demanding and requires
modern adaptive devices and computer
configurations. Such approaches, for the most
part, have not been thoroughly developed,
evaluated, and tested. CADD programming
requires high performance hardware and places
intricate demands on the microcomputer and the
user. This results In an increased degree of
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difficulty when attempting to interface a person
with a severe physical disability to a micro-
computer operating CADD software.

These same individuals, once provided with
access to a CADD equipped microcomputer, have
additional needs in terms ofjob accommodations
and placement. Contractual or home-based
employment is the most feasible method of
securing paid employment. This form of
placement is advantageous to the person with a
disability and the employer, allowing for
production to occur at an efficient rate in an
environment conducive to the person's special
needs.

This project incorporates an existing CADD
training program, the services of a specialized
rehabilitation technology services center, the
involvement of a national engineering volunteer
group, theinvolvement of currentmanufacturers
of adaptive input devices for persons with
severe disabilities, and the services of a
community based economic development program
which assists in development of new employment
opportunities. These components are combined
to initiate a successful enterprise to resolve
access problems to CADD systems and to create
a model for replication in the vocational rehab-
ilitation service delivery community.

Focus of Session

This project has four major phases: (1) Selection
and evaluation of adaptive devices, (2)
Selection and evaluation of client candidates,
(3) training, and (4) employment and/or
production of saleable work. This session will
focus only on the first two.

Even modest practical work with CADD

applications requires hardware that has
advanced processing power, fast processing
speed, high resolution graphics, pointing
device(s), and quality plotting capabilities.

AutoCAD, running on an IBM/MS-DOS compatible
80386 based machine, has been selected as being
the most appropriate combination for training.
A utoCAD is the industry standard program for
computer aided design and drafting. The 80386
represents the current state-of-the-art in
microprocessors and is the microcomputer
platform that business is moving towards.
especially in high-end applications such as
CADD.
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In the rehabilitation environment, it must be
determined if methods of adaptive control can
be integrated into the advanced microcomputer
system which iperates the CADD software. Any
adaptive device(s) would have to interact in a
compatible fashion with the CADD system
without imposing any undue limitations on the
system. In fact, it is more likely that the
adaptive device(s) will b6 called upon to
enhance the functions of the CADD program.

With CADD, the user is expected to be able to
deftly manipulate a mouse and/or digitalization
tablet in addition to the standard keyboard.
Such movements are necessary for the selection
of items from "pull-down" menus and the control
of on-screen objects such as lines, arcs,
ellipses, and polygons. It is crucial that any
adaptive equipment, regardless of the actual
method of input, allow the user to experience
this same degree of control. Existing standards
in the field of rehabilitation technology used for
the selection of adaptive computer control
devices for writing and communication may not
meet the criteria required for CADD control.
The identification, evaluation and
experimentation with currently available
adaptive equipment which meets all control
criteria of a functional CADD system is a
priority of this project.

With the help of collaborating vendors, systems
were identified and obtained that would be most
appropriate for producing work in a demanding
CADD environment. The methodology of
selecting among all commercially available
products will be a primary area of discussion for
this session. It is a goal of this project that it
can be replicated easily. Using commercially
available products is a high priority.

Candidates for this project are classified as
having "severe disabilities". Such impairments
include, but are not limited to, high spinal card
injuries (SCI), moderate Cerebral Palsy, arid
weak/small movement conditions (such as ALS.
MD, MS, Polio, etc.).

The candidate for adaptive control of a
microcomputer based CADD system must be
evaluated to determine the most efficient and
effective method of control. Such methods can
include alternative keyboards, light pointing
devices, proportional controllers and software
modifiers. Usually the impaired user has some
control over an anatomical site, such as he head
or chin, or the person may have some control
over their digits (but not the range necessary
for normal keyboard use). Issues rev lewed in
the evaluation of possible anatomic sites
include strength, range of motion, accuracy and
tolerance for extended periods of activ ities.

Selection of the appropriate pointing devices is
non-trivial. Issues of compatibility, ease of
use, fatigue, integration with currently used
systems, and personal preference must all be
addressed. A wide variety of commercially
available head pointers and trackballs exist,
only a few are appropriate for use In adapting
CADD. Speech recognition systems will also
offers potential and the use of such systems will
be discussed.

It is significant to note that the Center, and this
project, has a strong vocational orientation. A
person would not be considered for this project
unless there was a fair chance of rehabilitation.
Extreme physical impairment (such a person who
could control only their eye movement reliably),
or moderate learning disabilities, would
eliminate a person from consideration for this
project.

Conclusions

Pursuing a program of training which involves
persons with severe disabilities and the
ultimate goal of employment in the field of
Computer Assisted Design and Drafting requires
careful evaluation of both the user and the
adaptive technology involved in the
person/machine interface. This project is
examining the crucial issues involved with both
forms of evaluation and is creating a
methodology which will ensure the selection of
the most functional and complete control device
to match the residual capabilities of the trainee
with a severe disability. In subsequent years of
this project, training curriculums and job
placement strategies will be developed for the
purpose of maximizing the application of the
adaptive devices and CADD program.
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D I SCOTHEQUE ( DI SABI I. I TY COMBAT I NG TECHNOLOGY ) THE U . K . WAY

Geoffrey Busby
GEC Computer Services

Great Baddow, Essex, ENGLAND

For the past fifteen years I have been
Chairman of the British Computer
Society's Special Interest Group for

Disabled People. I suffer from
cerebral palsy myself and after
gaining my 'laster of Arts degree in
computer science and realising the
enabling potential or computer
technology. I decided to form this
group which at that time was one of
the first out of the current 50 within
the Society.

The group has always been open for

membership to people who are, or have
a special interest in. disability.
We look at areas such as technology in
the home, aid to education and
training and employment. Ideas were
disseminated through quarterly
newsletters which were circulated to
our members and at our annual
conferences which have always been
well attended and blessed with
speakers of the highest quality in

their particular field. Apart from
these two vehicles we have had easy
access to professional journals and
more difficult access to mainstream
media. I believe this apparent
indifference by mainstream media to be
one of the main cultural differences
between the UK and the USA. Despite
this, the above activities plus a
query answering service led to the
group being so successful as to
outgrow a part-time workforce and in
view of this in 1988 I asked MY
company. GEC Computer Services,
whether I could be seconded my duties
with them to take on the work of the
group full-time. They agreed and
eventually in November 1988 I became
Director of a project with a special
brief towards looking at utilising
technology to make it possible for
people with severe disabilities to

take on positions in professions which
had previously been closed to them.
For examph. CAD/CAM software enables a
person who cannot use their hands but
has the intellectual ability to
design. to 1,; lhe w, a
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vehicle to liberate their imprisoned

skills. Other examples are legal and
accountancy, not to mention
composition of music and graphic arts.

In effect the project is taking a more
in depth view of employment than the
group could possibly do, but of course
this cannot be done in a void.

Education and training are issues

which 1, as Project Director, have to

address. Currently in the UK we have
a skills shortage which is going to

worsen during the 90s due to a so

called "demographic tune bomb" which
will be at its height in the middle
90s and will mean that there will be
10% less school leavers than there are
at present. This will increase
shortage of skills which although un-

fortunate for British industries is a

blessing in disguise for the

physically impaired. Whereas five
years ago companies were unwilling to

consider employing people with severe
disabilities, it has now became a

relatively easy exercise for me to

make them aware that within the UK two
million people with disabilities of
working age provide a pool &t talent

which is not being utilised. The
vocations whicl, I have already
mentioned have often not beers

considered to be ones in which
disabled people can be employed. When
however the technology to achieve this
is demonstrated they soon become
interested and in general excited by
the prospect of being able to fulfil
their quota. (For those of you who
are not aware, in the UK we have a

statutory quota system regarding
employment which states that every
company employing more than 20 people
have to include in its workforce 3%
registered disabled.) Unfortunately
in the past companies have not met

this quota and it has been fairly easy
to become exempt. Exemption, or
failure to meet the quota, does not
carry arty penalty unlike most other
ruropean countries. Now however the
tables have turned and people with the
correct intellectual abilities are
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welcome, disabled or not. This is

helped by our government scheme which

provides finance for employers to

purchase the appropriate equipment to

allow disabled employees to work to

their full potential. Grants up to

£6,000 are also available to make any

necessary structural alterations.
Unfortunately, as yet. in the UK we do

not have any registration regarding

accessibility of standard computer

equipment to people's disabilities.

There is however an increasing

awareness of the viability of

incorporating such features on the

grounds of user friendly systems for

the disabled also user friendly for

the able-bodied user which makes
products more attractive and easier to
market.

I would like to describe a tailor-made
system which utilizes voice input and

voice synthesis. APTECH was

established as a result of a state-of-
the-art study by the Commission of the
European Community which examined the

potential benefit to commerce and

industry of speech technology. Dr

Peter Kelway, APTECH's Managing

Director, managed the project from

1984-86. Thc. project identified a

requirement for improved awareness of

the capabilities of speech-based

systems and a need for systems which

were simple for those with no

technical ability to implement and

use. Efforts are currently

concentrated on the needs of people

with disabilities; their requirements

set standards for hands and/or eyes-

free systems for the business

community in general. The disabled

community are particularly concerned

to acquire equipment which is suitable
for both the able-bodied but which can
he used by the disabled community

without special adaptation.

APTECIrs commercial products are based
principally on the PHOENIX range of

workstations which provide powerful

solutions to those with severe

disabilities and the visually

impaired. AVITO1 has benefited from

developing the workstation for

disabled people, leading to a much

higher perforimume than would

otherwise have been considered

ctxmaercially acceptable. The work-
station enables users to have control

through voiced commands of most

commercially available computer
programs such as Wordstar, Word
Perfect. DBase 3/4, Autocad, Lotus 1-

2-3, Symphony. ARy other program
which is designed to be keyboard-
driven can also be run by voice.

Voice output is produced via high-
performance speech synthesis with

screen-reading capability for output
by single characters, words.

sentences, paragraphs or whole
documents. A variety of voices.
speeds and intonations can be produced
through a simple selection facility.

PHOEN1X systems can be supplied for

installation on a variety of business
computers or provided ready-to-use as

workstations. Equipment ranges from
a low-cost plug-in speech synthesiser
for screen reading to a professional
workstation using voice recognition
and response, incorporating the

remarkable 30.000 word DRACON-DICTATE
system. For many applications, both
keyboard and screen can be dispensed
with, allowing maximum freedom for the
disabled person to become gainfully
employed in a professional
environment.

Finally 1 would like to suggest that

the infra-structure inherent in a

professional society such as the

British Computer Society is an ideal

one to produce a highly efficient,
cost effective system which allows
people with disabilities to integrate
with their peers on equal terms. The
membership which comprises of
individuals placed into geographical
groups and having special interest
groups available to them, affords
people such as myself to tap the
expertise of individual members, to

obtain the knowledge of world leaders
in their particular sphere, and to

encourage awareness among a population
which would otherwise probably not

rive a lot of thought to the question
of disability.
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MANLIFTS FOR AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT

J. W. Bowles, Professional Staff W. E. Field, Professor
Dept. of Agricultural Engineering Dept. of .1gricultural Engineering
Purdue University, W. Laf., IN Purdue University, W. Laf., IN

ABSTRACT

Four innovative designs of powered lifts used to gain
access to agricultural tractors, combines, and other self-
propelled equipment are described in this paper. Two of
the lifts are variations of a vertical screw lift. The third is
a parallel linkage lift activated by an electrical linear
actuator. The fourth is a combination of the first two
types. Each design is in production and being success-
fully used by farmets with serious physical disabilities.

INTRODUCTION

During the early 1980's the Breaking New Ground
Resource Center, with support from John Deere & Corn-
pany and the National Institute of Handicapped
Research, developed several prototypes of lifts which
could enable a farmer with restricted mobility to gain
access to the operator's station of agricultural equipment.
Farmers with disabilities find access very difficult con-
sidering the large size of modern equipment. In 1987 a
small machine shop in West Lafayette, Indiana agreed to
develop the concepts commercially. The firm has since
completed over 50 units, in a variety of configurations,
with considerable improvement over the original designs.
The vertical screw lift has proven to be most successful.

THE VERTICAL SCREW LIFT

There arc two styles of vertical screw lifts, the standing
platform and the chllr. Both styles can be used on either
tractors or combirkts, with or without cabs. The lift
assembly of either style can be transported far enough
above ground level to avoid field trash, yet be lowered to
a position allowing easy transfer to or from a wheelchair.

Lifting is accomplished by a reversible 12 volt electric
motor turning a heavy duty ball screw in a vertical posi-
tion. Upon this screw rides a low friction nut. Attached
to the nut is the slide, which supports either a platform in
the case of a standing platform lift, or a swing arm
assembly in the case of a chair lift. As thc motor rotates
the vertical screw, the platform, or the chair, is either
raised or lowered. Lifting speed is about 4 fpm.

The vertical screw is enclosed in a painted sheet metal
housing with a flexible plastic flap to protect the screw
from dirt. This assembly is called the mast. Two mount-
ing brackets, an upper and a lower, secure the mast to the
vehicle. The vertical screw lift is relatively easy to
mount on different types of equipment by modifying the
mounting brackets. There have been a variety of applica-
tions for thc lift: tractors, combines, vans, pickup trucks,

H. B. Von Holten, President
Ameripower, Inc.
West Lafayette, IN
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and even boat docks. The length of the vertical mast can
be varied to fit the application. The average mast length
for tractors and combines is about 10 feet. The mast is
purposely located in an already existing blind spot to
reduce its interference with operator vision. On com-
bines the lift mast can be located either to the front or to
the rear of the cab door, depending on the design of thc
door, crop header, and the unloading auger. On tractors,
the lift mast is installed to the front of the cab door, away
from the rear drive wheels.

The vertical screw standing plad'orm lift
This lift has the simplest and the most economical
design. It consists only of a mast and a platform to raise
and lower the user. One electric motor to turn the verti-
cal screw is all that is required for its operation. The
remote control has orfiy two push-button switches, one
for raising, and one for lowering the platform. For the
standing platform lift the user must be able to stand. The
user can step onto the platform at ground level, and raise
himself to the equipment's cab floor.

The vertic.il screw chair lift

;I

Thc vertical screw chair lift consists of a scat connected
to a swing arm assembly. Each swivel joint of the swing
arm contains double roller bearings. Inside of the swing
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arm control box are two electric motors and six electric
relays. The relays control the three electric motors of the
chair lift. The motors drive worm gears, a design which
prevents any chair motion when the motors arc stoplied.
The mast rnoto, nuns the vertical screw, raising or lower-
ing the seat. One swing arm motor moves the chair
towards the cab doorway. The second swing arm motor
rotates the chair, allowing the user to obtain the most
convenient position for entering the cab. All motors con-
tain internal slip clutches to prevent injury to the ser, or
damage to the lift, in the event of lift binding.

Chair lifts are equipped with a hand held remote control
connected to a control box by a heavy duty stretch cord.
The remote control has six push-button switches, ena-
bling the operator to move the chair in six different direc-
tions. More than one motion can be chosen at the same
time. Cab doors can be either a front or a rear opening
design. The swing arm mechanism can rise above the
open door of the cab, swing the user around the outside
of the door, and into the cab doorway. The chair lift can
be transported away from the doorway, allowing other
workers to enter or exit the cab without using the lift.

THE PARALLEL LINKAGE LIFT

The parallel linkage lift has an entirely different design
than the vertical screw lift. An electric linear actuator is
located at diagonal corners of a flexible 4-sided frame
made of steel square tubing. This allows the lift scat to
be raised about six feet above ground level In general,
the parallel linkage lift is adaptable to tractors having
cabs with front opening doors, or cabless tractors. This
lift has not been used on combines. The lift is mounted
toward the front end of the tractor. A special linkage
located at the tractor mounting bracket causes the chair
to automatically swing toward the cab doorway as the lift
is raised, and to swing away from the doorway as the lift
is lowered. The scat can bc rotated about a support hinge
to enable the rider to obtain the most convenient
approach to the cab doorway. This also allows the seat
to be transported away from the doorway so that other
persons can enter or exit the cab without using thc lift.

One hand held controller connects to the lift actuator by a
stretch cord and can be operated from a wheelchair in the
general area of the lift, or from the lift seat. A second
controller is mounted in a convenient place near the
operator's seat of the tractor.

THE HYBRID LIFT

The hybrid liR is a recent development. It is a "cross"
between the vertical screw lift and the parallel linkage
lift. A unique feature is that the lift and the tractor make
use of the same scat. The lift seat is the tractor seat.
There is no need for the rider to transfer except from a
wheelchair at ground level. The ability of a swing arm
assembly to maneuver the seat is combined with the light
weight and low clearance of a parallel linkage lift. The
parallel linkage raises the scat up from ground level. 'I'he
swing arm assembly is used to position the seat over the
operator's station of the tractor. Finally the seat is

lowered into a cradle provided on the tractor.

The hybrid lift can be used on relatively small tractors.
Thc first unit was installed on a John Deere 950 which
has 27 hp. Since the hybrid lift scat is also the tractor
scat, it can only be adapted to tractors without a cab.
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Ten Years of Rehabilitation Technology in a Developing Country :

A Review, 1980 1990

David A Boonzaier
Rehabilitation Technology, Biomedical Engineering Department
University of Cape Town Medical School/Groote Schuur Hospital

South Africa

Abstract

Western techniques and technologies
have been successfully applied for
reducing disability in third-world
situations. However, ten years of
experience have led us to the con-
clusion that simple-minded transfer
of ideas and devices from developed
to developing countries is at best
only partially successful and at
worst doomed to outright failure.

We cite pertinent examples of suc-
cesses and failures with the aim of
helping others to avoid these pit-
falls. We stress the importance of
the study of the social anthropology
of communities and to take cognis-
ance of how successful programs need
to dovetail into existing structures
if they are to achieve success.

Mobility

Certain diseases are unique to this
area. For example, 'lseleni Hip
Disease is endemic to the Northern
Zululand area. Young women suffer
crippling degenerative arthritis of
the hip of unknown aetiology during
their most productive years. Very
often, by the age of 35 they are
reduced to crawling around in the
local sandy ground, not able to
fulfil their responsibilities in the
economic/family unit. This leads to
further impoverishment and depriva-
tion/disability in their progeny.
Welfare programs and donations of

Western technologies have been rela-
tively unsuccessful in making any
real impact. Fur example, the wheel-
chair, as used in North America is
totally useless in the rural set-
ting. These devices bog down in the
sand, the tyres are damaged by
stones and thorns and are literally
reduced to scrap within one year by
the rigors of use. We are currently
in the process of designing a more
appropriate mobility device.

Augmentative and Alternative Cow
nication

In Suhsistence economie,i, . exem-

9.2

plified by most of rural Africa, a

disabled child whether by birth,
disease or trauma, is a drain on

already limited resources. Also, in
some cultures, these children are a
source of shame to the mother and
family, and are thus kept "out of

sight". in trying to offer these
children a better future by educa-
tion and training for alternative
employment, ie not doing manual
work, it is important to breakdown
and through these prejudices. There
are too few tedchers in general and
very few have any background in

Special Education, and so, even
simple picture-boards leading to

Bliss Boards are the exception
rather than the tule.

However, in AAC, by the establish-
ment of a Community Service organi-
sation called INTERFACE we have,
over the last few .years, achieved
some creditable successes. INTER-
FACE now has four Branches in the
region and maintains a resource and
expertise reference centre in major
cities to advise teachers, thera-
pists and parents how to promote
normal development of communicative-
ly-disabled children and to assist
adults with degenerative diseases.
Technologies range from low, ie.
paper and pictures to high, ie.

sophisticated devices and PC-based
office equlpment.

One area whiCI needs urgent atten-
tion is the large number of ethnic
languages in the region (over 10).
Since many systems, be they picture-
book or electronic/computer-based,
are conceived in Enn,lish with wes-
tern semantic structures, it is
inappropriate to try to apply them
without very costly adaptation or

rewriting/reprintigg for the 1oca1
context.

Translating them into the 'vernacu-
lar' (in the widest 'tense of the
...rord) "ill take great doll of

creative effort by people with inti-
mate knosied4e of the prevailiii,
cultural and language/environment
,mme devices, eg the INTP.oTALKFR
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PRENTKE R0MIC1 COMPANY) lend them-
selves to easy use in a regional
dialect since they can easily be
customised by locally-relevant pic-
tures (for selection) and digitally-
sampled real voice - giving realis-
tic speech output. The problem is

Chat such devices are relatively
expensive since they are memory-
intensive, and so cannot easily be
extended for general AAC use at
affordable prices.

Other communication devices, which
use the rules of English for impro-
ving pronounciation, fall down badly
when their text-to-speech converters
try to deal with foreign languages.
Asking teachers or parents to
custom-program titem phonetically to
overcome this problem is just not
practicable!

General Awareness of the Hope of
Technology

We have the only Rehabilitation
Technology Department in Southern
Africa at tae University of Cape
Town and provide an educational
service for both academic and commu-
nity needs. In addition, we support
local organisations which provide
welfare and/or rehabilitation sup-
port. Ten years of experience have
taught us that it is better to teach
people, "How to fish" rather than to
supply the packaged product. Wher-
ever possible we try to build up
programs, avoiding one-on-one assis-
tance, unless absolutely necessary.
However, we have several examples of
pieces of hardware that, though
built for an individual, proved to
be more generally useful afterwares.
Examples of these are a vertical
(upright) wheeler for paraplegic
children, a mains-water powered hath
hoist .ind in Infra-red Communicaticn
and Environmental Control Interface.

Frequent contact with others working
in the field via RESNA (we have been
associated with RESNA and, in parti-
cular, the VA HOSPITAL, PALO ALTO/
STANFORD UNIVERSITY for years)
hive enabled us to keep abreast of

the latest advancements and to oh-
str.ict tram them those aspecU; which
could succ,sfully be applied in our

developing region. Without this val-
uable exchange of ideas Rehabilita-
tion in Southern Africa would be the
poorer.
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Applied Technology in the Prevention of Secondary Injuries
for Farmers with Physical Disabilities

Terry M. Willkomm, M.S.
The Easter Society of Iowa's FaRM Program

Introduction:

Farming has been designated as the most
dangerous occupdtion in the United States.
It is estimated that there are over

560,000 agricultural producers with
permanent physical disabilities. In the
past ten years, efforts have been made to
design and fabricate rural rehabilitation
technologies that will enable farm tasks
to be completed by farmers affected by
various physical disabilities. This
technology has also been successful in

prevention of secondary injuries.

Unfortunately, many farmers with physical
disabilities continue to experience
secondary injuries. This paper, while
based on interviews with Iowa farmers who
have experienced a physical disability,
will focus on the use of applied
technology in preventing secondary

injuries on the farm.

Causes Of Secondary Injuries:

Lack of sensation, reduced lung capacity,
Inability to perspire, spasticity, and

limited mobility are associated with

secondary injuries that have affected
farmers with spinal cord injuries. These
injuries include: skin break down, heat

stroke, bruising, fractures, and

Infections.

Decreased vision or no vision while

completing farm tasks can result in cuts,
bruises, and fractures.

Decreased lifting ability; tractor jarring
and vibration; climbing; and excessive
pushing, pulling, bending, or reaching can
result in further injury to a farmer who
has experienced a back injury.

Farmers who use an upper extremity

prosthesis have been injured when the

prosthetic device catches onto something
with the inability to let go or when the
prosthesis comes in contact with an

electrical current. In addition, farmers
who use above elbow prosthetic devices can
experience injuries to their feet when an
elbow lock breaks while carrying a heavy
object. Reduced grasping ability has

resulted in falls while completing tasks
that require climbing. Frost bite to

one's stump can occur while performing
tasks in extremely cold conditions.
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Farmers with above knee amputations can
experience falls while performing tasks
that require climbing, walking on uneven

terrain, and when knocked down by

livestock. Additional injuries to one's
stump, for farmers who use an above knee
quadrilateral socket, have resulted from
pinching that often occurs while operating
a tractor.

Technology Related Solutions:

The following solutions have been

recommended by farmers with various

disabilities, to prevent secondary

injuries.

Visual Impairments

A hard hat and shin guards that are used
by hockey players can reduce injuries to
the head and shins due to various hazards
around the farm that are not always seen
or detected soon enough. If protruding
objects cannot be eliminated or guarded,
padding material can be applied to the
object which will reduce the severity of a
potential injury.

A farm dog is highly recommended to alert
the farmer as to potential hazards with
animals including: the possibility of

being knocked down by livestock; animal
bites from muskrats; or snake bites. One

farmer had his dog trained to attack and
kill snakes.

Spinal Cord Injuries

Foot guards need to be mounted on all
terrain vehicles to prevent one's foot

from slipping off the foot rest and

getting caught under the back wheel of the
all terrain vehicle.

A quick release restraining belt around
the lower legs or padding of the hand
controls in a tractor can reduce bruising
whieth can occur due to spasticity. In

addition, a man lift can be mounted on a
tractor to eliminate excessive bruising
while mounting and dismounting from a

tractor without a lift.

An air conditioned tractor cab and plenty

of drinking water are recommended to

prevent heat stroke on hot, sunny days.
For tractors without a cab, a canopy or
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uMbrella and several spray bottles of
water are recommended to compensate for
decreased ability to perspire. In

addition, work should be performed during
early morning or late evening hours for
reduced sun and heat exposure.

A Roho cushion can reduce skin break down
in a tractor seat. An independent
suspension seat might also be considered
to increase upper body stability and

absorb additional jarring and machine

An air stream dust helmet can be used by
farmers who are susceptible to pneumonia
or who have a decreased lung capacity,
when working in dusty environments.
Farmers who use puff and sip controlled
electric wheelchairs, should have this

control disinfected daily.

A business band radio, CB radio, or
portable cellular phone should be used
while performing tasks in an isolated area
in case of an emergency. A loud horn or
siren can also be mounted on a wheelchair
to alert co-workers in case of an

emergency.

A long, leather apron and leather boots
should be worn when welding. The leather
apron should extend over the wheels and
foot rests on the wheelchair. Alaskan
Mukluks, modified sleeping bags for lower
extremities, and quilted leg warmers can
be used to protect one's lc4er extremities
from possible frost bite.

Upper Extremity Amputations

A quick release harness which fastens in
the front of the chest can be used by
farmers with below elbow prosthetic
devices, when the terminal device gets
caught onto such things as a cow's tail, a
cow's chain, or branches with the

inability to let go. Additional

modifications that can be made to a

prosthesis which can prevent additional
injuries include: the use of a nylon rope
instead of a cable, which reduces

potential electrical shock, and

constructing an external elbow lock that
would be more reliable when carrying heavy
objects.

Frost bite to one's stump can be prevented
through increased insulation within the
prosthetic socket; external insulation
applied to the outside of the socket; and
the use of additional stump socks.

Disposable, 2" x 3" hand warmers can be
placed inside of a glove for farmers with
finger amputations, to prevent possible
frost bite.
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To prevent injuries that occur when
climbing, wider steps made of non-slip
material can be added to the tractor and
stairs can be added to a grain bin.

Leg Amputations

All terrain vehicles, golf carts, riding
lawn mowers, and adapted cane tips can be
used to prevent falls which frequently
ocdur while ambulating around rough, rural
terrain, for farmers with above knee
amputations. Wide steps constructed of
non-slip material and hand holds can be
added to the tractor to increase safe
footing when mounting and dismounting.
Automatic gate openers, spring loaded
gates, or hinged gates can be installed to
eliminate potential falls while climbing
over a gate. Grain bin level indicators,
bin stairs, and a bin elevator can be
installed to eliminate vertical climbing.

Fence line feeding or other feeding
methods that would eliminate direct access
to livestock should be considered in
preventing the possibility of being
knocked down or stepped on by livestock.

A t1ormal Shape Normal Alignment Socket,
has been successful in reducing Pinching
that oftens occurs to the stump while
operating a tractor.

Back Injuries

Labor saving devices including: overhead
hoists, feed carts, lifting devices, round
balers, automated feed systems, etc. can
reduce reinjury to one's back when
performing tasks that normally require
repetitive bending, pushing, carrying,
lifting, and reaching.

Independent suspension seats should be
considered to absorb excessive jarring and
vibration. These seats should have
adjustable arm support, adjustable lumbar
support, and adjustable thigh support.
Control levers and a full view mirror can
be used to reduce excessive twisting.
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THE RANGE EXCHANGE:
REHABILITATION INFORMATION CONNECTION FOR RURAL CONSUMERS

Nancy S. Procter, Michael K. Wells, R. Jay Conant
Montana State University

INTRODUCTION

Assistive technology can have a dramatic and
positive impact on the lives of individuals
with disabilities. For rural consumers

major barriers to acquiring assistive
technology are the lack of a coordinated
delivery system and insufficient funding for

assistive technology. Proper service
delivery in rural areas can be enhanced if
information on assistive devices and

services is made available to consumers,
service providers, employers and other
representatives. lne RANGE EXCHANGE offers
a new approach to meet this need.

BACKGROUND

In developing a delivery system for

assistive technology in Montana several
unique constraints must be considered.

Rural populations are no less isolated from
rehabilitation problems than their urban
counterparts, but what makes them unique is
that they appear to be isolated from the
solutions. There is a scarcity of

professional service providers, support

groups and peer counselors. Great distances
between service providers and assoeiated
agencies establish an inherent barrier to a
critical ally, "networking". The key

element is choice. With rural residents,
'choosing between services or service
providers is a laughable concept; getting
any service at all is the critical question'
(Tonsing-Gonzales, 1988). Public
transportation for accessing rehabilitation
facilities and service, is non-existent. If

rural residents are fortunate and can

provide their own transportation, they will
still be facing the added inconvenience of
extra time, distance, lodging and perhaps
assistance to access services. It makes the

urban concept of "comparison shopping" out
of the question.

A number of assistive technology service
delivery systems in rural areas were
reviewed to identify common features and
strengths that could be incorporated in an
assistive technology service delivery system

for Montana. Major strengths of these
programs included: strong commitment and
dedication to rehabilitation goals by the
program coordinators; personal attention to

the clients (usually one-on-one

relationships); thorough knowledge and

efficient use of available resources by the
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service providers; a true awareness of the
needs of the people; and the effective use
of volunteers. The volunteer component was
an especially noteworthy feature of rural
rehabilitation programs. Volunteers are
valuable because they are knowledgeable
about local populations and their needs,
tend to have high energy levels and strong
commitments to their mission and have a
history of producing desired restfts.
Volunteers can contribute in a variety of
capacities based on their skill level end
available time and are a practical

alternative to professional service
providers in rural environments where
services and information channels are

limited.

Part of the solution to the problem of
delivering rehabilitation services comes
from the rural population themselves. They
are jndependent and self-sufficient. They
are a sturdy lot, tolerant of extremes in
weather, economy and transportation. They
have made a compromise to live in a rural
area. They live by the "I can take care of
myself' philosophy. Rural residents may not
knowwhere to turn when assistance is needed
and are less likely to ask for help in that
situation. These individuals make do with
what already exists and build the necessary
adaptations with whatever materials are
available.

A NEW APPROACH

Researching rehabilitation information and
retrieval systems and service delivery

programs in rural areas highlighted a

special need for information dissemination:
information doesn't do anybody any good if

they don't know their options. The problem
was identified: there are people with
disabilities living in rural areas who are
not aware of rehabilitation and assistive
technology solutions which might improve
their lives and enhance their independence.

Research also indicated that people living
in rural communities sincerely ca)e about
one another and are usually willing to
assist those in need. Grassroots
organizations are an integral part of rural
culture. It is the concept of the community
spirit living on. Thus it follows that they
can provide a viable mechanism by which to
assess and meet the information needs of
people with disabilities in rural areas.
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How do we disseminate information to rural
areas? Because the rehabilitation needs of
rural Montanans cannot be adequately met by
service providers, it is critical not only
to disseminate information to professionals,
but also to the grassroots level: the
PEOPLE.

By choice the rural population often
accesses a unique group of service providers
for information. These °Generic Providers"
include diverse community members such as
County Extension Agents and Ministers.
Understandably they have little, if any,
knowledge on assistive technology. Yet they
provide important services to rural people.
They are trusted individuals who have
advised the rural population on issues such
as crop rotation, county fairs or marital
problems. They do not represent "Uncle Sam"
or bureaucratic paper pushers. And they may
live right down the road. Questions on
assistive technology don't come to them
every day, or even every week. But the
point is. the rural population contacts them
because they need information and don't know
where to go. They are UNAWARE!

Assessing and evaluating these grassroots
organizations as well as rehabilitation and
assistive technology services in rural

environments resulted in identifying a

potential link of efforts by two diverse
groups within the state: the RTC:Rural and
the Extension Homemaker Club within the
Cooperative Extension Service. The

combination of the credibility of the
Extension Service and the seemingly
unlimited potential of a 4400-member
volunteer force such as the Extension
Homemakers generated the idea for The RANGE
EXCHANGE. A partnership has been formed by
these organizations to participate jointly
in The RANGE EXCHANGE project in a

designated five-county area of southeastern
Montana to be completed July 1, 1990.

The basis for The RANGE EXCHANGE project is
the "community-based link" which is created
between people with disabilities and
Information on rehabilitation resources.
Because of their familiarity with the
community, the Extension Homemakers have
Identified people with disabilities in their
area. Extension Homemakers work in pairs
conducting "home visits" with people with
disabilities living in the test area. They
act as information providers by displaying
various publications and catalogs
illustrating adaptive equipment to people
with disabilities The rural consumer
identifies the problem tasks which are most
critical to them. By demonstrating how to
locate a particular product in a catalog and
determine its appropriateness the Homemaker
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helps the consumer take the first step to
finding a solution. The "link" is thus
established.

During the home visit the Homemakers gather
information about the adaptive devices the
consumers are currently using, how effective
these devices are, and any modifications or
"do-it-yourself" designs which proved
useful. This information becomes the basis
of several RTC:Rural studies to determine
how to better address and meet the needs of
people with disabilities in the areas of
assistive technology and rehabilitation
services.

Prior to conducting home visits, each
Extension Homemaker attends a full-day
training program which includes a dry run
in-home visit. The training provides
general background information on what
disabilities are and what effect they have,
what assistive technology is and how it can
help, and how to find appropriate
information and information sources. The

Homemakers are not expected to become
"experts" on rehabilitation, but rather to
create an awareness, and "open the door° to
assistive technology.

The RANGE EXCHANGE offers a new approach to
providing information on rehabilitation
services and assistive technology for rural
consumers. It draws on the strengths of
rural society and develops them to their
fullest potential to meet the needs of
people with disabilities.
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A STUDENT DESIGN PROGRAM FOR RURAL PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

R. Jay Conant, Michael K. Wells, Nancy S. Procter

Montana State University

INTRODUCTION

Providing assistive devices to people with
disabilities who live in rural areas presents

many challenges. Because of the occupation,
lifestyle and level of income of these people,
commercially available assistive devices may
not function as needed, or the cost may exceed

the financial means of these individuals.
Often, because of the unique needs of people
living in rural areas, there is no commercial
device available to fill the need.

This paper describes a program at Montana
State University that uses senior Mechanical
Engineering students to design and build low
cost assistive devices to meet the needs of
individuals with disabilities living in rural

areas.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

The goals of the program are to provide a
client with a custom designed piece of

adaptive equipment that will fill a particular

need, and to give the students involved a
comprehensive grounding in engineering design.

The program runs a full academic year,
with the first ten weeks devoted to the design

of the device, the next ten weeks devoted to
construction and the final ten weeks devoted

to testing and modification. At the end of

the project the device is given to the client.

Potential projects are typically obtained
through contacts with therapists, independent
living center personnel and county extension

agents. Suggested projects are screened by
faculty involved in the design course to
determine their suitability for the course.
This screening attempts to identify those
projects that are not suitable for the course
because they are too straightforward, don't
involve significant engineering design and
analysis, exceed cost or time constraints, or

pose excessive liability exposure. Projects
that are found suitable are added to a running

list.
At the first class meeting students form

design groups of three people and each group

selects three projects from a list of

available projects. The information given to

the students is a one sentence needs

statement. These three projects are pursued
for the first ten days of the academic term so
that the students can learn more about each

project. During this time students contact
the clients and also appropriate health care
professionals in order to clearly identify the

need and develop a problem statement. A
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proposed solution is developed along with a
rough budget, and project milestones are

identified. These are presented in a one page

project abstract. Development of the

abstracts enables students to look at several

projects in some depth to determine which one
is most suited to their interests. It also

provides a second screening that may identify
additional projects that are not suitable for

the course. After developing the project
abstracts, the group chooses one of the three
projects to pursue for the remainder of the

course.
At the end of the first ten weeks,

studerts are expected to prepare a

comprehensive design report, including the
necessary design analysis and engineering
drawings.

Classroom meetings with the students focus
on developing an understanding of the design

process as a logical progression from needs
identification to final design and

construction. In contrast to other courses in
an engineering curriculum, design is unique in

that the problems have no single "right"
solution, and often the professor doesn't have

the answer to a student's questions.
Consequently, studentsmust learn to cope with

the uncertainty and changes that are inherent

in design.
One of the advantages of assistive device

design is that many problems are

straightforward enough that students can

refine their design skills by solving problems

that are challenging yet manageable. In

addition these projects have a direct benefit

to society, an important consideration for
many engineering students.

During the second ten weeks of the project
students concentrate on building their design.

Most of the work is done by the students
themselves, using the shop facilities

available at the university. If a project

requires advanced manufacturing skills the

help of university shop personnel is

available.
Once construction is completed the device

is tested by the client and the students, with

appropriate input from health care

professionals. This typically occurs during

the final ten weeks of the project. Based on

this testing, modifications are made to the

device. Once the device is working properly,

a project report is prepared that is an

extension of the design report. In addition

to the material included in the design report

the project report includes the final

engineering drawings, construction details,
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test results and an objective assessment of
the design.

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS

There are several important considerations
that must be addressed in order to implement
a program such as this.

Most of our students have no previous
experience in working with people with
disabilities, and have no clinical knowledge
of the various types of disabilities.
Therefore, we ask a local rehab professional
tu talk to the students during the first week
of class about living with a disability. We
are also fortunate to have a rehab
professional available to advise the students
during the course of their project work.

It happens occasionally that a project may
not be "successfully" completed, although the
educational goals of the course have been met.

Conversely, it may also happen that a project
may meet the needs of the client, but that the

educational goals of the course are not met.
The question of client expectations vs.
educational goals is an important one to
consider. Students need to understand that
they are going through an educational process
and that it is not sufficient to merely
complete a project successfully, but that they
must also complete the educational process
successfully. Conversely, potential clients
need to understand that successful completion

of the educational process may not lead to a
design that meets their expectations, and that
suitable projects will take about one academic
year to complete. Projects that are too
simple won't allow students to meet the
educational goals of an engineering design
course, nor will those that are too difficult.

If the projects are funded through a grant
there may be grant obligations that must be
considered that conflict with either
educational goals or client expectations.

In order to minimize potential conflicts
it is important that the responsibilities of
the professor, students, rehab professional
and client are made clear at the outset oF
the project.

APPLICABILITY OF 1HIS APPROACH

All students graduating from accredited
engineering programs must complete a senior
capstone design course in which they complete
some sort of design project. Further, all
states have at least one university that has
a Mechanical Engineering program and these
universities usually offer both Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering. Since these are the
NO engineering disciplines that are most
relevant to the design of assistive devices,
the probability is very high that the

engineering educational programs necessary to

engage students in the design of assistive
devices exist in every state.

Because of the constraints of engineering
education, not all rehab design projects are
suitable for engineering students. Those
projects that are suitable must have the
potential for a significant amount of
engineering design, must not have severe time
constraints, must not be beyond the
capabilities of engineering students, and must
have an adequate (but not excessive) budget.

Projects that are not suitable for an

engineering program because they don't involve
enough engineering design may be suitable for
vo-tech programs at community colleges;
projects that are completely designed and need
only to be built may be appropriate as

projects for high school vocational programs.
Thus the idea of using students in the

design and construction of assistive devices
can be applied at various levels of the
educational process.

FUNDING

When working with students on desiga
projects, it is important to have funding for
building the design before the design work
begins. This gives students the sense that
they-are working on a real project and that
they are going to have both the opportunity
and responsibility to see it through to
completion. It also gives students a definite
budget within which they must develop their
design, thereby providing a very tangible
design constraint.

Establishing dollar amounts for the design
projects also helps in determining which
projects are appropriate for inclusion in the
course. Our projects cost, on average,
$500.00 for materials and labor. Since the
labor comes largely from the students at no
cost, most of the $500.00 is used for
materials. We have found that a $500.00
project is about the right level of complexity
for student engineers. If we had $5000.00 for
a project, chances are good that the design
would be beyond the abilities of the students,
and that the time requirements would be
excessive. Thus, when we are presented with
a prospective project we consider, among other
things, whether it is likaly that the project
can be constructed withii our funding limit.
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Iconic Interfaces in Intelligent AAC Systems

Bruce R. Baker, Semantic Compaction Systems
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Abstract

The problems in developing a system with the com-
plete linguistic ability of a human speaker are over-
whelming given the current state of technology and
linguistic theory. However, some of the issues in-
volved can be finessed by providing the system with
certain kinds of linguistic information. Using multi-
meaning sequenced icons as an input medium allows
the system to get much information out of few actua-
tions. This paper discusses the use of such an interface
in an intelligent AAC system.

Multi-Meaning Sequenced Icons

The ideal interface represents input selections trans-
parently and has a relatively small number of input
choices or keys. An interface intended for individuals
who are cognitively or physically impaired must gen-
erate language with a low number of actuations. Let-
ters have serious problems as input media because
they require 6+ actuations per content word. AAC op-
erators usually select one key every 5 to 8 seconds.
Congenitally speech impaired people often have weak
reading and spelling skills. As an alternative to letters,
single meaning pictures have serious limitations, be-
cause hundreds of pictures are required to instantiate
even the simplest vocabulary (with only one lexical
item per picture).
A patented technique called semantic compaction ap-
proaches the problem of sentence generation by inter-
preting icons to have different meanings in different
contexts (Baker, 82), (Baker, 84). This technique ex-
ploits the natural polysemy inherent in illustrations of
real-life objects. For example, an apple is not only an
apple, it is also red, a fruit, and round. When used in a
sentence describing a favorite color, an apple icon can
be interpreted as indicating the color red. In general,
this approach allows operators to access a much larger
number of concepts with the same number of input
keys when multi-meaning icons are used in place of
letters, words or single meaning pictures.
For both cognitively impaired and cognitively intact
individuals, semantic compaction has been thorough-
ly explored using simple transducer programs to re-
trieve pre-stored language items when particular se-
quences of icons are actuated. For example, on a
system designed for a cognitively intact operator. an
average of 2 actuations is required to retrieve a word
(3 or 4 actuations for a template sentence). Such a sys-

10.1

tem supports a substantial (greater than 50%) reduc-
tion in the physical effort required for communica-
tion, using an input layout with fewer than 100 keys.
The cognitive requirements are substantially reduced
as well. This is a major improvement, but it is not
enough. If the sentence to be generated has 8 words
(not an unreasonable sentence length), then this type
of system will still require 16 actuations to create it. If
the operator needs 8 seconds for each actuation
(which is the case for a large population of operators),
then an 8 word sentence will still take roughly 128
seconds, or over two minutes.

Symbol Parsing

Existing AAC devices allow the operator to actuate
certain choices or sequences of choices on an input
device to retrieve pre-stored language items (single
words or template sentences). While this is certainly
useful, it does not help the cognitively impaired oper-
ator who does not have intact syntactic knowledge.
The system will output only the words that are re-
trieved by the operator, in exactly the order that they
are accessed, whether or not the resulting utterance is
meaningful. This places most of the cognitive burden
of communication on the operator, who must provide
syntactic, stylistic and pragmatic information to pro-
duce an utterance. The pre-stored language items that
are retrieved by the operator are generated by the de-
vice in the order that they are retrieved, even if that or-
der does not produce a meaningful sentence. Systems
that accept sequences of symbols or icons and pro-
duce words or sentences in the same order can be
called symbol parsing or transduction systems.

Intelligent Word Parsing

It is becoming possible to develop more intelligent
systems which take advantage of artificial intelligence
and linguistic techniques to reduce the syntactic load
and other cognitive burdens placed on the operator
(Demasco et al., 89). The ideal system could require
only the content words of an intended utterance and
yet produce a syntactically and semantically well
E.Irmed sentence. Such an intelligent parser has sever-
al tasks. Consider the input: John go store yesterday.
The system must have semantic information about the
individual words to determine that go is a verb, John
is an agent of the action (since go must take an ani-
mate agent), store is the object (since physical loca-
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fions are things that can be gone to), etc. (McCoy et
al., 89a).

Once the semantic roles have been deduced, a natural
language generation system could be used to fill in
necessary syntactic information (e.g., determiners,
prepositions, necessary verb inflections) to produce a
sentence such as: John went to the store yester-
day.(McCoy et al., 89b).
An intelligent word parser could lift much of the cog-
nitive load from the operator since s/he would no
longer be concerned with syntactic information. The
system would be constrained to produce semantically
and syntactically well-formed sentences.
Of course, the production of such utterances is not
without a cwt. The system requires large amounts of
knowledge and powerful inferencing techniques in or-
der to produce the utterances.

Icons and Intelligent Parsing

By combining a scaled-down version of an intelligent
parser with multi-meaning sequenced icons, it is pos-
sible to make a usable, intelligent AAC system a real-
ity. A well-chosen geographic layout can provide the
system with syntactic and semantic information based
on the locations of the icons that are selected, thus re-
ducing on the knowledge and inferencing required by
the intelligent parser.
While this layout strategy builds on the basic idea be-
hind the Fitzgerald key (Musselwhite & St. Louis,
82), it differs in several important ways.

The symbols in the proposed system are multi-meaning.
The user need not select all of the words in the sentence
to be generated -- the word parse is responsible for
automatically adding function words that arc required
for purely syntactic reasons.
The arrangement is actually helping the system
(although it is likely to have benefits for language-
impaired operators as well).

In representing a large vocabulary by combining
icons together, the icons in three 8-icon columns can
combine to produce 300 agents. Similarly, the same
24 icons can combine to produce 300 patients if the
icons are situated in a different location to distinguish
them from the agent icons. Two columns of 8 icons
representing modifiers or function words can be
placed at crucial parts of the board. The central notion
behind this layout is that the icons can sequence to ac-
cess a large number of unique strings. It is the multi-
meaning nature of icons and their ability to form se-
quences that indicate a single notion which give them
their combinatorial expressive power. If we were us-
ing single meaning pictures, we would only be able to
represent 24 agents and 24 patients if we used the
same layout. It is important to note that thc usefulness

of an intelligent system will be defeated if it makes
use of a burdensome interface that places a high phys-
ical and/or cognitive load on the operator while plac-
ing severe restrictions on the depth of his/her
vocabulary. For this reason, multi-meaning icons
seem to be the most appropriate interface media for
intelligent AAC systems.

Conclusion

We have described a method that synthesizes iconic
interfaces with intelligent parsing. The result is a sys-
tem which combines the advantages of both with min-
imal constraints. By keeping the vocabulary at
approximately 1000 words, it is possible to implement
this system on current generation hardware. The result
would be an intelligent communication system useful
to a large number of people with disabilities.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL FOR THE SEVERELY DISABLED:
THE SMARTLINK SYSTEM AND THE TONGUETOUCHP4 KEYPAD

John E. Ortiz, Daniel Fortune,
Donald J. Brooks & Matthew E. Chroust
ZOFCOM INCORPORATED Palo Alto, CA

Among the estimated 7.9 million mobility-impaired
persons in the U.S., Canada, Western Europe, Australia
and Japan, the majority of individuals who can benefit
from the Company's products may be grouped into one of
four classes of disability: '

1. Quadriplegia due to Spinal Cord Injury;
2. Quadriplegia due to Other Causes (includes

Multiple Sclerosis, Muscular Dystrophy, Stroke and
Head Trauma);

3. Paraplegia;
4. Hemiplegia.
An important characteristic of all these pathologies is
that tongue function usually remains intact and avail-
able as a potential means of control after limb control
has been lost. In almost all instances, traumatic, dis-
abling physical injuries do not affect tongue function due
to the cranial innervation of these muscles. In neuromus-
cular diseases such as multiple sclerosis, tongue function
typically remains intact after limb control has deterio-
rated."

ABSTRACT

The SrnartLink System is a tongue activated intra-oral
communications controller that permits people with
quadriplegia or other se..re disabilities to interact
with computers, telephones, and home or office equip-
ment. This product has been designed to utilize the
tongue's sensitivity, quickness and spatial awareness in
an innovative use of technology that offers significant
advantages over existing controllers for the severely
disabled.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Smart Link System is comprised of the Tongue Touch
Keypad, a SrnartLink Controller, and various
Smart Link Modules connecting the system to external
applications.
The Tongue Touch Keypad is a battery operated, radio
frequency transmitting device which is similar in ap-
pearance to an ordinary orthodontic retainer and in-
cludes a keyboard with nine tongue activated keys. (See
Figure 1) It is customized to each individual and fits
against the roof of the mouth in a comfortable and unob-
trusive way. Small, pressme-sensitive keys are pressed
by the tongue to control external equipment. The unit is
made from bio-compatible materials and may be worn at
all times except during dental hygiene and meals.

Biocompatible
plastic molded
to fit under the Nine Button

hard palate Keypad

;,) Optional
IC. teeth

clasps

FIGURE 1: TONGUETOUCH KEYPAD

The Smart Link Controller sits near the bed or is at-
tached to the user's wheelchair, and is connected via a
cable or a wireless transmitter to external equipment.
(See Figure 2) The controller receives signals from the
Tongue Touch Keypad and processes the information us-
ing a microprocessor. A small display shows the system
status and other information which is helpful to the
user operating the system. Programs in the controller
generale signals required to control a variety of applica-
tions through the specific Smart Link Modules.

Smart Link Modules are adapters for use with the
Smart Link System applications. The system is designed
to control applications such as a nurse call switch, mo-
torized bed, lights and appliances, remote control con-
sumer electronics, a telephone, a computer, and a pow-
ered wheelchair.

RESNA

10.2

METHODS OF PRODUCT EVALUATION

Currently product development is focused upon evalua-
tion cif product performance and user acceptance.
Assessment of performance involves objective, quantifi-
able parameters that are measured using Model Based
Tasks, Partial Tasks, and Whole Tasks. The evaluation
of user acceptance involves measures of subjective pa-
rameters covering topics such as case-of-use, aesthetics,
and user satisfaction.

Model Based Tasks use standard communications theory
and human factors models to quantify system perfor-
mance parameters. These models provide methods to
determine the ultimate information capacity, or equiva-
lently, the maximum information transfer rate of the
communications interface.

The information transfer rate can be quantified with the
equation below:'

I = (1 /0 Log2N

where I = information data rate;
t = time required for one key to be pressed

and decoded;
N = number of unique keys.

The advantage of the TongueTouch keypad over com-
monly used input devices lies in the larger value of N.
While a single switch device has N = 2 (presence and
absence of switch), the TongueTouch Keypad with 9
switches has N = 10. Assuming the variable t is con-
stant, the greater number of switches results in over
three times the information capacity when using the
TongueTouch Keypad versus single switch input devices.

Partial Tasks focus on the elements of complete system
operation. Tasks such as character input on a personal
computer, dialing a single number on the telephone or
switching on the lights are basic elements of SmartLink
System applications. Problems or difficulties with
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THE SMARTLINK SYSTEM

these functions would limit Whole Task performance.
Quantifiable measures of performance such as time to
complete the task and error rate are most readily mea-
sured by partial tasks.

Whole Tasks assess the complete system performance.
The desire to provide maximum user self sufficiency is of
particular concern along with identifying and measurinh
the system's functionality. Whole task activities
might include writing a business letter on a computer,
completing a personal phone call, or controlling one's
personal environment throughout the day.

Methods to assess subjective parameters such as ease-of-
use, aesthetics, and user satisfaction include surveys,
suggestions, and comments or concerns brought up by the
subjects and staff prior to and during clinical testing.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF CLINICAL TESTING

Two C-5 subjects with quadriplegia due to traumatic
spinal cord injury were fitted with Tongue Touch
Keypads. The application selected for this initial test-
ing was control of an Apple Macintosh personal com-
puter through "mouse" emulation.

The Partial Task selected for quantitative evaluation
was character input. The results averaged 28 characters
per minute for the numerals I to 10, 18 characters per
minute for the alphabet A to Z. The Wholc Task of
typing a 40 character sentence averaged 12 characters
per minute. These preliminary results involved first
time use of the SmartLink System and the Apple
Macintosh Computer. These data rates were also influ-
enced by the use of a keyboard emulator pregam that
has not yet been optimi7ed for the nine key SmartLink
System.

Qualitative feedback from the users provided valuable
design recommendations such as further reducing the
thickness of the TongueTouch Keypad so that the user
was less self-conscious during speech and swallowing
was more comfortable. During the two day extended-
wear field tests the device became less noticeable and
remained stable and in place during all activities. Also,
information data rate was found to be lower than pre-
ferred, even though higher than some other input de-
vices. Among features most liked by the subjects
were the "invisibility," stability, and ease of inserting
and removing the TongueTouch Keypad.

Personal
.:1 Computer
,-t

1

CONCLUSION

The potential benefits of the SmartLink System to the
disabled user are decreased need for attendant care,
greater personal independence, increased use of cogni-
tive resources, greater opportunity for gainful employ-
ment, and enhanced personal safety through improved
control capabilities. Additional product developments
addressing the valuable feedback received in clinical
testing must be performed to insure the production of a
high performance, user accepted device.
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Connecting Peripherals to AAC Systems
through a Common Communication Bus

David H. Hershberger
Prent'.. Romich Company, Wooster, OH

One of the more frustrating aspects of working with
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC)
systems is the difficulty of interfacing to other de-
vices and peripherals. Whether interfacing to simple
switches or computers, compatibility is often an is-
sue. We have investigated a communication link that
simplifies such an interface. The link is based on the
I2C protocol and has been designed to address
compatibility, cost and flexibility considerations for
AAC systems.

Background

The ability to connect to computers and various other
devices in an individual's environment has been
noted as one of the requirements for communication
systems (Vanderheiden and Lloyd, 1986). In practi-
cal terms, however, connecting to peripheral devices
has always presented challenges to developers of
AAC devices. Standardization in various areas has
helped reduce compatibility issues. Serial data
transmission has been standardized by the RS-232
protocol. The SET standard set forth by the Trace
Center has simplified making devices compatible
with a wide number of switches. The CEBus holds
promise for standardizing interfaces between con-
sumer products.

However, there is still no common link between the
different types of devices. For example, making a
communication aid compatible with simple switches,
joysticks, computers, the Unicorn keyboard, printers
and the CEBus requires a nunitr.r of connectors and
circuitry to support the devices. Furthermore, many
operators do not need to connect to all the peripherals
with which a device is capable of interfacing. For
this reason, manufacturers of AAC systems prefer
not to add the expense of interfacing hardware that is
not needed by the operator.

A study funded by the National Science Foundation
(Romich, 1984) determined that a common bus ap-
proach for connecting diverse components of a sys-
tem was feasible, although the specific bus architec-
ture was not specified. Our goal was to develop a
communications bus that forms a common link be-
tween the various types of devices, making them
simpler to use and to understand for the operator or
clinician and eliminating unnecessary interface hard-
ware.

I2C description

I2C (Inter Integrated Circuit) is a serial data transfer
method introduced and supported by Signetics. It is

1 0.3

a multi-master bus capable of a transmission rate of
100 kilobits/second. We choe to use the I2C
method for several reasons:
1 The bus can be daisy-chained; thus limiting the

cables needed to connect peripherals.
2 Since any device on the bus can be a master, the

main processor does not need to poll or monitor
each device on the bus.

3 Signetics makes a number of special function
chips which have the I2C hardware on board.

4 - The I2C hardware monitors bus contention.
When two or more devices attempt to drive the
bus at the same time, one device assumes priority
while the other device waits to re-transmit when
the bus is free.

5 - During any transmission, either the master or
slave can slow down the transmission rate on a bit
by bit basis when either has additional processing
requirements.

6 - The cost of wires and connectors can be kept to a
minimum since I2C needs only 4 conductors: data,
clock, power and ground. (Note: although the
I2C protocol does not specify a power conductor,
we used it because it allows the host to provide
power to peripherals.) Modular phone wires and
connectors were used because of their durability,
low cost and availability. Figure 1 shows the
connector and pin-out used in our implementation.

Jack Type: 1 NC
1

1

1 1 I 1

2 3 4 5 6USOC RJ11 2 - Data
3 - Common
4 +5 VDC
5 Clock
6 NC

Figure 1: pin-outs of I2C jack

Device Addresses

I2C allows for 127 unique 1-byte addresses on the
bus. With additional decoding an address can be any
length, but for speed considerations, it is preferable
to keep the addresses (and thus the transmissions) as
short as possible. An additional addressing consid-
eration is that each device on the bus needs to be seen
as a separate entity. For this reason, two identical
devices (such as two similar switches) must have
unique identification numbers.

A popular method for producing IDs is to use ran-
domly generated identification numbers where dupli-
cate IDs are resolved during bus collision. This
method, however, has problems in keeping track of
identical but separate peripherals. The address as-
signing method that we have chosen is to program a
serial number into each peripheral's EPROM. The
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device address identifies the type of device
(keyboard, joystick, printer, etc) as well as a unique
serial number. This ID can contain up to six bytes.
As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to keep the ID
number as short as possible. For this reason, the
designated host of the bus can monitor the devices on
the bus and assign each a unique one-byte ID that is
used in subsequent communication.

Verification of Transmission

Another advantage of I2C communication is that each
byte is acknowledged by the receiving device. In
each message that we send on the bus, the second
byte indicates the number of bytes in the message.
By comparing this byte to the number of bytes
acknowledged, both the sender and receiver of the
message have an indication of whether the transmis-
sion was successful. If not, the receiver can ignore
the failed message and the sender can re-transmit.

Data Format

Since data to be transferred by each type of periph-
eral can differ greatly, the data format from one de-
vice to the next can also vary. In the initial com-
munication on the bus, a peripheral identifies itself
and specifies which type of device it is. The host
then knows the type of transmitting device and its
expected data format. The one-byte ID is only as-
signed after the device type and data format are
known. The host device must either know the data
format for each type of device that can be plugged
onto the bus, or a method must be used to specify the
data format when the peripheral identifies itself.

Transmission Messages

Information is sent between devices on the bus in
'messages.' Each message consists of: destination
address, source address and data. In addition, the
second byte in the message indicates the total number
of bytes in the message. The destination address
specifies the device for which the message is in-
tended. The source address specifies which device is
transmitting the message. The host can respond to
messages it receives based on the type of device that
is sending the message. Not only can the host inter-
pret data from the keyboard as key closures while
interpreting similar data from a computer as ASCII
data, but it also allows the device to respond differ-
ently to data coming from similar devices. For ex-
ample, four similar switches could be daisy-chained
to a communication device and used for directed
scanning.

Connecting to Non-I2C Devices

Many of the peripherals that can be used with an
AAC system do not currently use our 12C protocol.
For these cases, we have chosen to make adapters
that convert between VC and the peripheral's format.
For example, an RS-232 device can be connected to
the I2C bus by an 12C to RS-232 adapter. At first

this may seem like an unnecessary extra step in the
development; one serial protocol is converted to an-
other and then sent to the host device. However, this
method has some attractive benefits. First, the RS-
232 interface hardware is only purchased if the con-
sumer wishes to connect to such a device. Secondly,
the operator is not limited to the number of connec-
tors that the manufacturer chooses to put on the
system. The operator can set up as many RS-232
ports as are needed.

For future expansion, an additional consideration for
greater flexibility is to put the 12C decoding software
into EEPROM. This allows the capabilities of the
AAC system to be expanded to maintain compatibil-
ity with new peripherals and new I2C data formats
by updating its decoding software to communicate
with the new peripheral. With EEPROMs, the pro-
gram could be updated through a communication link
such as a modem In this way, device compatibility
can be maintained and expanded without opening a
device - no hardware changes are required.

Conclusions

We have been developing and testing this I2C
method of connecting devices for approximately
eight months. At the time of this writing we do not
have a complete system with a full line of peripher-
als, but our initial results show promise. The host
and peripherals communicate with each other with
the addresses indicating which devices should re-
ceive the message, which device is sending the mes-
sage and how the message should be interpreted.
We have found it difficult to maintain a transmission
rate of 100kbits per second because of the software
overhead that is involved. A slightly slower rate
seems to pose no problems; the bus is still fast
enough to handle the data that needs to pass between
devices. We believe that this I2C communication
protocol could make AAC systems more flexible and
help solve compatibility problems between devices
and peripherals.
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DEVELOPMENTS TOWARDS AN INTEGRATED PROSTHESIS FOR THE NON-VOCAL

Alan F. Newell, John L. Arnott and Norman Alm
Microcomputer Centre, University of Dundee, Scotland

ABSTRACT

The development of communication systems
for the non-vocal is a complex task, and
a number of different computational
techniques need to be used within such a
system. A linked set of projects aimed
at this objective are described. This
paper describes the integrated strategy
adopted in the research and shows the
inter-relationship between the various

projects.

INTRODUCTION - A COMPLEX TASK

Human communication using speech is
conducted in a wide range of styles and
follows a variety of complex and subtle
rules.

These rules cover not only vocabulary
and syntax and semantics, but also
pragmatic rules which determine, for
example, whether a particular
interjection is considered appropriate
by the listener, achieves the objective
of the speaker, and obeys the particular
rules of social behaviour which apply to
the particular context of the

conversation. Many of the rules
governing speech communication,
particularly the higher level semantic
and pragmatic rules, are very poorly
understood.

The designers of communication systems
for the non-vocal thus have particularly
difficult problems in trying to provide
technological alternatives to natural
speech (1).

The fundamental problem is that of
providing a means of controlling an
output device, such as a speech
synthesizer, on the basis of the very
limited information transmission
capacity of a aon-vocal person. The
complexity of the system which is to be
simulated, however, and the wide variety
of abilities of non-vocal people mean
that the problem is far from simple.

A UNIFIED RESEARCH STRATEGY

It is unlikely that a single technique
will be adequate for all the

10.4

communication requirements of even one
individual user, but it is also
unreasonable to expect a person to
have to use a number of completely
separate systems. Therefore our research
strategy is to have a number of research
and development projects which, although
having individual goals and resources
and being at different developmental
stages, are interlinked and have a
unified overall objective. The various
projects which form this strategy and
the concepts 1..,Iting them are shown in

Figure 1.

AN INTEGRATED PROSTHESIS

The long-term objective is the
development of an integrated prosthesis
which is appropriate to the four
different communication situations
listed in Blocks A to D in the centre of
figure 1. The system would be designed
so that the user could move between
these different modes of communication
in an efficient and effective manner.

The Blocks A to D correspond to four
individual projects, The "PAL" system
for unique utterances is now well
established and also has been integrated
into a prototype "CHAT" system for user
trials of this particular combination.
"TOPIC" and "TALKBACK" are at an earlier
stage of development.

The work focussed on the development of
prostheses is supported by a number of
research projects (Blocks E to F). When

they are at an appropriate stage of
development, the techniques developed in
these projects are transferred to the
Integrated Prosthesis development.

OTHER APPLICATION AREAS

During our research for the non-vocal
it became clear that some of our
systems, particularly the predictive
ones, could have much wider application.
We thus instituted the three further
development projects (Blocks I to K)
shown on the right of figure 1.
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An integrated prosthesis
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Figure 1

An Integrated Communication System

In addition, we applied the concept of
an integrated prosthesis to Broadband
Communication systems within a European
wide collaborative project (Block L),
and also obtained research council
funding for a multi-media workstation
for the handicapped (Block M). The
particular focus of this project is the
use of state-of-the-art workstation
technology, and the concept that
human-interface systems developed for
the disabled can be efficient for che
able-bodied in certain important
situations.

Results from and description of each of
the individual projects listed above
have been and will be presented
separately (see references A to M).
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AUTOMATIC DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
IN AN AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Lorie J. Miller, Patrick W. Demasco, Robert A. Elkins
Applied Science and Engineering Laboratories

University of Delaware/Alfred I. duPont Institute
Wilmingtou, Delaware USA

ABSTRACT

A technique has been developed to provide quantita-
tive feedback on the use of augmentative communica-
tion systems. The technique involves two steps: data
collection and data analysis. Data collection is auto-
matic and occurs whenever the system is in use. Each
selection made by the user, as well as the time taken
to make that selection, is recorded in a data file. At any
time, this file can be analyzed to gain information
about system use and the efficiency of the current sys-
tem configuration. At this time, the technique is being
used with a software based system, named Meta4,
which is under development. Clinical evaluation of
the system will further indicate what information
from the analysis is most helpful in order to optimize
a particular configuration.

INTRODUCTION

The programmability of augmentative communica-
tion (AAC) devices has made it possible to configure
a system for a specific user. In most cases, this means
that the system can be continually updated to account
for changes in a user's needs. However, more quanti-
tative information is needed in order to determine
what changes should be made to improve system
acceptance and function (2,3). One approach is the
real-time recording of data by the device as it is used.
This technique has been used in other areas of
research, e.g., to monitor wheelchair function or phys-
iological events (4-6), but has not yet been explored
for AAC applications. To examine the effectiveness
of this method for augmentative communication, a
feature called "usage tracking" has been incorporated
into a system called Meta4. This feature allows sys-
tem use to be constantly monitored and analyzed.
Based on this analysis, suggestions can be made on
improvements to the current setup based on quantita-
tive information.

BACKGROUND

Meta4 is a software based augmentative communica-
tion system currently under development. The distin-
guishing feature of this system is the degiee of flexi-
bility of the vocabulary set and many of the system
parameters ( I ). The system is also very modular mak-
ing it easy to add components or features at a later
time. It is this extensibility that has allowed the addi-

tion of the usage tracking feature.

1 0.5

Meta4 operates by displaying one screenful of infor-
mation at any given time. This block of information
is called a "page". A user's vocabulary set is com-
prised of any number of these pages and is called a
"book". On each page is a row/column display of
items, e.g. letters, words, or phrases, that the user can
select. Movement between pages is achieved by
selecting an item with a "change page" function
attached to it. This is all easily programmable by the
user or clinician. In order to produce a message to
speak or print, a user moves between the pages select-
ing the various components of the message. When the
message is complete, a "speak" or "print" item cau be
selected to communicate the message to others.

METHODS

Data Collection
The process of data collection involves the recording
of every selection made by a user and the time that the
selection was made. The data file storing this infor-
mation is opened when the system is turned on and the
date of the recording is written to that file. As the sys-
tem is used, selections are stored and periodically
written to the file. Although a minor delay may be
detected during the writing process, the constant
updates to the file prevent information from being lost
should someone turn off the device without exiting
the program.

Data Analysis
An analysis utility has been written which transforms
the raw information from the data file into useful
Information about system use. Suggestions on possi-
ble system changes are also made based on the results
of the analysis. Typical information provided by the
utility includes the following:

frequency of use of a selection with respect to
selections on the page
frequency of use of a selection with respect to
the entire vocabulary set
frequency of use of each page
time taken for each selection
time taken to spell out words and the number
of times a word was spelled
average communication rate
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Using this information, the analysis utility can pro-
vide more practical feedback. This information can
then be used, if desired, to make changes to the sys-
tem. Typical observations might include:

the device is used frequently/infrequently
a word stored in the vocabulary is being
spelled out
a word not in the vocabulary is used fre-
quently
a page/selection is never used
there are long pauses between selections
phrases stored in abbreviation/expansion lists
are being spelled out
abbreviations are never being used
certain phrases are spelled out frequently

DISCUSSION

The usage tracking feature is designed to provide
quantitative feedback .:Nout the use of an augmenta-
tive communication system. Incorporated into that
design is the belief that the user or clinician is in the
best position to decide exactly what changes are actu-
ally made to the system. Therefore, the usage track-
ing feature only suggests changes based on the data
and leaves it up to the person configuring the system
to decide if or when those changes are incorporated.
This avoids the possibility that an automatic change
may actually cause efficiency to decrease (as might be
the case if some visual or perceptual problems exist).

In addition to using the usage tracking feature for
changing the system configuration, it can also func-
tion as an evaluation/assessment tool. For example,
the effect of changes to the system can be monitored.
This may include:

changes over time
changes with new input devices or methods
changes due to a new configuration
changes due to a new vocabulary arrange-
ment

Since any change may result in a temporary decrease
in efficiency, the usage tracking feature can help
detect how long that decrease lasts and which changes
appear to disrupt function the most.

Meta4, with the data collection and analysis capabili-
ties, is scheduled to be clinically tested in the near
future. The results of these tests will indicate what
information is the most helpful to record and which
types of analysis provide the most useful feedback.
As part of the evaluation, the usage tracking feature
will also be used to assess the effects of system

changes on performance.
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A Human Factors Approach to Vocabulary Management
for an Augmentative Communication Device
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Introduction

Since the conditions contributing to an inability to
communicate are usually chronic ones, augmentative
communication use is typically long-term. Over time,
systems need to be modified to keep pace with chang-
es in user abilities and life-style (2). Although soft-
ware based augmentative communications devices
are designed to allow for a changing vocabulary, they
still require a significant customizing effort (1,4). At
the current time, the process of setting up a system
with robust capabilities is long, arduous, and largely
manual. An obvious need exists for a vocabulary
management tool. A menu-driven vocabulary modifi-
cation tool provides a means of managing a flexible,
hierarchical vocabulary. In order to be an effective
tool though, it must perform the assigned task and it
must be easy to use. To that end, a human factors ap-
proach that emphasizes the needs and expectations of
the target tool user (6,7) is in order. One such ap-
proach is taken by the vocabulary management tool
(VMT) for Meta4, an augmentative communication
system. It incorporates a detailed profile of the user
alongside the functional specifications.

Design Approach

Typically, a software engineering effort takes a top-
down approach. To illustrate, this paper focuses on
the development of a multilevel user profile (i.e., a
formal description of the user) and considers portions
of the VMT user profile. The profile is written on
three levels of abstraction, the user, system, and utility
levels, and is based on a few design conventions:

I. Note that the computer is just one part of the
software system. The person using the
computer is the other essential part (5).

2. Base the design on things that are familiar to
the user. Make all unfamiliar aspects of the
system eminently logical to the user (3).

3. Design operational features of the system
around the user's expectations (3).

4. Allow the user to concentrate on the task at
hand rather than on how to use the tool. Let the
user accomplish the job with as little fuss as
possible (3).

5. Provide for the novice and allow for user
growth (6).

6. Simplify all aspects of the system.

10.6

For this examination, it is assumed that a require-
ments document exists for the vocabulary tool and
that it contains an outline of the tool's functional ca-
pabilities (including adding, deleting, modifying, and
moving an individual vocabulary word, symbol, or
abbreviation.)

The profile begins by identifying the intended user of
the tool and detailing his/her characteristics. This de-
lineation constitutes the user level abstraction, which
is the highest level of abstraction in profiling the user.
It initiates the application of the first design conven-
tion. An excerpt of the VMT user profile includes:

In most cases, the user of the vocabulary modi-
fication tool will be a care-giver or a clinician.
On less frequent occasions, the vocabulary tool
user will also be the augmentative communica-
tions device user. Our design will need to be
flexible enough to accommodate the physical,
visual, and perceptual needs of that person. The
vocabulary tool user will be a reader/speller
whose cognitive capabilities will be at least of
fourth grade level. The user's confidence in,
understanding of, and experience with comput-
ers and interface utilities will cover a wide
range. We'must accommodate even the novice
computer user.

The profile .continues with the system level abstrac-
tion, which pertains to the manner in which the user
intends to use the major components of the system.
The system level abstraction has two parts. First, a
narrative models the behavior of the user at the main
menu of the interface. It can be a sequence of events
that describe a sample session. It can also include the
circumstances related to using a major component of
the system. The VMT user profile contains a detailed
portrait of three editing styles, and then identifies
when and how each style is applied in modifying the
vocabulary structule. A condensed narrative of one of
the editing styles includes:

This section of the profile addresses user activ-
ities for page modification sessions. Page mod-
ification (i.e., application of one or more editing
operations to a given page/screen of items) is
likely to occur at an intermediate stage of vo-
cabulary development or whcn a page needs to
be rearranged. The user is likely to know or rec-
ognize the name of the target vocabulary page
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or how to navigate to the target page. Once the
user has reached the target page, sThe will exe-
cute one or more editing operations. The user
might want to edit another page or s/he might
prefer to initiate another editing style at any
point in the editing process.

The second part of the system level abstraction is a list
of user expectations. The list identifies attributes re-
lated to the narrative. Examples of user expectations
might include:

I. The user will want the system to have a readily
modifiable set of default behavior parameters.

2. The user will want to be able to apply a series
of editing operations to a designated page.

3. The user will want to see the vocabulary
layout while s/he is modifying it.

The third, and lowest, level of abstraction of the user
profile is the utility level. It treats the details pertain-
ing to subcomponents or utilities of the system. Like
the system level abstraction, the utility level contains
a narrative as well as a list of expectations. For exam-
ple, the following excerpt describes the process of
specifying a page name:

To specify a page of vocabulary items, the user
might want to have several methods available.
If the user knows the name of the page, s/he
might want to highlight this name in an ordered
(hierarchical, alphabetical, user specified) list
of page names or s/he might want to enter the
name manually. In lieu of entering an exact
page name, the user might prefer to invoke pat-
tern matching or completion capabilities.

A portion of the VMT list of attributes for entering a
page name includes:

1. The user will want be able to use his/her
normal input device (e.g., switches, arrow
keys, joystick, keyboard) and input method
(automatic scanning, directed scanning) to
select from a list of page names.

2. The user will want the capability to move to
adjacent pages in the vocabulary hierarchy.

3. The user will want to select the ordering for
the list of page names.

Once the profile is complete, it is possible to begin the
formal system design. The design fulfills the require-
ments and incorporates the profile in accordance with
the design conventions. For instance, the Mcta4 VMT
interface display strives for visual and functional fa-
miliarity by using drop-down menus. The system is
simplified by presenting a single level of menu choic-
es rather than hierarchical or nested menu choices. It
responds to expectations and it allows for growth by

permitting the user to set system control parameters.
The VMT's simplified input format allows the user to
concentrate on entering information rather than on an
enforced sequence of op ..ations.

Meta4 provides the framework for an adaptable com-
munication device. The VMT allows the user to take
full advantage of Meta4's potential for customization.
It will allow the user to rapidly construct an initial vo-
cabulary set. It will reduce the time and effort in-
volved with vocabulary updates. It presents one
solution for managing long-term communication
needs.
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PRESCRIBING CUSTOMIZED CONTOURED SEAT CUSHIONS 11.2

BY COMPUTER-AIDED SHAPE SENSING

B. A. Sposato, K-C Chung, C. A. McLaurin
C. E. Brubaker and D. M. Brienza

University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center

INTRODUC7ION

A new Computer-Aided Shape Sensing
System (CASSS) has unde'zgone the
initial investigation for its
clinicaL implementation. Ultimately,
this w .11 include such populations
as the spinal cord injured, those
with ce.-ebral palsy, the elderly and
others. Factors such as sex, weight
and disability will also be
considered. The CASSS utilizes
spring stiffness and preload to
determine contour and force
profiles. The primary goals of the
study were to determine an
appropriate spring for the
supporting media and to correlate
the spring stiffness with the
stiffness and thickness of
polyurethane foams; materials which
are both useful and inexpensive. In
this way, the CASSS will provide a
quick effective method for
prescribing custom contoured
cushions to address a variety of
seating needs.

METHODS

Initially, three music wire springs
with diameters 0.033", 0.035" and
0.037" of varying lengths were
designed. Vibration and load-
deflection testing was conducted on
the CASSS to determine the optimal
spring corresponding to an existing
foam contoured system.(1) A seven
inch long, 0.035" diameter spring
was then selected. The
characteristic linear equation of
the CASSS, F = K*X + (Fl +

0.96*K(V - 2.5)), was then used
to determine the appropriatr
spring tension in terms of
voltage.(1) Here, F is the force
measured, K the spring constant, Fl
the preload associated with the
spring and V the voltage related to
spring tension.

Based on previous experiences with
cushion testing and clinical
studies, three foams of varying
stiffness, HR-32, HR-45 and HR-55
were chosen.(2) The ASTM Standard
ILD test was conducted for each

cushion at 2",3" and 4" thicknesses.
Based on this data, we would like
to be able to prescribe custom
contoured cushions while utilizing
both the contour and force distri-
bution data provided by the
CASSS. Using a previously existing
CAD system, which measures cushion
deflection contours at the buttocks-
cushion interface, the 3" foams were
tested with able-bodied subjects.
The deflection data obtained was
then used to approximate the
corresponding voltage determining
spring tension in the CASSS. This
enabled us to predict the spring
tension corresponding to a
particular foam stiffness.

After the voltages for the three
foams were determined, eight able-
bodied subjects were tested.
The first phase of the testing
involved obtaining deflection
measurements from the passive
system on each of the nine foams.
The second phase involved obtaining
both deflection and force
measurements from the CASSS. For a
particular cushion stiffness, the
tension of each spring was deter-
mined by setting the individual
voltages to the previously
determined values.

RESULTS

For the 0.035" diameter spring
selected, the relationship between
the spring tension of the CASSS, in
terms of voltage, to a particular
cushion stiffness with a 3"
thickness is as follows:

cushion voltage
stiffness (spring tension)

HR-32
HR-45
HR-55

2.0 v
3.0 v
3.7 v

These relationships were validated
by the subject testing of eight
ablebodied individuals (five males,
three females). Figure 1 illustrates
the correlation between the
deflection measurements (seat
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contour) of a normal male on a 3"
HR-45 cushion obtained from the
passive system and the deflection
measurements for the same subject
associated with a voltage setting of
3.0v obtained from the CASSS. Both
tae quantitative and qualitative
results for each cushion stiffness
with corresponding CASSS voltage

contour. The results obtained from
this approach were consistent with
those from the passive system.

were similar.
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Figure 2.

(b)
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Figure 1
(a) deflection measurements (mm) for
an able-bodied male from the CASSS
(b) deflection measurements (mm)
from the passive system

These voltages, however, only
correspond to cushion stiffness at a
3" thickness. Therefore, we have
developed an extrapolating technique
to address situations where a 2" or
4" cushion is warranted. Figure 2

shows the load-deflection relation-
ships corresponding to each
thickness for a particular cushion
stiffness. Here, an exponential
best fit line was determined for
each curve. For a 3" cushion, the
optimal contour can be obtained
directly from the CASSS. If a 2" or
4" cushion is needed, the force
and deflection information will be
used to extrapolate the demanded

0C 3:C: 4:6" 5CC: 5:0: ,CoC

Load-Deflection
Relationship for HR-55

DISCUSSION

The CASSS, in conjunction with the
ILD data, provides a simple method
for prescribing a custom contoured
cushion. In addition to supplying
the contour data quantitatively and
qualitatively similar to that from
the passive system, it provides
force distributions essential for
the prescription. In this way, the
system allows for the assessment of
a variety of seating needs for
varied disabled populations. Further
studies will be conducted to
address these clinical evaluations.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEAT ANGLE 1 L3
AND SPINAL EXTENSION IN PATIENTS WITH OSTEOPOROSIS

D.C. Neth, S.P. Mars, E.T. Reyes, A.A. Licata, S.I. Reger
Department of Musculoskeletal Research, The Cleveland Clinic

Cleveland, Ohio 44106 USA

INTRODUCTION

Osteoporosis is defined as an age-related
disorder characterized by decreased bone
mass and increased'susceptibility to frac-
tures. The decline in bone mass may start
as early as 35 years of age, with a loss
of 6% to 8% of total bone mass per decade
thereafter. The loss of tone mass results
in a proportional decreas of compressive
bone strength. Many patients experience
considerable discomfort while seated. In

addition, the classic slouching posture of
the osteoporotic patient results in un-
balanced loading of the spine with greater
pressure on the anterior aspects of the
vertebral bodies. Ultimately a crush

fracture will occur with the resulting
wedging of the vertebral bodies. Changing
the posture by extension of the spine
could shift the pressure to the posterior
aspects of the vertebral bodies and pro-
tect the anterior aspects from crush frac-
tures. Clinical observations indicate
that spinal extension reduces the level of
pain experienced by the patient. A pilot
study has been conducted to investigate
the relationship between seat angle and
spinal extension in patients with osteo-
porosis. The hypothesis is that signifi-
cant extension of the spine can be accom-
plished in osteoporotic patients by in-

creasing the angle of the seat and thereby
increasing anterior pelvic tilt.

METHODS

The subjects for the study consisted of
nine female patients diagnosed with osteo-
porosis. The patients were placed in a
Balans chair which had been modified to
allow a range of seat angles from 0 to 30
degrees. Reflective markers were placed
on the forehead, chin, C7, T6, Ll, sacrum,
anterior superior iliac spine (A'aS),

trochanter, femoral condyle, and seat.

Figure 1 shows the respective positions of
the markers. A video tracking system was
used to record the position of the mark-
ers. Two calibration samples were re-

corded: one with the patient standing, and
one with the patient seated at a neutral
angle. Then three samples were taken at
seat angles of 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30
degrees, Segment length and angle in-

formation were determined through software
analysis of the video data. Of interest

to this study were the angle between the
T6-C7 segment and vertical, and the angle
between the Ll-S segment and the T6-L1
segment. Figure 2 depicts the angle be-
tween T6-C7 and vertical. Figure 3 de-

picts the angle between segments T6-L1 and
LI-S.

Figure 1: Markel Positions

Figure 2: T6-C7 relative to
Vertical
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Figure 3:

RESULTS

T6-L1 relative to Ll-S

The three trials per seat angle were aver-
aged for each patient. A linear regres-
sion was performed on these averages for
each group of variables versus measured
seat angle. Regression of the T6-0 angle
and seat angle resulted in a regression
equation of: Y-7.5762-0.1374*X and a stan-
dard error of 0.0504. Regression of the
angle between the T6-L1 and Ll-S segments
and seat angle resulted in a regression
equation of: Y-12.8161-0.1692 with a stan-
dard error of 0.1079. Figures 4 and 5 show
the relationships between the respective
angles. While neither regression was sta-
tistically significant it is apparent from
that the data that both spine angles de-
crease as the seat angle increases.
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Figure 4: T6-C7 Angle vs.
Seat Angle
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Figure 5: T6-Ll/L1-S Angle vs.
Seat Angle

CONCLUSION

Initial results indicate a relationship
between seat angle and spinal extension.
Analysis of the angle between spinal

segment LI-T6 and segment Ll-Sacrum shows

that -there is an increase in lordosis as
anterior pelvic tilt is increased. The

angle between the spinal segment T6-C7 and
vertical decreases as seat angle increases
indicating a reduction of kyphosis. Pre-

liminary analysis supports the stated hy-
pothesis: The increase of the lordosis

and the decrease of kyphosis indicate an

increase in spinal extension as the seat
angle and anterior pelvic tilt are

increased.
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Wheelchair Sitting Forces
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ABSTRACT

A force plate mounted on the seat of a
wheelchair was used to measure the

sitting forces and behavior while able-
bodied, and spinal cord injured subjectr
sat for 30 min. intervals on ROHO and
Jay cushions. The able-bodied also
sitting on a hard surface. Normal and
shear seat forces, the location of the
center of mass, and armrest forces were
measured. A larger percentage of the

body weight, a larger average forward

shear force and a more anterior position
of the center of mass was observed with
the ROHO cushion. More frequent and

larger shifts of weight occurred with
the Jay cushion. The armrests tended to
sUpport 5% of the body weight for

quadriplegics compared to approximately
9% for paraplegics and able bodied.

Introduction

The long-term sitting pattern in spinal
cord injured individuals may give clues
as to why some get ulcers and others do
not(1,2). There is evidence that

paraplegics generate more seating shear
than able-bodied individuals(3) and that
the frequency and intensity of weight
displacements correlate with subjective
seating comfort(4). This study

investigates the above mentioned
factors.

Methods

Experiments were conducted on an E and J
Premier wheelchair with the feet

elevated to make the thighs level. An

AMTI (AMTI, 141 California St., Newton,
MA 02158) force platform (40.5 cm x 40.5
cm x 4.45 cm) replaced the standard

wheelchair seat, measuring normal and

shear force, and the moments around the
axes. The moment was divided by the
normal force to determine the anterior-
posterior (A-P) and lateral positions of
the center of normal sitting force.

The force platform, as purchased, did

not give the correct normal force

readings along its edges. This was

remedied by attaching a 3 mm thick

plastic sheet cut back 4 cm from tty.

edge of the platform to the platform
surface followed by a 3 mm thick metal
plate with the same size as the platform

11.4

fastened on top. With the modification,

normal forces applied to the edges of
the platform are less than 5% different
frc.o center force mesurements.

Six able-bodied (avg. wt. 76 kg), six

paraplegics (avg. wt. 83 kg) and five

quadriplegics (avg. wt. 66 kg). The

spinal cord injured had complete sensory
loss below the waist.

A control recording was first made with

the arms off the armrest to determine
the amount of weight supported by the
arms during the long data collection

period. The subjects were instructed to
sit normally for 30 min. The spinal
cord injured subjects sat on ROHO and
Jay cushions, while the able-bodied
subjects also sat directly on the force
plate.

The normal force readings were

standardized to percent body weight.
The standard deviation of the force
parameters was used as an indication of
activity level. As an indicator of

lateral weight shift, a count was
calculated of times that the weight
shifted across the average position of a
subject using a hysteresis of 1 cm.

Statistical testing was performed using
2-way ANOVA.

Results

The data were divided into dynamic and
static factors. Dynamic factors show
movement or weight shifts, while static
factors reflect information about a

surface support and posture.

Dynamic factors (Table 1) gave three

statistically significant results.

Quadriplegics showed more lateral

movement while paraplegics showed more
zero-crossings on the Jay cushion than
on the other surfaces. The arm force
variation was largest with paraplegics
and least with quadriplegic subjects.

Static factors (Table 2) showed more

variation both between cushion types and
handicap types. Quadriplegics gave the
least variation between cushion types,

while paraplegics show the most
variation. The ROHO cushion generally
showed both greater averege normal and
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anterior center of force. Between
handicaps, normal forces were
proportionally higher with both
quadriplegic and paraplegic subjects
than with able-bodied subjects.

Discussion

Some of the differences between cushion
types can be attributed to properties of
the cushions themselves, rather than
from any behavioral differences. Normal
force is highest with the ROHO cushion
since it offers the most thigh support,
which transfers weight normally carried
by the footrests to the seating
surface. Thigh support is also apparent
from the forward weight shift seen with
the ROHO. The hard surface, giving the
least support thigh support, showed both
less average normal force and a more
rearward center of force. There is also
a tendency for greater seating shear
with softer, less stable ROHO cushions
than that of the firmer Jay cushion.
This could he attributed to a desire of
the subjects to feel stable, since the
shear-deformed cushion would then have

less movement.

The average force applied to the

armrests was approximately 8% to 9% of
the total body weight for the able
bodied and paraplegics and approximately
5% for the quadriplegics. Since the

combined weight of the hand and arm is
10% body weight (5), a significant
reduction in seating force could be
obtained by using the armrests.
Quadriplegics, in general, have little

or no arm extension and shoulder
depressor function and therefore have
less ability to lateral shift and lean
on their arms.

The floating effect of the ROHO also
would decrease the change in recorded
position that occurs when a person
attempts to shift his or her weight.
Because of the softness in the lateral
direction the user tends to slide to the
center with a sideways lean. With the
Jay cushion there were more frequent and
large amplitude lateral movements of the
center of mass. This should result in
the t. mporary reduction of the pressure
under one or other of the ischial
tuberosities which may not occur as much
with the ROHO.

The conclusions of the study are that
thy ROHO cushion tended to carry a

larger average forward shear force and a

more anterior position of the center of

mass. With the Jay cushion, there were
more frequent large shifts of weight and
therefore possibly more short decreases in
the pressure under the ischial

tuberosities. The armrests tend to support
5% to 9% of the body weight. This suggests
patients with ulcer problems should use

armrests on their wheelchairs.

Table 1.

nor. shear

Avg. Values of Dynamic Factors
force lateral A-P

pos. pos. zero- arm
cross force

sd sd sd sd (%body
(kg) (cm) (cm) wt)sd

able ROHO 2.9 0.85 0.42 1.15 13.3 9.5

body Jay 2.4 1.88 0.78 0.47 19.0 8.9
hard 3.2 1.38 0.76 1.15 18.8 9.8

quad ROHO 3.1 0.76 0.34 0.27

Jay 3.7 1.13 0.49 0.40

pare ROHO 4.7 1.06 0.42 0.42
Jay 4.7 0.88 0.65 0.78

11.3 7.7

18.0 7.5

16.8 11.2
31.3 10.6

Table 2. Avg. Values of Static Factors
force A-P arm

nor, shear pos. force
(Kg) (cm) (%body wt)

able ROHO 69.3% 6.7 -1.7 7.5%
Jay 66.1% 5.4 -2.7 8.3%
hard 61.5% 4.8 -4.3 8.5%

quad

para

ROHO 77.6% 7.2 -2.3 5.2%
Jay 74.2% 5.4 -4.0 5.7%

ROHO 76.4% 7.7 -3.6 9.9%
Jay 73.4% 5.8 -5.2 8.2%
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IMPLEMENTING MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING FOR THE QUANTIFICATION
OF LOAD-BEARING BUTTOCKS TISSUES

Philip R. Protz and Kao-Chi Chung
University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center

Charlottesville, VA

Introduction

Magnetic Resonance Imaging is a useful non-invasive
technique used to investigate il.e various tissues of the
body. It provides much betier contrast between the
soft tissues than other imaging methods. MRI is most
commonly used in the qualitative evaluation of diseases
and in juries within the body.

In the present study, a quantitative approach was taken
to obtain direct physical measurements on living
subjects. Without the luxury of an imager, these
measurements could be obtained only by using
cadavers, and even then, their tissue properties differ
greatly from those of live subjects. The overall
purpose of this investigation is to better understand
exactly what changes occur between unloaded and
loaded tiL ',es that are highly vulnerable to necrosis
initiated b, prolonged tissue compression.

Methods

A Siemens Magnetom 1.0 Testa whole-body MRI
imager was used to acquire serial images of the lower
pelvic area in the necessary supine position.
Approximately 13 images (3mm slice thickness spaced
5mm apart) were acquired of each of the three loaded
conditions imposed on the pelvic area of a normal
subject of age 24. These imposed conditions were: 1)
the freehanging buttocks (control), 2) the buttocks
compressed under body weight only, and 3) the
buttocks compressed under 9.15 Kg. placed upon the
illiac crest. In conditions 2 and 3, the buttocks rested
on a contoured cushion that was custom fit in order to
distribute the loading force more evenly.

T
1'
T

2,
and Proton Density-weighted images were

acquired at the very same slice position. Each type of
image, which emphasizes different tissue components,
was used in a different area of the investigation.
Standard echo times (TE) and relaxation times (TR)
were used. The images were transferred by tape in
float format to a Masscomp image processing system.
All images were resealed from 12 bits/pixel to 8
bits/pixel for data analysis.

To calculate the muscle and fat volumes in each
condition, the regions of interest in the image were
extracted by outlining them carefully using a mouse.
The T1 images alone wen, adequate for this procedure.
One program, ROI, set all pixels within the outlined
region to one gray level, while another program
calculated the area using the known image resolution.
Volumes were then approximated by linearly
integrating a series of cross sections of the buttocks
over a 10cm span. This was done for both muscle and
fat for each of the three loading conditions over the
identical 10cm region.

11 .5

Also in this investigation, 3-D wireframe structures of
the fat and muscle of the buttocks were constructed
for all three conditions. These wireframe structures
were made by outlining the regions of interest in an
image using a mouse. Along the outlines, there are
points with known coordinates, and inter-slice
connections are then made between points.

Finally, image processing and pattern recognition
methods were used to detect subtle changes between
uncomprssed and compressed tissues. The muscles
that lie between the ischial tuberosity and the seat
surface are of primary importance, and subimages of
this region were extracted from each image. The K-
means clustering algorithm was simultaneously
implemented on T 1, T2, and Proton Density images of
one slice of each condition. The algorithm essentially
reduces the variability of the pixel gray levels of an
imaee into only a few gray levels. It therefore can
detect patterns in an image undetectable by the human
eye. The pattern changes between the three loading
conditions were then quantified.

Results

Shown below is one of a series of cross-sectional
images of the lower pelvic area (unloaded condition).
All calculations and reconstructions were performed
using images like this one.

Greater Fat Muscle Ischial

Trochenter Tubm,losity
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The results of the volume measurements are shown
below:

Muscle
Volume

(cm3) Fat (cm3)
Volume

Unloaded 1526.8 932.8

Bodyweight 1449.3 854.7

Bodywt + 9Kg, 1348.5 799.6

Percent Difference From Unloaded Condition

Muscle as

Bodyweight 5.1 % 8.9 %

Bodywt + 9Kg. 11.7 % 14.7 %

Discussion

In our preliminary investigations of the load-bearing
tissues of the buttocks, the use of Magnetic Resonance
Imaging for geometric quantification has shown to be
highly feasible.
Accurate measurements can be made directly from the
cross sectional images. Accurate calculation of cross
Sectional area, which is ordinarily an extremely
difficult task, is a very simple summation of pixels
with this technique.

3-D wireframe structures, which serve both as visual
aids and as the framework for structural analysis
methods such as the finite element method, are
constructed with relative ease. Their construction
through the use of MRI may be the best meanS of
attaining accurate models of those buttocks tissues
most susceptable to pressure sores.

Figure 2. 3-0 wireframe structure of fat layer

of left side of unloaded buttocks.

For geometrical calculations and 3-D reconstructions,
T,-weighted images alone were demonstrated to be
adequate. Any more than one image type would have
deemed superfluous information, with more time and
memory space lost.

However, in research that involves employing pattern
recognition methods on MRI images, all three of the
image types, i.e. T1, T2, and Proton Density, provide
vital information. Therefore, it is recommended to
operate upon all three image types simultaneously for
the best classification of pixel intensities. This
procedure is referred to as multispectral pattern
recognition. The preliminary results of our
investigation of this type produced inconclusive
results, and is being pursued further. The quality of
the acquired images is of paramount importance to the
remainder of the process. It has not been determined
whether MRI images have the necessary resolution and
intensity uniformity in order to quantify significant
changes in the composition of compressed muscle via
pattern recognition methods.

A different method that uses relaxation times of the
MRI images as an indication of the muscle
composition has been reported recently [It Relaxation
time refers to the amount of time elapsed when the
individual protons of the matter being imaged flip
from the down to the up alignment with the oscillating
magnetic field [21. Measurement of this relaxation
time reflects the condition of the tissues at the
molecular level. This method will be included within
our investigation in the near future.

The mass of information collected from these
investigations will serve both in the understanding of
the actual necrotic process of pressure sores and will
help provide manufacturers of hospital beds and
seating systems with information needed to better
prevent the necrosis.
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Seating Simulation as an Aid to Assessment

Nigel Shapcott, Rehabilitation Engineering Consultant, Keighley, UK
& Chris Bar, Director Rehabilitation Engineering, Rookwood Hospital, UK

Abstract

Special seating; mobility and communication
systems have developed 8 great deal over the past
decade. Many different approeches are available for
the delivery of these systems, and the difficulty of
making appropriate decisions has Increased
proportionately. The simulation of the position of a
disabled person enables the prescriber and user or
carer to make informed decisions based on

quantitative information and is becoming more
Important in the prccess of prescription as the
number technologies Involved In rehabilitation
IncreaSe. This paper describes a &Nice which
enables the simulation of posItion(s) with 8 wide
variety of user sizes and types of eduipment.

Introduction

As is well known, the optimum positioning of
disabled people can be critical in the rehabilitation
proem. There are many variables to be considered
to ensure the correct prescription and delivery of
devices to achieve this optimum.

Heinrich I , Hobson2, Bardsley3, Si Iverman4 our-
selves (as will be described) and others have
routinely used some means of positioning dibled
individuals as part of the assessment and pres-
cription process.

The purpose of the Seating Simulator is to enable
Seating Service Departments to quickly position and
support disabled individuals, of a wide variety of
sizes and orthopaedic deformitiest in a manner
which will allow confident and cost effective
prescription of definitive seating systems and
associated mobility and communication system.

Philosopy

The design allows adjustments to be made and for the
individual to be moveo in space without them being
removed from the device.

The Simulator has flat surfaces which adjust to
support seat, back, and arms at the appropriate
angles. Head or neck support is aiso provided, along
with individual fcot and arm position markers. These
flat surfaces are designed so that different types of
support surfaces can be mounted on them to simulate
modular, foam and plywood, bead and othor seating
systemS.

11.6

By supporting an individual on these surfaces and
adjusting them for the optimum position the device
"simulates" the system to be prescribed. Once the
prescribing team are content with the position they
have echieved they are then able to take
measurements from the simulator ond thus
Mem line precisely what is rewired for their
client.

DescriptIon

Tho frame Is constructed in stainless steel with
aluminium panels and uses well proven components
to reduce costs and provide a robust construction and
long life. The Simulator has the following features:
-adjustable to support children-large adults In a
variety of positions, (56-2201bs & 52-78" ht., 25-
i Oukg & 130-200cm ht.).
-able to accomodate a wide ranoe of deformities from
mild to severe
adjustments to the position of the person can be

made without removing them from the Simulator.
provide a base for different seating systems such as

Bead, Matrix and various Modular Systems (eg Otto
Bock), as well es an adjustable base for casting
techniques ( using vacuum consolidation).

transportable in a small car (folded size of
20"Wx301x30"H, wt.50lbs)

Clinical Experience

200 assessments have been carried out over an 18
month period end the Seating Simulator is now in
routine use. Eypically it is used with the vacuum
consolidation technique using Expanded Polystyrene
Beads in two Platilon Bogs, one for the seat and one
for the back, and a carefully controlled vacuum
source to control and provide the contouring
necessary for support. Otto bcok headrests are used
to provide heaa support. It has also proved of use in
the fitting of Adult Bead Seating Systems and is used
routinely for this purpose.

The extreme of the range of individuals positioned
using the standard adjustments on the simulator is
from: 3'9" (115cm) height, 421b (19kg) normal
male, to; 6"2" (188cm) height end 2801b (120kg)
normal male.
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Fig.ISoatingSimulator Showing
Adiutmenisallsble

p4>
Foot
Support

Head/Neckrest

Tray/Arm

Seat Length

40;

Backrest
Height

Backrest
), Angle

Seat Angle

Head/neckrest support can describe a 80° arc,
length of radius arm for this arc can be chosen with
continuous adjustment along chosen length (eg10");
continuous adjustment from midline L & R 0-6,
angular adjustment L & R * 60° ; up & down *45° ;
further fore -rearward adlustment 0-4"

Seat Angle +8 -20*
Beckrest Angle ( rel. to vert. with hertz. seat)
forwards 65° to 180° recline.
Tray/arm Angle ( rel. to vert. back )- individually
adj L & R, o to 170.
Legrest Angle ( rel. to vert. with horiz. seat)-
individually adj. L & R, rear 55° to 48' forwards
Footrest Angle ( rel. to vert. legrest) individually
adj. L & R, 0-360°
Seat Length nominal 13"- 19"
Backrest ht. nominal 18-22"
Armrest ht. low 6"-12" ( backrest in low posn.)
individually adj. L & R.
Armrest ht. high 1 0"- 16" (backrest in high pos)
individually adj. L & R.
Armrest width individually adj. nominal 18.5"
to 23"
Legrest length nominal ( horz. seat to footrest)
6-19.5" - individually adj. L & R.

NOTE: The term "nominal is used where the length
may be varied by the addition of packing pieces, etc..
Weight approx 23kg.
For convenience a pair of wheels are built in so that
the Simulator acts as its own "trolley".
For transportation the 2 main components can be
separated & weigh 9 and 11kgs each.
Seat tested horz to 20'recline and back tested vert.
to 65° recline, 120kg normal male. Suggest 100kg
limit.
NOTE: These measurements are approximate to
± 0.5", 2' & ± 2kg.

Conclusions

1 Assessment devices of this type, associated with
comprehensive clinical evaluation techniques, have
proved of great value over time In the cost effective
provision of appropriate seating systems and should
be incorporated into Wpartments which offer
Special Seating Services.

2 Routinely It is being found that the "appropriate"
position for our clients cannot be achieved with
standard wheelchair bases, and for the UK a small
wheeled base is being developed which will enable
the severely disabled to be positioned.
3. it is common to find that more than one fixed
position is desirable; le, a reclined position for
resting and an upright position for functional
activities.
4 There is an educational benefit in being able
to quickly and easily demonstrate different postures
and their effects on function end comfort, when
teaching seating principles
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Coordination of Rising from a Chair in Young and Elderly Women

Melissa G. Hoy and Pamela J. Stevenson
Rehabilitafion Research and Development Center

Veterans Administration Medical Center
Palo Alto, CA

Abstract

Falls during daily living tasks are a serious problem
in the elderly. Musculoskeletal factors such as
muscle strength contribute to risk for falling in the
elderly, but it is not known how these factors affect
movement coordination and postural instability. To
understand how musculoskeletal factors affect
coordination and balance during a task that is
associated with high fall risk, we investigated rising
from a chair in young and elderly women.
Kinematic and kinetic data were collected and
analyzed for normal and fast movements. Results
showed that coordination was similar in young and
elderly women, and that differences between the
groups were due to differences in movement speed.
Loss of balance during rising from a chair may be
related to the inability to generate sufficient muscle
torques to control the body mass.

Introduction

Falls are a serious problem in the elderly. Although
many factors contribute to falls, musculoskeletal
factors have been associated with falls in both
community-living and residential-care populations
(1-4). In particular, decreased muscle strength with
aging has been identified as one of the risk factors
for falling (3,4). It is not known, however, how
changes in muscle strength that occur with aging
affect coordination and balance during movement.
For example, difficulty in rising from a chair is
associated with risk for falling (2), yet the
musculoskeletal factors that contribute to instability
during that task are not well-understood. The
purpose of this study was to quantify the affect of
musculoskeletal factors on coordination of rising
from a chair in young and elderly individuals, and to
identify the. differences in coordination that may
contribute to risk for falling in the elderly.

Methods

Subjects in this study were healthy, active, and
community-living women that were either young (24
+ 2 yrs; n=6) or elderly (71 + 6 yrs; n=17). Subjects
were asked to rise from a standard height chair at
both "normal" speed and "as fast as possible",
without using their arms for assistance.
Retroreflective markers were placed over the fifth
metatarsal, lateral malleolus, lateral epicondyle,

12.1

greater trochanter, and acromion process to
demarcate foot, shank, thigh, and trunk segments.
Ground reaction forces were detected using a force
plate under the subjects' feet. Video data were
collected (60 Hz) and digitized using the Motion
Analysis system. Subsequently, motion data was
digitally filtered with a low-pass cutoff of 6 Hz, and
differentiated to obtain velocities and accelerations.
Joint tqrques were calculated using a Newtonian
formulation of the equations of motion and mass
parameters estimated from regression equations (5).

Results

Mean movement time was greater for elderly than for
young subjects in both normal (1.61 + 0.19 s vs.
1.52 + 0.21 s) and fast trials (1.20 + 0.06 s vs. 0.97
+ 0.16 s). When young and elderly subjects that
moved at the same normal speed were compared,
however, the young subjects were able to move
faster in the fast trials than were the elderly subjects
(36 + 2 % vs. 24 + 11 %).

Joint trajectories were similar for both groups. First
the hip flexed, and then the knee and hip extended
together as chair contact was lost (Fig. 1). Hip and
knee joint torque patterns were also similar for all
subjects across speeds. Peak hip torque was similar
at both speeds for all subjects (normal 78 + 17 Nm;
fast 74 + 17 Nm), but knee torque tended to increase
with speed (normal 80 + 26 Nm; fast 92 + 19 Nm).
The pattern of ankle torque varied among subjects.
Subjects with slower movement times tended to
generate dorsiflexion torques just after chair contact
was lost, whereas subjects with faster speeds tended
to generate plantarflexion torques.

The change in linear momentum of the body center of
mass with change in movement speed was similar for
elderly and young subjects. As movement time
decreased, the magnitude of the vertical momentum
(normal 32 + 5 kg.m.s-i; fast 44 + 7 kg.m.s-1)
increased substantially, while the horizontal
momentum remained the same (normal 28 + 6
kgm.s-1; fast 30 + 8 kg.m.s-1).

The pattern of the vertical ground reaction force
changed with movement speed. In the fast trials, the
body center of mass was accelerated downward at
the end of the movement, primarily through forwand
angular acceleration of the trunk, resulting in a
pronounced minimum in the vertical ground reaction
force (see arrows in Fig. 1).
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Discussion

Results showed that young and elderly women
moved similarly during rising from a chair. Linear
momentum of the body center of mass changed with
movement speed for both young and elderly
subjects, as others have reported for young subjects
(6). We believe that differences in coordination
between elderly and young subjects are explained by
differences in movement speed, rather than by
fundamental differences in the ability of these elderly
women to coordinate the motor task.

We found that large joint torques were needed to
control the momentum of the body center of mass,
not only at the initiation of the movement, but also at
the end. Loss of balance during rising from a chair
may be related to the inability to generate sufficient
muscle torque to control the body mass. In frail
elderly subjects, muscle strength may present a
serious limitation to safe performance of the task,
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Vertical ground reaction force during rising from a chair in an elderly woman. Vertical force is normalized by
body weight. Stick figures show body positions. Force during a normal speed movement is shown at left, andduring a fast speed movement at right.
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POSTURAL SWAY: BEYOND ASSESSMENT
TREATING SWAY WITH FEEDBACK

Denis Anson, M.S., O.T.R.
Division of Occupational Therapy, Univeristy of Washington

Seattle Washington

INTRODUCTION

Postural sway and stance asymmetry have been
identified as characteristics of neurological
insults which significantly impact the ability
of the patient to stand independently and
ambulate. Because of this, numerous efforts
have been made to evaluate and quantify
changes is postural stability.2'3'6 Evaluation of
postural sway alone does not improve patient
function. To produce changes in functional
skills, therapists must bc able to produce
changes in thc characteristics that they are
evaluating Some means of treating stance
asymmetry and postural sway must be
developed.

One component of thc changes in stance and
postural stability appears to be alterations in

4 9 isensory feedback of body position. 8

This sensory component of thc postural
stability may be treated through immediate
feedback of the patient's position in space.

METHODS

Postural sway m ay be monitored either
through directly measuring movement in
space or can be monitored indirectly through
foot-ground pressure sensing. If the therapist
wishes to present feedbac k of stance
asymmetry, the foot-ground pressure
technique provid.-s the most direct means of
monitoring. Numerous stance systems have
been developed for assessment research, and
for this research, the forccplate developed
jointly by Anson. Prouty, and Schumway-Cook
was utilized.

In providing feedback of stance. some form of
immediate, intuitive display of postural sway
and stance asymmetry is required. Earlier
research has demonstrated that visual display
of position information is more effective in
controlling post ure than either auditory or

v ibra tory feedback. I Such feedback must
track changes with minimal dela) Hess than .5

seconds), be easily understood, and be engag-
ing in order to provide effective training. In
order to be interpreted by individuals with
perceptual de fic its. the feedback must not
contain distracting in formation.

The feedback chosen for this research was
similar to that used in cuing head position in

earlier research) Feedback was provided by
the v ideo screen of an Apple II computer

12.2

placed at the eye level of the patient. The
screen displays a target area representing
symmetrical stance and the range of normal
sway. Thc display also includes a dynamic
marker in the form of a "+" representing thc
center of pressure of the patient. This center
of pressure is calculated as the difference
between the right and left foot pressures for

the X axis, and the difference betwee.: thc heel
and toe pressures for the Y axis. If the patient's
stance is centered over his/her feet and stable,
this "+" is centered in thc target arca. If more
than half of the patient's weight is over ft; left
foot, the marker is shifted to the left in
proportion to the asymmetry. As the patients
sway over their bases of support, the marker
moves freely about the screen to display thc
movement. The "+" markcr position is updatcd
from 20 to 60 timcs pc: dcpending or.
the train ing mode being used. No other
information is provided on the video screen
during testing phase.

Figure I

In early testing. it was discovered that, while
the feedback was immediately understood by
Nitients. and very engaging. many individuals
with hem i plegi a were unable to achieve
centered stance in early stages of training.
The relatively small target arca produced
I rust ration and encouraged the patients to
assume bizarre stances in their efforts to reach
the target area. To reduce this frustration, the
feedback was altered to compute the patient's
center of stance from a pretest session, and
expand the target area towards the patient's
functional center of pressure. (Sec Fig. 2) This
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technique reduces frustration by provided thc
patient w ith a higher success rate, while
automatically scaling the target zone as the
patient improves.

FIGURE 2

RESULTS

As reported elsewhere7, this type of feedback
of postural sway and stance asymmetry was
effective in reducing stance asymmetry in
hemiplegic patients, with all experimental
subjects showing decreased asymmetry of
stance. For half of thc experimental subjects,
thc decrease in asymmetry was accompanied by
a decrease in postural sway. For thc other half
of the experimental subjccts, thc decrease in
asymmetry was accompanied by an increase in
postural sway. We hypothesized that this was
due to increased loading of the leg with muscle
weakness. By comparison, only 25% of the
control subjects, who were receiving
traditional clinical therapy, showed a decrease
in stance asymmetry, and only 12.59 showed
decreased postural sway.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this research show that visual
feedback of center of pressure can be effective
in improving thc stance and sway
characteristics of individuals with neurological
injuries. The factors which seem vital in
providing effective feedback are: immediate
updating of the position information,
providing clear feedback with a minimum of
distracting stimuli, and providing the feedback
in a way that captures and holds the attention
of the patient. Thc system described was

updated 20 to 60 times per second, was
immediately understood by all subjects, and
caught and maintained their interest during
treatment.
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INSTITUTIONALIZED ELDERLY WHEELCHAIR SEAT COMFORT INTERIM REPORT

C. Gregory Shaw, R.E., Susan Johnson Taylor, OTR, and Lynn C. Monahan,OTR
University of Tennessee, Memphis - Rehabilitation Engineering Program

Memphis, Tennessee USA

INTRODUCTION

In August 1989 we began a one year investigation of
wheelchair seat comfort for elderly nursing home
residents. The study has been designed to relate
subjective reports of discomfort to a more objective
parameters such as sitting pressure, body type, etc.
This paper outlines the study design and assesses its
effectiveness based on our experience through the
data collection phase of the project.

BACKGROUND

An increasing number of elderly live in nursing
homes, 35 percent of whom use either a standard
folding wheelchair or a geriatric wheelchair. A high
incidence of wheelchair seating needs, including a
priority need for increased seat comfort, result from a
combination of disabling conditions and functional
limitations which presently used wheelchairs fail to
accommodate. As of 1983 there were 1.3 million or
5 percent of the U.S. elderly living in nursing homes
(1).

Wheelchair seating problems experienced by the
elderly include difficulty in chair propulsion, unsafe
transfers to and from the chair, postural instability,
pressure sores, and discomfort. Bards ley (2) in a
survey of seating needs of the 200,000 people in
Dundee, Scotland found that 80% of those with
problems were elderly and that 56% of the institu-
tionalized elderly experienced seating problems.
Epstein (3), in a needs assessment study conducted
at a 536 bed nursing home in the New York metro-
politan area, found that 26% of the residents had
propulsion, transfer, and postural stability problems
aggravated by wheelchairs which were too big. In a
1987 study of 200 randomly selected residents from
six Memphis area nursing homes we found that dis-
comfort and impaired mobility were most frequently
reported in response to specific questions and most
often cited as the worst thing about the wheelchair.

Many of the reported problems stem from the use of
inadequate wheelchairs which in turn results from a
combination of factors including a lack of awareness
that problems exist and a very limited body of
knowledge providing direction regarding appropriate
wheelchair prescription. The goal of our present
study is to contribute to this body of knowledge a
better understanding of the often mentioned problem
of seat discomfort.

STUDY DESIGN

12.3

selected from four nursing homes. To qualify as test
subjects the residents had to be at least 65 years of
age, use a standard wheelchair for at least four hours
a day, have at least partially intact sensation over
their buttocks and thighs, and be able to reliably rate
their seat comfort.

Data Collection
For each subject we recorded diagnosis, mental
status, brief personality profile, functional abilities,
body dimensions, sitting posture, and wheelchair
and cushion specifications and dimensions.

Subject seat comfort was rated using a 5 point
comfort scale which ranged from "very comfortable"
to "very uncomfortable". Ratings were made on the
subject's present wheelchair seat which often
included overlying materials such as folded sheets or
cushions. The subjects were asked to rate how their
seats felt "right now" and, using a separate scale, if
their seat was ever uncomfortable. Other questions
included rating their seat as too hard/correct/too soft,
cold/ correct/hot, and too high/correct/too low.

Sitting pressure was recorded for each subject using
the Oxford Pressure Monitor Mark II (OPM) (Talley
Medical LTD, Hertfordshire, England). Six 3"x4"
sensors were taped together and sandwiched between
urethane film. Each sensor consisted of a 3x4 matrix
of 3/4" diameter air cells. This resulted in a sensor
area large enough to establish the peak pressures for
most subjects without the inconvenience of
repositioning the transducer. Sitting pressure was
measured three times. The resident stood up
(assisted) between measurements. Peak sitting
pressure was also measured using the Talley/
Scimedics hand held pressure evaluator.

Data Analysis (Planned)
The association between perceived comfort and peak
pressure will be assessed using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) in a series of planned comparisons.

In addition to sitting pressure we will investigate the
relationship of other factors to seat discomfort.
Subjects' cushions will be categorized as to
constri:ction, thickness, and surface material. The
association between perceived comfort and cushion
type will be investigated using a Chi Square analysis.
The association between cushion type and peak
pressure will be examined using a one way ANOVA.
Also considered will be body type, number of years
of wheelchair use and sitting posture.

Subject selection
A representative sample (50 subjects) or the I I (X)

Memphis nursing home wheelchair mers wa
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DISCUSSION

Because the data analysis has yet to be done, we
cannot comment on the success of the overall study.
However, the study tasks which have been
completed, the subject selection and data collection,
have gone smoothly.

The initial challenge of finding nursing home elderly
capable of reliably making comfort judgements
proved to be much easier than anticipated. Nursing
home staff were accurate in identifying cognitively
capable residents. Approximately 75% of those
suggested by the staff were qualified for the study.
The cooperation of the residents also made our job
easier. Most agreed to participate without knowledge
that they were entitled to a $15.00 post study
payment. Only four refused to participate in all or
part of the study.

Subjects seemed to have little problem using the
discrete five point comfort scale to rate their seat
comfort. This was in marked contrast to a previous
trial with 10 similar subjects in which we used a
continuous seven point scale. We failed however in
controlling the amount of time the residents sat in
their chair before their comfort rating. Although we
regret that this has introduced an unwanted variable
which has been better controlled in studies with
younger able bodied populations, we feel that more
stringent control would have exceeded the patience of
nursing home staff and residents. Fortunately,
preliminary analysis suggests that sitting duration
was a randomly distributed variable and had no
significant effect on the comfort ratings.

As anticipated, measuring sitting pressure was the
most time consuming (45 min average) and most
difficult part of the data collection process. A few
residents were eliminated from consideration due to
the stress of multiple transfers required by the
pressure measurement protocol. In order to
minimize discomfort we eliminated the
Talley/Scimedics measurements for several residents.

Given limitations of pressure transducer
technology in general, however, we had a relatively
easy time. After pre-study problems with sensor
quality, the OPM worked flawlessly. The OPM's
averaging mode which scanned each air cell every
four seconds and continually averaged the results
reduced error due to subject movement. The multi-
sensor transducer eliminated the need to reposition
the transducer for all but six subjects.

CONCLUSIONS

Experience to date suggests that the study design has
been generally effective in investigating
institutionalized elderly seat comfort. Success in
subject selection and the willingness of subject and
caregiver participation exceeded our expectations.
Data collection was occasionally compromised due to
the limitations of the study population.
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THE EFFECT OF AGE ON SPONTANEOUS GROSS POSITIONAL TURNING DURING

RECUMBENCY AND ITS RELEVANCE TO PRESSURE SORE PREVENTION

Jeffrey D. Morris, Christopher A. Bar
Department of Medical Physics & Bioengineering,

University of Wales College of Medicine,
Cardiff, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

A fundamental parameter in the causation of pressure
sores is the length of time that pressure is exerted on
any tissue site. This suggests that vulnerability to
pressure sore development is a function of any single
period of inactivity. In a study of 72 healthy volun-
teers of both sexes within the age range 21 to 92
years, we discovered a significant correlation (R =
0.961) between age group and the maximum time be-
tween spontaneous gross positional turns during re-
cumbency. No correlation was found between the
mean turning interval (frequency of turns) and age.

INTRODUCTION

It is the pressure-time threshold that is of fundamental
importance in the causation of pressure sores. There is
no precise data from human studies but a critical pres-
sure-time relationship has been accumulated from ac-
tual patient experience (4). Studies carried out (1)
using p02 as an indicator have shown that thresholds
for anoxia varies between individuals and may depend
on their health. With reference to the history of in-hos-
pital pressure sore management, small axial turns or
lateral shifts are found to be ineffective in pressure
sore prevention. Empirically two-hourly turns have
been found to be effective for preventing pressure
sores in most patients. We therefore postulated that
the maximum time spent in a single recumbency posi-
tion for each subject would be more indicative of their
tolerance to tissue loading than the frequency of turns
used in other studies of this nature (3).

EQUIPMENT

The measuring apparatus in this study comprised a
transducer that measured tilt angles of greater than 300
to the horizontal (see Fig. 1.) and a silent event-driven
digital data storage device. The transducer allowed the
identification of five gross recumbency positions,
namely; Prone, Supine, Right Side, Left Side and
Semi-recumbent. On completion of the study the data

was transferred to a microcomputer for analysis.

Fig. I.
Silicone Rubber Encapsulate

Right Side

12.4

Mercury Tilt Switch

Lett Side

Multiple tilt transducer showing three mercury tilt switches
mounted at 3V to the horizontal, two switches are mounted

in the X.Y plane, the third lies in the Z plane.

MATERIALS & METHOD

The studies were carried out over three consecutive
nights within each volunteer's home, thus minimising
the effect of the surroundings on the subject's sleeping
habits. A questionnaire, completed upon rising, was
used to establish each volunteer's sleeping regime,
noting any subjective abnormal occurances and as-
sessing subjectively their quality of sleep during the
study period. A minimum of six hours recumbency
was required for the information to be included in the
final data analysis.

RESULTS

The equipment used for this study provided highly
reproducible results. Gross positions assumed for less
than 1 minute were disregarded as these were consid-
ered insufficient periods for tissue recovery (2).

Three parameters were identified as being of most
value in characterising gross turning episodes in rela-
tion to pressure sore prevention:-

1. The mean time between gross positional turns
(the inverse of the mean turning frequency).

2. The maximum time spent in any recumbency
position throughout the study period (3 nights).

3. The average maximum time between gross
turns (the individual maximum for each night
study averaged over the three nights).

Before correlating the sleep data with age, the results
were analysed so as to assess whether the parameters
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of interest were influenced by the measuring appara-
tus. No significant difference could be found between
nights with a one-way analysis-of-variance using ei-
ther the mean turning interval or the average maxi-
mum turning interval. We were therefore able to in-
corporate all the data into the age versus turning inter-
val analysis.

Fig. 2.
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As can be seen from Fig. 2., when the data has been
arranged into a series of age groups very high correla-
tions exists between maximum turning interval and
age (R = 0.961), and between mean maximum turning
interval and age (R 0.992), using a third order poly-
nomial fit (if these parameters are plotted directly
against age ie. a simple scatter diagram, though the
correlation coefficients are much lower the p values
calculated using the T distribution remain the same).

DISCUSSION

There are a number of fundamental questions that
must be answered regarding normal spontaneous turn-
ing and its importance in the pro, :ntion of pressure
sores.

lf, as is generally assumed, pressure sore formation
depends on pressure-time thresholds, then a critical
parameter must be the maximum turning interval
rather than the frequency of turns. No correlation was
found between the mean turning interval (frequency
of turns) and age. The increase in maximum turning
interval with age in the healthy volunteers in this
study (eg. 140 minutes in the 20 to 30 years age group
as opposed to 270 minutes in the 90 to 100 years age
group) may help to explain why pressure sores are
more prevalent in the elderly. However, despite the
fact that the elderly patients in this study exceeded the

accepted two-hourly turning period used in the pre-
vention of pressure sores, none of the volunteers de-
veloped a sore. The fact that pressure sores develop in
the elderly may be due to additional factors such as di-
minished sensation and a poor systemic status which
allow critical thresholds for pressure tolerance to be
exceeded, these factors further reducing spontaneous
movements and tissue tolerance levels.

In conclusion, from our results we can state that there
exists a relationship between movement patterns dur-
ing recumbency and age but the case that 'spontane-

ou.s turning is a natural preventative response to pres-
sure sore development,' is still not proven. Further
work will now be directed at using this baseline infor-
mation in comparative studies with in-patients prone
to pressure sore development, and establishing the
causality behind the age-movement relationship.
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A Software Tool for Manipulating Objects in Space

John G. Gray, BS, Michel L. Gilbert, BA
Applied Science and Engineering Laboratories

Alfred I. duPont Institute/University of Delaware
Wilmington, Delaware USA

ABSTRACT
. human beingdeals with objects in a far more abstract
manner than a robot. When we wish to manipulate an
object, our primary concern is to identify the object, usu-
ally visually. Our concern is for size, shape, color and
type. When we reach for and manipulate an object, we
are hardly conscious of dealing with the specific loca-
tion of the object. A robot, on the other hand, needs the
specific location of the object, and a way to approach it.
The type and characteristics of the objects are of little
concern. When a person deals with a robot, a gap exists
between the "human approach" and "robotics ap-
proach." In order for robots and human beings to interact
effectively, a tool is necded to bridge this gap. This pa-
per describes a library written in the C programming
language which fills this need.

OBJECTS IN SOFTWARE

The basic task of this library is to store and maintain in-
formation relevant to physical objects in a data structure.
The library allows us describe objects in a manner natu-
ral to us while providing the coordinates needed by the
robot, Each object in the data structure contains the fol-
lowingfields:

1) a name
2) a list of characteristics
3) a sct of coordinates
4) an approach vector
5) a list of objects to which it is bound
6) a path

The purpose of each of the fields will be explained be-
low.

REFERENCING OBJECTS
Each object is described by a name and a set of charac-
teristics. When any operation is to be performed on an
object, we retrieve information about the object from the
data structure by providing the name of the object, and
enough of its characteristics to uniquely identify it. For
example, an object could have the name "ball" and the
characteristic "blue". If it were the only object with the
name ball in that data structure, then simply providing
"ball" would be sufficient. However, if there was a sec-
ond "ball" with the characteristic "red", "blue ball"
would be needed to retrieve information concerning the
ball that was blue. Ambiguous descriptions (i.e. the de-
scription describes more than one object) produce an er-

ror conditiont .

COORDINATES OF OBJECTS
Information about an object may include a set of coordi-
nates. These coordinates describe the position and orien-
tat ion of the object in space. In order to retrieve an object

13.1

with the robot using the library:
1) use the objects library to find an object in a data structure

by giving its name and some unique set of characteristics.
2) get the set of coordinates from the object.
3) tell the robot to go to this set of coordinates and grasp the

object.
4) relocate the objmt,
5) read the position of the robot and use it to update the

recorded set of coordinates of the object.

The library is independent of the way one wishes to rep-
resent spatial coordinates, since different representation
schemes are more appropriate for different robot archi-
tectures. The coordinate data structure is provided by a
separate module which can be replaced by an experi-
enced programmer.

APPROACHING OBJECTS
The user will often wish to approach a physical object
from a specific direction. This approach information is
stored as a vector. The coordinates of an object include
both position and orientation. This information com-
pletely defines where the gripper of the robot should be
in order to pick up the object. The approach vector is a
combination of the direction specified by the orientation
coordinates, and a magnitude stored in the object data
structure. This vector, together with the position of the
objects in space, defines a new point in space from
which the robotic manipulator can safely approLch the
object.

BINDING OBJECTS TO OBJECTS
Objects in space can be bound by any number of forces:
gravity, velcro, magnetism, etc. When one of two bound
objects is moved, the other moves also. The library sup-
ports these relationships logically by providing a means
to logically bind objects together and later unbind them.
When the set of coordinates of a given object is updated,
the set of coordinates of any objects bound to it may be
updated as well. The coordinates of the bound object
will be modified such that the physical relation between
them will be maintained. The operation of binding ob-
jects together is unidirectional (i.e. binding a to 0 does

not mean 13 is bound to a)2. One object can be bound to
many others.
For example, if there is a cup on a tray and the robot

I. The only exception to this is if the description describes
one objcct exactly. For example, if there is a ball with charac-
teristies "blue" and "big", and a second ball with the charac-
teristic "blue", looking for "ball" would produce an error,
because it describes both of the objects. Looking (or "blue
ball" however, would refer to the latter of the two objects
since it is describes completely.
2. Bidirectional bindings can be achieved by simply binding
a to j) and 13 to a.
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knows the coordinates of both the cup and the tray, and
then moves the tray, we can see that the cup has moved
with the tray; but we don't know the cup's coordinates
in terms of something the robot can understand. If the
cup is bound to the tray, however, when we update the
coordinates of the tray we tell the library to also update
the coordinates, of the cup. The library will then calcu-
late the new position of the cup. Note that moving the
cup will not alter the position of the tray. Unidirectional
bindings reflect this by allowing us to bind the cup to the
tray, but not the tray to the cup.

OBJECTS IN PATHS
The library also supports information about paths. The
major difference between bindings and paths is that each
object may only be a member of one path but may be
bound to many objects and have many objects bound to
it. A path can be thought of as a series of objects bound
together in a specific sequence. An entire path can be

moved simply relocating a single member of the path.'

Paths have several uses. They can be used to define a
path for the robot to follow. In this case the information
stored in the data structure describes points in space
rather than physical objects. This will allow us to define
a set of points in the working space of the robot, and then
later have the robot traverse this set of points. This is an
easy way to define a simple task. For instance, if you had
a number of jars each with something inside and you
wanted to defi.le a sequence of actions to unscrew the lid
of the jar, r..tt the lid of the jar on the data structure, re-
move th, object inside the jar and set the object on the
data st, ucture, and then put the lid of the jar back on
again. We can define the set of points the robot needs to
traverse in a path. When we need to open a different jar
we can just redefine the point for the lid and tell the li-
brary to move the rest of the path with it.

POSSIBLE USES

The library was initially designed to be used with a pro-
gramming environment for rehabilitation robotics to
build a robot independent platform for applications to be
developed for rehabilitation roboticsi I I. Exar iples of
other applications include speech driven syst-ms where
the name and characteristic features of the t:ata structure
provide a natural interface to a language processing sys-
tem. Simple English words can be parsed into a set of
commands to look up information on a specified object,
find its coordinates and then have the robot perfonn the
necessary operation. The same basic strategy can also be
used with either a menu or icon based system. The li-
brary could also be used as part of an interpreter such as

Calvint21 or Cur1[312.

I. Objects bound to the other objecks on the path are also up.
dated. The update is done tecursively.
2. This work o, as inspired by CURL 131

PERFORMANCE

Benchmarks have been taken on the library to test its
speed and capacity. The tests were run on a 20 MHtz In-
tel 386 based system mnning MS-DOS with 640K of
RAM and a 64K cache. The average test case was taken
to be objects with an average of 4 characteristics per ob-
ject, being bound to 3 other objects with average length
of the r -mes and characteristic being 5 characters with
each character string being used 4 times (they are each
stored only once). We were able to get 2400 of these av-
erage object into the data structure before running out of
memory. The time to completely create and install an
object was relatively constant at 5 milliseconds until the
machine ran out of far heap space. The time per object
then increased to 1100 milliseconds until there was no
memory left at all. Structure operations will be slowed
when memory is exhausti. !

FUTURE WORK

Plans have been made to extend the library in three
ways. Bindings will be allowed that are 6 dimensional.
6 dimensional bindings will treat each dimension inde-
pendently. For example, an object could be bound in the
z axis only, so that when the first object is moved, the
second object will only move along the z axis.

Secondly, more complex approach vectors will be al-
lowed. At the p.esent, only approach vectors that are
alorg the axis defined by the orientation coordinates of
the object are allowed. In the future, the approach vector
will be any arbitrary vector that ends at the defined co-
ordinates.

Third, intersecting paths will be supported. Currently an
object may be bound to many other objects but may only
be a member of one path. This restriction will be lifted.
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Abstract
The Robotic Vocational Workstation II (RVWII) is a
second generation prototype voice-controlled robotic
system that has been researched and developed using
the Interactive Evaluation process, an iterative,
stepwise refinement methodology. The Robotic
Vocational Workstation H is targeted to individuals
with little, if any, use of their upper limbs. Persons
with these. severe disabilities were previously
considered unemployable. The goal has been to
create a robotic system which will allow a person
with upper limb physical disabilities to be gainfully
employed full-time (eight hours). The process of
integrating an intelligent human and a smart advanced
technical device, such as a robot, requires careful
consideration of factors from multidisciplinary
perspectives. This paper will summarize the
development of the RVWII from two of those
perspectives: from the design of the system's
environment and from the design of th:t system's
software.

Methodology
The Interactive Evaluation process was conceived to
facilitated the creation of systems incorporating
recent advances in robotic technology and artificial
intelligence, and to gather research information on
human-machine integration 1 . An interactive
approach is necessary to create relevant technological
interventions. A process approach included:

a) identifying unmet or undermet needs
b) extrapolating these needs to other application

domains and creating a matrix with needs on
one axis and technical capability on the other

c) evaluating feasibility from technical and
clinical (human) perspectives

d) assessing prioritized applications for their
diffusion success potential

Background
Many attempts at stationary robotic assistants have
been low-cost demonstration, proof-of concept
prototypes lacking reliability or robustness. This
was often the result of size and cost constraints
which necessitated the selection of "educational'
manipulator technology lacking industrially rated
components and robustness. These prototypes were
usually oriented toward children and highly
individualized redundant solutions. Other projects
utilizing "high-end" technology also suffered from
high manipulator costs, low manipulatz,r payloads,
insufficient attention to user ergonomics, and a lack
of reliability due to their exploratory nature.
Positively, many were concerned with pragmatism
and economic issues, although these concerns were
not translated into working systems. Overall, the

potential for robotic assistants has been clearly
established but the evaluation of their reliable use in
actual user environments has not been adequately
documented.

Results
The first generation of the system (RVWI) was tested
at two rehabilitation centers and placed in an acute
care facility. A volunteer with Muscular Dystrophy
(previously unemployable) performed actual job
tasks as a financial analyst. That system was used
continually (8 hours/day, 4 days/week) for 7
months. However, problems with the robotic
technology used in the RVWI made portions of the
system inadequate for real-world tasks. It was these
problems that prompted the development of the
RVWII, which employs newer, more robust robotic
and voice technologies. The research results are
trore completely described elsewhere2.

The second generation RVWII has been field tested
by 12 users with a spectrum of disabilities at 6
different sites. This research resulted in the
identification of over 600 office related employment
categories. Continued beta testing in a variety of
work sites is underway.

System Environment Design Perspective
The design principles used in the creation of the
RVWII system have been derived from classical
human factors, product design and ergonomic
guidelines. These have been integrated with health
service information regarding persons with a wide
range of disabilities. The concept of accessibility
for the human, the robot, and the workpieces in the
environment directed our design effort. This effort
took the following issues into account:

Human Factors
Robot Factors
Modularity/Transportability
Adaptability/Adjustability
Availability/Repairability of subcomponents
Materials Costs
Dimensional constraints

By combining these issues we created an
aesthetically appealing office environment well suited
not only for the disabled person and the robot, but
also for a wide range of non-disabled users who
might utilize the workstation during the hours the
disabled person is not working.

Careful consideration was taken in the design of the
individual workstation tables to account for
adaptability to after-hour tasks. This modular design
allows for greater flexibility and offers the capability
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of removing the robot portion of the system to do
odious or mundane tasks in the remaining hours of
the day. This system capability can be used to offset
the initial cost of the system.

System Software Design Perspective
The RVWII software consists of a specially designed
program that controls a robotic manipulator, a
horizontal track, a customized voice recognition
system, and a telephone management system.
Through this program, a disabled user gains full
control over all of the systems functions through
voice control. The design of this software had to
satisfy the following constraints:

User friendly and user customizable
Online help
Small program size (occupying less computer

memory) with maximum functionality
Accessible from within other software packages

By following these constraints and gaining end-user
input during the development process, we were able
to create a powerful, flexible, voice controlled
robotic system.

Th avsvu is designed to operate under the MSDOS
environment on any IBM PC XT or compatible.
However, the design of the software makes it
possible for the RVWII to operate on any IBM PC
AT, 386 machine, or full compatible, to
accommodate office environments with more
sophisticated technology. The IBM PC line was
initially chosen for its wide use in the business
world. A new generation of RVW is being
developed to take advantage of other computer
technology, such as the Apple Macintosh system,
thus expanding the number of existing offices with
which the system is compatible.

Conclusion
Each year, thousands of dollars and many human
hours are spent in the rehabilitation of individuals
with disabilities such as quadriplegia due to spinal
core injury, multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy,
ALS, other degenerative neuromuscular diseases,
cerebral palsy, and amputation. It is indeed
frustration for cognitively intact individuals who
primarily reside in wheelchairs and have limited
upper limb capabilities to undergo the long process
of rehabilitation only to find string barriers to
employment. The ability to work is especially
important in our society where one's identity is
closely linked with worthwhile employment. The
integration of robots and voice technology into
workstations that are compatible with a wide range of
environments and are capable of preforming useful
tasks for humans is a significant milestone in
realizing this objective.

Cost will clearly be a major consideration in the
decision to employ disabled individuals with
sophisticated robotic assistive devices. One criterion
for justifying the relative cost advantage of the
RVWII is economic payback. The cost of the
RVWII, with a $50,000 target purchase price, will
be paid back in decreased disability payments and
increased wage tax payments in 5 years for workers
earning $20,000/year, and 3 years for workers
earning $35,000/year. Additional cost justification
can be derived from the paybacks assriated with
putting the system to work beyond 'ne 8 hours work
day.

Cost can aro be reduced if a general purpose
system, rather than an 'individual specific device, is
created; economies of scale in manufacturing are
more easily generated with more flexible products.
One objective in creating a general purpose RVWII
has been increasing the size of the potential market to
include a wide spectrum of office workers with
minimum to severe disabilities.
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INTRODUCTION
Several different approaches have been taker: in the application of
robotics as an aid for the disabled [3]. We have focused our
efforts on developing a voice-controlled, robotic workstation
which is easily programmed by the technically non-trained user.
A real time, menu driven control language has been developed to
enable users to customize their own library of robot motions as
their needs change. We employ a record-playback method for
tcaching the robot new tasks. Users guide the robot through the
work space using voice commands and indicate points through
which the robot should return when that motion is replayed. The
control language also assists the user in the development of a
structured vocabulary to access robot tasks [5].

There is little discussion in the literature on quantitative methods
for the evaluation of robotic workstations. A similar lack of
methodology existed in the area of augmentative communication
before Goodenough-Trepagnier and Rosen presented their "CLT'
analysis [4]. Their methodology is based on Fitts' investigation of
motor control tasks. Fitts demonstrated that inter-target distance
and target tolerance could be used as an index of task difficulty
(ID) and that task time is a linear function of ID. In one of the
few quantitative studies of user productivity when teaching a
robot, Corkcr et a/ [1] used Fins ID as a standard for ranking
tasks.

We report on initial tests performed to evaluate the ability of
users to teach the robot using the voice-operated control language.
A secondary objective of this study is to gain further insight into
the applicability of Fitts' Law as a standard of task difficulty
when using a voice-controlled robot to manipulate objects.

METHODS
Four subjects, one with Duchenne's muscular dystrophy, recorded
voice samples of the vocabulary for the speech recognizer and
were trained on the use of the robot.

Each subject was asked to teach the robot three pick and place
tasks to bc played back at a later time. At the start of each task
the robot was in its home position. Subjects were requested to
command the robot to move near an object, to pick up the object,
to place it in a target area, and to move away from the object.
To teach a motion which could be played back, subjects indicated
key positions during the task by saying Learn where it is. After
the motion was taught, the object was placed in its original
location and the user's motion was played back to see if the
motion was successfully taught. The number of commands to
teach the task, the teaching time and any er ors were recorded
during each trial.

Task I was to move a cup (outside diameter of 2.25") to a large
circular target (about 8" diameter). The target was eighteen inches
away from thc starting position of the cup and was in the same
horizontal plane. Each subject performed nine trials of this task.
During the first five trials, the user was asked only to pilot the
robot to complete the task and was not concerned with teaching a
motion for playback. During thc last four trials, the user was
required to teach the motion by saying Learn where it is.

Task II was also to trarsfer a cup, however, in this task thc
diameter of thc target was reduced to 3". Each subject performed
four trials. Task III was to transfer a magazine from a magazine
rack to a bin. Thc target tolerance was about 3". The starting
position and the target were separated by about three feet, but
were not in thc same horizontal plane. This task was repeated

three t i mes.
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The three tasks were chosen for this initial evaluation to a get a
sense of users' teaching abilities for tasks of varying difficulty.
Based on the different demands for accuracy, Fitts' Law predicts
that subjects would require the least amount of time to complete
Task I (ID 3), and twice as much time to complete Task II
(ID 6). We presumed that Task III would be more difficult and
take more time than either cup transfer. The magazine was floppy
and required fme manipulation to properly orient the gripper for
grasp and object placement, and there was a large inter-target
distance in more than one plane. However, Fitts' Law predicts
that Task ELI (ID 5) would be easier than Task II and more
difficult than Task I. We also assumed that the number of
commands to teach each task would exhibit the same dependence
on task difficulty as teaching time.

RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the results of Task I. There was large trial to
trial variation, not attributable to learning effects. In general, the
time required to tcach the robot was slightly longer and tcok
more commands than simple piloting of the robot. Playback took
between one half and one third of the time required for direct
piloting.

Of the 20 piloting trials performed by the four subjects, 5 were
unsuccessful. Subject 1 had some initial problems understanding
how to move the robot and failed in his first three attempts to
transfer the cup. In the first two trials, the robot knocked the cup
over and in the third trial, the user's commands caused belt
slippage of the robot. Subject 2 also knocked the cup over during
piloting, and Subject 4 failed in one trial due to a speech
recognition problem.

During the teaching trials of Task I, all subjects successfully
moved the cup to the large target. Replay of all but one of thc
motions was also successful. The failure occurred because of an
omission of Learn where it is.

Figure 2 summarizes the results for Task II. Of the 16 total' trials
performed by the four subjects for this task, 13 were successful
for teaching and playback. On the average, subjects 1 and 2 used
more time and commands to teach Task II than Task I, as

predicted by Fitts' Law. In contrast, subject 3 showed no
dependence on target size, and subject 4 took over a minute more
for Task I than Task U.

Figure 3 summarizes the raults for Task III. 11 of the 12 trials
were completed successfully for both teaching and playback. Time
to teach was highly variable and ranged from 4 minutes to almost
10.5 minutes for all subjects, while playback time was

consistently around 1.5 minutes. Subjects 2, 3 and 4 required
significantly more time (up to 4 minutes) and more commands
(between 20 and 40) to teach the robot the magazine transfer
compared with the transfer of the cup. Subject I also took more
time to teach this task than either of the other two tasks (6.2
versus 4.7 and 5.3 minutcs). However, he used only about 70
commands for this task compared with 60 for Task I and 80 for
Task U.

Figure 4 summarizes the results by task and ID. Four subjects
were able to teach the robot new tasks in a reasonable amount of
time in 54 of the 64 trials (83 %). There was no significant
difference in the time or number of commands between Task I
and II, despite the doubling of the ID. Task III required about 2
minutes and 20 more commands than Tasks I and II. Playback
timc war independent of the task and ranged from 1 to 2
minutes. Subjects required between 41 and 100 commands to
teach these tasks, and I command for replay.
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DISCUSSION
The results show that, for some tasks, users are able to instruct
this voice-controlled robot. The additional time required to teach
as opposed to simply pilot appears worthwhile. In a semi-
structured setting, users will usually playback motions previously
taught and only occasionally need to spend time teaching a new
motion. This should increase independence by eliminating the
need to call technical support to teach the new tasks.

An 83 percent SUCCeSS rats iS promising. We have taken steps to
improve this rate. Failures due to belt slippage are now prevented
in a software stop. Some failures were due to poor initial
training of the subjects. Although all subjects had a similar
introduction to the system, subject 1 lacked a good
understanding of the use of end point control until the last task.
Further work should focus on the establishment and evaluation of
a standardized training procedure.

Several of the failures were due to speech rnisrecognition. To
improve recognition, we have since designed a new vocabulary
structure which reduces competition among similar sounding
words by increasing the number of vocabulary subsets and
minimizing the active vocabulary in each subset.

The results suggest that Fitts' Law alone can not adequately
predict task time or difficulty for voice-controlled, robotic
manipulation. A more complete model of user performance should
consider the properties of the objects, the robot work space, the
user's learning curve, and speech recognition accuacy. If the user
overshoots a target because of a misrecognition, it may take him
several minutes to maneuver the robot to correct this error.
Nevertheless, this may have no bearing on task difficulty. For a
quantitative evaluation of a voice controlled robot, a more
complete model of task difficulty and user interaction is needed.

FUTURE WORK
We anticipate performing an extensive evaluation to formulate a
complete model of human/robot interaction during the teaching
process. The model should provide an objective measure of task
difficulty and predict teaching time.
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ABSTRACT

A framework for a practical, easy-to-use mobile
robotic system which can allow severely
handicapped people to control and interact with their
environment is presented. Software written for a
personal computer allows the user to command the
robot to move about a structured indoor setting as
well as to control household appliances. From
within a control panel window, the user can
command the robot joint by joint in a direct,
teleoperator mode. Additionally, by creating a
computer model of his surroundings, the user can
direct the robot to move throughout the environment
in a semi-autonomous manner. The robotic system
adds a dimension of manipulative ability to a
previously existing system designed to provide for
the severely physically disabled person's needs of
mobility, entertainment, and employment.
Specifically, the robot is designed to perform simple
pick-and-place tasks at table-top and floor heights
under the user's supervision. Beyond its use as a
domestic aid, the robotic system can serve as an
inexpensive research tool.

INTRODUCTION

Several groups have been developing robotic
systems as a partial alternative to paid human or
trained animal assistants for severely physically
disabled persons in domestic and vocational settings
(1,2,3,4). University and industry sponsored
projects have produced prototype aids in the form of
voice activated, menu-driven robotic workstations.
Such technology has been commercialized (5).

In the realm of mobile robotic aids, a prototype in
which an industrial grade Puma 260 arm is mounted
atop a custom designed omnidirectional base has
been produced (8). The system presented in this
paper offers advantages over such industrial grade
systems in cost, portability, and overall simplicity
while maintaining utility.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The robotic system is composed of relatively
inexpensive equipment designed for in-home use.
Software is written in Object-Oriented Allegro
Common LISP and runs on a Macintosh SE having
4Mb of RAM. A HERO 2000 robot was assembled
from a kit and modified to extend its workspace to
cover from floor to tabletop heights. Control of
lamps and household appliances is via an X-10
Powerhouse computer interface module, which is
interfaced to the modem port of the SE. An Esteem
9600 baud wireless modem augments the 600 baud
radio frequency communications link provided with
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the robot, either of which can be interfaced to the
printer port of the SE to allow untethered operation.
A custom Machine Control Interface (MCI) has been
developed for interfacing severely physically
handicapped users to a variety of devices, including
the SE (1). The MCI is made to emulate a mouse,
allowing the user to control the cursor of the SE
using head motion and breath action.

At the core of the robotic system is a set of software
windows designed to translate cursor action into
commands for the robot. The Teleoperator window
has been developed for commanding the forward
kinematics of the robot (Fig. 1). A combination of
slider and buttons is assigned to each joint
movement. A slider acts as a digital potentiometer
whose maximum range is set to reflect the kinematic
constraints of the joint, and whose output represents
the desired amount of change to the joint angle. Joint
activity is initiated and terminated using the buttons.

Robot inverse kinematics and semi-autonomous
functions are commanded from within the World
Modeller window, which displays a model of the
robot and its environment (Fig. 2). As is done in
commonly available graphics applications, the user
constructs a model interactively using graphic
primitives. In this case, the primitives represent real
world objects such as household items, which are
modelled both in form (physical characteristics) and
in behavior (changes of state). Internally, the model
is a 3-dimensional data base which can be accessed
by a variety of procedures in commanding the robot
to perform tasks such as gripper positioning,
localization, path planning, and navigation in a world
coordinate frame (6,7). The concept of generating
commands for a real robot based on activity of a
model robot is termed "model reflective command
generation".

RESULTS

A first cycle of in-home evaluation of the robot began
in March of 1988. A subject was given a written
description of the system boot-up procedures and a
brief demonstration of the Macintosh operating
system, and without further assistance was able to
command the robot in teleoperator mode using the
mouse as an input device. His response to the
system was favorable; he found the software easy to
understand, and used the robot to move small objects
around his apartment.

The robotic system has been demonstrated publicly
on several occasions. Operation in the teleoperator
mode was demonstrated at RESNA '87 in San Jose
and SOAR '87 in Houston at NASA/JSC. Model
reflective command generation was shown during
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SOAR '89 at NASA/JSC. Path planning and
localization routines have been tested in the authors
office and adjoining hallway.

CONCLUSIONS

Relatively inexpensive robotic and computer
technology is available which can be of use to
severely physically handicapped people as well as to
researchers interested in intelligent mobile robotics.
New ways of simplifying the task of commanding a
robot to do useful work have been developed using
an Object-Oriented language, which provides a
compact structure for representing the real world and
for implementing advanced problem solving routines
related to robot autonomy.
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ABSTRACT
As part of an evaluation study in the use of robot tech-
nology to assist quadriplegics in the workplace, a se-
nior analyst programmer has agreed to have us place a
desktop robot system in his office. While the pro-
grammer is at his desk, the system effectively replaces
all of the functions of his attendant. The system has
been in place for three months, and evaluation is con-
tinumg. This paper summarizes the programmer's
work situation, descrihes the robot system, discusses
preliminary data, and projects the usefulness of such
robot systems in similar work environments for
severely disabled individuals.

INTRODUCTION
The disabled employee, RY, works four 10-hour days
at his desk at a local utility company, Pacific Gas &
Electric. He uses a voice recognition system to do
keyboard emulation on his IBM-PC, which acts as a
terminal to the company's mainframe. RY debugs and
alters code, working in concert with a group of other
programmers on projects. He employs an attendant
full-time to provide daily living and vocational support.

The desktop vocational assistant robot (DeVAR), de-
veloped over the course of the past three years, con-
sists of a PUMA-260 manipulator suspended on a

0
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four-foot horizontal track over the desk of the office
worker. The robot accesses materials on the desktop
and side shelving. It brings objects like papers to
viewing racks, and objects like mouthsticks and cups
of water to the disabled user's face.

For the evaluation period, the robot has functionally
replaced RY's attendant. The attendant is staying on
the job due to the experimental and temporary nature of
the robot installation. The attendant is now used only
to bring RY to his office from his van, set up the robot
in the morning, and bring RY to meetings in other
parts of the building.

BACKGROUND
RY is a C-3 quadriplegic, having injured himself in a
fall five years ago. He worked at Pacific Gas &
Electric for 9 years before his injury. The company re-
tained him after his injury due to his expertise, supply-
ing him with a Kurzweil voice recognition system to
replace his keyboard. Using a voice recognition sys-
tem is significantly slower than using a keyboard, but
RY's productivity is not related to the number of lines
of code written, but rather the effectiveness of his
software design and debugging.

411.).,*

Figure 1. DeVAR-equipped Programmer's Workstation being used by test subject RY.
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The DeVAR robot system is an outgrowth of a 10-year
program of research and development. Initially, ac-
tivities of daily living (ADL) were the primary applica-
tion areas explored, but for three years we have con-
centrated on vocational support tasks.

The robot we have used throughout has been a PUMA-
260 manipulator, an industrial manipulator with exten-
sive safety features and a complete programming envi-
ronment. The robot gripper is an Otto-Bock Greifer
prosthetic hand, fitted with an optical encoder for fin-
ger position feedback.

The FUMA robot controller is supervised by an IBM-
PC with a VOTAN board capable of voice recognition
and digitized speech output. The board also lets the
user answer the phone and place calls. We developed
a user interface program, written in Turbo Pascal, to
allow the user to operate the robot with simple corn-
mands. The system has been extensively tested in the
clinic, and has been positively received by high-level
quadriplegic test subjects [1, 21.

METHODS
To find test sites to be able to measure the effectiveness
of the vocational assistant robot, we contacted em-
ployed veterans who were known to the VA Spinal
Cord Injury Center, local organizations involved in
training disabled people for programming positions, as
well as large companies with a history of hiring
severely disabled employees.

A local private school, Disabled Programmers Inc.,
collaborated with us for several months to enhance our
user-interface program and establish a repertoire of
robot tasks for severely disabled students. Tasks in-
cluded the selection, handling and insertion of floppy
disks and the presentation of reference manuals. The
changes to our basic system made the next installation,
in RY's office, a much easier task.

Prior to installing the robot in RY's office, the occupa-
tional therapist applied a standard functional assess-
ment protocol to record RY's daily working habits for
one work week. Subsequent analysis and discussions
between the robot engineers and RY made it possible
to customize the workstation to RY's own needs be-
fore moving the system to Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
After installing the robot in RY's office, one month
was needed to complete the revisions and transfer RY
to daily use of the robot.

RESULTS
For the past 3 months, RY has been using the system
for up to 10 hours per day, 4 days per week. The
robot provides daily living support, including getting a
drink of water, giving throat lozenges and medication,
and serving a meal. Vocational support includes re-
trieval of a mouthstick; tearing off print-outs, present-
ing and storing them; manipulation of fanfold print-out
stacks; and answering and dialing the phone.

Preliminary analysis of thc history lists indicates that
the robot is used to perform approximately 6 tasks per

hour, requiring a total of 12 minutes to complete them.
A comparison with RY's use of his attendant reveals
that a person can do tasks approximately twice as fast
as robots once the attendant is there in the same room.

In its current experimental state, the system requires
maintenance weekly. These interventions are needed
to refine robot task programming. Also on a weekly
basis, one of the engineers upgrades the robot user in-
terface software based on enhancements written on an
identical DeVAR system in the clinic. The robot
maintains a log of all commands used and all changes
of system states in files known as history lists. These
are collected weekly and analyzed by the staff for
usage patterns, system problems, and possible en-
hancements to make the robot more convenient to use.

DISCUSSION
The installation of DeVAR in this work setting has
been successful; however, the process of identifying
robot tasks and of modifying an existing environment
has proven to be difficult. Tasks are done differently
by a robot than an attendant. Subsequent installations
will be easier, especially with the increased robot
repertoire and better understanding of the problems in-
herent in customization. Regular maintenance will be
required for such installations. More robust task pro-
gramming (for example, automatic calibration and
checking for object alignment) and sturdier fixturing
will be required to keep robot positioning inaccuracies
from causing operational problems.

CONCLUSIONS
This first installation of DeVAR into a realistic vocational
environment shows the potential for the replacement of
job-site attendants by state-of-the-art technology.

The DeVAR robot system can support the daily life and
vocational needs of a quadriplegic in a desktop office
environment, and promises to do so cost-effectively.
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THE HUMAN-MACHINE INTERFACE:
A WORKSPACE-MOUSE CONCEPT

David J. Cannon PhD Candidate, Stanford University
Rehabilitation R&D Center - VA Medical Center

Palo Alto, CA

ABSTRACT

By extending the concept of a computer mouse to the three-
dimensional case, a new class of human-machine interfaces is
introduced. An instance of such a workspace-mouse system
continues a trend toward tansforming the role of the disabled
individual from that of being a passive beneficiary to becoming an
active employer of technologies such as robots and computer aided
design systcms. The goal is promoting functional independence
for the disabled.

In particular, the workspace-mouse concept was demonstrated for a
telerobotics application. The concept involves designating
previously unknown e,bjects and locations in unstructured
environments for a mobile robot. A pair of remotely controlled
cameras were mounted such that an operator using chin-joystick
control could pan and tilt each camcra independently. Verbal
commands to a voice recognition unit such as "put that, and that ...
there" were triangulated by the system into software code to semi-
autonomously drive a nine-degree-of-freedom mobile telerobot.

Fundamentals of speed and accuracy for a workspace-mouse system
arc primmity related to human-rna,h;-.c ranters pan and tilt nap
response characteristics to be described in a forthcoming paper(I).
Adapting the concept of this workspace-mouse to the preparation
of Computer Aided Design (CAD) drawings from workpieccs or
physical models, as well as other vocational, recreational, and
daily living endeavors is a future focus of this research effort.

it

.4111.

t

INTRODUCTION

13.6

Disabled individuals arc gaining access to increasingly
sophisticated technology to assist them. Humans in general, and
disabled individuals in particular, however, are frequently required
by system interfaces to function in an unnatural and overly
technical way. In robotics, for example, unless exact object
coordinates are known, a robot must be taken manually through a
sequence before it can do the task autonomously. Similarly, in
CAD drawing, unless precise dimensional literature is available, a
human must use hand tools to measure thc distance between corners
on an existing workpiece or location of bends on a piping model.

More desirable, for the disabled in particular, would be an interface
that allows users to stay at a relatively high supervisory control
level while permitting thcm to interactively intervene at a
relatively low objcct level. In other words, the human should not
have to pilot a robot directly but should still be able to
accomplish tasks involving new objects and locations about
which the robot has not necessarily been informed. In the CAD
drawing case, this means that the human should bc able to point to
corners, bends, and other features of a physical workpiecc or scale
model and the computer should be able to calculate distances arid
draw graphical representations.

The philosophy pursued in this research permits thc human to
perform functions that humans happen to be very good at such as
deciding what needs to be done and viewing cluttered visual scenes.
The robot, on thc other hand, is assigned to do what it does best.
such as calculating nimble trajectories, avoiding obstacles, and
coordinating all its own joint and wheel motions.

BACKGROUND

In 1986, the author programmcd a PUMA 250 robotic arm to
perform several routines including hair brushing, face washing,
eating, drinking and tooth brushing for disabled veterans. The
research effort was successful and became a basis for an evaluation
project testing quadtiplegics using a desk top robot with similar
prepackaged routines(2).

Apparent, however, was that disabled robot operators should
eventually be able to interactively reprogram the robot to do new
tasks without having to hire a robot engineer each time items were
moved or new tasks required. Verbal telemanipulation did allow
some interactive fine tuning. In the eating task, for example, once
thc fork had been poised directly above thc plate by the
prepackaged part of the robot routine, the operator could say
"down, forward, right, down" until the fork successfully pierced a
morsel of beef stew. But ncw rouunes needed experts to help.

An interface that allows thc disabled individual to simply say to
the robot "go there". "put that there", or "that is the new mouth
position" would enable customization for a wide variety of tasks.
Thc user thus needed a pointing system to designate any location
in an unstructured environment, and have the system itself derive
the x,y. and z coordinates of the point.

METHODS

Preliminary testing of the new workspace-mouse concept
involved six quadriplegics in a simulated environment with a one
armed mobile robot. While videotape recorders documented
activities, thc author manually panned and tilted a mobile video
camera in accordance with head motions made by the test sublect.

Operating a workspace-mouse: a triangulation algorithm locates
an object when remote control camera crosshairs are aligned.
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Subsequently, a workspace-mouse system was mounted atop the
neck of a Puma 260 arm on an omnidirectional mobile base. The
workspace-mouse system itself consists of two remotely
controllable cameras spaced vertically apart by 20 inches inside a
tower such that both miniature camera heads pan together but tilt
separately.

At a remote console, where a pair of video monitors display the
live camera views, the operator pans and tilts each camera to align
crosshairs in the center of each monitor with 811 object or location.
The coordinates of the point are then determined by triangulation
when the operator gives a verbal command to a Kurzweil voice
recognition unit. The operator drives the cameras using chin-cup
joysticks on an Ace radio conol unit similar to those used in
flying model airplanes.

Optical encoders inside the camera tower measure the camera tilt
and pan angles. This digital information, sent to a custom built
controller board placed in the computer card cage inside the mobile
robot, is used to determine the x,y, and z coordinates of an object
when the operator verbalizes key words such as "that" and "there".
Software converts verbal phrases such as "put that there" into a
robotic routine with the correct matrix values for arm and base
joint angles and wheel velocities for the entire trajectory.

The feasibility oi head motion control, using ultrasonic head
position sensors, was verified but the approach was aborted
because a full range of camera velocities could not be reliably
produced using the threshold level constraints implied by that
technology at present.

RESULTS

The viability of the workspace-mouse system, as integrated on the
mobile robot, was verified by several demonstrations. In one
demonstration, miscellaneous items (a mcasuring tape, a spool of
electrical wire, and electricians tape) were randomly placed in a
work environment. An operator pointed to each via the two-camera
workspace-mouse system and then to an open toolbox saying "put
that, that, and that there". The robot successfully moved its base to
appropriate way-points and it's arm to hover positions above
each object, in turn, pausing only for final verbal corrections such
as "down" or "right", and placed each into the tool box.
Demonstrations producing similar results included palletizing
randomly placed blocks on a wooden plate and putting a soda can
and a wad of white paper into a trash receptacle.

Typical supervisory times for directing the robot to do these first-
time tasks were: 54 seconds for putting three items in the
toolbox; 71 seconds for putting four blocks on a pallet; and 35
seconds for throwing two items in the trash. Items were
distributed within an 8' x 10' office cubical 6' from the robot on
average and requiring camera rotations of up to 120 degrees (but
not using the full 360 degree range possible). Accuracies to the
initial hover position above each object were as predicted for the
wide-field-of-view system ranging between 0.25 inches for objects
less than two feet away to 4 inches for objects 10 feet away.

Detailed experiments now underway show that Fitts' Law applies
to the workspace-mouse system as an instance of a human-machinc
system. The author's framework for predicting,speed and accuracy
by deriving the parameters of Fitts' Law using control theory
techniques will be submitted for publication in the near future (1).

DISCUSSION

The workspace-mouse concept has advantages over so-called
autonomous systems. Besides allowing operation in unstructured
environments, which autonomous systcms cannot accomodate (by
definition), the workspace-mouse concept replaces the normal off-
line programming timc with an interactive point designation
phase that is generally much shorter. Since trajectories created by
the workspace-mouse system can be storcd for future use, the
system provides an effective method of writing packaged routines
as well as for performing one time tasks.

The workspace-mouse concept requires less human supervisory
time than telemanipulation beeause the human is only concerned
with aiming a low inertia pointer at key locations instead of
driving a large nine-degree-of-freedom robot through an entire
trajectory. The workspace-mouse concept also enhances safety
compared to telemanipulation. Because the planning phase is
separated from the execution phase, human reaction time is
ellirninated from robot driving. The robot trajectory can be run
quickly without concern for human control errors.

For adapting the workspace-mouse concept to the CAD drawing
environment, the primary issue will be accuracy. Since camera
spacing, object distance, and camera field of view are primary
determinants of accuracy, the cameras should be widely spaced, the
work piece or model should I:* close to the cameras, and the field of
view should be as narrow as is comfortable from a human factors
point of view. Zoom lenses would enhance performance when
designation distances are great.

There are several other possible configurations for a workspace-
mouse that are consistent with the concept envisioned by the
author. A single camera with a laser or sonic range-finder, for
example, might work well in certain applications, but the current
two-camera system has the advantage that the operator can
estimate the intersection point of the two camera lines-of-sight
and designate points where there is no concrete object otherwise
required for these latter configurations. A system with cameras
spaced apart horizontally instead of vertically is virtually the same
system as the one built for this project, however, such a system
would have orders of magnitude higher inertia and would impose
constraints on arm motion.

CONCLUSIONS

Pursuit of one or more applications of the workspace-mouse
concept is recommended based on the positive results of this
research effort so far. An evaluation study, in which a number of
quadriplegics are tested with the workspace-mouse and telerobotic
system, would be appropriate. Parallel to this, or alternatively, a
research effort could be initiated to look at applying the concept to
computer aided design and other applications where the ability to
designate points in a three-dimensional environment might
enhance the human-machine interface for disabled individuals
seeking to use technologies otherwise beyond their reach for
vocational, recreational, and daily living tasks.
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The Future of Microcomputer Applications for Young Children with Disabilities

H. Phillips Parette, Jr., Ed.D., and Alan VanBiervliet, Ph.D.
Center for Research on Teaching and Learning

University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Abstract -- Microcomputer technology for young
children with disabilities is briefly discussed. Sugges-
tions for persons involved in planning comprehensive
state systems of technology-related assistance are
delineated in light of existing technology.

Introduction
Parents, teachers, therapists, and profession-

als in the rehabilitation professions share as a common
vision the increased use of technology for persons with
dsabilities to facilitate their participation in home,
school, and community activities, regardless of their
levels of functioning (Levin & Scherfenberg, 1987).
However, despite the general level of acceptance of
and interest in technology in our society, young chil-
dren with disabilities are perhaps the least recognized
as being amenable to the promise of technology. This
is due, in large part, to the lack of information that has
been disseminated relevant to technology applications
for this population, the reactionary attitudes of persons
toward the use of technology with young children, and
the sluggishness with which technology transfer has
occured (Cain & Taber, 1987).

Microcomputer Applications
The presence of a disability can indisputably

limit an infant's ability to interact with the physical
environment, negatively impact upon the develop-
ment of optimal relationships between the child and
parents, and contribute to a stressful family ecosystem.
A variety of researchers in the past decade have dem-
onstrated the potential of microcomputer applications
for young children with disabilities. Such applications
include teaching cause-effect relationships for very
young infants (Brinker & Lewis, 1982a,b), communi-
cation (Behrmann & Lahm, 1983), and preacademic
skills (Fleenor, 1985). Existing microcomputer appli-
cations have the capacity to quickly summarize infor-
mation and display it graphically, providing informa-
tion pertaining to the learning process that is publicly
accessible. These developments are particularly sig-
nificant in light of the federal mandate of P.L. 99-457,
the Education of the Handicapped Amendments of
1980, and P.L. 100-407, the Technology-Related As-
sistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988.

In the former instance, language is present
which implies the use of assistive technology such as
microcomputers by the public schools in the develop-
ment of individualized family intervention plans for
young children, while in the latter, states tnay be pro-

videdwith a funding base to develop comprehensive
systems of technology assistance to all persons with
disabilities.

While microcomputer technology is increas-
ingly being employed in the nation's public school
settings (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988),
there seems to be little movement toward establishing
innovative technology programming for young chil-
dren with disabilities. This clearly suggests the impor-
tance of collaborative problem solving and decision-
making regarding the use of these technologies. When
such information is shared with parents, educators, and
rehabilitation professionals--which is both desirable
and mandated under existing federal statutes--consid-
erable impetus toward an increased usage of micro-
computer applications may be facilitated.

Interagency Coordination of Services
The IFSP of P.L. 99-457, as with the 1EP of

P.L. 94-142, is based on the concept offuture achieve-
ment. Thus, it seems reasonable that all persons
involved in the development of service strategies for
young children envision the use of microcomputers
when designing such plans. Even though the purchase
of computers has risen dramitically in recent years, the
level of use of technology for developing important
competencies necessary for optimal function later in
life cannot be said to approximate the level of usage of
technology among community members in general.
This may be due to a large extent to our preoccupation
with the rigors of daily life, frequently resulting in the
failure of personnel affiliated with service delivery
models to design/authorize technology services that
take into account the future of young children with
disabilities.

An additional problem is that personnel en-
trenched in institutions of highereducation continue to
utilize practices which were learned in earlier college
settings. Many times, information gained during the
earliest college training experiences are used through-
out one's life, modified only by training that may he
received during the first few years following college.
Similarly, changes in instructional practices at the col-
lege level arc often time-consuming and costly to im-
plement, resulting in considerable resistance to alera-
tions in existing curricula. Unfortunately, it is at this
level that some of the most dramatic changes in the
degree of technology-related assistance inat he at. tu
ated.

In light of the increasing interest s+. ith Fund-
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ing ethics, i.e., the decision-making processes relating
to the dispensation of fiscal resources, persons in
service delivery systems that target young children
with disabilities will increasingly be called upon to ex-
plore interagency collaborative activities (e.g., Kehr,
Morrison, & Howard, 1985). P.L. 100-407 has pro-
vided the funding base for interagency planning of
statewide systems of technology-related assistance,
while P.L. 99-457 provides the potential funding for
assistive technology such as microcomputers if they
are deemed necessary in the IFSP.

In the process of planning state systems of
technology-related assistance, the educational and
rehabilitation communities must be active participants
in order to fully address the needs of these children
across all service areas. In Arkansas, for example,
persons representing 25 different public and private
agencies were involved in the P.L. 100-407 grant
development activity. Extensive consumer surveys of
infants and young children in this state, as well as of
professionals who work with this population, were
conducted. Data which were obtained reflected a
number of important findings that have implications
for other states seeking funding under P.L. 100-407. It
was reported, for example, that a majority of children
0-5 years of age, or their parents/guardians, needed
more information relating to technology in virtually all
areas which were identified. However, the reported
need for computers was three times that of children
who were reportedly using such technology. A need
was expressed for increased opportunities to purchase
technology using credit-based systems, and greater
opportunity to try out devices before purchasing them.

Professionals involved in service delivery to
these children indicated that the greatest needs in the
state centered around such areas as information dis-
semination, training, coordination of services, match-
ing technology to the needs of young children with dis-
abilities, funding patterns for technology, and com-
puter usage.

This suggests a variety of potential responses
for those involved in state service delivery planning:

States should bc encouraged to develop
shared cost and service arrangements pertaining to
microcomputers among agencies serving young chil-
dren and their families, such as Public Health, Social
Services, public schools, and Head Start. The federal
and state governments should also remove varying eli-
gi Nuirements and other barriers to cost sharing
for microc Dmputer technology services;

States should work with the federal gov-
ernment to investigate incentives for private insurance
and other third party providers enabling them to fully
participate in the development and implementation of
consumer-responsive technology service delivery
systems which utilize microcomputers; and

States should assess their personnel needs,
certification, and licensing policies as they relate to
persons involved in service delivery to young children
with disabilities and their families. Funds should be
made available to institutions of higher learning for the
purposes of changing curriculum to address micro-
computer and related technology issues, as well as the
training of entrenched professionals to increase their
knowledge base regarding microcomuters and their
applications to this population.
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A SOUND-BASED COMPUTER SYSTEM
FOR TEACHING BOTH BLIND AND SIGHTED CHILDREN
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ABSTRACT

Results of a technological research program are
reported, the purpose of which was twofold:
1) to develop an educational tool based on sound
with various applications in logic, mathematics,
language and technology leaning, 2) to create an
adapted computer environment for use in
classroom with both sighted and blind children.
An IBM-PC compatible system was designed
which is described here. Description focuses on
1) the sound model involved in this device, 2)
hardware and software aspects, 3) applications.

INTRODUCTION

At school many activities for young children are
designed to be seen: either different colored and
shaped objects, printed exercise sheets or
computer programs. Thus they are not accessible
to blind children.
A technological project was put into place aimed
at developing an educational tool based on sound
with various applications in logic, mathematics,
language and technology learning, in order to
create a pedagogy based on sound, just as
"natural" as traditionnal paper, paste and scissors
pedagogy (1).
The concrete result of this project, which was
conducted along with teachers, is an IBM-PC
compatible system, including hai dware and
application software.

SOUND MODEL & TRANSFORMATIONS

I

intensity

pitch

LI'1

timbreL.I I
I- durationI I--I

a) b) c)
Figure 1 represents sound fragments: a) a note, b) a 3-note
melodic fragment, di a spoken word

14.2

The model used to control sound production
considers the notion of "sound fragments" as being
characterized by four different 1,3arameters: 1)
duration 2) intensity 3) pitch and 4) timbre.
The latter three may be varied temporally. This
quite simple model is readily accessible to young
children. It can be applied to all sorts of sounds
(fig. 1 a,b,c).
Firmware algorithms make it possible to
transform a sound fragment, changing one of its
parameters independently of the others.
From these fragments increasingly complex sound
constructions can be built; these are "sound
sequences" composed of successive or
simultaneous fragments.

HARDWARE AND It UILT-IN SOFTWARE

Physically the system is a board, to be installed in
a IBM-PC compatible host computer. Figure 2
shows its structure and points up its main
functions. A Motorola 6809 microprocessor
controls four types of functions: 1) Input of
commands from the computer or from an external
bar-code reader, 2) Output of data to the
computer, 3) Interpretation and execution of
commands, 4) Sound synthesis.

Rar-code Reader Host Computer

serial input
Bar-code Decoding Module

parallel input/outpui
PC-Bus Interface

input/output controler

Sound Data Bank
IMemory_i

Audio Output

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the sound-
device

The command set can be used to a) load the
sounds into the Sound Data Bank, b) edit sounds,
selecting them and then deleting or tranforming
them, c) emit sounds, d) save sound sequences
from he Sound Editor Memory onto diskettes or
disk.
Musical fragments can be produced in three
independent channels by a General Instrument
AY-3-8930 monochip. Thirty two timbres can be
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memorized by the board. Noise and spoken
fragments are produced in a single channel from a
Philips RTC MEA 8000 monochip. They are pre-
coded from real recordings.
All of these fragments are loaded f,--nri a
disquette. Thus they may be renewed. For
example, a 720 Ko diskette can contain about a
half hour of speech or 250,000 notes.

CONTROL BY THE CHILD

High level software has been developed to allow
both blind and sighted children to command the
systeni.

Keyboard and speech synthesizer control. The
child selects a command by navit;citing with the
numeric keypad within a v,,iy simple tree-
structured menu. A speech synthesizer provides
information about positioning within the
structure.
An alphanumerical keyboard can also be used to
enter the commands directly.

Bar-code reader and command boards. Bar-
coded cardboard sheets are provided to the child
who can "read" them using a bar-code reader. For
the blind, auto-adhesive strips show the location
of the codes and serve as guides. They may also
be used as Braille markers. Additionally, bar-
code sequences can be used in order to build ma-
cro-commands devoted to specific exercises or
games.

APPLICATIONS

Sound awareness and logic tasks Prepared sound
sequences are furnished. The children are asked
to verbalize the differences between sound
sequences. When they are able to discriminate
sounds correctly, they may be asked to classify
them according to several acoustic criteria.

Meta-linguistic training. We have devised a
number of games which encourage the child to
manipulate sounds according to a coherent plan
through the use of the system's commands. For
example a child may be asked to reconstruct a
tune or a complete sentence from dispersed
scraps of sounds gig 3).

Programing activities. The technological aspects
of the system can be accentuated which the child
discovers through experimentation. When the
system is used in this manner, it is an attractive
way to introduce computer science.

FIRST RESULTS

Tested in several schools, the two proposed
modes of command were proven to be realistic in
a classroom environment for both blind and
sighted children. Bar-code control has turned out

to be powerful for use by children whose ages
ranged from 6 to 9. Thus it could be a positive aid
in implementing integrative activities.

Exercise , Spoken Sequence Reconstruction

listen to the model

i 11111111111111111111111
i

' 11111111 111111 11111

1111111 1 1111 1111111

1111111 1 1111 111110

11011111 1 1111 111111

IL'S" 1111111 111110

Figure 3 gives an example of an exercice to be solved using a
bar-code reader

DISCUSSION

Since this approach (sound) to learning seems to
be very attractive to young children, we are led to
investigate its possibilities in learning situations
more precisely. Although studies in this area are
sparse, some indications can be found in two
fields: teaching to visually impaired and pre-
reading children. woof) (2) observed in a
visually handicapped population of children that
listening abilities were greater than reading
abilities. Studying children in kindergarten,
Lundberg et al. (3) showed that phonemic
awareness of spoken language was a strong
predictor o; reading and spelling skills.
These results seem to show the specific interest
that such a sound-system could have. It could also
be used as a flexible investigative tool for
pedagogical research.
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Exploration of Simple EC Technology with 14.3
Severely Multiply Disabled Students

Geb Verburg, Elaine Goldsmith*, Sally Moore*
Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre
*Hugh MacMillan Centre School

SENSORY STIMULATION CLASSROOM

This paper describes ideas that were

developed while using simple Environmental
Control (EC) technology with students, who
are profoundly multiply disabled, and who
attend a sensory stimulation classroom.
Staff identified the students' needs and
adapted th. classroom environment, the

toys, and learning materials to the

students' abilities.

The school program is geared to severely
multiply disabled students 6-19 years of
age who are admitted for periods of 3 days
to 5 weeks for interim or respite care, or
for general rehabilitation. Students are
in-patients in the hospital,. receive
services at the centre and attend the

sensory stimulation classroom.

PROBLEMS

The most serious challenge posed to

clinicians and teachers of severe multiply
disabled and non-speaking children is: to
engage students in meaningful and/or fun
activities. No matter how highly qualified
or how enthusiastic, staff working with
these students become frustrated by the

students' inability to make things work and
by the students' lack of success. Most of

the students were limited because they

could not move or reach, did not see, had
great trouble orienting themselves, and

were very limited in their physical gross
and fine motor movements. The students did
not react with interest to 'traditional'

toys. Staff were encouraged to experiment
with various kinds of technologies in

connection with play and learning

materials. Some of what was constructed
used no technology to speak of and other
applications used basic technology. A

simple Environmental Control (EC) unit

consisting of an Ultra 2T transmitter and
two power modules was used to operate a
tape recorder, radio, electric train, or

battery operated toys.

PRACTICES

It was observed that toy placement is

important. Toys should be located such
that the child can easily see, hear and
touch the toys (when it is safe to do so).
It is very important to arrange the

situation to ensure success. Before

starting the initial session; all switches
and toys/appliances should be tested to

ensure that they work. A non-functioning
toy will cause tension in the teacher which
will invariably be picked up by the student
and cause different degrees of anxiety.
Regular sessions or set routines into which
the switches and EC activities are inte-
grated can help to establish a pattern of
expectations on the part of student and
teacher. Even the simple practice of

working with a student for 15 minutes per
day appeared to establish a basic "work
framework".

PROCESS

Most Astances of sensory technology
provide opportunities for communication and

the very important social component. The
presence of social interactions of stet:lent
and teacher or other facilitators is often
crucial to the success of the technology.
It was noted that the switches, toys and
appliances create a shared context for the
teacher and the student. As students
become able to control things, they acquire
a real stake in the EC situation. This
enhances realism and this interactive
discourse of student, teacher, and

technological-device-that-is-relevant-for-
the-student fundamentally changes the

nature of the teacher-student interaction.
When, in more traditional sensory
stimulation environments, a teacher or

caregiver works with persons who are

severely multiply disabled and nonspeaking
the interaction between teacher and student
is often one-sided and appears incomplete.
The toys and switches can give a new

substance to this relationship. The
technology gives the teacher something to
explain or talk about, the student

something to act upon and look at, and both
something k..bout which to be excited. As a

consequence, the interactions can be

susta::ned longer and can be more rewarding.

It is clear that all involved, pupil,

teacher, or Teaching Assistant, could

benefit from this effect of sensory tech-
nology. Whether technology plays the role
of a facilitating tool or a prop in

bringing about a more sustained relation-
ship between teacher and student is an

interesting question. But, no matter what
the answer to this question is, the

motivating, interaction enhancing effect is
real and very positive.
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Exploration of Simple EC Technology

SIMPLE TECHNOLOGY

Most of the toys or appliances that our
students used were operated via Ultra 2T
Environmental Control (EC) units. The EC
units allowed the student to turn a device
on or off with a switch although the
appliance used standard electricity. We
found that our students had definite
preferences for particular materials. Some
responded only to a tape recorder and music
and not comfort tapes (i.e. audio tapes
with a spoken message from mother) . Some
preferred an electric train as well as
music on the tape recorder but showed no
interest in an electric fan. Some would
have nothing to do with the train or fan
but showed some interest in the music and
in a motorised mother dog with her puppies.
Very few students were interested in a

little bear pounding on a metal drum.

Occasionally, students displayed disruptive
and/or self injurious behaviours and we
found that toys/appliances activated by
switches did at times distract them from
these negative behaviours and could be used
as a reward.

TABLEAUX VIVANTS

We recently developed a 'big story book'
called THE LITTLE TRAIN that is intended
to provide a structure for engaging several
students in an interactive activity.
Specitic suLgoals were to: (1) encourage
participation; (2) encourage practice in
communication through choice making;
(3) operate one or more switches in the
context of a partially enacted story:
(4) encourage students to be more
responsive to each other; (5) create an
opportunity for students to perform for an
audience.

The Little Train "big story book" is a 60
X 100 cm ring bound book with hand written
text adapted from the well known books "The
Little Engine that Could" by Watty Piper
and "The Perky Little Engine" by Margaret
Friskey. Artwork for the book was provided
by David McAlese. The story was designed
such that the book could be read to a small
group of students, or a small audience.
Students can participat.2 in the story by
operating a switch at appropriate times
during the story. The switch can start
and stop the train and produce sound

effe:ts via the train. Lights on the track
can be controlled by a switch and it is
possible to incorporate a slide projector
with story related backgrovo'd material or
scenery. With this technology these
severely multiple disabled students can
for the first time in their lives perform
for an audience.

IS TECHNOLOGY. A USEFUL TOOL

To sum up: We have found that technology
has been a useful tool in our work with
this student population of profoundly
physically and developmentally disabled
students. It is true that each time we
developed some new materials, we tended to
view these either too sceptically or too
enthusiastically. While some of the
students did respond with interest and
curiosity to some of the adapted materials,
other students showed very little or no
response at all to the materials that we
thought would become immediate favourites
with them.

WHAT DOESN'T WORK

In the course of two yedrs' work with a
population of severely multiply disabled
students we found that what does not work
are activities that:

are too repetitive
elicit very little language from staff
are essentially simple cause/effect: it
goes on/it goes off
have no sense of humour
have minimal movement
have no story line to expand on
produce an unpleasant noise
startle rather than soothe
have no human component
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ENABLING TECHNOLOGY IN THE UNITED KINGDOM: REPLICABLE 14.4

PRACTICES AND PRODUCTS

_Donna E. Heiner
Living and Learning Resource Centre

Lansing, MI USA

Introduction

International cooperation and
information exchange between
professionals has the potential of
improving the education and lives of
individuals who may benefit from
enabling technology.

In the summer of 1989, the director of
a state-wide information and
demonstration center on enabling
technology, funded by an IDEAS grant
from the World Institute on Disability,
visited the Aids to Communication in

Education (ACE) Centre in Oxford, as
well as several other similar centers
in the United Kingdom.

Discussion

A major focus of the study visit was
to investigate products, in present use
or under development, which had the
potential of replicability in the United
States. A number of products which
have no direct counterparts in the
United States were discovered. A
description of these products follows:

The Micro Matrix Headband developed
by Clinical Engineering Designs holds
a headstick or small light pointer. The
Micro Matrix units are light, cool, and
adjustable by screwdriver. The
Lightpointer, which is powered by
rechargeable batteries incorporates a
beam which remains the size of a

Bliss square regardless of distance.

The Chin Switch System mounts on a
chest plate and accommodates up to
four chin switches. Switches are
adjustable; the chest plate provides
stability to the system.

Modular Switches developed at Chailey
Heritage Hospital consist of a set of
hand operated switches which can be
configured in a linear or angled
arrangement. The modules, which
connect together, provide
customization and demarcation
between switches.

The Necklace Switch also developed at
Chailey is comprised of switches in
the form of beads mounted on a thin
collar worn around the neck. Beads
available in different sizes may be
arranged to meet individual and task
requirements.

The Plocka Software program, a
flexible authoring tool for teachers, is
designed for use with single switch
users. Developed in Sweden, the ACE
Centre will field-test this software
in a Head Injury program.

The Persona Communication Device is
presently in development at the
Sandwell Communication Centre. An
inexpensive and small augmentative
communication device, the Persona
provides excellent voice quality and
logical letter coding.

The AVOCA Communication Device,
developed in Belfast, Ireland, stores
speech and word processing data on a
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UNITED KINGDOM

solid-state memory card. Accessed
through a variety of methods, the
devices includes built-in calculator
and word processing capability.

The Communication Tray developed at
the Musgrave CAC in Belfast, N.

Ireland, incorporates airplane hinge
technology and a persplex tray.

The presentation will include a slide
presentation of enabling technology
centers in the United Kingdom,
augmentative communication and
adapted input/output devices
presently being used in the United
Kingdom, and those in development.
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14.5

ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR SPEECH THERAPISTS

Andrew R.Gammie BA
Bath Institute of Medical Engineering,Wolfson Centre,

Royal United Hospital, Bath BA1 3NG U.K.

ABSTRACT

The Institute has been developing
several devices for use by speech
therapists. The devices described here
include communication aids, drooling
therapy aids, and assistive devices
for education. Each device has been
developed in response to a need
identified by a speech therapist, and
clinical trials have indicated that
the devices are worth developing
further.

LIGHT RING

Children with visual handicap
naturally have trouble focussing the
attention on a given object for a
useful length of time for speech
therapy. The Institute has designed a
flexible ring of bright lights, safely
encased in a plastic tube that can be
wrapped around an object in order to
draw a child's attention to it (Fig.
1). The batteries last for several
hours, each ring of 70cm length being
turned on and off by an internal
switch. Rings can be joined together
to form a continuous length of tubing.
The batteries are recharged by
plugging the ring into a charger
supplied with the device. Clinical
trials with paediatric speech
therapists have had good feedback, and
further development is under way as a
result.

Fig. 1. Light Ring, a flexible,
waterproof ring of flashing lights

SELECTION BOX

There are many available communication
aids that function by allowing the
user to cycle through a series of
lights with associated pictures. The
picture that is selected shows what
the user needs or wishes to
communicate. However, the devices
available at present are all overly
complicated for many applications. We
have designed and built a simple and
cheap version of these devices, that
allows the user to touch the picture
or cycle through the pictures with a
single remote switch as preferred.
(Fig. 2). A sound reward is triggered
when a picture is selected.

6ItxUc. 1514L.4.. koatr

o

Fig. 2. Selection Box, picture
selected by touch or switch closure

ORAL SUCTION PUMP

A temporary measure for a person with
very severe drooling problems is a
pocket :ized suction pump and
reservoir. A tube is taken from the
reservoir to drain the mouth when
necessary, or continuously if
required. Using an enteral feeding
pump, a prototype has been
constructed to assess the
possibilities of such a system, and
has been used under the care of a
research speech therapist. We now have
our own design of pump system that is
cheap enough to be widely available,
and small enough to be easily
transportable. A saliva reservoir
attached to the pump unit is easily
removed and cleaned.
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SPEECH LOGGER

When having speech therapy, people
often have very little idea of how
much time they spend vocalising during
everyday life. The speech logger is a
portable device that triggers a timer
whenever the wearer vocalises (Fig.
3). The total number of houls (to one
decimal place) is displayed for the
user to have quantitative feedback on
their use of their voice. In order to
prevent erroneous resetting, it is
only possible to reset the count by
removing and reconnecting the battery.
An ordinary PP3 battery lasts for a
month of continuous use.

SWALLOWING AID

People with a mental handicap often
have difficulty remembering to swallow
regularly, and the dribbling that
results makes social contact
embarrassing. A small device has been
developed (Fig. 4) that gives a
regular sound reminding the wearer to
swallow, in the hope that the wearer
will gradually develop a swallowing
reflex. The device ls lapel worn and
has been decorated as a badge or
brooch, according to the user's
preference. Power is supplied by a
single watch battery that gives over
two months' continuous use. The trials
have been very promising, and clinical
data is now being collected for a
quantitative assessment of the
device's use.

Fig. 3. Speech Logger, displaying
total no of hours spent vocalising

10

Fig. 4. Swallowing Aid, lapel worn,
reminding wearer to swallow
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A Human Factors Approach to
15.1

Adapted Access Device Prescription and Customization

S. August and P.L. Weiss
School of Physical and Occupational Therapy

McGill University, Canada

INTRODUCTION
Typically clients taking part in adapted access
programs are prescribed hardware and software
computer adaptations which are then customized
to suit their specific abilities and needs. Device
prescription and customization is often a com-
plex procedure. Little is known about the qualita-
tive and quantitative properties of adapted
devices. There is, however, available in the hu-
man factors domain a body of literature that is
highly relevant and that may facilitate this evalua-
tion process. Human factors is defined as the sys-
tematic application of information about human
abilities, behaviors and characteristics to the de-
sign and evaluation of objects, equipment, and
environments". To date, research in this field
has influenced the design of man-machine inter-
faces and workspaces".
The objective of this presentation is to show the
relevance of human factor design criteria to
adapted access prescription and customization.
This will be accomplished by (1) presenting data
from the literature that demonstrates the impor-
tance of five selected design criteria and (2) us-
ing case studies to illustrate their clinical

applicability.

(1) DEVICE PLACEMENT
Device placement has a considerable influence
on the upper extremity postures required for de-
vice operation. Experimental results based on
videotaping', visual observation' and EMG re-
cordings12 have consistently documented that
postures adopted by typists have negative biome-
chanical and physiological consequences. The
primary deleterious effects were excessive strain
on the pronator muscles and ulnar deviation I.".
Lateral tilt and frontal slope of the keyboard were
two approaches used to correct these inadequa-
cies. When laterally tilting the keyboard, user
key press frequency and error rates were not af-
fected, although endurance improved" . Other
studies had opposite findings4. Furthermore,
standard keyboards were sloped at 30 degrees
yet subjects indicated preferences to keyboards
sloped between 14 and 25 degrees k. Measures of
productivity were not influenced by manipulat-
ing numeric keyset slope 14.

The case of GL a C5-6 quadriplegic illustrated
the importance of device positioning. GL ac-
cessed a keyboard with two hand sticks affixed
with universal cuffs. The keyboard was sloped
(-45") in the frontal plane to alloN% for an im-
proved view of the alphanumeric lay out. The key-

board slope also provided a mechanical
advantage that facilitated key strike.

( 2) ALTERNATION OF HANDS AND DIGITS
Video-taped observations identified that profi-
cient typists maintained digits in constant motion
so as to promote overlapping digit movements'.
Such movements are preferable, as there is a
shorter time interval between keystrokes, dimin-
ished duration of key contact and reduced key ac-

tivation force8.''. Single digit typing is the slowest
for each keystroke is made in sequence-
In the light of these findings it was recommended
that the alphanumeric layout be reorganized and
that typing techniques be taught to encourage
hand/digit alternation". The standard keyboard
layout does not exploit the advantages to be had
by alternating hands" whereas the simplified
Dvorak layout promotes this design criteria8.

Alternation of hands proved to be useful for JA,
a 19 year old with spastic diplegic cerebral palsy.
Using her left hand, JA could achieve a function-
al rate of data entry. Her right hand was capable
of some functional movements and it was there-
fore beneficial to promote alternation between
hands and thus encourage overlapping typing. A
one handed typing technique whereby the left
hand is predominantly responsible for alphanu-
meric input and the right hand for the space bar
and enter key was therefore prescribed.

(3) DIGIT TRAVEL
Minimal digit travel appears to be desirable for
more efficient keyboard usage 16. Rearrangement
of the alphanumeric layout to promote home row
typing or clustering more frequently used charac-
ters in the center of the keyboard are two strate-
gies used to achieve this goal 2'16. Other
approaches include innovative keyboards such as
the miniature or chord keyboards.
Subjects using an alternative (Dvorak) layout,
which had a significantly larger home row vocab-
ulary3.6, demonstrated no difference as com-
pared to the standard layout". Although
centering common characters was postulated to
be more efficient for hand stick users, further re-
search is needed to confirm these findings'. Cen-
ter weighted layouts in conjunction with reduced
sized keyboards could also minimize dieit travel.
Chord keyboards are a distinct strategy for reduc-
ing digit travel. Chord keyboards when com-
pared to the standard produce higher rates of
input 7." and are suitable for children with CP as
well as clients with muscular dystrophy".
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SV, a 23 year old male sustained a C5-6 spinal
cord injury as a result of a fall. He used a stick
and cuff method of access and was prescribed a
mini keyboard. Fine distal stick movements were
controlled, from shoulder girdle musculature and
the miniature keyboard aided to minimize move-
ments thereby reducing travel time. The small
size of this keyboard eliminated extensive com-
pensatory postural adjustments which were prob-
lematic for SV.

(4) DIGIT LOADING
In addition to minimizing finger travel it is desir-
able to have each digit loaded in proportion to its
strength and skill'. Indeed the standard layout
overloads the forth and fifth digits 5 whereas an
alternative layout has a superior distribution of
digit loading6.

This design criteria is relevant for individuals
whose digit strength does not necessarily dimin-
ish towards the more ulnar digits. Such is the
case of MM who as a result of systemic lupus
erythematosus and scleroderma developed severe
arthritic deformities (i.e. ulnar deviation and bou-
tonniere contractures). MM required a data entry
device for graphic programs and was advised to
use a trackball since operation would require
only small motions of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th
digits. Graphics tools would be selected by small
isometric contractions of the thumb flexors. This
access method was recommended to minimize
digit movement and loading and thus limit the de-
velopment of additional arthritic deformities.

(5) MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
KEYS OR SWITCHES
Few formal standards have been established for
individual key/switch characteristics'. Keys are
typically 1.3 cm in width, and require 0.7 to 1.6
cm of displacement for activation'. Alternatively
adapted switches may range from 1.2 cm to 8.7
cm in size and 0.004 cm to 0.1 cm" of displace-
ment. Typical key aCtivation forces range from
0.6 to 2.2N' whereas the range for adapted
switches is 0.3N (membrane switch) to 4.6N (cup
switch) 17.

Varying key characteristics when subjects typed
on push-buttons set had no influence although
increasing key top size reduced key press time
and decreased errors'. These improvements
should be accepted with caution since letter size
also increased'.

RS, a 32 year old male with amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis is completely dependent and non-vo-
cal. Two switch morse code was prescribed for
RS to access a computer. The PIP and DIP joints
of the 3"I and 4111 digits on both hands can be
actively flexed (-90°1 against gravity ith some
resistance but the segments cannot be returned to

the fully extended position when working against
gravity. Given RS very limited movements, switch
characteristics (compliance, displacement, and
size) played a extremely significant role in device
prescription'7.

CONCLUSION
These design criteria are only some of the issues
to be considered for adapted access device pre-
scription and customization. In order to fully ex-
ploit residual abilities of physically disabled
individuals abbreviation expansion and word
prediction techniques should be used as well.

Human Factors is a discipline that provides a
substantial theoretical basis for design of work
spaces, equipment, and tools". The application
of this theory to the field of adapted access would
greatly enhance the prescription and customiza-
tion of data entry devices. It is thus timely for
rehabilitation specialists to increase their knowl-
edge in this domain to promote more efficient
adal.,.:.d device usage.
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ON-LINE EXPERT SYSTEM SUPERVISOR FOR A WORKSTATION
FOR THE PHYSICALLY DISABLED

Prem S. Chopra, Jeff P. Lipnichan, Sudki Abazid
Center of Excellence for Computer Applications

School of Engineering and Computer Science
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

ABSTRACT
This paper describes the
development of an "on-line"
voice controlled expert .ystem
to assist people with severe
physical disabilities, but who
have limited speech capabilities
[1,2]. The expert system helps
perform tasks which otherwise
are not possible due to a
person's physical disability.
This paper describes the expert
system which integrates various
subsystems in a computerized
workstation and monitors and
controls their application. The
subsystems monitored and
controlled by the on-line expert
system include a telephone, a
robot, an electronic door opener
and various appliances.

METHODS
The Texas Instruments PC
Consultant Plus and PC-OnLine
were the expert system shells
used to build the expert system
(3]. PC OnLine was used due to
its ability to perform real time
operations. When active, the
expert system operates in a
supervisor mode, maintaining
information on the activities
and status of the entire
workstation [4].

The expert system accepts spoken
phrases as input and accordingly
controls the subsystems (and
devices) in the workstation.
This was accomplished by
integrating into the expert
system application the Texas
Instruments TI-SPEECH board and
software.

The control of appliances was
accomplished by integrating the
X10 Powerhouse system into the
expert system. The X10 system
can turn on and off lights and
appliances that are plugged into
the electrical outlets in a home
or office. The objective of

15.2

this subsystem was to help a
person with limited mobility to
control devices in their home
or work environment. A
wheelchair-bound user could open
or close doors by simple speech
commands.

The expert system also was
programmed to remotely control
a set of tasks that a robot
could perform. A Heathkit HERO
robot was pre-programmed to
perform a set of tasks such as
checking the temperature,
finding and retrieving an object
and carrying an object from one
location to another. The robot
uses its own senors for
temperature, light and distance
measurements.

Through the on-line expert
system, a user can command the
robot to perform any of its pre-
programmed tasks. While _the
robot is conducting its task,
the expert system returns
ontrol to the user who can
specify another task for the
s stem to perform. This
provides virtual multi-tasking
capability to the workstation
[2].

The expert system also
integrates the TI-Phone
Management option as a subsystem
of the workstation. Using this
subsystem, a user can place
phone calls using simple voice
commands. The workstation's
computer also serves as an
automatic telephone answering
system. This subsystem provides
a user who has limited or no
limb usage the ability to use
the phone by voice commands.
In addition, a user with a
learning disability can place
a call by simply stating the
persons name. The computer
automatically finds the number
from its database and dials it.
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ON-LINE EXPERT SYSTEM

RESULTS
On-line expert systems
technology has been applied to
build a versatile integrated
computer-based work environment
for physically disabled
individuals. This environment
allows individuals with limited
voice capability, regardless of
disability, to monitor and
control physical conditions and
perform electronically or
telephonically (voice/data)
driven tasks.

All these workstation tasks are
continuously monitored "on-line"
by the expert system supervisor
which operates under the spoken
command of the user.

DISCUSSION
The voice controlled expert
system described here represents
a unique application of on-line
expert systems technology,
combined with speech recognition
and phone management technology,
to provide solutions for a real
life problems.

The system implements a simple
human-machine interface, with
technology that is "transparent"
to the user, in a versatile
workstation which serves human
needs. This application is
another step towards the
development of affordable
applications using advanced
technology in the field of
rehabilitation engineering.

Since a picture is often better
than a thousand words, a video
tape will be presented which
shows the system in operation.
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DIRECT MANIPULATION OF TEXT BY SCANNING
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ABSTRACT

Current transparent alternate access systems are inadequate for
someone using a scanning system to operate a direct manipula-
tion interface. Emulating the actions of a pointing device
through scanning reduces the direcmess of access and increases
the complexity of interaction. This paper explores an alterna-
tive approach which emulates the task that the pointing device
would otherwise performselecting a point or a block of text.
A prototype scanning system has been designed that directly
scans the text as a selection set of blocks.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, research into computer access for people
with physical disabilities has focused on "transparency." A
transparent approach replaces the standard methods of input to a
computer system without otherwise affecting thc systcm's op-
eration. Transparent alternative input can penetrate to various
levels of the system: the physical input device, the software
driver which translates signals from the device, or the user
interface which receives information from the driver.

The most common transparent approach, replacing or emulating
physical input devices while leaving the user interface un-
changed, has been effective until recently. In graphical user
interfaces (GUI) such as the Apple Macintosh,Tm Microsoft
Windows,TN and IBM Presentation Manager,rm direct manipu-
lation has become the dominant style of human-computer inter-
action, and a mouse supplements the keyboard (Brown low et al,
1989ab). Transparent emulation of the keyboard to input text is
still possible, but mouse emulation is not always functional.

To provide full input capability to all users, it appears necessary
to replace the user interface. Yet an alternative must retain the
power of the original direct manipulation interface. It must give
direct access to data displayed on the screen and permit efficient
manipulation of the data through brief, intuitive sequences of
actions. This paper describes an attempt by the authors to meet
this challenge, exploring the use of a scanning system to edit
text.

SCANNING AND DIRECT MANIPULATION

An inherent problem with keyboard emulation is that the user
must deal with both the emulating keyboard and the interface
associated with an application. In a GUI, these can conflict.
While a visual keyboard may employ scanning, for example, a
word processing application's direct manipulation interface
usually requires pointing. There is no easy way for the uscr to
select menu items or to select text for editing within the applica-
tion's work area.

For users who can operate pointing devices, it is possible to
integrate an alternate access system with the standard user inter-
face. In a GUI, one window may hold a visual keyboard and
another the application. A pointing device can be used to select
text and mcnu items as well as to cntcr information via the
visual keyboard. Users who can only scan, however, will be
restricted to text input.

Menu items can be made available within the visual keyboard.
If equivalent keystrokes exist for every mcnu item, they can be
mapped into selection set items. Otherwise, macro definitions
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of mouse movements to select cad, command arc required It is
feasible, but not practical, to emulate mause movement with
cursor keys in the visual keyboard. The resulting interaction
method would be grotesquely cumbersome: repeated seaming
to select cursor keys to move a screen pointer to a menu and
then pull it down, followed by more scanning to move the
pointer to reach a command.

Selection of chunks of text for editing poses an even more
daunting problem. Here, the user must position the pointer to
indicate insertion points and to mark blocks of text for editing
(e.g. cutting, copying, pasting, and formatting). In addition to
incorp3rating cursor movements as selection set items within
the visual keyboard, a typical solution is to include block ac-
tions (e.g. selecting the next or previous character, word,
sentence, or paragraph). The disadvantage of this approach is
that it requires the user to make repetitive selections of move-
ment items while shifting attcntion between the text within the
application and the visual keyboard. Between selections, the
user must decide what command to choose next. The result is
slow, awkward interaction prone to crrors in proportion to the
many selections made. In no way is the user directly manipulat-
ing the data.

A POSSIBLE SOLUTION

The authors are exploring an alternative approach that applies
the user's scanning technique to the body of text in the applica-
tion work area. With this method, a user no longer has to select
cursor or block movement commands within the visual key-
board. Blocks of text are selected like any other item: the
blocks become a selection set.

Although the underlying ideas arc rather simple, working out
their details is morc difficult. In order to experiment with
various concepts without being constrained by an existing user
interface, the authors have been developing a very limited
prototype of a scanning text editor.

Scanning Sequence
Figure 1 illustrates the progression of scanning: from para-
graphs to sentences, words, and finally characters. Since a word
processor is most often used for natural language, thc sequence
of scanning follows the structure of language rather than some
arbitrary hierarchy of units. In the single-switch prototype, the
scanning of text blocks proceeds automatically until the user
activates the switch. At this point the scanning pauses at the
current block, and the user can activate the switch again to stop
the scanning and select the block, or let it continue within the
current block, through blocks of thc next smaller size. (A
second switch could also be used to stop the scanning.)

s.,o o of Tyf for scan., Ng 1081 paragraphs ale 1,,5ff..grfoCi I00IA101.
510.4- is " se,CC:ed 1).1.ifT.ID.5 Wards ar,d

This Is a gamete of text for scanning
oss c Factors o ow

This is a sampte of text for !Canning. First paragraphs aro highlighted. followed
by sentences within selected paragraphs Wo ris and characters follow

This is a gamete of lest for scanning. First paragraphs are highivnted.

by sentences within selected paragraphs Worland characters follow

Figure 1: Scanning through successively smaller blocks of text.
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SCANNING TEXT

Text Selection Method
Two modes of selection are involved in working with text. The
first kind sets the insertion point for subsequent typing, and the
second chooses a block of text tor cditing. There are two main
techniques for implementing these selection modes, in a
standard pointing interface, the user points to a character
position to set the insertion point, and drags from one position
to another to highlight a block. A scanning interface can mimic
this method. The user scans through the text to select an
insertion point; to choose a block starting at that point, the user
makes a command selection to enter a special exte. sion mode,
then scans to the end point of the block. This approach is
somewhat awkward, since the user cannot directly select a
block.

A more powerful method takes advantage of the nature of block
scanning. The user can stop the scanning at any point in the
block hierarchy and select the current block. Without having to
define both beginning and end points, then, the user can select
text for editing in the standard block sizes. Thus individual
paragraphs, sentences, words, and characters can be directly
selected. All editing functions are immediately accessible.
Having selected a block, furthermore, the user can also choose
to set the insertion point: before the block, over the block (so
that further typing will overwrite it), or after the block.

Editing Functions
When the user stops the scanning, the system displays a key-
board of editing functions (Figure 2). Icons indicate the various
possible actions. Before scanning through this keyboard, the
systcm pauses and waits for a switch activation. Experience
with the prototype indicated the need to pause and allow the
user time to consider.
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The rightmost three icons in
the top row have dual pur-
poses. Normally they allow
the user to set the insertion
point before, over, or after the
selected block. The first,
"glue pot," icon modifies the
function of the other three.
Their modified functions arc
to insert, or "paste," the

Figure 2: Block editing keyboard. contents of the clipboard at
the respective locations. The
icons arc redrawn to indicate

117 their changed functions
(Figure 3). Selecting the glue
pot again toggles the modifi-

Figure 3: Block editing keyboard cation off. After placing the
with insortion points modified to insertion point or pasting text,
paste text, the block editing keyboard

disappears and a standard al-
rhanumeric visual keyboard
is displayed and scanned for
text entry.IEl.

Figure 4. Block editing keyooard Like the first row, iuthe
with scanning modes modified to second row the first icon
extend text modifies the rightmost three.

The latter select one of three
text scanning methods: forward locally, forward from the top,
and backwards locally. Normally these methods scan the text
for a new block; when modified, they extend thc original
selection to highlight a block of nonstandard size. Thc icons are
redrawn to indicate the changed mode (Figure 4). Once a
scanning mcthod is selected, text scanning begins.

The icons in the third row respectively copy and cut the selected
block to the clipboard, and format the selection. After the user
chooses copy or cut, the system re-scans the block editing
keyboard to select an insertion point or a scanning mode. The
format icon calls up another keyboard for choosing formatting
features such as text font, style, size, and alignment.

Within the alphanumeric visual keyboard, the selection set is
continually scanned so the user can enter multiple text items.
To move the insertion point or edit the text, the user switches
back to text scanning by choosing a scanning method icon as in
the block editing keyboard. To move the insertion point a few
characters, it is easier to use the direction arrows that are also
provided in the visual keyboard rather than scan the text.

CONCLUSIONS

The author's explorations of direct manipulation through
scanning have resulted in a prototype text editor that appears to
surpass the efficiency and functionality of a typical transparent
access system. The block scanning and selection method
described above provides direct access to text, allowing the user
to position the cursor or edit a block quickly and efficiently.

Field testing of the prototype is underway. The next stage of
development is to investigate how this approach may be fully
integrated with standard applications. Ideally, the scanning
system would transparently replace the user interface of a com-
mercial word processor. Implementing the scanning word
processor as a separate application may prove a necessary
compromise.
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ABSTRACT

Making graphical user interfaces accessible requires testing the
abilities of prospective users with different pointing devices.
This paper describes the rationale, design, and implementation
of a software system for testing pointing ability. A final section
rcmarks on the use of the system in a current research project.

INTRODUCTION

Graphical user interfaces (GUI's), such as Microsoft Windows,
IBM Presentation Manager, and the Macintosh Finder, require
the use of pointing devices. Users of these interfaces need
pointing devices best suited to their physical abilities. It might
be desirable to make pointing easier for some users by altering
the layout of the interface: enlarging and rearranging targets
such as menus, buttons, and window gadgets.

Choosing the best pointing device for a user involves testing the
user's pointing ability with a range of devices. Ability testing is
also necessary for deciding how to modify the interface.
Research into pointing has been conducted (Baecker and
Buxton, 1987), and various systems have been developed 'o test
the use of pointing devices (Woltosz, 1988). No consensus has
yct emerged, however, as to what aspects of pointing are
significant and what testing methods arc most appropriate.

In the context of a research project to make graphical user
interfaces accessible to people with disabilities, we have
developed a software system to test the use of pointing devices.
The program administers a set of generic pointing tasks and
gathers data on performance. It is possible to test a person with
a variety of pointing devices and compare results to choose the
best one. The data are also designed to predict how the uscr
will perform whcn working with actual application programs,
and to suggest an optimal interface layout, by showing what
locations, target sizes, and directions of movement are easiest
for the user. The authors feel this system to bc a step towards
consistent pointing evaluation for both research and clinical
assessment.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Several basic requirements guided the design of the test system.

The research team felt that testing should be precise, with
each tcst focusing on a different aspect of pointing skill.
Data collected should be complete enough for assessment
but not overwhelming.

The test system should bc easy to operate. Data should be
stored in a non-binary easily readable format.

The system should be compatible with a wide range ol
pointing devices.

Since the system tests pointing skill for operating GUI's, it
should perform and "feel" like an actual GUI.

Finally, the team felt that the system should be modifiable
and expandable for use in future projects.

THE TEST SYSTEM

Tests
The system tests four aspects of pointing ability: pointing range,
target size, target resolution, and dragging (moving the pointer
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while holding down the selection button). A test consists of a
number of square targets on the screen which the user must
point to and select. The size and position of the targets arc
variable. Three selection methods are possible: simply moving
over the target, moving over the target and pressing a selection
button, or moving over the target and pausing for a given length
of time.

Each type of test uses a different arrangement of targets. To
determine whether a uscr can point io all areas of thc screen, the
pointing range test fills the screen with twenty-nine targets in a
pinwheel layout. By displaying targets at all four ccrners of the
screen and varying their sizes, the size test establishes
smallest target the user can point to. The resolution test 6s-
plays a group of four targets and varies their spacing. The
dragging test displays ttirgets at opposing comers and sides of
the screen and requires the user to point to one target, press and
hold the selection button, then move to the other target and
release the button.

0 0
0 0 00 00 0 0

0 0 0 III 0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0 0
O D D

Range Test Layout

Resolution Test Layout

Size Test Layout

Dragging Test Layout

Data
During a test, the system collects data on timing and accuracy.
For each target, the system records first .he time taken to
acquire (move over) it, and then the total time taken to select it.
By comparing acquisition and selection times, a researcher can
determine whether a user's slow performance is due to poor
pointing ability or to an inappropriate selection method.

A target is surrounded by concentric ranges ol error. Range 0 is
the target itself; all other ranges are of a given size and are
numbered outward from the target. If the range size is a tenth
of an inch, for example, range 1 includes all hications within a
tenth of an inch of the target edge, iange 2 all those between
one and two tenths, and so on. Snice the error ranges are
limited in number, the outermost range includes all locations
outside the other ranges.
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TRIAL SYSTEM

tr 0

Target Error Ranges Path Error Ranges

Whenever the user attempts to select a target by pausing or
pressing the selection button, the system records in which range
the pointer's location falls. Similarly, when the user is dragging
between targets, the system tracks the movement of the pointer
within error ranges ranked on both sides of the straight path
between the targets. At the end of a test, then, for each target
there is a distribution of hits and misses across the error ranges,
and for each path there is a similar distribution of movement
samples.

By locating data points in ranges rather than recording them
individually, the system limits the quantity of data collected
while preserving its utility. Researchers can choose the level of
detail they want by adjusting the size of the error ranges.

Operation
For ease of use, the system is operated through menus. When
running tests, researchers have several options which they
specify by filling in dialog forms. These options include the
number and size of error ranges, the number of test itcrations,
and whether to randomize the sequence of targets. The system
can 'remember' option settings from session to session.

After a test, the system stores performance data in a text file.
For readability, all data, including numeric values, are stored as
text, and groups of data are labelled. Values arc separated with
commas to conform to the CSV format supported by many
spreadsheets and databases.

In addition to storing detailed data, the system summarizes the
user's performance in a graphical display. Histograms show
average timing and accuracy.

Implementation
The system was developed in the Actor object-oriented pro-
gramming environment, which runs under Microsoft Windows.
Using an object-oriented language, it was possible to implement
a highly modular, expandable design.

Using an actual GUI as a software environment helped meet
other design requirements. Windows' built-in support for
menus, dialog boxes, and graphics simplified the development
of an easy-to-use, graphically intensive program. Most pointing
devices work with Windows, and the team was able to write
drivers for unsupported devices. Finally, Windows has the
desired "feel" and operational characteristics.

METHODS

In thc context of our project, the test system was used to
determine the effect of pointing device modifications and
interface characteristics on a user's performance. Through
experimentation with different devices and device modifica-

Lions, the assessor was guide(' by time data and error distribu-
tion to arrive at an optimal device configuration. Having
optimized the user's performance with a particular pointing
device, the assessor was able to examine more detailed test
results and recommend changes in interface layout.

Si Ze tests initially established the smallest target size with an
acceptably low number of errors (a target size of 2-3 tenths of
an inch was desirable). Resolution and range tests were then
administered with this target size. Testing both large and
minimal spacing determined the resolution with the fastest
execution time and fewest errors. Surprisingly, certain clients
were found to achieve higher speed and greater accuracy when
targets were very close together than when spacing was in-
creased. The relative ease of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal
movement were also noted. To determine whether working in
different areas of the user's range of inovement would produce
different results, the resolution trial was executed in various
quadrants of the screen. The range test probed the boundaries
of the user's controllable range and established an optimal
range.

All three tests were repeated to assess the different effects of
pressing a button or pausing to select a target. The dragging
trial was used to determine whether the user could hold down
the selection switch while moving between targets at various
distances, and whether holding the switch affected the user's
targeting ability. Once optimal scores were attained with
various pointing devices, the scores achieved with each of the
devices could be compared.

CONCLUSION

The test system described above appcars art accurate and
effective tool. Its developers feel that the principles used in its
design may prove applicable to the eventual development of a
standard environment for the testing of pointing ability.
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MODIFICATION OF DIRECT MANIPULATION POINTING DEVICES
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ABSTRACT

Successful control of a direct manipulation computer interface
requires the use of a pointing device. For people with physical
disabilities, these devices may be difficult or impossible to use.
This paper describes the iterative modifications of several
pointing devices in order to optimize control of a direct manipu-
lation computer interface. The relative accessibility of various
pointing devices is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

This paper reports on the preliminary observations of a two-year
project exploring the use of direct manipulation interfazes
(DMIs) by individuals with physical disabilities. While DMIs
were introduced to make computers accessible to a larger range
of users they have created a barrier for many users.

Specific questions addressed include: can users access existing
direct manipulation interfaces; what modifications to both the
direct manipulation software environment and to the pointing
device are necessary to optimize access; and, on a case-by-case
basis, which pointing device affords the most effective perform-
ance? Although application of DMIs with computer users who
use scanning has been explored, this paper discusses those users
who are unable to use an unmodified standard keyboard but
who have sufficient pointing skills to enter text through some
direct means. Modifications to actual pointing devices, not the
software interface, are addressed.

METHOD

Optimal performance was established for each user with several
pointing devices. An iterative approach was used in establishing
this performance: a modification was made, its effect tested, and
further modifications/evaluations were made until optimal
performance was reached.

Modifications included: alterations to the casing of the pointing
device (e.g., adding protuberances or finger hooks), covering up
and enhancing selection buttons; replacing the selection button
with extemal switches; mounting and repositioning the pointing
device; using splints and other materials to eliminate the need to
hold or assist in holding the pointing device or components;
modifying the positioning of the user, stabilizing the user; and
adapting the software driver. Performance across pointing
devices was compared after optimal performance was reached.

Optimal performance was defined as obtaining the following
goals without undue physical or cognitive load:

accurately selecting a target of a size as close to 0.2 inches
as possible (size of a standard character)
accurately selecting targets with a resolution as close to the
spacing of standard characters as possible
attaining consistant performance across the largest range
(optimally the entire screen)
making the fewest miss-hits or misselections
achieving the fastest time

Performance was tested using application-independent trial
software developed specifically to rccord time, misselections
and targeting path. The trial software allowed adjustment of
target size, resolution, dwell time and location of targets on the

screen. Standard application programs were also used to
evaluate functional use.
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The physical subtasks of direct manipulation were defined as:

1. Moving the pointer to the target, which includes:
a) holding or making controlled contact with the pointing

device
b) moving and stopping the pointer at the desired location.

2. Selecting the desired target, which involves:
a) maintaining the pointer on the target while activating a

button or switch.
b) activating the button or switch at the appropriate time.

3. Dragging, which involves the previous subtasks as well as:
a) maintaining hold on the button or switch while moving

the pointer to a new location.
b) releasing the button or switch at the appropriate time

while maintaining the pointer on the second target.
4. Moving between use of the keyboard or keyboard emulator

and the pointing device (Brown low et al., 1989).

Commercial pointing devices included: thc Microsoft
Mousen4; Mouse-trakro trackball; Easy In touch-sensitive
graphics table; Summasketchnl stylus-operated graphics tablet;
FreeWheelTm infrared headpointe; HeadMasterTm ultrasonic
2ointer, and Voice Navigatortm voice input :nodule. Experi-
mental devices included a proportional joystick, a long-range
optical pointer (LROP), an array of four directional switches,
and a voice switch. Keyboard arrow keys were also used.

Modifications to the mouse or selection button that were made
for all pointing devices included: replacing the button with an
external switch suited to the user's available movements;
replacing a button click with dwell time (if the pointer dwells on
a specific target for more than a predetermined time it is
considered a selection); and latching the button or external
switch (one hit depresses the button and the next releases it.)

OBSERVATIONS

Although the mouse is the pointing device most commonly used
for direct manipulation interfaces, it proved to be the least
accessible to our group of users. The mouse cannot be con-
trolled by an alternate body part and must remain flat on a
working surface.

Unexpected barriers caused by the dcsign of various pointing
devices were frequently encountered. For example, dragging a
stylus across a pressure sensitive graphics tablet required users
to maintain pressure on the selection button and maintain a
constant pressure on the tablet with the stylus. Lifting the
stylus, even while holding the button down, interrupted the
operation.

Frequently, uso N had greatest success when pointing devices
were combined or when the same user smployed distinct
pointing devices for different applications. It was found crucial
to consider and integrate the user interface as a whole (pointing
device and keyboard or keyboard replacement) when using
word proccessing or any application involving text entry as well
as pointing.
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POINTING DEVICES

CASE EXAMPLES

The following case examples illustrate some of the ways that
this particular group of users were able to control a direct
manipulation interface.

Example 1
Y.M. has a high spinal cord injury. She uses head and neck
movements to control her environment since she has very little
usable movement in her upper extremities. She accesses a
computer through a keyboard emulator (the LightTalkerTM)
which accepts input from an infrared pointer. During the trials
Y.M. used a trackball and LROP most successfully.

The trackball was mounted so that she could move the ball with
her chin. The trackball was rotated sideways so that the
handrest of the trackball would not blcck Y.M.'s view of the
screen and so that both the latching and nonlatching mousebut-
tons could be easily reached. Appropriate adjustments were
made to the software driver. The advantage of the trackball
was that Y.M. could independently drive up to the computer
and begin to use the pointing device.

Y.M. used two optical pointers in combination. The
Light Talker pointer accessed the keyboard emulator, which had
its own visual display and was placed directly below the main
screen. The LROP accessed the main screen. Movement from
text entry to pointing was very quick through redirection of
head movement. Y.M. uscd either dwell time or a pneumatic
switch to enter a mouse click and a latching pneumatic switch
for dragging.

Example 2
R.K. has peripheral nerve damage making it difficult to use
finger and hand movements to control an interface. Repeated
use of any one movement could cause fatigue and pain. An
acceptable solution was reached by combining voice input with
either a trackball or a headpointer (the LROP or Head Master).
R.K.'s primary purpose for using a computer was to write
music.

Music notation programs with DMIs usually allow control of
most functions and selections through either the keyboard or a
pointing device. As a result R.K. was able to use the pointing
devices and voice interchangeably during a session, thereby
reducing fatigue and avoiding overuse of one movement. Menu
items and dialog windows were most easily controlled through
the voice input module. Selecting items to cut or copy, and
choosing insertion points was done with the pointing device.
When using the headpointer a neckrest was used to relieve neck
strain and provide support for neck movement.

Example 3
A.A. has cerebral palsy with limited control of one upper
extremity and head movement. A.A. is nonspeaking, communi-
cating primarily through a letter board or portable computer.
She Weesties a keyboard using art isolated finger on her right
hand while stabilizing hcr right arm with her left forearm A.A.
used the Eusyl touch tablet and trackball most successfully and
had limited success with the LROP.

In using the headpointer A.A. had difficulty in maintaining the
pointer on the target while attempting to activate a switch with
her hand or to vocalize to make the selection with a sound
switch. Dwell time caused an unacceptable number of misse-
lections. One solution was to provide A.A. with one switch to
activate the headpointer. Her hand would rest on this until the
targ.3 was reached, at which point shc would release this switch
to activate a second, select switch. The position of the pointer
was frozen when she. released the first switch.

In using both a graphics program and a text editing program
A.A. had greatest success in combining a graphics tablet with
the arrow keys and using a sound switch as a mouse button.
A.A. used a finger splint with a teflon ballpoint tip to control
the pressure sensitive graphics tablet since she could not hold a
stylus. A rubber ring was fastened around the tip to avoid
slipping off keys with the sharp teflon tip when addressing the
keyboard.

The graphics tablet was used for large movements of the pointer
while the arrow keys were used for fine movements or fine
adjustments. Difficulty arose in pesitioning both the keyboard
and the graphics tablet within her range. For graphics programs
a graphics tablet with a set of arrow keys on the tablet would be
ideal. Although nonspeaking, A.A.vocalized quickly and
reliably with little overflow to her right arm. The sound switch
was therefore her most successful selection button.

CONCLUSION

All of the uscrs who participated in this project were able to
access a DMI using some pointing device with relatively
superficial modifications. Whether a DMI is an improvement
over a command-based interface for these users remains to be
determined. In order to effectively compare the two types of
interfaces a similar optimization process must occur with the
command-based interface.

To accomodate all but the most physically adept users, physical
demands should not be increased in an attempt to decrease
cognitive demands when designing user interfaces. The type of
pointing device required and the pointing conventions used
(e.g., dragging) should be very flexible. Designers need to pay
more attention to the integration of the text entry device and the
pointing device for all users.
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ABSTRACT

Direct manipulation computer environments require the
use of a pointing device, which some people find difficult
or impossible. Transparent emulation of the pointing
device is inadequate. A better approach might be to
allow users to delegate manipulation tasks to an intelli-
gent assistant within the computer environment. Current
systems adumbrate this ideal.

INTRODUCTION

The technique of direct manipulation is a fairly recent de-
velopment in human-computer interaction. A direct
manipulation computer interface displays the nature and
disposition of data in a rich, usually graphical, representa-
tion. Instead of manipulating the data by issuing com-
mands to the computer, or talking about the data, the user
rearranges and alters the screen representation, thereby
acting on the data. Pointing devices arc currently the
most effective means of translating user actions into
manipulation of the screen display.

While for most users direct manipulation is a fluid and
intuitive interaction style, there is a group of users for
which it is difficult or impossible. These users either
cannot operate a pointing device or do so with great
difficulty. A traditional, "transparent," alternate access
method would attempt to emulate the pointing device: the
user would move the screen cursor by pressing or scan-
ning through a set of directional keys. We might also
suggest that direct manipulation is simply inappropriate
for some users, and that they should use a command-
based interface instead. The first method is highly
inefficient, however, and the second avoids the issue.
(Cf. Brownlow et al., 1989.)

We should be able to devise satisfactory alternatives or
enhancements to direct manipulation. Our solutions must
measure up to the ideals of direct manipulation: quick and
intuitive access to data, and the resulting sense of control.
We might follow current trends in human-computer
interaction research and allow the user to delegate tasks.

HOW TO DELEGATE

Playing the Boss
In thc real world, people who are either unable or unwill-
ing to perform tasks for themselves delegate them to
others. It would seem reasonable to extend this principle
into the world of the computcr. If the direct manipulation
of data representations is too difficult, why not create a
staff of electronic assistants to do the manipulation? We
should be able to give the user a more managerial role in
computing.

Many computer tasks arc processes involving existing
data. During file operations and pagc layout, for ex-
ample, the user manipulates files and text which are
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already present in the computer. In a direct manipulation
file system, the user moves and copies existing files by
dragging their icons from one location to another on the
electronic desktop. To delete or print a file, the user
drags its icon to the wastebasket or printer icon. A uscr
who cannot point needs another method. An initial
approach might be to provide a scanning system which
allows the user to select file icons and their destinations.
Such a system might be highly functional, but it would
lack much of the psychological power of the original In

the original system, users can feel they are actually
handling their files. Users of the scanning system have
no such feeling of control, since they must work through
a slow and awkward technique of scanning and selection.

To give the user more of a sense of authority, we can
recast the scanning system in a managerial metaphor. We
can relabel the desktop items as staff members of an
electronic office. File icons become low-level workers,
file folders become supervisors, and instrument icons
such as the wastebasket and printer become staff special-
ists. The user issues orders to the electronic staff. Print-
ing a file, for example, involves arranging a meeting
between the lowly "worker" and the "print specialist."
Now, the scanning user is delegating tasks which other
users have to perform themselves.

There are two major objections to the managerial solu-
tion. We have simply taken an existing technique
scanningand tried to present it in a different and more
empowering way. Yet the scanning user is still at a
disadvantage; scanning is still slower than direct manipu-
lation. Furthermore, delegation only works for fairly
simple tasks which involve existing data. The user
cannot delegate data entry, and the interface cannot
anticipate every complex and varied editing or processing
task the user will want to perform. We need to extend the
concept of delegation to bc of more general utility, and to
give users more power than they had before.

An administrative assistant
A better approach might follow thc lead of direct manipu-
lation in giving the user complete control over data, while
also providing some degree of assistance. Alternative
manipulation techniques may be devised which allow
users to make the best of their abilities in handling data.
For example, a word processor for scanning users might
eliminate the pointing metaphor altogether, and scan
through the text itself instead of through an array of
direction keys.

In addition to giving the user direct access to data, an
ideal system would incorporate a kind of administrative
assistant. This assistant would look over the user's
shoulder, as it were, and step in when needed. It would
have complete access to all aspects of the computer
environment, and some understanding of the Las( domain.
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By observing the user's actions, and accepting correction
from the user, the assistant would gradually build up
knowledge of a range of tasks. The user could then
delegate common, repetitive actions to the assistant
instead of having to work through them.

Thus, in word processing, the user might want the assis-
tant to perform tasks such as transposing chunks of tcxt,
creating footnotes, and so on. Yet there would be no
barrier between the user and the data; at any time the user
could choose to perfonn an action by manipulation. Such
a system would make the most of the abilities of all users,
while at the same time giving them added power by
putting an intelligent assistant at their command.

CURRENT IMPLEMENTATIONS

Various research prototypes and commercial products im-
plement some of the principles outlined in the previous
section. While none of these implementations provides
all aspects of the environment described above, they dem-
onstrate the feasibility of the individual techniques
involved.

Alternative manipulation
A current project at our centre is exploring the direct ma-
nipulation of text through scanning. Instead of requiring
the user to scan through movement and selection com-
mands to manipulate the text, our protoypc system treats
the text itself as a selection set which the user can scan
through a block at a time. Thc principle of manipulating
data by directly scanning through it may prove generally
applicable.

Automation
The macros or script languages included in many applica-
tion programs are very powerful, but they only work
within the associated program. Hewlett-Packard's
NewWavem environment integrates macro capability
into the operating system, extending the idea of a stan-
dard, system-wide batch facility. New Wave's "agent"
scripts have complete control over all applications in the
system (as long as they conform to the NewWave stan-
dard). An agcnt can automate an entire session, running
applications, editing data, and transferring information.
(Cobb and Weiner, 1988.)

Programming by demonstration
While most macro or script facilities can "learn" by
recording user actions, making full use them requires
mastering a script language and writing programs. Cur-
rent FICI work is applying machine learning techniques to
task automation. In a system developed at the University
of Calgary, an "eager apprentice" observes the user's
actions and generalizes them, learning by induction to
perform tasks the user has demonstrated (Maulsby and
Witten, 1989).
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Intelligent environments
Other HCI work seeks to aad general intelligence to the
computer environment. Researchers at the University of
Colorado have developed a "design environment" which
guides the user through various design tasks, suggesting
actions to perform and correcting errors (Fischer and
Lemke, 1988).

CONCLUSION

In attempting to make direct manipulation computer
interfaces accessible to people who cannot use pointing
devices, it is insufficient simply to relabel old solutions or
to provide awkward emulations of standani devices. We
must add capabilities to the system which give more, not
less, power to the user. Providing an intelligent assistant
seems an effective solution. While no current system
fully implements this idea, existing products and proto-
types demonstrate that the necessary techniques are
feasible.
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ABSTRACT

ENERGY COSTS OF WALKING AND STANDING USING
FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION

Paul C. Miller, Rudi Kobetie, and Ronald D. Lew
Motion Study Laboratory

Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Cleveland, Ohio USA

FES, and walking with the aid of FES.
Standing and walking exercise trials were also
done while subjects were lying on a mat in
order to ascertain the amount of energ
expended by the upper body while holding onto
a standard rolling walker for balance. Walking
trials were done over the course of 1000 feet
and speeds varied from .4 rn/sec to .65 m/sec.
A Sensormedics MMC Horizon System, Model
MMCH, was used to analyze the energy
expended. A reading was collected
approximately every 15 seconds.

Energy data were collected on two paraplegic
and one hemiplegic individuals utilizing
Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) during
walking and standing. For comparison, control
data were collected on two able bodied subjects
for the same activities. Paraplegic and
heruiplegic individuals using FES during walking
used 28.8 and 18 ml 09/kg/min respectively.
The able bodied controrsubject used 8.64 ml
02/kg/min during walking at the same speed of
.5 m/sec. During standing with FES, paraplegic
subjects used 12.6 ml 02/kg/min as compared
to normals who use less than 3.6 ml
02/kg/min. This level of energy consumption
during walking is higher than most paraplegic
subjects can tolerate for prolonged periods of
time.

INTRODUCTION

Paraplegic and hemiplegic individuals walk with
the aid of FES (1)(2). Of primary concern is
the amount of energy needed to successfully use
the FES system for ambulation. Energy
efficiency is an important issue concerning the
effectiveness of paraplegic and hemiplegic
ambulation using FES. Although energy costs
are quite high we are investigating some
methods to aid in increasing the overall energy
efficiency of FES in hopes of enabling
paraplegic and hemiplegic individuals to use the
system functionally over prolonged periods of
time. Our task is to determine how much
energy is required by the body when FES is
used to perform functional tasks, such as
walking and standing, and then compare these
results with energy requirements of a normal
undertaking the same or similar tasks. Due to
inherent inefficiency of electrical stimulation,
including reverse muscle fiber recruitment and
inadequate control of stimulation using
preprogrammed patterns, we are striving to
reduce energy consumption during various tasks
to below 50% of the individuals maximal
aerobic capacity.

METHODS

Collection of energy expenditure data was done
on two paraplegics, one hemiplegic and two
normals during resting, standing with the aid of

16.1

RESULTS

Initial results indicated that energy required for
FES ambulation and standing in paraplegics was
significantly higher than that required by an
able-bodied individual (Table 1). The energy
expended by a paraplegic using FES to
ambulate was an average of 28.8 ml 02/kg/min
compared to approximately 8.1 ml 02/kg/min
for normal ambulation, at an average speed of
.5 m/sec. The hemiplegic individual used 18 ml
02/kg/min during walking. During standing,
paraplegics used 12.6 ml 09/kg/min and
normals used less than 3.8 ml 0-2/kg/min. All
the subjects and controls used less than 4.0 ml
02/kg/min at rest. When lying supine on a
mat during walking exercise trials, paraplegics
reduced their energy consumption to 20.2 ml
02/kg/min and the hemiplegic energy
consumption was reduced to 8.3 nil 02/kg/min.
During supine standing exercise trials fine energy
consumed in paraplegics was reduced to 10.8 ml
02/kg/min.

DISCUSSION

When the muscles are stimulated to a fully
contracted state, the amount of energy required
to accommodate this type )f intense contraction
was 3.5 times higher in paraplegics and twice as
high for the hemiplegic subject during walking
as compared to normal. Redwing the amount
of stimulation showed a trend towards
decreasing the energy requirement. With
preprogrammed stimulation there was the
necessity to overstimulate the muscle to ensure
that a function could be carried out over longer
periods of time, so that even after fatigue was
encountered the muscles were still above
acceptable strength levels for safety and
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function. Although the muscular endurance of
the paraplegics improved with stimulation,
energy cost was still above 50% of their
maximal aerobic capacity during walking (3).
CarClovascular tndurance is not a major
limitation in distance walking in conditioned
paraplegics. The limiting factor is usually
fatigue of the upper extremities which are
required to work harder when hip instability
sets in with muscle fatigue. There was a 8.6
ml 02/kg/min reduction in energy consumption
using the same stimulation pattern for walking
when the subject was supine. This suggests that
30% of the energy is used by the upper
extremities for balance and support during
walking. The energy used during the waildng
trials was similar to that of a normal individual
running a 7.5 minute mile with similar energy
costs, respiratory rates, and exercising heart
rates (4). It is very possible that this amount of
energy could be tolerated for prolonged periods
of time. It is as feasible as an able bodied
runner running multiple miles at a 7.5 minute
per mile pace. However, such a system would
not be practical for everyday use.

Another interesting point was that paraplegic
standing was less energy efficient than
paraplegic walking. During standing the energy
efficiency was at its lowest because the large
muscle groups of the lower body were
stimulated constantly at full strength. However,
during walking the muscles were stimulated at
varying degrees of strength and intermittently.
Walking trials using normal control subjects
showed an increase in energy efficiency with an
increase in walking speed from .45 m/sec to
1.35 rn/sec. The energy cost of normal walking
was 8.3 ml 02/kg/min at .45 rn/sec and 14.4
ml 02/kg/min at 1.35 rn/sec. The walking
speed was tripled and the energy cost was less
than doubled. Increased speed introduced a
greater momentum component to the walking

Table 1

and increased the energy efficiency. Walking at
slow speeds diminished the momentum effects
and thus decreased the energy efficiency.
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ml 02/kg/min ) (mjsec)

SUB INJURY REST WALK STAND EXRCISE EXRCISE WALKING
LEVEL WALK STAND SPEED

CG T 7 4.0 29.9 1.3.0 20.2 10.8 .6

RL T 9 3.4 27.7 12.6 20.2 11.2 .5

EK hemi 3.7 18.0 1.1 83 NA .5

1 Cntrl 3.2 7.6 4.0 NA NA .5

2 Cntrl 3.5 8.6 3.6 NA NA .5

Cntrl- Control Subject
hemi- Hemiplegic
T7, T9- Paraplegjes
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to evaluate physiologic
responses of spinal cord injured quadriplegics and
paraplegics during a graded knee extension (KE)
exercise test utilizing functional neuromuscular
stimulation (FNS) of paralyzed quadriceps muscles.
Seven quadriplegics and 7 paraplegics performed a
series of 4-min stages of bilateral alternating FNS-KE
exercise at loads of 0, 5, 10, and 15 kg/leg. -Metabolic
and cardiovascular responses were -determined with
open-circuit spirometry, impedance cardiography, and
auscultation. Comparing rest with peak FNS--KE for both
groups, the FNS-KE exercise elicited significant (p< .05)
increases In oxygen uptake (130%, 2.3 METS),

13

uimonary ventilation (120%), respiratory exchange ratio
arteriovenous 02 difference (57%), cardiac output

32% , stroke volume (41%), mean arterial pressure
18% , and rate-pressure product (23%). Heart rate

increased by 11% from the 5-15-kg/leg stages.
Physiologic responses of quadriplegics and paraplegics
were very similar, except for relathre hypotension and
reduced peripheral vascular resistance in quadriplegics.
Graded FNS-KE exercise (to 15 kg/leg) induces small but
appropriate increases in aerobic metabolism and
cardiovascular responses that apjoear to be easily
tolerated by paraplegics and quadriplegics.

INTRODUCTION

Knee extension (KE) exercise via functional
neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) is used for strength and
endurance training of the paralyzed quadriceps muscles
in spinal cord injured (SCI) individuals (1). However, the
cardiovascular responses to this exercise are not well
understood (2), and such data are necessary for
evaluation of its potential benefits/risks for SCI subjects.
Therefore, the objectives of the current study were to
document physiologic responses to FNS-KE exercise in
sa Individuals, to compare the physiologic responses of
quadriplegics (quads) and paraplegics (pares), and to
evaluate the safety/risks of FNS-KE- exercise across the
range of loads typically used during FNS-KE exercise
testing and training.

METHODS

S blects
ourteen SCI men volunteered to participate in this study.

Their mean age was 32 yr, they averaged 7 yr since
injury, and their functional SCI levels ranged from C6 to
C7 for the seven quads and from T5 to T1-1 for the seven
pares. Five of the quads had neurologically incomplete
SCis.

Procgdpre
Specially designed and constructed FNS-KE chair and
stimulator systems were used to electrically induce
contractions of the paralyzed quadriceps muscles 0),
Subjects performed a continuous progressive FNS-KE
exercise test during which steady-state physiologic
responses were determined. After 5 min of rest, subjects
performed 4 mln of bilateral alternating FNS-KE exercise
at a rate of approximately six contractions/leg/min.
Loads began with 0 kg/leg and progressed by 5 kg/leg-
increments every .4 min to a maximum of 15
Oxygen uptake (V09), carbon dioxide output (1009 ,
and pulmonary ventilation (VE) were determined wi
computerized open-circuit spirometry. Central
hemodynamic responpes (stroke volume, SV; heart rate,
HR; cardiac output, ca) were assessed with impedance
cardiography and ECG. Systolic (SBP, mmHg) and

diastolic (DBP, mmHg) arterial blood pressures were
determined by auscuitation. Rate-pressure product
(RPP), mean arterialPlood pressure (MAP), arteriovenous
02 difference (a-V09), and total peripheral vascular
raistance (TPR) wereicalculated. Physiologic data were
statistically analyzed with two-way split-pia analysis of
variance (ANOVA), Tukey tests, one-way repeated
measures ANOVAs, and independent t-tests (alpha = .05).

RESULTS

All but one parer subject completed the_ _graded FNS-KE
exercise test to the 15-kg/leg stage. Most physiologic
responses of quad and pare groups were similar, and
were, therefore, averaged together (see Table 1). When
comparing rest with the peak (15-kg/leg) stage for both

roups combined, FNS-KE exercise elicited significant
<.05) Increases In YO9 by 130%, VF by 120%, RER by

7%, a-V09 by 57%, Q in 32%, SV by-41%, RPP by 2396,
and MAP sy 18%; TPR decreased by 19%. HR increased
significantly only from the 5- to the 15-kg/leg stages.
Responses for IAAP, TPR, and RPP for quads were
significantly lower than pares at each exercise stage, as
shown In Table 1.

DISCUSSION

Previous physiologic studies of FES-KE exercise 12 4,5,6)
have reported doubling of oxygen uptake (V09 ) and
ventilation (Vp), little or no change in heart rate (HR , and
marked IncrZases in arterial pressure, especla ly in
quads. In the present study, exercise V09 was
approximately double the resting level in quad§ and
pares. The VO2geak during FNS-KE of 0.53 L/min is
lower than the VO9peak of approximately 1 L/min
achieved by many SUI subjects during FNS leg cycle
ergometry (7). The major differences between tnese
exercise modes are the greater muscle mass, higher
contraction frequency, and lower external resistive loads
during FNS leg cyclinQcompared with FNS-KE. These
characteristics render FNS leg cycling more useful for
stimulating aerobic metabolism, while FNS-KE exercise
presumably relies more heavily upon anaerobic
metabolism and neuromuscular factors related to higher
force production of shorter duration. Due to the low
levels of aerobic metabolism, central circulation, and
cardiac volume- and pressure-loading elicited by FNS-KE
exercise in this study, we would predict primarily local
adaptations In muscles related to increased muscular
hypertrophy and strength. Anaerobic metabolism would
also be improved since FNS primarily recruits fast-twitch
muscle fibers. Previous training studies have already
documented FNS-KE training Induced increases in thigh
girth and muscular strength and endurance (1,8).

Pulmonary ventilation .appeared to be well regulated
(linear) with respect to V09 and load during graded FNS-
KE exercise. The linear inbrease In RER above unity at
loads exceeding 5 kg/leg strongly suggests heavy C0 9
production from anaeroblosis, with perhaps thS
metabolic acidosis driving ventilation via humoral
mechanisms (9).

The 136% increase in VO9 during FNS-KE gxercise was
achieved through 32 and 57% increases in 04 and a-009,
respectively. This indicates that the increase In systemrc
aerobic metabolism was accomplished both by increases
in blood and 02 delivery through the central circulation
and by increases in the rate of 0-2 extraction in exercising
muscles . Peripheral extraction of 02 appears to be the
predominant or. the two factors. This suggests that small
increments In V09 (2.3 METS) during FNS-KE exercise
require minimal sOpport from the central cardiovascular
system and/or that little or no activation of the
sympathetic nervous system is necessary to support this
low level of aerobic metabolism.
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TABLE 1. Physiologic Responses of SCI Subjects During FNS Knee Extension Exercise.

Rest tlIgneg
ALL SCI UBJECT$
VO2 (L/m n) 0.23 + 0.04 0.34 + 0.07

el°(L m n)rift.) 54 415 68_,±99
4.271 0.69 4.80 ± 0.59

SV 63 + 15 73 ± 15
HR bpm) 69 + 10 67 + 11
Vp /min) 9.8 + 1.4 1331 1.5
RER 0.84+ 0.04 0.94± 0.07

ADRIPLE IC
MAP mm g 66± 15 71 + 9
TPR (mmHg L/mln) 14.7 ,± 3.3 15.7A 1.9
RPP (bpm-mmHg/10a) 5.5 + 0.9 6.9 + 1.0

PAR I

MAP mm g
TPR (mmHg L/mini,
RPP (bpm-mml-1/100)

891 9
22.7± 5.2
8.5± 0.8

931 10
19.9 + 4.1
8.6 + 1.4

0.40 + 0.07
77_± Th
5.26,± 0.49
GO + 15
67 + 11
163 + 2.4
1.03 7- 0.06

76 + 11
147 1.0
6.5± 0.8

95,± 7
18.0± 3.0
7.7 -I: 0.9

10 ka /leg jEkgIlig
0.53 + 0.09
88 +14
6.27 + 0.66

0.46 + 0.08
84 +-la
5411- + 0.73
81 + 17 89 + 18
71 + 11 73 + 13
193 + 2.9 21X + 3.9
1.107- 0.06 1.15 + 0.09

81 + 16 83 + 18
15X + 3.7 13:01 + 3.8
7.0 +-1.3 7.9 + 1.7

101 + 11 102 + 16
17.9-+ 3.2 16.3 + 1.8
9.4 +-0.7 9.7 + 1.1

$Ince HR increased only 6%, the modest 32% increase In
Q during FNS-KE appeared to be due primarily_ to the
41% increase In SV. This strongly suggests that FNS-KE
enhances return of venous blood to the heart through
atternately elevating the lower legs, activating the skeletal
muscle (quadriceps) pump, andincreasing the activity of
the thoracic/respiratory pump. Increased cardiac filling
and preload may allow enhanced myocardial
performance and SV vla the Frank-Starling mechanism.
Consequently, the increased SV and MAP during FNS-KE
may elicit the poarasympathetically-medlated baroreflex
through the intact efferent arc. Thus, HR is
depressed at the lower (0-5 kg eg) FNS-KE loads and
candloacceleratIon is only slig t at the higher (10-15
kg/leg) loads. Vagal withdrawal appears to be a
sufficient explanation-for the small increase in HR rather
than sympathetic stimulation.

Whereas a marked pressor response in quads, but not In
paras, had been previously reported (4,5), a small
increase of MAP in both groups was observed in this
study. The MAP of both groups Increased, but quads
displayed MAPs in the hypo- to normotensive range that
averaged 20 mmHg below those of pares. TPR of-quads
was also lower than that of pares at all test loads. Low
MAP and TPR appear to interact to allow a relatively
normal Q response to exercise in quads.

From a safeW perspective, the low absolute levels of peak
responses to FNS-KE observed In thls study probably
pose little cardiovascular threat to otherwise healthy
pares or quads. Even during FNS-KE exercise at the 15-
kg/leg stage, the RPP (an Index of myocardial VO2 or
cardiac stress) remained within the normal resting range.
Overall, the cardiovascular responses observed in this
study were appropriate for the low level of aerobic
metabolism induced by FNS-KE and were well tolerated
by healthy SCI subjects. One potential risk In quads
during FNS-KE may be hypotension. Although
completely without symptoms, arterial blood pressures
near 70/40 mmHg were observed before the test at rest
and during FNS-KE exercise In three quadriplegic
subjects, two of which were neurologically Incomplete.
During FNS-KE exercise, their BPs generally Increased
toward normotensive levels. Additionally, no orthopedic
complications were encountered during testing, perhaps
due to the load limit of 15 kg/leg. Those administering
this exercise for research or clinical purposes are
cautioned to monitor BP In all quads and limit maximal
FNS-KE loads.

CONCLUSIONS

The physiologic responses of these SCI subjects Indicate
that graded FNS-KE exercise stresses the 09 transport
systems to a very low degree. FNS-KE Induces mild
cardiac volume- and pressure-loads that are easily
tolerated by and appear to be safe for paras and quads.
Physiologic responses of quads and paras are similar,
except for the relative hypotension and reduced
peripheral vascular resistance in quads.
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ABSTRACT

An automated system for exercising the lower
extremities of spinal cord Injured patients using functional
neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) has been developed.
Operation of the system causes knee extension and
flexion in the vertical plane during automated adaptively
controlled ramped increases and decreases of current
intensities within a predetermined range of motion from 0-
700. Lower limb exercise is accomplished as the limbs
push against lever arms equipped with adjustable load
(weights). The system uses the adaptive equalization
method to cornrol FNS of the quadriceps muscles to
induce sequential concentric and eccentric contractions
of the muscles in both limbs. FNS parameters and
control signals necessary to track the predetermined
range of motion are acquired and adjusted dynamically
for proper and safe operation of the system. Tests
indicated that the system is able to operate within
predetermined range of motion satisfactorily as designed.
Simulated safety problems such as hyper-extension of
the knee joint, open circuitry, muscle spasms and low
power were successfully detected and the system
followed appropriate safety procedures.

INTRODUCTION
Various devices have been developed for FNS training of
paralyzed lower extremity musculature of spinal cord
injured (SCI) individuals via linear control methods [1-4].
However, repetitive FNS of paralyzed muscles causes
non-linear increases In threshold stimulation current [5,6]
and stimulated paralyzed muscles have nonlinear gain
and possibly time-varying characteristics [5-7]. The
performance of a system for efficient and smooth control
of paralyked limb movement requires that the system be
able to adapt to nonlinear characteristics of the
electrically stimulated paralyzed muscles. This paper
describes an automated adaptive equalization system
(MES) for asynchronous FNS assisted movement of
lower limbs of SCI IndMduals.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 Illustrates the functional block diagram of the
various subsystems which include: (A) Ramp and
Exponential Generator (R&EG): This stage takes one
control signal from the control logic when activated and
starts increasing the output voltage. When the control Is
deactivated, It ramps down to zero and waits for the next
control. signal. The ramped output wave couia be linear,
exponential or the combination. (B) Stimulator Output:
This stage takes input from the ramp and exponential
generators (R&EG) and converts them into current-
regulated pulse output where current varies as the input
voltage. The output current Is limited to 150 mA. Output
pulses are 300 microseconds long at a repetition rate of
35 Hz. (C) Asynchronous adaptive equalization (AAE).
This stage presents the previous threshold stimulation
current value to the R&EG. This value is used to account
for the expected threshold value for the next contraction.

RAMP
GENERATOR
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AMPLIFIER

THRESH=
STORE

THRESHOLD
CONTRCA LOGIC

()IMRE
PARA

PULSE
GENERA

RAMP
GENERATOR

ANT CURR
AMPUFIER I I SMBJECTPROTECTIONAMPIJFIFR

RIGHT ELECTRODES

MODE F AUL FMILT ACTIVE

FIGURE 1. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AAE SYSTEM

(0) Position Sensing System: This system supplies a
bias voltage to the exercise chair's electronics and
receives a voltage from the potentiometer on each lever
arm of the chair. The voltage is proportional to the angle
between the weight arm and the vertical. It has series of
comparators to monitor position voltages from the weight
arms against preset voltage values. One set is preset to
fire a pulse at 35 degree level of the lever arm extension,
which is 50% of predetermined target angle of 70°.
Another set fires at the target angie (70°). The output of
each of the position sensors Is taken to a differentiating
circuit followed by another comparator which indicates
the start of limb movement. This information is used by
AAES to memorize the threshold value of contraction. (E)
Adaptive Asynchronous Equalization Controls (AAEC).
When the system Is first turned on, all variables used for
FNS control such as the threshold current value, position
sensor values, the 50% and 100% conditions are
initialized and the fault detect circuits are cleared. When
the R&EG are activated, both the MEG and AAEC
receive the same signal from the control system. This In
effect cues the AAEC to release the preset voltage to the
R&EG to start at ti expected threshold value. When the
leg starts to move, the position sensor immediately sends
a signal to the AAEC to indicate the start of leg movement
(threshold condition). The AAEC then captures and
remembers the threshold stimulation current (voltage)
value upon receMng this signal. (F) Control System: The
control system performs the following tasks: 1) it
alternates the sequence of contraction from the left to the
right leg and vice versa. 2) It sends a signal to the ramp
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AAES FOR FNS-1NDUCED KNEE EXTENSION EXERCISE

generator to ramp down if (i) the knee extension reaches
the target angle (70°) or the stimulator output reaches
the maximum output, and (ii) one/both of the legs (s/are
fatigued. 3) it monitors the entire system, detects and
shuts It down if any of the following fault conditions exist;
i) low battery, ii) open sensor circuit, iii) if R&EG
continues to ramp up when the control signal indicates
the opposite, and iv) if spasms occur.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Figure 2 illustrates the setup which comprises of an
exercise chair, lever arms loaded with weights and the
AAES. The quadriceps muscles contract concentrically
on stimulation to lift the subject's lower limb, lever and
weight against gravity. Figure 3(A) illustrates the
relationship between the knee extension within 0-700
range of motion and the applied stimulation current, while
Figure 3(B) illustrates th6 asynchronous right and left
knee extension process. Four conditions represent when
the muscle is fresh (i&1), after repeated contraction
before muscle fatigue (ii&2), early signs of fatigue (iii&3),
and during muscle fatigue (iv&4). When the muscle is
fresh, it takes lower current intensities (Figure 3, 1) for the
knee to extend through the range of motion (Figure 3, i)
for the same amount of load. With repeated knee
extensions, the threshold current (Figure 3, T) increased
continuously. This phenomenon has been reported in
our previous studies [5&6]. Feedback systems and
adaptive techniques are used to apply the necessary
stimulation parameters such as threshold stimulation
current, ramp characteristics (linear, exponential or
combination) to the quadriceps muscles to ensure
smooth khee extension. The system was designed to
permit continued knee extension if the extension is above
50% of the range of motion (Figure 3, i-iii), but to shut
down if the extension is less than 50% (Figure 3, iv).
Figure 3(B) illustrates asynchronous knee extension
where variable delay systems were implemented to
synchronize ramp-down in one leg with ramp-up In the
other leg. The system has been used to train the
quadriceps muscles of SCI subjects and marked
information on performance reported (8).
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CONCLUSION
The AAES has been used to train the quadriceps muscle
of SCI subjects, It could also be used to plan therapy.
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ABSTRACT

Functional neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) may be

useful In restoring purposeful movements to muscles
paralyzed by spinal cord injury (SCI). However, fatigue
characteristics of these muscles are not well documented
or understood. The purpose of this study was to monitor
decrements in the performance of paralyzed quadriceps
muscles during a sequence Of static FNS-Induced
contractions. For this, surface electrode FNS (300
microsecond pulses at 35 Hz) current was linearly
ramped between 0 and 150 mA (ma.x), or to a max force
output of 147 N (15 kg x 9.8 m/sec`) as measured by a

strain gauge at the ankle level. During the exercise
session, contractions varied from 24-14 sec In duration,
followed by 6-16 sec of rest. Generally, It was found that
max force output occurred at the point of max FNS
current which suggests that more motor units may be

recruited and greater force output achieved if FNS
current Is further increased. Decrements in max force
output were found with each consecutive contraction, as
were increases in the threshold current. These data
suggest that there was progressive fatigue of the
stimulated motor unit domain. Greater max force output
was elicited from FNS-trained muscles, and decrements
in performance occurred at a lower rate.

INTRODUCTION

FNS-Induced contractions of paralyzed muscles can
potentially enable performance of skilled activities which
may improve the rehabilitation outcome of SCI patients.
In order to design FNS systems that are safe and
effective, understanding is required of muscle contraction
characteristics and patterns of fatigue. Reeently, a
muscle performance evaluation system was developed to
monitor the relationship between FNS current and
muscle force output (Ezenwa, et al., 1989). This system
can enable objective study of numerous variables that
can affect muscle contraction characteristics. The
purpose of this study was to monitor decrements In the
performance of paralyzed quadriceps muscles during a
sequence of static FNS-Induced contractions. These
decrements in performance were compared between
muscles that were highly FNS-trained (Rodgers, et al.,
1990) and those that were not.

METHODS

The instrumentation used for thls study Included an
exercise chair, an isometric force sensor at the ankle
level, a support around the leg to distribute the generated
force over a larger surface area, a constant current
stimulator with ramped output up to 150 m4, surface
electrodes over motor points of tho quadriceps muscle
group, a signal conditioning system, chart recorder, and
a computer for data acquisition (Ezenwa, 1989). A total
of 20 SCI subjects were used for thls study. Each subject

16.4

was informed as to the purposes of the study, any known
risks, and their right to terminate participation 2.< will
without penalty. Willingness and understanding was
indicated by the signing of a statement of informed
consent. The experimental protocol consisted of ramped
FNS current from 0 to 150 mA, or to a level that induced a
contraction force of 147 N. FNS current then rampad
down to 0 mA. Muscles were stimulated every 30 sec for
40 contraction trials, or until the muscle fatigued to 25%
of its original force output.

RESULTS

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between FNS current
and force output of highly FNS-trained quadriceps
muscles of a subject who participated in our exercise
training program for over a year. The subject's muscle
was able to achieve the targeted force of 147 N on all 40
trials. The current required to produced this force
gradually increased from 76 to 100 mA. The threshold

Figure 1. Relationship between stimulation current and
force output of a highly FNS-trained quadriceps.

current (for force output) gradually and progressively
increased from approximately 20-40 mA. Figure 2
illustrates the relationship between FNS current and force
output of a subject who Is new to our exercise training

Figurs 2. Relatloriship between stknulation current and
force output of an FNS-untrained quadriceps.
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Muscle Fatigue Characteristics with FNS

program and has had only initial FNS exposure for
habituation. The full 150 mA of current was required for
every contraction of the muscle of this subject. With
each successive contraction, the force output decreased
and the threshold current increased. In all subjects, it
was observed that maximal force output occurred at the
point of maximal FNS current.

Figure 3 illustrates the computer-generate9t plot of FNS
current vs muscle force output for every 51" contraction
for a moderately FNS-trained subject. During the 40
contractions, there was a decrement in maximal force
output, a decrease In the force generation slope and a

last
contraction

. . 181.-4- -7-4.7- 1

elorros (.4)

Figure 3. Computer-generated ciot of FNS current (mA)
yRthe force generated by a quadriceps muscle for every
5" contraction.

rise in threshold current. Figure 4 Illustrates the force
generated per unit of FNS current (F/I = N/mA) for 13
SC1 subjects. Subjects who exhibited a high F/I ratio
were highly trained, subjects with a middle F/I ratio were
moderately trained, whereas subjects with a low F/I rati2
were relatively untrained. Data were plotted for every 5t"
contraction trial. The F/1 ratio decreased almost linearly
with each successive plotted trial for the trained subjects.
However, the F/1 ratio tended to markedly decrease
during the first five contractions for the untrained
subjects, but then decreased more linearly until fatigue.
Five relatively untrained subjects fatigued prematurely
and could not complete the 40 contractions.

$1.1 4 Ss

Contractiorm

Figure 4. Force per unit FNS current (F/I) for every 5 th
contraction for 13 SC1 subjects.

DISCUSSION

If FNS is to be used to precisely control paralyzed
muscles to enhance the rehabaitation outcome of SCI
patients, the changes In contraction characteristics and
stimulation parameters that occur with successive
contractions needs to be thoroughly understood. The
present study demonstrated that there was a decrement
in muscle performance with each forceful FNS-induced
isometric contraction. Since maximal force output
always occurred at the point of maximal FNS current, It is
apparent that the maximal current used was capable of
recruiting only a limited domain of motor units rather than
all motor units. Thus, the progressive fatigue observed
could not be compensated for by recruitment of
additional motor units without Increasing maximal FNS
current. Therefore, tt Is recommended that future studies
focus upon the percentage of motor units recruited for
the specific FNS parameters utilized.The Increase in
threshold current with each successive contraction can
also be accounted for by motor unit fatigue, since more
current would be required to recruit additional motor
units. Thus, the initial level of FNS current needs to be
progressively increased as fatigue occurs to maintain
proportional control of force output.

This study clearly demonstrated that chronic FNS knee
extension exercise training can markedly improve
performance characteristics of quadriceps muscles.
Subjects who were highly trained were able to achieve
higher force outputs with less decrement In performance
during the 40 consecutive contractions. This Is In

contrast to the rapid fatigue observed In untrained
muscle which occurred at quite low levels of force output.

In conclusion, additional research needs to be conducted
on changes in muscle performance characteristics during
the use of FNS. As the mechanisms of fatigue are better
understood, FNS systems can be better designed to
enhance performance.
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ABSTRACT
Six paraplegic males performed arm crank exercise (ACE)

alone and during simultaneous functional neuromuscular
stimulation (FNSKE) of leg muscles to determine the
metabolic and cardiovascular effects of FNS during ACE.
FNSKE exercise consisted of bilateral alternating knee
extensions (quadriceps only) at 6 repetitions min't for
each leg. Steady-state exercise heart rates and oxygen
uptakes were not significantly different during. ACE
compared to ACE + FNSKE, Suggesting that FNS knee
extension exercise does not contribute appreciably to
whole body metabolism during arm exercise. Furthermore,
cardiac output and stroke volume were not substantially
increased by FNS knee extension at rest or during
submaximal ACE. These data are in marked contract to
previous studies comparing hybrid exercise (i.e. voluntary
arm cranking during FNS-isometric contractions or FNS-
leg cycling) with ACE, and may be explained by the fact
that only a single muscle group was stimiulated in the
present design. The results also support the view that
FrNis knee extension exercise does not ameliorate venous
pooling or augment whole-body metabolism at rest or
during arm exercise in paraplegics.

INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, the technique of functional
neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) has been used
as a rehabilitation tool in a variety of patient
populations with disuse atrophy (1). Recently,
Davis and colleagues (2) and Hooker et al. (3)
have reported upon pilot studies whereby
voluntary arm cranking was performed during
simultaneous FNS-induced leg muscle
contractions. In the former study (2), male
paraplegics underwent submaximal arm crank
ergometry (ACE) during concurrent FNS-induced
isometric contractions of thigh and calf muscles.
During FNS isometric leg exercise, cardiac output
and stroke volume were elevated by 7%-19%
during ACE + FNS compared to ACE alone. In
the latter study (3), tetraplegics developed
higher V02's and cardiac outputs during arm
cranking with concurrent FNS-induced leg
cycling compared either modality by itself.
These investigations suggested that FNS-induced
contractions of the legs increased venous return
of blood to the heart and augmented stroke
volume by "reactivating" the skeletal muscle
pump at rest or during arm exercise in SCI

subjects.

In this paper, we report our experience with arm
cranking during concurrent FNS knee extension
in male paraplegics. The purpose of the present
investigation was to examine the cardiovascular
and metabolic effects of simultaneous FNS-
induced knee extension exercise during arm
crank ergometry.

METHODS

16.5

Six asymptomatic SCI men (age =25.3 + 2.0
yr, ../02peak = 2.07 ± 0.2 l-min-1) with lesion
levels between -Nand Tio were recruited for the
present study. The subjects had previously
undergone medical examination, informed
consent, 1-3 weeks of FNS habituation and
assessment of physical characteristics as
described by Davis et al. (1). Subjects operated
an arm crank ergometer (ACE) while.oxygen
uptake (V02) and expired ventilation (V21 were
determined via open circuit spirometly.
Submaximal heart rate (HR), cardiac output (01),
and stroke volume (SV) were estimated with
transthoracic impedance cardiography at rest
and immediately following 6-7 min of steady-
state ACE at 30 W, 60 W and 90 W.
Arteriovenous oxygen extraction (a-N702 diff)
and total periph.eral Lesistance (TPR) were
calculated from V02, IQ and ausculated blood
pressures.

The subjects performed two exercise tests in
randomised order consisting of; a) ACE alone,
or, b) ACE with FNS knee extensions
(ACE+ FNS ). ACE +FNS exercise comprised
arm cranking during simultaneous FNS-induced
knee extensions of quadriceps muscles (4). A
two channel electrical stimulator delivered
biphasic pulses of 0.3 msec duration at 35 Hz
through surface electrodes located over the
neuromuscular motor points (4). A duty cycle
of 10 s at 50% (i.e. 5 s quadriceps stimulation
followed by 5 s recovery) produced an alternating
pattern of limb movements at a rate of 6
contractions per minute for each leg. The
stimulation pattern consisted of 2.5 s ramped
increase of FNS to full knee extension (monitored
by position feedback sensors mounted near the
knee) followed by a 2.5 s ramped decrease of
voltage output.

The physiological data were analysed via two-
way ANOVA to assess differences between
trials (ACE versus ACE + FNS,) and across
exercise levels (Rest, 30 W, 60 W, 90 W).
Differences of hemodynamic responses to FNS
were considered significant at the 5% level.

RESULTS
The physical characteristics of the subjects
have been previously reported by. Davis et al.
(2). The steady-state values for VO,, HR, SV,
0, and a-00, diff during ACE and ACE + FNSKE
are listed in fa ble 1. There were no differences
of physiologic response between ACE and
ACE + FNSKE at rest, 30 W , 60 W or 90 W ACE.
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Arm Cranking and FNS Knee Extension

Table 1. Physiologic responses to arm cranking during FNS knee extension in SCI
subjects (N = 6).

).102, I .min'1

REST 30 W ACE 60 W ACE 90 W ACE

No FNS 0.28 + 0.02 0.85 + 0.08 1.28 + 0.18 1.76 + 0.06
FNSKE 0.33 + 0.04 0.92 + 0.03 1.29 + 0.04 1.77 + 0.10

HR, b-min't
No FNS 66 + 4 106 + 9 137 + 9 152 + 2
FNSKE 67 + 6 101 + 4 133 + 7 154 + 7

SV, ml
No FNS 74 + 6 83 + 11 81 + 12 80 + 14
FNSKE 77 + 8 90 + 10 89 + 11 83 + 7

Q. I-min-1
No FNS 4.90 + 0.53 8.58 + 1.06 10.64 + 1.16 12.13 + 1.96
FNSKE 5.27 + 0.87 9.14 + 1.26 11.66 + 1.56 12.88 + 1.62

8-002 diff, ml-1-1
No FNS 5.76 + 0.46 10.37 + 1.02 12.61 + 1.27 15.66 + 2.50
FNSKE 6.94 + 1.07 10.67 + 0.97 11.95 + 1.3"/' 13.84 + 0.84

Values are mean 4- SE. ACE is arm crank ergometry. FNSKE is bilateral alternating FNS-induced knee extension (quadriceps only).

Estimates of gross muscular efficiency during
ACE were 10.1 + 0.9 % (30 W), 12.1 + 0.7
% (60 W) and 15.6 + 0.8 % (90 W), and these
data were not appreciably altered under the
ACE + FNS1., condition. Cardiac output and left
ventricular 'Etroke volume during FNS-induced
knee extension were slightly higher than at rest
or during ACE, but these differences were not
statistically signific;ant.

DISCUSSION
Recently, the term "hybrid exercise" has been
adopted to describe regimens of voluntary arm
cranking combined with FNS-induced leg muscle
contractionp (1). Davis and co-workers (2)
noted that Q and SV were increased by 7-19%
at rest and during submaximal ACE in paraplegics
undergoing pulsatile isometric contractions of
thigh and calf muscles. However, such FNS-
induced static leg exercise did not augment N)02
during hybrid exercise. Similarly, Figoni et al.
(5) reported unchanged VO, or HR at rest and
12.5 W ACE during upright ilting th FNS-
induced static muscle contractions, despite
significantly increased SV and Q. In contrast,
Hooker and colleagues (3) observed significantly
higher V02 and HR during ACE with FNS leg
cycling compared to ACE alone. The authors
also noted larger increases of ta and SV (in the
range of 22-47%) during hybrid exercise utilising
leg cycling than had been previously reported
for rdgimens involving FNS isometric muscle
contractions. Yet these finding3 may be
partially explained by their use of tetraplegics
as subjects, who may have had greater venous
pooling and/or a more severe impairement of
efferent sympathetic pathways than paraplegics.

Although p slight (non-significant) trend to
increased Q and SV was evident in this study,
the present data support the conclusion that

....
FNS-induced knee extension exercise does not
augment cardiovascular or metabolic responses
during voluntary arm cranking. Clearly, dynamic
stimuiation of one muscle group (quadriceps)
on each leg has only minimal effect upon
reactivating the venous muscle pump. This
finding is in marked contrast to FNS cycling or
pulsatile isometric contractions which activate
6-8 muscle groups, thereby enhancing venous
return and increasing stroke volume (2, 3, 5).
Finally, lack of a significant metabolic activation
(VO a402 diff) and unchanged gross muscular
efficiencies suggest that FNSKE may provide no
better aerobic training stimulus than arm crank
exercise alone.
Supported by "he VA Rehabilitation Research &
Development Sorvice. Statistical analysis and manuscript
preparation supported by the Research Rehabilitation
Centre, Cumberland College of Health Sciences.
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PHYSIOLOGIC TRAINING EFFECTS OF FUNCTIONAL NEUROMUSCULAR
STIMULATION LEG CYCLE EXERCISE IN THE SPINAL CORD INJURED
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Pouran D. Faghri, Thomas Mathews, Satyendra C. Gupta, and Agaram G. Suryaprasad.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to assess physiologic
training effects of functional neuromuscular stimulation
leg cycle ergometer (FNS-LCE) exercise in 12 spinal cord
injured (SCI) persons who were untrained in this activity.
FNS-LCE training was performed on an "ERGYS 1"TM

ergometer 10-30 min/day, 2-3 days/week for 12-16
weeks (36 total training sessions). Compared with pre-
training, this SCI group exhibited significantly (p <0.05)
higher post-training peak power output (+ 43%), oxygen
uptake (+18%), an( pulmonary ventilation (+24%).
Although peak heart rate (+10%), cardiac output (+10%),
and arteriovenous oxygen difference (+5%) increased,
the differences were not statistically significant (p >.05).
Mean arterial blood pressure (-6%) and total peripheral
resistance (-15%) tended to decrease (p >.05). There
was no change in stroke volume. It appears that much of
the improved exercise performance following this initial
phase of FNS-LCE training is due to peripheral

adaptations that enhanced muscular strength and

endurance. However, greater magnitudes of
cardiopulmonary responses at the higher power outputs
achieved post-FNS-LCE training could possibly improve
cardiopulmonary system training capability.

INTRODUCTION

Recent studies have indicated that FNS-LCE exercise
training promoted a marked improvement in peak

exercise performance in SCI subjects (5,6). This
improvement was indicated by significant inCreases in
peak oxygen uptake (1/02) and the time to fatigue and
load resistance used during FNS-LCE exercise. It is

currently clear that FNS training of paralyzed muscles
can markedly enhance strength and endurance (5), and
that the augmented exercise performances observed
following FNS-LCE training may be primarily due to
peripheral adaptations (7,8). However, since FNS
exercise is peripherally Induced, and In effect by-passes
the central nervous system, it is not clear how this
training will affect central hemodynamic responses.
Evaluation of central hemodynamic responses, such as
peak cardiac output (CO) and left ventricular stroke
volume (SV), is essential to better understand how the
cardiovascular .system supports the higher levels of
aerobic metabolism that occur with training. They also
can indicate the potential of FNS-LCE training for
promoting cardiovascular fitness. Therefore, the purpose
of this study was to assess the peak aerobic metabolic
and central hemodynamic responses in SCI subjects
fo'lowing an initial FNS-LCE training program

METHODS

Seven quadriplegic (C5-C8/T1) and 5 paraplegic (T4-T8)

SCI individuals (mean _ SD: age 29.2 4 5.4 yr, body

mass 74.7 + 15.0 kg, time since injury = 7.0 + 4.8 yr)

'16.6

participated in the study. Ten subjects had complete
lower-limb motor loss. Eight subjects had participated in
previous FNS-LCE exercise studies, but they did not have
access to an FNS-LCE for at least 4 weeks prior to the
present study. This study was approved by the University
Intsitutional Review Board..

Each subject completed a discontinuous graded FNS-
LCE test to fatigue for pre- and post-training assessments
of peak power output (PO) and physiologic responses.
FNS-LCE was conducted on an "ERGYS 1' leg cycle
ergometer (Therapeutic Technologies Inc., Tampa, FL)
utilizing surface electrodes over quadriceps, hamstring,
and gluteal muscle groups. V02 and pulmonary
ventilation (VE) were determined with computerized
open-circuit spirometry. Arterial blood pressures were
determined via auscultation. Central hemodynamic
responses of heart rate (HR), SV and CO were
determined noninvasively via ECG and impedance
cardiography. Arteriovenous oxygen difference (a-v 02
diff), mean arterial pressure (MAP), and total peripheral
resistance (TPR) were calculated.

FNS-LCE training was performed 10-30 min/day, 2-3
days/week for 12-16 weeks (36 total training sessions).
Subjects adhered to a training protocol recommended by
the ERGYS 1 manufacturer (9). Data were analyzed with
one-way analysis of variance and Tukeys post-hoc tests
(alpha .05). Data are reported as mean 4 SD

RESULTS

Mean duration of the training program was 13.3 4 1.7

weeks (2.7 sessions per week). Mean peak values for
pre- and post-training metabolic and hemodynarnic
responses are listed in Table 1. Compared to pre-training
levels. this SCI group exhibited significantly higher post-
training peak PO, V02, and VE. There were tendencies
(p 5.05) for increases in peak HR. CO, and a-v02 diff, as
well as decreases in MAP and TPR. No difference was
observed for SV.

DISCUSSION

Cuestions had been previously raised concerning the
mechanisms by which the cardiovascular system is

regulated during FNS exercise (5). Since FNS
peripherally induces contractions and SCI interrupts
pathways for autonomic sympathetic control (1), the
typical central hemcclynamic responses (e,g., HR, SV,
CO) that ate observed with voluntary leg exercise by
able-bodied individuals may not occur to the same extent
with FNS-LCE exercise by SCI individuals. In order to
promote training adaptations of the cardiovascular
system, marked elevation in these variables is desirable.

The present study demonstrated significant increases in
PO and peak V02. The higher post-training peak V02
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Table 1. Peak power output, metabolic, and hemodynamic responses pre- and
post-FNS LCE exercise training. Values are mean + SD.

PO (V)

V02 (1min'1)

Pre-trainina Post-training % Chanqe P value

14 2 (6.0)

0.83 (0.3)

20.3 (7 5)*

0.98 (0.2)

. 43%

.18%

.01

.01

VE (I min'1) 30.1 (5.2) 37.4 (9.7)* . 24% 01

HR (b min-1) 95.8 (16.8) 105.0 (16 3) . 10% 06

SV (mkt)-1) 92.9 (16.6) 93.3 (17.5) 0% .95

CO (1:min'1) 8.8 (1.9) 9.7 (2.3) +10% 15

a-v 02 diff (m1:100m1-1) 9.3 (1.7) 9.8 (2.9) . 5% .47

MAP (mmHg) 88.2 (23.0) 82.6 (14.5) - 6% 32

TPR (mmHg r1.min't) 10.3 (3.0) 8.8 (1.8) -15% 12

posttraining level significantly different from pretraining level (p < .05)

was supported by increases in both peak a-v 02 diff and
CO. Elevated peak a-v 02 diff suggests that the active
muscles were extracting more 02 from the blood supply.
The elevated CO was accomplished by incri;ased HR
rather than SV. It is plausible that FNS-LCE activity in
itself enhances SV to relatively high levels due to
activation of the venous muscle pump (2,3,4,6). This
effect may reduce the likelihood of observing a SV
change with training. The post-training reductions in
MAP and TPR suggest greater dilation of the peripheral
vasculature. This would facilitate CO and the delivery of
blood to the active muscles. It is interesting to note that
the post-training peak VE level closely followed the
elevated peak V02. Thus, although precise control
mechanisms for cardiopulmonary responses during FNS-
LCE are presently a topic of speculation, the peripherally
induced skeletal muscle contractions resulted in what
might be considered appropriate central circulatory and
pulmonary adjustments. However, specific components
of central nervous system and/or humoral control still
need to be researched.

To date, none of the FNS-LCE training studies can clearly
differentiate between the degree of peripheral (i.e ,

muscle) vs. central (cardiopulmonary) training effects.
Improvement in exercise performance can be due to
either one or both mechanisms. Higher peak
cardiopulmonary responses achieved post-training may
have occurred because the SCI subjects had some
cardiopulmonary reserve that was unused prior to
ti,. ring due to deficient lower-limb muscle strength and
endurance that resulted in fatigue at low PO and peak
VO2 (2,6). It is also conceivable that the FNS-LCE
training promoted improved cardiopulmonary function,
and that greater blood (with its 02 and fuel) availability to
the muscles resulted in better exercise performance.

Nevertheless, the greater cardiopulmonary responses at
the higher PO achieved post FNS-LCE training could
possibly improve cardiopulmonary system training
capability. Such improvements in the general wellness of
the SCI population would be clinically significant since
they are at an increased risk for cardiovascular and
related diseases Higher levels of cardiopulmonary
fitness may also contribute to reduced stress when
performing activities of daily living.
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FOUR-FUNCTION HYBRID ARM PROSTHESIS INCORPORATING AN I 7.1

ELECTRIC WRIST ROTATOR AND PROTOTYPE ELECTRIC PREHENSOR
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ABSTRACT
A clinically-applied hybrid aim prosthesis, developed
for a high-level bilaterally involved individual with
associated physical impairments, is described. The
above elbow prosthesis includes a mechanical
cable-actuated elbow, an electric wrist rotator, a
manually-operated positive-locking flexion wrist,
and a prototype electric prehensor. The component
selection and rationale are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The use of body-powered components in arm
prostheses has many advantages for the person with
high level bilateral amputations (1). For such
persons, we have advocated fitting the dominant side
with multi-function body-powered systems, in which
a single control cable is used to position the elbow
and wrist and to open a split hook prehensor. Our
experience indicates that a potential user must be able
to displace the control attachment hanger at least 2 in.
(50 mm), with respect to the most proximal housing
anchor or retainer, and with a pulling force in excess
of 30 Ibr (133 N) for this type of prosthesis to be
used effectively'.

When either excursion or stength is physiologically
limited, a hybrid prosthesis incorporating mechanical
and electric-powered components may be indicated.
One such hybrid design, developed for a person with
high-level bilateral amputations and residual strength
and movement limitations, is described.

BACKGROUND
Following an electrical accident, the clier.t had
amputations performed at the interscapulothoracic
(IST) level on the left side and at the above elbow
(AE) level on the right side. The right residual limb
also has restricted range of motion at the shoulder,
and forward flexion of the arm together with scapular
abduction provide only two inches of inter-socket
displacement. With an excursion amplifier, this
person is unable to exert enough force to fully open a
split hook prehensor against two rubber bands.
Consequently, prehension using a voluntary-opening
split hook is inadequate for most activities, such as
handling utensils for eating. Therefore, an
electric-powered prehensor is indicated.

The trauma also resulted in neurological damage
affecting the coordination of lower leg muscles for
balance and walking. A wheelchair is typically used
for mobility, but restricts the use of trunk motion to

If an excursion amplifier is not used, then 4 in.
(101 mm) of body excursion are needed with a
pulling force of at least 15 lbr (67 N).

compensate for the arm prosthesis.

The left IST amputation, the impairment of the lower
limbs, and the restriction of trunk mobility (when
using the wheelchair) place great emphasis on the AE
prosthesis for its manipulative function. To provide
the maximum versatility in the placement and
orientation of the prosthetic prehensor, flexion and
rotation at the wrist is required, as well as elbow
flexion and extension.

After the client received his first preparatory
prosthesis, three major revisions were made to the
prosthesis over a period of twenty-one mor.ths. The
most recent (August 1989), and most refined
configuration, is presented.

COMPONENT SELECTION

E.W.121E
it is our experience that cable control of a mechanical
elbow through body movement generally provides
greater finesse itipositioning of the forearm and
control over the dynamics of the movement than can
be achieved with switch or myoelectric control of an
electric elbow. Therefore, the available cable
excursion was relegated to operation of a positive-
locking mechanical elbow.

Wrist rotation
An electric-powered wrist rotator2 is utilized to
provide control of wrist rotation independent of the
state of the other prosthetic components. To reduce
the effect of the weight of the rotator on the force
needed to flex the elbow, the mechanism is placed as
far proximal in the forearm as possible, see Figure 1.

1 2

Figure I. Forearm assembly separated at the rotation
joini. The wrist rotator mechanism is in the
proximal section (left). The distal section (right)
includes a flexion wrist unit at the attachment to
the prehensor.

Wrist flexion
Wrist flexion is provided by a positive-locking F1V
Flexion-Friction Wrist3 laminated into the distal end
of the distal forearm segment, see Figure I. A
molded plastic plate is fastened onto the lock release
tab and extends proximally along the surface of the

2 Otto Bock Orthopedic Industry, Minneapolis, MN
3 Hosmer Dorrance Corporation, Campbell, CA
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forearm, see Figure 2. The plate increases the
effective surface area of the release tab.

The wrist is manually flexed or extended by pressing
or striking the plate (e.g. against the wheelchair
armrest) with the wrist rotated so that gravity pulls
the prehensor and the wrist into the desired attitude.

Figure 2. The Intermediate-size Electric Prehensor.
The rectangular plate along the forearm is an
extension of the lock release tab of the tlexion
wrist unit.

Prehension
In selecting an electric-powered prehensor, the
primary considerations were the component's
prehension force and its weight. Through the second
author's affiliation, a prototype device, the
Intermediate-size Electric Prehensor, was made
available for clinical use. The prehensor, shown in
Figure 2, incorporates size 10X hook fingers3 and
weighs 7.8 oz (215 gm). A single motor and drive
train produce approximately 10 lbf (44 N) prehension
force at the finger tips.

Figure 3. The complete AE hybrid prosthesis. The
extended lever arms of chin-operated rocker
switches are visible on the pectoral extension of
the socket.

Control
The completed prosthesis is shown in Figure 3. As
noted previously, the mechanical elbow is operated
by flexion of the residual limb coupled with scapular
abduction. The control cable is terminated at the lift
tab.

The electric wrist rotator and the electric orehensor
are controlled by modified rocker switches2. The
switches are mounted on an extension of the anterior
medial aspect of the AE socket and are operated by
chin placement.

DISCUSSION
This prosthesis configuration, arrived at through
several periods of design and evaluation,
underscores the value of progressive, successive
fitting of the high-level biLierally involved
individual, especially when other physiological
impairments are present. The design at each stage is
guided by the person's continuing experiences in
non-clinical settings. As a result, the outcome is
likely to be more satisfactory to the individual since
each design is a response to his or her expressed
needs, moderated by personal experience of the
characteristics of prosthetic components.
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Effectiveness of a Three-Point Hyperextension Orthosis in Stabilizing Thoracolumbar Injuries:
A Biomechanical Investigation
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INTRODUCTION

Injuries to the thoracolumbar region (T11-L2) of the
spine are a result of motor vehicle accidents, falls,
acts of violence, recreational sports activities, and
contribute significantly to the limitation of activity and
resultant economic costs. Spinal orthoses have been
traditionally used in the management of these injuries
treated with or without surgical stabilization.
However, the orthotic treatment modality in the
management of spinal fractures remains subjective
since little objective data are available on the
effectiveness of orthoses in stabilizing injured
segments. This study utilized a finite element model
of the spine to evaluate the effectiveness of a three-
point hyperextension orthosis in controlling the
progression of deformities at the injury site under
gravitational and flexion loads.

METHODS

A Finite Element Model of the S ine

A finite element model of the spine was used for the
purpose of simulating the response of spinal segments
to external loads. Each motion segment of the
thoracic and lumbar spine (TI -SI) was modeled as a
linear beam element with end nodes located at the
centroids of adjacent vertebral bodies. The overall
contribution of all anatomical components was
incorporated in the model using a ingle element
stiffness matrix for each spinal segment. Nonlinear
effects due to large displacements were incorporated
in the model by applying external loads in small
increments. Geometric and stiffness properties used
in the model represented a normal ligamentous spine
with ribcage, and typical sagittal curvatures.

Injury Simulation

The injury model consisted of a two-level injury
affecting the T11-12 and T12-L I segments. An injury
of increasing severity was simulated by progressively
reducing the bending stiffness of the affected
segments relative to the normal value in flexion-
extension mode. This was accomplished in the model
by progressively reducing the flexural rigidity (El)
value of the beam elements representing the segments
with simulated injury.

Interaction of a Spinal Orthosis

The interaction of a three-point hyperextension
orthosis with the spine was simulated. The superior
pad of the hyperextension orthosis provides resistance
to the anterior displacement of the sternum. This
constraint is felt by the vertebrae T1-10 since these
levels are connected to the sternum via ribs. The

effective resistance to anterior displacement at these
levels represents the combined (equivalent) effect due
to the stiffness of the ribs to posteriorly directed force
at the sternum and the stiffness of the orthosis to force
applied at the superior pad. The posterior pad is
designed to provide a force in the posterior-anterior
direction over the injury site. Therefore, the
constraints imposed by the posterior pad were
simulated at the vertebral levels T11, T12 and LI.
The effective resistance to posterior displacement at
these levels represents the combined effect of the
compressive stiffness of the soft tissue over these
levels and the stiffness of the orthosis to force applied
at the posterior pad.

The stiffness of the orthosif; to forces applied at the
superior and posterior pads was determined
experimentally. The stiffness of the rib cage to a
posteriorly directed force at the sternum, and the
compressive stiffness of the soft tissue under the
posterior pad were derived using data in the literature.

The model spine was subjected to a distributed axial
load of 400N to represent the weight of the body
segments above sacrum in the upright posture. In
addition, flexion moments of different magnitudes
(INm and 10Nm) were applied to the first thoracic
vertebra. In each simulated condition the resultant
angular and translational displacements were
calculated at segments with the simulated injury.

RESULTS

Effect of Injury

Both the translational and angular displacement at the
injury site increase with increasing severity of the
injury. The translational displacement at these
segmenis is in the anterior direction. The angular
displacement is in the forward flexion direction giving
rise to kyphotic angular deformities.

ELesufalivetractension Orthosis

The effect of a hyperextension orthosis on the angular
displacements at segments with simulated injury is
shown in Fig. I. The horizontal axis denotes severity
of injury, while the vertical axis shows angular
displacements at the T11-12 segment. A 100% value
corresponds to displacement at the T11-12 segment of
an unbraced, normal spine under gravitational load of
400N. Positive displacement values denote kyphotic
angular displacements.

For injuries that cause up to 60% loss of segmental
stiffness, the brace maintains the angular displacement
at the T11-12 segment within the range of values of
an unbraced, normal spine (point A). This holds true
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for gravitational and small flexion loads. However,
under the action of a larger (10Nm) flexion moment
the kyphotic deformity in the braced spine exceeds the
normal values at much less severe injuries; injuries for
which the loss of segmental stiffness is only about
25% of normal (point B). With increasing severity of
injury, significant kyphotic deformities develop at the
injured segment in spite of the brace. Although the
T12-L I segment also undergoes increasing kyphotic
angulation with increasing severity of injury, the TI 1 -
12 segment limits the load carrying capacity of the
injured spine.

Effect of Orthosis Rigidity on Segmental MotioR

Displacements at the TI1-12 segment in the braced
spine are not significantly affected even when the
brace stiffness is increased two-fold as compared to
the standard Jewet design. At one-half the standard
brace stiffness, thete is a 20% increase in kyphotic
angulation at T11-12 as compared to the deformity in
the standard brace. As the brace stiffness is reduced
further, as in the case of a corset, the brace rapidly
looses its effectiveness.

Loads Exerted by the Orthosis

In addition to calculating the segmental displacements,
changes in pad loads were calculated at the superior
and posterior pads of the hyperextension orthosis.
The pad loads were found to increase with increasing
severity of injury, and with increasing flexion loads
applied to the spine model.

DISCUSSION

The load-displacement behavior of a spinal segment is
affected by an injury and the extent of such effect is a
function of the type of injury (e.g., compression
fracture, burst fracture, seat belt type injury, and
fracture-dislocations). The ability of the injured spine
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to withstand loads, without causing the progression
of a deformity at the injury site, is a primary
biomechanical concern in the treatment of
thoracolumbar injuries.

For two-level injuries that cause up to 25% loss of
segmental stiffness, such as single-column injuries,
the orthosis can restore normal resistance to deformity
at the injured segments, under gravitational as well as
large flexion loads. In loss of stiffness between 25%
and 60% of normal, such as two-column disruptions.
the orthosis can restore normal resistance to deformity
under restricted patient activity level in the brace (low
flexion moment). Beyond 60% loss in segmental
stiffness, such as severe two-column and three-
column injuries, the orthosis alone appears to be
ineffective in preventing progression of deformity.

These conclusions are subject to the assumptions and
limitations of the study. The simulation model of the
spine-orthosis system did not consider an active role
of musculature in providing stability to the injured
spine. In order to study this role of musculature, an
experimental study is being carried out to measure
changes in pad loads while subjects perform various
tasks such as attempted forward bending, and holding
weights in outstretched arms. Results of this
experimental study will be compared against the
corresponding values predicted by the simulation
model. Such comparisons may shed some light on
the stabilizing role of the musculature while wearing a
brace. Finally, the response of the orthotically
supported injured spine to loads in other planes and
evaluation of other orthotic designs such as the total
contact TLSO is being investigated.
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REHABILITATION ENGINEERING AND A CHILD WITH MULTIPLE 17.3

CONGENITAL AMPUTATION

Gilbert D. Logan
Royal Brisbane Hospital
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ABSTRACT

Appropriate technology must be
applied at the right time to assist
the young child with multiple
congenital amputation to develop as
normally as possible. Goals and
plans by which technology can be
applied to benefit the child are
essential. Flexibility in the plan
must accommodate (1) failures in

acceptance of a rehabilitation
device by the child, and (2) new
technology which may come on the
scene in the future. This paper
describes Prosthetic and Rehab-
ilitation Engineering work with a
child with deficiencies of all
limbs.

INTRODUCTION

A 3 month old baby under foster
parent care presented in April 1986
with bilateral above-elbow trans-
verse hemi-melia, amelia of the
right leg and proximal focal
femoral deficiency of the left leg
with dyaplasia nf the foot. The
incidence of such extensive
amputation is fortunately low (1).
Consequently direct experience in
handling such problems is rare.
With little available in the
literature to guide us, Our
approach has been to apply
strategies applicable to unilateral
congenital amputees and some trial
and error. The aim has been to
promote motor development and
skills so that the child can make
maximum use of her available
facilities to become as funct-
ionally independent as possible.

MOBILITY

At age 6 months a "flower-pot
socket" with bi-valved body jacket
was made to encourage sitting and
upright posture. This was later put
on casters so that the infant could
be towed around to enjoy the
sensation of mobility.
Physiotherapy was aimed at
encouraging normal motor

development with emphasis on head
control, rolling, sitting balance
and posture.

Swivel Walkers

Sitting balance developed rapidly
as did confidence in the
ability this young girl tc
achieve. The "flower-pot socket"
was fitted to the base of an
Oswestry Swivel Walker as a first
option in self mobility. Skill in
moving forwards and around corners
and so becoming mobile at home was
developed inside a month.

Powered Mobility

Powered mobility was considered the
most viable option for future
mobility requirements. We believed
powered mobility should offer
vertical as well as transverse
positional capability in order to
give the child (a) the independence
to get into and out of the mobility
device unassisted, and (b) enhanced
social, educational and environ-
mental interactions. Devices such
as the "Turbo" motorised wheelchair
were not available to us so a

vertical lift seat module to fit
onto a standard power wheelchair
base was designed and constructed.
A scissor mechanism driven by a

power screw was selected for the
lifting device because of its
compactness. High starting forces
to raise the collapsed scissor and
extreme non-linear speed and
movement charac- teristics of the
scissor had to be overcome. A seat
projects frcm the front of the
lifting modu and forward of the
caster wheels of the power base.
Controlled vertical movement from
floor level to 900mm is possible.
The neat supports a control box for
activating a security bar, lift
mechanism, speed/ direction of the
power base. The security bar must
swing into place across the child's
pelvis before the power base can be
driven.
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Lower Limb Prostheses

Auto-ambulation was not part of the
original prosthetic plan, however
this girl's ability to master
assistive devices was so impressive
and her requests to walk so fervent
that there seemed a high likelihood
she would succeed in walking on
prostheses. A Canadian Hip
Disarticulation-type prosthesis was
made for her right side and an
above knee extended prosthesis for
the left. With experimentation and
persistence the outcome has been
satisfactory. Standing balance
while performing upper limb
activities, unassisted walking for
a few steps and walking between
parallel bars or with a walker has
been mastered.

UPPER LIMB FUNCTION

The girl has developed considerable
skill holding and manipulating
objects with stumps, shoulder,
cheek and mouth actions. Our
inability to match this dexterity
at times causes frustration and
rejection of prostheses.

It is not considered likely her
stumps, particularly the right side
will grow in proportion to her body
so the present dexterity will not
be possible in later childhood;
future reliance on prostheses
requires that upper limb prosthetic
development continue as a major
activity. Prosthetic planning has
promoted the longer left stump as
the dominant limb. Various
combinations and designs of
prosthesis have been tried however
the most effective to date is a
right limb prosthesis with friction
wrist and hook terminal device used
with a naked left stump or a left
stump cuff to which implements can
be attached (cutlery, hair brush,
pencils, etc). The right
prosthesis is being used more for
stabilising objects during
activities with encouragement of
greater skill development of the
left limb.

OBSERVATIONS

The following comments are based on
our experience and observations to
date-

1. Multiple amputees require long-
term assistance. Taking on a case
requires a long-term commitment.

2. As with all Rehabilitation
Engineering activities, attempts at
providing solutions to complex
problems require input from a team
who can combine their various
skills to achieve a desired goal.

3. The team requires frequent
contact with the child and time to
observe, to try ideas, make
modifications, etc. to achieve a
satisfactory result.

4. The child must enjoy the team
contact and not feel threatened or
intimidated by what is being done.

5. An open-minde%1 approach is
necessary to ensure the child is
not treated with a "tunnel vision"
like attitude. The age of tech-
nology offers a brighter future for
people with severe physical
disability providing prescribers of
assistive devices are prepared to
keep abreast of technological
development and not cling to old
technology with which they feel
safe and familiar.
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Braided Artificial Muscles: Mechanical Properties and Future Uses in Prosthetics/Orthotics 17.4

Jack M. Winters
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ABSTRACT

The history behind the use of braided "McKibbon'
artificial muscle actuators in rehabilitation is briefly
reviewed. Recent commercial extensions, which
emphasize applications in robotics and telerobotics,
are documented. Simple fabrication techniques for
inexpensive actuator development are outlined. In
terms of strength, speed and power, braided actuators
are shown to be superior to both traditional
pneumatic cylinders and DC torque motors.
Conceptually, gas pressure is analogous to muscle
activation. The "length-tension ' relation is
represented by a monotonically-increasing slope and
is modulated by pressure. Series elastic properties of
muscle can be approximated by placing an elastic
element in series with the actuator. As in biological
muscle, stiffness changes in proportion to force, and
thus joint stiffness can be modulated via co-
contraction of antagonists. Our use of these muscles
in head-neck-torso and upper-limb anthro-robotic
models is discussed. Possibilities for use in powered
orthodc and prosthetic are outlined. It is alsc shown
that many of the problems that limited efforts in the
1960's have been eliminated.

INTRODUCTION

The initial motivation behind this work was our
desire to create physical anthropomorphic models of
human systems that could be utilized For basic studies
in biomechanics and motor control. These physical
models supplement results from ongoing research
projects involving human experiments and computer
simulation of the head-neck and upper-limb sys:ems.
A rationale behind their creation was that carefully
constructed models, complete with nonlinear
mechanical properties for ligament, bone, cartilage
and muscle that are similar to the appropriate
biological tissues, would provide another mechanism
for obtaining information on internal tissue loading
during voluntary movement tasks and impulsive
loading. Additionally, by having computer-
controlled n.-h,szle actuators, such systems could help
test theories in motor control. There is a history for
braided pneumatic actuators in rehabilitation (8),
although for practical reasons the technology fell out
of favor during the 1960's. More recently, however,
it has been suggested that pneumatic power has many
advantages over electric power, at least for hand
power in children (7). New technology and increased
availability have eliminated many prior limitations
(e.g. power supply, valve technology, control).

In this paper: i) a technique for producing simple,
lightweight, powerful, and yet inexpensive braided
pneumatic actuators is outlined; ii) mechanical testing
is used to show that the properties of these actuators
are similar to those of biological muscle; and iii)
techniques are discussed for incorporating these
devices into prosthetic and orthotic systems.

BACKGROUND

Braided pneumatic actuators, first described in a
patient to Morin (1947 in France, 1954 in USA),
were introduced to the prosthetics community
(apparently independently) by McKibbon in the late
1950's. Conceptually, when an internal bladder is
pressurized, loading on the surrounding mesh results
in an increase in diameter and in axial shortening.
The generated axial contractile force is much higher
than for pneumatic cylinders of similar cross-section
(8). "Length-tension" curves were found to be
similar to those seen for muscle over the
physiological operating range, only with pressure
replacing activation as the control input (8). After
significant initial excitement over these actuators at a
conference on The Application of External Power in
Prosthetics and Orthotics (1961), there was a loss of
interest. This seems to be correlated both to the
rising excitement regarding myoelectric systems and
to practical problems related to pneumatic power
source storage constraints, lack of availability of
quality pneumatic valves, and concerns about
stability and controllability. These concerns appeared
to outweigh noted advantages such as stitTness
modulation when used in antagonistic pairs (2).

In recent years, braided artificial muscles, termed
"Rubbertuators" (Bridgestone Co.), re-emerged as an
important robotic component, especially in japan. In
a related development, Immega (6) introduced a new,
ultra-strong actuator termed the ROMAC (RObot
Muscle ACtuator). Here an articulating polylobe
bladder is surrounded by a flexible, inelastic sheath
and an inelastic harness; when under pressure, the
latter arcs outwardly and laterally. This results in
axial shortening of up to 50% and very high loads.
Although impressive, these actuators are bulky and
use a large amount of gas, and thus are not be
appropriate within artificial limbs. However,
ROMAC's have been used for myoelectric control of
telerobotic systems, where a rectified and filtered
EMO is used to control air pressure (3). With this
arrangement, system stiffness can be modulated via
antagonistic muscle co-contraction and position via
the ratio of activity, similar to theories in motor
control (5). The human-machine interface is thus
improved. However, both Rubbertuator and
ROMAC actuators are quite expensive.
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METHODS

Over the last three years we have fabricated a variety
of braided actuators that have been used in head-neck
and upper-limb anthropomorphic replicas. Of special
interest is that inexpensive, lightweight, dependable
actuators are possible which have size and strength
similar to biological muscle. This will be our focus.

Internal Diaphragm Fabrication. The components of
the system are shown in Figure 1. A variety of
diaphragms have been tried, including fabricated
silicone rubber bladders, latex rubber "balloons",
latex tubing, and silicone tubing. There is a tradeoff
between dependability (resistance to "popping") and
pressure-force linearity (thinner walls preferred).
Latex tubing is more dependable, but silicone tubing
provides for more linear pressure-force behavior
since a wider variety of wall thicknesses are
available. Both are in current use. A small nylon
rope within the sealed diaphragm is used to limit
counter-productive axial expansion.

Braid Fabrication. We have tried a variety of braids,
including various fibers, nylon, and polyester. Glass
and carbon fibers are inappropriate because of their
weakness in shear - they tend to fray. Attempts to
implant fibers into silicone rubber failed due to
internal friction preventing high force production.
The simplest approach is to use readily available
nylon hose covering; the amount of braided required
per actuator, even fbr 2-deep braiding as we often
employ, is under $1 per actuator. The disadvantage
of this inexpensive approach is that the weave angle
is essentially pre-set, usually to 20-30 deg.
"Crimping" (Figure 1, via reinforced elastic bands)
can be used to modulate this effect; during
pressurization, these bands quickly become
mechanically irrelevant. This allows the initial length
to be changed and increases the passive elastic
extension, yet at the cost of the amount of
contraction. Other designs have been explored (e.g.
axial fiber orientations as in (1)), but were discarded
due to inappropriate passive compliance and
fabrication difficulties. Improvements are possible by
allowing non-cylindrical shapes and using strategic
harnessing.

RESULTS

We have tested a variety of single- and double-acting
traditional pneumatic cylinders (Clippard, Bimba,
Festo), an old McKibbon muscle (courtesy of Rancho
Los Amigos), a few Rubbertuators, and a variety of
our braided actuators. All of the braided, McKibbon-
like actuators are clearly superior to traditional
cylinders in terms of force per mass, power, and
similarity to biological muscle properties (4); these
will be the focus. Ideally, the actuator should shorten
40% and passively lengthen 40% with minimal
resistance. Length-tension and passive elastic
behavior can be modified by changing the default
weave angle. Small angles (e.g. 10-20 deg relative to
the long axis) result in greater shortening (e.g. 30%)
but poor passive extension (e.g. under 10%), while
moderate angles (e.g. 40 deg) result in less shortening
(e.g. 15%) yet higher passive extension (e.g. 20%).
This tradeoff is due to the equilibrium braid angle of
about 65 deg.

Dynamic Response. Other properties of biological
muscle include force-velocity and series elastic
characteristics. The dynamic response time for the
actuators is fast; in fact, it is more affected by the
supply line length than the actuator. For short supply
tubing lengths, the isometric rise time due to a step
input in pressure is about 100 ms. Slightly longer
times are seen for isotonic movements. These times
are similar those for biological muscles. Muscle
series elastic properties are a main cause of dyaamic
impedance modulation (9). Nonlinear series elastic
properties similar to those for musculo-tendinous
systems hre easily produced by placing the actuator in
series with a braided structure (e.g. rope).

DISCUSSION

Current actuators are lightweight, powerful, and
exhibit mechanical properties that are fairly similar to
biological muscle. Response times are fast. Because
of the automatic stiffness modulation feature, systems
can dynamically interact more effectively with the
environment, and furthermore are safer. On paper,
devices which are stronger and shorten much more
are possible. One area where improvement is
necessary is in viscosity modulation (viscosity should
increase as stiffness increases). A challenge,
definitely possible given current technology, is to
place these actuators within prosthetic and orthotic
systems. It appears quite likely that these actuators
will eventually replace electric motors in such
systems. Simpler examples are also easy to envision.
Hospital rooms have access to air pressure, and
inexpensive, quiet compressors can easily be set up in
a home or at school. Active orthotic systems for
physical therapy, especially related to contracture
prevention, could then be designed and implemented.
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DYNAMIC TRACTION FORCE AND NECK STABILITY ON THE KINETIC BED

Eric E. Sabelman. Nancy K Kissinger. Steven Marble t. Conal B Wilmot t
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ABSTRACT
Acute spinal cord injur, (SC1) patients are frequentl3,
placed tit cervical traction on a kinetic bed, which

reduces risk of pressure sore, and respiratory or
'vascular complications by continuous side-to-side

tilting, lii order to test the ability of the bed's
lateral supports to maintain spinal alignment and the
constancy of traction force, we measured relative la ad-

to-body acceleration during placement and rotation
of able-bodied post-acute and acute SC1 subjects on
the kinetic bed Nce also measured traction force vs.
rotation angle of three different traction devices
Traction supplied via a sheathed steel cable was
found to vary more than either a cord-and-
pulley arrangement or a constant-force spring device
Torsional head-to-body motion between the sensor sites
totaled 2 9' in able-bodied subjects. Whether such
cyclic motion affects clinical outcome is unknown, but
it may increase pain felt by patients during turning.

INTRODUCTION
To reduce risk of pressure sores I and to manage
respiratory and ascular sequelae 2 . the SC1 patient
may be placed on a kinetic bed g. "RotoRest-,

Kinetic Concept,. Int .. San Antonio. TX) that is

continuously t died about its longitudinal axis typtcally
60 to either side of vertical 3
Constancy of traction force and cervical spinal stability
during turning on kinetic beds is poorly documented
Meting. .1 al 4 measured femoral traction force
in seven patient, during kinetic therapy and found
cyclic vartation ccl 50', proportional to tilt angle.

in addition to transterits due to manipulation by
at eendants McGuire 5 and Salcicciolt and Kum- 6
made radiographic measurement- of neck angulation
during turning while in tract ton the former on a singlt
cadaver and the tat ter on actual pat lent, radiographs
showed neck angular motion of 2 to 9

METHODS
Nleasurementq Niere made using 3-axis rang(

accelerometers assembled from single-axis integrated-

err utt devices (model 2021 IC Sensors Milpit

CA 1 in a 1-inch cubical case 7 These were placed

on 11cc front and right side ol the head and chest
using Velcro and elastic straps (Figure 1/ A cable

tension i ansducer (Ent ran ELF-1000 50 lb ) provided

indicat ion of the tract ion force Signals %ere amplified

by a DT709-1. signal condo iiitong board modified
for a gain i.f 50 before recordung at .1 tu 20 Ili
using a DT2814 12-bit analog-to-digital con%ertor
(Data Trauslat ion. Marlboro M A) and IIIM PC-NT

Resolution of acceleration WaS 002 g. for«. IA

re,olsed icc het t et 01 114

The acute SCI patients were both male, with cervical
lesions one and twu veeks previously One had 7.5
lb traction via (.;ardner-Wells tongs- the other had 5
lb applied to a halo Two of five able-bodied subjects
were female. 5 lb traction was applied via a halter The
weight hanger contributed an additional 1 lb

For tests of intrinsic variation in traction force, a cable
from the weight stack or spring device was attached
through the load cell directly to the head restraint, for
three force magnitudes (5. 15 and 25 lb). Rotation
angle was measured by an accelerometer on the bed
frame, expressed as fraction of the maximum of 60"
The sheathed steel cable normally supplied with the
bed was compared with a nine-spring constant-force
traction unit 8- and with a cord on a swiveling pulley.

RESULTS
Traction olonc
These tests measured traction force es rotation angle
without complicating factors introduced by movement
of the patient on the bed The range bet weep maximum
and minimum traction force for the sheathed cable
(Figure 2) is four times that for the constant-force unit.

Weight 5 15 25 lbs

Sheathed cable 013 lb 0.24 lb 0.68 lb

Pulley and cord (1.84

Constant-force ti 04 0 03 0 16

A bb -bodied subject.-
The second set of tests were of able-bodied subjects at
7, tit ad-up inclination Figure 3 shows force and head-
body difference with sheathed cable traction: figure 4 is
with constant-force traction Roth runs have a range of
0 g corresponding to about 2 9' torsional rotation of
Ow neck Figure 3 is roughl, ismrrietrical with rotation
angle, returning to near the starting point. while figure
1 has a sy mmetrtc motion added to an increasing shift
it, head angle relative to the chest

Neither traction method actually produced the

intended 5 lbs The sheathed-cable tnethod ranged
from 3 15 to 4 '3 lbs and varied only 0.2 lbs during the
right half of the rotation cycle, but 1 15 lbs during the
left half The constant-force unit produced 2.6 to 2 85
lbs through most of the complete cycle, with one peak
of 3 05 lb such a momentary peak might be caused by
the subjert shift ing down on the bed

4 eta( SCI patient,
}loth cen ical SC:1 patients on the RotoRest bed had
,tandard sheailied-t abli tract ion al 7 5' head-up

inc.-brill ion The -ctor sum of the three orthogonal
FIrrelgrommers at each of the four sites varied as
ftillOW, if at filched to I he bed frau ie. the magnitudes
%%otild all remain al 1 Ii g regardless of rotat ion angle
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STABILITY ON KINETIC BED

Sensor Front Side head Front Side chest

Maximum 1 134 1.032 1 059 1 112
Minimum 0.707 0.829 0.789 0.943

The total head-chest angle difference was similar to
able-bodied subjects. In one subject (Figure 5) the
traction force varied from 4.4 to 13.5 lbs, the maxima
occurring when the bed was near horizontal. The
other subject's halo was touching the cable bracket,
interfering with sliding of the cable; the patient was
later moved toward the foot of the bed. Force varied
from 6 to 14 5 lbs, with maxima at the extremes of
rotation rather than near horizontal.

DISCUSSION.
Testing of traction force on tbe RotoRest bed
confirmed published observations of variation with
angular position 41.. In the absence of human body
motion, variation using the sheathed cable was not
half-sinusoidal as previously thought :8!; rather, at low
forces there were multiple peaks (Figure 2). which at
higher traction loads merged into two peaks following
the extremes of rotation angle.

Reduction or increase of force from a known weight is
attributed to friction of the cable as it moves within
the sheath, frictional drag is added to the weight when
the cable is pulled out and subtracted when the cable
moves into.the sheath 9 . That such friction occurs
is shown by comparison of sheathed cable with cord-
and-pulley traction, which used the same 15 lb stack
of weights; the starting force was 11.3 lbs for the
former vs. 15.25 for the latter. With actual SCI
patients, traction force ranged from 73% to 225% of the
intended value (Including weight hanger). If distraction
of vertebrae at the injury site varies proportionately
(which may not occur due to soft tissue damping over
the time interval of cyclic variation), then this finding
may have clinical significance.
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FIGURE 1: Accelerometry Coordinate System
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AIDED COMMUNICATION USING 1Q4ANTICALLY LINKED TEXT MODULES

Annalu Waller, Norman Alm, Alan F. Newell
University of Dundee Microcomputer Centre
Dundee, Scotland

ABSTRACT

Communication systems for non-speakers
can provide a user with phrases or
longer text to speak, but there is a
problem in keeping track of large
amounts of coonversational data and
accessing it easily when wanted. A
prototype system is described which
includes semantic information about
stored conversational material. This
can assist a user by predicting suitable
items and also by helping them navigate
through the material they have stored.

INTRODUCTION

Incorporating phrase and text storage
and retrieval in an augmentative
communication aid is technically not
difficult, but in practice the problems
of remembering what is stored and
accessing it easily have so far proved
insuperable. One possibly fruitful
approach is to put as much of this
administrative burden as possible on the
system itself. An aspect of this
approach which we have been working on
is to examine ways in which stored
phrases and text could be part of a
semantic structure which facilitates
retrieval of this text in a
conversational situation.

Other research has investigated the

applicability to communication aids of
information about the more formulaic and
predictable modes of conversational
interaction [1]. The project reported
in this paper is investigating methods
by which reusable material can be
recalled when needed. Examples of this
type of reuseable eonversational
material are recent family news, holiday
stories, favourite jokes, and, for the
non-speaker, a description of their
communication system as an introduction
for unfamiliar people.

A prototype system is being developed
which will have sufficient semantic
information to retrieve potentially

useful conversational items without the
user having to do the equivalent of a

database search, while simultaneously
trying to hold a conversation. We

RESNA

envision this system will offer
predicted texts and foc,Assed searches
for requested texts on the basis of
minimal input from the user.

DATABASE DESIGN

18.1

Most current and proposed search tools
require a high degree of cognitive load
(identifying what keywords should be
used) and physical interaction (typing
keywords or controlling a browse tool).

Figure 1 is a diagram of the structure
for a prototype system which will
incorporate semantic information about
the conversational material held in
order to assist the user. The system
has four components: the storage
structure, the knowledge base, the
retrieval (or navigational) system, and
the environmental settings.

Figure 1 Dlagram ot the toll system

The user interface to the retrieval/
navigation system presents the user with
predicted items during the conversation,
and also assists them in searching for
an appropriate item. Conversation items
are stored in a conventional database
format shown in Figure 2. The

retrieval/navigational system consults a
semantic network in the knowledge base
which interrelates elements of the
stored conversational items. A portion
of such a network relating to the items
in Figure 2 is diagrammed in Figure 3.
The knowledge base represents part of
the user's world knowledge and allows
both automatic retrieval and guided
navigation of the stored conversational
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Semantically linked text modules

items. The retrieve,. of a specific
conversational item updates the
environment settings which also play a
part in finding probable choices for the
following conversational item.

PROGRAM DEVELO-INT

As the development of even a modest
knowledge base is a considerable task
[2,3], the intention is to begin with

modelling particular asnversational
settings and segments. Developing
methods for categorisation and labelling
of semantic information is also an
important part of the current

investigation. Preliminary work is

being done on the Macintosh using the
Prolog development environment. This

involves the implementation of a small
prototype of a conversational device
which will include the features
mentioned above. The prototype will

reflect a conversational knowledge base
for one of the authors, and as such,
will illustrate such a system as it

might actually be used.

FO1URE DEVELOPMENTS

This project is part of a larger
investigation into incorporating
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Figure 2 Examples of stored
conversational items

reusable conversation items into an AAC
system, the intention of which is to
take much of the cognitive load from an
AAC user, leaving them freer to
participate fully in conversations. The

knowledge gained in this research will
also augment other work in our department
on suitable interface design, and other
applications of artificial intelligence
techniques to AAC systems.
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Adapt: an authoring language for
a flexible AAC architecture

J. Eugene Ball, Patrick W. Demasco
Applied Science and Engineering Laboratories

University of Delaware/Alfred I. duPont Institute
Wilmington, Delaware USA

Introduction

The augmentative communication system architec-
ture project at the University of Delaware and the A.I.
DuPont Institute has three primary intended products:

1) the definition of a flexible software architec-
ture for augmentative communication systems
(Demasco, 1989; McDougal, 1988);

2) a collection of software modules, which will
be made available for use by other communica-
tion system developers (Demasco, 1990), and

3) a complete augmentative communication sys-
tem which can serve as a basis for extension and
experimentation.

The software architecture defines the interfaces be-
tween the key components in a communication sys-
tem. A primary goal of the architecture is to allow
many useful enhancements or modifications to be
made to the base system as extensions, without having
to make major internal modifications. This goal inter-
acts with the critical communication system require-
ment that both clinicians and system users must be
able to customize the behavior of the system to meet
their needs. These relatively superficial customiza-
tions involve the setting of system control parameters
and modifications of the content or structure of the
system's vocabulary set.
Both sets of goals have been addressed by moving

much of the system control into an interpreted, user
accessible authoring language. This software struc-
ture enforces a clear separation between module im-
plementations and their interconnections. System
modules are written in C++ (Stroustrup 1986; Eckel
1989), using an object-oriented design approach. This
approach makes these modules relatively easy to
modify, however extensions at this level still require a
detailed understanding of C++ and the interfaces of at
least some of the objects previously defined in the
system.

The basic system modules are interconnected by
scripts to build a functioning communication system.
The authoring language provides a simple inteiface to
the capabilities of the underlying modules without ex-
posing all of their implementation complexity. The
language must be powerful enough to control the
overall communication system, yet simple enough ti
encourage experimentation with new ideas by de:. cl-
opers, clinicians, and users.

18.2

The authoring language

The design of the language, named Adapt, has been
modeled after LOGO (Papert 1980, Burns 1986).
LOGO was chosen because of its demonstrated acces-
sibility to inexperienced programmers, and wide-
spread familiarity in the educational community.
Language constructs are quite simple, with a mini-
mum of syntactic requirements, yet the language is
sufficiently powerful to express complex system con-
trol policies in an understandable fashion.

The basic language units are calls to procedures which
are either primitives made accessible from the under-
lying C++ modules, or calls to other Adapt proce-
dures. Programs can declare local or global variables
and use them to hold simple numeric or string values,
references to C++ objects (e.g. vocabulary set en-
tries), or lists of other values. Expressions are built
using infix operators and function calls. Control con-
structs include a LOGO-like counted REPEAT, an in-
finite LOOP which can be terminated with
EXITLOOP, and a simple IF/ THEN/ELSE state-
ment.

Adapt scripts can also define new procedures, which
can take parameters, return results, and make recur-
sive calls. The following script:
to gcd :a :b do

if :b == 0 then
return :a

else

return gcd :b (:a :b)

end

implements Euclid's algorithm for finding the great-
est common denominator of two integers. (All local
variables, including procedure parameters, are pre-
fixed with ':', and the infix remainder operator is in-
voked with '%'.)
Control of the communication system lies within the
authoring language, which produces vocabulary dis-
plays and implements selection techniques. In addi-
tion, the selection of a vocabulary item invokes the
Adapt script associated with that item, which can then
generate output or take other actions.

System Customization

The authorirg language provides a convenient solu-
tion to the r :quirements for minor customization of
system behavior by the clinician or user. System pa-
rameters arc made adjustable simply by providing an
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Adapt primitive to update the relevant internal mod-
ule variables. The initial system script can be edited
to adjust any system parameter and thereby achieve a
particular configuration. A users' initial customiza-
tion script also serves as a user profile since the sys-
tem configuration can be reset to that user's
preferences simply by loading the script.
Since scripts are represented as text files, the inclu-
sion of text editing operations in the communication
system is sufficient to provide the disabled user full
access to this customization capability.

System extensions

Because central control in the communication system
resides in a script, larger system modifications can
also be made at the script level. A new selection tech-
nique, perhaps one designed to take full advantage of
the capabilities of a specific individual, or to make use
of a new input device, can be programmed in the au-
thoring language. The same mechanism can be used
to adapt the system to tasks other than direct commu-
nication. For example, the Adapt procedure given be-
low implements a simple communication tutor, which
asks the user to produce specific sentences, then
checks to make sure they are correct:
to Train do
:prompt - "Form the sentence:
:questions =

[ "I am happy." "How are you?"
"Tomorrow, it will be cold" ]

,SetVoice Teacher

if emptylist? questions then
exitloop

endif
f,peak :prompt

Speak First :que:tions
loop

:item Select

Adc.:)ibuffer :item

if i-punct? :item then
exiticop

endif

:lheckAnswer (first :questions) GetBuffer

Clearauffer
:questions lest :questions

Qhfloop
ch,1

ft

1.anguage extensions

)evelopers can also extend the authoring language it-
self by defining new Adapt primitives. Primitives arc
implemented with procedures in C++, and must there-
fore con fot to to the conventions and interface specifi-
cations of the existing modules in the system.
I lowever, a modular and object-oriented organization

(Meyer, 1988) minimizes the proportion of the exist-
ing C++ code which must be understood to define a
new primitive.

In many cases, none of the existing C++ code will
need to be modified. The new module declares Adapt
verbs, which are C++ objects that fit into the language
structure by inheritance, and which use existing sys-
tem roudnes to interact with the execution environ-
ment. Once the new module is compiled and loaded
with the existing system, the new primitives can be in-
voked from an Adapt script.

Status

A prototype communication system which demon-
strates the use of Adapt scripts for both overall con-
trol of the system and as actions associated with
selections, is currently under development. Some
C++ modules from this prototype, including the
Adapt interpreter itself, will be made available to oth-
er developers by the fall of 1990.
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SMALL TEXT CORPORA IN CHARACTER DLSAMBIGUATION FOR REDUCED TYPING KEYBOARDS

John L. Arnott & Muhammad Y. Javed
Microcomputer Centre, University of Dundee

Dundee, Scotland, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

Character disambiguation for reduced key-
boards has been performed using quad-grams
derived from large text corpora. It is now

Shown that smaller corpora are sufficient
for this purpose, making system development
easier, and introducing the possibility of
adaptive modelling for higher efficiency.

DISAMBIGUATION FOR REDUCED KEIBOARDS

Reduced Tyoini Keyboards
Reduced keyboards are text-typing keyboards
with fewer than 26 keys. Their purpose is
to make typing easier for handicapped per-
sons who can select directly from a small
number of targets (e.g. large switches).
Several alphabetic Characters must be allo-
cated to each key, however, because there
are fewer than 26 keys available, so a
disambiguation method is required to iden-
tify the exact character implied by a key
press. Typical reduced keyboards are based
on telephone keypads and contain 12 keys,
with up to 3 alphabetic characters per key.

Character Disambiguatign
Character disambiguation techniques have
been developed (1,2,3,4,5) to enable text
to be typed on reduced keyboards. A user

types text by pressing the appropriate key
for each character, and the automatic dis-
ambiguation system attempts to identify the
correct character from known statistics of
Character sequences in the relevant lan-
guage, and offers this character to the
user. The user either accepts the predic-
ted Character (by moving on to select the
next character of the text) or rejects it
by pressing an "Error" key, whereupon the
disambiguation system predicts the next
most probable alternative Character for the
pressed key. The user presses "Error" un-
til the correct character is predicted. If

3 characters are allocated to each key, no
more than 2 "Error" selections are required
to achieve selection of the correct charac-
ter. Optimal keying efficiencies of 1.1
key/char (keys/character) in English (1),
and 1.2 key/char in Dutch (5), have been
achieved in simulation experiments.

N-gram Based Character Predictien
The principal method of disambiguation is
to use tables of n-grams (sequences of
alphabetic Characters) extracted from large

18.3

samples of real text (text corpora) to
enable the system to predict the next most
probable character to be typed. Mono-grams
are single characters, bi-grams have 2
characters ("th", "ea") and tri-grams 3
("thi", "ead"). Existing disambiguation
systems (1,5) a.:.e quad-gram ("thir","eady")

based. The disambiguation accuracy, and
hence the keying efficiency, is greater for
higner-order n-grams, at the cost of a dis-
proportionate increase in storage require-
ment for the much larger number of n-grams.

Quad-gram tables for existing systems were
derived from large text corpora: 750,000
Englisl words from the Brown Corpus (6) and
1 million Dutch words from the Eindhoven
Corpus (7). The purpose of the work repor-
ted here was to investigate the use of a
smaller text corpus in the development of
an n-gram disambiguation system, in order
to make such development easier, particu-
larly for situations where large corpora
are not available or difficult to obtain.

N -GRAM EXTRACTION FROM SMALL TEXT CORPUS

Small Text Corpus
N-grams were extracted from a relatively
small, restricted-domain text corpus (a
50,000-word thesis). All mono-, bi-, and
tri-grams were extracted, those quad-grams
occurring more than thrice, as well as
those quin-grams (n=5), and some hex-grams
(n=6), with a space in the penultimate
character. The lower-order n-grams were
included to give alternative predictions
when the quad-grams failed, which must
occasionally occur given the small size of
the original corpus. The selected quin-
grams and hex-grams were included (at mo-
dest memory cost) to try to improve pre-
diction efficiency on word-initial cha-
racters, where prediction is most difficult
(1). There were 19,202 n-grams, in total,
of which 11,038 were quad-grams.

Keyboard Layouts
Two 12-key keyboard layouts, "Alphabetic"
and "TOC" (Fig. 1), were derived from the
previous research (1,5) on English ("TOC")
and Dutch ("Alphabetic"). Slight modifica-
tions have been made to include Period and
Comma on both keyboards, and a Shift key
(#) gives access to non-alphabetic charac-
ters. Multiple pushes of Shift allow selec-
tion of a full range of Ascii characters.
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abx def ghi

okl tnnj pqr

S.0 VWC yzt

0

a) TOC Format

abc def ghi

jkl mno pqr

stu VWX yz.

0

b) Alphabetic

* = Space & Comma, 0 = Error, # = Shift.

Figure 1. Layouts of Redtwed Keyboards.

Simulation experiments were conducted in
which the disambiguation system counted the
nunber of key-pushes which would be needed
to type known texts on these keyboards. The
keying efficiency was defined as (No. of
key-pushes)/(No. of characters in text).
There were 4 texts: 2 from the text corpus,
1 from a novel and 1 from a philosophical
work. The shift mechanism enabled all the
characters in these texts to be typed.

The simulations were conducted with (a)
quad-grams only, (b) mono-, bi-, tri-, and
quad-grams, and (c) all available n-grams
(from mono- to hex-gram) in the disambigua-
tion system. The effects of the lower- and
higher-order n-grams were thus established.

KEYING EFFICIENCY RESULTS

T Quad Only Mono-Quad
TOC Alpha TOC Alpha

A 1.22 1.25
B 1.34 1.36

C 1.19 1.22
D 1.12 1.14

1.15
1.21

1.12
1.10

1.18
1.23

1.15
1.12

Mono-Hex
TOC Alpha

1.14 1.17

1.21 1.22

1.12 1.15
1.09 1.11

T=Text. Texts A & D were corpus extracts.
Texts B & C were non-corpus texts.

Table 1. Keying Efficiency (Keys/Character)

The best efficiency was produced by a text
(D) extracted from the original corpus, and
the worst was produced by the non-corpus
text (B) from the novel. Text B contained
many punctuation characters which necessi-
tated use of the shift key, and hence im-
paired efficiency. Text C (non-corpus) was
better Chan A (corpus), however, which in-
dicates that the n-grams can perform well
with unrelated texts. The higher-order n-
grams (n=5,6) made only a slight improve-
ment. The lower-order n-grams (n=1,2,3)
improved the efficiency by between 1.8% and
9.7%, and so proved worthy of inclusion.
The TOC keyboard performed better than the
Alphabetic by a small margin. The Alphabe-
tic layout may be easier to learn, however.

03NCLUSION

The system efficiency was very similar to
that attained in earlier work (1,5), so it
is feasible to derive n-grans from a rela-
tively small learning corpus. This also
indicates that an adaptive model (i.e. one
which learns its n-grams from the user's
input) could function well in this applica-
tion, because the user would not need to
enter a large body of text to optimise the
n-gram model. Higher keying efficiencies
may be possible with an adaptive model.
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Intelligent AAC Systems: What Can Be Done Now
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Introduction
With the advent of smaller, more powerful computers,
it is becoming possible to develop AAC systems
which take advantage of Artificial Intelligence and
Computational Linguistics techniques. In particular,
we envision the development of an "intelligent" AAC
system that can understand the operator's input well
enough to infer what words or syntactic structure may
be omitted or missing, enabling the device to output a
complete and correct sentence from partial input. At
some point in the future it may be possible to create an
AAC system with all of he linguistic knowledge of a
human speaker, but the limitations of existing theory
and technology allow only a small subset of that
knowledge to be incorporated in current systems. In
this paper we explore some of the possibilities for
AAC systems that could be developed given the
present state of affairs. Of course, each of the possibil-
ities must contain trade-offs of one kind or another.
We discuss various populations of potential AAC sys-
tem operators and show how different populations
would benefit from different aspects of "intelligence"
in their system.

Potential Operators
Hundreds of thousands of people could benefit from
Artificial Intelligence in electronic communication
aids. This population is heterogeneous and dispersed.
Nevertheless, certain groups do cleave together. A
discussion of two of these groups can illuminate the
considerations involved.
One group includes ambulatory, cognitively impaired
adolescents with severe lang uage disability. Consider
a 14-year old boy with Down's Syndrome, who has a
language age of 4 years and 8 months. His actions are
socially appropriate, he has frequent communicative
intent, but does not speak and has failed to master
signing. His vocabulary needs for school and daily
living activities might include 50-75 function words
and at least 300 content words. Such an operator
would be willing to allow a communication device to
determine the syntactic organization of his utterances.
The finer points of style and pragmatics are less itn-
portant to such a person. He may even acquire some
syntax and independent speech through observation
of his device's output.
Another group includes cognitively intact, educated
adults who have recently acquired a severe speech im-
pairment. Consider the situation of a 44-year old fe-
male lawyer. She has suffered a brain stem stroke and

18.4

is cognitively normal, yet physical disabilities pre-
clude all but row-column scanning access to a com-
munication aid. We might think that a template
system giving access to very rapid yet general lan-
guage would meet this individual's needs. Her per-
ceptions would probably be different. Cognitively
intact individuals who have few opportunities to com-
municate want complete convol of their language in
each communication opportunity. Style and pragmat-
ics are of paramount importance to users in this group,
who would be unwilling to have the communication
device provide the overall organization of their utter-
ances.

System Knowledge Sources
We envision systems in which operators will choose
partial representations of their final communicative
intentions using some input paradigm. It will be the
job of the system to "understand" the intended mean-
ing and eventually generate a well-formed utterance
based on this meaning (Baker, 1982), (Demasco et al.,
1989). Since the system's knowledge of the discourse
context will be incomplete, however, there is a possi-
bility that there may be more than one interpretation
of the input.
Consider the following input: "ate duck". Notice that
this is certainly not a well-formed utterance. Howev-
er, one may be able to infer the intended meaning by
taking into account various sources of knowledge.
Semantic Knowledge -- information about the seman-
tic categories of the words involved would be helpful
in determining what role was being played by each
word. For instance, knowing that "ate" is an action
performed by animate objects might lead one to con-
jecture that the intended utterance was "The duck
ate" .

Pragmatic Knowledge -- knowledge about the dis-
course situation might aid in inferring the intended
meaning For instance, if the preceding discourse has
been discussing John and what he did last night, a
more reasonable rendition of the input might be:
"John ate duck". The assumption on the user's pan
was that the agent of the eating could be inferred from
context.
Notice that as more sources of knowledge are applied,
the system is able to do more inferencing toward the
intended meaning. This, in turn, allows the user to
provide less information about his/her intended utter-
ance. At the same time, as the system does morc infer-
encing the user is given less control over the actual
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utterance.

The above example shows a rather simple sentence in
terms of its syntactic structure. It is a simple declara-
tive sentence with simple noun phrases. Such a sen-
tence may require little inferencing on the part of the
system because it contains only one main verb and its
simple noun phrases are given in canonical order --
usually AGENT-ACTION-THEME. Ambiguity reso-
lution can become more complicated if the input is in-
tended to be realized by more complicated syntactic
structures.

Consider the problems with allowing syntactic struc-
tures which do not maintain canonical word order
(such as a passive sentence as in "The duck was eaten
by John"). Notice to generate these sentences the sys-
tem may not assume that the input given by the user is
AGENT-ACTION-THEME but must infer the role
being played by each noun phrase. In addition, the
system must have some reason for choosing to use a
passive sentence over a simple declarative sentence.

The user may be able to provide the system with some
information to help avoid extensive inferencing. For
instance, in the above case, the system and user might
follow the convention that all input will be given in
canonical order, but a special marker will be used to
indicate a passive sentence is desired. Of course, fol-
lowing such a convention may be difficult or impossi-
ble for some user groups.

The addition of relative clauses (as in "the man that
knows my father helped me") adds a great deal of
complication because the input from the user may
now contain two verbs -- one to be taken as the main
verb of the sentence and the second to be part of the
relative clause modifying one of the noun phrases of
the main sentence.

As the list of possible syntactic structures grows, the
job of the system becomes more complicated. With
the added complication comes the potential for ambi-
guity which, without aid from the user, may not be re-
solvable by the system given the current state of
affairs in computational linguistics.

Fitting the System to the User

If we arc to develop an intelligent system given to-
day's technology, decisions must be made concerning
both permitted syntactic structures (the more compli-
cated the more powerful the inferencing must be) and
the permitted semantic sophistication (the more com-
plicated/extensive the domain of discourse the more
detailed the required knowledge must be) and the lo-
cus of control given to the user (some of the inferene-
ing required by the system can be eliminated by
requiring the user to be more explicit about intended
meaning).

If we consider the first operator group discussed, it is

clear that an AAC system must assume a great degree
of control and perform a large amount of inference to
ptoduce a correct utterance from a few content words
entered by the operator. Such a system may not be
able to provide much syntactic sophistication, and its
word list may not be that extensive, but it can certainly
meet the needs of operators in this group by cutting
down on the number of actuations required for com-
munication and producing a correct sentence from
partial input.

If we consider the second operator group, we see that
an AAC system must address a different need, cutting
down on physical actuations without taking too much
control from the user, who is still free to determine the
overall structure of each utterance. This user will de-
mand syntactic sophistication from the system as well
as a large word list. This system will require that the
user follow conventions for marking various syntactic
desires so that the system can generate the intended
utterance and the user can be saved the physical hard-
ship that would be required to fully specify the utter-
ance. On the other hand, this user is quite capable of
following the necessary conventions. For her, it is a
small price to pay in order to maintain control and still
get the desired sophistication within a relatively short
amount of time.

Conclusions

While current technology in Artificial Intelligence,
Linguistics, and Computer Science will not allow us
to build a vastly intelligent AAC system containing
sophisticated syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic ca-
pabilities, it is possible to provide systems with limit-
ed intelligence. In this paper we have shown that this
intelligence must be tailored to the wants and needs of
each particular group of potential users.
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Introduction
Several augmentative communication systems at-
tempt to predict the most likely input from the user in
order to make that input available with minimal time/
effort. To date these systems have relied on frequency
data (e.g., word frequency statistics, word category
statistics) However, none of them have employed the
approaches developed in linguistics or computational
linguistics to the fullest power. In this work the appli-
cation of several of these approaches to the area of
word prediction is investigated.

Background
A AC systems with predictive capabilities can poten-
tially increase communication rate for non-vocal us-
ers. Word prediction systems typically present a list of
likely words to the user. This list is based on previous
user input and general linguistic knowledge. Early
word prediction systems relied on word frequency
statistics (Gib ler, 1983). Typically, these systems
used initial letter selections to constrain the possible
choices from a frequency ordered dictionary. While
this approach did offer rate enhancement over tradi-
tional spelling systems, the use of additional linguistic
information could potentially improve the accuracy of
predictions.
Syntax was used to enhance the predictive system
PAL (Arnott, 1984) (Swiffin, 1987). It maintained a
table of probabilities for all possible pairs of word cat-
egories such as adjective-noun, verb-noun, etc., and
used these probabilities, in conjunction with word fre-
quency data, to compute the probability of the next
word. For example, after an adjective is introduced in
a sentence, the probabiiity of a specific noun as its
successor is computed by multiplying the pre-com-
puted probability of an adjective-noun pair and the
noun's static frequency.
While PAL's addition of syntax was somewhat suc-
cessful, the researchers reported only small improve-
ment in prediction accuracy (4.3% to 6.4%). This
modest gain was attributed to a number of factors in-
cluding the size of the dictionary. The system was
somewhat inaccurate because many words belong to
more than one syntactical class; yet the system always
assured the most frequent class assignment. Inaccura-
cy also derived from the small scope of application of
syntactic knowledge. The authors suggested increas-
ing the transition matrix to three dimensions (i.e., pre-
diction based on 2 previous words) to improve the
scope limitation.

18.5

A more refined model of syntax (e.g., one that parses
the entire sentence using a grammar of English)
would certainly increase prediction accuracy. It

would allow the entire sentence preceding the current
word to be taken into account to yield more efficient
statistics. For instance, a noun at the beginning of a
sentence is likely to be followed by a verb; a noun fol-
lowing a verb is very unlikely to be followed by an-
other verb. This could be captured using the more
global context suggested here.
Ultimately, however, the use of syntax is limited by
the fact that it only provides information about sen-
tence snucture. It would be advantageous to consider
semantic and pragmatic information. In addition, to
incorporate advanced syntax semantics and pragmat-
ics into a predictive system, it will be necessary to go
beyond a purely stochastic paradigm (e.g, frequency
tables) and utilize rule-based formalisms from the
field of computational linguistics.

Proposed Work
One goal of this work is to improve predictability of
the next word in a sentence by considering a number
of linguistic information sources. To improve predic-
tion using syntax, we turn to a standard computation
oriented grammatical formalism such as described in
(Allen, 1987) and (Winograd, 1983). While incorpo-
rating any such theory is likely to improve the situa-
tion, it still leaves much to be desired. For instance,
consider a situation where If you do that again, I will
smack... is uttered and the system must predict the
next word. Syntax alone can predict that a noun
phrase will follow. However, if semantics is also tak-
en into account, the system can predict that the noun
phrase will most likely be a person.
Systemic grammar (Halliday, 1985) which has been
developed by Halliday and other researchers is a for-
malism which provides information about many as-
pects of language. It views an utterance as some
meaning whose expression will vary depending on the
situation. Thus, it takes into account the semantics of
the intended utterance as well as such things as the re-
lationship between the speaker and hearer.
While the above aspects of systemic linguistics make
it very attractive for use by a prediction system, in its
present formulation systemic linguistics does have its
draw-backs. In particular, while the aspects noted in
systemic linguistics do affect the syntax chosen for
the intended utterance, systemic linguistics itself has
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no formal explicit treatment of syntax. In this work we
propose to augment the systemic grammar framework
with a formal syntactic component. In particular, our
investigation has led us to Tree Adjoining Grammar
(Joshi, 1983) as a formalism which is particularly well
suited for this task.

In systemics, an utterance is made by going througl- a
system of choices, each of which can be a choice at
different strata; situation, semantics, or syntax. Se-
lecting a particular choice on higher stratum affects
the choices on lower strata, i.e., selecting a choice nar-
rows down the possibilities for how the meaning can
be conveyed. For instance, the above utterance might
result from a mother attempting to warn her child to
stop doing some activity. Given the relationship (e.g.,
mother-to-child) a particular semantic choice (e.g., if
further activity, physical warning to the hearer) is
made, which is a mild physical warning. This seman-
tic choice is made because the relationship (choice at
situation stratum) is mother-to-child.
In order to use this formalism for prediction we must
take the utterance made so far and infer which choices
in the grammar must have been taken in order to get
that partial utterance. The predicted next word must
also be consistent with these inferred settings.

Compared to systems equipped with syntax alone, the
prediction power of this system is substantially in-
creased. For instance, using the same example above,
the blank can be predicted to be a noun phrase because
that is the only syntactic category consistent with the
syntactic choices made so far. As explained above, se-
mantics helps predict that the noun phrase be a person
for the same reason.

With systemic grammar it is possible to go even fur-
ther because situational strata of systemic grammar
takes the patterns of utteranes into account. This may
allow it to infer the appropriate situation (e.g., moth-
er-to-child control). If this is the case, the system can
predict that the person should be you.

Conclusion
In this work the use of TAG as a formal syntactic
component in a systemic grammar framework has
been investigated. The work has then been applied to
word prediction in the augmentative communication.
With systemic grammar it is possible to infer a more
global setting by taking into account a piece of lin-
guistic information which appears in a partial utter-
ance. The inferred setting then can be easily used to
aid in the prediction of the next word/phrase. System-
ic grammar is useful in this task because only certain
choices can be made depending on a particular set-
ting.

We intend to implement a prototype system using NI-
GEL (Mathiessen, 1984), an implementation of sys-
temic grammar which was developed at the
Information Sciences Institute. The system will take
an input from the user and provide a list of words/
phrases which are predicted by taking several aspects
of the input into account.
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A Domain Independent Semantic Parser For
Compansion
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Introduction

This work is part of an augmentative communication
project being conducted at the Applied Science and
Engineering Laboratories at the University of Dela-
ware and the A.I. duPont Institute. The goal of this
project is to increase the communication rate of phys-
ically disabled individuals via Natural Language Pro-
cessing techniques.

We wish to take as input a compressed message (i e.,
one containing mainly the content words of the de-
sired utterance) from the disabled individual and yet
pass a syntactically and semantically well-formed ut-
terance to a speech synthesizer or text preparation sys-
tem. At the same time, we wish to do this by placing
as little a burden on the user as possible (Demasco et
al., 89). Thus, we are not interested in a simple coding
system (cf. (Baker, 82)) where sentences have been
stored and are simply indexed by their content words.

The system is broken into several phases. The first
phase, the semantic parser (see also (Small&Rieger,
82)) is responsible for determining the semantic role
being played by each input word. It must determine
which word is the verb, what role each noun phrase
plays with respect to the verb (e.g., actor, theme), and
what modification relationships are present. The re-
sulting semantic representation is then passed to the
translation component which is responsible for re-
placing the semantic terms with their language-specif-
ic instantiations. The final phase of the processing is a
sentence generator which forms a syntactically cor-
rect sentence. This paper is concerned primarily with
the semantic parser.

Knowledge and Processing

In (McCoy et al., 89) we reported on a semantic pars-
er which relied primarily upon the domain of dis-
course. As the lexicon grew, this solution seemed
unsatisfying because it was difficult to constrain the
domain of discourse, and the knowledge management
for an arbitrary number of possible domains proved
unwieldy. A new approach is being developed which
identifies the roles that words can play in a domain in-
dependent manner.

The problem faced by the parser is the ambiguity re-
sulting from the compressed input because it contains
no syntactic information. Consider the following in-
put: "John study red house". The first problem faced
by the system is determining the function of each

18.6

word in the sentence. Each individual word can have
different semantic classifications and thus its function
in the sentence may be ambiguous. For example, the
word "study" has two meanings: an action, as in "John
studies", or a location, as in "John is in his study". In
order to recognize all possible word meanings (and to
constrain further processing) we classified all words
into five categories according to the different seman-
tic functions that the word can play: Actions (verbs),
Objects, Descriptive Lexicons (adjectives), Modifiers
to the Descriptive Lexicon (adverbs), and Preposi-
tions. Within each category, we further classified the
words so that finer semantic distinctions can be made.

If each individual word is looked at in isolation, it
(usually) has many interpretations. However, if the in-
put words are taken together, then many of the inter-
pretations can be eliminated. In the above example,
while "study" may either be an object or a verb, no
other word in the sentence occurs in the verbs hierar-
chy. Thus "study" will be taken as the verb.

Once the verb of the sentence has been determined1,
additional knowledge sources can be applied to fur-
ther reduce ambiguity. The main verb predicts much
of the structure of the sentence. It dictates, in a top-
down fashion, which semantic roles are mandatory
and which roles should never appear, as well as type
information concerning possible fillers of each role.
For example, the verb "go" cannot have a THEME
case in the semantic structure. Furthermore, it cannot
have a FROM-LOC case unless it also has a TO-LOC.
This information is captured with frame predictions
which are associated with each verb in the verbs
knowledge base.

Based on the particular verb, a set of semantic struc-
tures (called frames) is created. Each frame encodes
one possible interpretation of the current sentence and
contains typed variables which may be filled with
words from the input. Each variable type corresponds
to a type of possible input word (i.e., they are types
taken from one of the system knowledge bases).

For example, the frame associated with the word
"study" indicates that the AGENT must be human and
that it can take a THEME (some abstract or physical
object) and a LOCATION (a physical place). The

1. In the case that the system identifies more than one
word that can fill the role of the main verb, it will spawn
an independent process for each verb candidate.
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AGENT is required while THEME and LOCATION
are optional.

Once a frame has been chosen, bottom-up processing
attempts to fill out the frame by fitting the input words
into the appropriate slots. A frame is considered satis-
factory if all of its obligatory roles can be filled.

A final source of ambiguity must be dealt with. So far
we have considered words of the input modifying the
verb by planning a role with respect to it. We must
also consider the possibility of one word of the input
serving to modify the meaning of another input word.
Because a certain word can only modify certain types
of other words, we attach words which can be modifi-
ers onto the words of types that they can possibly
modify. RA- example, the word "red" is attached to the
type PHY-OBJ (PHYsical-OBJect) in the object
knowledge base. Therefore, the word "red" can mod-
ify the word "house" since "house" is a PHY-OBJ, but
cannot modify the word "idea" since "idea" is not. Us-
ing the modifier information the system attempts to
asf.:eiate any modifier words with the words of the in-
put that they modify. In this way, the "red" from the
input will be attached as a modifier to the word
"house".

Using the above processing and knowledge sources
the parser will come up with two possible interpreta-
tions of the input: "John studies at the red house"
(here the red house is taken as a location) and "John
studies the red house" (here the red house is taken a.,
the thing that John is studying). Notice both interpre-
tations account for all input words and fill all obliga-
tory roles associated with the chosen verb.

Current Functionality

The current system is able to recognize different uses
of a verb depending on the modifiers present in the in-
put. Consider "John look Boston" and "John look
tired". Respectively, the final outputs are "John looks
at Boston" and "John looks tired". Notice that "look"
can be used in two very different ways. The system
determines which use is intended by considering the
rest of the input. If there is an OBJect or LOCation to
look at, then the first use is recognized. If this is not
the case, but a modifier that may modify the agent oc-
curs in the input, then the second use is recognized.

As an example of how the entire input is used to con-
strain possible interpretations, consider "John study
weather university". Notice that in isolation "univer-
sity" could either be a LOCATION or a thing being
studied (a THEME). However, since "weather" can
only play the THEME role with respect to "study" the
system correctly generates: "John studies weather at
the university".

In addition, the present system has the capacity to in-
fer the verb intended by the user. The present system
chooses between have and be as verb candidates de-
pending on the given input elements. Given the input
"John tired", the final product is "John is tired". Given
the input "John paper", the final output is "John has
the paper".

This system will also infer the actor (subject) of the
intended sentence. In particular, if no agent is given,
the system will infer the user to be the agent (and thus
generate a first person pronoun for that slot). Given
the single-word input of "hungry," the system will de-
termine the intended verb and the intended agent, and
generate the sentence "I am hungry".

Conclusion

A prototype implementation of the system has been
completed and is currently being evaluated. The lexi-
con currently contains several hundred words of vari-
ous types. The implementation is in Common Lisp
and runs on several different hardware platforms. The
evaluation currently includes a paper experiment to
determine whether or not the current system mirrors
the action of a human. Future plans for evaluation in-
clude testing the prototype system with potential us-
ers.
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I. Introduction

A microcomputer based optimal adaptive
controller has been previously designed and
implemented to provide electric wheelchairs
with a reliable and efficient controller that
guarantees, not only stable and near optimal
response for users of different weight, but also
a totally secure and comfortable performance
for users with different handicaps (1,21. While
the results of this project were very satisfac-
tory, the inherent limitations of the aging
hardware used (Z80 processor) made it essen-
tial to upgrade the system using a more effi-
cient and powerfull microprocessor such as the
8086 family of processors. The new implemen-
tation, presently under way, not only endows
the adaptive controller with a highly reliable
and efficient environment flexible enough to
allow major additions or modifications, but
also an environment which will almost cer-
tainly be compatible with future products
(software or hardware). Thus, in addition to
increased reliability and improved perfor-
mance, the cost of updating and improving the
controller to take advantage of existing techno-
logies will be kept to a minimum.
II- State of the art microcomputer implemet,
tation

The heart of the system is an LPM-SBC40
8MHZ V40 single board computer equipped
with 512 Kb of on-board memory, an interrupt
controller, a serial counter unit and two serial
I/0 ports both with RS-232, and one with RS-
422/485 levels. The presence of the board
eliminates the need for several components
and reduces the complexity of the logic
required for the operation of our system.
Nowadays powerful computer technology
allows the development of very simple circuits
to accomplish relatively complicated opera-
tions. A simple design is essential to reliability
in so far as by reducing the number of com-
ponents needed, the probability of system
failure is drastically lowered. The processor
board both controls and supervises the activity
of three major operations (Fig. 1). First, the
input-ouput board is responsible for feeding

Battery
Monitor

I/0 Board

Data
Logger

Processor

Strain
Cage

PWM /
Motors

Adaptive
Controller

Fig 1: Microprocessor based control system

the necessary voltages to the pulse width
modulator (I'WM) and motor combination
through its digital to analog converters. It also
polls the speed of the motors at each sampling
time through the optical shaft encoders and the
analog to digital converters. Finally, the board
processes the joystick signals to extract the
desired user speed and direction. Second, the
control board processes the strain gage signals
[31 and classifies the weight of the user in one
of four groups. The adaptive aspect of the con-
troller is provided by the strain gages which
are placed under the user seat and thus gives
the processor an indication of the user weight.
The weight is subsequently classified in one of
four predetermined user weight groups and
one of four control equations is consequently
used in determining the actuating voltages.
The third and last component is the two qua-
drant PWM 131

Communication between the processor
board and the host computer is provided by a
powerful C-THRU-ROM package which
allows remote monitoring and debugging in C.
III- Extended System features
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Included in the new implementation are
several features introduced to further insure
safe operation of the vehicule. One such
feature is a mechanical brake that is triggered
by the microprocessor when certain perilous
situations are encountered such as the chair
going out of control in a down slope. Another
example of such situations is the common
occurence of the wheelchair being stuck
against a curb, resulting in the accumulation of
the error integral term. Along with the risk of
damaging the motors, the user could very well
be in danger if the wheelchair suddenly broke
free. The processor would check the error
integral term and decide to apply the brakes
and shut ofi the motors if the term goes over a
certain limit. Also in an effort to rid the wheel-
chair of the easily worn potentiometer based
elements, an optical joystick is being intro-
duced, thus improving reliability [6]. Other
additions include the installation of a Data
Logging System [41 which automatically
records various parameter of wheelchair
activity such as time in use or time in motion.
Finally a battery monitor (5) is added to the
system to give the user an indication of how
much power is left hi the battery, at all times.

IV- Conclusions

The control system package discussed
here,including the new additions endows the
Wheelchair with a highly reliable and efficient
environment. The design is extremely flexible
and insures stability and optimal performance
of the vehicule under all possible conditions.
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ABSTRACT

The Trace Center has been working with interested
manufacturers of communication aids and wheelchairs,
in an effort to develop a standard interface for the con-
trol of powered wheelchairs by devices such as commu-
nication aids and other microprocessor controlled user
input devices. This paper describes past and future
efforts toward adoption of this proposal as an ISO
Standard and summarizes the current draft standard.

INTRODUCTION

As electronic communication aids and environmental
control devices become more and more advanced, their
ability to perform more sophisticated functions expands.
In fact, many aids are based on portable computer sys-
tems with tremendous programmability and control
capabilities.

As a result of this increased capability, there is a grow-
ing intcrcst in interfacing suitable aids to wheelchairs so
that the aid can assume the control functions typically
performed by joysticks on powered wheelchairs. This
would enable people who currently cannot operate
standard wheelchair controls to operate a powered
wheelchair. Also, the number of control interfaces a
person would require could be reduced.

Today, most wheelchair controls arc an integrated part
of thc total wheelchair system. Furthcrmore, each
manufacturer uses different designs and connectors (if
any) for thcir control interface. Because of this, costly
custom adaptations arc required to replace the existing
control, and completely different modifications must be
made for each family of wheelchairs.

To remove this barrier, several interested researchers
and manufactures have begun development of a elec-
tronic interface standard that would allow communica-
tion aids and other intelligent control devices to drive
future powered wheelchairs. Wheelchairs implement-
ing this standard would provide an auxiliary serial
interface port which would allow control of the chair by
other devices having a serial output port.

It is felt that a standard interface would benefit con-
sumers, clinicians, and manufacturers of wheelchairs
and communication aids. The consumer would have an
expanded selection of components from which to
choose. Compatible components would reduce thc
amount of specialized knowledge required of the clini-
cian and make the assembling of a custom system much
easier. The manufacturers would enjoy an expanded
market for their wheelchairs and aids, a reduction in the
amount of customization that is often required, and
lower costs for educating dealers and consumers.

19.2

BACKGROUND

Initial efforts to develop a control link ocgan at the
1987 RESNA conference and resulted in a draft docu-
ment of design specifications. Over the past two years
continuing revisions have been made. Copies of the
working document have been distributed to interested
manufacturers and researches.

In November of 1989, the draft document was pre-
sented at a meeting of the ISO Wheelchair Standards
Working Group. It was favorably received and contin-
ued efforts in this area were encouraged. It was
recommended that the proposal be submitte/J to the
USA member organization for consideration so that the
document can be formally placed on the ISO Working
Group agenda.

At this time, the proposal is being submitted to the
ANSI/RESNA Technical Advisory Group for con-
sideration.

TECHNICAL SUMMARY

This is a brief summary of the proposcd specifications
titled, "Serial Wheelchair Control Interface Standard".
Both a Short Version and a Long Version of the pro-
posed standard exist. At this time, only the Short
Version is under consideration and review.

Transmission Format
Control signals in an encoded packet are transmitted in
RS-232C serial format from the controlling device to
the powered wheelchair. Data characters are sent as 10
data bits (1 start bit, 8 data bits, no parity, I stop bit).
This data is transmitted semi-continuously while a
hardware handshaking line is active. Any data received
by the wheelchair that contains a transmission error wili
be ignored along with any additional data until the
wheelchair can re-synchronize itself with the beginning
of the data packets.

Data Format
Each packet of information consists of 5 bytes. (See
Fig. 1.)

Thc first byte signals the beginning of the packet and
contains an identification numbcr, which can bc used to
distinguish among different packet formats as well as to
allow for future expansion.

The second byte is the Function Bytc. It specifics the
activation of any one of 127 functions that will be
defined in the standard. Examples of these functions
arc: headlights on, headlights off, recline backrest
forward, recline backrest backward.
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Figure 1
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The third and fourth bytes of the packet are the Joystick
Position Bytes. These may be used to control
wheelchair functions normallyeontrolled with analog
transducers. They can be thought of as a digital
representation of the analog sigral.

The final byte of the packet is the Checksum Byte. It is
used to help verify the integrity of the packet as a
whole. Any packct received with a checksum error will
be ignored.

Data Timing
To insurc smooth operation of the wheelchair, the con-
trolling device will be required to transmit data packets
on a timely basis. This mte is under review and
depends upon the baud rate selected, but some initial
guidelines have been proposed. A complete packet
should be transmitted to the wheelchair every 40-
100ms. If packets are not received by the workshop
within a set period of time (e.g., 100-200ms), the
wheelchair will stop all activity. This latter requirement
will provide automatic fault detection if the control is
disabled or disconnected.

Safety Kill Switch
To provide additional safcty in the use of this interface,
a separately wired, normally closed switch will be
required to enable the interface. When this circuit is
opened, the wheelchair will immediately cease all
movement activity.

Connectors
At this time the use of a 9-pin D connector for handling
data transmissions has been proposed. It is widely
available and allows for thc possible expansion to two-
way communkation over the interface. The Safety Kill
Switch will be connected by a separate line using a
standard 3 5mm phone plug.

CONCLUSIONS

The current draft has been reviewed by several individ-
uals and additional revisions are in progress. Initial
responses have been favorable and at least three man-
ufacturers have expressed their intention to develop
designs based on the standard. A considerable amount
of work still remains in developing solid and well de-
signed specifications before the proposal can become
an ANSI or ISO Standard. It is essential to its success
that people with expertise in this area express their
views and provide technical input while the standard is
under development.

While this standard will be voluntary, standardization of
such control links will help to insure compatibility and
assist the uscr in selecting compatible components.
Efforts will continue to insure that these specifications
do not restrict creative or innovative design.

Individuals and organizations interested in participating
in the development of this standard should contact the
Trace Research and Development Center.
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THE NAVCHAIR CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
AUTOMATIC ASSISTIVE WHEELCHAIR NAVIGATION

Simon P. Levine, Johann Borenstein, Yoram Koren
Rehabilitation Engineering Program, Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

Mobile Robot Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Michigan

INTRODUCTION

There are a variety of control systems which permit
severely handicapped people to operate a power
wheelchair. However, there are sUll many people
who could benefit from powered mobility that are
unable to safely and effectively operate any of these
systems. Impaired motor, sensory, or perceptual
functions which can make it difficult or impossible
to operate a power wheelchair include spasticity,
tremor, paralysis, weakness, poor vision, visual
field neglect, etc. Even wheelchair users with good
capabilities for operating a power wheelchair
experience collisions with objects in their operating
environments (walls, people. etc.).

This paper presents the operational characteristics
of an assistive navigation system for wheelchair
control named Nay Chair. The Nav Chair system
provides for automatic obstacle avoidance to
greatly reduce or eliminate the possibility of
collisions for a wheelchair user and wall following
capabilities for improved tracking. The goal of this
system is to provide improved mobility and safety
for people who have impairments which limit their
ability to operate a power wheelchair.

METHODS

The Nav Chair system is based on new mobile robot
navigation technology (1). A key advance incorpo-
rated into this technoloV is that the robot does not
stop in the autonomous process of avoiding
obstacles. Furthermore, speed is only marginally
diminished during most avoidance maneuvers.

Obstacle avoidance methods are based on a newly
developed technique enUtled the "vector field
histogram" (VFH) algorithm (1). The VFH method
uses a two dimensional Cartesian histogram grid
for representation of obstacles. Each grid cell
contains a time dependent probability that the cell
is occupied. These probabilities are continually
updated based on range data obtained from
ultrasonic sensors. Data from the histogram grid
is reduced in two stages. First, the grid is reduud
to a one dimensional polar obstacle density
histogram centered at the robot's current location.
Then, a suitable direction with low obstacle density
is chosen in order to move as close as possible to
the prescribed direction.

The VFH method allows simultaneous sensing of
the environment and control of robot motion, with
each newly acquired data point from the sensors
immediately affecting robot steering and speed
The VFH method has been found to be effec live in
compensating for the shortcomings or ultrasonic
sensors especially when used in combination with
custom developed sampling routines which help
eliminate sensor cross talk problems.

19.3

A new type of mobile robot operation which has
been developed and is the direct basis for the
NavChair system is Tele-autonomous control. With
this method, the mobile robot assumes
responsibility for its own protection from collisions
(using the algorithms described above), while
concurrently following a remote operator's
instructions. This approach combines the two
traditional modes of control for mobile robots.
namely: (a) tele-operated mode, in which an
operator has full control over the robot's motions
and (la) fully autonomous mode, without direct
human interference. Tele-autonomous control was
originally designed to operate with robot sensor
feedback provided to a remote operator. However.
feedback is not required for applications such as
the NavChair system where the operator is actually
riding on or in direct visual contact with the
vehicle under control.

OPERATION

NavChair is an "assistive" control system which
combines with an operator's control inputs to
improve tracking and provide automatic obstacle
avoidance. It can be integrated with standard
power wheelchair controls such as a joystick or
switch inputs as well as any other type of control
scheme (head positioning, voice command. etc.).
The NavChair system integrates sensor data into
the control scheme and includes algorithms for
both obstacle avoidance and wall following. It
utilizes a set of ultrasonic transducers placed
around a wheelchair in order to sense obstacles in
its environment while simultaneously providing
input to the motion control algorithms.

Under the standard mode of NavChair operation, a
wheelchair (or other vehicle) follows the general
direction prescribed by the operator. However, if
the wheelchair/vehicle encounters an obstacle, it
autonomously avoids collision with that obstacle,
trying to match the prescribed direction as well as
possible. As soon as the path is clear again, the
wheelchair/vehicle resumes motion in the
prescribed direction. With this integral self-
protection mechanism, wheelchairs or other
vehicles can be steered at high speeds and in
cluttered environments without fear of collisions.

Most obstacle avoidance methods usually bring a
wheelchair/vehicle to a stop when obstacles or
potential collisions are identified and then rely
totally on the operator to steer around the
obstacle. Even in the most sophisticated systems
obstacle avoidance requires substantial slowing of
a vehicle. In contrast. the NavChair has the ability
to automatically steer around obstacles with only a
marginal decrease of speed in most situations.
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A second mode of operation under development for
the Nav Chair system is "wall following'. In this
mode the wheelchair travels parallel to a wall as
long as some degree of forward motion is signaled
from the user. Control commands to steer the
wheelchair away from or towards the wall are
ignored even if they can be safely performed
without the possibility of a collision. Obstacle
avoidance remains active during wall following.
Manual methods under consideration for switching
between normal mode and wall following mode
include a separate switch or a coded sequence of
wheelchatr control inputs (i.e. directing the chair at
greater than 90 away from the wall in order to
leave wall following mode). Automatic switching
between modes is also under consideration.

A third potential mode of operation is possible for
training prospective wheelchair operators using the
obstacle avoidance algorithms of the Nav Chair
control system. In this mode the Nav Chair
routines would not exhibit any active control over
the wheelchair drive system but rather selectively
filter out any wheelchair control signals from the
user which would lead to a collision. Thus, in a
training environment, a user could safely attempt
to operate a wheelchair but would not be able to
move In the indicated direction unless it was safe
to do so. This type of feedback system provides an
ideal environment for training individuals with
marginal capabilities for wheelchair control.

PROGRESS TO DATE

The Nav Chair control system has been prototyped
using a Cybermation K2A mobile robot platform
which has a maximum travel speed of 0.78 m/sec
and weighs approximately 125 kg in its current
configuraUon. A 3-wheel synchro-drive permits
omni-directional steering under the control of an
on board Z-80 controller. Custom hardware
developed for this system includes a ring of 24
ultrasonic sensors interfaced with a dedicated
controller. An 80386 based computer has also
been added on board to run the navigation
software and direct the motion of the robot.

Initial testing of this system is being performed
with a remote operator in direct view of the
prototype using a joystick control to drive the
robot. Successful trials have been performed in
the laboratory through relatively cluttered
environments including chairs, desks, tables, and
even vertical dowel rods as narrow as 3/4 inch in
diameter. The system's ability to avoid moving
obstacles has also been demonstrated in
preliminarily trials. Trials with an operator riding
on the robot are planned in the near future.

The NavChair control system and the user can
be viewed as co-dependent components of the
wheelchair navigation system. Engineering
analysis of this "shared control" aspect of the
NavChair system is being performed to further
underst and and improve its performance (2).

DISCUSSION

The NavChair control system potentially permits
individuals with a wide range of motor, sensory,
and perceptual difficulties who would normally be
unable to operate a power wheelchair to do so. It
also can increase the safety of power wheelchair
operation for more capable users.

The NavChair system provides the capability to
automatically steer around any stationary or
moving obstacle occurring in a wheelchair's path
while following the user's general direction and
speed input to the greatest extent possible. This
includes the elimination of the case where a user
"cuts a corner" too close and runs into it a
problem even for wheelchair users with good motor
control and sensory perception. It also provides
the capacity for an operator to travel through
narrow passageways. doorways, and tight spaces
by the general indication of a forward control
command, since the obstacle avoidance routines
will keep the wheelchair centered in such
situations. Additionally, the wall following mode
allows a wheelchair operator to follow a straight
path parallel to a wall even though they could not
maintain a straight path on their own.

Planned development for the NavChair system calls
for the integration of wall following mode including
mechanisms for turning this feature on and off. A
second NavChair prototype based on a commercial
wheelchair base is the next anticipated step, prior
to testing in a wide range of environments. Design
criteria to be determined during testing include the
minimum number and mounting positions of ultra-
sonic sensors required for acceptable performance.

An extension of the NavChair technology is also
under deveiopment to allow people with severe
visual impairment to operate a power wheelchair in
unstructured environments (2). This system
incorporates audio feedback to the operator for
navigation in combination with the other Navehatr
system features
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Remote Training of Mobility Skills in Persons Who are
Physically and Developmentally Disabled

Geb Verburg, Stephen Naumann, Lynne Balfour, Ed Snell
Rehabilitation Engineering Department

Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

MOBILITY NEEDS FOR ALL
The large majority of mobility research and
development carried out so far has focused
on children who are physically disabled and

developmentally at or near their age

levels. Research into the provision of

powered mobility to persons who are

developmentally delayed consists mostly of

case studies (3) that have tenuous

generalization value.

That mobility is important for persons who
are developmentally delayed is indicated by

results reported by Arlene Aveno (1987).

She found that ambulation was ranked as the
second most needed skill. Furthermore,

mobility related activities (e.g. "walk,

bike, stroll in wheelchair") ranked third
amongst activities most often engaged in.

RATIONALE
The persons for whom this training program
was designed are developmentally delayed
and unable to independently stop a powered
wheelchair or appropriately change

direction when necessary. An adult

supervised, in-chair, training program for
severely developmentally and physically

challenged children takes, in our

experience, from 6 to 18 months of twice
weekly 30 minute training sessions. Such

intensive and long term involvement
represents a large expenditure of time on
the part of staff members and parents or
caregivers who would have to travel to a
host centre to participate in such an in-
chair training procedure.

The training program thus sought to

accommodate:
* elementary mobility skills training
* persons who are developmentally delayed
* at home or in school training
* a demographically scattered population

TRAINING PROGRAM
The goal of the training program is to

teach children to operate one of five

switches when a stimulus light beside the
switch is turned on. There are maximally
five switches: four directional ones

(forward, right, left, backward) and one
stop switch. "Stop" is trained as an

active switch activation.

Five training steps
for each of the five
has an electrically

were implemented, one
switches. Each switch
powered toy connected

19.4

to it which can be turned on by the child
when the switch is enabled.

The demographic spread of the actual and
potential clients of this program necessi-
tated the use of a training program that
could be reviewed and upgraded remotely.
A modem built into the microcomputer is
used to collect data, review progress, and
make program upgrades from the host centre.

The hardware configuration and trainer unit

build for this training program were

described in detail ih an earlier

presentation (2).

SUBJECTS
Sixteen subjects are participating in this
study. Six subjects are female. The mean
age of the subjects is 11.5 years with a
range of 5 years 1 month to 20 years 6

months. Six subjects live in cities remote
from the host centre. Five subjects are
trained at home and eleven receive training

at school.

PROCEDURE
Each subject is assessed in a powered

wheelchair using five flat switches to

control the wheelchair movement. The

subject's ability to drive the wheelchair
is assessed with his/her ability to

understand cause and effect and ability to
understand when and how to stop and turn
the chair.

Each subject is assessed for switch

placement. Switches are placed on each

subject's tray within their active reach.

The Experimental group (n=8) started

training at month 0 while the subjects in
the Control group did not start training
until month six. Assignment to groups was
random with the restriction that the groups
be equated for age.

Parents are taught how to connect the

equipment and are given a Parent Training
Manual and cue cards. Parents are asked to

return every three months for the experi-
mental stage of the project, and at six

months intervals for the control stage.

Program updates are made via modem when (a)
the child finishes a training stage and the
parents receive the "Graduation" message,
and/or (b) when the child has mastered the
switches of the current stage.
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DATA COLLECTED
Data collected include: (a) computer-based
data from the train...ng; (b) standardized
ratings provided by the parent or teacher;
(c) wheelchair driving assessments
(initial, 3 months, 6 months and 12

months); (d) a daily log of all incoming
and outgoing calls re: this project
including functional breakdowns; (e)

comments from parents regarding the
training program.

RESULTS
With the exception of six subjects all
subjects were on the host centre's active
caseload and had been referred for a

mobility assessment from 6 to 18 months
prior to the start of the study. At the
start of the study, even the subjects who
were assessed 18 months ago, were still not
able to drive a wh(elchair.

Outcomes of the stray to date are displayed
in Table 1. With two subjects withdrawn
for medical reasons (surgery) , seven out of
14 subjects show improvement in their
wheelchair driving performance. If the
subjects continue to progress towards
behaviour listed in lines 6-8 in the table,
it is expected, that by month 12 at least
one person will be ready for a prescription
and that two will need several weeks of in-
chair training before receiving their own
chair. Another 3 or 4 will have reached
the point of having mastered directional
switches and will have learned how and when

to stop. This amount of change for
subjects who have shown virtually no
progression for years is extremely
encouraging.
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Table 1 Potential and achieved outcomes over time

Assessment Session (Months)
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP (n=8)

0 3 6

Performance Level
1. Unable to stop and turn on request
2. Turning on request intermittent

(2 out of 5 times)
3. Capable of turning on request
4. Capable of turning at will
5. Some stopping and turning
6. Mastered stopping and turning
7. In-chair training recommended
8. Wheelchair prescription indicated

Subjects withdrawn

5

2

CONTROL GROUP (n=8)
0 6 9

3 3 5 6 4

1 1 3

1 1

3 1

1

1

2
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DRIVER'S EDUCATION FOR POWER MOBILITY: A COMMUNITY APPROACH

Aimee J. Luebben, MS, OTR/L and Lisa Young, PT
Community Services

Belleville, Illinois

ABSTRACT

While payment sources have become more
reticent in arbitrarily funding highly
priced pieces of equipment including
power mobility systems, more third party
payers are willing to authorize funds
for a trial period. This paper de-
scribes a. community based solution to
the documentation required when jus-
tifying the utilization of power
mobility by persons with disabilities.

BACKGROUND

Obligated to curb escalating health care
costs, third party reimbursement sources
are becoming more cognizant of the need
to determine the potential behind rec-
ommendations for the purchase of costly
durable medical equipment. Included in
this high expense category are seating
and mobility systems, particularly the
power mobility component.

For persons with severe physical
disabilities, often mobility is the only
life skill performance area in which any
degree of independence is possible.
While specialized seating systems are
increasingly more easily funded with
thorough justification documentation,
third party payers often have a discrete
set of criteria that must be addressed
prior to the approval of the mobility
component. Many payment sources have
found that funding a trial period for
power mobility is in effect a cost
savings as only those persons demon-
strating the ability to use and care for
power mobility receive funding, thus
decreasing the numbers of units that
gather dust as a result of inappropriate
recommendations. In addition a trial
period can be designed to provide a
functional analysis of some of the
reimbursement source assessment com-
ponents such as cognitive ability,
visual acuity, visual perception, and
emotional maturity that may otherwise be
difficult to determine in a person with
severe physical disabilities. To
address the information required by
funding sources, therapists of a rural
special education cooperative developed
a set of ordered criteria, "Steps to
Power Mobility," for the assessment of

1 9.5

power mobility including a trial period
of utilization.

STEPS TO POWER MOBILITY

First in the list of steps is estab-
libhing the need for a new seating and
mobility system including a power
component. This need is established by
the school therapists, but the feasi-
bility inquiry can originate with
anyone: parents, classroom teacher,
physician, aide, therapy personnel,
student, etc. The funding source is
then contacted with the recommendation
that a wheelchair assessment be
performed. When the payment source
prefers the school therapists perform
the assessment, written guarantee that
the equipment is to be funded by the
third party payer and not by the school
system must be obtained. The funding
source also contacts its vendor of
choice to arrange the rental of a power
wheelchair and adaptive equipment.

Following assessment for home, school,
and transportation accessibility con-
ducted by the school therapists, a team,
comprised of the student, parents,
therapy personnel, classroom teacher,
aide, vendor and funding source, will
meet to determine an appropriate seating
and mobility system for the trial per-
iod. After the team meeting, a
prescription, containing the seating and
mobility system components and the
length of the trial period, is sent to
the physician foi approval and
signature.

When the vendor is ready to deliver the
wheelchair used for the trial period,
the team is reconvened to concur on
necessary modifications and approve the
delivered wheelchair. The funded trial
period, normally 30 days, sometimes has
had authorization to be lengthened to 60
days for persons with severe physical
limitations.

POWER MOBILITY DRIVER'S EDUCATION

When the power wheelchair is delivered,
the student is issued a Learner's Per-
mit. For any inappropriate behavior
while in the wheelchair, the Learner's
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Permit may be suspended for a one day
period. The permit suspended more than
five days will result in the recom-
mendation to discontinue power mobility
due to a lack of emotional stability,
one of the areas in which the payment
sources require documentation. Designed
to be competency based, the Driver's
Education Program covers seven aspects.
Documentation consists of a competency
chart upon which each competency is
written and performance is recorded for
each day. A competency is achieved when
the student has performed the specific
competency a minimum of three school
consecutive days.

The seven competencies, including basic
driving, turning, moving around people
and obstacles, are: to drive in a
hallway for a minimum of 100 feet
avoiding contact with the walls; to
maneuver through the hallway, avoiding
contact with two objects; to turn into
and out of the classroom independently;
to maneuver around two people in the
hallway or classroom; to follow behind
two people in the hallway for at least
50 feet; to experience mobility on
various unlevel surfaces (ramp, out-
doors, elevator); and to exhibit safe
performance and repositioning of the
control site to continue mobility within
45 seconds after a startle response has
beon elicited.

MORE STEPS TO POWER MOBILITY

When the trial period has been com-
pleted, the same team meets to evaluate
the trial period performance and make
recommendations for the future use of

power mobility. If the trial period has
not been successful, the funding source
is informed of the results. With a
successful completion, the team
recommends to the payment source that
the power mobility equipment be funded.
The new seating and power mobility
system is delivered to the school, after
the therapists assured the funding
source that a maintenance plan has been
established between the vendor and the
parents. Finally, the student's
individualized educational program is
amended for the additional goals of

power mobility.

CASE STUDIES

G., a 14 year old young man with a
diagnosis of cerebral palsy resulting in
spastic quadriplegia, is In a combined
EMH/THM classroom and has a full time

aide. For years his parent has wanted
him to utilize power mobility. After a
debate among school personnel regarding
G.'s capabilities, a 60 day trial period
was authorized because of his physical
limitations'. At the end of the trial
period, the reconvened team examined the
documentation of the 60 days and deter-
mined that power mobility was not an
option for G., but that he needed a new
seating and manual mobility system.

L. is a 17 year old woman with a
diagnosis of cerebral palsy resulting in
spastic quadriparesis and athetoid
movements. Skit, is in a high school TMH
classroom and also has a full time aide.
Like G., L.'s home, school, and trans-
portation were accessible to power mo-
bility and a 30 day trial period of the
appropriate system was approved. After
receiving a certificate of completion
for a successful trial period, the team
recommended that L. was an appropriate
candidate for power mobility and that
the equipment be purchased for her.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A WHEELCHAIR CONTROLLER: CONVERSION TO A MICROCONTROLLER 19.6

Larry Korba, G. Park, R. Farley, N. Durie, 0.Z.Roy
National Research Council of Canada, Laboratory for Biomedical Engineering

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT

Developing a pr duction version of a mobility dewice raises con-
cerns over issue such as economy, safety, serviceability, reliabil-

ity and fine coo rot of operating functions. This paper describes
the developme it of a mobility device motor controller which at-
tempts to prov de solutions to some of these issues.

INTRODUCTION

A highly maneuverable powered vehicle called the "five-wheel
unicycle system" has been developed. The device was designed
for use by those with a variety of disabilities including muscular
dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, spina bifida, paraplegia and cere-
bral palsy (1). It was intendeded for use by those who find
difficulty in walking or standing. The basic design of the five
wheel unicycle cccomprises a circular, outer frame which has
connected to it at least four stabilizing casters. One of the casters
is fixed, acting as a 'rudder' for straight line travel. A turntable
is connected to the outer frame by a circular ball bearing race.
Centrally attached to the turntable is a motorized driving wheel,
motor controller, battery and the seat. To provide steering for the
vehicle, a steering hoop is connected to the outer frame by an
adjustable vertical bar. The user steers the chair by turning his or
her body to the desired direction of travel.

Figure 1 illustrates the original design of the motor controller.
The original vehiclédesigr i used a fairly conventional pulse width
modulator (operating at 850 Hz.) to provide control for the single
motor used in the system. A single switch or a variable control
was useZ to control the speed of the motor. There were no
provisions for dynamic braking or motor reversal.

User
Control

Pulae-Vildth
Modulator

Amplifier

Figure 1. Block diagram for the original five wheeled unicycle
controller.

A manufacturer has undertaken the commercialization of the
device. All mechanical and electrical aspects of the device were
assessed by the manufacturer with a view to minimize costs,
increase function, and improve reliability and safety. For the
controller, the manufacturer had a number basic requirements,
the key ones we have implemented are listed here:

1. The controller should contain a minimum number of compo-
nents and use commonly available components, but have the
capacity for future improvements.
2. The cable size should be 20 gauge or lighter for all the wires
going to external controls or displays.
3. The t:ontroller board should be capable of (dynamic) braking

(under control of a safety switch) and reversing.
4. The controller should incorporate a circuit to monitor the
battery charge condition.

In our design, these requirements were used as a starting point.
Key concerns in the design of motor controllers for mobility aids
are safety and reliability (2). The design presented here discusses
the implementation of a motor contriller wherein a number of
safety and reliability issues are addressed.

METHOD

The motor controller is described below under two sections: hard-
ware and software.

Hardware

The original conuoller is simple, unfortunately the design pro-
vides little flexibility when it comes to improving safety, or in-
creasing user options (as required by the manufacturer). A design
based on a microcontroller provides a m otor controller design that
provides increased functionality with a relatively low increase in
cost. The basic design of the motor control board is shown in
figure 2.

The microcontroller used in this design is the Motorola
MO58705R3. As well as its 24 digital input/output Lines, single
eight bit timer and two interrupt inputs, the device has a 4 input,
8 bit analog-to-digital convertor. The four analog channels are
used to measure the user control setting, the setting of a maximum
operating speed potentiometer, the instantaneous current con-
sumed through the motor circuit, and the back electromotive
force (BEMF) generated by the motor. The user control is either
a variable resistance control or a single pole, single throw, flexible
switch, either of which fits on the inside rim of the steering hoop.
An arrangement of gel cell batteries provides 24 volts at 19.5
ampere-hours. Power is applied to the motordrive through a relay
controlled by thc microcontroller. The motor drive is provided by
pulse modulation of the battery potential to the motor by way of
a power field effect transistor (MOSFET Drive Transistor). A
relay controls the reversal of the connection of the motor to the
drive circuit. Another MOSFET is used to perform a dynamic
braking function, in a pulse width modulation fashion. Display
devices for the user's convenience include a light emitting diode
which indicates when the power is on and blinks in the case of an
error; a miniature speaker that provides auditory alarms for error
conditions and a user display consisting of a meter which indi-
cates the battery charge level (using a coulometric technique,
during charge and discharge cycles), as well as indicating oper-
ating errors. The non-volatile storage device is used for the
operation of the battery charge and discharge process.

Software

In order to simplify the development of the software for the
controller, its overall functions were divided into 8 task areas. A
real-time interrupt is used to switch from one task area to another
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every 1.25 ms in a cyclic fashion (see task list below).

Task No. Function
0 Debounce forward/reverse switch, set direction

flags, and stop delay.
1 Control braking action to maximum acceleration.
2 Measure user control, ramp speed to present set-

ting or maximum amount.
3 Test safety switch, act if necessary.
4 Read current, accumulate charge.
5 Trigger watchdog timer, check speed limit, test for

shorted drive transistor, stall condition, no charg-
ing error.

6 Measure maximum speed setting.
7 Control audio output, calculate dynamic braking

for user controls.

Each task is completed in less than 1.25 ms. This arrangement
allows the software to be simplified by the formation of a number
of individual operations that unto themselves arc simple, but
when all operate together the result appears complex (the total
size of the software is less than 2(X0 bytes).

There are a number of ways to improve the safety and reliability
of devices implemented with microcontrollers (3). In the present
design, a watchdog timer (4) is used to ensure that the microcon-
troller is operating. Microcontroller diagnostic programs exe-
cuted when the device is turned on test the operation of the m icro-
controller itself, the integrity of some of the internal wiring and
other circuit elements. A number of other tests are performed
periodically as task 5 of the operating system. The current con-
sumed by the motor is constantly monitored to check for short
circuited drive transistors, damaged motor or wiring. The speed
is gently ramped up to the user control setting. When a user
control is released, the dynamic braking is turned on. The
dynamic braking deceleration rate is limited by adjusting the
pulse width modulation of the braking FET in accordance with the

amount of current generated by the braking action.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

When developing any sort of consumer device, its safety and
reliability of operation often are overlooked until later in the
design cycle. Since safety and reliability are vital issues in the
design of mobility deveices, it is important therefore to build in
facilities needed for solving problems in these areas. One
approach is to use standard techniques both in hardware and
software. Using a watchdog timer, providing circuitry that can be
used to test system integrity and providing user feedback devices
improves overall confidence in operation. Use of a real-time
executive operating system helps organize functions, thus simpli-
fying the overall system design and allowing segregation of
safety functions.
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Figure 2. Block diagram for thc inicrocontroller version of the motor controller.
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ABSTRACT

The Interlink Force Sensing
Resistor is a versatile sensor
which can, with appropriate
instrumentation, be used in a

variety of rehabilitation
devices for both diagnostic and

therapeutic applications. Prior
applications have been reported
for dynamic pressure measurements
under the foot. This paper
presents three new applications; a
child size finger and hand
exercise system with user
feedback, a variable pressure
general purpose switch, and a

direct reading spot meter for
measuring contact pressure.

INTRODUCTION

There are many opportunities in the
design of rehabilitation devices to
incorporate the ability to easily
measure and display applied force.
Until recently, meeting these
opportunities has been limited by

the lack of a suitable sensing
technology. The Interlink Force
Sensing Resistor (FSR) now offers
inexpensive, low profile, off-the-
shelf sensing components in a

variety of configurations (1).

These components allow the

rehabilitation engineer or

technologist to easily meet

applications in which force
measurement is either essential or

useful. Prior applications by

other investigators have included
dynamic pressure measurements under
the foot (2). In this paper three
new applications are reported which
are: 1. An adjustable hand and

finger exercise system for

children, 2. A variable pressure
general purpose switch, and 3. A

direct reading spot meter for

measuring interfacial contact
pressure.

MATERIALS

The basic component in each
application is one of the off-the-
shelf configurations of the
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Interlink FSR device. These
devices can be obtained in an
applications kit which contains
sensors in a variety of sizes and
shapes, as well as useful
application notes. The sensors are
electromechanical thick film
devices which resemble membrane
switches, but exhibit an electrical
resistance which decreases as force
is applied perpendicular to the
surface. The sensors are less than
0.05 inches thick with an area
ranging from 0.2 square inches to
as large as 24x24 inches. Typical
shapes are square, rectangular and
circular. In addition to low cost
and ready availability, these
devices are not electronically
intensive and extensive expertise
is not required to produce a

device.

FINGER/HAND EXERCISE DEVICE

The design goal for this
application was a d vice in which a
child could apply finger pressure
and receive a visual and auditory
feedback when a desired level of
force was achieved. The resulting
design consists of an 8 inch long
tube with recessed ends into which
the child can insert one finger
from each hand. At the bottom of
the recess on one end is a circular
FSR which is used to sense the
applied force. The FSR is covered
with a thin layer of foam as is the
bottom of the inactive recess.
This cushions the finger tips as
force is applied. The tube
contains blinking LEDs along its
surface which flash when the
desired force level is reached.
Inserts are also provided which
convert the unit from finger to
palm operation. One finger/hand
use can be obtained by using only
the sensing end of the tube, with
the other end braced. The tube is
attached to the rest of the system
with a telephone type coiled wire.
Contained within a standard
electronics project box is the
supporting force sensing circuitry
(Figure 1), batteries, and a chime
which provides auditory feedback.
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A potentiometer on the outside of
the box is provided to adjust the
force required to initiate the
feedback. A prompt button is also
provided which allows the therapist
to trigger the feedback to reward
subthreshhold effort. One advantage
of the FSR design for this
application is the mechanical as
well as the electronic simplicity.
The resultant device is being used
successfully in an infant
developmt program.

'la

Figure 1. Circuit Diagram

VARIABLE PRESSURE SWITCH

Essentially the same technology and
circuit has been used to design a
variable pressure switch. This
switch has several applications.
One is to mechanically filter out
inadvertent switch contact while
allowing more deliberate
activation. A second is to provide
a very low pressure switch when
required, and a third is to provide
a therapeutic goal of requiring
increasing force to effect switch
closure. Here a 2 inch by 2 inch
FSR is mounted on a project box
with a protective cover plate of
the same size. Again force to
voltage circuitry is used in a
comparator mode to initiate closure
of the output relay when the
required force has been applied.
This design can be used with any
externally powered output device.

INTERFACIAL SPOT METER

One aspect of the prevention of
decubitus ulcers is the measurement
of pressure between a support
surface and the overlying tissue.
Several systems are available
ranging from relatively complex
systems for measuring large
surfaces to pneumatically based
spot meters which can be used to
make single value static
measurements (1) . The goal in
applying FSR technology to this

problem was to produce a direct
reading, low cost spot meter. For
this purpose an FSR was
incorporated in a sensing pad which
can be placed at a location of
interest. The sensing pad is
attached by wire to a hand held
box containing the necessary
circuitry, batteries, and display.
In this case the circuit used
provides amplified force to voltage
conversion following the Interlink
application notes (1). The device
is reasonably linear over the range
necessary for this application.
For greater accuracy with analog
output, continuous calibration is
provided. Alternatively, for a
more accurate digital display, a
memory based calibration look up
table could be used with more
complicated electronic support.

CONCLUSIONS

In each of the applications
described here a useful, low cost
device has been achieved utilizing
the force sensing capability of the
Interlink FSR. In addition to
being of interest themselves, these
devices demonstrate the use of this
technology which should find many
more worthwhile applications.
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Facilitation of Consumer Involvement in Pi. 100-407 Planning Processes

Alan VanBlervliet, Ph.D., and H.Phlillp Peron% Jr., Ed.D.
Center for Research on Teaching and Learning

University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Abstract -- A state technology planning process
emphasizing consumer involvement in the prepara-
tion of a grant proposal for P.L. 100-407 is described.
This process has implications for other states and
regions involved in technology systems planning.

Introduction
Implicit in the language of P.L. 100-407 is

the involvement of consumers in the development of
state proposals which seek funding under the federal
legislation. Though various approaches toward ensur-
ing consumer involvement in the processes of state
technology planning have been described (RESNA,
1989), the approach taken by Arkansas has proven to
be novel in design, yet highly efficient in practice. This
paper describes a model process for optimizing con-
sumer involvement in the processes of P.L. 100-407
grant development which may have important impli-
cations for other states desiring to compete for funding
under the technology legislation and for state or re-
gional technology planning in general.

Conceptual Model
Prior to the passage of P.L. 100-407, a

cooperative grant development effort was initiated by
six public and private agencies in Arkansas to address
the technology needs of persons with disabilities. Via
a 1-year grant through the Arkansas Governor's De-
velopmental Disabilities Planning Council (DDPC)
and the University of Arkansas-UAP, the Technology
Access for Arkansans (TAARK) Project was funded.

TAARK was designed to: (a) identify the
need and quality of technology provisions in Arkan-
sas, (b) disseminate information about appropriate
technology and funding, (c) educate Arkansans about
technology and advocacy, (d) develop a coordinated
state plan for technology , and (e) provide technical
assistance to the DDPC.

The TAARK process was based on a systems
model developed by the West Virginia Rehabilitation
Research and Training Center (1977), referred to as the
Institute on Rehabilitation Issues (1R1) process (Hav-
elock ,1974; Human Interaction Research Institute,
1976). The IR1 process emphasizes the collective
input of a wide range of persons from many different
programs so as to provide a wide range of perspectives,
coupled with the use of study groups to examine issue
areas and report to a planning committee. The process
is comprised of the following activities: (a) identifi-
cation of issues/needs; (b) designation of study groups
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and tasks; (c) study group work and development of a
paper in response to group task; (d) review of the
document and publication; and (e) dissemination of in-
formation evolving from study group document.

Response to Need for Consumer Involvement
The TAARK Coordinated Planning Com-

mittee was established in January, 1989. The major
thmst of the Coordinated Planning Committee was to
develop a state plan for a consumer- responsive state-
wide system of technology-related assistance, and to
develop a grant application in response to P.L. 100-
407. Since only 3 of the 15 participants in the first
meeting were individuals with disabilities, parents of
children with disabilities or their representatives, the
participants were requested to nominate at least two
individuals with disabilities or parents to serve on the
committee. Ai the next meeting, 46% of the partici-
pants were individuals with disabilities, parents of
children with disabilities, or their representatives.
During this meeting, 6 study groups ( Consumer Needs,
Information Dissemination and Public Awareness,
Legislation and Administrative Policies, National
Service Delivery Models, Personnel Issues, and Fund-
ing Issues) were organized. Each of these groups met
independently from January until March to collect
information relevant to their targeted issue area, iden-
tify barriers to technology access in Arkansas, and to
develop solutions to the barriers. Each study group
was charged with the development of a written docu-
ment identifying problems and suggested solutions to
those problems for its respective issue area. The
TAARK Project Director was present at each of these
study group meetings to facilitate the process and
disseminate information regarding the activities and
findings of other study groups.

The Coordinated Planning Committee was
made up of 48 persons including persons with disabili-
ties, parents, vendors, and representatives of 25 public
and private agencies. The committee met 7 times
between January and July of 1989. A large part of the
early meetings of the Coordinated Planning Commit-
tee was devoted to technology awareness and infor-
mation dissemination activities. National experts were
hired to provide information on alternative approaches
towards developing a statewide system of technology
access, and to facilitate the planning process. In

March, a 2-day retreat was held to begin development
of the grant application for P.L. 100-407. At the
retreat, oral reports were made by each study group.
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Written reports were compiled into a document (Parette
& VanBiervliet, 1989) that was distributed to all
Planning committee members as well as the public on
request. Four additional meetings of the Coordinated
Planning Committee were held prior to the drafting of
the P.L. 100-407 proposal, affording all participants
with the opportunity to have input.

Throughout the TAARK planning activities,
the involvement of individuals with disabilities, their
families or representatives, and persons from the pri-
vate sector were actively encouraged and facilitated.
Inherent in the initial grant award was a budgetary
allotment for stipends to support involvement of
individuals with disabilities and their families at all
planning meetings. Stipend support was provided to
consumers for child care, attendant services, meals,
lodging, and transportation.

Consumer Committee. In May, the Com-
mittee designated a group of individuals with disabili-
ties and parents of children with disabilities from the
Coordinated Planning Committee to establish priori-
ties for the Arkansas grant application for P.L. 100-
407. This aspect of the TAARK planning process
represented a unique conceptual divergence from the
IRI model, as well as most known state planning
models given the primary decision-making roles played
by consumers in the design of a state technology plan.

Initial data analyses of an extensive con-
sumer survey (Department of Human Services, Divi-
sion of Rehabilitation Services, 1989; VanBiervliet &
Parette, 1989) were shared with the committee to assist
it in its efforts to establish priorities. Following several
meetings, the Consumer Committee presented recom-
mendations concerning technology goals and strate-
gies for obtaining the goals to the Coordinated Plan-
ning Committee. The recommendations of this com-
mittee were presented to the Coordinated Planning
Committee. Subsequent meetings focused on strate-
gies to deal with the priorities established by the
Consumer Committee. A representative of the Con-
sumer Committee was present at meetings of the grant
writing team to ensure that the Consumer Committee's
recommendations were contained in the proposal.

Consumer and professional needs survey.
Consumer input was also facilitated from across the
state via the mechanism of a Consumer Survey de-
signed to sess needs of users, or potential uFers of
technology. The format for the survey instrument
included multiple choice questions on specific tech-
nology-rclevant issues, and open-ended items allow-
ing consumers to express their unique needs and to
offer suggestions for those involved in the state plan-
ning processes. These suggestions were systemati-
cally recorded and compiled for the review of those

establishing priorities for the state plan as well as those
designing methodologies for the implementation of
those priorities. In addition to the Consumer Survey,
efforts were made during the information gathering
phase of Project TAARK to secure the input of profes-
sionals via surveys from across the state regarding
their views on technology-related needs.

Interagency coordination. From the outset
of the state technology planning activities, inter-
agency participation on a broad level has been encour-
aged and facilitated. Involvement increased from the
six initial members constituting Project TAARK to 55
persons representing 25 public and private groups/
agencies, as well as persons with disabiliiies and their
families. The opportunity for consumers to interact
with professionals as a result of TAARK planning
activities has been unparalleled in Arkansas.'
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A Consumer Responsive Approach in the Application of Rural Rehabilitation Technology

Terry M. Willkomm
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Introduction:

Testimony given at the "Technology -

Related Assistance For Tndividuals With
Disability Act of 1988 Hearings", stated
The importance of consumer involvement in

the provision of technology - related

services was seen as critical by

witnesses. In addition, witnesses stated

the importance of consumer input

throughout the entire process in the

delivery of the device/modification.
Strategies for involving consumers in the
rural service delivery process is very

necessary due to unique barriers that

individuals face in obtaining assitive

technolog. services. Isolation: lack of

financial resources and available

services; and too few qualified

professionals are among these barriers

faced.

This paper will focus on successful

methods of involving consumers in all

phases of the assistive technology service
delivery process. This process includes:

assessment of technology needs;

development of a solution; and evaluation
of the device/modification provided.

Methods:

State wide awareness presentations and

media releases resulted in 38 consumers

who reside on Iowa farms, being identified

as in need of assistive technology

services. An Assistive Technology Needs
Assessment, Plan, and Evaluation Tool, was

developed and administered to 38

consumers. The Needs Assessment included

14 variables related to client

demographics; description of problem task;
and client's perception on the level of

importance that a solution be provided.
The Assistive Technology Plan included

gathering of data related to 7 variables.

These variables included: level of

accomodation; client's responsibilities;

and counselor's responsibilities. The

Evaluation portion of this tool documented
data related to 12 variables including:

solution provided; nature of instruction
given; cost of the solution; who paid for

the solution; volunteers and consumers who

helped in providing the solution; how well

the solution accomplished the problem

task; problem that the consumer

experienced with the device/modification;
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frequency of use; why the

device/modification is no longer used;

quality of the device/modification; and

how the device/modification could be

improved.

Results:

There were 89 individual problem tasks

identified. The nature of these tasks

included: 39 vocational tasks; 30

independent living tasks; 18 personal

tasks; %nd 2 therapeutic related tasks.
Approximately 50% of the consumers were
disabled for less than two years and

approximately 40% of the consumers were
disabled longer than five years. The

average age of the consumer referred for

services was 41 years of age. The nature

of disabilities included: spinal cord

injuries, stroke, Muscular Dystrophy,

upper and lower extremity amputations,

hearing impairments, visual impairments,

low back pain, arthritis, and cerebral

palsy. Using a scale of 1 to 5 with 1
being not important and 5 being extremely

important, approximately 18% of the

problem tasks were rated as important and
72% rated as very important to extremely
important that a solution be provided.

There were 42 assitive technology related
solutions provided to 26 individuals. The

average cost of the solutions were $292

per solution. Approximately 20% of the
solutions were paid for by the consumers

themselves; 62% of the solutions were
donated through the use of a state wide
ingenuity network; and 17% were paid for

through state agencies. Over 90% of the
instructions given on how to use the

device were through demonstrations and

verbal formats. The total value of all
solutions provided was $10,818.

Consumer involvement in locating people,
places, and needed materials to provide
the necessary solution was documented in
42% of the solutions provided.
Prelinthary results indicate that
assistive technology solutions that
required consumer involvement in the
service delivery process achieved a higher
success rate, after 30 days of use, than
those solutions provided without consumer
involvement.
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Discussion:

Nationally, rehabilitation professionals
are trained to provide rehabilitation
services to individuals with disabilities.
A consumer responsive service delivery
approach requires the rehabilitation
professional to train the consuEer on how
they can provide their own solution.
Therefore, additional staff training was
needed.

Consumers rated how important it was that
a solution be provided to overcome a
problem task. This level of importance
assisted the staff in prioritizing Which
assistive device/modification needed to be
developed first. Preliminary findings
demonstrate that consumer involvement
relates to the successful use of an
assistive device/modification.
Furthermore, consumer involvement in the
service delivery process has resulted in
less staff time required to provide a
specific solution.

The next step will be to evaluate all
assistive technologies provided, 30 days,
90 days, 6 months, and 12 months after the
specific solution has been used. This
information wil) in better

understanding of why devicJa clCd used or
not used, which in turn will result in
selection of devices that are most
acceptable to the consumer. In addition,
factors that contribute to or detract from
successful utilization of assistive
technologies by consumers will be
identified.
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Computer Controlled Attendant Care Call System

David E. Hoyer
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Ahstract

There is a need to make the severely
handicapped individual a more independent
person. One way of achieving this is
through an attendant care call system such
that some one can be summoned for assist-
ance when assistance is needed thus elimi-
nating the need for a continuous personal
companion. We have designed and built a
computer controlled call system which is
linked to the apartments via the telephone
lines allowing clients to summon assist-
ance through the push of a button. Even
though this system has its advantages, it
also has its problems in that some people
are apprehensive of its usage at first.
However, this problem tends to subside
with time and practice.

Introduction

There is a current need for Independent
Living Centers (ILC) for the severely
handicapped individual. However, for a
center like this to succeed, many devices
are necessary to facilitate the severely
handicapped individual: One of the de-
vices which we found necessary is an
attendant care call system. Although this
device may contradict the idea of inde-
pendent living, it is a necessary device
to create a maximum level of independent
living. There were many design possibili-
ties discussed to achieve the call system
but we finally decided to design the call
system to use a computer as its control
center and the standard telephone lines as
the commanication links. One of the
advantages we found by using a computer as
the control center is that we are able to
store the services provided by the attend-
ants for billing and research purposes.

Background

Currently we are using a ten year old
attendant care call system for only twen-
ty-four of one hundred apartments. These
twenty-four apartments, which are for the
most severely handicapped people, are in
one building. The call system requires
that wires be run from each apartment to
the staff room where the request indicator
board is housed. It also requires the
staff members to document by hand what
services were rendered for each client.
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Unfortunately, because of the time delay
which sometimes occurs between service
rendered and service documented, many
services were left undocumented.

Another problem with the current system is
that the perineter apartments, which are
not physically connected to the main
building, are or will be housing severely
handicapped individuals. It did not seem
feasible to rebuild the current call
system to handle the other apartments and
run the necessary wiring to connect the
apartments to the main control board. On
this basis, we decided to redesign the
call system such that no wires would be
run to each apartment and that expansion
would be possible.

We also wanted a weans of keeping track of
the attendant care rendered without having
to write them down. We felt that if the
device would keep track of the care ren-
dered, we could use that data for billing
and research purposes.

Device Decisions

Immediately we decided that a computer
would be the best way to go for the cen-
tral control unit. The difficult decision
was how to link the apartments to the
computer and how to display which clients
are requesting assistance.

Several devices were considered for commu-
nicating between the computer and the
apartments. The first one was an off-the-
shelf device that used the A.C. power
lines for transmitting data. This was
thrown out because we could not guarantee
that there would not be a transformer
between the apartment and the computer. A
second possibility was to use radio commu-
nication but this did not seem to be
economically feasible. The final idea was
to use the current telephone system which
would require no wiring an our part. This

seemed to be the most plausible choice of
the three.

The second item we needed to decide on was
how to display which apartments are re-
questing assistance. For this we decided
to build our own board and connect it to
the computer using the RS-232 serial port.
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The computer we require needs to be reli-
able under 24-hour operation. We also
wanted the computer to be compatible with
the computers currently in use at the
site. Therefore we decided on an AT-
compatible commercial grade couputer. We
also needed to connect the computer to the
phone line. Althowth a modem may seem to
be the logical answer, we felt it was
necessary for the computer to be able to
verbally cannunicate with the staff when
they are calling to enter the services
rendered. Consequently, the Black Box
row-Ascu convertor (1) with voice syn-
thesis was the best choice. This device
allows for touch tone decoding and verbal
feeZaok instructions fram the ccuputer.

Design

Since many of the devices are off-the-
shelf items, we anly needed to design two
parts: the display board and the remote
control telephone dialer.

We are currently in the process of design-
ing the telephone autodialer which will
allow the client to access the call system
by remote control. We intend an using a
speakerphone that has speed dialing and
modify the telephone to call the computer
upon signal from the client's remote
transmitter and tell the computer which
roam is requesting assistance through DTMF
tones. Since the computer will have a
device to decode touch tone ries.imgms, we
will not need any special devices to
transmit the roam number information.

The display board, which is already built
and installed, was designed to show the
layout of the ILC where each apartment has
a light emitting diode (LED) to indicate
when service is being requested. The
board also contains a four digit readout
to tell the staff members which apartment
has been waiting the longest for attendant
care.

The last portion, which is also done, was
to write the software to control the
system. To do this, Microsoft QuickC 2.0
and Microsoft Macro Assembler 5.1 (2) were
used. Fram these languages, software was
written which controls what is shown on
the display board, when the phone is
answered and the necessary ccumunication
for the phone.

Conclusions

We have found from this call system that
our biggest hindrance is the training of
the staff and clients on the new call

system. We noticed that they are appre-
hensive of the change. We believe that
the residents are also partially apprehen-
sive of the new system because the remote
control telephone dialer is not yet opera-
tional, therefore they must uanually press
the buttons an their telephones.

We are currently working an finishing the
design an the telephone. I feel that once
all of the residents are using the new
call system, this apprehension will sub-
side.
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Five Case Studies of Success and Innovation
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ABSTRACT

Through this presentation, the authors reveal the

results of research completed just one month prior

to the RESNA 13th Annual Conference. Responding to

an information gap described by numerous service

providers interested in developing an assistive

technology progtem within their own organization,

the sponsors for this study determined that little
systematic research existed which explored "how to"

match successful, innovative fund raising with long-

term, creative programmatic development. A study

was commissioned to explore the role of funding upon

essistive technology program development. Five

organizations representing a diversity of funding

and program models were selected. In-depth

interviews were designed to encourage candor and

introspection. The results shared in this

presentation will also be expanded into report and

practical guide to assist administrators and
development personnel to emulate elements from these

successful models.

BACKGRCVNO

The authors were commissioned by the sponsoring
organizations to respond to an expressed need. How can

assistive technology programs be funded on an on-going

basis for private non-profit or for-profit organizations?

Currently, some attention is being given to the means by

which technology-reluted assistance can be brought to

individuals who need it. A scattering of programs provide

the individual with some financial support, edvocacy or

strategic guidance. Examples include, among others, the

National Easter Seel Society's and IBM's collaborative

effort to provide computers and assistive peripherals at

discount prices. Steven Mendelsohn's book, Financing

adaptive Technology: Alternative Strategies for Blind and

Visually Impaired Persons; provides insight into how the

system works end strategies for working within it. a

number of orgrnizations provide information about

assistive technology devices. Databases are almost non-

existent for organizations seeking guidance on funding

strategies.

Title I of the Technology-Related Assistant for
Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988 has begun to

help develop more consumer-responsive service delivery

models within the states. However, little systematic

guidance is available to organizations which are not state

agencies.

The purpose of this project was to identify, study and
report upon a variety of private non-profit and for-profit
organizations which are successfully providing technology-

related assistance to persons with disabilities. In

particular, the project sought to reveal and relate how

each organization has developed innovative techniques
which take advantage of the flexibility provided by some

funding sources and overcome the impediments

often encountered from others.

20.5

The audience for the published study is primarily

personnel involved in program administration or fund

development. A secondary audience is the person involved

in public policy development, where the study can serve as

a guide to changes in those policies as opportunities

arise.

The project's goals were three-fold:

identify techniques for locating, obtaining and using

funding for assistive technology,
describe models suggested by the case studies; and
provide recommendations for replication by other

organizations wishing to emulate the success of the

case studies.

The project had four stages:

preparation, review and piloting of protocols for use

i.hen reviewing "model" assistive technology programs,

identification and enlistment of five organizations

to be studied,
on-site information gathering and analysis of

funding.'prcgrams; cnd
preparation of a report on the case studies and a

guide for emulation.

Organizations were selected based upon research and

consultation with colleagues throughout the country, the

sponsoring organizations and an advisory panel. The panel

also assisted the authors with development of the study's

methodology.

METHOCS

The study required that two objectives be met. First, a

broad cross-section of fundina sources needed to be

identified. Second, the funds had to have been creatively
employed to establish and maintain programs of excelle:_e

in technology-related assistance within private non-profit

or for-profit organizations.

The authors recognized that keeping the final report end

guide both readable and useful, required brevity. It was

considered essential that a broad range of parameters be

included, but illustrated through careful selection of

sites for study. The inevitable relationship between

funding and programmatic development had to be brought out

through the stuoy's protocols, interviews and resulting

report. It was the authors' intent to dig below the

surface facts and figures regarding an organization's
funding and program structure, to uncover the underlying

philosophy and attitudes which characterized each of them.

It was decided to conduct in-person interviews at each

site. A variety of personnel would be interviewed and

tape recorded. Efforts were made to include the top

administrator of each organization, where appropriate,

program administrators and line staff.

Prior to each visit, printed information about each

organization was gathered to help familiarize the authors

with the organization's edministrative structure,
assistive technology service programs, annual financial

data, etc. In turn, interviewees were provided with a

copy of the interview protocol together with on
introdUction designed to familiarize them with the

interview's goals and process. At all times, it was the

objective of the study to encourage candor and

introspection.
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Funding Assistive Technology Programs

The protocol was always addressed to uyou", the person
being interviewed. It consisted of open-ended questions
contained in nine sections. The questions were listed on
the left side of the page. On the right were occasional

illustrative, usually opposing, examples of the points the
interviewee might wish to consider during the interview.

To every extent possible, interviewees were not iged .
through their answers. Followup discussion was always
encouraged.

The nine sections covered in the interview protocol were:

your personal perspective
structure of your organization

origins and evolution of your assistive technology
program

current program activities

technology program funding

impact of funding upon the technology program
fund raising

program effectiveness

your recommendations

It was determined that five case studies, carefully

selected, could provide illustrative examples of

innovations in funding and programmatic excellence.

Organizations were selected upon the basis of a balance
between:

populations served (cross-disability, disability
specific, etc.)

organizational structure (private agency, hospital,
university, independent living center, etc.)

program services (direct client, advocacy,

information dissemination, etc.)

funding sources (governmental, private, fee for
service, etc.)

geographical distribution (East, Midwest, West, etc.)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At the time of submission for peer review by RESNA

conference personnel, the five organizations were being
contacted and on-site visits arranged. Therefore, the
authors' presentation at the conference will be the first
opportunity there is to disclose their findings, prior to
publication of the report and guide.
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Survey of Need for Rehabilitation Aids in Hong Kong

Dr. John H. Evans
Jockey Club Rehabilitation Engineering Centre

Hong Kong Polytechnic
Hunghom, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Introduction

In Hong Kong, a newly industrialised

territory with a rapidly expanding

economy, the vast majority of technical

aids and rehabilitation equipment is

imported. Considerable dissatisfaction

has been voiced by the users of such

equipment and by professional care

givers, particularly in relation to the

cost and field support of such equipment

and its appropriateness to use by Hong

Kong people.

One result is that local design and

manufacture of aids is being encouraged

and a survey has recently been conducted

to identify the areas of greatest need

and thus to establish priorities.

Background

In seeking to establish a rehabilitation

engineering centre (REC) to promote and

coordinate activities in Hong Kong a

working party was formed from concerned

professional carers, educators and those

involved in producing local aids. A

quantification of need was considered

essential if Government was to be

persuaded to establish and support such a

centre. In the event the Centre was

inaugurated in 1987 following a generous

private donatic.n, and the momentum of the

original working party was preserved in

the guise of an advisory group named the

Users' Committee of REC. It is through

this committee that a survey of need has

recently been conducted to help establish

priorities.

The survey was planned in 1988 to clarify

the nature and scale of need for

rehabilitation aids and equipment, to

identify new equipment and techniques

which could be introduced beneficially in

the future and to indicate which areas

were in need of research and development.

Method of Survey

As in broadly similar surveys conducted

elsewhere. (A Survey of Aids and

Equipment for Disabled People in

Scotland, 1988) a postal questionnaire

was used to elicit a response from

professional care-givers and educators

20.6

actively involved with people in all

disability groups. The questionnaire

sought information on the needs in the

various service units and in the home

the survey was thus entitled "A Survey of

the Need for Rehabilitation Aids and

Equipment as Perceived by Professionals

in the Field".

The questionnaire comprised three parts:

I-an itemised list of aids to be

categorized in terms of importance, II-a

series of open ended questions and III-a
service unit data form.

Four versions of part I were prMuced,

each tailored by appropriate

professionals to the principal disability

groups, taking care also to accommodate

the multiple disability groups.

Questionnaires were distributed by the

various rehabilitation agencies to their

designated respondents who were

subsequently invited to attend briefing

sessions. These briefings were intended

to reduce the incidence of ambiguous

interpretation and to anticipate likely

anomalies.

Completed questionnaires were

subsequently mailed to the REC for

processing and the results were accepted

by the Users' Committee in January 1990.

A report will be published later in the

year for general circulation.

ResuTts_of_Survey

Seven hundred questionnaires were

distributed and the average response rate

was 62% (40-80% among the disability

groups). Thus valid responses were

obtained on behalf of 6% of the total

population of disabled persons in Hong

Kong.

The results of part I of the

questionnaire (itemised aids) were

analysed to provide a ranking of

perceived need by weighting the

individual responses to reflect the

number of disabled persons represented

and the relative importance placed on

each item. These weighted values were

then ranked within each disability group

to yield the following results [most

highly ranked items only].
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Physically Handicapped
Mobility aids and seating

Mentally Handicapped Children
Biofeedback equipment and computers in
therapy/training

Mentally Handicapped Adults-
Biofeedback, communications and safely
equipment

[In both the above MH groups ADL ranked
highly in the home environment]

Visually Handicapped
Reading, measuring and guidance aids.

Hearing Impaired
Alarms and hearing aids.

The open ended questions in part II were
structured to identify problems in
design, delivery and maintenance of aids
and to illicit suggestions on how to
improve or extend the provision. The
most common responses are presented (the
number in brackets is the percentage of
total citations in response to each
question).

Supply and maintenance problems

Difficult to repair, inadequate
service by supplier (33)

Lack of centralised comparative, up to
date information on imported aids (22)

Undue delay in supply (17)

Too expensive (16)

Inadequate or inappropriate
instructions on use/maintenance (10)

Relating to training

Need training of field staff in use,
construction and repair of aids (32)

Need training of technical and other
field staff in use and maintenance of
computer and electronic based aids.
(18)

As for new aids proposed and research
lines suggested

Biofeeback (various) (27)

Computer-assisted aids for learning
(11)

Conclusions

While the perceived needs for aids among
some categories of disability are similar
to those in other countries some peciliar
requirements have been identified.

Major problems arise in acquiring and
maintaining equipment from abroad. By
increasing self reliance these problems
may be ameliorated but there is no reason
for international suppliers to be
complacent.
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Utilization of Isokinetic Dynamometry to Compare Concentric and Eccentric Lower Extremity
Strength in Multiple Sclerosis and Able-Bodied Individuals.

Janet A. Ponichtera, Mary M. Rodgers, Roger M Glaser, and Thomas Mathews

Wright State University School of Medicine
Miami Valley Hospital

Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Dayton. 01-I

Abstract

This project compared isokinetic quadriceps and
hamstring strength of 11 multiple sclerosis (MS) and 9
able-bodied (AB) controls using a KIN-COMTK4
isokinetic dynamometer. Measurements for average
peak torque (AVGPKTRQ) and peak torque (PKTRQ)
were recorded during concentric (CONC) knee
extension (EXT) and flexion (FLX) at 30, 60, 90°/sec
and eccentric (ECC) knee FLX at 45, 60, 75°/sec.
Peak torque at all speeds during both CONC and ECC
were higher for the AB group. A significant (p. <05)
difference in PKTRQ during CONC knee EXT was
observed between the MS and AB groups at 30, 60,
and 90°/sec. ECC knee FLX results indicated no
significant difference between groups at any speed.
Differences between the two muscle actions showed a
higher PKTRQ for ECC for both groups, significant
only for the MS subjects. The decrease in PKTRQ with
an increase in movement velocity was similar for both
groups during CONC FLX and EXT, greater for MS
subjects. PKTRQ during ECC showed an upward
trend with increasing movement velocity. These
results suggest that MS may have a more detrimental
affect upon CONC than ECC isok!netic strength in the
lower extremities.

Introduction

The primary emphasis in most clinical investigations
using isokinetic dynamometry has been in measuring
muscle contraction during CONC muscle action only
Several studies of MS subjects have agreed that
PKTRO during CONC muscle action is lower for MS
individuals than that for AB. 1.2 Other sources have
reported increased controction time during CONC
muscle action, 1.3 points of weakness throughout the
range of motion (ROM),1.3 as well as prolonged
reciprocal inhibition time.3 Data concerning the
influence of MS upon lower extremity ECC muscle
performance are limited and findings appear to
indicate a different trend in muscle performance from
that seen during CONC muscle actions.2 The purpose
of this research was to compare lower extremity
muscle performance during both CONC and ECC
muscle actions in persons with MS with that of AB
using isokinetic dynamometry.

Methods

Informed consent was obtained from 20 individuals, 9
AB, X age - 37.4 yr, ht 176 23 cm, wt 76.4 kg and 1 1
MS, X age 39 3 yr, ht.- 171.3 cm, wt - 74.6 kg
subjects. MS individuals were given a standard
neurological examination, positively diagnosed by an
experienced neurologist, and classified 1-4 on the
Kurtzke Disability Status Scale.4 AVGPKTRQ and

21.1

PKTRO of isokinetic knee EXT and FLX were measured
using a KIN-COM IITNI (Chattanooga, TN) isokinetic
dynamometer. Two EXT/FLX protocols were used:
CONC/CONC 30, 60, 90°/sec quadriceps (QUADS)
and hamstrings (HAMS) and CONC/ECC, 45, 60,
750/sec QUADS. AVPKTIRQ, PKTRQ, angle at peak
torque (ANGPKTRQ) were recorded. Analysis of
variance and a post hoc Duncan to determine main
effects and interactions among group, muscle,
contraction type, and velocity of movement,
(alpha - .05) was used.

Results

A correlated t-test analysis on aIl variables indicated no
significant difference (p > .05) between legs. Therefore.
all analyses were made using data from the right leg
only.

Concentric/Concentric
A significantly higher AVPKTRQ and PlaRC) for the AB
group during CONC EXT QUADS was seen at all three
speeds. These results are presented in Table 1. The
percent difference between groups for AVPKTRQ and
PKTRQ ranged from 29-35% and 30-37%, respectively.
The ANGPKTRQ was significantly different between
groups at 60° and 90°/sec (p <0.01). The magnitude
of decline in PKTRQ over the 3 speeds was 11% for
the AB subjects and 20% for the MS subjects. CONC
FLX HAMS values. presented in Table 1, were not
significantly different between groups for either
AVPKTRQ or PKTRQ at any speed. The magnitude of
decline in CONC FLX HAMS with the increase in
velocity was different for the two groups,(AB 6% vs MS
2890. Significant differences during CONC FLX HAMS
were observed in ANGPKTRQ at 60° and 90°/sec,
represented by a difference of 8 and 10 degrees,
respectively

TABLE 1

AVGPKTRO and PKTRO dunng CONC FLX HAMS CONC EXT

QUADS and ECC FLX OUADS.

_ .

CONC EXT QUADS

MS AB

VELOCITY (deg/sect 30 60 90 ao 60 90

AVGPKTRO (Nrn) 112 98 94 158 149 146

PKTRO (Nrn) 40 120 113 200 188 179

CONC FLX HAMS

MS AB

AVGPKTRO (NnI) 49 44 44 63 62 62

PKTRO (Nn 63 55 47 82 80 77

. .

ECG FLX QUADS

MS A8

VLLOCITY (deg, sect 45 60 75 45 60 75

AVGPKTRO lNml 135 141 145 158 168 170

PKTRO (Nall 164 176 172 186 290 206
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Isokinetic Concentric and Eccentric Strength in MS

Concentric/Eccentric
ECC FLX QUADS results are also presented in Table 1.
The increase between 45° and 750/sec for the AB
subjects is twice as large (4 10%) as that for the MS
subjects ( 5%). Absolute differences between groups
for AVGPKTRQ. PKTRQ, and ANGPKTRQ were not
significant at any of the selected speeds. During ECC
FLX QUADS, AVGPKTRO and PKTRQ were higher
than that recorded during CONC EXT QUADS at the
same velocities. Only the differences between
contraction types associated with the MS subjects
were significant.

Discussion

The responses observed for the AB subjects are
consistent with those reported previously.8.8 It is
presently unknown why muscular strength
performance in MS subjects only partially adheres to
these behaviors with variations occurring among
muscle groups, velocities, and contraction type. The
results of this investigation are similar to those
previously reported in MS subjects.12.3 Why these
muscle groups appear to respond in a presumably
"normal manner with respect certain characteristics
and "abnormal" in others is not understood. However,
it may be helpful to consider the outward
manifestations of the disease and analyze how the
presence of these factors have been shown to affect
muscle performance in general. In patients with MS-
type lesions disturbances in the final common pathway
output are believed to assume a variety of forms. A
decrease in motoneuror firing frequency and a
prolonged refractory period are characteristic of CNS
lesions.7 Such transmission abnormalities could
account tor the lower PKTRQ in MS subjects.
Increased agonist/antagonist coactivation with
increased velocity of movement during CONC muscle
action has been reported previously8 and may also be
responsible for the lower PKTRQ in the MS subjects.
This coactivation does not appear to affect ECC
muscle action.8 It has been suggested that two
segmental reflex mechanisms are responsible for the
improved activation of quadriceps motoneurcns
during ECC muscle action.8 In addition to the
aforementioned factors, it has been proposed that a
lowering in muscle fiber availability may contribute to
decreased muscle strength in persons with upper
motoneuron lesions.8 A lower AVGPKTRO and larger
angular displacement would appear to indicate that
the MS group are capable of producing less muscular
power. For the clinician, these data provide a direction
for therapeutic intervention. Determination that the
greatest deficit in lower extremity muscle strength is
during concentric muscle actions and at high
volocities of movement, establishes an area upon
which the therapist can place specific emphasis.

Conclusion

The results of this investigation indicate that lower
extremity muscles performance is affected by MS
differently dependent upon both the type of
contraction being performed as well as the velocity of
movement. Since most evaluation of motor
performance are presently subjective in natura,
isokinetic dynamometry offers both an objective
means for establishing muscle performance with MS
patients baselines as well as providing guidance for
prescribing therapeutic intervention.

Support provided by The Levine-Rubenstein Resaarch
Fund
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POSTURAL CONTROL IN HEALTHY AGING SUBJECTS
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Abstract: Postural control in quiet standing has
been evaluated by determining the "center of
pressure," (CP) or the excursion of the vertical
projection of the center of gravity. Several
techniques have been used traditionally to assess
differences in the center of pressure between
different test conditions (e.g., eyes open vs. eyes
closed) in a single test subject, or between healthy
subjects and patients with neurologic diseases.
These methods include computing the mean CP from
numerical averages of each successive instantaneous
position from the mean position, or the total
excursion of the CP in the fore-aft and left-right
directions as an accumulated distance between
successive instantaneous positions, or the frequency
spectrum of the test period. We have recently
reported the use of the fractal dimension of the CP as
a comparative measure.1 In the present study,
postural control measures are compared in normal
adult subjects, healthy aging subjects, and patients
with neurologic disease using the fractal dimension
of the center of pressure.

Introduction: Deviations of the center of pressure
during quiet standing have been characterized for
normal adults and in aging.2 These measurements
have been used to assess neurological disorders of
the vestibular and cerebellar systems, and lesions of
the pyramidal and extrapyramidal tracts. The
deviations have been quantified in terms of the area
encompassed by the deviations of the center of
pressure in the X-Y plane, as well as by spectral
methods.

A method of characterizing planar curves which has
had considerable success is the determination of the
fractal dimension, D, of a curve.3 In this context, D
is a measure of the degyee to which a curve fills the
available space. D is calculated from the equation D
= log (n) / [log (n) + log (d/L)]; n is the number of
connected line segments comprising the curve, d is
the planar diameter of the curve (the largest distance
between 2 points), and L is the cumulative length of
the curve. A straight line has a dimension of 1; a
curve which completely fills the space has a dimen-
sion of 2 (the Euclidean dimension). A curve which
traces over itself multiple times could exceed 2.

Methods: Data were collected from 79 adult
subjects in good general health ranging in age from
22 to 75 years. Subjects were asked to stand quietly
on a Kistler force plate for 1 minute with eyes open,
followed by 1 minute with eyes closed. The 3 forces
and 3 moments were sampled at 100 I-1z and the
positions of the center of pressure were computed.
The middle 20 second period was analyzed for each
trial. The frequency spectra of the anterior-posterior
and lateral temporal deviations were also computed.
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Results: For the 16 young adult subjects, (ages
22-40 years, mean age 28), the mean value of D with
eyes open was 2.07 (sd=0.32), and 2.04 (sd=0.31)
with eyes closed. These values welt significantly
different (p<.01) from those measured in 63 healthy
aging subjects (ages 47-85 years, mean age 68). In
these subjects, the measured dimension was 1.87
(sd=0.21) with eyes open and 1.88 (sd0.18) with
eyes closed.

The power spectral density demonstrated the form
1/fa, which indicates the presence of multiple time
scales and is characteristic of fractal processes.4.5
The slopes of the power spectra ranged from -0.8 to
1.4 in the young adults, and from -1.1 to -1.8 in the
healthy aging subjects.

Discussion: In previous studies1 we have
observed significant differences in postural control
measures in patients with Alzheimer's disease,
particularly those with significant cognitive
impairments. In Alzheimer's disease patients with a
Mini-Mental Status Exam score of less than 10, the
dimension D of the center of pressure was 1.67 with
eyes open and 1.85 with eyes closed. In these cases,
the slope of the power fit to the power spectral
density is -2.5.

These preliminary studies suggest that measurement
of the fractal dimension may be a simple and
practical method to assess postural control in quiet
standing and to characterize disease states in which
postural control is impaired.
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21.3

Application of Fitts' Law to Arm Movements Aimed at Targets in People
with Cerebral Palsy

Pedro E.

Introduction

Bravo, Miriam LeGare, Albert M. Cook & Susan M. Hussey
Assistive Device Center

California State University, Sacra,,ento
Sacramento, CA

We have completed a pilot study, the
purpose of which was to investigate
the applicability of Fitts' Law to
aimed arm movements carried out by
individuals with cerebral palsy
(Bravo, 1989). Fitts (1954) has
suggested that the relationship
between speed and accuracy of
movement is determined by the
information conveyed by a movement.
Fitts found that a logarithmic
relation exists between subjects'
average movement times and the ratio
of the distance between the targets
to the target widths. The relation,
is:

MT = a + bLog22(A/W) [1]
where MT is the duration of the
movement, A is its amplitude, W is
the width of the target, and a and b
are empirically fitted coefficients.
The quantity Log22(A/W) is defined as
the index of task difficulty (ID),
and can be viewed as a measure of the
information content of the movement.
The slope parameter b was considered
by Fitts as the inverse of the motor
system information processing rate
channel capacity (MPC), in bits per
second.

Equation [1], which has become known
as Fitts' Law, "appears to hold under
a wide variety of circumstances
involving different types of aimed
movements, body parts, manipulanda,
target arrangements, and physical
environments ..." (Meyer et al.,
1982, p.451). For example,
Jagacinski (1980) found the same
relation in step tracking of
stationary targets using position-
controlled or velocity-controlled
joysticks. Jagacinski and Monk
(1985) reported that Fitts' Law was
a good predictor of the speed-
accuracy trade-off for , two
dimensional movements performed with
a helmet-mounted sight or with a

joystick. Other examples of the
application of Fitts' Law include the
work of Card, English and Burr (1978)
on text selection using CRTs and
Card, Moran and Newel (1986) on the
location of pocket calculator keys.

Subjects

Twelve subjects were used in the
present experiment. They were
divided into two groups of six
subjects each, a cerebral palsy group
(CP) and a motorically normal group
(MN). Each group consisted of three
males and three females. Each CP
subject had a medical diagnosis of
CP; they were selected from a local
adult program for physically
handicapped individuals. The age
range was from 23 to 48 years. All
of them used wheelchairs for mobility
and had sufficient range of motion
and control of one upprr limb to
complete the required movement task.
The MN group ranged in age from 24 to
37 years and had no known
neurological or motor dysfunction and
no observable limitation of movement.
All the subjects involved in this
study performed the task with the arm
of their choice.

Methods

The task consisted of having the
subjects rest their hands in a fixed
position at a starting point and,
upon the onset of a stimulus
controlled by the experimenter, move
toward a target located at one of
four distances to the right or to the
left of the starting point. The
movement was to be made as quickly as
possible. The target widths and
distances were varied.

In order to test the applicability of
Fitts' Law to single aimed movements
performed by people with CP, three
temporal parameters were measured:
(1) Reaction Time (RT) (the time
latency between the onset of a
stimulus and the initiation of a
movement); (2) Movement Time (MT)
(the time between the initiation of
the movement and the hit on the
target); and (3) Capture Time (CT),
(the total time between the stimulus
onset and the target hit (RT + MT)).
Three switches were used to signal
the events involved in determining
RT, MT, and CT: (1) rest position of
the subject's hand (an infrared
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emitter-detector pair), (2) detection
of a target hit (pressure sensitive
switch covered by aluminum plates of
different widths), and (3) the tester
switch used to activate the onset of
the stimulus, and to initiate the
time measuring process.

The stimulus provided to the subjects
for movement initiation consisted of
a version of the single switch
computer game "Anti-Aircraft", which
is part of the Motor Training Games
(Don Johnston Developmental Systems)
for Apple II series computers. All
the subjects were tested for RT, MT,
and CT in a task similar to the one
used by Fitts and Peterson (1964).
Analyses of variance, linear trend
analyses, and least squares
regression line fittings were applied
to the pooled data for the MN group,
and to the data for each subject in
the CP group.

Results

Results for the MN group supported
the original Fitts' (1954) findings
that the RTs are independent of the
index of task difficulty (ID), and
that ID is a .good predictor of the
MTs and CTs in tasks involving arm
movements aimed at a target, thus
validating the experimental design
and measuring apparatus used in this
study. Results for subjects in the
CP group indicated a dependence of

RT, MT, and CT latencies on the ID

conditions, and a strong linear
relationship between mean MTs and
CTs, and the ID for each task

condition. The linear relationship
did not hold for one cerebral palsied
subject who exhibited a high level of
spasticity in his arm movements.

These findings show that Fitts' Law
allows one to systematically evaluate
and quantify motor performance. A
system such as the one used here
could be used to quantify one type of
motor behavior, e.g., aimed movements
with and without a manipulandum. The
results also indicate that the motor
performance capacity (MPC) is a good
predictor of the upper limb motor
abilities of subjects in the CP

group. This study also showed that
data for the CP subjects cannot be

pooled, i.e., each subjedt is unique.
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21.4

ON INSTRU(ENTATION AND A PROTOCOL FOR MONITORING THE EFFECTS OF AN ANTERIORLY TIPPED SEAT
ON UPPER EXTREMITY FUNCTION

Denise T. Reid*, Alex E. Sochaniwskyj, Tom Nantais and Morris Milner
Rehabilitation Engineering Department, Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre

*Department of Rehabilitation Medicine, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

ABSTRACT
Better fuhctional performance in school by
children with cerebral palsy is one of the
prime motives behind the study of seating
systems which modify or control sitting
posture. Other goals include controlling
and preventing skeletal deformities, and
improving respiratory and metabolic
functions. This paper presents an objective
technique to assess upper extremity
targeting response abilities which has been
used in pilot studies of the effects of
alternate seating systems on upper
extremity function.

INTRODUCTION
Speed and time measures have been used
extensively in motor control research to
quantify upper limb performance. Choice
response time tasks are commonly used to
evaluate the efficiency of the motor system
because they provide information on both
processing of the information (choice) and
the ability to plan and perform movement.
It was clinically observed that children
who improved head position (ie, control of
head movement) by means of correct
positioninci or biofeedback-based training
very oft.ln exhibited better quality of
manual work. Present research is
investJgating the effects of a 10° forward
inclined classroom seat on respiratory
function, trunk stability and upper limb
targeting ability in normal children, and
in children with cerebral palsy. A strategy
has been developed which monitors hand
movement in response to a stimulus calling
for a specific targeting action, and has
been tested with seven children.

METHODOLOGY
Subjects
Four children with cerebral palsy h..'ween
five and eight years of age, and thr.2e non-
neurologically impaired children between
seven and ten years of age participated in
this pilot study. The subjects with spastic
cerebral palsy were classified as "mild to
moderate", were independent sitters on a
flat bench with or without hand support,
and were able to ambulate with or without
mobi)ity aids.

Instrumentation and Protocol
A tracking system which monitors the
position of a specific point in three-
dimensional space (Sochaniwskyj et al,
1990) was used to monitor the position of
the back of a subject's hand during a

simple forward reaching task. During the
test sessions, the children sat on a
specially constructed chair with an
adjustable seat base angle and foot rests
which fere positioned to ensure full
contact with the soles of the subjects'
feet while maintaining the ankle joints at
right angles. An adjustable table was
placed directly in front of the child at
elbow level, with two targets, 20 cm apart,
mounted on the table and aligned in midline
with the body. The tracking system was
attached to the back of the subject's
dominant hand by means of double-sided
tape. Cartesian coordlnate data regarding
the position of the hand were collected at
18.7 Hz by a microcomputer via a
multichannel, 12-bit A/D converter.

tracked point
tracking system

targets

Figure 1. Illustration of the 3D tracking
system as it was used to monitor hand
movement during targeting tasks.

The test protocol required each subject to
be seated on either a (randomly chosen)
horizontal (0") or forward-tilted (10°)

seat with the dominant hand placed on the
"start" target closest to the subject's
body. Upon hearing a verbal cue, the
subjects were asked to "hit the other
target as quickly as possible". This task
was repeated eight times. The seat base
angle was then changed and the test
repeated another eight times. Measured
parameters included average hand velocity
and path length measured in both 3D space
and in a 2D orthogonal projection onto the
tabletop surface. Average velocity was
calculated as the path length traversed
during the reaction time. Reaction time was
defined as the duration between when the
instantaneous hand velocity rose above 5
cm/s and then fell below 5 cm/s.
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RESULTS
Table 1 summarizes the two-dimensional

(tabletop projections) and three-
dimensional velocities and path lengths for
the two groups of children under the two
seat base angle conditions.

Group Seat

Angle

Normal 0'

10'

Cerebral 0'

Palsy 10'

Velocity [cabs]

2D 3D

Path [cm]

2D 3D

47.7 (16.5) 52.4(19.5) 11.1 (6.2) 13.7 (6.7)

48.7 (13,4) 53.4 (15.5) 11.3 (4.8) 14.4 (4.0)

32.6 (9.8) 36.7 (9.6) 15.1 (6.6) 18.4 (7 9)

32.9 (11.1) 38.3 (12.2) 16.2 (8 1) 17.7 (8 F)

Table 1. Summary of means (standard

deviations) of the targeting response
tests.

Preliminary analysis indicates that there
are no significant differences in velocity
and path length for either group between
the two seat base angle conditions.
However, there is a difference between the
children with cerebral palsy and the normal
children. The zhildren with cerebral palsy
appear to move their hands more slowly and
traverse a longer path to reach their goal.
Figures 2 to 6 illustrate a typical data
set from one session with a child with
cerebral palsy, showing a comparison of the
orthogonal projection of the path onto the
tabletop, and the path trajectories for the
three separate axes between the two seat
angle conditions.

a.

3 x coord nate [cm)

Figure 2. Tabletop path projection (2D)

while seated on a 0' seat base.

3

7'10

a.

a-

-10

-3 x coord nate (cm)

Figure 3. Tabletop path projection (2D)

while on a 10 forward-tipped seat base.

3

c degrees r

ees
110>egr

Time (ms) - 53.5 ms between samples

Figure 4. 'x' (lateral) position vs time.

14

12

10 degrees

0 degrees

Time (els] 53.5 es between samples

Figure 5. 'y' position vs. time.

io

rs., 0 degrees

10 degrees

Time [ms) 53.5 ms between samples

Figure 6. 'z' (vertical) position vs. time.

The number of subjects in this study is

being increased and refinements to the

tracking system are constantly being
implemented. The system is being utilized
in a study of the effects of a dorsal-
forearm splint on hand function, and in
work related to target prediction based on
initial hand trajectories for use in

ges,ural communication.
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21.5
A MINIATURE STEP COUNTER AND SENSOR FOR USE IN CRUTCHES

Andrew R.Gammie BA, Jane Hall MCSP
Bath Institute of Medical Engineering, Bath U.K. and

Rehab Lab, Royal National Hospital for Rheumatic Diseases, Bath U.K.

AESIRACT

A miniature step sensor eat counter for insertion

into standard crutch feet are described. The

counter can be moved frau the crutch and gives

the total number of steps. The design emphagLs

has bean on low cost, small size End ease of use.

The hardware deEdgn and future applicatiors are

discussed ale% with preliminary results.

The U.K. Depart:omit of Health has ccomissioned an

evaluaticn study of a variety of crutches on the

merket. The ahn of this study is to produce a

report for professicnals, patients, manufacturers

and supplies departments m the advantages and

disadvantages of specific design features of

crutches and to prodixe guidelines on crutch

prescripticn. In order to ensure that petients'

opinions were based upon reasonable use of the

crutch, the Institute WS asked to develop a step

counter that aonitored the Ectivity of the device

in questicn.

Miniature counting units that have teen made in

the pest [1,2] have either necessitated

substantial modification to the device, or have

been tco ccmplex for this applicatdrn. Studies on

the forces applied to crutches [e.g. 3] have used

sensors that are overly accurate and expensive

fcr cur purpcees. An original mmor and counter

have therefore been developed.

mEarus

a/Sensor
Fig. 1 dhows the moor, based on an inexpensive

piezoelectric crystal founi in cheep audio

alarms. The crystal is sandwirhed between a brass

dim and a steel undher, with a hale through the

centre to facilitate a flexible connection to the

crystal bookplate by means of a spring. This

ensures that the crystal moves freely, and

generates a charge movment on compression. The

sheet steel dim trsnsnits the force from the

crutch tubing to the crystal via the steel

uesher. The rubber uesher provides electrical

insulaticn and machardcal damping to elindnate

high frequency signals fron the crystal. The

ferrule is supplied to the therapist with the

sensor pemenently installed instead of the

standard ferrule base disc and with an SMC

connector ready for connection to the counter

Fig. 1. The step sensor, showing piezcelectric

crystal and SMC cornector for counter input

unit. Sensors have been constructed to fit 1",

7/8" and 3/4" ferrules. A typical output voltage

generated across 1 1.L.gohn is shoun in Fig. 2.

Since a piPipPlectric crystal gives an mtput

proportional to the rate of change of force

applied, the sensor is not affected by steady

state farces. Thus the contact pressure on

inmrtion due to the ferrule's grip an the crutch

has no effect. A crystal has the added achnantage

that it requires less movement than a suitrla on

activation.

1).Canter Unit

he canter mit is capable of a total count of

over 16,000 steps, and sits at the bese of the

crutch tube =netted to the mnsor. The unit is

castructed using surface ncunt techrology and

has extensl dimensions biandisanter by 8anm

length. An integral 3.6V, laMla nickel cadniun

cell gives over 3 months' catianus cperation.

The circuit, battery and connectors are enbedded

in either silicon rubber ar epoxy encapsulant.

v

Fig. 2. Typical sensor output into 1 Megohm load
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The input ccaperator (see Fig. 3) has large

hysteresis, triggering off and on at 0.8V end

0.1V respectively. The input can be cenfigured to

resporxi to voltage ar witch closure signals. A

rate limiter is incorporated, so that input

signals faster than tuo steps par second are

ignored. CMOS integrated circuits are used

throughout. Tbe total count is read cut serially

through a 4 uey connector, whiCh includes a

battery recharge pin. The action of charging the

battery resets the counter to zero.

ElDisplay Ubit

The mains powered display unit is kept in the

rehabilitation laboratory and is used for reading

and recterging the canter units after use. The

count is displayed in hundreds of steps. The 8

bit total is read in serially and a:everted to an

LCD display drive format (see Fig. 3). While one

counter is being read, up to three counters may

be recharged simultanecusly. The counter may also

be read by a computer using a simple interface.

sensor
PIEZOELECTRIC

SENSOR

_D
thrtrhold
detector

COLTITER

UNIT
V

14 bit
counter

DISPLAY

UNIT

decode.-

LCD display

Fig. 3. Diagram of complete step counting system

RESULTS

45 subjects who were currently using crutches

(ages 19-76) and who presented with musculo-

skeletal cUsorders of the lower Iimb participated

in the study. Eaoh pair of crutches wes tested

for three days in several subjects' homes. Eata

cementing ease of use, comfort and safety was

collected using a questionnaire. Results Show

that hendle design is the single most important

factor for crutCh comfort.

Several problem were encountered during the

trial. Some =alters were found to have worked

loose from the sensor, the ferrule having rotated

during ued. Same sensors had broken during use,

which my make it necessary to embed the sensor

in the 1.,rrule rather than puMing it into place.

Several clutters gave valid readings, and as the

above probims are overcome, a reliahle indicator

of patient cunpliance will be available.

DD3CUSSICN

Same users uere aware of the counter's presence,

whereas some were not. The ethics of concealed

manitoring have been ccosidered before [e.g. 2].

With the device described here, the therapist may

decide what is appropriate for their client.

Thus, if it is felt that funds twestei in a

device are not being used effectively by an

individual, then discreet monitor-kg is possible.

A mailer counting unit package has been designed

so that it may be used in other applications.

Pcsathillties are tear-Lim into ahoe heels,

wheelchairs, walking frames, seats and so on.

SLM`4ARY

A miniature step counter has been described along

with an w_cavanying display unit and novel

sensor. Several units have been used in a cruteh

assessment trial, the results fram whidi are

being used in further development.
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22.1 DEVELOPMENT OF A PUBLIC DOMAIN, USER ACCESSIBLE,
INTER-STATE DIRECTORY/DATABASE

FOR ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY SERVICE DELIVERY PROGRAMS

Gregg C. Vanderheiden, Ph.D.
Trace R&D Center

University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, WI 53705-224)

ABSTRACT

With the advent of the Assistive Technology Act and
the gams to states, there has been a rapid increase in
the interest in ser.hce delivery directories. One of the
major problems faced by the states, however, is the
need to have a database which is flexible enough to
meet their particular needs and yet simple enough to
operate that it can be headily accesst4 and used by the
wide diversity of people throughout their state. In
order to address this problem, a very user-friendly and
flexible resource database shell was developed. This
database takes advantage of graphics and hypertext
strategies to provide a zero-instruction database format.
The database looks and acts like a book, except that it is
possible to quickly move between sections of the book
and to have it automatically create new "chapters" con-
taining just the entries the user is interested in. A first
prototype of the system has been completed. After in-
ternal testing, it will be released to the pilot states for
tting in 1990.

INTRODUCIION

There is a need today for a good mechanism for gener-
ating, maintaining and distributing a directory of the
various scattered service delivery agencies and pro-
grams that handle or specialize in assistive technologies.
Although computer-based service delivery and resource
databases exist, they typically require a trained operator
in order to be used effectively. The operator must not
only be an effective clinician with knowledge of the con-
sumers and their problems, but also familiar with com-
puters, the specific computer database system, and,
often, Boolean logic search strategim.

FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED DIRECTORY

The service delivery directory/database shell utilizes
many of the same concepts pioneered in Hyper-
ABLEDATA. After discussions with states, informa-
tion brokcrs, and information consumers, the following
criteria were identified as being critical to thc develop-
ment of an effective Service Delivery Directory. Thc
Directory must be:

1) Easy to use;

2) Accessible;

3) Low cost and easy to distribute

4) Uscr customizable; and

5) Easily updated.

1) Easy to Use
The database was designed to build upon the natural
experiences of the user. In ordcr to do this, a "book"
motif was used. Other familiar metaphors, such as
bookmarks and lettered tabs down the edge of the book

222

(for the alphabetical listing) were also incorporated. In
addition, each "page" contains the directions necessary
for its use. As a result, no special manuals or training is
required for use of the database.
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Operation of the directory relies primarily on a "point-
and-click" mechanism. That is, the user would point to
an item on the computer screen using a mouse or
touchscreen. When the user is satisfied that the appro-
priate item has been pointed to, a click of the mouse
button (or removing their finger from the touchscrecn)
will select that item. (See "Accessibility" for access by
users with disabilities.)

In addition to being able to look up listings of service
delivery programs arranged alphabetically or by rcgion
of the country, it is also possible to do custom searches.
Starting with the Table of Contents, the individual
would simply click on the type of search they are inter-
ested in doing. The database will thcn show them a
map, and ask them to point to the statc(s) they are
interested in having searched. It then provides a listing
of the various types of services or resources covered by
the database. The individual would point to or click on
the various services in which they arc interested. If they
wished to limit thc search to programs serving a partic-
ular agc, they could also indicate this. Thc database will
automatically gcncratc a ncw "chapter" to the book
which contains only those entries from the area speci-
fied which meet the particular specifications. Initially,
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORY

these names will be arranged in alphabetical order.
The individual has the option, however, of clicking on a
button labeled "Ordered by Distance from User."
When the individual clicks on this button, the database
will ask for the client's ZIP code. It will thcn order all
of the programs in the list (and the "pages" in the
*chapter") so that they are ordered by the distance of
the progam from the client's door.
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Other features of the database allow the users to add
thcir own notes to the standard entries, and to add their
own entries to the book. Again, everything is done in a
paced fashion, with integral instructions, so that special
tutorials or manuals should not be needed for any of
these standard functions.

2) Accessibility
A key feature in any effective database in assistive tech-
nologies is its accessibility to users with disabilities.
Unfortunately, many of the same techniques which
make a database very uscr friendly make it very un-
friendly to persons with visual or physical disabilities.
To address thcse needs, alternate modes of operating
the database arc being developed. These include
mechanisms for enlarging thc text, for allowing com-
plete control through the keyboard (for individuals with
movement impairments), the ability to control the pro-
gram from an external communication aid (for individ-
uals with severe motor impairments), and the ability to
operate the database entirely auditorially (for individu-
als who arc blind).

3) Low Cost and Easy to Distribute
In order for thc Directory to have widespread use, it
must be affordable. Even the $30-40 cost for some
books puts them beyond the rcach of the average user
or advocacy worker, both of whom would find the in-

formation very helpful. This problem is amplified by
the fact that such resource databases must be continu-
ally re-issued every six months or so in order to stay up-
to-date. The Service Delivery Directory shell is being
made available to the states on a no-cost basis. Individ-
ual states can then take the shell and build it into a
resource base using information from their individual
programs. No dissemination limitations will be placed
on the database, so that states are may make as many
copies as they wish, and disseminate them within their
states (and in other states) freely.

4) User-Customizable
A major problem with traditional databases is the
inability of users to add to or customize the database to
meet their own needs. Three levels of customizability
are planned for the Directory. First, the users are able
to add their own notes to any of the entries in the
Directory. This is done by simply clicking on the "Your
Personal Notes" category and then typing in the desired
notes.

Secondly, the users are able to add new service delivery
program entries to the Directory. This is particularly
useful in rural communities, where the more
"established" facilities may be far distant and more
unusual local facilities need to be identified. For
example, an individual who runs a saw-sharpening and
welding service may also do emergency wheelchair
repairs. While they would not be listed in the Directory
put out by the state, they might be invaluable in a town
where the nearest official wheelchair repair facility was
hundreds of miles away.

The third mechanism for user customization is the abil-
ity to edit existing entries. The database allows the user
to edit individual entries, revise incorrect informatien,
or add missing information. In the future, a button in
the database will be provided which will automaticaay
make a report of these changes, which can, at the user's
option, be mailed back to the State or other central
resource directory source.

5) Easily Updated
In order to facilitate the updating process, three mech-
anisms are built into the database. First, as noted
above, it will be easy to generate a report of the edits to
the database. Secondly, there is a letter-writing facility
built into the database which allows users to quickly and
easily type a note back to the source of their Directory.
The database automatically creates a self-addressed
mailer which includes the note, so that the user need
only type a few sentences and apply a stamp in order
send information or corrections back to the central
source. Third, the database is set up so that it has an
auto-update feature. When the user receives an up-
dated copy of the database from the central source, it
will be possible for thc user to easily transfer all of their
individual notes to the new version of the database
(rathcr than losing all of their notes when thcy startcd
using the new version of the database).

Thk project is being supported in pan by Grant
I 1133E80021 from the National Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Research. and by Grants 1330010
and 133P897 from Connecticut and South Carolina.
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Abstract

VA Rehabilitation Data Base: Theory and Lessons from Clinical Use

Se !don P. Todd, Jr., Charles E. Moore, Richard L Thorp, and Husher L. Harris
Office of Technology Transfer/Prosthetics R&D Center/Department of Veterans Affairs/BaltImore, Maryland

The VA Rehabilitation Database is an evolving collection of
databases which provide selected data on rehabilitation
devices and procedures to participating clinical personnel at
l72 VA medical centers and independent outpatient clinics.
The purpose of the system is to improve patient outcomes by
providing information to clinical decision makers and
caregivers. System development is evolutionary with system
design based on perspectives of clinical chiefs and practicing
clinicians. Experiments with initial databases produced
several specific system concepts which define the current
system.

To date the system has received limited but growing use in
support of clinical decision making, especially in the area of
special client needs. Clinicians feel the system has the
potential for significantly improving clinical practice.

System Description

The system now consists of five databases: (I) The VA
database on CompuServe; (2) Trace Base on-linc; (3) Hyper-
ABLEDATA; (4) ABLEDATA on-line; and (5) Multi-media
Laserdisc System. VA clinical participation in the database
program is voluntary and, in general, dependent on clinics
possessing or obtaining access to necessary equipment. The
VA Rehabilitation Database on CompuServe has been in
operation for 3 years, Trace Base on-line for 15 months, and
Hyper-ABLEDATA operational at the VA for 4 months.
ABLEDATA on-line and Mu Iti-mcdia Laserdisc Systcm arc
scheduled for implementation in selected clinics in February
and March 1990.

An overview and description of the databases arc presented
in "VA Rehabilitation Database: Overview and Description"
(C Moorc, S Todd, R Thorp, H Harris 1990).

System Concepts

Interaction with clinical personnel and their supervisors has
led to adoption of the following systcm concepts:

1) On-site Clinical Location. Contemporary
rehabilitation involves treating thc unique needs of each
individual. Sincc individuals are seen at the clinical level,
database support must be accessible at the time patients arc
seen, treatment plans formulated, and devices prescribed.
rhe system needs to bc available to all levels of caregivers

working with an individual client (e.g., physicians, therapists).
2) Reliance on Secondary Sources. The broad

scope of rehabilitation, the large number of rehabilitation
devices, and the rapid changes in data (e.g., ncw models,
discontinued models, etc.) make primary collection of data by
clinical facilities impractical. Thus, thc system relies primarily
on data sources developed by external organizations (e.g.,
Able Data, Tracc R&D Center) which have a commitment to
keep data up to date.

3) Incremental/EvolutIonary Approach. The
system is designed to adapt to the needs of clinical personnel.
An incremental/evolutionary approach allows the system to
grow in scope, reflect technoloteal advances, and adapt to
organizational changes.

The system, comprehensive in concept, has been
implemented in parts in order to gain gradual clinical
acceptance. Success with early steps provided the basis for
system improvements and obtaining the resources necessary
for system expansion. The system is dynamic in content and
design in order to reflect technological advances, adapt to
organizational changes, and increase in sophistication as
clinicians gain system experience and adapt clinical practices
to new technology.

The initial database on CompuServe was limited to a
strictly narrative format. This was because of restricted data
storage capacity, the need to transmit data by modem, and
the inability of the system to generate computer graphics.
While this format was of some value, clinical personnel
reported it did not meet their needs in the following ways:
(a) Some clinical decisions require data in a graphic format
(e.g., frequency response curves for hearing aid prescription);
(b) clinicians are reluctant tu prescribe devices they have
never "seen;" and (c) use of a nairative format did little to
overcome "computer anxiety."

4) Multi-media Format. To deal with a wide rangc
of issues of clinical applications, a Multi-media database
format was selected involving a combination of tactile (touch
screen, touch keyboard) audio, graphics, still and motion
video. Video Lascrdisc allowed color still and motion video
with audio. Clinical personnel found this format morc useful
and appealing than a strictly narrative format. They
associated it with commercial television or video recording,
and "computer anxiety seems to have been replaced with a
positive attraction. The multi-media format also allows users
to approach the system at a level comfortable to their level of
computer competency.

5) Simulation of Device Examination. Clinicians,
while positive about high resolution color images of
rehabilitation devices, still reported that such images were not
the same as picking up and examining a device and in some
cases, such as a hearing aid battery compartment, opening it.
A format was developed whereby devices arc photographed
on all sides (10 degree increments = 36 imagcs) with selected
features captured by zoom or enlargement. The computer
program was written so that by touching a left or right cursor
or thc screen a clinician is able to rotate the device,
simulating the experience of picking it up. The zoom feature
allows the user to touch a featurc and quickly view a "blow
up" of that feature (e.g., controls, control settings, battery
compartments). Clinicians responded enthusiastically to this
treatment and felt it reprezented a satisfactory substitute for
possession or the device prior to prescription if evaluative
data on the device and names of colleagues who had used thc
device could be obtained. We hypothesize that there arc at
least four levels of awareness/information a clinician must
reach prior to prescribing a device: (a) awareness of thc
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existence of the device; (b) a sense of familiarity with a
device; (c) data on device characteristics allowing a proper
match to patient needs; (d) evaluative information--test
results and/or a positive experience by a respected colleague.

6) Data Standards. Support of clinical decisions
requires that the database function in the context of the
practical realities of ongoing clinical practice. In general,
many clinicians have dealt with the scarcity of information by
developing familiarity with a few devices and "sticking with
these devices." Thus, information on new devices has in the
past been seen as irrelevant and if unreliable a threat to
comfortably established patterns of practice 'which work?
Clinical personnel do realize that information, if of adequate
quality, could open their horizons to new devices. Thus, they
tend to approach the VA Rehabilitation Database with
significant interest. Their initial use of the database is
exploratory to see if the system meets certain intuitive data
standards. Stated standards include comprehensiveness,
adequacy, currency, and accuracy. Comprehensiveness
expresses their desire to see if use of the database would aid

in the selection of the best device available
(comprehensiveness seetris to be explored by search for
devices they have beard of but are not familiar with in depth).
Adequacy refers to the desire to obtain information pertinent
to tailoring device selection to patient needs. Currency refers
to practical considerations such as price and coverage of the
latest model commercially available. Accuracy refers to thc
correctness of data presented (currency and accuracy tend to
be evaluated through study of information presented on a
device with which the clinician is familiar).

Experience suggests that clinicians will reject the
entire database as a tool if it fails to meet these intuitively
defined standards. Further research is needed to define the
range of standards acceptable for clinical use. Existing
databases (e.g., Able Data) in general do not meet such
standards (and were not intended to--rather they serve as a
valuable reference resource). Thus, the VA Rehabilitation
Database has followed the policy of obtaining critical
comments from clinical users and augmenting data content
through primary collection of missing data. Ideally, the
quality of data available from secondary sourccs will increase
over time. Experiences with this and other databases provide
valuable sources of fcedback to sponsors of existing
databases.

7) User-Friendliness. Clinician commcnts on user
friendliness fall into two categories: ease of operation
(covered above under Multi-media) and data
indexing/search. Clinicians experience difficulty in searching
existing databases because of lack of familiarity with key word
indexing. Few users have been sufficiently motivated to
master existing indexing structures. Thus clinical use tends to
be limited to retrieval of data on single devices restricted by
device name or manufacturer name. Discussions arc
underway with faculty at George Mason University who arc
working on an expert system front cnd to aid user access to
Able Data. System speed is also important and is discussed
below.

8) Congruence with Clinical Routine. Clinical
personnel are willing to expend considerable time and effort
in collection of additional data if they feel with some
confidence that such effort would improve service to clients.
Thus, since existing databases have limitations in the arca of
data quality and friendliness, the databases tend to be used
most for clients with special needs. Traditional information

sources do not typically present sufficiently detailed
information to support selection from a set of similar devices
(e.g., weight, durability of energy-storing prosthetic feet).
Use in the clinical decisions which are comfortably handled
with traditional methods and prescription habits require that
the database be usable within the time usually allocated for
device selection and prescription. In 'routine prescriptions
the time available often falls in the range of 30 seconds to 5
minutes (exclusive of documentation, forms completion).
This almost mandates location of the database at the central
clinical desk or work area. Clinical decision timeframes
require a user-friendly front end, rapid computer search and
retrieval, and a system which is in constant operation.

9) Consumer Access. Many clinicians are
encouraging the distribution of selected database information
to consumers in the clinical setting. Types and uses of such
data fall into three categories: (a) overall orientation of client
to nature and consequences of disability; (b) background to
facilitate clinician-client communication; (c) data to support
participation in the process.

Results

The overall system has been accepted on a pilot basis and has
received limited but growing clinical use. All users feel that
significant improvements in the databases will be necessary to
achieve their full potential and widespread regular use.
Major commitments of resources for equipment, software,
data collection, and training will await the results of pilot
testing. It is expected that positive pilot tests will eventually
lead not only to better clinical outcomes but also to basic
changes in clinical practice.

Expected benefits from the system are seen as: (a) expanding
thc range of devices considered, resulting in a higher quality
match between client nceds and available technology; (b)
increased sophistication in use of devices already well known
and uscd; (c) client orientation; (d) reduced cost (e.g., use of
less expensive devices that will do just as good a job for an
individual client); and (e) an effective supplement to existing
methods of clinician training.
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22.3 DEVELOPMENT OF AN ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION
AND REFERRAL SERVICE IN SOUTH CAROLINA

Lawrence H. Trachtman ' and Denise L. Wiles b

South Carolina Vocational Rehabilitation Department
b University of South Carolina School of Medicine

INTRODUCTION

The lack of coordinated, consumer responsive information
resources on assistive technology and related services is
often identified as a key factor in the under-utilization of
assisti ve aids a nd devices by persons with disabilities. Recent
federal efforts, including the Technology-Related Assis-
tance for Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988, have
begun to address this critical need in service delivery.
However, for the majority of states not yet receiving assis-
tance under this new legislation, existing resources must be
used to begin providing information and referral (I&R)
services. One examjale of such a service is the Technology
Information Network being developed in New York State
(Mann and Lane, 1989).

Like New York, a multi-level information network is cur-
rently being implemented in South Carolina (Trachtman,
1989). When fully operational, this network will consist of
a centralized information resource center on assistive tech-
nology, a consumer responsive l&R service accessible
throughout the state, and a statewide network of specialists
who are trained to help match individual's needs with
available technology resources. This paper describes the
development and implementation of the second component
of the South Carolina network; a toll-free, computerized
l&R system for providing information on assistive technol-
ogy and related services to all persons in the state. This
service is called Access Technology.

BACKGROUND

In order to understand how Access Technology functions, it
is important to briefly describe the two organizations who
are involved in the development of the program. The first
organization is the Center for Rehabilitation Technology
Services, or CRTS. Part of CRTS' mission is to develop and
test innovative models of assistive technology services,
including information and data base systems. The second
organization is the South Carolina Services Information
System, or SCSIS (pronounced ski-sis). SCSIS provides
information on services offered by state and other agencies
to all South Carolinians with disabilities and the elderly
population. SCSIS has been in operation for over seven
years and has a computerized data base of over 3000 service
providers in the state. Recognizing the need for an assistive
technology l&R service, together with the desire not to
create new organizations but rather to use existing re-
sources whenever possible, CRTS and SCSIS entered into a
cooperative agreement for developing Access Technology.

METHODS

The underlying philosophy of Access Technology is, when-
ever possible, to match assistive technology with special-
ized services in the community to help solve the problem of
the person with a need. The roles of the two sponsoring or-

Figure I
ganizations are clearly defined as follows: Access Technology Response Pathways
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Role of CRTS
Be an information resource for SCSIS on assistive tech-
nology applications.
Provide SCSIS with information gathered on existing as-
sistive technology service providers in South Carolina.
Have staff and other information resources available to
help SCSIS counselors respond to referrals on more dif-
ficult or technical questions.
Help develop and implement public information activi-
ties promoting Access Technology.
Provide continued training opportunities for SCSIS staff
on applications of assistive technology.

Role of SCSIS
Use their existing toll-free telephone number as a contact
point for all persons in South Carolina with questions on
assistive technology and related services.
Respond to information oriented questions on assistive
technology services, referring questions of a more diffi-
cult or technical nature to CRTS.
Provide periodic reports to CRTS documenting technol-
ogy related referrals.
Help promote Access Technology through their existing
information dissemination channels.

As part of the cooperative agreement, CRTS has prepared a
Counselor Handbook describing in detail the procedures
for taking a technology-related call, developing search strate-
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gies to identify available resources, documenting calls.
preparing information support packages, and following up
on selected calls to the system. Figure I shows the three re-
sponse pathways w hich area vai la tile through Access Tech-

nology.

RESULTS

Since going on-line September 1, 1989, very limited public
awareness has been done concerning Access Technology.
The information below highlights the first four months of
project activity:

Total calls: 108
Total referrals: 338
Average age of caller: 48 years

Calls have been received from 28 of the 46 counties in South
Carolina. Two-thirds of the calls were from consumers and
one-third was from agency staff on behalf of an individual
with a disability. Of the total number of calls received by
SCS1S during this period, 7 percent were technology related
calls.

Sample Service Requests:

Financial assistance for:
accessible fishing pier
computer
elevator in Court House
hearing aid

Other:
automatic page turner
automobile/van adaptation
baby signaling device for

deaf parents
braille books
car scat for child with

special needs
closed caption decoder
clothes/shoes for dwarf
computer equipment
driver training
emergency call system

Major Disability Groups:
Aging
ALS
Amputee
Arthritis
Cerebral I'alsy
Dwarfism
I lead Injury
Hearing Impaired
Mentally Retarded

hospital bed
kitchen/bath modification
prosthesis
wheelchair

evaluation for augmentative
communication

hands-free telephone
phone amplification
phone flasher for the deal
portable telephone

for wheelchair
ramp
talking watch
tape player for blind
TTY
wheelchair cushion

Multiple Sclerosis
Muscular Dystrophy
Paralysis
Paraplegia
Physically I landicapped
Polio
Quadriplegia
Stroke
Visually Impaired

Each month, the staff of CRTS and SCSIS meet to discuss all
technology related calls. Suggestions are given by both
staffs as to the appropriateness of the gh, en referrals and
suggestions for additional referrals. Recommendations are
made as to which calls should be followed up. Staff report
theresultsof the follow-upcallsat the next month's meeting.
Of the calls for which evaluations have been completed, all
callers received information or products as a direct result of

contacting Access Technology.

DISCUSSION

Critical elements in the development and implementation of
Access Technology have included data collection, training,
and marketing. Additional information related to South
Carolina service providers(both private and public) special-
izing in assistive technology is currently being collected by
CRTS and will be forwarded to SCSIS to enhance and
embellish the Access Technology service. The goal is to
gather information on providers who not Only supply the
technology, but will also assess and evaluate the individ-
ual's needs for techno!ogy services. Collecting this informa-
tion is an important, yet difficult aspect of implementing this
type of service.

Prior to responding to technology related ca I Is, counselors a t
SCSIS mceived training from CRTS on the types and levels
of assistive technology, available resources (i.e., directories,
catalogues, etc.), and how to query callers. Counselors also
participated in several role plays and discussed case ex-
amples. Counselors regularly refer to the Handbook devel-
oped by CRTS for guidance in responding to calls and to
review procedures on completing and documenting calls.
While this training has been valuable, the need for ongoing
training for staff of both organizations is essential.

Initially, public information about Acie:,ti 'Technology was
purposefully kept at a minimum in order to determine to
what extent available resources could meet the demand for
services. After four mon ths of operation, we have found that
the number of calls is reasonable compared to the staff
available to respond. Marketing efforts are gradually being
increased, including direct mailings and press releases.
However, careful monitoring will he done to help assure
that the quality of services remains high should the number
of calls substantially increase.
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22.4 A public accessible
computer-based rehabilitation information service in Hong Kong

P.K. Cheng
Jockey Club Rehabilitation Engineering Centre

Hong Kong Polytechnic
Hung Hom, Kowloon, Hong Kong

ABSTRACT

A public accessible computer based
rehabilitation information service
(RIS) is recently established in
Hong Kong, a metropolitan city of
population six million. Users can
search for locally made technical
aids, services, as well as current
projects. They can also leave and
receive messages from each other.
An account is given of the purpose
of this service and the way the
service is implemented.

BACKGROUND

The Jockey Club Rehabilitation
Engineering Centre (REC) was set up
as a department in the Hong Kong
Polytechnic (HKP) in 1987. It has a
wide mandate (Evans 1989) and two
of the functions are the
organization and dissemination of
information, and the coordination
of rehabilitation engineering
efforts. It was thought that a
direct, public accessible computer
based information service might
help to achieve these aims.

The aims of the service are: -

A. to provide the latest
information on

1. mainly locally-made
technical aids

2. current projects on
- technical aids
- research and development

3. services for the disabled

B. to provide a communication
channel in the form of
electronic mail

About a year was spent on defining
the information service in details,
developing a classification code,
and consultation with other
rehabilitation organizations.

The system was ready for internal
trial at the end of 1989. Early in
1990, the service will be ready for
assessment by rehabilitation
professionals.

IMPLEMENTATION

To save time and money, it was
decided that the facilities and
expertise of the Computer Centre in
the HKP should be used. The Centre
has a dial-up facility with two
telephone lines, 2400 baud modems
and a cluster of mini-mainframes
for academic applications. The RIS
was implemented in one of the
computers and public access is
through the dial-up facility. With
the Computer Centre absorbing the
cost of software coding and
maintenance of existing hardware,
the cost of the RIS to users is
nil.

Since the focus is on locally
produced aids, the maximum capacity
of the RIS is set at 5,000 items.
Borrowing the number coding method
from the Nordic Classification
System (3rd ed., Nov. 1986), a 6
digit classification code system
was developed for technical aids,
services and current projects.
Existing classification systems
were found to be too comprehensive
for the compact RIS.

REC collects and compiles the data.
A copy of the compiled data is send
to the originator for verification.
Only REC can modify data-base
information on-line.

Information contained within the
RI3 is not privileged but to
protect RIS data and other data in
the computer cluster, a five
character password is used to log-
on to the computer cluster and a
six character password is used to
access the RIS. Each user has a
unique six character password to
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facilitate compilation of usage
statistics.

The same record structure is used
for technical aids, services and
current projects. Each record has a
75 character title field, up to six
classification code fields, a one
digit nature of organization field,
and a description field of fifteen
lines of 75 characters each. The
title and description are limited
to about 220 words total so as to
ensure a reasonably fast response
time for on-line usage but long
enough to give the user sufficient
information to decide if he wants
to obtain more details from the
supplier.

The RIS is user friendly with a
menu system and simple on screen
instructions. A user can either use
the menu system to guide him to
items of interest or use
classification codes for direct
searching. The RIS will display the
number of items found. The user can
then look at the descriptive titles
to see if there are any items of
interest before using the 'product
code' associated with each title to
examine the full item description.
A simple keyboard operation will
then display the address
information, if required.

For electronic mail, a message c.In
be up to sixteen lines of 75
characters each. Each message can
be addressed to only one other
user. The exception is that REC can
address a message to all users i.e.
broadcasting. This will be useful
for announcing matters of general
interest such as a lecture on
rehabilitation service delivery. A
user will automatically be prompted
about a new message when he logs-on
to the RIS.

Discussion

Provision of a dial-up RIS with an
electronic mail feature hopefully
will provide the diverse groups of
people concerned with the disabled
such as occupational therapists,
special school teachers,
researchers and professional

volunteers with up to date
information on aids made locally,
services available and what is
happening in the field. It should
also encourage and stimulate co-
operation among technical aids
producers.

Implementation of the RIS on a

mini-mainframe takes advantage of
existing resources. The only
disadvantage is that the dial-up
facility is used by other users of
the computer cluster which means
RIS users have to compete with a
large number of other users. If the
RIS is proved to be sufficiently
useful, the expertise of the
Computer Centre will again be
employed to implement the service
as a personal computer based,
standalone system with a dedicated
telephone line to increase
accessibility.
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VA Rehabilitation Database-Overview and Description

Charles E. Moore, Seldon P. Todd, Richard L. Thorp, Husher L. Hanis
Prosthetics R&D Center, Office of Technology Transfer

Baltimore, MD

Abstract

The VA Rehabilitation Database is a collection of
databases which provide information on
rehabilitation devices and procedures to clinical
personnel at VA medical centers and clinics. This
paper discusses the overall concept of the project
and its goals. Each component database is
described in terms of its data content and the
method of implementation. Specifics are given on
hardware and software where appropriate.

Definition and Purpose

Surveys conducted by the Dept. of Veterans
Affairs (VA) show that clinicians, both within and
outside of the VA, are aware of only a fraction of
the assistive devices which are available. This is
dirough no fault of the clinicians, but stems from
the la,:k of a system 'that makes organized
information accessible to these professionals.
Studies conducted by the Congressional Office of
Technology Assessment report that the primary
source of information on rehabilitation devices is
the device manufacturer--either by sending
information to clinicians and their host
organizations or through exhibits at professional or
trade shows. This process has some limiting
consequences. Firms with large or aggressive
marketing budgets provide the most information, at
the expense of potentially equal or more innovative
smaller firms. Clinicians usually have little time
and inadequate space to keep files on information
.ibout devices. Moreover, information provided by
manufacturers varies in terms of format and
descriptions. As a result,. prescription is often(and
umlerstandahly) limited to "tried and true" devices.

The VA Rehabilitation Database is defined as a
database on rehabilitation device; and procedures
organized and disseminated by the Prosthetics
12N:1) Center (PRDC). The target audiences are Me
VA medical centers and clinics nationwide. The
database is intended to provide comprehensive
information on all rehabilitation devices. The
system also includes additional information that
participating clinical service chiefs may designate
:is useful for their services operational needs (e.g..
state-of-the-art summaries. identification of
personnel with special knowledge of devices.
special ; roduct reviews, continuing education).

System Concept

The VA Rehabilitation Database is in the early
stages of deve'opment and implementation. When
completed it will have the following features:
--Comprehensive computer database on all known

rehabilitation devices.
--Continual updates on devices to keep information

provided current.
--Information provided in a standard format

relevant to the clinician's prescription and use
decisions.

--Information provided by clinicians within the VA
who have used a specific device with their name
and number so they may be contacted.

--Evaluation, feedback, and cost information.
--Full color video still pictures of rehabilitation

devices.
--Selected portions of audio for demonstration and

clarification of devices and concepts.
--Full motion video pictures of devices and their

uses with actual clients.
--Computer-based training using interactive video

and audio.
--Interactive video that allows clinicians to quickly

and easily select only those portions of the video
that are of interest.

--A system that is user-friendly, operated by touch
screen and prompt menus.

The system is being implemented in stages and
now consists of five databases: (I) VA
Rehabilitation database on CompuServe: (2)
TraceBase on-line; (3) Hyper-ABLEDATA; (4)
ABLEDATA on-line; (5) Multi-media video laser
disc system.

The VA Rehabilitation Database on CompuServe

This database provides selected portions of the
Journal of Rehabilitation Research and
Development on-line. It is available to users within
and outside of the VA system. At present,
abstracts of all scientific articles, Calendar of
Events, and current Publications of Interest are
available. Rehabilitation R&D Progress Reports
and a listing of commercially available adult
wheelchairs are also on-line. Subscribers to
CompuServe may access the database by typing
"GO REHAB" (or GO HUD and selecting the
"Research and Development" menu option). This
is a highly menu driven database and has no search
capabilities. However, the menus are logically laid
out and they follow the Journal's structure for date,
volume and number.

Tracel3ase on-line

This database contains information provided by the
Trace R & D Center and is very similar to the
inlOrrnation in their published Resource Books.
This particular database will be replaced by
A BLEDATA on-line in early 1990. Currently, the
database is only available by modem. It is planned
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that access to the database will be available over the
VA packet-switching data network, which would
remove the need for a modem by the users. The
database has search capabilities allowing users to
search for devices by brand name, keyword or
manufacturer. The data is maintained on an IBM
AT class computer nmning MUMPS, a multi-user
operating system. The database manager is
File Manager.

Ilyper-ABLEDATA

The Office of Technology Transfer (OTT) is a
dissemination point for CO .tIET, a cooperative
network established to distribute information on
assistive technology. One of the prime databases
for CO-NET is Hyper-ABLEDATA. This is a
llypercard version of the ABLEDATA database
which presently runs exclusively on Apple
Macintosh computers. It is hoped that in the near
future OTT will be able to handle phone requests
for information contained in I lyper-ABLEDATA.
Until then use of this database is limited to
individuals who can copy the database or use
Orl"s Macintosh.

M1I.EDATA on-line

l'his database contains information provided by the
Adaptive Equipment Center at Newington
Children's Hospital. It i a current and up to date
version of the ABLEDATA database. This version
is accessible by modem and will soon be accessible
over the VA data network. The database has
search capabilities allowing users to search for
devices by brand name, keyword or manufacturer.
The users query the database with a screen oriented
form. The form unburdens the user from having to
type in query commands directly. The database is
maintained on an 80386 IBM AT compatible
computer running the Xenix operating system.
The database manager is Oracle, a relational
database management system that incorporates
Structured Query Language (SQL).

Multi-media video laser disc system

This database is unique in that it will contain
information that has been tailored to individual
clinical services. During the development of a
services section the service chief and resident
experts determine which information is the most
relevant. There are three services which will be
included in the in'tal stages. They are:
a) Audiology ard Speech Pathology Service: the
database is itihnded to extend the clinicians
information on in-the-ear hearing aids. The data
will include frequency response curves. Planned
for future development is computer assisted
selection of in-the-ear hearing aids which will draw
on the database of frequency response curves.
b) Spinal Cord Injury Service; the database is
intended to present and demonstrate a minimum
level of care for .elected topics in the management

of spinal cord injury patients, such as the
prevention and treatment of decubitus ulcers or
respiratory care. Training tapes will be edited
specifically for interactive video training and
reference. The audience will be clinical
professionals as well as patients.
c) Prosthetics and Sensory Aids Service; the
database is intended to assist clinics in
accommodating new devices for prescription. The
data content is planned to augment the selection of
approved prostheses. This will be in the form of
comparative data for selected groups of prostheses
(e.g. artificial feet). As an example, the selection
of an artificial foot would present data from
manufacturers on weight, cost, material, energy
storage, etc. This would include video footage, as
appropriate, showing important performance
differences such as heel strike and toe lift-off.

This database will also include the ABLEDATA
database. ABLEDATA will be supplemented by
video still images that can provide multiple views
and close-ups of devices. There will also be full
motion video that illuminates the use and care of
particular devices. The system will include audio
for demonstration of features and to clarify
confusing points about features or use of particular
devices. This system uses the IBM Infowindow
monitor, a touchscreen monitor designed to work
with video laserdisc players and IBM compatible
personal computers.
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23.1 SOCKET DESIGN FOR A PROTOTYPE E.P.P. SHOULDER
D1SARTICULATION PROSTHESIS

Craig W. Ileckathorne, MSct Jack Uellendahl, CPOtt
t Prosthetics Research Laboratory, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL

" Prosthetic/Orthotic Clinical Services, Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, IL

ABSTRACT

Extended physiological proprioceptive (EPP) control
in a shoulder disarticulation (SD) prosthesis requires
a socket design that provides suspension and stabili-
zation of the prosthesis and permits displacement of
the controlling physiological jointthe shoulder
relative to the socket. A SD socket design has
been developed which permits relative shoulder
elevation and depression. The design has been
evaluated in three clinical SD fittings for its
application to an EPP-type prosthesis.

INTRODUCTION

Our laboratory has been working toward the design
of a shoulder disarticulation prosthesis which utilizes
the concept of extended physiological proprioception
for control of an electric elbow (1). As described by
Simpson (2), an EPP controller links the movement
of the most distal intact phyt iological joint with one
or more prosthetic joints such that the proprioceptive
senses of the intact joint can be used to determine the
position and movement characteristics of the
prosthetic joint. In the EPP-SD prosthesis being
developed, shoulder elevation and depression control
elbow flexion and extension, see Figure 1. The
controller itself is a force-actuated position-servo (3),
that derives a motor drive signal from the tension in a
cable crossing the elbow joint, linking the
physiological shoulder with the prosthetic forearm.

FORCE

POSITION!
VELOCITY

Figure 1. Conceptual arrangement of a one
degree-of-freedom EPP controller for a shoulder
disarticulation prosthesis.

For the physiological shoulder and prosthetic elbow
to move in tandem, the shoulder must be able to
displace relative to the socket of the prosthesis.
Therefore, the socket must offer minimal obstruction
to the movement of the shoulder but continue to
support and stabilize the prosthesis.

The socket objectives arc achieved through a
combination of casting technique, modifications to
the plaster model, and iterative modifications to the
check socket to produce a shoulder cutout.

METHODS

Casting
The trimlines for the socket essentially extend over
the entire region of the rib cage on the amputated
side, except for the posterior inferior corner. The
weight distribution in an arm prosthesis typically
produces a torque which unloads this region.
Superiorly, the trimline is placed as close to the neck
as comfortable.

Plaster splints are applied and hand molded to
conform to the contours of the torso, with special
attention to the prevention of lateral gapping below
the axilla and anterior-posterior widening of the cast.
Care is taken to define the clavicle and the spine and
borders of the scapula in the cast.

An anterior-posterior dimension is measured before
removal of the cast and is preserved throughout the
forming of the plaster model.

Modification of the plaster model
The primary modifications are directed at relieving
the clavicle and the spine of the scapula and creating
allowance for the angular displacement of these bony
structures as the shoulder is elevated and depressed.

Check socket
A SurlynO check socket is used to verify contact
between the torso and the socket over the region of
the rib cage and to determine that the bony structures
of the shoulder are adequately relieved. Minor
gapping is ,orrected by heating and reshaping the
socket.

An initial (conservative) cutout is established through
which the shoulder can elevate. Regions where the
borders of the cutout obstruct the upward movement
of the shoulder are noted and the cutout is enlarged.
The extent to which the cutout can be enlarged is
guided by considerations for the structural integrity
of the so,:ket, the placement of the prosthetic
shoulder joint, and, if the subject is bilaterally
involved, preservation of hiscapular abduction for
cable-operation of the contralateral prosthesis.

The socket reliefs and trimlines are modified until the
acromibclavicular joint can be displaced vertically
one to two inches with respect to the lateral border of
the shoulder cutout.

A second plaster model is made from the modified
check socket, and a definitive laminated polyester
socket is fabricated.
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SOCKET DESIGN FOR E.P.P. PROSTHESIS

RESULTS / DISCUSSION

This socket design has been evaluated with three
subjects who have SD prostheses. These subjects
are using shoulder elevation to operate a
multi-position harness switch to control an
electric-powered component, see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Anterior and posterior views of a shoulder
disarticulation socket which permits shoulder
displa':.ement for control operation.

Load Bearing and rotational stabili y
The extent of the socket, over the area of the rib
cage, provides adequate surface area to bear the
weight (five to seven pounds, including the socket)
of the prosthesis with relative comfort. Pressure
distribution has been more than sufficient and panels
are able to be cut out of the socket anteriorly and
posteriorly to provide heat dissipation.

The broad expanse of the socket and the confor-
mation of the socket to the torso also provide good
mechanical leverage against external forces that
produce torques on the socket. The subjects indicate
that use of the prosthesis rarely displaces the socket
relative to the shoulder to the extent that the
shoulder-operated switch is inappropriately activated.

Freedom of shoulder elevation
The switches used by the three subjects require a
maximum 7/32 in. (5.5 mm) displacement.
However, as the switch is pulled through its travel, a
spring exerts a return force, increasing to 2.5 lbf
(11.1 N) before the switch reaches its mechanical
limit. Consequently, the force-coupling of the
shoulder to the socket (through the switch
mechanism) lifts the socket as the shoulder is raised.
thus compromising relative shoulder displacement.

Though the EPP controller also involves force-
coupling between the shoulder and the prosthesis,
the situation differs from that with the switch
controller. With an EPP controller, the cable is a link
between the shoulder and a prosthetic limb segment,
the forearm, that moves relative to the socket. When

the shoulder is elevated against the restraint of the
cable, the elbow flexes and raises the forearm,
reducing the cable tension. As long as the minimum
force needed to cause the elbow to flex is lower than
the force needed for the shoulder to displace the
socket, the shoulder should be able to be elevated
through a significant portion of its range.

Both the threshold force to flex the elbow and the
shoulder excursion corresponding to the full range of
movement of the prosthetic elbow can be varied
independently in the prototype EPP controller.

CONCLUSION

The SD socket with shoulder cutout achieves the
desired stabilization and support of the prosthesis
while allowing relative shoulder displacement for
component control. The next stage is to implement
this socket design in a prototype SD-EPP prosthesis
to test its applicability in clinical trials.
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23.2 THE RESIDUAL LIMB/PROSTHETIC SOCKET INTERFACE:
NORMAL STRESS AND SHEAR STRESS

J.E. Sanders, M.S.M.E., D.A. Boone, C.P., and C.H. Daly, Ph.D.
Bioengineering and Mechanical Engineering

University of Washington/Prosthetics Research Study
Seattle, WA

ABSTRACT

Residual limb/prosthetic socket interface normal and
shear stresses have been recorded on below-knee
amputees during walking trials. Results show variability
between steps in a trial and between measurement sites
in the same step. To better understand this variation,
steps will be analyzed individually using an analytical
mechanical model that accounts for tissue geometry,
material properties, and shank loading conditions.

INTRODUCTION

A cause of below-knee amputee residual limb
breakdown is an unfavorable normal and shear stress
distribution at the residual limb/prosthetic socket
interface. Prolonged static normal stress can cause
necrosis (1); excessive dynamic shear stress can cause
mechanical failure of the intercellular bridges in the
epidermal stratum spinosum (2).

The goal in this work is to achieve a better understanding
of interface stress mechanics. Interface normal and
shear stresses are recorded at several locations during
walking trials. Stress pattern differences between sites
and between steps are investigated.

METHODS

A "skin fit" patellar tendon bearing socket designed by
certified prosthetists is fabricated for each subject. Each
prosthesis is completed with a Berkeley Adjustable
Leg®, Seattle Lite Foot®, and latex sleeve suspension.

Interface stresses are recorded during ambulation with
instrumentation described previously (3). Briefly,
custom-designed transducers are placed in mounts
affixed to the socket external surface such that they
project through holes in the socket wall (Figure 1). The
transducer sensing sudace is a Pe lite® disk. It lies flush
with the surrounding Petite® interface liner. No foreign
material is introduced to the interface environment and
the transducers do not protrude into the skin.
Instrumentation measurement errors are 2.6% full-scale
for shear stress and 2.7% full-scale for normal stress.

Interface normal and shear stresses are recorded at a
125Hz sampling rate at four sites of interest during the
central 5 seconds of an 8-second walking trial (velocity
1.7m/s). Forces and moments in the prosthetic shank
are recorded simultaneously with the interface stresses.
Usually four steps are recorded in each trial.

RESULTS

Interface stre,,ses are shown for a single trial (Figure 2)
and during single steps from several trials with the same
prosthetic alignment (Figure 3) (right-legged amputee).

Analysi'..; of 38 steps from the same subject show peak
resultant shear stresses from 17kPa to 61kPa at anterior
sites and 10k Pa to 56kPa at posterior sites.

DISCUSSION

Peak stress magnitudes for each channel are similar for
different steps. However, the shapes of the waveforms
differ between steps in a trid (Figure 2) and between
steps from different trials (Figure 3). The amputee
probably compensates to achieve a stable gait and in
doing so does not load the prosthesis the same in each
step.

Quantitative analysis of averaged waveforms to study
interface mechanics is not used because of variation
between steps. Steps will be analyzed individually.

The geometry and material properties of the surface and
underlying tissues are considered in interpreting this
data. A mechanical finite element model of the residual
limb and socket is being developed. Shank loading
conditions collected simultaneously with interface
stresses will be used as loading conditions in each step.
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FIGURE 1: An instrumented socket with transducers
positioned in two of four anterior measurement sites.
(cable not shown). Inset: transducer close-up view.
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FIGURE 2: Interface stresses from an antero-distal site and shank axial force (AX). A positive

load is defined as stress applied to the sensing surface. The positive horizontal shear (HS)
direction is clockwise when viewing the socket from above; the positive vertical shear (VS)
direction is downward; and the positive normal (PR) direction is outward.
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23.3 FABR/CATION OF A PENILE FIXTURE FOR INTRACAVERNOUS INjECTION
THERAPY FOR IMPOTENT MALES WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY

M. Flis, OTR/L; F. Frost, MD, J. Babirad, MSA
MetroHealth Medical Center

Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation
Cleveland, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Intracavernous injection of vasoactive drugs has
emerged as one of the most popular and

controversial topics in the management of impotent
males. The application of this technique has

indicated short term success in many adult males.
The SCI Unit at Metroliealth Medical Center has
selectively treated several SCI males with this
treatment regimen. With the quadriplegic male the
regimen requires the assistance of a partner. A
self injection jig was designed and fabricated by
these writers to allow self injection of

papaverine and phentolamine in spinal cord injured
males.

INTRODUCTION

In disabilities such as spinal cord injuries

sexual function is impaired due to the inability
to achieve an erection. !n our attempts to
improve the quality of life in persons with
disabilities sexuality is routinely addressed.
Many of our patients have been requesting

information and treatment with intracavernous

injections of papaverine and phentolamine.

Through this regime erection is achieved by
relaxation of the corporal smooth muscle and
subsequent arterial dilation.

The Department of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation provides long term care for its SCI
patients through our outpatient clinic. If this
medical treatment is desired a partner must
facilitate the injection routine. Some partners,
whether they be disabled or ablebodied, may find
this procedure unappealing. A self injection

fixture was discussed and a prototype model
fabricated to all allow a person with minimal hand
function to administer his own injections.

METHODS

The device consists of four basic parts. A

commercially available medicine bottle hoLder, a

custom fabricated syringe extension, a gull wing

base and an shaped trough.

The custom fabricated devices are made of low

temperature plastic splinting material (orthoplast

or polyform). The gull wing harness is placed

between the person's thighs, immediately in front

of the groin area. The base conforms to the

contour of the thighs to aid in stability of the

device. The trough, into which the penis is

placed, is attached atop the base using hook and

loop fasteners (velcro) A strap with hook and

loop fasteners, attaches to the trough, and is

used to secure the penis in the trough. The strap

has a D-ring hardware end to allow socurement by

the spinal cord user. The trough is designed to

alternate sides thereby reducing the potential

problems which could occur after repeated

injection.

A commercially available insulin bottle holder is

used to stabilize the bottle of papavarine or

phentolomine. Suction cups or dycem can be used

to prevent the bottle holder from sliding or ft

can be clamped to a counter top, sink, night

stand, etc.

An adapted loop type handle, also fabricated from

low temperature plastic, enables injection of the

drug with very limited hand function, using only

one hand. The handle snaps on and off with

minimal effort to accommodate changing injection

syringes easily and quickly.

DISCUSSION

There exists today, only a few medical treatment

methods for treating impotence in spinal cord

injured males. Penile prosthesis, synergist

erection systems and vasoactive drugs treatment

are three methods of enhancing the sexual well

being of individuals with spinal cord injury. The

use of vasoactive drugs is a relatively new

phenomenon but has gained much attention and

interest in both the medical community and in the

patient group affected by impotence.
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FABRICATION OF A PENIT,E FIXTURE

The fabrication of a custom made injection fixture

allows some spinal cord injured patients the

availability of managing his own sexual practices.

Further investigation as to the effectiveness of

this regime should continue. If the medical

efficacy is sound this type of fixture should be

refined and prescribed in patients wishing to

manage this aspect of their lives.
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23.4

Fabrication Methods For Molded Protective Headgear

Thomas Buchney PTA
North Jersey Developmental Center

Totowa, N.J.

ABSTRACT

The need for more effective individ-
ualized headgear became apparent
when we were no longer able to ade-
quately provide protection for a
developmentally disabled client who
exhibited self abusive behaviors.
A project to design and fabricate
adequate equipment was instituted
using methods and materials which
met the requirements of each of our
outlined goals.

INTRODUCTION

The initial goal of this project was
to develop protective headgear for a
particular individual who resides at
our facility with a severe self-
abusive behavior disorder. This
protective gear was to be implement-
ed in conjunction with established
behavior modification techniques in
addition to one on one care during
periods of exacerbated behavior
swings. This client required head
gear as a result of wound sites
located on the forehead which threat-
ened her well being due to the in-
ability of the the site to accept
multiple attempts at skin grafts
with repeated bouts of local infec-
tion from continuous injury to the
area. Protective gear which would
offer impact protection and relief
from further abrasion to the insult-
ed area was required.

Up until this time hand sewn vinyl
helmets with fiberfill batting and
commercially available hard shell
and foam filled helmets with combina-
tions of face shields had been used.
All required constant modification
and repair due to less than adequate
fit and the fatigue of materials.
Hygiene of the helmet itself was al-
so a concern due to the risk of re-
infection from a helmet which could
not be adequately santized.

METHODS

Drawing from experience
niques used in orthotic
and adaptive seating we

with tech-
fabrication
set out to

produce a helmet true to the anatom-
ical contours of this particular cli-
ent. Fabrication materials which
would meet the stringent equirement-
s of continuous use under extreme
conditions were sought. It was also
our hope that a more exacting fit
might produce a greater acceptance
to wear the helmet by decreasing the
incidence of its slipping down over
the eyes or ears causing sensory dep-
rivation or abrasion to the injured
area thus producing pain. A mold of
the individuals head would be requir-
ed but we were reluctant to do a cir-
cumferential plaster wrap due to
difficulties with cutting it off in
addition to creating negative be-
havioral effects due to the invasive
manner of this type of casting.

We chose a casting method using a
flexible membrane filled with poly-
styrene beads and air evacuation to
achieve a negative impression. The
client was prepared by placing an
elastic tubular orthopaedic stock-
inet cap over the entire skull and
the area of injury outlined so that
it would be demarcated in the plast-
er splinting negative. The client
was placed in a supine position with
the membrane at shoulder level with
enough to encircle the top of the
skull as far forward as the fore-
head and laterally encompassing the
ears foreward to the temporal area.
This would supply us with a negative
impression of the entire skull less
the forehead. Vacuum was pulled
with the membrane being worked in
closely to all areas around the
skull. Since slight pressure is pro-
duced by this process we chose to
place traditional plaster bandage
splints over the forehead where the
actual injury site was located.
Quick setting bandage was used to
hasten the procedure. As soon as
this plaster forehead area set this
section was removed and the client
would thus not be required for the
laying up of the plaster bandage for
the posterior section of the mold.
When the posterior section was dry
the membrane was allowed to fill
with air and pulled away from the
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posterior plaster section. Anterior
and posterior sections were joined
and filled with plaster with a pipe
section placed in the center for eas-
ier handling. This was prepared and
finished using traditional casting
methods. The area of injury was
built up so that a concavity would
result in the positive form to re-
duce the chances of abrasion to the
injured site. This positive bust
would be used as a form to perform
all molding procedures. In order to
fulfill the requirements of providing
impact resistance a viscoelasticfoam
was chosen. Dynamic Systems Inc.
Liquid Sun-Mate foam was used "be-
cause it can absorb tremendous impact

forces. No other ordinary foam can
match this performance rangel". To

provide sufficient liquid components
to complete the helmet in one pour
approximately 1/2of a standard unit
which is usually enough to complete
one standard size foam in place seat
unit was used. To fulfill the re-
quirements of impact resistance fur-
ther, as well as provide cosmetic
and form symetery properties to the
finished product a standard two piece
adjustable plastic hockey helmet was
chosen for a shell. The bust would
be placed inside of the hockey hel-
met shell and spaced equally from the

top and sides this would determine
the thickness of the foam liner. In

this case that thickness turned out
to be approximately lk inches. The
bust was coated with a thin film of
Vaseline to aid in the easy separa-
tion of the foam from the bust. The
bust would finally be placed in a
plastic bag to contain the liquid
foam during the foaming process. A

standard plastic face shield was
secured to the front of the helmet to
further control the expansion and
contain the product in the helmet sec-
tion during foam expansion.

Following the directions outlined in
the Dynamic Systems Inc. Liquid Sun-
Mate Foam-In-Place Instructional
Manual, the medium density foam kit
was prepared, mixed and poured into
the helmet and bust combination. The
resultant foam liner was trimmed to
allow maximum protection to the cli-
ent while producing as cosmetic a
product as possible. Ear holes were
provided to maxamize sensory input.
The foam liner was smoothed and final
shaping was accomplished on n traut-
man carver using a rasp attachment.

To meet the hygeine requirements of
the helmet a coating of Dow Corning
1/732 RTV Silastic was placed around
the entire foam insert. This would
allow the helmet to be cleaned with
mild detergent solutions on a daily
basis and a more organism specific
disinfectant when necessary.

RESULTS

The fabrication of this client spe-
cific item of protective headgear
allowed us to attain the level of
protection desired using a process
which we were able to control with-
in the mechanical and technological
capabilities of our facility. Mod-
ifications were possible in house
and multiple liners could be produced
with relative ease and consistency
of the product. A foam liner was
sent to Danmar Products Inc. and pre-
pared with their vinylcoating after
the addition of a 1/8 inch covering
of plastazote to prevent the absorp-
tion of solvent contained in the
vinyl dip. This process provided
options to our adaptive equipment
personnel in fabrication posibilities
by using an already proven coating
for headgear to yield a durable and
cosmetic product.
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24.1 SPECIALIZATION IN TECHNOLOGY SERVICE DELIVERY:
WHAT IS AN INTERFACE SPECIALIST'?
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University of Wisconsin-Madison
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ABS'I'RACT

As service delivery in assistive and rehabilitation
technolog has matured, better role definitions and
clarification of team member responsibilities has
bccomc ncccssary. While there continue to be no
absolute definitive team member delineations, over the
past decade the Trace Center and the Communication
Aids and Systems Clinic (CASC) at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison have begun to obtain a better grasp
of thc necessary team components for service delivery
in the augmentative communication and computer
access areas. One role which has gained a much better
definition is the intelface specialist: the team member
who focuses specifically on optimizing the user's ability
to operate a system.

This raises questions with serious policy implications.
Adding another specialist on a technoloey service
delivery team has obvious fiscal implications for society
as a whole. Policy makers might inquire whether an
additional team member is in fact required. While
quantitative research is needed to quantitatively answer
this question, this paper provides some initial data and
discussion. Three questions are posed.

WIIAT IS AN INTERFACE SPECIALIST?

In order for a person with a disability to use a
communication device or a computer, they need to be
able to control the system (input) and to understand the
information that the system displays (output). Figure 1,
based on Meister (1971) and Chapanis (1976) (from
Smith, in press) displays this fundamental relationship
between the human and the technological system. The
role of the interface specialist is to understand the
particular input and output needs of both the human
and the technological device. In the context of persons
with disabilities, this means that the role of the interface

Fir. I
HumaaEavirostroWTfthaology lattrface Model

Human Inp.it
(Sonsabon)

Intodaco

Human Processang
(Cogniton)

Human

Human Output
(Wow)

Interlace

specialist is two-fold. First, the input and/or output of
the device may need to be modified or adapted to match
the capabilities and limitations of the human being.
Second, the human being may need to adapt to the
technology environment through either training or
orthotic typcs of supplemental technologies. Usually,
for optimal communication and computer system
interface, adaptations or modifications are required for
both the human and the technology ends of function.

1)0 WE NEED AN INTERFACE SPECIALIST?

To begin to answer this question, this study performed a
client needs analysis and a team function analysis. Thc
client data analysis entailed both a staff survey and a
case record review.

For the staff survey, CASC team members listed
positie^s that they deemed important for augmentative
communication and computer access evaluation and
intervention. 100% of the responses listed a team
position whose chicf responsibilities focused on control,
display, and overall component design. The survey also
elicited the percent time that an interface specialist was
thought to be needed for CASC evaluations. This mean
average percentage, as estimated by CASC personnel,
was 76.5%. This compared to 84.5% for a
communication specialist, and 65% for a seating and
positioning specialist. (See Figure 2.) Thcse were the
three positions listed by all team members as being
necessary. Other positions listed included computer
hardware/software specialist, social worker, engineer,
and special educator.

FIGURE 2
Percentage of Specialist Need

1111111111111ME
Communication Specialist

1111111110i

Interlace specialist

Seating a. Positio:lning
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Note that thc data show that none of the three primary
positions are required 100% of the time. Clinically, this
has been shown to be true. For example, an interface
specialist is not required when selecting vocabulary for
a communication aid. A communication specialist
would not be needed when a client (such as someone
with spinal cord injury) has intact speech and language,
but needs an adaptive writing system. A seating and
positioning specialist would usually not be necessary for
an ambulatory client.
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WHAT IS AN INTERFACE SPECIALIST'?

The case record review consisted of an analysis of 156
CASC clients, sampled every other week between July
1987 and June 1989. It revealed that 85.3% of thc
clients required interface evaluations or interventions.

For the team function analysis, duties required by the
augmentative communication and computer access
team at CASC were listed. Eight functions were listed
under system design and selection. (See Figure 3.)

Figure 3
Function Analysis: System Design and lection

1) Evaluate and obtain proper seating and
positioning.

2) Evaluate and obtain optimal control of the
communication or computcr system.

3) Evaluate and obtain optimal display and
feedback from the communication or
computer syStem to the user, as well as to
others requiring information.

4) Evaluate and obtain proper workstation or
communication system design (including
placement of various components).

5) Evaluate and obtain appropriate
vocabularies and language structures for
the systcm.

6) Evaluate and train optimal interperson:d
interaction strategies.

7) Evaluate and obtain proper software and
hardware tu meet the application
requirements of the communication or
computer environment.

8) Assess and obtain appropriate
environm,2ntal support for implementation
of the communication or computer system.

This list highlights the spectrum of expertise required in
a comprehensive augmentative communication and
computer access center. Examining this list, we can see
that certain groups of functions require different types
of expertise:

Seating/Pa.'tionim;
I) Seating and positioning

Interface
2) Optimal control
3) Optimal display and feedback
4) System design (including placement)
7) Software and hardware

Communication
5) Appropriate vocabularies and language
6) Optimal interpersonal interaction strategies
7) Proper software and hardware
8) Appropriate environmental support

WHAT QUALIFIES ONE AS
AN INTERFACE SPECIALIKP

Several skills qualify an individual as an interface
specialist. First, knowing the impairments and the
dysfunctions relevant to the populations using
communication and computer systems is critical.

Second, familiarity and working knowledge of the
various interface technologies relevant to
communication and computer systems is essential.
Third, a fundamental understanding of the
communication and computer applications which the
individuals wlll " using is vital. Fourth, an interface
specialist ne :cis to be comfortable with (although nccd
not be expert in) all functions of the augmentative
communication and computer access team. Lastly, the
interface specialist must be competent not only in
selecting best technology, but training the individual to
increase their motor, sensory, and cognitive skills
related to interfacing technologies.

In the Communication Aids and Systems Clinic,
interface responsibilities have been sharcd by four
different disciplines, including all of the key team
members (educator, electrical engineer, speech and
language pathologist, occupational therapist).
Individuals serving in the leading interface role have
had formal training in engineering and occupational
therapy. Traditional assistive and rehabilitation
technolog professionals can serve as effective interface
specialists; however, extensive additional on-the-job
and academic training is required. The electrical and
mechanical engineer would require additional training
in thc therapy sciences. The speech and language
p-oologist would require additional background in
sensory-motor, and technology areas. The occupational
therapist would require additional training in
technology.

CONCLUSIONS

The need for an interface specialist in augmentative
communication and computer access evaluation and
intervention programs has been highlighted in this
paper. The ramifications of developing the role of an
interface specialist, however, lead beyond
communication and computer use. Many assistive and
rehabilitation technologies such as environmental
control systems, powered mobility and robotics all have
needs for input and output evaluation and
recommendations. Consequently, the role of interface
specialist may not be limited to application in
augmentative communication and computer access, but
may be a generic responsibility in assistive and
rehabilitation technology service delivery.
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Abstract

THE HASBRO-ALABAMA POSITIONING NETWORK

Judith Drews, Andrea Schirmer, Ron Arant & Joan Bergman
Sparks Center, University of Alabama at Birmingham

Birmingham, Alabama USA

The purpose of HAPN, a statewide
network is to improve the provision of
therapeutic positioning, mobility, and
technology-related services to children.
HAPN provides services in one central
site, in two satellite centers, and through
a mobile van service. Components of the
program include training local
practitioners, assessment and
prescriptive services to individual
clients, product evaluation, and
technical assistance. The project has
been successful in providing good quality
and effective services in several local
cities through the development of a
therapist and vendor network supported
through a central resource site.

Introduction

Few of the estimated 1200
multihandicapped children in the state
receive the comprehensive and
integrated positioning, mobility, and
technology services they need. Many
children receive some services through
school systems, through state agencies,
and from private physicians and
therapists. The services received often
have been technologically outdated,
fragmented, and, when more
appropriate, very distant from the
individuals' homes. In a state where
there is the potential for good
positioning, mobility, and technology
services, the problems of these children
are unfortunate and unnecessary.

Background

We have been involved with therapeutic
positioning, mobility, and technology
services for individuals with severe
impairments since the mid-1970s. In the
Fall of 1988, the Hasbro Childrens'
Foundation awarded a two-year grant to
develop and enhance a multifaceted
positioning and mobility program. Three
staff members were hired to assist
existing staff to begin to build the
network through the grant.
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Methods

Community meetings were held in
distant population centers to inform,
educate, and entice community
participation into a network of parents
and service providers interested in
positioning, mobility, and technology.
Training workshops were held to ensure
that a basic level of common knowledge
and philosophy preceded the delivery of
services to clients. Local steering
committees were formed to allow as
much direct management of volunteer
personnel as possible. Local clinics were
established, therapists and vendors
trained, and referral patterns developed.
Inservices in conjunction with local
clinics have continued to provide local
practitioners with new product
information, new insights and
assistance in the local change process,
and opportunities to tempt
participation from more service
providers than initially interested.

Results

Sixty-four (64) clients were served in the
central site in 1989. With forty-four (44)
state-based practitioners trained in 1989
and 14 clinics held in satellite sites, forty
(40) clients have been served in satellite
sites. The technology-dedicated mobile
van became operational in February
1990. Vendor and therapist expertise
has grown, and additional and more
convenient service has been delivered
to clients, both adult and children
through the Network efforts. Training
workshops have helped to increase the
number of service providers and have
served as a way to maintain the
common philosophy and knowledge
base considered necessary in this early
phase of the life of the network.
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Discussion

While the primary goal of the project
has been to expand quality positioning,
mobility, and technology services in
distant parts of the state, it is
significant that we have also provided
assistance in changing service delivery
patterns, quality assurance, and
enhancing self-confidence and
autonomy of practice for local
practitioners. We feel the initial steps
in the development of the network are
successful. But the project is not yet
over. A main outcome objective is to
have community supported and
independent clinics in each satellite
site. Other communities in our state
have been targeted for similar service
delivery amplification in the next
several years, so that local
practitioners can effectively provide
positioning, mobility, and technology
services to lo.cal users.

Conclusions

The development of a statewide
network for training, service delivery
and technical assistance is an effective
means of providing positioning,
mobility, and technology services to
individuals with disabilities in a large,
primarily rural, state.
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24.3 A UniversIty-Based Rehabilitation Technology Project

Neil B. Vroman. Ronald V. Croce, Richard T. Hinkle.
Steven C. Koenig, John R. La Course. Alice C. Seidel

Departments of Physical Education, Electrical Engineering. and Occupational Therapy
University of New Hampshire. Durham. NH

Abstract
A university-based rehabilitation tect .logy
project is being implemented by a multi-
disciplinary team of faculty and students.
The model developed has enhanced efficiency
in that this team has direct involvement in a
wide range of factors involved in
rehabilitation technology, including direct
consumer service delivery, research and
development, in-service and pre-service
education and training. lr.d information
dissemination and management.

Da ck gr ou nd
Technology is becoming increasingly

important in expanding the opportunities for
people with disabilities in all aspects of their
lives: it is a necessary, albeit insufficient.
adjunct to other services for increasing their
choices in home. educational, vocational, and
social settings.

Professionals from a variety of disciplines
play a role in the field of rehabilitation
technology. Basic scientists do research and
develop new ideas, refine current
technologies, and increase the overall
knowledge of the field. Other disciplines
evaluate, fabricate, field-test, and market
products. A myriad of service providers and
rehabilitation specialists perform needs
assessments and provide direct services and
training using available technologies.
Information specialists gather data involving
prodtcts. services, and research developments
for purposes of sharing knowledge and
expertise on regional and national levels.

If the consumer is to receive maximal
benefit from the various aspects of
rehabilitation technology, those aspects must
be effective and, more importantly.
coordinated. A unique University-based
project in rehabilitation technology has been
developed. which has responsibilities across
the spectrum of areas that require
coordination: basic and applied research.
fabrication, re-evaluation and design

modification, education and training, and
information networking and dissemination.

1.11eItua
The project is being Implemented by a

multidisciplinary team of faculty and
students. The team consists of an electrical
engineer, occupational therapist,
physiologist, and biomechanist. with
collective expertise in the areas of
rehabilitation. bioengineering, and
ergonomics.

The Prolect.
The first level of referral to the team is

for an initial consumer assessment and
evaluation. Following a review of pertinent
background information, the team makes an
on-site visit to the consumer. One objective
for the initial assessment and evaluation Is to
provide the Vocational Rehabilitation (VR)
counselor with additional, more specific
information about the person's abilities prior
to actual vocational placement. Another
indication for referral is identification of a
potential vocational site. The objective of the
on-site visit is to perform a discrepancy
analysis between the client's abilities and the
multiple demands of the task. Information is
gathered from a number of sources, including
the consumer, family members, co-workers
and supervisors, job developers. etc.. to
ensure recommendations are consumer driven.

An on-campus team meeting Is then held.
where the evaluation results. including
videotape footage, is analyzed. A range of
ideas for adaptations are brainstormed and a
specific set of recommendations are forwarded
back to the VR counselor

Other types of services provided are
professional engineering services and
training. Professional engineering may
include simple electronic or mechanical
fabrication or ergonomic work-slte
modification. Training may include computer
program training or electronic device
familiarization for either service providers or
clients.

Key to the success of a service project
such as this at a university setting is the
Incorporation of teaching and research.
Graduate students majoring in bioengineering
and health and human services are funded by
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the project and are involved in referral. site
visits, team meetings and device fabrication.
Students are also encouraged to develop parts
of the project into graduate research topics.
Undergraduate students in engineering, and
occupational therapy also have the
opportunity to participate in the project. with
the objective of gi..ing them exposure and
experience in rehaoilitation technology and
service delivery.

The team is also establishing itself as an
information resource that can be accessed by
consumers, state agencies. and rehabilitation
professionals. It has conducted several in-
service training workshops for VR counselors.
evaluators, and other rehabilitation
providers. The team now has access to several
national databases which will allow
networking on all aspects of technology:
products. services, and programs.

This university-based rehabilitation
engineering project involves activities in a
number of rehabilitation technology
components. from basic research to direct
service delivery. Because all of the above
activities are done by the same group or
professionals, efficiency and accountability
are enhanced, ensuring that people with
disabilities will realii, technology's full
benefits.
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ABSTRACT

USE OF TECHNOLOGY TO CREATE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

FOR PERSONS WHO HAVE COGNITIVE DEFICITS

Leonard L. Anderson and Mark L. Grasse
Cerebral Palsy Research Foundation of Kansas, Inc.

Wichita, KS

The use of rehabilitation technology to en-
hance employment opportunities for persons
who have physical disabilities has been
well documented. The advent of supported
ewployment initiatives which place persons
with cognitive deficits in competitive
employment in the community has created the
need to provide means for these persons to
be productive and do quality work. Techni-
cal devices can be utilized to enhance pro-
ductivity and insure quality of work per-
formed by such workers. The use three such
devices is described and results are pre-
sented.

DEVICES

Pacing of tasks on jobs is a major concern
for all workers. It is a particularly
difficult problem for the person who has
limited attention span and has difficulty
"staying on task". Varions kinds of de-
vices have been used to help overcome this
problem. A light coupled to an eleetronic
timer which has adjustable settings can be
used to indicate task completion be a mo-
mentary flash of the light. The adjustable
setting feature permits the device to be
used on different jobs. The light may also
be used to indicate the time to begin a
task. The most effective way to use a
light and a timing device has been to find
a way to reset the timer prior to the light
flash if the task is completed by the work-
er within the allotted time for the task.
This technique seems to provide sufficient
challenge to most workers to "beat the
clock". Use of timing devices to indicate
proper pacing has created opportunities for
employment for some persons who could not
be competitively employed otherwise.

Counting ol objects is a common requirement
in indu..,try. Packaging of Items nearly
always requires that an accurate count be
made of the items tc be placid in the pa,..k-
age. Various means are used .4tich a weigh-
ing and filling an appropriate number of
slots or compartments provided in the pack-
age itself. Requirements for counting a
few ilem4 at a time usually are not satis-
fied by using external helps. Workers
simply count "one, two, three,...", etc.
For a person who is otherwise capable to do
the lob but cannot count, this simple task
creates the only barrier to getting the
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job. Technology now offers the use of
proximity sensors which can pick up the
presence of objects as they are passed near
by. These sensors can be coupled to ccunt-
ing devices to indicate numbers of items.
Such devices are inexpensive to make, easy
to use, and can make counting jobs avail-
able to the subject personnel.

Perhaps the most difficult problem to ad-
dress on any job is that of behaviour.
Persons with mental disabilities often
display behaviour that is unacceptable in
competitive employment. In the supported
employment realm behaviour is often mod-
ified by a job coach who maintains close
contact with the worker at all times. The
desirable goal is to reduce the required
contact time for the job coach. Recently,
use of a small casette player of the type
to wear on the belt and using light weight
headphones has been tried to provide in-
structions to workers. In cases where re-
peated instructions are necessary a closed
loop casette of one to three minutes dura-
tion has been tried with positive results.
In one case an individual that was perform-
ing at 152 of standard on the job achieved
85% of standard by using one of these de-
vices. Instructions are mole effective
when recorded by the job coach or someone
else who is familiar to the worker. In any
case the instructions must be specific to
the individual. Use of these devices has
also been beneficial in training settings
and have been discarded after use for a
brief period of time. Many applications
have yet to be tried using taped instruc-
tions, but trials to date indicate that
before "giving up" on a situation they are
worthy to be explored. Costs for tape
players of this type range from $15.00 to
$50.00 making such trials inexpensive.
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Achieve: Achieving Employment and Independence with Assistive
Devices

Jennifer Angelo and Joseph P. Lane
University at Buffalo

Introduction

This paper will discuss the first
year of a model program to 1)
assess consumer satisfaction with
assistive devices, 2) establish a
structure for identifying the
appropriate assistive device for
specific disabilities and 3)
expand employment opportunities
to persons who are potentially
employable through the use of
assistive devices. Physically
disabled employed adults who use
assistive devices in their work
are the participants in the first
step in this program, followed by
physically disabled unemployed
adults who potentially could be
employed by using assistive
devices.

I. Development of assessments.

Assessments are being derived
from the users, employers and
rehabilitation team. These
assessments establish a structure
for identify the appropriate
assistiva device for each
physically disabled. The
assessments will help users
maximize the effectiveness of
their devices, and identify areas
for job growth.

2. Establishing a structure for
identifying appropriate assistive
devices for specific
disabilities.

Persons successfully using
assistive devices in the work
place demonstrate that their
particular disability does not
preclude gainful employment.
Further, the presence of a device
in the work environment indicates
a specific kind of work that can
be performed by a person with a
specific disability using an
assistive device. Examining the

24.5

job identifies work tasks which
a person with a severe
disability can perform with an
assistive device. The tasks
represent potential employment
opportunities for other persons
with severe disabilities.

A system is being developed to
match jobs types, assistive
devices, and persons with
disabilities to make a
successful employment situation.

3. Expand employment
opportunities to persons who are
potentially employable through
the use of assistive devices.

The information gained from
those who are already
successfully employed will be
shared with those physically
disabled persons who are
unemployed but who are
interested in employment
opportunities. The insights of
those already employed on what
can and cannot be expected from
the devices and job matches is
invaluable to the team and to
other the disabled individuals
who are interested in
employment. This information
will be shared by the physically
disabled who are already
employed with the physically
disabled who desire to be a part
of the work force.

Those interested in employment
will be assessed by the
rehabilitation team, given
recommendations, trained on the
recommended equipment, and
offered tJ opportunity to train
using the equipment with local
employers.
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Conclusions

Persons with disabilities can use
assistive devices to perform
tasks required in employment.
Assistive devices can create
vocational opportunities -- the
person may be employable with the
device but not employable without
it, or the device may enhance
vocational outcomes --the person
may work more effectively with
the device than without it. In
either case, the presence of
assisted devices in the work
environment presents several
opportunities to improve or
expand vocational rehabilitation
services to individual with
severe disabilities.
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COLLABORATIVE CONSULTATION: A MODEL FOR THE PROVISION OF

ENABLING TECHNOLCGY SERVICES

Donna E. Heiner
Living and Learning Resource Centre

Lansing, MI USA

Introduction

Providers of enabling technology
services are frequently cast in the
consultant role. The traditional
literature describes four approaches
to the consultation process: the expert
or behavioral, the medical, the mental
health, and the collaborative model.
The collaborative model is uniquely
suited to the provision of enabling
technology services.

Discussion

idol (1986) defines collaborative
consultation as an "interactive
process that enabled teams of people
with diverse expertise to generate
creative solutions to mutually defined
problems." The outcome is enhanced
and altered from the orginal solutions
that any team member would produce
independently. This mutual
interaction exists for the purpose of
preventing or solving problems.

The collaborative model has been used
successfully at many levels, in a

variety of settings. Derived from a
triadic model, its principles include
equal participation and status which
form the basis of interaction. With an
emphasis on shared responsibility,
this model assumes that each member
of the triad brings different kinds of

knowledge to each stage of the

process.

24.6

The collaborative model capitalizes on
the knowledge of all involved --
consultant, mediator(s), and the target
individual. Consultant and consultee
share expertise because of mutual

responsibility. Individual roles are
defined according to knowledge and

resources, which are more easily
shared because of increased
communication between diverse
professional disciplines. The
provision of services based on needs
facilitates art individual-centered,
problem-centered approach.

Flexible enough to deal with a wide

range of ages and abilities, the
collaborative model can serve as a
link between knowlege producers and
knowledge consumers, and includes
parents, family members, and
individuals in all aspects.

The collaborative approach will be

illustrated through examples of
enabling technology centers in the
United Kingdom and in the United
States.
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COGNITIVE SKILLS ASSOCIATED WITH THE OPERATION OF
VARIOUS COMPUTER INTERFACES
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ABSTRACT

Interface selection is influenced by both individual and
task considerations. Thus, it is necessary to understand
the cognitive skills underlying interface use, as well as
how they are manifested in performance. This paper
provides an analysis of some of these cognitive skills
involved in the use of six different interfaces. Identifi-
cation of these skills is the first step toward measure-
ment of the portion of cognitive load in computer use
attributable to the interfaces.

INTRODUCTION
Cognitive load has been perceived in a number of ways.
It is commonly defined in terms of measurable task
performance characteristics, such as relative efficiency
and correctness in accomplishing a task. Another ap-
proach to cognitive load is resource allocation which
focuses on the cognitive skills, such as memory or at-
tention, which underlie the user's performance on a
task. Potential sources of cognitive load in computer
systems include thc input mechanism,
presentation/output format, task structure (including
prompting and other responses), and symbol system
(see Cress & Goltz, 1989 for more information). If the
relative contribution of these different elements of the
computer systcm to cognitive load can be isolated, it
may be possible to compare the expected cognitive
difficulty of unique computer-user-task combinations.
The focus of this paper is the contribution of the input
mechanism to the cognitive load of the computer
system.

Most task analyses in the human factors literature are
based on a performance estimatc of cognition. For in-
stance, the GOMS task analysis (Card, Moran, &
Newell, 1983) is ased to predict cubject performance
based on task characteristics of goals, operators,
methods, and selection rules. The GOMS does not
account for the cognitive processes underlying subject
performance, other than recognizing short- and long-
term memory as a simple input/output mechanism.
This analysis allows estimates of task difficulty for a
given task across individuals. However, task-bascd
analysis schcmcs arc limited when selecting an interface
for client use across tasks and programs.

The present analysis generalizes necessary subject
skills from interface characteristics, to allow estimates
of cognitive difficulty across tasks using those interfaces.
This analysis, in taking a resource allocation approach,
presents somc of the cognitive resources implicit in the
use of each interface to accomplish a goal. For this
paper, thc goal is reduced to moving a visual object
(such as a cursor) on the computer screen to a
predetermined location.

Porter, Lahm, Behrmann and Collins (1986) outlined
thc cognitive requirements for general computer use,
including: 1) intentional communication, 2) awareness
of options and thc ability to makc conscious decisions
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about them, 3) ability to define goals and plan action
sequences to attain them, and 4) a concept of past
events and an ability to anticipate future events.
According to Piagetian hierarchies, Porter et al. report
that all of these should be present in a normally devel-
oping child by approximately 18 months of age. In
addition to these requirements, some understanding of
means/end relationships (understanding that the per-
son's actions have an effect on subsequent events or
responses) must be present before functional computer
use is possible.

Research suggests that some interfaces such as the
touchscreen are consistently easier to use (Chapman,
Dollaghan, Kenworthy & Miller, 1983), and the fol-
lowing list identifies some of the differences in required
skills for interface use which may contribute to cogni-
tive load across tasks. Some of the cognitive skills
specific to six different interfaces (the touchscreen,
mouse, joystick, trackball, touchpad/keyboard with re-
peating function, and touchpad/keyboard without
repeating function are reported below.

COGNITIVE SKILLS ASSOCIATED WITH
SPECIFIC INTERFACES

Touchscreen
Moving a visual object with a touchscreen involves a 2-
step process: touch the screen on the cursor, and drag
the cursor to the intended location. Dragging involves
maintaining contact with the touchscrecn throughout
the movement. While the computer program interprets
the release of pressure from the screcn to signal com-
pletion, the act of removing the finger from the screen
is an intrinsic, unlearned stopping of an action rather
than the executioh of an intentional, independent
movement. Therefore, this is not seen as an additional
step in touchscrcen operation. Necessary cognitive
skills include:

ability to differentiate between effective and
ineffective means of touchscreen operation (e.g.
touching the scrccn with one finger versus a
whole hand, and limiting activity to the visual
screen arca).
ability to anticipate the ccntinued movement of
the object along a plannec' trajectory in the
prmence of a delay between user action and
screen response.

Mouse
Standard usc of a mousc in moving a displayed object
entails a 3-stcp process: clicking to pit.:; up the cursor,
dragging it to the intended location, and releasing the
button to signal completion. The nature of the comple-
tion signal for thc mouse, namely the release of pres-
sure from the button, is motorically similar and elec-
tronically identical to the touchscreen. However, sincc
the use of a mouse is a learned behavior, specific to
computer operation, this movement is seen as a distant
step in correct mouse operation. Necessary cognitive
skills include:
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comprehension of mouse motion in one plane
producing cursor movement in another plane.
ability to divide attention between operation of
device and effective monitoring of cursor
movement.
ability to determine the amount of mouse
movement needed for the desired amount of
cursor movement.
ability to plan and simultaneously execute two
actions (e.g. maintaining button click and
dragging the mouse).

Swlteit Joystick
Use of a switch joystick in moving a displayed object
entails a 2-step process. The user must move the joy-
stick in the desired direction, and return it to the
neutral position when the cursor reaches the endpoint.
Necessary cognitive skills include:

comprehension of stationary joystick positioning
in one plane producing continuous cursor move-
ment in another plane.
ability to divide attention between operating
device and effective monitoring of cursor
movement.
comprehension of the relationship between
amount of cursor movement and duration of
joystick deflection.
ability to plan timing of joystick release to
cortespond with the anticipated timc of target
acquisition.

Trackball
Use of a trackball in moving a displayed object involves
an undetermined number of small steps. The user must
move his hand over the trackball repeatedly to move
the cursor the desired distance and in the desired direc-
tion. Upon reaching the endpoint, the user must signal
completion by pressing a button. Necessary cognitive
skills include:

comprehension of the relationship between
distance moved on the trackball and distance
moved by the cursor.
comprehension of the necessity for repeated
movements for continued cursor movement.
ability to continually re-evaluate the discrepancy
between the current cursor position and the
desired location, and to revise movement
patterns accordingly.
ability to divide attention between operation of
the device and effective monitoring of cursor
movement.

Touchpad or Keyboard:
standard repeating function on
Use of the cursor keys on a keyboard with the repeating
function on to move a displayed object involves an un-
determined number of stcps. The user must move the
cursor on two axes toward the targct, and may need any
number of trials to refine final cursor placement. In
many programs, upon reaching the endpoint, the user
must also press a key to signal that the task is complete.
Necessary cognitive skills include:

comprehension of movement in one plane
producing cursor movement in another plane.
ability to differentiate the function of each cursor
kcy.
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comprehension of stationary key operation
producing continued cursor movement.
comprehension of relationship between the
duration of key depression and amount of cursor
movement.
ability to divide attention between operation of
the device and effective monitoring of cursor
movement.
ability to continually re-evaluate the discrepancy
between the current cursor position and the
desired location, and to revise key selection and
activation appropriately.

Touchpad or Keyboard:
standard repeating function off
Use of the cursor keys on a keyboard with the repeating
function off requires an undetermined number of steps
to move a displayed object. Since each tap of a key cor-
responds to cursor movement only one space in the
designated direction, the user must tap the key repeat-
edly in order to reach the target. As with the other key-
board method, the user must move on two axes toward
the target, and may then need to press a key to indicate
completion. Necessary cognitive skills include:

comprehension of movement in one plane
producing cursor movement in another plane.
ability to differentiate the function of each cursor
key.
comprehension of necessity to make repeated
movements to achieve continued cursor
movement.
ability to continually re-evaluate the discrepancy
between the current cursor position and to revise
key selection and activation appropriately.
ability to divide attention between operation of
the device and effective monitoring of cursor
movement.
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KEYBOARD ACCESS TO THE APPLE MACINTOSH
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INTRODUCTION
The Apple Macintosh (Mac) is a popular computer
platform for personal, educational, and professional
use. The Mac operating system has advantages in its
consistent windowed graphical user interface (GUI)
and the seamless transfer of data between programs.
The user interface is very friendly for those new to
computing and allows experienced users to learn new
applications quickly.

Although the user interface is intuitive, the required
direct manipulation of graphic objects with a pointing
device can be difficult for users with impaired
physical abilities (1). This paper briefly describes
the actions required for the GUI, and outlines some
alternative access methods. This information should
be useful to individuals who 1) cannot operate
pointing devices, 2) are using the Mac and no longer
need the GUI, 3) are considering the development of
serial (e.g., Morse code) or on-screen keyboard
emulators and need to evaluate their compatibility
with keyboard input utilities.

USER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

The Mac is controlled by the interactions between a
pointer on the screen and a variety of other graphic
objects. Three actions are required of the pointer: 1)
A click consists of a tap on the mouse button or an
equivalent switch. Much like an electrical switch, a
click activates specific graphic objects. For example,
it may press a button, specify a preference with a
check box, or select tools from a palette 2) A
sustained click, i.e., a press, is usually used as part
of the third action. 3) A drag involves a press while
moving the pointer and is used to draw or resize an
object, surround and select a group of objects for
simultaneous manipulation, slide objects to another
location, and often, to select commands from pull-
down menus at the top of the screen. Menus may
subsequently invoke windows requiring text and/or
further pointer actions. Rather than providing
commands, the keyboard, at the simplest level, is
used only for text input.

ALTERNATIVE ACCESS METHODS

Keyboard mouse emulation. There are a
number of alternative pointing devices available
including head controls, trackballs, miniature
digitizing tablets and touch screens. Each of these
has different advantages and drawbacks for
handicapped individuals, however, all require the
precise motor control inherent in current GUI's.
With the release of system version 4.1, Apple began
including Easy Access. It is a file that is integrated
into the system during start-up and maps pointer
movement and the mouse button functions to a set of
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keys on the numeric keypad. The mouse is moved
one pixel at a time for single keystrokes and
accelerates as a key is held down continuously.
Using only Easy Access, it is possible to move the
pointer, click, press and drag. There is another
utility, Mouse Keys (3), which provides keyboard
mouse emulation, yet moves the pointer at a fixed
rate. The acceleration, maximum speed, and clicking
parameters are adjustable by changing the mouse
settings in the Mac's Control Panel. These settings
can be expanded further using the public domain
utility Pointer (2)..

Macros. It very tedious to perform all individual
pointer actions by direct keyboard emulation. There
are a number of different macro utilities that can help
to overcome this difficulty. Sequences of commonly
used pointer actions can be recorded and assigned to
a distinct keystroke. For example, <shift><option>9
can invoke a macro that opens the root directory
window, expands the window to full screen size,
displays its contents as a text list by choosing "by
name" from the "view" menu, and finally, moves the
pointer to the first file name.

Apple system version 6.0 include MacroMaker,
which can record mouse and keyboard actions. It
automatically loads user defined macros
corresponding to the currently loaded application
program and includes global macros that are always
active. QuicKeys (5), is a third party utility that has
been found to be more useful and sophisticated than
MacroMaker. It includes a library of prerecorded
global and application-specific macros. It can load
any application program from a single keystroke,
allows for editable sequences of macros, and
displays and prints stored macro names and
associated keystrokes.

Keyboard operation of menus. Menu items
are the equivalent of command line entries in other
operating systems. Apple, and most developers have
incorporated some keyboard equivalents for menu
items. Some users appreciate the increased
efficiency of direct command selection without
having to maneuver a pointer or wait for screen
rewrites. There is an elegant shareware utility called
MenuMaster (4) that enables users to permanently
change or add a limited number of key equivalents to
menus. Some newer applications include non-
standard menus that are incompatible. Both
MacroMaker and QuicKeys can be used with all
menu items by recording the menu selections rather
than changing the menus themselves.

Dialog boxes. Some menu selections and other
user actions invoke dialog boxes. These are
windows which appears as a warning or to prompt
the user for information. They may include among
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other objects, a scrolling list box displaying the files
in the current directory, numerous buttons, and
check boxes. Apple has incorporated keyboard
equivalents into some of these objects: <tab>
emulates a click on the disk drive button or steps the
cursor through any text fields that are present,
<return> emulates a click on the default button, i.e.,
usually, the one with the bold border, the up and
down cursor keys and <command> can be used to
select files and navigate through the directory tree in
the list box. Other objects are activated with the
pointer. Macros are not useful for recording these
actions because they interpret clicks based on
coordinate positions and dialog boxes are not
uniform in their content or arrangement. However,
QuicKeys can assign Ic..ystrokes to button types as
well as to a "next" and "previous" function to
sequence through and activate any objects in a dialog
box.

File management. Essentially all file
management functions such as renaming, copying,
deleting, and moving, are performed by directly
manipulating icons within the Mac Finder. . It uses
folder icons to represent directories. When opened,
these expand into windows displaying a variety of
icons representing files and applicadons. This
graphic environment is not static and therefore does
not lend itself well to keyboard access. Some head
way can be gained by performing a sequence of
actions that uniformly arranges windows and icons.
The example macro above describes this procedure.
Subsequent macro can sequence the pointer through
fixed intervals in registry with the icons and so on.
Alternately, a non-graphic file management shell can
be used in place of the Finder. DiskTop (5) includes
keyboard equivalents for most its functions and
rather than replacing the Finder, is invoked by a
menu selection.

Keyboard function emulation. Apple's Easy
Access includes a second function for single
keystroke typists. Sticky keys enables a latching
function for the modifier keys. Contrary to Mac
User Interface guidelines, the display for sticky Keys
provides only vague feedback regarding the status of
the keyboard. This can be circumvented using the
Mac's Key Caps . Key Caps displays a
representation of the Apple keyboard that is currently
attached and provides visual feedback of the status of
all keys including those latched in software. All
windows can be resized so that the modifier keys in
Key Caps are visible at the bottom of the screen.
Using the Mac's MultiFinder, Key Caps can be
opened at system start up and remain in position
while other applications are subsequently loaded and
exited.

If a user has a sufficiently large range of motion, an
Apple expanded keyboard can further augment the
user interface. It has 22 additional keys which can
be dedicated to specific macros as well as a fifth
modifier key, <control>.

It is significant to note that Microsoft Word for the

Mac has included many keyboard equivalents as well
as a facility for accessing all of its menu's and dialog
boxes using the numeric keypad. This feature does
not however, work with the system level dialog
boxes that appear within Word. It would be
enormously useful if this kind of keyboard access
system was available as an independent function of
the operating system.

CONCLUSION

The information presented here can enhance the use
of the Mac even for those able to use a pointing
device. The options outlined can, each by
themselves, make the Mac more accessible through
the keyboard and can improve upon other access
methods. The macro utilities described use the same
consistent Mac interface so that even novice users
may be able to create their own macros.

Using only keyboard access on the Mac does present
some problems. There no standards established for
keyboard equivalents for most actions so that macros
customized for each application program are not
portable to other applications. This may also result
in distinct actions being assigned to duplicate
keystrokes. Further, macros are activated with a
single keystrokes. This increases the cognitive
demand on users by requiring that they remember
nonintuitive commands such as option shift left
bracket. Macros are are also performed at maximum
system speed so that the sequence of actions and
events are invisible. This obscures the original user
interface.
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parent access to Apple and IBM computers for users of
a %side variety of communication aids. In addition to its
emulating interface function, features were imple-
mented to provide increased accessibility to these com-
puters by people who simply require keyboard
enhancement features.

ABSTRACT
Many ads ances designed to simplify the use of the com-
puter and to make it more user friendly for able-bodied
users have created new barriers for people with physical
disabilities (e.g., mouse input, ncw operating systems).
These barriers often times cannot be overcome in a
practical sense with software patches. In answer to the
need for an effective interface, a new, low-cost
hardware keyboard and mouse emulating interface for
IBM and Apple computers has been developed. It also
implements many keyboard enhancements sshich work
with all operating systems and application programs
running on thc.:e computers.

INTRODUCTION
The inability of many users to operate standard input
devices such as the keyboard and mouse has spurred the
development of several software programs that aid the
disabled user in accessing popular computer systems.
While pi ogiams that prOvide leatUres such as sticky
key" operation and keyboard and mouse emulation are
available for many computers, it is becoming more and
more dilficult to implement these features ssith third
party software patches when new and more powerful
operating systems and computers are des eloped. In ;id_
dition, not all application programs ssot k %stab these
softss are patches.

For this reason, mans Users requite a different access
avenue is lotKi transparent to th: operating system and
computer. "Me common approach to pros iding this
as enue is to deselop hardware emulation des ices vihich
operate outside the computer and use special input
methods. These devi.2es typically connect to the
computer keyboard and;or mouse ports and exactly
mimic the electrical signals of these standard input
des Ik:es. In this %say, the computer, and progiams
luniung on the computer, cannot distinguish betsseen
the standard input des ices and the alternate input
des ices.

Although the distins non is not alssays clear cut, most
hardss are devices sshich function as described abos c can
be categorized into Iso gi llups: the emulating interlace
and the emulator. (See Fig. I) The emulating interlase
is a des ice sshich simply pros ides the "curbeut" to the
computet that is, it connects the altetnate input device
to the computer ssstent. The emulator. on the other
hand, is a device sshich provhles the alternate input de-
s isx together with the emulating Intel lace as an
integtated package.
Many communication ;lids todas me not kesboird and
mouse emulators by design. It is Mei elOte necessary
lot these aids to use ;in emulating interlace des ice to
piside the usct \shit access to somputels.

I he need riff emulating interfaces for nesser computers.
especialls lomputers using mouse input des ices, has re-
sulted in the developinent of the Tfacc It anspatent
Acecss Module a-TAN11 This des ice provides trans-
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Figure I

Keyboard (and Standard
Mouse) Emula or Computer

Some alternate input devices have a built-in capability to emulate
a keyboard (or a mouse

od

Communication artinmd and alms*
Emulating InItialacAld

Standard
Computer

A communication aid can be used to perform the actions of the com-
puter's standard keyboard and mouse, through an emulating Interface

DLSCRI1MON
The T-TANI was dos:hi/led to meet the following
design goals:

Supports Apple eoinpUlers 51hich use the Apple
Desktop Bus to connect input devices. (Apple
IIGS. Macintosh SE, and Macintosh II's)

Suppolts IBNI AT and PS 2 ci imputers
The standard keyboard and mouse should func-
tion normally ssith the device attached and
running

Requires no special software I muting on the
computer

Requires no special modifications to the com-
puter

Pr ides Dm'? transparency so \sill work withi

all ilet Sting systems and application software
Obtains all pits\ er liont the computer 11111 bat-
teries or puss et supply)

I he T-TAM functions in dillerent \sass to meet many
ol the need, ol a \side range ol usets. For individuals
\silo cannot use Ow standard keyboard or mouse (even
ssith moditications,. the T-TAN1 has a General Input
Des ice Emulating Interface (GIDFD s' hid) allows
people to lise a scide variety of augmentative communi-
cation aids or other special aids in place of the com-
putel keyboard and mouse. In addition, the T-TAM

the behavior of the standold keyhoard so that
people ss ith mild or moderate disabilities may use the
standard kes board directly. For individuals who cannot
use the mouse, the T-TANI ptovides a "mouse key" fea-
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turc ss hich allocks the user to control the mouse from
the standard keyboard keypad.
The T-TAM is a box measuring 5 Uzi" x 1 12" x 5 114"
and sseighing approximately 16 ounces. It is controlled
by a Texas Instruments TMS370 microprocessor with
8K of external RAM and 48K of external EPROM. It
contains circuitry for interfacing with the Apple
Desktop Bus and the IBM keyboard and mouse. In
addition. it contains circuitry for an RS-232 serial port
and a piezo electric speaker.

Input Device Emulation
The primary goal in the development of the T-TAM
was to provide a new emulating interface that would
support not only the keyboard, but also the mouse,
touchpad and future input devices.
To accomplish this, the T-TANI has an RS-232 serial
port for accepting input front alternate input devices.
Serial RS-232 is used because this is the most
commonly available port on current communication
aids and has proved suitable in previous
implementations of keyboard emulating interfaces.
This serial port accepts ASCII characters in the new
General Input Device Emulating Interface (GIDEI)
format and translates them into keystrokes and/or
mouse activity on the target computer. Keys which
have an ASCII representation (such as alphabetic
characters) are "typed" by thc T-TAM by simply sending
to it the corresponding ASCII character. For keys
which do not have an ASCII representation (e.g., Page
Down, Left Arrow), and for mouse actions, a special
sequence of characters is programmed into a selection
on the aid and sent to the T-TAN1.

Additional commands exist to enable the user to type
multiple sequences of keys and key+ mouse actions
(e.g., shift-click), to change baud rates, and to select
different keyboards.

keboiml Enhancement
While the primary goal of the project was to develop a
new emulating interface device, it became evident that
ssith minor design changes, additional accessibility
features could be implemented for people cc ho wish to
use the standard keyboard. This ccas accomplished by
designing the T-TAM to be funcdonally in series with
the keyboard and mouse. In this fashion, the T-TAM k
able to intercept all input device iicticity. The signals
can then be interpreted and modified before sending
them on to the computer.
13y allocc ing the T-.1 AM to intercept the keyboard find
mouse signals before they ever reach the computer, it is
possible to implement many of :he sante features that
have previously been implem.fued as solmare patches
to the operating system. These features are Sticky Keys.
Sims Keys, Allto-Rel.:at Rate Adjustment, and
MouseKeys. The lact that they are implemented in
hatdc,are outside of the computer, hoWecer. allows
these teatures to be used %%kit all softwate and all oper-
ating systems for the computc:

'I he stickKecs le,ittire is .1 \Sell k110\%11 ke board modi_
ticatif in that enables the individual %%Ito requires one
1111cil typing to pe muluple-key sequences. 'Hie im-
plementation of this team' e in the 'I -.I AM vet), closely
tollmcs the Me-Finger s011Ware program lor IIIN1
cifinputeis available hom the Thief: Center and the

StickyKeys feature available in the Easy Access
program in the Apple Macintosh operating system.
SlowKeys is used by individuals who often accidentally
press unintended keys while attempting to press a
desired key. Thc SlowKeys feature requires the uscr to
hold down a key for a user-adjustable period of time
before the key will be sent to the computer. This
setting may be saved in EEPROM memory. in thc
microcomputer for later recall by the uscr after the
device has been powered down.
Adjustment of the auto-repeat rate is a feature used by
individuals who are unable to accurately control the
release of a key. This adjustment allows the user to
slow down the rate at which keys will repeat as well as
to adjust the delay before a key starts to repeat. It also
allows thc user to totally deactivate the repeat action of
the keyboard.

NlouseKeys is a feature useful to individuals who can-
not use the standard mouse to operate mouse-driven
software, but can still use the standard keyboard either
modified or unmodified. It enables the user to control
mouse activity from the keypad portion of their key-
board. Cursor keys move the mouse in the corre-
sponding direction. Pressing other keys causes the
"locking down" of thc mouse button(s) for dragging or
highlighting objects.

For individuals with impaired vision, an audible tone is
produced cc henever the state of a toggle key (num lock,
caps lock, scroll lock) has changed.

CONCLUSION

Several advantages exist both to the user and the mar
ufacturer of communication aids with a system incorpo-
rating a stand-alone communication aid used with an
emulating interface. For the user, this modular design
allows a wider selection of communication aids to
choose from, a wider selection of computers to access,
potentially less costly repairs, and easier updating to
support new features. Manufacturers will find that
their aids will access a wider variety of computers, less
space on the aid will be taken up by multiple connectors
for the various computers, and more resources can be
devoted to the development of better user interfaces.
The ideal situation for the implementation of the spe-
cial keyboard enhancement features scould he to build
them directly into the keyboards. However, due to eco-
nomic concerns, computer manufacturers are reluctant
to do this. The use of the T-TAM to deliver these
functions when software solutions do not work provides
a bridge until such time arrives as these features are
built into all operating systems and!or computer input
devices.

At this time, cooperative efforts are underway with
manufacturers to transfer the device for commercial
production. It is anticipated that the T-TAM will be
commeicially ;ivailabte from one or more
inanufacturers by May 1990.
I:onding for this project 1.1.Is prOvided in part by Grant

G008730317 hmmutti the US Department of Educa-
tion. Grant NO. 111.13ES0021 liorn the National Insti-
tute on Disabilitc and Rehabilitation Reseal ill, and the
IBN1 Cot potation.
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Computer Recognition of Head Gestures in Cerebral Palsy

W.S. Harwin and RD. Jackson
Cambridge University Engineering Departnient
Trumpington street, Cambridge, ENGLAND

Abstract
We present the results of some clinical trials designed to as-
sess the feasibility of using simple head gestures to control
a computer and to measure the performance of the recog-
nition technique. Physical gestures may be a means of al-
ternate computer access for physically disabled people and
we present and discuss one method based on hidden Markov
models.

Introduction
Much information in human communication is conveyed by
gestures ranging in sophistication from an oration to a wink.
Equally flow ot' communication to a computer is conveyed
by a combination of gestures in response to information pre-
sented by the computer.
Research into hand gestures was given an impetus with the
introduction of the DataGlove which Jim Kramer has used
to implement a scheme to recognise the gestures in Ameri-
can Sign Language [1]. Similar work is underway in Norway
where Martin Brookes is using a novel form of neural net-
work to recognise simple hand movements [2]. Both Brookes
and Kramer are studying hand and finger movement unim-
paired by physical disability. In contrast Alistair Cairns (3)
is looking at the gross arm movements of people with cere-
bral palsy and in Cambridge we are looking at cerebral palsy
head movements.
Method
Our work at Cambridge is based around a Polheinus Isotrak
pi sensor that can be attached to a person's head via a head
band. Information from the Pclhemus sensor is used to cal-
culate the position of a virtual headstick 1.5 metres long the
tip of which can be portrayed as a cursor on a screen. Short
timescale statistics are done on the position of this virtual
headstick to estimate an approximate magnitude of move-
ment. This magnitude is used to segment the incoming data
into gestures and an underlying application program can
look for either resting gestures indicative of head pointing,
or movement gestures indicative of 'yes', 'no' or similar head
movements.
Candidate data for a head pointing gesture is analysed using
cursor position and the time in that position Data that may
contain a movement gesture go through a more complex pro-
cess. Each incoming sample is coded with 6 measurements
These are.-

the .r and y posd ion of the sample with respect to the
previous sample

- the angle 3 subtended by the previous sample.
the X and Y position of the sample with respect to

an arbitrary datum.
- the angle a subtended by this datum

The datum point is chosen in this instanc, to be the start
of the gesture.
These measurements represent a set of points in 6 dimen-
sional space and within this space there are a number of
cluster points. The Euclidean distance to each cluster point
is measured and each sample is given the symbol associat-
ing it with the nearest cluster. The position of the clus-
ter points are chosen from anarysis of previous data by a
technique known as minimisation of the sum of squared dis-
tances (5). This information is presented to a set of hidden
Markov models and each model calculates the probability
that it could produce this symbol sequence [6]. The model
representing the most likely gesture is cho.sen providing a
threshold probability is exceeded.
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Experiment design
The subject was a 23 year old, nonvocal, cerebral palsy
quadriplegic who has developed a unique mode of communi-
cation by spelling out letters with head and eye movements.
This gives her a high speed and intelligible primary mode of
communication with the people who interact with her on a
daily basis. It also indicates that she has good head control
over a small range of angular movements.
Two application programs were used to evaluate head ges-
tures. The first program was controlled by two movement
gestures, 'yes' (nodding) and `no' (shaking) head move-
ments. The internal state of the computer was indicated
by a combination of graphics and spoken questions.
The second application extended the number of movement
gesture classes used for computer control to six based on the
movements the subject would normally used for communica-
tion. In addition head pointing gestures were used to control
scme aspects of the graphics and additional menus. Since
one gesture was not used in this particular experiment it has
been eliminated from the analysis. Feedback of the internal
state of the computer was given by a combination of menus,
graphics and sounds.
Results
The results presented are derived from data collected on
three separate occasions with the opportunity to retrain the
hidden Markov models and re-estimate the cluster centres
in between. Logged data for each set of results was viewed
by two observers and gestures where they both agreed were
taken as a gold standard for comparison with the computer's
analysis. Data that could not be classified into one of the
available gesture classes was counted as spurious (Spur).
Discrimination of Two Gesture Classes A comparison
between the computer and the gold standard is given in ta-
ble 1. From this it is apparent that the computer and the
gold standard disagree predominantly in the classification of
spurious movements and gestures. However the computer
does achieve a success rate of 74% which was sufficient for
the user to complete her chosen target during the application
without frustration.
Table 2 presents data collected on the second occasion the
two gesture application was used. Since data collected dur-
ing the first session was available the 'no' model was re-
trained with 34 gestures and the 'yes' model with 36. The
cluster points were also redefined but otherwise the recogni-
tion configuration remained unchanged. The higher recog-
nition succs rate of 83% (shown in table 2) is attributable
partly to the increased competence of the user and partly
to the improved performance of the hidden Markov models
when trained with more data.
Discrimination of Sir Gesture Classes A substantially
lower recognition rate was achieved when 6 movement ges-
ture classes were used to control a drawing application pro-
gram even though the Markov models had 6 states, Used 12
symbols and were each trained with 22 example gestures.
The confusion matrix shown in table 3 indicates the models'
difficulty in discriminating between 'yes' and -V," gestures
and in addition many spurious gestures were classified as
valid. The overall recognition rate is 51% with reasonable
recognition of the 'C' gesture ( 62%), but poor recognition
of the 'W' gesture (41%) and of the 'yes gesture (39%).
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Computer

Computer

Gold Standard

Spur Yes NO

Spur 39 6 6

Yes 8 27

No II 0 30

Computer vs Gold standard (table 1 dist session

Computer

Gold Standard

Spur Yes NP

Spur 16 0 2

Yes 12 48 2

No 9 0 5b

Computer vs Gobi standard I at-le 2i 7,1 si

Gold staiidard

Spur Yes No
I

W ,

Spur 55 14 8 . 3 I
.lea 28 1 3 1

No 8 U 0 l. 1I
C I ii ii

1

.1

Confusion matrix of perfa,rinan, .11,0 3.

Discussion
Classifying gestures into simple 'yes', and spurious
classes is possible although there is certainly scope for 111I-
provements in the recognition rate.

Discrimination over a wider range of gesture classes results
in much lower recognition success. The predominant prob-
lem is that the gestures are widely varying Thus of the :1
examples of a 'W gesture shown in figure's 1,2 and 3 onl) the
third example was accepted by the hidden Markov models as
a valid 'W. The first two gestures were designated spurious
although they had the highest probability of being a
Two factors are responsible for weakness of the gesture clas-
sification technique when used with more than '2 movement
gestures. The first is that the measurements are neither tol-
erant of scale variations nor encapsulate information used by
a human observer to discrinnnate gestures. Thus a measure
of curvature may he a better one to use when assigning a
symbol sequence to a gesture rather than the crude velocity
estimate. 'The second weakness is representing a variable
gesture in a hidden Markov model If thei, is a large varia-
tion in the symbol sequence a Markov model will :wed !note
states and inore data to represent it correctly. rsing iiiul-

tilt' hidden Markov models to represent a single gest un. is
one possible solution but some care would be nei ded in the
training process.
Conclusion
Research on controlling a commit r with physical gestures
is insufficiently advanced to draw any coliehloions about
efficacy, howeser tm.dinimpi,-, and computers be
come More hloWerfill ar hiltS tm,,g111,' a in this
possibility

Our research was founded on the belief that ,inidar omi
munication modes «dub] be applied to both inteipersolial
ci","""Puic"ii"" "101 """Imier interfacing Sex, ral Ow
min% iilaals km/kill iii t st ady has, .11, (imp:1111,d
gestures with voiced utteramc :net this information can dnd
should he Ilsed III future wiirk (kIn Ii it is as ailabhm.)

Although controlling an application program with 6 gestures
resulted in a low recognition rate it was still possible to com-
plete the task. On the understanding that gestures would
be misrecognised facilities were added to allow errors to be
corrected. Further it was possible after a gesture to realign
the cursor and the persons line of sight and ensure accurate
selection from a menu or of a graphics object.

br PI W I = t -551 c f iii C ,= ( -312
figure 1

\

spur W I = e cf (' = c-425
figure 2

W P1'W'/ =
lig., 3
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SYSTEMS 3 - A.s INTERFACE TO GRAPHIC COMPUTERS FOR BLIND USERS

Gregg C. Vanderheiden, Ph.D.
David C. Kunz

Trace R&D Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Madison, WI 53705-228(1

ABSTRACT

A nonvisual computer interface is propos...I to alloss ac-
cess to standard, graphics-based computers and soft-
ware (e.g.. Macintosh) by persons who are blind. The
system uses a five-layer access approach sshich seeks to
optimize access to cooperating solmare, and provide
access to non-cooperative softssare as well. The system
is based upon the premise that it is more efficient and
effective to present information to blind persons using
nonvisual metaphors than to have them tr to interpret
information presented in a visual, graphic format. The
proposed system operates using verbal and spatial-
tactile presentation of information, and only relies on
interpretation of the actual graphic image ..hen abso-
lutely necessary (or desired by the blind user). The
system incorporates speech output, speech input
(optional). a full-page virtual tactile display with single-
pixel resolution, and an optional braille display. These
displays are used to present and manipulate informa-
tion in verbal, tactile, or haptic form (or conthinations
thereof) in order to take advantage of the strengths of
these different sensory channels for different txpes of
info: mation.

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

There are four basic components to the overall system:

a full-page virtual tactile tablet;

a voice synthesizer.

a speech recognition system (optional), and

a dynamic braille display (optional especially useful
for deaf-blind users).

he Virtual Tactile Tablet
The virtual tactile tablet consists of a standard graphics
tablet ssith a special tactile mouse. This mouse has
small array of stimulators 15 columns of 20 pills) on 0 2
x 0.1" centers. This tactile allay is mifunted direi_ tly
abs,se the "virtual ball" of the mous._ As the indisidual
moves the mouse around tin the tablet, thex ssoukl feel
on their fingertip a raised, vibrating rept., .entation of
the image on the screen at that point. 1 lie result %%mad

be similar to having a lull-page raised tactile image of
the screen, which the indisidual lonld with a single
fingertip The mouse chosen kir this s...stem also pitr-
sides informatkm as to the angle of the mouse, NO that
the blind individual can easily nose about the tablet
ssithout ha. mg to hold the mouse pet fectly
(Figure

Hie tactile tablet is used in a nuinbet ol %SAN s ilium the
ss'alTn, thlidlly ti elnithinathIn \snit the sr et.tt s, lithe
Wel . .111t: Lk tile tablet is used hit :

tal oticniation and lasoui of the II II IC II ,

Ills' sti CCU I cadillt spcc. h
Wel tedttil el ill the P.11 ht. Iddr itt \Wish th.lt
the indls iltt,ul 1`. Intel este.... in tot spot I...oiling.
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10 (eel the particular shape of images on the
screen (e.g., .o..1.11ow a line on a graph. feel a bar
chart, etc.); and

To interpret simple graphic images \ith captions
or words on them by feeling the image and having
any words read aloud.

(Practiced Optacon users may be able to directly read
the letters off of the screen using the tactile array,
although it would be slower than using the 300+
words,Tainufe speech synthesizer).

When the user is orienting himself to the layout of a
large page of text and numbers, a tonal feature is also
available which emits a different tone for letters, num-
bers, or graphics information, as the individual moves
their hand about screen. Using a combination of the
tones and the tactile image of the screen, the individual
can quickly get a sense for the overall layout of the
page. as well as the locatimin of columns. words, num-
bers. and graphic elements on the page. The individual
can then leave ToneTouch mode and proceed to ex-
plore the individual elements on the page in ntore

Tactile array

cursor Detach

louse button

pirv-mable to

Read text button

rov111111111

Cursor
Locate

meet user preferences)

Figure I:
The Visual Tactile Tablet

Close-up of the tactile mouse
(the "wings" house the tactile actuators)

voice s)nthesizer Functions
The voice synthesizer provides tso pi imary functions.
First, it provides information to the user tegarding the
conunands available or status of the computer. Second.
it reads text, icons, and other information n orn the
screen to the user. In both eases, the information read
to the user is in direct response to on action or tequest
(tom the user. Except for telling the usei that an "alert
box" has suddenly appeared on the ss t yen, the synt he-
tier does little spontaneous talhing that 11,1s not been

du es ted by the user.
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"SYSTEMS 3" IN l'ERFACE TO GRAPHIC COMPUTERS

Examples of control and status feedback supplied
through the synthesizer woukl include: telling the user
(on request) what document they are in, what programs
are currently running, what documents are opened un-
der each program, where they are in a document, ctc.

Examples of synthesizer use in reading information
from the screen would include reading: the word cur-
rently under the mouse, everything that they touch with
the mouse, everything front the current point on down
the page until they stop it, the whole line, the whole
paragraph, thc whole page, etc. The system will also
have the ability to recognize commonly used icons and
automatically read to the user a word or phrase that the
user associates with that icon. A tone accompanies the
icon's name so that the blind user can distinguish be-
tween icon names and regular text on the screen.

Speech Recognition or Tactile Tablet Commands
Commands can be given to the blind user's interface
and to the computer itself in two ways. First, they can
be given as vocal commands which ore picked up by the
speech recognition system and fed to the interface or
computer. The command "Wi ndov.a" tOr exomple would
give the user a list of the windows currently open. The
voice commands would also allow the indit idual emit-
pleic access to the document manipulotions, such as
"Screen Up," "Screen Down," "Position (in docutnent),"
etc. Most of these are commands that are traditionally
carried out using the mouse to click on or drag various
visual symbols, scroll bars, etc., on the screen. With this
system, the same functions would be achieved using a
verbal rather than a visual metaphor. For deaf-blind
users, a dynamic braille display can be substituted for
the speech synthesizer. For selected applications, it
may also be preferred to the voice output by blind users.

In some cases, vocal control of the computer is not de-
sirable or effective. This may- include ens ironments
where constant talking is not allowed, or situations
where the speech recognition unit is not able to accu-
rately recognize an individual's speech patterns or
accent, or where the individual is not able to speak.
such as an individua/ who is deaf-blind. In addition,
once a system is mastered. quick manipulations of the
hand can often be faster than soca! manipulations. The
system therefore has the ability to be completely con-
trolled from a virtual keypad on the tactile tablet The
virtual control keypads are located at the bottom, ler!
and top of the touch tablet (see Figure 21. These but-
tons can be Mt by the individual using the tactile
mouse. Whenever they enter a button, its name is
automatically spoken (quickly) up to them. If they
enter anothei button while the computer is still reading
the last button, it immediately stops and switches tu
reading the new button. Because the buttons exist in
software, their size, shape, and number can be hanged
to meet the specific needs ol the user. Their f.inctions
can also be dynamically changed to meet ihe needs ol
dillerent applications. Because the button titles arc
read whenever they are entered, it is easy for a blind
person to determine where they arc and whether they
are over the desired button before they click the mouse.

Basic principle in the design of the interface include:

Direct presentation of information in nonvisual form

260

Allow as much direct control as possible by the user

Utilize natural spatial perception systems and
experiences of users

Use the best aspects of several presentation systems
simultaneously to create synergistic benefits

Provide a simple cued mode of operation
to allow the system to be used quickly and with
minimal training

Provide faster, direct control dioricuts for more
experienced uscr and make these intuitive as well

hlake provisions for cooperative programs

Wherever possible, use identification and verbal
presentation of common icons and graphic
images, rather than forcing exploratory
interpretation

Minimizc the need for slow graphic interpretation by
maximizing verbalization of command structures

moms rumommur
pm imp= Errourimm

U.
MN

U.U.
MIIIIMIIIIM11111111111EAMENIMIINNIMIIIINE1111.MININIMMOMI111

Figure 2

SUMMARY

This paper describes a nonvisual computer interface
which is compatible with the visual metaphor operating
systems now proliferating. The system is based upon
two basic principles. The first priaciple is that of by-
passing the visual metaphor wherever possible and pre-
senting the ififormation to the blind individual in the
most effective form (tactile, audio, haptic), while pro.
viding tools to facilitate the direct interpretation of the
visual image where that is optimum or desired. Sec-
ondly, the system is designed to be as intuitive and self-
explanatory as possible while at the same time including
mote powerful shortcuts for more intense or experi-
enced users. The overall objective is to create a system
which not only provides access to the computers and
programs, but to do so in such a way that the user who
is bind can operate thc computer and the programs at a
late which is more comparable to use by their sighted
peers (except for graphic-intensive applications).

This project has been funded in part by Grants
W33E80021 from the National Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Research and !I tHOP80010 from the
Office of Special Education Programs, US DOE.
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IIVA: AN INTELLIGENT INTERFACE FOR VOICE APPLICATIONS

Sudki A. Abazid, Prem S. Chopra, Virgil A. Thomason
Center of Excellence for Computer Applications

School of Engineering and Computer Science
University fo Tennessee at Chattanooga

ABSTRACT

Voice technology has made remarkable
progress during the last few years
and research, has demonstrated the
importance of voice technology in
rehabilitation engineering (1,2,3].
This paper describes the development
of an intelligent interface for voice
applications (IIVA) which enables a
physically disabled to use software
and hardware deices installed on a
workstation for physica]ly disabled
individuals via spoken commands.
IIVA is an on-line system; that is,
at any time, the user can train, test
and recognize any word (command) that
might be needed while operating the
workstation.

METHODS

IIVA operates on a workstation
designed for physically disabled
individuals. IIVA is designed as a
"front-end" or "user-interface" for
access to the computer integrated
workstation environment. It also
integrates the various software
programs and hardware subsystems that
comprise the workstation. Some of
these subsystems include a robot, a
telephone, an automatic door opener,
and a system to turn lights and
appliances on and off [4].

An IBM Personal Computer AT is used
to control the workstation. This
computer was used since it provides
the standard AT-bus with the
necessary serial and parallel ports
to accommodate the voice recognition
and phone management add-on boards.

Assembly language is used
the IIVA a memory resident
Memory residence provides
access to IIVA while the
running an application
workstation.

to make
system.
on-line
user is
on the

Programming for IIVA is accomplished
using the Clipper programming
language interfaced with the
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programming language C. Clipper is
used to write the system's menus and
help screens. When the user selects
certain functions from the IIVAmenu,
IIVA's Clipper-based routines call
certain C functions to perform the
voice and telephone-based
applications.

IIVA is menu-based to provide easy
access and understanding for the
user. Such an interface makes IIVA
user-friendly and efficient in terms
of speed of operation.

For voice recognition, IIVA uses the
VoiceScribe-1000 Plus board developed
by Dragon Systems [5]. VoiceScribe
provides the voice command capability
for IIVA and enahlas the ,ser to
train, test and recognize any phrase
need to be recognized.

IIVA's phone management program uses
the Watson board developed by Natural
Microsystems [6]. By integrating
voice recognition and phone
management functions in a single
application, with a database, IIVA
allows an individual to simply speak
the name of the person to be called,
and the computer will dial the
number, and if requested will leave
a message. IIVA also can be used as
an intelligent telephone answering
and messaging service which can
record, playback, store, access and
forward messages with simple voice
commands.
RESULTS

A prototype of the system is

currently has been developed which
can perform several functions.

At any time, during operation, IIVA
can be easily run by using a "hot
key" (SHIFT+M) to train, test and
recognize a certain command or a set
of commands. Once trained, a command
or a set of commands can be used
(recognized) or updated at any time.

IIVA enables an individual to answer
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IIVA

a phone call, dial a number (by
speaking the name of the person to
call), record a message, or play back
that message by spoken commands.

Like a sophisticated answering
machine IIVA allows the user to do
some remote functions. A user can
call from any place and play back
his messages, record new messages,
find a certain message, or erase any
message.

Given the increasing importance and
performance capabilities of computers
today, the ability to operate onE
very essential. IIVA
physically disabled individuals who
has limited speech capability, to
operate any software that could
normally operate on an 1BM personal
Computer.

DISCUSSION

IIVA is an intelligent voice-based
sc.ftware intertace tor computer
access. IIVA incorporates voice-
recognition and telephone management
andprovides a friendly human-machine
interface to a wide range of
application software programs and
electrically controlled devices that
are integrated in a workstation for
the physically disabled. IIVA also
contains the necessary software
programs which integrate the various
subsystems and devices that comprise
the workstation.

IIVA can be .used either by single
keystroke commands selected from
user-friendly menus, or by simple
voice commands in place of the
keyboard.

IIVA can play a role, as a versatile
user-friendly access program, in
providing disabled persons with the
ability to control their environment
and performa range of computer-based
functions. In addition, IIVA
contributes to increased ability of
disabled individuals to communicate.
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THE NATTERING RAM: A SIXTEEN-WORD, FIELD-RECORDABLE SPEECH BOARD

W. Thomas Fowle, William A. Gerrey, Albert B. Alden, John A. Brabyn

The Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Institute, San Francisco

ABSTRACT

In the field of talking instruments for
the blind, there is a need for a simple
user-recorded speech module that is not
dependent on microprocessor and speech
chip sets which are frequently changed or
dropped from proouction. The "Nattering

RAM" is such a device. It is a general-

purpose, user-recordable, limited-vocabu-
lary, addressable speech board which uses
entirely basic and "generic" chips in its

construction.

INTRODUCTION: THE PROBLEM

The product life of speech boards and chip
sets has been shorter than that of talking
devices for the blind. With the demise of

both the TSI "Mini Speech Uoard" and the
National Semiconductor "Digitalker" chip
set, some useful talking meters and calcu-
lators have disappeared with them. It

would therefore be desirable to have a
speech board which does not depend on any
speech chip, delta modulation chip, or
microprocessor, but uses only the basic
"generic" components and circuit building
blocks which will always be available.

In contrast to the Nattering RAM, a
generic voice module (using a commercial
synthesizer chip) is made by AFB and
marketed as the GVM [1]. This is an add-

on device which is very useful for
adapting certain commercial products that
have a suitable output to drive it;
however, its application is limited to a
particular class of special modification.
A more general approach would be useful
for other applications.

Accordingly, we have designed and tested a
speech board (the "Nattering RAM") which
fulfills these criteria.

NATTERING RAM IMPLEMENTATION

A standard 32k-byte RAM is used to store
digitized speech which is recorded by the
user via a microphone and a delta modula-

tor composed of an LM324 quad op-amp, an
LM3I1 comoarator, and a 04013 flip-flop.
The resulting bit stream is converted from

serial to parallel form by a shift regis-
ter, prior to storage in the RAM. Storage

in the RAM is maintained by a backup

26.1

battery that can be replaced by the user
every three years or so. In playback, the
data are converted back to serial form,
demodulated by a simple integrator, and
fed to a loudspeaker via an LM386 power
amplifier. Thus, no special or pro-
prietary components are needed; all can be
obtained "off-the-shelf" and have a long

history of stable supply and decreasing

cost. Although approximately fourteen
chips are needed, most cost well under a
dollar each even in unit quantities, and
total costs are very low.

Features built into the device include the
ability to program it in the field, in any

language. The sixteen addressable
messages can be digits or any other
desired information. The input addresses
can be made to follow a logical order; for

example, the words "zero" through "nine"
can be organized in the binary sequence of

0000 through 1001, greatly simplifying
direct interfacing to BCD data. Sampling

frequency (governing message length and
speech quality) can be varied from 16 to

60kHz. A DIP switch allows user-selection
of each address to be recorded. A "pitch-

shift" input allows the user to aicentuate
words or present decimal digits in a
different pitch than more significant
ones, therety eliminating the need for the

word "point" to indicate the decimal point
(this also simplifies addressing).

A most important feature, vital for prac-
tical use by the blind [2], is the "shut-

up" or "abort" input, which enables the
user to immediately Iruncate the speech

stream.

APPLICATIONS

To date, we have interfaced the Nattering
RAM to Lhe National ADC3511 voltmeter chip
via a circuit designed by Susan Fowle; the
first applications were a Spanish language
talking blood pressure meter and an "any-

language" voltmeter. A talking clock
based on this technology is about to
become commercially available.

The above applications have been success-
fully tested, and others are being

explored. The availability of many talk-

ing instrument circuit designs (e.g.,

those available from the Canadian National
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Research Council) based on the now-defunct
TSI Mini Speech Board provides a ready-
made set of applications for the new
board, since the simple non-microprocessor
based interfacing used by the TSI board is
compatible with the Nattering RAM. The
design is freely available to manufac-
turers and do-it-yourselfers for incorpor-
ation into a wide variety of devices.
Full details of the circuit are available
[3], and a printed circuit board version
should appear shortly.

CONCLUSION

The Nattering RAM speech board appears
most useful as an "OEM"-type component for
adapting a wide variety of devices and
instruments for use by the blind. Its

advantages include low cost, simple inter-
facing, user programmability, and the fact
that none of the component parts will
become obsolete in the foreseeable future.
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A Speech Training Aid for Deaf Persons Using a Palatographic Display
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Abstract

Visual displays have been found to
be useful in teaching speech to
deaf students. Experimental evalu-
ations of speech training aids have
shown good results with various
displays showing the prosodic
characteristics of speech, such as
displays of voice pitch or temporal
variations in speech level.
Displays of articulatory movements
have not been as successful,
largely because of the difficulty
in providing reliable displays of
articulatory features. The palato-
graph offers a means for providing
a reliable indication of tongue
placement in speech. A speech
training system which includes a
palatographi display is currently
being evaluated.

Background

The Matsushita speech training
system consists of several sensors
for monitoring speech production.
These include a laryngeal
transducer, a nasal transducer, an
air-flow monitor, a voice-activated
microphone, and an artificial
palate for monitoring tongue
placement. The system is computer-
ized and allows the speech teacher
to display on a video screen any of
the speech parameters being
monitored. The parameters mav be
displayed singly or in combination
with other parameters. Digital
recordings of the student's speech
and associated parameter values can
be stored conveniently for purposes
of record keeping and future
analysis.

Of particular interest in the
current investigation was the
palatographic display. An
artificial palate, similar to an
orthodontic retainer, is placed in
the mouth. The artificial palate
is very thin and rests against the
hard palate (the front upper
surface of the oral cavity). The
adult size artificial palate
contains 63 tiny sensors evenly

26.2

distributed across the surface of
the device. A smaller, child size
artificial palate contains 52
sensors.

Palatographic Displays

When contact is made between the
tongue and the artificial palate
during the production of a specific
speech sound, a pattern of
illuminated dots appears on the
video screen. This dot pattern,
referred to as a palatogram,
identifies which sensors have been
activated, thereby providing visual
feedback of tongue placement.

Figure 1 shows typical palatograms
for the consonants /, as in the,
and /d/, as in do. The substi-
tution of /d/ for /...1/ is one of
the most common articulatory
substitutions in the speech of deaf
children. The difference between
these two sounds in terms of tongue
placement is clearly evident from
the diagram.

Figure 2 shows the effects of co-
articulation on tongue placement.
Palatograms for the consonant /1/
are shown. The left-hand side of
the diagram shows tongue placement
when /1/ precedes the vowel /i/, as
in the word lee. The right-hand
side shows the tongue placement for
/1/ preceding the vowel /u/, as in

loo. Deaf children have great
difficulty in producing sounds in

context, largely because of the
complexities of co-articulation in

normal speech. The palatogram
provides a clear illustration of
these effects and has been found to
be useful for both training and

evaluation.

Results of a Pilot Study

An experimental evaluation of the
computerized speech training system
using the palatograph is currently
in progress. In a pilot study,
five profoundly deaf children were
trained on the system over a six
week period. The results of the
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experiment are summarized in the
table below. All of the children
showed improved scores on an
articulation test administered
before and after training. For two
of the children, the improvement
was statistically significant.
Most of the measured improvement
involved sounds for which the
palatograph was used.

The results of the pilot study
showed that improved speech
production is possible using a
computerized speech training system
including a palatograph. The
investigation also revealed an
important need to develop speech
training curricula for use with
modern speech training aids.
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Percentage of Correct Productions

subject Pre-Training Post-Training Significance Level

1 56 61
2 38 64 p <.01
3 37 43
4 28 47 p <.05
5 24 35
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the techniques and new technolo-
gies used in the development of a real-time visual tele-
phone for deaf individuals. This telephone will be able
to transmit, over ordinary phone lines, animated images
of a person communicating via sign-language.

INTRODUCTION
Current Telephone Devices for the Deaf (TDD's), allow
communication between two parties at a rate of 1/4 to I/
3 of speech. Clearly, a device is needed so that deaf in-
dividuals may communicate over the phone at the same
rate as the hearing world. Since a primary form of corn-
munication for deaf individuals is visual sign-language,
a way must be developed to transmit sign-language over
our existing, ordinary phone lines.

PREVIOUS WORK
In order to communicate visually over the telephone we
need to be able to compress the vast amount of data in a
video image so that it may be intelligibly represented on
the recieving end of the phone. Previous work by
Poimer et al. (1981) have shown how point light dis
plays ean be used to represent the upper extremities used
in American Sign Linguage (ASL); Tartter and Knowl-
ton (19g1) extended this to include hand configurations:
Foulds (1986) extended mis one step further to incorpo-
rate facial expressions. At each step, it was shown that
signs produced by the animation of the resulting repre-
sentation of these point-light displays, namely stick-fig-
ures, were as intelligible as those produced by the origi-
nal signer. However, we would like to be able to gener-
ate "more human-like" representations of the signer. to
give the receiver the impression of actually communi-
cating with another person.

DATA COMPRESSION
The first step in the compression of video image data is
to extract those features meaningful in the image. To do
that, an edge-detection algorithm is performed on the
image. This algorithm will extract features such as the
hands. arms, torso, head and face from the image. There
are several edge-detection algorithms available- we
have chosen the one described by Pearson and Robinson
(1985) that uses a 5x5 pixel operator to not only extract
the edges front an image, but to further filter those edges
to detect those that are valleys. These have been shown
to generate clean, c risp images. bringing out facial fea-
tures in particular.

Once we have generated an edge-detected image of in-
dividual points, the next step is to further compress this
image representation through contouring- that is, repre-
senting these points as lines connected by two end
points, and possibly one or two intermediate points.
Various techniques may be used here- we are looking
into using a s:rnple linear-interpolation technique.

One final technique of data compression is also used.
Whereas the resolution of an entire video image may
range anywhere from 320x480 pixels to 480x512 pixels,
we may not need that large of a resolution to effect intel-
ligible images. Pearson (1981) and Sperling (1981)
have shown that a resolution of approximately 100 x 100
pixeis, used for television closed-captioning, provides
nearly 100% intelligibility. We feel that an image (in
our case, 480 x 512 pixels) may be reduced to a 256 x
256 representation without an appreciative loss of intel-
ligibility.

TIME CONSTRAINTS
Even though the techniques for compressing a video im-
age are well-known and easy to program, we still need
to be able to perform the image reduction, edge-detec-
tion and contouring quickly enough so that real-time
conversation may take place. By real-time, we mean
processing 30 frames/second. Unfortunately, personal-
computers cannot even begin to approach the necessary
speed. One way to achieve the speed necessary is to
lower the frame-rate and interpolating, if necessary. the
missing intermediate frames. Foulds (1986) showed ex-
perimentally that using Bezier interpolated stick-figures
at 6 frames/second resulted in no significant loss of in-
telligibility. I lowever, frame interpolation does in-
crease computation time. Images animated at higher
frame-rates also look more natural. closer to the natural
movements of the signer.

Even with lowering the frame rate, PC's remain at least
one order of map' Ic away in the computation speed
necessary to cotr s video images in real-time.

TIIE USE OF TRANSPUTERS
In order to achieve real-time image processing, we are
using parallel cornputation techniques. The hardware
used for this is called a transputer, which is an indepen-
dent processor and memory that may be added to a PC.
Transputers have the added feature of four communk a-
tion link, so that you may link any number of ttansput-
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ers together to form a parallel computation network in-
side of a PC. We also use a transputer with a special
graphics co-processor called a Videoputer to animate
our edge-detected images. (Videoputer is a trademark
of MicrOway, Inc. Transputer is a trademark of INMOS
Corp.)

For our tests, we use a system of five transputers, one of
which is the Videoputer. The Videoputer was set up as
the root, or "master" transputer; the others are the "work-
er" transputers.

In order to parallelize the image-processing software,
we noted that we could concurrently perform edge-
detection on different portions of the image. We
therefore developed software so that the "master"
transputer reads in a video image and then splits it
into various packets. These packets are then sent to
the "worker" transputers, which perform the edge-de-
tection and contouring on whatever portion of the im-
age they receive. As soon as a "worker" finishes a
portion of the image, it sends the results back to the
"master" and then gets another packet of that image
from the "master". It does not matter which portion of
the image any particular "worker" receives- it needs
only to find any edges/contours in its own particular
packet.

In order to achieve further speed-up, the "master" itself
has two separate tasks running concurrently- one task to
split the image into packets for the "workers", the other
to receive the results as they come in.

IMPROVING TIIE ALGORITIIM
We have modified Pearson's 5x5 valley-detection oper-
ator, eliminating checks for determining if a valley is ab-
solute and instead just checking for relative valleys. Not
only does this save some processing time, but we feel
that the resulting images are more intelligible.

We have also pot in initial checks to sec if a pixel is
below a certain gray-scale threshold. If so, we deem
that pixel to be background, and do not look for any
edges. Since our test images have been between 40%
to 60% background, this represents a significant sav-
ings in computation.

RESULTS

The result of using transputers has been spectacular. Us-
ing just a PC, it takes anywhere from 4 to 8 seconds to
edge-detect and contour a single imagt... With transput-
ers. we have cut the processing time to 0.13 to 0.1 5 sec-
onds per image. In other words, we can edge-detect and
contour 7 to 8 images per second. We are highly encour-

aged by these results, and feel that with a little more ef-
fort we can achieve a processing time of 0.10 seconds,
or 10 frames per second. Some preliminary results sug-
gest that signed-speech will still be intelligible at this
rate. Formal intelligibility studies are being conducted
by Gallaudet University.

REMAINING AREAS OF STUDY
One problem that remains in using transputers is getting
an image to the "master" quickly enough. There are vett-
dors developing frame-grabbers for transputers that we
feel should solve this problem.

We are also pursuing the use of ISDN technology to
widen the telephone bandwidth available to send ani-
mated images over the phone lines.
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Introduction

The purpose of the Auditory Alarms Project
was to establish the potential effectiveness of
audible fire alarm signals with respect to
persons with mild to severe hearing
impairments. The principal method for doing
so was to conduct tests of a selection of fire
alarm signals by persons with partial hearing
loss. The results of testing were used to
construct application scenarios for estimating
the cost of providing more effective audible
alarms. Conclusions and recommendations
were derived from the results of testing, of cost
analysis, and from a consideration of the
results of previous research into visual
signals.

Methodology

The objective of testing was to learn if people
with a typical range of hearing impairments
responded more or less effectively to alarm
signals with different sound characteristics
such as frequency, number of tones, variability
of tone, and amplitude. Rather than test each
of these variables independently, the research
team found it more practical to test
commercially available alarm devices which
incorporated differences in these variables.
Two dependent variables were measured:
recognition of a sound as an alarm signal and
time to respond. Six commercially available
fire alarm signals were recorded as were four
non-alarm sounds, as shown below:

Alarms: Non-alarm sbunds:

Mechanical:
Vibrating Bell
Single Stroke Bell
Horn
Smoke Detector

Electronic:
Fast Whoop
High - Low

telephone
door bell
automobile horn
jet aircraft

26.4

The presentation of the alarm sounds was
fully automated using a HyperCard program
running on a Macintosh SE computer. The
alarms were presented to the subjects at
three sound pressure levels: 85 dBA, 95
dBA, and 105 dBA.

Sixty subjects participated in the testing. Fifty
three of the subjects had mild to severe
hearing losses. Seven had hearing losses in
the profound range.

Testing was in three stages. Test A was a
paired comparison test which had the subject
decide which of two sounds was 'more like
an alarm." All ten sounds were presented in
all possible combinations within each sound
pressure level.

Test B required the subject to decide if each
sound was an alarm signal or not, when
presented at each intensity level. Test C was
the same as Test B, with reverberation added.

Results

Testing concluded that:

1) Sound characteristics did make a
difference in hearing impaired subjects'
response to an alarm signal. An observation
of test results led to two hypotheses:

a) An alarm signal consisting of three
or four clear tones is more effective than
signals with a single tone, reverberating
tones, or broad spectrum tones.

b) An alarm signal with two-phase,
periodic variations is more effective than a
steady sound.

2) Louder alarms are more effective,
especially up to about 95 dBA in sound
pressure.
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3) Within the range of 85 - 105 dBA,
sound characteristic is more important than

sound pressure for recognizability.

Based upon test results, a placement and cost

analysis were performed. These analyses

showed that:

4) For standard room configurations, there

is a need for one signal appliance in each

room in order to achieve either visual signal
coverage or audible signal coverage at 95

dBA.

5) It costs approximately the same to
install audible signals to achieve 95 dBA
minimum sound pressure in a building as to

install visual signals.

Discussion

Visual signals have the advantage of being

able to alert persons who are profoundly deaf,

and cannot hear an audible alarm signal of
even 95 dBA. They also have the advantage
of providing a second stimulus, i.e., a

reinforcement, for the general population.

Visual signals as determined by the Visual
Signals Project are appropriate for use as
signaling devices. When choosing auditory

alarms, devices with periodic variations, or
three or four clear tones are more effective

than a Eleady sound.

More research is needed to distinguish the
relative difference between periodicity and

tone characteristics. Further research could
also address the needs of persons with severe

losses of both hearing and vision faculties.
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Abstract

It is common practice to evaluate
the intelligibility of amplified
speech using phonetically balanced
word lists. Most speech communica-
tion, however, involves much longer
units of speech, such as sentencen
or continuous discourse. Sentence
test materials have much greater
face validity than phonetically
balanced word lists, but are seldom
used because of poor test-retest
variability and substantial learn-
ing effects on repeated administra-
tion of the test. In order to ad-
dress this problem, a sentence test
has been developed that has small
test-retest variability and low
learning effects.

Structure of Test

The underlying reationale of the
test was to use the same set of
words in different word orders or
using different syntactic forms so
as to change the meaning. For ex-
ample, consider the following five
sentences:

Cats often chase mice.
Mice often chase cats.
Cats are chased by mice.
Mice do not chase cats.
Mice are not chased by cats.

In each case, essentially the same
set of words has been used and
these words may be familiar to the
listener. However, the meaning of
each statement depends on the com-
bination of word order, syntax, and
the vocabulary used.

The method of testing is to present
the sentences in random order to
the subject via a hearing aid, or
any other speech communication
system that is to be evaluated.
The subject responds after each
sentence by indicating whether the
statement was true or false.

Four sets of sixteen sentences were
prepared. The first three sets of
sentences, referred to as the test

26.5

sentences, were structured along
the lines described above. Each of
these sets of sentences used a dif-
ferent vocabulary, the vocabulary
within a set being essentially the
same for all sentences. The fourth
set of sentences, referred to as
the control sentences, were similar
in format in that they required a
true/false response, but the in
this case vocabulary in each
sentence was quite different; i.e.,
the structure described above was
not used.

Experimental Evaluation

The four sets of sentences were
combined in random order and pre-
sented to five normal hearing sub-
jects. The signal level was
reduced systematically, so as to
reduce the percentage of correct
responses below 100 percent. The
test was then administered twelve
times at this level, four replica-
tions in each of three test ses-
sions. The test sessions took
place on different days.

The results of the experiment are
summarized in Table 1 below. The
data have been averaged over sub-
jects. Each entry in the table is
percent correct.

A repeated measures analysis of
variance (repeated over subjects)
did not show significant learning
effects for the test sentences, ex-
cept for Sentence bet A which
showed a significant replication
effect within test sessions. This
appeared to be an adaptation effect
in that the first measurement in
each test session showed a lower
than average score, although there
was no significant change in aver-
age test score between test ses-
sions. The control sentences, in
contrast, showed significant learn-
ing effects both within and between
test sessions. The magnitude of
the learning effect, however, was
less than anticipated. With con-
ventional sentence test materials,
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repeated administrations of a test
typically show substantial learning
effects.

Test-retest variability was found
to be reasonably low for all four
sentence sets. In order to perform
the statistical analysis, the per-
centage scores were transformed to
arc sine units (y = 2 arc sine p)

in order to stabilize the error
variance. The average standard
deviation for the four sentence
sets was 0.19 arc sine units. This
error corresponds to a standard
deviation of approximately 7 per-
centage points for a test score of
80 percent and is comparable to the
standard deviation that would be
obtained for a binomial distribu-
tion of test scores for a test con-
sisting of 16 items. (Note that
the number of items in each

sentence set was 16. A smaller
standard deviation is obtained by
combining the scores from the four
sentence sets.) The binomial samp-
ling error is commonly used as a
lower bound for tests involving
percent scores.
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Table 1:

Session

Test Scores

Replication

on Sentence

A

Verification

Test Sentences

Test

Control
C SentencesB

1 1 84.9 89.7 92.9 70.0
1 2 86.6 91.9 91.9 65.0
1 3 89.3 95.1 94.8 75.0
1 4 89.7 91.9 94.8 70.0
2 1 75.1 92.9 91.6 72.5
2 2 84.7 94.9 96.1 71.3
2 3 93.5 95.1 93.1 78.8
2 4 92.9 89.8 96.1 77.5
3 1 80.4 94.8 93.1 73.8
3 2 92.2 96.9 96.4 78.8
3 3 93.5 93.3 95.4 8(.3
3 4 93.6 96.0 95.9 82.5
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NEW TESTS OF HEARINGAID PERFORMANCE
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INTRODUCTION

Test procedures often lag behind advances

in processing technology. For hearing

aids, the standard test procedures (ANSI

S3.22, 1982) were originally designed for

single-channel hearing aids containing

linear or compression (AGC) processing.

More complicated processing systems, such

as two-channel compression, can not be

adequately characterized using the ANSI

S3.22 procedures. Thus new tests are

needed for the evaluation of the newest

generation of hearing aids.

The characterization of a hearing aid

requires a series of tests since no one
test can give a complete description of

how the processing behaves. A suite of

tests has been developed using existing

test procedures where appropriate and

deriving new tests where needed. A total
of five tests is used:

1. Frequency response as a function of

input level

2. Type of processing and number of

channels
3. Input/output characteristics for each

channel
4. Attack and release time in each

channel
5. Broadband distortion as a function of

input level.

The tests are intended for a computer-

based system, and will be descrioed in the

remainder of this paper.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The frequency-response measurements use

the shaped Gaussian noise signal desciibed

by Burnett, et al (1987). The stimulus

consists of white Gaussian noise that has
been band-limited to the range 200 Hz to

5 kHz, and then shaped with a one-pole

low-pass filter et 900 Hz to give an

approximate match to the long-term spec-
trum of speech. The stimulus is presented

at 10 dB increments from 60 to 90 dB SPL,

with the Eregueney-response curve for each

presentation level computed from the

average power spectrum smoothed in one

third octave bands.

PROCESSING TYPE

26.6

The type of processing and the number of

processing channels are determined by

observing how a bias tone modifies the

frequency response of the instrument. To

this end, the response of the hearing aid

is measured for an excitation consisting

of the 60-dB SPL shaped noise combined

with an 80-dB SPL swept sinusoid. The

response of the instrument to the noise
alone and to the swept tone alone are also

measured. The purpose of the swept

sinusoid is to bias the non-linear

processing that may be present in the

hearing aid, and the shaped noise is used

to determine the frequency response of the

instrument.

As the swept tone moves through different

frequency regions, it will change the gain

and/or frequency response of a hearing aid

containing non-linear processing such as

AGC. To measure the changes, the hearing-

aid response to the swept Lone alone is

sub.racted from the response to the swept

tonE plus noise. This leaves the shaped-

noise output as modified by the processing

changes caused by the sweep. The spectrum

of this noise is compared to the spectrum

of the hearing-aid response to the shaped

noise alone; the differences in the

spectra indicates the degree of non-linear

processing in the hearing aid.

The change in the system frequency re-

sponse as a function of the sweep fre-
quency identities the type of processing
in the hearing aid. A truly linear instru-

ment will show no change. A single-channel

compression instrument, which typically

has an AGC control circuit most sensitive

to input in the vicinity of 2 kHz, will

show no effects when the sweep is below

2 kHz and will then show reduced gain as

the sweep nears 2 kHz. Two-channel hearing

aids will show different patterns of gain

changes as the swept tone is first in one

channel and then in the other. Comparing

the observed gain pattern with a set of

idealized patterns and selecting the best

match leads to the identification of the

processing in the hearing aid.
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New Tests of Hearing-Aid Performance

INPUT/OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

The input/output characteristics are
measured usina a sinusoidal test signal at
a fixed frequency and stepped in level
from 40 to 95 dB SPL in steps of 5 dB. The
frequency of the test signal is chosen to
be near the center of each identified
processing channel for a multi-channel
hearing aid, and 2 kHz is used for a

single-channel instrument. The input
level, output level, and compression ratio
are indicated for each step in the test
signal.

ATTACK AND RELEASE TI MES

The test procedure for measuring the
attack and release times is based on the
ANSI S3.22 standard, but with provision
made for analysis near the center fre-
quency of each channel in a multi-channel
system. A frequency of 2 kHz is used for a
single-channel hearing aid. The test
signal starts at a level of 55 dB SPL,
jumps to 80 dB SPL, and Oen returns to
55 dB SPL.

BROADBAND DI STORT I ON

The ANSI S3.22 distortion measurement
recommends total harmonic distortion for
input sinusoids at 500, 800, and 1600 Hz.
This measurement does not give any
indication of how distortion at high
frequencies, where most hearing aids have
the most gain and therefore most easily go
into saturtion, will affect the reproduc-
tion of law-frequency speech sounds occur-
ring at the same time. A procedure for
measuring inter modulation distortion for
a broadband stimulus, on the other hand,
can provide information on the amount of
distortion that may occur under typical
listening conditions.

The distortion test signal is the shaped

noise used for the frequency-response
measurements, and which is then convolved
with a comb filter to create a series of
interleaved peaks and valleys. The distor-
tion measurement is based on determining
how much energy from the peaks spills over
into the valleys. The signal-to-distortion
ratio is computed at each valley center
frequency by comparing the energy in the
adjacent peaks to the energy in the

valley. The distortion is then expressed
as a function of frequency, and the

individual frequency measurements can be

combined to give a single figure of merit
using a weighting scheme similar to the
Art -ulatlon Index (Kryter, 1962).

CONCLUSI ONS

The set of tests described above gives a
much more complete description of a

hearing aid than previous tests such as
the ANSI S3.22 standard. Existing tests
have been modified to give the frequency
response, input/output characteristics,
and attack and release times. New tests
have been developed to determine the type
of processing and number of channels and
to measure broadband distortion.

The tests are currently being implemented
in a personal-computer based test system.
This system will allow the comparative
measurement of different hearing aids, and
is thus the first step towards developing
perceptual correlates to the set of

physical measurements.
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Development of Technique to Analyze the Postures AdopteA by
Workers.. A Practical Application of the Goniomet.r

Gerald Weisman, Rosemary Bonney, Jim Tranowski, Larry Haugh
Vermont Rehabilitation Engineering Center

1 South Prospect Street
Burlington, Vermont 05401

ABSTRACT

A technique has been developed to analyze the

postures adopted by workers using an

electrogoniometer. It categorizes postures into

four posture classes and two time classes. The

Stat-tablet described here has been used to analyze

the postures adopted by sheetrockers.

INTRODUCTION

Snook (1978) reported that 20% of all injuries due

to manual material handling could be prevented and
savings realized if workplaces were designed to

minimize stresses on the back. Poor postures

during lifting have been shown to contribute to

spinal load (Pauly 1966, Tichauer 1973). The

association between awkward work postures and the

development of musculoskeletal disorders has been

widely documented (Corlett 8. Bishop, 1976, Hagora

1972, Tichauer 1978, Van Wely 1970). Colombini et

al. (1985) describe tolerable working postures as

a) those which do not involve feelings of short
term discomfort and b) those which do not cause

long-term morpho-functional complaints.

Perusal of the literature indicates that there is

dearth of quantifiable data to describe

Colombini's definition of tolerable working

postures. Physiological test books i.e. Kapandji

(1974) describe the typical limits of motion of the

spinal column for flexion/extension, lateral bend

and rotation. Rut no guidelines have been

published for the safe limits of spinal column

movement in the workplace.

An electrogoniometer that continuously measures

trunk range of motion in the workstte was described

in two previous papers (8eynnon et al. 1986 and

Weisman et al. 1988). A computer program Was
developed that can analyze data both spatially and

temporally. Data was presented graphically. This

paper describes a technique known as a "stet-

tablet," which sets limits for adopted postures and
enables statistical analysis to be conducted on the

collected data. This stat'tablet will eventually

be used for analyzing the tolerability of

occupations in terms of adopted postures. The data

used here describes the postures adopted by sheet

rockers.

METHODS

The device and the graphical presentation of the
data are fully described in the previous studies.
This paper describes the technique for statistical

analysis of the data.

As described in the previous studies, data is

collected from the goniometer end "binned" into 5

degree bins in a table known as the "Tcubc." The
icube is then used to manipulate the data in order

to present it graphically. The Stat tablet was

developed to enable the researcher to compare

27.1

different workers and different occupations

statistically. As described above, it is important

to describe working postures both spatially and

temporally.

Temporally, postures are classified as being either

dynamic or static. Dynamic postures are

empirically defined as those being held for 5

seconds or less. Static postures are similarly
defined as being postures held for greater than 5

seconds.

Spatial analysis of the Stat-tablet involves

classifying postures into four specific "classes."

These classes are:
Neutral - Postures within 5 degrees of the

upright posture.

Moderate Postures in one or two

dimensions that are between 5 and

15 degrees from the upright

posture.

3D Moderate Postures that

combine all three dimensions that
are between 5 and 15 degrees from

tne upright posture.

Extreme - Postures that are more
than 15 degrees in any direction

from the upright posture.

The software for the Stat-tablet allows the values,

and thus the definitions, of the classes to be

changed. The values chosen above have been chosen

empirically from infornmtion obtained in ergonomic

guidelines.

The Stat-tablet is presented as matrix of classes

versus temporal information. Therefore cells

representing such postures as Dynamic-Neutral or

Static-Extreme are presented. Information on

postures in each cell include:

Total time in seconds (Percentage)

Mean time
Median time

Data was collected on 4 men working as shcetrockers

on a local construction site. The data was

collected for approximately 2 hours for each of the

workers.

RESULTS

Figure 1 depicts the Stat-tablets for 4 men working

for approximately 2 hours as sheetrockers. All

four men spent more than 88% of the time in Dynamic

postures. The most common individual cell was the

Dynamic-Moderate cell with the men spending at

least 45% of the time in these postures. DD, GW

and JH all spent more than 17% of the time in

Extreme postures, although most of these were

Dynamic.

DISCUSSICM

. The results of the Stat-tablet analysis demonstrate

that four men performing the same type of work
generally experience the sane type of postures.
Individual tasks performed can explain the specific

variations in time spent in various postures.
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Analysis of Workers Postures

It is interesting to note that Moderate postures
are held more often then any other posture
including the Neutral posture.

While the Stet-tablet provides a look at the
postures held by workers the classification scheme
used at the present time is quite arbitrary. The
software does, however, allow for the parameters of
the classification scheme to be changed as needed.

Future work will focus on developing criteria for
establishing realistic and appropriate parameters
of the classification scheme. Studies of the

discomfort of various postures will be used to help
define the various classes of posture.

CCMCLUSICM

A Stat-tablet has been designed for analyzing
posture data recorded by an electrogoniometer for
different occupations. It -categorizes postures

into 4 posture classes and 2-time classes. The
Stat-tablet has been used to analyze the postures
adopted by sheet rockers.
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PROFILING DISABLED WORKERS WITH A MODIFIED PREDETERMINED TIME SYSTEM

Robert D. Dryden and John T. Ward
The Human Factors Engireering Center

Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research
Virginia Tech

Blacksburg, VA 24061

ABSTRACT

This paper introduces the Worker Profile
model, an assessment tool that is easy to ad-
minister, that assists in job selection and mod-
ification, and that is completely compatible
with the predetermined time systems (PTS)
used in most manufacturing facilities. Unlike
work sample methods, a PTS assessment gen-
eralizes to many jobs. Unlike medical or social
service assessments. a PTS tool is easily used
by industrial engineers on the shop floor.

BACKGROUND

Industrial engineers have used predetermined
time systems (PTS) for many years to describe
work (IL PTS are sets of work elements mat
can be arranged in sequences to completely
describe a wide range of jobs. Each woi k ele-
ment Is assumed to have a cost (either in terms
of energy or time expended to perform) and
the total cost of a task is assumed to approxi-
mate the sum of the costs of the individual el-
ements (2). The technique allows industrial
engineers to develop optimal methods for task
performance (i.e., to minimize energy or time
expended on the task) and to estimate per-
formance times for assembly line balancing or
for piece work payments. PTS have not been
applied to the performance of disabled workers
because they are based on the average able-
bodied workers' manual abilities.

There is no simple direct way to modify PTS to
account for performance times of the work ele-
ments of disabled workers (3). When a single
element is timed in isolation acceleration and
deceleration errors are encountered. Re-
peated performance of a single element results
in unnaturally rapid actions. Frame-by-frame
analysis of filmed work sequences is a time
consuming and boring effort which is rendered
almost worthless because it is difficult to visu-
ally detect the transition points between con-
secutive elements. Also, delays that occur
during the performance of one element may be

more correctly assigned to another element;
when a reach is slowed while the worker visu-
ally selects one object to be grasped, the extra
time should be associated with the grasp ele-
ment for which it is required, not the reach el-
ement during which it occurred.

THE TECHNIQUE

27.2

The unique manual performance of disabled
workers makes both statistical modeling and
direct modification of PTS difficult; therefore,
an algebraic modeling technique was devel-
oped. A set of dexterity tests, each using a
different mix of work elements, was selected,
administered and performance times recorded.
Gauss-Jordan elimination method was used in
a least squares sense to assign mean per-
formance times to each of the work elements
(4). The dexterity tests were selected from the
Available Motions Inventory battery (5). The
Modapts pr edetermined time system was used
as a basis 'or the Worker Profile because it is
in wide usage among manufacturers and is
relatively easy to use (6).

The Modapts elements used in this study were:

M1 - 1 inch move or transport
M2 - 2 inch move or transport
M3 - 6 inch move or transport
M4 - 12 inch move or transport
GO make contact or touch
G1 - get easy to grasp, large object
G3 - get small, difficult to grasp object
PO - place (drop) object in general area
P2 place object along a line
P5 - place precisely at intersection of 2 lines
J2 juggle or regrasp object
X4 exert force on object

Modapts elements Ml, M2. M3 and M4 are
moves or reachs which involve a shift in the
worker's locus of control in the work space.
An able-bodied worker wouid normally do this
by moving the fingers, hands or arms. A disa-
bled worker would use headstick, mouthstick,
prosthetic device, etc. A Modapts move may
occur with the hands empty (i.e., reaching for
an object) or with something in the hands (i.e.,
carrying an object to a new location). The
Modapts elements GO, 01 and 03 are gets or
grasps used to gain control of something. The
PO, P2 and P5 elements represent the release
or placement of objects that have previously
been controlled. The juggle or regrasp (J2)
involves repositioning an object already con-
trolled, typically during a move to the location
where it will be used (e.g., the regrasping of a
pencil or a screw by the fingers during the
movement between the time it is originally
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PROFILING DISABLED WORKERS WITH A PTS

grasped and ihe time it is put to use). Exertion
of force (X4) is the slight delay that typically
occurs when a tack is pressed into a resistant
surface. With practice most stationary, manual
work can be described in these terms.

An example: The task of moving the hand
about 12 inches to grasp a pen lying on an un-
cluttered flat surface and moving the pen about
6 inches to set it aside:

M4G I reach out 12 inches and get pen
M3P0 move and drop the pen.

Alternatively, pickino up the pen and moving it
to a writing surface 6 inches from its original
location:

M4G1- reach out 12 inches and get pen
M3P5 J2 - regrasp while moving pen to paper.

In the second case two differences will be
noted in the Modapts description. After
grasping the pen it is regiasped (J2) in prepa-
ration for writing as it is moved toward the
writing surface and it is brought down at a
fec;s6 location (rs) rather tlian di opped in a

general location (P01 Although it is simple
enough to time the entire sequence cif work el-
ements making up either of the above tasks it
is not so easy to isolate individual times for
each of the elements they are short in dura-
tion and it is not clear whet e one element ends
and the subsequent element begins. An alge-
braic technique. for mstanci. Gauss-Jordan
elimination. can be used to estimate individual
element mean times from a set of different
tasks, each task being timed in its entirely and
a list of its work elements recur ded.

THE EXPERIMEN

Nine able-bodied students were tested as wer e
9 disabled workers from a local sheltered
workshop. Each gmup of 9 consisted of 5 male
and 4 female subjects. Results from 27
dexterity tests were used to generate a cus-
tomized Modapts compatible Winker Profile for
each subject The Worker Profile was used to
predict each subject's performance times on 2
manual assembly jobs. The 18 subjects weie
trained on the 2 jobs and their performances
were recorded. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was used to determine the validity of the
Worker Profile technique.

ANALYSIS

A mixed factor ANOVA test was conducted to
compare the accuracy of the model in predict-
ing work performance. As expected group dif-
ferences were highly significant (p = 0.0001)
and task differences were also highly signif-
icant (p = 0.0001). As desired model predic-
tion and measured performance differed
insignificantly (p = 0.27). An alpha level
greater than 0.20 is necessary to accept a pre-
dictor as accurate, in this case alpha was 0.27
and the Worker Profile model can be accepted
as an accurate predictor of work performance.

CONCLUSIONS

PTS can be modified for an individual.

Atypical work performance can be modeled.

Disabled workers can use IE work methods.

Algebraic techniques can help when
sample size is small.
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DIRECT SELECTION USING HEAD MOVEMENT: FIRST EXPERIENCES WITH A SOFTWARE 27.3

ASSESSMENT PACKAGE.
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ABSTRACT

The ACES software assessment package [1]

was used with severely disabled subjects to
explore their use of a chin joystick and

head mounted optical pointer. Three non-
disabled subjects also performed the tests

with the head mounted optical pointer. The
test suite will be described and results
presented. Whilst the parameters and tasks
were appropriate, the presentation of the
results led to an unrepresentative picture

of the subjects' performances.

INTRODUCTION

Many man-machine inte...faces utilise head
movements [2], but little detailed work has

been published on head movement
characteristics of severely disabled people
and the type of head movements required for
efficient use of particular interfaces.

The ACES qoftwero package for 1BM-PCs, is

designed to produce an individual

specification for an augmentative
communication system for any disabled user
including those restricted to head

movements. The package includes program

suites for client information, an

evaluation planner, evaluation test

programs for visual, auditory and motor
skills, a report generator and device
simulation. Test results are stored in the
client information section and are included

in the report. Only the tests for
proportional control will be described here

with their application to head movement
assessment for direct selection.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The assessor initially estimates head

movement quality as defined in Table 1. Use

of the interfaces associated with the group

is then tested through a series of tasks.

The interface is connected to the PC

through the software security key. The
following tests are offered for joysticks
(with and without spring centering), long

range optical pointer (LROP), touch pad and

track ball: Reaction Time/Target Size Test,

Holding Time Test and Net Input Rate Test.

In the test for Reaction Time/Target Size,
the subject is asked to place a cursor
within a square box positioned randomly on
the screen. The test is repeated eight
times for each box and the side decreases
from 31mm to 6mm.

Holding time is the time for which a

subject can hold the cursor on a target
without releasing it, and accept time
represents how long the subject holds the
cursor on incorrect targets (accept time
1.5 x longest time on empty cell en route
to target). The test utilises a 3 x 3 grid
of squares, the size being determined fiom
the preceding test. One square is

highlighted and the subject is requested to

move the cursor to the highlighted square
and keep it there. Times for movement and

maintenance of position are recorded. This

is repeated a further five times randomly.

The results from the previous tests are now
combined in the final test which sets up a
realistic selection procedure. This

involves a 7x5 grid of squares, one of

which is highlighted. The number of

selections made is used to calculate the

parameter called net input rate.

RESULTS

Results for all subjects are shown in Table

2 with the tests performed in the expected
manner. The disabled subjects were assessed
at weekly intervals in consideration of the

variable nature of head movements. No

results were given for the disabled
subjects' performances of net input rate as
they did not make any ccrect selections

The non-disabled subjects also carried out
all tests for each target size and these
results are shown in Table 3. The test
suite was artificially interrupted to allow

testing for each target sizes.

DISCUSSION
The tasks are suitable for non-literate
people and are not bound up with 'game

like' rules thus increasing their

accessibility for those with learning

difficulties.

All tests are accompanied with auditory
cues for the different stages of the tests
and can therefore be used by those with

limited colour discrimination and mild

visual problems. Visual and auditory skills

should be defined prior to interface
testing and should match those required by

the end task.

Reaction times are of similar magnitude for

each subject, as expected, and tend to
increase slightly for the smaller target

sizes. The disabled subjects had longer

reaction times.

The essence of a direct selection is that
the cursor is held in position long enough

for selection to take place. From the

definitions, holding time has to be greater

than the accept time, otherwise incorrect
selections would occur whilst traversing

the grid. As can be seen from Table 2,

holding times are less than the accept

times for the disabled and some non-

disabled subjects, even though V was a

proficient chin joystick user. This leads

to concern over the measurement of holding

time. The worst attempt is recorded and
that attempt may arise from the slight
overshoot in homing onto the target. No

allowance is made for this.
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TABLE 1 ESTIMATE OF HEAD mOVEMENT QUALITY

GOOD - possibly sufficient to use standard computer/typewriter keyboard, with
head- or chin-pointer if needed.
LIMITED - possible use of special keyboard or partial standard keyboard.
VERY LIMITED - possible use of joystick, mouse, trackball, pointer or tablet.
SLIGHT - possibly sufficient to operate one or more switches.
NO functional head or neck movement.

TARLE 2

Sub)ect Diagnosis Interface Target
sime
1mm)

C/1 HS LROP on left 12.5

C/2 LOOP on right 6.0

1.1/1 CP chin poystick 12.5

v/2 chin 3oystick i2.5

V/3 chin 0oystich 6.0

V/1 LOOF on right 18.5

V/2 LOOP on right 12.5

CC/1 LOOP on right 6.0

CC/2 LOOP on right 6.0

VS/1 LOOP on right 6.0

EC/1 it LROP on right 6.0

E0/2 LOOP on right 6 0

KEY:
NS - multiple sclerosis
CP - cerebral palsy
N - non-disabled

- test not performed
NO - no results given on test completion

TABLE 3

Sab:ect Target
sime
amm.

Reaction
tame
asa

Holding
tame
,s1

6.0
12 5
18 5
25 C

3.6 0 2
b 5

5 0

3' 3

6 0 5
'2 5
'8 5
25 7 a
31 7

ED 6
5

+8 5
25 0
3. 4

The net input rate tests for the disabled
subjects C and V yielded no results, not
even zero. The results.from previous tests
had combined to give them conditions within
which they could not perform. The results
are derived from a combination of worst and
best performances rather than a suitable
weighting of each attempt, leaving the
extreme performance to be recorded. This
then forces the subject along unnatural
paths through the tests with the
consequence of no valid data at the end. In
addition, the assessor has no access to the
full data set and therefore cannot reject
spurious data. Obviously, these subjects
have an ability and the assessor needs to
be able to determine the degree of ability.

Reaction Holding Accept Net
time time time input
(s) as) (5) rate.

2.4 o 2.7
/min
NO

4.6 1.2 NO

5.6 +.5 NO

5.2 i.1 NR

5.7 0.8 NR

2.3 NR

4.3 0.6 NR

1.0 0 1.3 42

1.0 0.2 0.8 31

0.8 0.1 0.5 46

1 4 0.6 11

1.4 0.1 0.6 30

Accept Net input rate
time titems/minl
1s1

3 8 34
1 0 44
0 94
0.6 40
C 8 31

7 7 81
G S E9

58
72
4*

CONCLUSION

The ACES package represents a major step in
the right direction for quantitative
assessment. The concepts and tasks for the
five parameters of interface use are valid.
However, since a written report is
produced, it is imperative that the results
it contains are accurate and fully
representative of the subject's abilities.
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POSTURAL STABILITY DURING SITTING IN CHILDREN
WITH NEUROLOGICAL DISORDERS

Mex E. Sochaniwskyj, Denise T. Reid* and Morris Milner
Rehabilitation Engineering Department, Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre

*Department of Rehabilitation Medicine, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

.ABSTRACT
A postural tracking system was used to

monitor stability (trunk sway) during
static sitting on a horizontal seat base.
and to determine the effects of a forward
inclined seat on sway of children with
cerebral palsy, and children with traumatic
head injury. Sitting stability was poorer
in children with cerebral palsy than in
normal children, while no difference was
observed between the normal and head
injured population. Changing the seat base
angle had no significant effect on trunk
stability for either group of
neurologically impaired children.

INTRODUCTION
There is little published research

specifically addressing postural sway in

relation to static sitting balance of

normal children and children with

neuromuscular disorders. A number of

investigations have examined ergonomic and
functional concerns of adaptive seating for
non-handicapped populations (Bendix,

Biering-Sorensen, 1983; Brunswic, 1984;

Mandal, 1983) . Other studies have addressed
the therapeutic benefits of seating for
children with neurological disorders
(Dilger & Ling, 1986; Nwaobi & Smith, 1986;

Stewart & McOuilton, 1987) . An earlier
study examining the relationship between
postural sway and antigravity trunk

musculature of children with cerebral palsy
(Sochaniwskyj et al, 1990) revealed reduced
postural sway and an increase in erector
spinae muscle activity in response to

sitting on a 10 degree forward-tipped seat
base in these children. The present
research addressed the need to expand upon
the limited existing body of knowledge. The
ability to objectively monitor trunk sway
as related to sitting will facilitate the
evaluation of therapeutic interventions

aimed at improving sitting balance in

children. Specific goals were to examine
the developmental nature of sway on static
sitting of normal children, and to examine
the effects of horizontal (0') and forward-

inclined (10°) seats on stability of

neurologically impaired children.

METHODOLOGY
Subjects
Three groups of children were included in
this study: (1) 49 normal children ranging

in age from 5 to 15 years, grouped into
five groups according to age (see Table 1) ;

(2) eight children with cerebral palsy

ranging between 5 and 6 years Z1 agA; ard

27.4

(3) seven children with acquired head
injury between 13 and 15 years of age. The
subjects with cerebral palsy and those with
a head injury were classified as mild to
moderate, were independent sitters on a
flat bench with or without hand support,
and were able to ambulate with or without
mobility aids.

Instrumentation and Procedure
A tracking system which monitored the

coordinates of a specific point in three-
dimensional space was used to monitor sway
(see Figure 1).

ORIGIN

(0.0.0)

TRACKING PONT

0(..yt.z0

Figure 1. Representation of the 3D tracking
system. A and B are 38 cm aluminum rods.
Precision potentiometers a', b' and c'

measure angles a, b and c respectively. The
system origin (0,0,0) is mounted and fixed

on an assessment chair.

During the assessment sessions, the

children sat on a sp?cially constructed
chair with an adjustable seat base angle
and foot rests which were positioned to
accommodate each subject. This chair did
not provide a back support. The seat base
pivoted upon an axis parallel to the axis
of the hip joints and was located beneath
the ischial tuberosities. The "tracking
point" of the tracking system was placed
over the bony landmark of C7 by means of
double sided tape. Subjects were initially
instructed to sit still and as upright as
possible. Session duration was five

minutes, during which the subjects watched
an age-appropriate video-taped program.

Cartesian coordinate data were collected at

10 Hz by a microcomputer via a

multichannel, 12-bit A/D converter. Using
the standard deviations (SD) of the x, y,

and z coordinates from each five-minute
session, the radius (R) of a spherical
volume was determined, using:

W = SD/ SD/ SD/ , and was
referred to as thp "rodius of stability".
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POSTURAL STABILITY IN SITTING

Group

Normal

Cerebral palsy

Head injury

Seat angle
(degrees]

6 0

10 0

11 0

10 0

12 0

71

0
10

10

Range
5

7

9

11

13

[yrs.]

6

8

10

12

15

5 6

13: 15

Age Radius [cm]
Mean (S) Mean (SD)

5.5 (0.5) 2.3 (0.79)
7.6 (0.5) 1.7 (1.78)
9.1 (0.3) 0.9 (0.40)
11.2 (0.4) 1.2 (0.ol)
13.6 (0.8) 1.5 (1.05)

5.8 (0.4) 3.1 (2.45)
3.5 (2.10)

14.3 (0.7) 1.4 (1.21)
1.8 (1.77)

Table 1. Means and standard deviations of radius of stability (sway) for three groups of
subjects.

Incorporating a measurement of the
variability of position along all three
axes into a single number provided a
measurement of gross positional stability.
A smaller radius was indicative of greater
stability. The cerebral palsy and head
injury subjects each attended two sessions,
one where they sat on a horizontal seat
base, and the other where they were
positioned on a seat with 10 degree
forward tilt. The normal subjects were only
monitored while they sat on a horirantal
surface.

RESULTS
Means and standard deviations of the radii
of stability for the three groups are
presented in Table 1. A linear regression
analysis was conducted for stability versus
individual age for the normal group of
subjects where:

Radius = 2.164 0.097 x AGE
It is evident that a linear relationship
exists between age and radiuF of stah:lity,
implying that sway in static sitting
decreases as children get older. Student's
t-test analyses performed on the radius of
stability data of age-matched normal and
neurologically impaired subjects showed no
statistical difference, although a greater
mean and variability of radius for the

group with cerebral palsy was observed,
indicating greater instability. The results
of the analyses comparing radius of
stability between seat base angles for 11-0-1-,
of the cerebral palsy and head injury
groups also revealed no significant
differences.

DISCUSSION
The results of this study provide baseline
data concerning sway in static sitting
balance which may be useful in wriliating
the postural instability in sitting of

children with CNS dysfunction. Although the
developmental trend observed in this study

occurred in a linear fashion, it is

hypothesized that, if a wider age range of
subjects was studied, a maximum
physiological stability threshold would be
found. With regards to whether a change in
seat surface inclination had an effect on
stability in neurologically disabled
subjects, the magnitude of change in radius
was not clinically significant. Further
work is needed to determine if monitoring
sessions of longer durations would yield
clinically and/or statistically significant
results.
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BIOMECHANICAL SIMULATION OF A GENERALIZED PLANAR MANUAL MATERIAL
HANDLING TASK: A NONLINEAR CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION MODEL

M. Parnianpour, H. Dastmalchian, A. Sheikhzadeh, D. Martin.
Occupational Industrial Orthopaedic Center, Hospital for Joint Diseases

Orthopaedic Institute, New York University, N.Y., N.Y. 10003.

INTRODUCTION

In pursuit of purposeful activities of life,
human applies forces to the environment,
which consequently loads its various
joints. NIOSH (1981) stated over-exertion
injuries associated with manual material
handling accounted for 12 million lost
work days. Three approaches have been
sumsted for prevention of low back
pain: training, screeniag/selection, and
workplace (job) desim. The validity and
utility of the recommended "safe" lifting
technique (straight back/bent knee) has
been questioned (Parnianpour et al 1987).
Avoidance of the excessive loads on the
joints is a rational objective that should
be encouraged in the workers education
and the workplace design. The following
biomechanical model is to provide us
with such tool. The purposes of this
study are: a) to present the
implementation of a static planar model
of the generalized manual material
handling task, b) to compare the optimum
configuration at different locations of the
hand and different magnitude of external
forces, and c) to compare the predicted
joint angles using different objective
functions.

METHOD

A planar static model, composed of five
bar-links, is developed to mathematically
simulate a generalized material handling
task. The inputs of the model are the
anthropometric data of the subject, the
horizontal (H) and the vertical (V)
coordinates of the hands (position of the
end effector), and the external force
vector, F. Upon specifications of the hand
location the system looses two degrees of
freedom (DOF). The remaining three
degrees of freedom make the set of the
joint angles indeterminate. A nonlinear
optimization method based on generalized
reduced gradient algorithm (Lasdon et al
1978) is used to find the optimal joint
angles which minimizes the cost
(objective) function. Different cost
functions are used: a) the sum of the
square of the external moments of all the
joints, which is called the global cost, and
b) the square of the external moments

about each joint, called the local cost. The
minimization of the local cost is
implemented to simulate the situation of
the individuals with an injured joint
undergoing a rehabilitation program, i.e.
patients after back or knee surgery. The
moments at the optimal joint angles and
the values of the minimum cost functions
are the outputs of the model. The
equality constraints are geometrically
derived in addition to the moments
calculated about each joint (satisfying the
equilibrium conditions). The inequality
constraints are the physiological range of
motion. The upper bounds on the torque
generation capacity of each joint will be
implemented in future studies.

RESULTS

The graphical display of the results of the
optimization is shown in figure 1. The
maximization and the minimization of the
global cost show the best and the worst
configurations. For this particular hand
position (H=.3 in, V=.3 m), bending of the
knee is recommended, but for slightly
different location (H=.1 m, V=.3 m) a bent
back is recommended. The optimum joint
angles and the corresponding external
moments at a given hand location (H=.3
m, V=.3 m) with different vertical forces
(Le loads with different weights) are
compared in figures 2 and 3. The
moments are highly affected by vertical
forces but the joint angles are not. The
location of the hand (H=.3m; V=.3, .8, 1.2
m) affects the global cost significantly
(Fig 4). The effects of minimizing the
local or global cost depend on the
location of the load. The global cost is
enormous when the external moments of
the knee or the shoulder are being
minimized.

CONCLUSION

This model may aid the workplace
evaluation and redesign by identifying
the infeasible "tasks" and the limiting
factors, such as the excessive muscular
torque and/or range of motion
requirements at particular joints. The
model may also be used in illustrating
the proper lifting techniques. The results
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point to the importance of the proper
work place design as oppose to proper
lifting techniques.
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A Myoelectrically Controlled Robotic Arm for the
Biofeedback Training of Cerebral Palsied Persons

Robert P. Tse, Miriam LeGare, Albert M. Cook & Susan
Assistive Device Center

California State University, Sacramento
Sacramento, CA

Introduction

Several studies have provided strong
evidence that the muscle activity
patterns of cerebral palsied persons
may be differentiated from those of
able-bodied persons (e.g., Hallet and
Alvarez, 1983; Rudin et al., 1987).
Abnormally high EMG activity is one
indicator of the presence of
spasticity. This may be due to an
inadequacy or abnormality in the
intrinsic information provided via
afferent pathways of the affected
person. If so, then the performance
of a motor task may be improved by
providing augmentative extrinsic
feedback which relates information
concerning the intended and actual
task performances. This principle
was the basis for the current
application of EMG biofeedback (Tse,
1989).

Methods

A system was developed using a

robotic arm to provide a visual
correlate to muscle activity. The
strategy employed was to reward a
subject under training for minimizing
EMG activity in the upper arm while
performing an elbow extension
movement. Continuous monitoring of
the biceps and triceps EMG activity
was used to control the activity of

a small robotic arm which provided
the participating subjects with
external (visual) feedback to augment
their own internal feedback from

muscle activity. The Microbot
Minimover-5 (MM5), a six jointed,
table-top robotic arm system was used
in this study. The M145 was controlled
from an 8-bit parallel port, and it
was moved in a pre-programmed
fashion. The speed at which the MM5
moved was inversely dependent upon
the overall level of activity in the
biceps and triceps.

Bipolar active (i.e., "dry")
electrodes were developed for the
acquisition of surface EMGs. A quad
operational amplifier IC was included
within the electrode housing.
Amplified, low-pass filtered surface

M. Hussey

28.1

EMGs were obtained from the biceps
and triceps muscles to provide
control signals. The filtered EMG
signals were digitized and input to
the IBM-PC/XT. A controller program
examined the results of a
mathematical combination of the two
signals and instructed the MM5 to
respond appropriately. Software
included control of the MM5,
pre-session testing routines, data
collection, and EMG signal
processing. The source code for
these functions was written in either
FORTH-83 or 8088 assembly language.

The data analysis for the two
single-subject studies was designed
to test for statistically significant
differences among or between EMG
recordings obtained under the various
trial treatments and identification
of specific trends in EMG parameters
(biceps, triceps and ratio of the
two). One way analyses of variance
(ANOVA) were used to determine
whether EMG data of one treatment
(e.g., no feedback trials with the
MM5 off) exhibited differences that
could be considered statistically
significant when compare0 to the EMG
of other treatments. A trend
analysis was performed to reveal any
significant linear components in the
progression of EMG activity levels
over a series of related trials. It
was assumed that any differences
found among the trials were the
result of carry-over effects from
preceding trials. Each study
followed a single-subject (N=1) A-
BBA-BBA-BB-A experimental design
where the .treatment (B) phase used
robotic arm feedback and the baseline
(A) phase did not.

Subjects

Studies were conducted with two
cerebral palsied persons. K.L., a 23
year old female with CP, displays

some degree of spasticity and is a
wheelchair user. Though her use of
either upper extremity is limited,
functional ability of ner right arm
is clearly superior to that of her

left. P.S., is a 53 year old female
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wih CP. She displays some
spasticity, uses a wheelchair, and
depends on her right upper extremity
for functional tasks.

Results

There was statistically significant
evidence that the biofeedback
training protocol did effect changes
in EMG activity levels of both
subjects. Though the results of the
two single-subject studies differed
in some aspects, there were in fact,
some qualitative similarities. The
most obvious similarity between the
two studies was that within-sessions,
feedback training had little effect,
but across-sessions, the!-:e were some
significant changes in EMG activity
levels. For K.L., the triceps EMG
activity decreased markedly across-
sessions while, for the most part,
the across-sessions differences in
biceps EMG levels were not
significant. The opposite result
held true for subject P.S., who
exhibited stable triceps activity and
a progressive decrease in biceps
activity across-sessions. One
possible explanation for this
difference in effects is that the two
subjects' motor strategies may have
been different. Whereas K.L.'s
initial motor pattern may have
included an overflow of triceps
activity, the motor pattern for P.S.
may have included excessive biceps
activity. Each subject exhibited
spasticity in both the biceps and
triceps muscles. Another factor is
that training of a motor skill may be
more an adjustment process involving
the ratio of opposing muscles'
activity levels rather than that of
the individual muscles (Sakitt et
al., 1963). This effect was
indicated by the fact that, for both
CP participants, biofeedback
significantly affected only one of
the two muscles. The generally
consistent, within-sessions and
across-sessions changes in the ratio
data of both subjects might then be
considered as supporting evidence for
the presence of a biofeedback effect.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A ROBOT WORKSTATION FOR THE DISABJVP.
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ABSTRACT

The design and development of a robotic
workstation for the disabled is described.
The manipulator is of a SCARA geometry,
and integrated with the workstation. The

user interface, by which the user can
control the arm either directly or using
preprogrammed routines, is a scanning menu

system on a small microcomputer.

INTRODUCTION

The use of robotic technology offers great
potential to improve the independence of
disabled people by performing a wide range
of tasks. There are various ways of
applying robotics, at varying costs and
requiring varying degrees of structure of
the environment. The approach being
followed at the Institute is to use a
relatively low cost robotic arm in a
semi-structured workstation environment.

BACKGROUND

The initial work at the Inrtitute used a
commercially available arm, built into a
desktop workstation [1]. Experience in the
development of this system and trials with
disabled people have given valuable
information for use in the development of

the current system.

DESCRIPTION

Workstation
The earlier tests have shown that the
overall size of the workstation is very
important, especially when used in a
domestic environment. The new system has
therefore been designed for efficient use
of space, with the manipulator integrated
into the workstation. The size of the
workstation is that of a standard desk
(4'6" x 2'6"). Storage is organised into

a single shelving unit. This is arranged

at the hack of the desk, allowing good
visibility, unobstructed by the structure

of the arm. Figure 1 illustrates the
workstation with the arm in a parked
position. The workstation is arranged for
computer use, retrieval of books and

operation of an automobile cassette
player, plus a coffee maker.

28.2

Fig. 1

Mechanical Design,
The manipulator (Figure 2) is of a

modified 'SCARA' geometry. An articulated

arm is positioned in the horizontal plane

by light rotary actuators at shoulder and

elbow. The whole arm is lifted by a
vertical actuator at the origin. Yaw and

roll freedoms are provided at the wrist.

All joints are driven by geared d.c.
servomotors, via additional gears and/or

timing belts. Positional feedback is

provided by incremental optical encoders.

Fig. 2
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The vertical actuator is housed in a
cabinet below the desktop. It

incorporates a constant tension spring to
counterbalance the arm. Motion is
transmitted by a polished stainless steel
tube sliding in a pair of low friction
plastic bushes.

The rotary actuators at shoulder, elbow
and wrist do no work against gravity.
Thus the motors are small enough to be
mounted in the arm, and the drive train is
simplified. Manufacturing costs are
minimised by using the same design for
each actuator.

The hollow arms are light and strong, all
mechanisms and cables being hidden inside.
Construction is from standard aluminium
extrusions and so the cost of special
mouldings is avoided at this stage.

Electronics Hardware
The electronics cabinet of the workstation
houses the power supplies and 19" Eurocard
rack for the robot and workstation
appliance control. The rack contains a
Control Universal EuroBEEB Ii 65CO2 based
microcomputer accessing six separate motor
drive cards. Each of these cards is a
speed controller for one degree of
freedom. Position control is achieved by
the EuroBEEB monitoring the incremental
encoder interfaces and issuing speed
control instructions accordingly. Other
cards mounted in the rack interface the
EuroBEEB with sensors on the manipulator
and allow the user to control mains
powered appliances.

The construction of the electronics is
designed to the IEC electromedical
equipment safety standard IEC 601.

Software.

The software is in two main parts, the
robot control software and the user
interface. The robot control software is
written in 6502 assembler, as provided on
the EuroBEEB board, and is stored on
EPROM. This includes the basic control of
the robot, both under direct user control
and preprogrammed routines, the control of
peripheral devices and the storage and
manipulation of routines. For straight
line movement the robot control includes a
look-up table to convert between XY
position in a horizontal plane, and joint
positions of the arm. The preprogrammed
routines are stored in battery backed RAM
on the EuroBEEB board.

User Interface.
It is intended that the user interface
should be easily adapted according to the
physical ability of the user, and hardware
availability. The initial user input is by
two switches, either directly connected or
via a two channel infra red link. A menu
scanning system on a separate
microcomputer (currently a BBC Micro) is
used to select options. This computer
sends and receives data from the EuroBEEB
computer along an RS423 serial link. The
user control software is loaded on
power-up, though the microcomputer is also
available for user applications such as
wordprocessing. The user is able to either
control the arm directly or to call up a
preprogrammed routine. An important
facility f.-1 for the user to be able to
interact with the system during the replay
of a routine. Therefore, if an object is
not aligned correctly, the user can
interrupt the routine, adjust the position
as required, and then return to the
preprogrammed routine. The input system
was developed in trials with disabled
users in the earlier phase of the project.

At a later date it is hoped to incorporate
the user interface as a pull-down menu on
the user's computer. Another option
intended is to incorporate a simple user
interface on the EuroBEEB system which can
be used without the need for a separate
microcomputer.

CONCLUSIONS

Good progress has been made in the
development of the current system, and the
new manipulator has been constructed. It
is hoped to carry out user trials in the
near future, with contacts developed in
the earlier phase of the project.
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Task-Oriented Control of a Robot Manipulator
Part II: Implementation on the RTX

Richard M. Mahoney, B.S., William J. Crochetiere, Ph.D.
Applied Science and Engineering Laboratories

Alfred I. duPont Institute/University of Delaware
Wilmington, Delaware USA

number of degrees of freedom of the task, modelled as
a sphere, may be separated so that only two degrees of
freedom need be controlled at any time.

VALIDATION TESTS
ro validate the four bar linkage model approach, the
sweep mode of task-oriented control was implement-

ed on the RTX. Sweep mode is trajectory planning of

an arc in three dimensions which uses the velocity and
position solutions of the four bar linkage model to de-
termine the motor parameters required at the begin-
ning of each control interval to provide the desired
motion.
The hand of the rob, was positioned on the task
sphere for various target center locations and v.as
made to follow an arc along the sphere while main-
taining the orientation of the hand towards the sphere
center. The azimuth and elevation angles were varied
independently for a series of arcs of approximately
280 for several sphere target center locations.

COMPUTER SIMULATION
To validate the velocity solution independent of pos-
sible errors introduced by the robot, the approach was
first implemented in a computer simulation. In this
way, only those errors inherent to the control algo-
rithm would be apparent and a base line comparison
for the robot would be generated. The simulation was
modified to include errors inherent in the robot imple-
mentation to more closely model the RTX perfor-
mance.

ABSTRACT
The principles of Task-Oriented Control of a robot
manipulator are described in [5]. To test these princi-
ples, the sweep mode was implemented on the RTX

manipulator. A virtual four bar linkage model simpli-
fies the development of the robot position and veloci-

ty solutions.

TASK-ORIENTED CONTROL
Task-oriented control is a method of interactive robot
control which links the geometries of the manipulator
and the task being accomplished. The result is a con-
trol algorithm which more closely resembles the obvi-

ous task characteristics.

Figure I: Four liar Linkage Model of the RTX

To model the motion of the robot, a three dimensional
virtual four bar linkage is superimposed over the ge-
ometry of the manipulator and linked to the task ge-
ometry. Figure 1 shows the top view and front view
of the RTX with thc four links marked as well as the
reference azimuth ar,J elevation angles, 0a and 0,
In three dimensions, the task geometry is modelled as
a sphere.
The four bar linkage model offers several advantages
to interactive control of a robot. As a closed chain, the
number of degrees of freedom of a planar four bar
linkage is reduced to one. In three dimensions, the

28.3

TIlE RTX
The UM1 RTX, distributed by PRAB Command, is a
six degrees-of-freedom manipulator used extensively
in rehabilitation robotics research and applications.
The RTX used in this work is controlled through an
RS232 cable at 9600 baud by an Intel 80386 based
IBM compatible PC running at 20 MHz with an
80387 math coprocessor. Motor parameters are up-
dated every 16 milliseconds and optical encoders pro-
vide the position of each motor while the manipulator

is runningl
The control software is in Microsoft C and low level
functions of the ASEL RTX Control Library121 are
used as the robot drivers.

RTX IMPLEMENTATION
Path planning using the position mode of the RTX re-
quired the motors to come to a stop before moving
through the next ink!! val. The resulting motion was
unacceptable. Therefore, it was necessary to imple-
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ment a velocity control algorithm to obtain smooth
motion. Only open loop control was considered for
this initial implementation. The sampling interval
used in the test runs was 150 milliseconds based on
the time requirements of the sampling interval steps.
The steps of the control loop algorithm and their tunes
are listed in Table 1.

STEP DESCRIPTION TIME(rns)
Position
Solution

Four bar linkage
position solution I

Velocity
Solution

Four bar linkage
velocity solution 1

RTX
Mapping

Code to meet
RTX protocols I

RTX
Communication

Writing SPEEDS
and directions to RTX 70

Error
Analysis

Reading positions
from RTX 65

TOTAL 138
Table 1: Control L top Steps and Times

ERROR ANALYSIS
The path error is manifested in three error values: 1)
the magnitude of the error off the path, 2) the angle er-
ror off the driving angle, and 3) the orientation angle
error. The comparative accuracy of each path was
found by examining the average value of the magni-
tude of error of the actual location of the virtual sphere
target center off the theoretical target center as the
hand traversed the arc. This value is denoted by Ew
and is the cumulative effect of the three errors listed
above . Et, is used as the measure of path accuracy.

constant Azimuth Elevation
AVG FIN AVG FIN

Computer
Simulation 3 667 6.969 2.430 3.920

RTX
Implementat ion

3 684 3.784 4.179 4.771

fable 2: imc Target Center Errors, Etc (mn

RESULTS

Table 2 lists the average error and final error values
separately for arc paths of constant azimuth and ele-
vation angles. The constant azintuth data includes 28
paths. The constant elevation data includes 24 paths.

A typical path followed by the robot hand for varying
azimuth angle is shown in Figme 2. The dotted line is
the theoretical arc and the solid lines are the actual tar-
get center and hand path. The radius is 90mm.

CONCLUSIONS
)pen loop control of the RTX resulted in errors that

were less than 5 millitneters over 28' ales. The four
bar linkage model results in a velocity and position
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455 00
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Figure 2: Typical RTX Path Plot

solution such that the calculation times are minimal as
compared to the communication time requirements
(so; Table 1). Since the four bar linkage velocity so-
lution is a geometric one, the solution is quicker than
comparable matrix solutions.
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FAIL-SAFE FEATURES OF A MOB12LE ROBOTIC PLATFORM

Lincoln A. Jaros, Simon P. Levine, Johann Borenstein, Thomas E. Pilutti, Ulrich Raschke
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Mobile Robot Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Michigan

INTRODUCTION

The robot has a promising fliture in health care.
Bringing this technology into the main stream will
involve two steps. The first is to design, build and test
the robot in the laboratory. This step is in progress in
research programs across the country.

The second step is to move the robot from the research
lab to the real world. This move will present a number
of challenges, the most important of which is safety. A
1985 survey on the future of robots in health care
cont luded, safety is and continues to be the number one
issue that transcends all other questions (1).

A research project is in progress which will build a
semi-autonomous mobile robotic platform to be used
for rehabilitation applications such as transporting a
robot arm between workstations or accompanying a
person moving from room to room (2). In order to
function in an unstructured environment, the robot is
equipped with ultrasonic and infra-red sensors which
allow it to visualize its surroundings and avoid
collisions with stationary or moving objects. The long
term goal of the project is a self-guided mobile robot
which can function safely and reliably around people.

With design and construction under way, planning for
testing and implementation has begun. A primary
focus of this planning is a careful assessment of
current hardware and software with the aim of
including comprehensive and redundant safety
features in the system. This paper outlines these
features.

BACKGROUND

The platform being developed is based on a
commercially available robot and features a ring of 24
ultrasonic transceivers for detecting obstacles and an
infra-red beacon system for determining absolute
position.

A unique feature of' the system is the navigation and
obstacle avoidance software that will be used to control
the platform. This software was developed in a
separate research project (3). It has been ported to the
mobile platform ('rehab robot') described here and is
undergoing further development aimed at reha-
bilitation applications.

MATERIALS

The rehab robot is a three-wheeled platform which has
four component subsystems, presented as a block
diagram in Figure 1.

Onboard Master Control Computer This is an IBNI
PC-compatible 80386-based computer that
exercises control over all other subsystems. Thu
path planning and obstacle avoidance software
runs in this computer.

28.4

Motion Control Subsystem This subsystem
consists of the motor control computer, the steering
motor and the drive motor. It receives digital
motion commands from the master computer and
translates these commands into robot movement
by driving the two motors.

Ultrasonic Ranzine Subsystem This is the chief
obstacle detection system. It is composed of a ring
of 24 ultrasonic sensors controlled by a dedicated
computer. Several times each second this
computer calculates the distance from each one of
the sensors of the sonar ring to the closest
obstruction in the direction that that sensor is
aimed.

Infra-red Beacon Detector This is an infra-red (IR)
sensitive camera mounted to swivel 360" allowing
it to be pointed in any direction. It is controlled by
a separate computer. The system is used to
optically locate small IR beacons placed in known
positions throughout the robot's environment.
Each beacon is a matchbox-sized IR transmitter
which is visible to the robot's detector.

In normal operation the master computer controls all
aspects of' robot operation. It is continually asking for
and receiving sensor information about the
surrounding environment from the sonar and infra-red
computers. From this data it can plan an appropriate
path for robot travel. This path information is then
reduced to elementary steering and drive motion
commands which can be sent to the motor control
computer for actual execution.

IR

Camera

11

Sonar
Ring

ii
Master Computer

11
L

Safety
Equipment

I.

S.

Motor Controller

11

Drive
Motor

11

Steer
Motor

Watchdog
Timer

(-1,t-e711
Button

Safety Bumper
Step Detector I

N. )

Figure I. Block Diagram of Mobile Platform

Emergency Stop
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METHODS

The safest global response of a mobile robot to an
emergency situation is to stop. The basic mechanism
to accomplish this function, the emergency stop switch
(E-stop switch), is included as part of the commercial
version of the robot (see Figure I). When it is
triggered, it immediately cuts all power to the drive
and steering motors. This E-stop switch overrides all
other components in the system, including the master
computer.

In the standard robot, the E-stop switch is triggered by
a large red button on the side of the robot; the button
must be activated by a human observer. To make the
rehab robot as safe as possible, several additional E-
stop trigger sources are being added to the modified
platform. The complete list of E-stop triggers includes:

The_Digisted Button mentioned above.

The Master Computer This can trigger an E-s(op
any time it detects s n unexpected condition in
itself or any of the modules it, controls.

The Safety Bumper Similar to the bumper on a
car, it encircles the platform and detects any
physical contact with objects around the robot.

The Watchdog Timer This new circuit is discussed
below.

The robot breaks down into electromechanical devices
(EDs) and computers/software. The EDs are not a
major safety problem for three reasons. They are all
commercial products which have been thoroughly
tested and documented. Most are simple devices with
a limited number of failure modes. Finally, all the ED
systems are monitored continuously by one of the four
computers.

These computers provide the intelligence of the
platform but also contribute most of the safety
concerns. The software running each of the computers
is unique for this application. Despite careful testing
the programs are complex enough that there is always
the chance of a software 'bug disrupting system
operation.

The platform is designed to fail safely (i.e., to stop)
when any of the computers stop working due to either
a hardware breakdown or a software error. The main
instrument of this safety system is the master
computer. The control program in this computer sends
a command query to each of the other computers 30
times each second. If any computer fails to respond
with a coherent, All-Systems-Go reply, the master
computer will activate the E-stop switch immediately.
This procedure protects against failures both in the
three peripheral computers and in the hardware that
those computers control.

The remaining problem is a potential failure in the
master computer. A simple circuit, called a watchdog
tinier, has been added to the platform to monitor this
computer. The watchdog tinter is designed to start at
one-quarter second and count down to 0. When is
reaches 0 ('times out') it activates the E-stop switch
(see Figure 1). Each time the Master Computer sends

a signal to the watchdog timer it is reset to one-quarter
second. The reset signal from the master computer is
normally sent 30 times each second as part of the main
computer control loop. If the master computer stops
sending this repeated signal for too long the timer
times out and activates the E-stop switch.

DISCUSSION

During early testing of the robot it was not uncommon
for the navigation program running in the master
computer to malfunction or 'crash'. When this occurred
it stopped sending regular control commands to the
motor control computer. If the robot was in motion
when the master computer crashed, the robot
continued to move with a constant course and speed,
colliding with anything in its path. The presence of
the watchdog timer prevents this type of very
dangerous situation.

FUTURE WORK

The measures discussed above address various
dangers posed by internal robot failures. Future work
will address safety concerns introduced by factors
external to the robot. This will include a safety bumper
mentioned above and a step detector to warn the robot
when it approaches the top of a staircase or other
sudden drop-off.
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VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND PLACEMENT:
AN APPLICATION FOP, AN INTERACTIVE ROBOT WORKSTATION

R.G. Cosine, W.S. Harwin, R.D. Jackson
University of Cambridge

Cantbridge, England

INTRODUCTION
Vocational rehabilitation refers to the process of provid-
ing renumerated employment for people who, because of
a physical or mental disability, are unable to share in the
mainstream vocational opportunities. This paper is con-
cerned with the vocational rehabilitation ef physically dis-
abled people who have no, or perhaps very poor, manipula-
tive function or reaching ability. While physical disability
dos not justify the exclusion of the disabled population
from gainful employment, in reality the vocational oppor-
tunities for the plasically disabled are severely restricted.
The limited opportunity for disabled people to participate
in vocational activities is among the most damaging con-
sequences of physical disability.

The Papworth Group operates a number of sinall-scale
light industries which are concerned with the manufac-
ture of a variety of products including electronic aSseIII-
blies. electric wheelchairs. leather goods. and stationary.
Furthermore it ,sf The c ZIF

an employment bzie for physically disabled people The
high qualit. y of the products front The Papworth Group
enables it to compete for a share in the consumer market
with products from mainstream commercial indust nes lt
is necessary, therefore, for productivity levels, in addition
to quality, to be kept relatively high. Since nmst of the
workshops are engaged itt slim t , how volume production
which is not suited to the application of hard-automat ion.
the work remains labour intensive
A recent venture of The Papworth Group was the (-stab,
lishment of an Assessment and Development Centre which
is concerned with the presocat tonal assessment of prospec-
tive employees and subsequent on-the-job ithsessnient of a
workers performance w aimt a job act ivit hin t he con-
text of the it.sses.sinent are issues mcludmg the revision of
manufacturing methods and practice with a view 10 IA-
ploiting high technology in order to enhance the eniploy
ment opportunities for the physically disabled One such
'ugh technology component ts an interactis r robot work-
station which has been developed and applied within an
educational setting to enable physically disabled pupils to
carry out prevocational activities such as chemistry exper-
iments [1.21

ASSESSMENT AND PLACEMENT
The aSsCtismellt procedure fts uses on evaluating an mill-
vidual's aptitudes. skills and abilities, so that the opti-
mum employment placement can be provided Psychoniet
tic testing using scientifically validated inst ruments enable
an individual to discover his/her own particular vocal tonal
abilities. Work samples are utilised to provide all
1011 of the individuals abilities on a particular task, and to

provide the individual with a realistic %ocat tonal ".it nation
in which they can undertake a iirehininar t nal in a iosen
field of work

Within the :assessment, .1111414.st, is placed on esaluat itig
the milmilual's 4dultt to operate %%ohm a lj,local v.ork-
st :Mon ilea, hi, grtj. mainpulat and lingel and manual

D. Scott
The Papworth Group

Papworth Everard, England
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dexterity influence the ability of a person to interact with
his/her working environment. If limitations in thcse areas
can be overcome, an individual previously viewed as un-
productive may be enabled to work within a chosen field,
providing them with increased job satisfaction.

Papworth Group offers a wide variety of occupations,
though clearly not all primary interests can be catered for.
Whet, a suitable placement has been located, adaptations
to the actual job or work situation may be necessary to
enable the individual to work to their optimum production
rate. These adaptations, which take a variety of forms.
may affect only a small range of the activities involved, or
can radically alter the entire approach to the work activity.

The extent to which a work situation can be adapted is
dependent not only on the individuals ability, but also on
the technological development of assistive devices includ-
ing robot systems. It is possible that entire manufacturing
methods and practices could be reviewed to take full ad-
vantage of high technology in order to give ph).sically dis-
abled individuals access to t he work sett Mg. Further devel-
opments may also enhance the prospects of those currently
employed, to further develop their skills and alidities, en-
abling them to achieve career advancement

INTERACTIVE ROBOTICS
In production environments, the robot has the potential to
increase productivity by establishing a high rate of a.ssein-
bling or packaging. While an industrial robot appnatch
does not contribute to a solutton to the problems encoun-
tered in vocational rehabilitation. it is proposed that ap-
propriatc robot technology has the potential for increasing
the range of activities which may be carried out by disabled
employees within a work enviromnent There is potential
for increasing the productivity of the individual disabled
workers through the use of robot technology. and open-
ing existing production activities to peoph- having se% Vre
physical disabilities.

An interactive robot system is proposed a.s H, tool for use
by the disabled person to aid in the execution of a par-
ticular part of a manual activity. The robot. under the
high-level control of a disabled worker, has the potential
to replace or augment the worker's restricted manipulative
function while leaving the worker in ultimate control of the
activity. It is proposed that such a system could be usa-d
by a wheelchair-bound employee to i.xtend his/her reach.
thereby increasing tin effective volume f he workspace.
For example, in an assembly activity, boxes of components
and finished assemblies could be moved in and ont of the
immediate workspace by the employee giving high-level
commands to an intelligent robot In addition, the robot
could be used to position objects within an in.sembly ac-
t is it y.

OPER.ATIONAL MODEL
he operational model for a socat tonal appin at ion.

is !Hum rated in Figure I, coinprtses piths ays which define
the interact ions bilween the disabled emploNee (user) the
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supervisor, and the robot. Pathway 1 corresponds to tlw
normal exchange of information between the user and the
production supervisor. The mode of comnninication [nay
be voice, sign language, head gestures. eye spelling. or a
wide range of augmentative communication devices. The
supervisor provides the user with information regarding
thie vocational activity and use of the robot or associated
equipment, and feedback regarding the user's vocational
performance. The user communicates comments and re-
quests to the supervisor regarding the requirements of a
particular activity.

1.
Prodictior
supervisor

3

1

-------N Disabled worker

[_

1111Producnori
componeots

Robo Sys.em

Figure 1 - Operational Ntodel

Pathway 2 provides tlw supervisor wali a method of in
teracting with the robot system. ming a keyboard or key-
board emulator, for the purpose Of programming new robot
tasks or modify mg existing ones Pathway 3 lets t ho NLI

per visor introduce or remove objects from the User's W.qh-
sliace. ht an assembly process. Ow supervisor could intro-
duce assembly components into the workspace and reinose
the assembled priiducts. Pathway .1 facilitates communica-
tion between the user and the robot system using suitable
mput devices including keyboards. keyboard emulation de-
vices such a.s a voice recoginser, switches. and augmen.
tatite communication devices. This channel enables the
user to activate preprogrammed r biot tasks, to in.aroct
the robot at a high level. and to control tin robot in a
manipulator-like fashion. It is also possible that the user
could create or modify robot applications to take li-t ter
ads antage of the features of the robot s)stein

Pathway S", provides visual feedba, k to the user regarding
the oiliot-assisted activity \\Aide direct sisioil feedliaek
has been chosen for the demonstration act o.ity. it is ex-
pected that indirect %isual feedback. for example through
the use or vidvo monitors, may he useful in --ert:iii applica
lions Depenihng on t he plisical ililit itt he tiser. 11,-/she
may physically interact with tho robot, along, pathway
during an aetisity.

DEMONSTRATION ACTIV ITY
A demonstration activity. which Hooke, the assetiail it

a number of colour-coded nut and bolt assemblies ;mil th,
sorting of tin' finished itssembh, S Hitt, l01.1,1r C0,11,1 kite,
luta limn devised to illustrate the potential for a voca-
tional application. In addition to requiring both line and
gross physical manipulation ahility, t he activity required
a component of human decision-making which could not
be easily replaced with machine intaigenre .1 he not,
ity was preprogrammed in (URL to control, sia a Votan
voice recogniser, a robot workstation li;i2.ed ion the l'NII

RTX robot.

Before starting the assembly operation, the robot is instr-
ucted using high-level CURL commands to arrange the
workspace such that the components required for rnanipu-
lation by the worker are within his reach. Bins of compo-
nents are initially placed by the supervisor so that they can
be viewed by a camera which is part of the workstation. Al-
ternatively, the bins of components could be retrieved from
a shelf or storage area within reach of the robot. Once the
workspace is arranged, the preprogrammed robot actions
can be selected, again using voice commands, to manipu-
late the assemblies during the various stages of the produc-
tion. The user supplements the preprogrammed motions
with high-level commands and manipulator-like control of
the robot as required to complete the activity.

From this demonstration astivity a number of important
vleas emerge. First, further investigation of a role for mod-
etately priced interactive robot systems in semi-automated
production environments is warranted. It appears to be
feasible for a disabled person to use his/her decision-making
ability and residual manipulativefunction, augmented with
the manipulative power of a interactive robot system, in
order to participate in productive employment. Seconit .
it piliotic workstation application to vocat tonal rehabilita-
tion could prove to he a valid and affordable approach in
assisting the physically disabled. Current robot technol-
ogy is better suited to repetitive pick-and-place activities
that are common in small-scale production than to the
delicate tnanipulation requirements for assisting in daily
living tasks such a.s feeding and h)giene. With an applica-
tion in a light manufacturing industry. it may be possible
to exploit the suitability of commercial robot technology to
production tasks and to give t he disabled employee a et it-

llecision-illakIng role in the production process In an
applwation such as this. t he focus of tIn research sluf°-
may from the design of appropriate robots. towards
sins such as interactive coml.!. application pi"gramming.
safety, and (.rror detection and recover
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Development of a Software Library for the
Data Glove
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ABSTRACT
This paper outlinc 3 the development of a library of func-
tions designed u provide the user with access to the

Data Glove, a h irdware system providing data repre-
senting finger a igles, hand position, and orientation.
The library, writ ten in the "C" programming language,
has functions w hich setup communications, calibrate
both the angle am+ position measuring system, and read
angles and positims from the data glove. The use of

each of the functions is outlined briefly.

INTRODUCTION
VPL Research has combined their Data Glove with the
3SPACE Isotrak by Polhemus Navigational Science
into a single packaged system which provides a flexible
man-machine interface. In order for this device to be
used easily and effectively in a C programming environ-
ment, a set of functions has been developed which allow
an applications programmer to access the data reported
by the Data Glove in a simple manner.
Currently the Data Glove Library consists of 22 func-
tions which allow the establishment of communication
with, the calibration of, and various means of reading
finger angles, hand position, and orientation from. the
Data Glove. While the major motivation for the design
of the Data Glove functions was to interface the device
with a rehabilitation robotics system, the functions are
general enough to be used in any application where data
from the glove is to be utilized.
In addition to the functions themselves, six application
programs have been written for inclusion in the software
package. These programs use the Data Glove Library
Mnctions to aid the user in setting up calibration tables
for both finger angle measurements and 3SPACE posi-
tion measurements as well as demonstrate the various
abilities of the glove.

DATA GLOVE HARDWARE
The Data (ilove System consists of two separate sensing
devices combined into one unit. The finger angle mea-
surement system consists of a spandex glove equipped
w nil a set of fibre optics. When the fibres are bent, cor-
responding to the bending of a finger joint, light is lost
from the optic fiber in proportion to the angle of bend.
Thus the Data Glove system tneasures this loss of light
and transmits data about the degree of bend at each of
ten finger jointst. The 3SPACE position sensing system

uses magnetic sending and receiving units to measure
distances in the x. >, and i. directions as well as orienta-
tion angles of role, pitch. and y aw. The data from these
sensors mat be sent back to the host computer either

28.6

separately or in combination.

3-Space Calibration
Because of the magnetic nature of the position sensing
device, the 3SPACE lsotrak is greatly susceptible to in-
terference from metals which may be located in the en-
vironment. A function has been designed which reads
raw data from this device and constructs a set ofstraight
line approximations to the actual position values. Using
the functions provided, a set of calibration curves have
been constructed in our labs. Use of these curves allows
the measurement of position over an entire hemisphere
with a radius of 28" with an average accuracy to within
0.15 inches, and a worst case error of 0.30 inches near
the maximum range. The curves used for position cali-
bration are contained in a data structure and is called by
a correcting function whenever needed.

Joint Angle Calibration
The loss of light around a bend in the optic fibre is log-
arithmically proportional to the angle of bend. In order
to convert this to a linear function, finger angles must
also be calibrated. The calibration of finger angles is
much simpler than that of the lsotrak, since only two
points need be recorded. Data is taken with the finger
flexed and extended, using this data, a curve giving an-
gles over the entire range of finger motion can be con-
structed.

SOFTWARE DESIGN
The Data Glove software library was designed to meet
two objectives:

I. Provide the user with a set of functions which return
position and finger angle data in a meaningful form

2. Isolate the user front the communications and de-
coding processes involved.

In attempting to accomplish these objectives the library
functions have been divided into three distinct groups:

I. Those functions v..hich deal with the entire Data
Glove, such as functions that open and close com-
munications

2. Those functions which pertain to the finger angle
data.

3. Those which pertain to the position data.

Data Glove Functions
Functions dealing with the entire Data Glove system can
be divided into three groups:
Host-Glove Interfacing: There are three functions which

1. The design of the glove presumes that movement of
the distal and proximal inter-phalangeal joints occur in
tandm. The glove only measures the angles of the
proximal imerphalangeal and metacarpal-phalangeal
j(tints.
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initialize, reset and terminate communication between
the Host computer and the Data Glove System.

Communication: There are two ways of communicating
with the glove. The simplest of these is to send out a sin-
gle command and receive one record of data. Alterna-
tively, the Data Glove may be read at 30 or 60 Hz. In this
case, a continuous stream of data records are sent by the
Data Glove to the Host. Three functions control this sec-
ond, more complex, means of communication. These
three function:

1. Send out a command to turn on or turn off the data
stream.

2. Read one or more records from the data stream.
3. Interpret thc data.

Frrnr Handling: While every function in the library re-
turns a flag of type boolean (value 1 or 0) to indicate an
error event in that function, each function also calls an
error function when an error occurs within that function.
This error function is modeled after the math error func-
tion in the Microsoft C compiler3. The Data Glove Li-
brary is supplied with an error function which reports
each error on the screen at the time it occurs and offers
the user the option of exiting the program or continuing.
Alternatively, the user is encouraged to write his/her
own error function using the codes passed from each li-
brav function.

Finger Angle Functions
Data Glove functions which deal with the finger angle
data can also be divided in three groups:

Calibration: These functions record, build, and down-
load to the Data Glove system a set of curves (known as
a calibration table) which interpret the raw logarithmic
data coming from the glove as an angle between 0 and
the maximum degree uf bend.

Data retriPval: One function reads data frotn the Data
Glove and passes it back to the calling program in an ar-
ray of ten characters. Each character represents a single
finger angle.

Calibration Table Storage: Once a calibration sable has
been constructed it can be saved or loaded from a disk
file: two functions are provided for doing this.

Three Space Position Functions
The 3SPACE position functions are divided into three
sets, analogous to those provided finger angles: 1) Cali-
bration, 2) Data Retrieval, and 3) Calibration table stor-
age. The major difference between the two systems is in
the complexity of the calibration and the manner in
which each table is stored. In the case of the 3SPACE
calibration table, it resides in the Host computer in a dy-
namically allocat,d array. The finger angle calibration
table, on the other hand, must be downloaded to the Data
Glove System before it can be used.

The Demonstration Programs
In addition to the Data Glove Library the software pack-
age contains five demonstration programs:

Po,ition Calibration Ipocicali.e.tel: This program

guides the user through the layout and recording of a
number of points which are theh used to build a position
calibration table. The user may choose whatever number
of points he/she wishes.

2) Finger Calibration Vngrcali.exe.1: The program al-
lows the individual calibration of all 10 finger joint an-
gles. It guides the user through this process using a
graphic of the hand and written text.

3) Demonstration of Finger Angles [demofngrexel: Us-
ing a graphic of a hand, this program demonstrates the
reading of angles from the Data Glove.

4) Demonstration of Position [demoposi.exel: This pro-
gram draws a cross on the graphics screen. The position
of this cross moves in real time in proportion to the
movement of the position sensor. At present only 4 of
the six dimensions are represented in this demonstra-
tion. These are: x, y. z (z controlling the size of the
cross) and roll (roll contiolling the angle the cross makes
with the horizontal and vertical a es). The author plans
to change this program so it will give a graphical repre-
sentation of the 6 dimensions of the position sensor.

5)Glove to Disk Recording tglov-dsk.exel This pro-
gram allows the user to record finger angles and position
data from the Glove at up to 60 liz. and record the data
in a disk file.

FUTURE WORK

Future work with the Data Glove Library will be in
two distinct directions. First the glove will be inter-
faced with the programming environment project and
the usefulness of the glove as an input device to the

RTX will be tested4. In a second area of investigation
the data glove will be used as an assessment tool for
upper extremity functional evaluation..
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a robotic aid
survey which was conducted to determine the
needs and abilities of electric wheelchair users.
The results of the survey will be used to develop

a low-cost electric wheelchair mounted robotic
arm for use by the physically disabled to facili-

tate rehabilitation. One of the major findings
was that 79% of the survey subjects had no em-

ployment of any kind. Of all the areas of
rehabilitation t.lchnology, employment of the se-
verely disabled with the aid of robotics is one of
the most promising and socially relevant.

INTRODUCTION

Many robotic systems have been designed and

developed for the physically disabled over the

last twenty years. Most of these systems have

failed to reach the production stage due to the

lack of basic research at the initial stages of the

project and the high cost of this new technology.

The result of not conducting initial research or
conducting the wrong type of research is that the

final design will not meet the needs and require-

ments of the end user.[1] The high cost means
that those who would most benefit from the
equipment cannot afford to buy it.(21 The first

stage of any product design should entail re-
search into the potential user population. In the

case of a robotic aid for the physically disabled
certain information is required:

I. General information on age, sex, accommo-
dation, employment and pastimes.

2. Detailed information on the types and levels

of disability.
3. Detailed information on daily living tasks.

4. Information on input device familiarity.

The above information could be obtained either

through personal interviews, a detailed question-

naire or a mixture of both.[3]
By selecting and weighting the design criteria an

optimum design of system can be achieved.
This procedure will help to reduce costs to a
miniinum and hence will make the fmal system
as accessible to the disabled population as is
practically possible.

SURVEY METHOD

The survey was undertaken by the author
together with staff and students from three occu-
pational therapist training colleges within the
U.K. over a one year period ending in June
1989. Survey subjects were contacted through
hospitals, charitable homes, spinal units, special
schools and the Disablement Services Associ-
ation (the government organisation which issues
electric wheelchairs to the disabled community).
The survey was conducted using a four-page
questionnaire containing over 110 questions.
The majority of the survey subjects were inter-
viewed personally, though some were posted the
questionnaire. At the end of the survey a total of
fifty questionnaires had been iccessfully com-

pleted.

RESULTS

The main results of the survey were that the
average electric wheelchair user will be 40 years
old, single (68%). living at home (58%) with
family (40%) and with no employment of any
kind (79%).

ESIPLOYMENT STATUS OF SURVEY SUBJECTS

SUBJFCTS AGED 16- 65

SLIMY SlOr BO

Figure 1.

The most popular pastime was watching televi-
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sion (3.82 hr/day) followed by listening to the
radio (3.32 hr/day). The most prevalent dis-
ability was spinal cord injuiy (24%) followed by
multiple sclerosis (16%), rheumatoid arthritis
(10%) and cerebral palsy (10%). Approximately
20% of the survey subjects suffered from invol-
untary movement in their limbs. The daily
living tasks section of the questionnaire was
divided into four separate sub-sections:[4]
1. Personal Hygiene Tasks.
2. Domestic Tasks.
3. Leisure/Ref.reational Tasks.
4. Working Environment Tasks.
The survey sul jects uete asked about how well
they could perrorm specific tasks under each of
the above sub-sections. The percentage values
of tasks that the survey subjects found difficult
or impossible to do were calculated and tabu-
lated, the top three tasks in each section were:
1. Washing Hair (88%)

Rearranging Clothes after the toilet (80% )
Cleaning after the toilet (68% )

2. Cooking (84% )
Preparing Food (82%)
Filling the kettle (78% )

3. Pick-up and throw objects (58% )
Opening a wine bottle (54% )
Gardening (52% )

4. Opening a letter (48%
Using a stapler (48% )
Posting a Letter (46%)

Of the tasks that the survey subjects would most
like to be able to do but could not the highest
were: reaching, stretching and gripping (44%).
gardening (26%), reaching to the floor (24%).
cooking (20%) and eating/feeding (18%). Per-
centages do not add up to 100 because the
survey subjects had a choice of entering up to
five tasks each. Finally, of the fifty survey sub-
jects. 84% would consider buying a wheelchair
mounted robotic arm if it could help them with
some of the above tasks.

DISCUSSION

The above results provide a profile of the poten-
tial user of an electric wheelchair mounted
robotic arm. The majority of survey subjects
were living at home with support from their
families but with no employment. This high-

298

lights the heavy burden placed upon the family
of people with physical disability. The fmal de-
sign must therefore be able to operate within the
confines of the home environment. By enab-
ling some of the tasks listed above to be
achieved, the system might eventually be used in
a working environment.

CONCLUSIONS

An electric wheelchair mounted robotic arm
shows great promise as an aid in performing
daily living tasks for the severely disabled. sev-
eral such systems have been developed in the
past fifteen years, though none have reached the
severely disabled community, due to some of the
reasons mentioned earlier. If such a device
could be produced at low cost (possibly utilising
inexpensive pneumatic actuators) and of suffi-
cient dexterity, it would undoubtedly have a
worldwide market.
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Task-Oriented Control of a Robot Manipulator
Part I: The Concept
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a novel control concept that al-
lows a disabled user to continuously control the mo-
tion of a robot manipulator during the execution of a
task. This is accomplished by partitioning the task
into a sequence of simpler task oriented motions that
are directly related to the motion of a virtual four bar
linkage.

BACKGROUND
A robot manipulator, in the simplest sense, is a series
of links joined by motors. The motors cause displace-
ments to occur between the two links joined by that
motor. In order to control the location of the end ef-
fector, or hand, of the robot, a displacement must be
specified for each motor along the chain of links. Dif-
ferent sets of motor displacements will result in differ-
ent locations of the hand. In the same way, one may
also specify a set of velocities at each motor which
will cause the hand to move at a prescribed velocity.
In order for a manipulator to be useful as an assistive
device, it must be easy to control. The mental and
physical load required to perfoml a task by controlling
each motor displacement on a robot is too great, even
for simple tasks. The alternative is to effect direct
control over the characteristics of the task itself.
Controlling the location or velocity of the hand in task
coordinates is difficult since typical coordinate sys-
tems by which the position of the hand is referenced
(such as the Cartesian or Cylindrical systems) require
complex mappings between the task coordinate frame
and the motor displacement and speed parameters.
Real time interactive computer control of the robot
also requires an algorithm which can solve for the mo-
tor positions or speeds and communicate this solution
to the robot in minimum time. The accuracy of the ro-
bot's positioning ability is directly related to the
length of this time and is a function of the efficiency
of the robot solution.

TIIE CONTROLLER
When a non-disabled person pertilons a manual task,
he or she normally moves the hand towards a destina-
don as a reference. For instance, in grooming one's
hair, the person carries a comb towards the head as 1,
destination, engages the comb with the hair, sweeps
the comb through the hair over the surface of the head,
retracts the comb, and repeats these simple motion',
until the task is complete. This may be followed by a
motion to another destination, etc.

S13.2

compliance

Figure 1: Hand of a Robot Manipulator
and Reference Sphere.

In Task-Oriented Control of a robot manipulator, the
user is given this same capability. Figure I shows the
terminal device of a robot manipulator approaching
an imaginary sphere as a destination. By controlling
two analog inputs in the four modes described in Ta-
ble 1, the user may continuously control the motion
of the robot hand during the execution of the task.

Mode

Axis

I ')

Point yaw pitch

Approach approach roll

Adjust radius gri P

Sweep azimuth elevation

Table 1: Modes of Task-Oriented Control

ACCOMPLISHING A TASK

To perform the grooming task described above, the
user, with the comb in the grip of the terminal device.
first selects the point mode.

Point Mode
In this mode, the user controls the pitch and yaw axes
of the terminal device (0 and 0 1 and points toward

the center of the head. I le then select ,. the approach
mode.

Approach Mode
The user then directs the comb to move along the ap-
proach vector (A) and may also change its orientation
by controlling the roll angle (Ork I pun making con-

tact with the head, the user switches to the ad j ust
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mode.

Adjust Mode
In this mode, the user adjusts the radius, R, of an
imaginary reference sphere. The objective is to con-
struct a sphere that approximates the shape of the
head. Note that in this mode, the other axis controls
the grip. Since the terminal device is already gripping
the comb, this control is not used at this time..

Sweep Mode
Once the imaginary sphere has been constructed, the
user controls the azimuth and elevation angles (0a and

0e) of the hand as it "sweeps" over the surface of the

sphere.
At this point, the user may select the approach mode,
retract the comb, select sweep mode , go to a new lo-
cation from which to insert the comb, etc. until the
task is complete.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

For tasks that involve contact between the robot and
the user, other considerations besides the motion itself
must be addressed. To ensure the safety of the user,
the contact forces that are generated may be moni-
tored and controlled by the introduction of a compli-
ance to the terminal device. In this way, the terminal
device will accommodate the shape of the head with-
out causing discomfort or detracting from the quality
of the motion.
Task-Oriented Control allows for other variations. In
the above case, the radius of the sphere, R, was posi-
tive, and the terminal device contacted the outside of
the imaginary sphere. If R is negative, the terminal
device will contact the inside of the sphere. If R is set
to a large value, the spherical surface will approach a
flat plane. Combinations of surfaces made up of
spheres, flat planes, cylinders, etc. can be constructed
by alternating the size and orientation of R during the
motion.

VIRTUAL FOUR BAR LINKAGE

A significant simplification in the robot position and
velocity equations is achieved by modelling the ma-
nipulator as a virtual four bar linkage in three dimen-
sions. A robot manipulator may have up to six
degrees of freedom, and therefore up to six motors
must be controlled simultaneously to achieve a coor-
dinated motion. In addition, the task itself, modelled
as a sphere, is composed of three degrees of freedom.
By coupliri . the robot and task geometries through the
virtual four bar linkage, however, it can be shown that
the resulting system has only three degrees of free-
dom. This means that the robot can be "driven" by the
azimuth, elevation, and roll angles of the task and the
robot joints will move accordingly.
Further, by constraining the hand to move towards thc

center of a spherc, and then to follow the contour of
the sphere, the number of degrees of freedom that the
user needs to control at any one time is reduced to
two. The robot control equations, derived by consid-
ering the motion of the virtual four bar linkage, auto-
matically solve for the required robot joint angles and
velocities to accomplish the desired motion trajecto-
ries. This control scheme has been implemented on a
commercial robot manipulator and the results are re-
ported in [3].

CONCLUSIONS

The control concept described in this paper promises
to offer a significant improvement in the control of a
robot manipulator by a disabled user. By controlling
two analog signals at a time, the user will be in com-
plete control of the robot manipulator as it executes
motions that are directly related to the task that he or
she is attempting to perform. Further, the concept of
the virtual four bar linkage yields a simplification in
the control algorithm with a commensurate reduction
in the computational burden on the control computer.
This results in a minimum number of calculations to
be performed by the control computer in real-time
which should improve system performance.
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ABSTRACT

A method of cormol for a robotic manipulator for the
handicapped is being developed N`lich combines the
strengths of the two traditional control methods,
namely the Direct Control approach and the Work-
station approach. The system operates in two modes:
`LEARN' and `REPEAT.' LEARN mode allows for
the user to define tasks as sequences of primitive
level commands. The concept of modularity is imple-
mented through three variable dependent primitive
level commands. REPEAT mode allows for the re-
execution of the tasks with either the predefined
variables or new ones.

INTRODUCTION

An earlier phase of this project was the development
of a voice controlled robotic workstation with the
capacity of automated grasping. The control strategy
was direct control with access to either world or joint
coordinates (forward, back, down, elbow left etc.).
This mode was chosen in order to allow the manipu-
lator to operate within an unstructured environment.
To grasp an object, the user is first required to move
the robot's gripper to the general vicinity of the
object by direct control. Once the gripper has been
brought close to the object to be grasped, the auto-
matic grasping routine is invoked through the
GRASP command. The prototype was clinically
tested ( I( with a physically disabled population. It
was found that direct control offers the flexibility
required but imposes a heavy control burden on the
user even with the provision of automated grasping.
Other researchers 111 have investigated the worksta-
tion approach as a means of controlling robotic aids
for the handicapped. The ease of use in such a system
far surpasses the direct control method but does not
offer the flexibility required. Our present efforts are
directed at developing a system which incorporates
the flexibility of direct control and the ease of use of
a workstation into a single system.

DESIGN SPECIFICATION

In order to achieve a flexible system that would adapt
to an unstructured environment as well as reduce the
control burden on the user, a degree of artificial

intelligence must be incorporated. Several issues
have to be addressed to achieve the desired goal PI.
This phase of our project focuses on implementing
the following features: (a) insrructability, (b) repeat-
ability, (c) adaptability, and (d) modularity.

Instructability and repeatability allow the user to
define new tasks and repeat them a: issue of a newly
defined command. Adaptability allows for the defini-
tion of new objects and locations within the work-
space and the continuous updating of an internal
model that rt presents the environment. Modularity
allows for the replacement of variables that constitute
a learned task in order to perform a functionally
different task but of similar primitive behaviour.

IMPLEMENTATION

Instructability and repeatability
This is implemented by allowing the user to guide
the manipulator through a desired task using the
primitive commands that are available. Once com-
pleted, the entire sequence of steps is saved in mem-
ory under a new task name. All variables (see modu-
larity) that constitute the task are also saved. This
procedure is possible when the manipulator is in
LEARN mode. When a task has been instructed and
saved, the user switches to REPEAT mode. In this
mode, all previously tasks defined under LEARN
mode can now be invoked. Such a method has also
been proposed by other researchers [4].

Adaptability
An internal model that represents objects and loca-
tions, associated with their names is updated as the
environment is altered. When an object or location is
unknown to the system, the user switches to LEARN
mode and guides the manipulator using direct control
primitives to teach the necessary parameters.

Modularity
This has been achieved by implementing the follow-
ing three yak iable dependent primitive commands :

GO TO location
MOVE obit. It TO location

GET object

"object" and "location" are variablcs which can be
defined by the user. The dependence of these primi-
tives on object and location allow for the usc of a
previously defined task to be performed with differ-
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ent variables than the ones originally defining it. The
following simple examp1 . serves as an illustration:

The user has defined the tvsk DRINK as

MOVE milk TO mouth
WAIT

MOVE milk TO counter

The user then re-issues DRINK. The system responds
by showing the sequence of primitives that constitute
DRINK and the variables previously associated with
it (milk, mouth, counter). At this point the user can
either accept the default values or substitute "milk"
with "pop" and "counter" with "shelf' as long as
these variables have been taught using the appropri-
ate provision. This illustrates the strength of this
method in its ability to modularize tasks.

The system is currently being implemented on a
U.M.I. RTX manipulator controlled by an IBM PC/
AT compatible computer. A VOTAN speech recog-
nition unit is provided for user input. Three infrared
proximity sensors are mounted on the robot's gripper
to provide the feedback required by the automatic
grasping algorithm.

The user interface has been designed bearing in mind
that the user is not necessarily technically versed. To
this end, the following features are implemented:

(I) The screen displays are menu driven to help
guide the user through the operations.

(2) The command language recognized by the voice
unit is limited to the options available on each screen.

(3) The primitive commands are founded on natural
language with the intention of helping the user in
identifying with their function.

DISCUSSION

The combining of the workstation approach and the
direct control approach allow for the customization
of the robotic aid to suit the needs of the user. The
workstation method, in principle, is a pre-program-
med system that repeats pre-defined tasks in an
efficient manner. This efficiency however is main-
tained at the expense of a rigidly constrained envi-
ronment. The strength of this approach is incorpo-
rated into our system through the two modes:
LEARN and REPEAT. Flexibility is maintained by
allowing the user to define the environment and by

keeping a constantly updated model of the environ-
ment.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Formal clinical evaluation of the system will be
conducted upon completion of the aforementioned
implementation. We anticipate a considerable reduc-
tion in the control burden on the user. To further
allow for partial unsupervised operation of the sys-
tem subsequent work will be directed towards the
development of collision avoidance strategies using
off-line 3-dimensional environmental modelling.
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SEATING IS A TEAM SPORT - A CASE STUDY
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M'Lisa Shelden, Pauls Valley School, Pauls Valley, Oklahoma

MESSTRACT
An athetoid, cerebral palsied client with
fixed, severe deformities needed a custom
contoured seating system. Skin over very
bony prominences of the spine had been
damaged repeatedly by an inappropriate pla-

nar system. A team consisting of parents,
direct care providers, therapists and en-
gineers collaborated to design, fabricate,
adapt and apply a safe and appropriate
seating system for this very difficult
client. Once again, it was proved that
development of seating demands active par-
ticipation of everyone involved in service
and care of the user.

BACKGROUND
Blake Robison is a nineteen year old resi-
dent of a facility for developmentally
disabled individuals. He is extremely
spastic and very strong. He has severe
scoliosis with bony prominences the size
of golf balls on the spine. He is deaf
and prone to repetitious, damaging motions
of the head, hands, arms and legs.

Inappropriate Planar Seating System
Indentation in back caused bv bony promi-

nences

S20.1

An incredibly inappropriate planar or two-
dimensional seating system was designed
and fabricated for this young man about

two years ago. The tight seat belt forced
bony prominences on his back to "bottom
out" through the padding on the hard back

of that seating system. When the federal
court gave permission, a most unique seat-

ing team was organized. The principals

were a physical therapist from another
state institution and a rehabilitation en-
gineer from a private rehabilitation cen-

ter. The physical therapist directed sys-
tem design and fabrication. "Active par-

ticipants" in the seating design, specifi-
cation, and trial and fitting team includ-
ed (1) the parents, (2) therapists from
the home institution, (3) direct care per-
sonnel from the home institution and (4)
therapists from the private tehabilitation

center. This unique team developed a
seating system that truly meets the func-
tional and safety needs of the client.

2

Team-Developed Contoured Seating System
"Soft spot" accommodated bony prominences
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SEATING IS A TEAM SPORT

METHODS
Beadseat seat and back with "soft spot".
A noted specialist was enaged to evaluate
the client and to recommend a design
approach. An Enduro Encore wheeled base
was selected. The most difficult part of
fabricating the seat and back was placing
and holding the client in proper position
during fitting. A section was cut out of
the firm but resilient Beadseat back.
Upholstery was applied by a vacuum-forming
process permitting the vinyl upholstery to
be drawn into the cutout. The pocket was
layered with foam and Jay Flolite Pads.
This produced a "soft spot" which would
accommodate a golf ball!

Knee blocks. Knee blocks that compensated
for leg length discrepancy and differing
knee flexion angles were designed and
fabricated. These were made from strong,
laminated, closed-cell, light-weight foam.
The knee cutouts were padded with Temper-
foam. Stainless steel pipes telescoped
into larger pipes secured to the under-
carriage of the wheelchair.

Footrests and Armrests. Bucket type foot-
rests with shims to compensate for leg
length discrepancy were custom made from
Kydex. Mounting position was critical
because knee contractures cause the legs
to extend under the seat. The Kydex arm-
rests loop over the round armrests and a
bolt secures the armrest to the wheelchair
uprights. The assembly is well padded and
closed at the rear to restrict range and
prevent injury to the elbow.

Anterior supports. Kydex anterior pads
provide substantial lateral support. These
were contoured to the side and chest, pad-
ded with Temperfoam and covered with vinyl
unholster . They were mounted with Millers
Swingaway and related hardware.

Headrest. A three-tiered headrest prevents
ear damage caused by repetitious head
turning. It is large to prevent Bkke
Robison from extending his head behind it.
All corners are soft and rounded with
convenient swingaway attachment. A "hand
deflector" prevents pushing off with his
hand.

sok

A

Appropriately Seated Client - Happy Mother

RESULTS
Blake Robison sits comfortably and safely
in his unique team-developed seating sys-
tem. His lap belt fits loosely and com-
fortably. When he thrusts in full-body
extension he inherently slips back into
proper position. Parents and direct-care
providers clearly understand function of
all features of the chair. Development
of this very successful seating system
demonstrates that seating is definitely a
team sport.
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DESIGN PROCESS FOR HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS

Nelson W.H. Pang, P. Eng.

Otto Bock Orthopedic industry of Canada ltd.

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

ABSTRACT

There are literally thousands of products
manufactured for the health care industry.

How did these products evolve?

The purpose of this paper is to explain

the stages of the product design process

and to provide some insight into how

health care products are designed and
developed.

WHAT ARE THE STAGES OF DESIGN

Product design is a complex, decision
making process which develope the basic,
tangible component parts required to

accomplish a product's intended results.
Although the stages of design listed below

have a natural chronological order of

completion, in practice it is often neces-

sary to return to earlier stages when

technical, economical, or other problems
are encountered during design process.

1) Establish Product Features
It is necessary to first establish the

primary "must have" features of the pro-

duct, then determine the secondary or opt-

ional product features. Product features

and their relative importance should be

established because some features are

achievable but at the expense of another

feature. The initial listing of product

features starts out as a "wish list" and

includes some features that may later be

found unfeasible as the design progesses.

2) Establish Design Parameters
The next step involves establishing design
parameters such as overall dimensions,
sizes, and performance specifications.
As the product design progresses, changes
to the parameters may be required if they

are also found technically or economically
unfeasible.

3) Establish Major Components
Major components critical to the success

of a product should be established at this

stage. Engineering principles are often

used to help determine strength
requirements and thus sizes and materials

of components. A decision must be made

whether to: a) share major components used
the company's other product lines, b) use

commercially avoiable "off-the-shelf"

S20.2

components, c) develop a component to the

required specifications. Major components
such as motors and controllers are major
products themselves and require tong lead
times to develop if suitable motors and

controllers are not readily available.

4) Construct Design Drawings
Design drawings are generally large, accu-
rately scaled drawings which designers use

to visualizing ideas and solutions.

Instaad of trying to design the whole

product at one time, designers isolate

features to break-up the problem into
smaller, more manageable problems. Once a

proposed solution to a feature has been

drawn, it is then necessary to coordinate

the design of that feature with other

aspects of the design.

5) Construct Prototype(s)
Prototype drawings are constructed with

information from the design drawings. The

prototype drawings or sketches include
information such as part dimensions and

material specifications which are neces-

sary for a mochine operator to produce the
prototype parts. Design deficiences such

as assembly problems, sre sometimes
revealed during prototype construction and
must be corrected before production.

Product features are often added, deleted
or changed based on suggestions and feed-
back from prototype field tests. Several

generations of prototypes are usually
required before reaching the final

production design.

6) Complete Production Design
Production drawings are required to

manufacture the product in production

quantities. Components may need to be

redesigned if found to be economically

unfeasible for manufacturing. Most proto-

type drawings require final revisions

before they can be used as production

drawings.

NEW PRODUCT CONSIDERATIONS

Accurate information, interpretation, and

planning improve the chances of developing

a successful product. Some company con-

cerns that must be addressed throughout

the design process are listed below:
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1) Management/Finance Considerations c) Portability vs Rigidity
What capital investment is required? d) Aesthetics vs Function

- What is the return on investment and pay e) Power vs Range
back period? f) Gradeability vs Speed

- What will be the inventory requirements? 9) Redundancy (safety) vs Optimization
- What will be the cost of product h) Modularity vs Customization

liability insurance? i) Serviceability vs Compactness
What will it cost for research and j) Fabrication vs Tooling method:.
development? k) Comfort vs Function
How accurate is the information and 1) Ground clearance vs Seat height
and sales forecasts? m) Adjustability vs Simplicity

n) Outdoor vs Indoor applications
2) Marketing/Sales Considerations c.) High quality vs Low quality
- Who will buy the product? p) Factory assembled vs Dealer assembled
- What are the realistic sale forecasts? q) Optional vs Standard features

How stable or competitive is the market? r) Factory vs Dealer installed options
- What should the selling price be set at? s) Manufacturing costs vs Precision

How much will funding agencies subsidize assembly
or reimburse buyers? t) Engineering achievments vs
Can existing product be improved to Humanitarium concerns
meet needs? u) Perfection vs Deadlines
Will new product cut into sales of

existing products?
maximum sales effect? SUMMARY
where should the product be positioned?
Deluxe or economy? There are many technical and business

challenges facea by designers of health
3) Engineering/Production Considerations care products. Designers are pressed to
- What features are required? develope better products that do
- What are their relative importance? everything, fit everybody, and are aesthe-
What are the design parameters? tically pleasing, while still affordable.
Can it be done? Technically?
Is there enough in-house technical Innovative and technologically advanced
expertise? products are hindered by many factors.

- What manufacturing cost is acceptable? The relatively LOW sales volumes for many
- Does the company have the manufacturing health care products do not give the same

capacity for new product? economies of scale afforded to large
- What is the annual volume anticipated? consumer industries.
Are there governing industry standards
or regulations? Successful product designers must have a

good understanding of engineering and
business principles in order to

DESIGN CONFLICTS objectively consider all factors before
making design decisions. The needs of the

A designer makes many decision as a design end user, care givers, therapists, DME
progresses and must choose the best com- dealers must be understood in order to
promise between conflicting concerns, design a commercially successful product.
Decisions must be made to determine the Although management is ultimately
most successful compromise when two or responsible for the success of a company's
more product features are not compatible. products, it is the designer who must
Listed below are some common design solve technical design problems which have
conflicts which affect product design. business implicat'ons.
Although the design conflicts have been
grouped as pairs, decisions constantly
arise where several conflicts must be ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
considered at the same time. For example,
modularity, adjustability, and simplicity This paper was orginally presented at the
are three concerns which affect each Wheelchair IV Conference, sponsored by the
other. U. of Virginia, Rehabilitation Engineering

Centre, and the National Institute on
a) Maneauverability vs Stability Disability and Rehabilitation Research of
b) Lightweight vs Strength the Department of Education. Dec., 1988.
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The Smart Wheelchair: A Discussion of the Promises and Pitfalls

PI Nelson', G. Verburg2, D. Gibney', and L. Korb&
' National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa

2 Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre, Toronto
' Everest & Jennings Canadian Ltd., Concord, Ontario

ABSTRACT

The application of robotics technologies to improve the safety
and ease of operation of powered wheelchairs could offer the
possibility of independent mobility to large numbers of severely
disabled and multiply handicapped people. This paper discusses
some of the controversial issues associated with the concept and

includes a brief outline of preliminary collaborative work to-
wards the development of such a "smart" wheelchair system.

INTRODUCTION

Establishing independent mobility provides disabled individuals
with a high degree of self esteem (I). Perhaps more than any other
physical deficit, loss of mobility is a constant reminder of an
individual's dependence. Although present day powered wheel-
chairs provide this important freedom for many people, clinicians
are seeing growing numbers of clients for whom the conventional
powered wheelchair cannot provide safe, independent mobility
(2). These people are likely to be developmentally disabled,
visually impaired, cognitively impaired, severely physically
disabled, or have a combination of these disabilities. Over the
past decade, several researchers have suggested the application of
new robotics technologies to the creation of a "smart" wheelchair
(3,4,5), that could overcome many of these mobility problems.
The smart wheelchair would combine a variety of sensors with
powerful computers, such that it would be inherently safe, easier
to operate, and virtually crash-proof. It would be able to avoid
collisions, follow walls, find and negotiate passage through
doorways, and avoid hazards such as open stairways. Having
explored the possibility of a smart w heelchair, the authors discov-
ered a surprising number of interesting issues, both pro and con,
that the concept raises. VP.: feel these issues are sufficiently
serious that they need to be considered before more devices are
built.

Manufacturers already have made significant improvements to
powered mobility aids. Microprocessor-based controllers have
made powered wheelchairs easier to operate, with features like
acceleration and speed limiting, automatic braking, dynamic
braking, velocity ("cniise") control, and directional control over
hilly terrain. As well, these controllers have permitted inter-
changeable user interfaces and automatic battery monitoring.
While these improvements are welcome, there are still a number
of areas in powered mobility where further improvements are
needed. For exatnple, since mobility is so important to a mobil ity-
impaired person, the reliability and battery cap city of these
systems needs to be even higher than what is currently available.
Obviously the deficiencies in current powered mobility systems
pose different degrees of inconvenience to different disability
groups. For some candidates, powered mobility will continue to
be unsafe and inappropriate until smart systems are developed.

ISSUES

Reliability
A smart wheelchair could provide independent mobility to per-
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sods who were previously inappropriate candidates for powered
mobility. But then a blind person, for example, would become
entirely &pendent for their personal safety on the technology that
gives them independent mobility. This places great emphasis on
the development of sensor technologies which are effective in de-
tmting a variety of obstacles or dangers in widely differing envi-
ronments. It also places great emphasis on the reliability of these

sensors.

People are justifiably suspicious of the reliability of commercial
machines (e.g. photocopiers). This is to be expected, because
commercial products are carefully designed to meet an accept-
able degree of reliability, and no more. Increased reliability is
achieved usually by selecting higher quality materials and com-
ponents and by carefully monitoring manufacturing practices, all
of which increase costs. Wheelchairs are commercial products,
also, and must strike the right balance between cost and reliabil-
ity. Reliability is also dependent on a system's complexity. S ince
the smart wheelchair will have greater complexity than a conven-
tional wheelchair, the reliability of ail of its sensors, controllers,
and circuitry must be exceptionally high. Can this be achieved
without pushing the cost out of reach?

Safety
Whereas reliability of a system is largely dependent on its
manufacture, safety is more a result of careful and thorough
design. Designing for safety means taking into account the fact
that no component or subsystem is 100% reliable. For %Ne smart
wheelchair, this means the development of sensors whir:h can
sense the difference between useful signals, ambient noise, and
faults in their own irternal circuitry. Also at issue here is tilt safe
operation of the underlying motor controllers. For instance,
techniques must be devised to prevent the chair from going out of
control due to component malfunctions. While many safety
requirements can be achieved through clever design, the conven-
tional approach is to add extra circuitry to monitor the proper
operation of all the other circuitry. As with the question of
reliability, this will add to the overall system cost.

Appropriate User Interface
While safety and reliability are essential for a smart wheelchair,
the most critical aspect of the design will be the user interface.
The question to be resolved is, who is in control, the human or the
machine? There is plenty of evidence from psychological studies
to confirm the importance of the human user being in control
(6,7). The degree of control persons have over their lives and
lifc's activities directly influences their self-image, their sense of
independence, their ability to leam, remember, plan, and organize
their lives. It is imperative then, that the smart wheelchair concept
not degenerate into a device which is used simply to transport a
"body" from one point to another. The control interface must
make the user feel totally in control of the smart wheelchair, no
matter how little physical control the user can exert over the
device.

Ideally, the smart wheelchair would become an extension of the
operator's senses, providing him with additional information
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about the environment upon which to make decisions. The
problem is to feed back the sensor data quickly enough for thc
operator to consider the information and make the right decision.
This must be done before the vehicle hits an obstacle, for ex-
ample! The simple solution here is to feed the sensor data to the
computer on the smart wheelchair and have it decide what to do.
Since this can be done so much faster, the vehicle will have plenty
of time to stop before hining a detected obstacle. The hazard with
this "reflex" approach is that the human operator has been shut out
of the control loop and the smart wheelchair takes on the appear-
ance of an autonomous mobile robot. An appropriate user
interface, therefore, must be one that shares control between the
human and the machine, so that a synergism is established. That
is, together they achieve safer and more effective control than
either could alone.

This sharing of control is what, the smart wheelchair is all about.
While the machine takes over as many low-level chores as
possible, the user still makes the supervisory decisions. Analo-
gies to an aircraft automatic pilot or an automobile automatic
transmission are appropriate and worth thc comparison. These
systems reduce the pilot's or driver's effort and the need for
constant attention, permitting him to attend to more important
matters. With respect to the automatic transmission, it is true that
better control of a car is possible if the gears are operated
manually by an skilled person. Note that many people arc willing
to pay the premium price for the convenience of an automatic
transmission. In other words they feel that it is cost/beneficial.

Impact on Development
There is concern that a disabled child using a smart wheelchair
might never outgrow his dependency on it. For example, if the
chair always prevented collisions, the child might never learn to
adjust speed and steering on h is own. On the other hand, if the user
interface were adapjahle, taking action only when necessary, then
perhaps the smart wheelchair would function as an aid to devel-
oprnent (5). Another argument recalls the analogy to the auto-
matic transmission. We are all dependent in various degrees on
technological devices. For most people not knowing how to shift
gears manually doesn't matter getting whcre they want to go
is what is important. Still, there are some who feel it is necessary
to prove themselves by operating the gears (i.e. they need the
image of being in greater control). Clinical studies will be
required to clear up this dispute: does the smart wheelchair
ultimately fostcr greater dependence or independence?

AREAS OF EMPHASIS

Kcy concerns of our group are the safety and reliability of the
smart wheelchair. Below is a list of research areas we consider of
importance.

I. Obstacle detection and speed curtailment in "cluttered" envi-
ronments.

2. Navigational features such as wall following (to improve
straight line travel), doorway negotiation and position loca-
tion within an institution (so that the user or the staff know
where the wheelchair is in the building).

3. Stairwell detection and avoidance. One of the major sites of
wheelchair accidents is the open stairwell (8).

4. Automatic system safety checks. Sensors, servos, tac hom etc rs,
motors, motor controllers, and user interfaces all would be
tested regularly during the operation of the smart wheelchair.

5. Multiple sensors using different, complementary techniques to
measure the distance to objects in the environment (9).

6. User interface. A means to select from a range of possible
control devices, with alternate ways to feed back (i.e. display)
sensor data to operators who have different types of disabili-
ties, including sensory disabilities.

Currently under development are a distributed sensor system :or
the smart wheelchair and an interface for the Everest & Jennings
Lancer wheelchair.

We expec t that wheelchair users and prescribers will have strong
opinions regarding the possibilities of a smart wheelchair. Hence
we are undertak;og a survey of these groups to help determine
priorities for the development of smarter, safer wheelchairs.
Also, the survey will attempt to identify the most appropriate
disability group towards whom to target the smart wheelchair
development work. The survey will be completed by September,
1990.

CONCLUSIONS

Developing a functional smart wheelchair system, and proving
it's clinical success, will require a large effort on the part of many
people. The authors have agreed to collaborate with each other to
investigate some of the technical and clinical issues raised in this
paper. We invite other receareh groups to join with us in
addressing these important issues.
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Third World Wheelchair Manufacture:
Will It Ever Meet the Need?

Ralf Hotchkiss, Joyce Knezevich
Wheeled Mobility Center

San Francisco State University

ABSTRACT
Fewer than one percent of the estimated 20
million potential wheelchair riders in the Third
World are known to own a wheelchair today.
At the present rate of growth in the Third
World wheelchair market, most potential riders
will not get a wheelchair during their lifetime.
This paper explores the level of resources that
will be needed if a worldwide effort to provide
wheelchairs in the Third World is to succeed.

S20.4

MEETING THE NEED: WHERE TO START?
Over 1 in 200 U.S. citizens uses a wheelchair;
a larger percentage of people are likely to
need wheelchairs in countries where polio and
preventable amputations are still common.
Over 4 billion people live in the less developed
countries; easily 20 million of them need
wheelchairs. That number will rise with
expanding population to 24 million by the year
2000.

Current Market Growth (est)
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GIFTS VERSUS INDEPENDENCE
Imported wheelchairs are not likely to satisfy
the need of the Third World. Not only is the
initial cost too high; repair parts must come
from the manufacturer at a cost far in excess
of the average user's ability to pay.

Even gifts of foreign wheelchairs can have a
detrimental long-term effect. The local
manufacture of highly appropriate all-purpose
wheelchairs was going well in Malawi in the
mid-130's until a gift of several hundred
oversize, overweight hospital-type chairs
arrived from a European donor. The need for
minimal mobility was temporarily satisfied, but
the local wheelchair manufacturer was put out
of business due to the temporary lack of
demand. The imported chairs have broken
down quickly; locally made chairs are no longer
available to replace them.

Hopefully wheelchair manufacture can be re-
started in Malawi. A foreign gift of start-up
capital to local manufacturers should result in
far more chairs than could be provided by
another shipment of imports. Foreign funds
could also be well used to establish consumer
credit funds for the purchase of wheelchairs or
to provide matching grants directly to
consumers.

1 out of 5 U.S. wheelchair riders is of working
age or younger; in developing countries most of
the chairs manufactured sofar have gone to
riders from this age group. A reasonable
initial goal might be to reach a Worldwide
production level that would supply chairs for
the working age riders by the end of the
century. A production rate of 1 million chairs
per year could come close to filling this need,
assuming each chair continues to function for
5 years (the U.S. average).

THE CURRENT MARKETPLACE
Current wheelchair production in India is less
than 20,000 units per year, according to India's
leading producer. Wheelchairs are reported to
be less numerous in China and most parts of
Africa than in India. While per capita
wheelchair use in several Latin American
countries is higher, their annual production still
totals no more than several thousand chairs.

An incomplete survey of manufacturers'
estimates has indicated that the total Third
World wheelchair production may be in the
neighborhood of 50,000 units per year. Small

as this industry is, its growth is still
impressive. Starting from virtually nothing in
the 50's, the growth rate in chairs produced is
about 10% per year, or over twice that of the
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Third World Wheelchair Manufacture:

U.S. wheelchair industry. Even if this 10%
rate of growth continues, the industry v dl not
make enough chairs even to match the growth
in population until late in the next century.

To make more significant progress a much
faster rate of growth is needed. To meet the
bulk of the total need for wheelchairs in the
next 30 years, for example, a growth rate of
30% per year would be required. Maintaining
this extraordinary growth rate would require
extensive training of lead mechanics,
capitalization of both small and large

heelchair shops, matching grants and credit
funds for consumers, a continuous program of
technical assistance to the manufacturers, and,
extensive development cf rehabilitation.

A TEN YEAR START UP PLAN-$400 MILLION

$92.5M

LOCA L iN 'i EST ME WI'

( $24M

CAPITA LCZATION

$9 2.5 M

FOREIGN INVESTMENT

$185M CONSUMER SHARE

$01 - TRAINING

$2M TECHNICA L ASSISTA NCE

WHEELS FOR RIDERS
OF WORKING AGE BY 2001?

An aggressive program of training,
capitalization, partially subsidized

purchase and consumer credit might
actually make it happen.

THE ULTIMATE PEACE DIVIDEND
Making wheelchairs available to all potential
riders will not be cheap the cost could easily
reach $400 million over the next ten years.
Hut much of this investment would conie from
and quickly be returned to the local
economies. And the recent reduction in World
tensions could free up enoi.gh capital in the
donor countries to prime the pump of one of
today's most significant social metamorphoses
the Disability Rights Movement.

THE TORBELLINO
LESS THAN $100 IN SRI LANKA

HISTORY OF THE TORBELIANO WHEELCHAIR
The original Torbellino was developed in
Nicaragua and the Philippines tletween 1980
and 1985 under contract to Appropriate
Technology International. The project is now
located at the Wheeled Mobility Center of
SERI. Using the instruction manual
Independence through Mobility (A.T.1., 1985)
over 10C mechanics have been trained in the
manufacture of the Torbellino, and fabrication
is taking place at 25 shops in 18 countries
worlft ide. The chair is designed to be as light
as some of the best ultralights, and can be
nianufactured in large or small shops with an
investment, including start-up, of about $2000
per skilled worker.

Goals of the Wheeled Mobility Center
Work with wheelchair rider/builders in
the Third 1%orld to lower cost and raise
quality of wheelchairs.
Train Third World mechanics and assist
them in setting up new wheelchair
production shops.
Raise riders' awareness of health care,
independent living, and disability rights.
Establish a network of expert trainers to
provide technical assistance and transfer
technology worldviide.
Perform strength and durability testing
of chairs made in Third World shops.
Assist organizations active in developing
the Third World wheelchair industry to:

Identify organizations to
manufacture wheelchairs

Make training, business
planning, sample wheelchairs,
and tooling available

Contact: Wheeled Mobility Center
Division of Engineering
San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 338-1174
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Assessment and Training of Persons with Cognitive Disabilities: Computer
Job Skills Preparation

P1.1

William C. Mann, Jean McKinley, Joseph Lane
Center for Therapeutic Applications of Technology

University at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York USA

Abstract

The COMPETE project is funded by the
US Department of Education's
Postsecondary Education Program for
Handicapped Persons, Nondirected
Demonstration. The COMPETE project
has developed and is implementing a
model program of cooperative service
delivery that includes the NYS Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation, the Western
New York Independent Living Center, the
NYS Office of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities, and the
University at Buffalo. The model
program is called COMPETE which is an
acronym for Computer Preparation:
Evaluation, Training, and Employment.
COMPETE serves individuals with
cognitive disabilities, including traumatic
brain injury, learning disabilities, and
mental retardation.

COMPETE has assembled an
interdisciplinary evaluation and program
planning team that includes a vocational
counselor, occupational therapist,
rehabilitation engineer, physical educator,
and nutritionist. This team assesses
vocational and other community
integration needs. Curriculum and
training materials focus on three levels of
computer skills from basic keyboarding
and data entry (Level 1) through
advanced word processing and computer
communications (Level 3). Assistive
devices and special adaptations are
provided as needed. The WNY
Independent Living Center assists with
community integration needs, including
transportation and housing. The Western
New York Employer Task Force for
Individuals Disadvantaged or Disabled
assists in identifying appropriate jobs and
adaptations to the work environment for
the special needs of the job trainees. We
are accepting 8 job trainees in the first
year, and fifteen in each of Years 2 and
3 of this three year project. This project
is housed at the University at Buffalo,
within the Center for Therapeutic
Applications of Technology.

Faculty at the University of
Buffalo established the Center for
Therapeutic Applications of Technology
(CT AT) with the major goal of

increasing public access to information
about assistive technology. To this end,
CTAT is focused on comparative
evaluations of assistive and therapeutic
technology, especially technology that
improves a person's performance of
educational or vocational tasks.

1. Participant Identification:
This is done by the NYS OMRDD, the
NYS OVR and the WNY Independent
Living Center. Potential participants
must: (1) be between the ages of 15
and 30 years, (2) be mentally retarded,
have a learning disability, or have
suffered a traumatic brain injury
(individuals with physical disabilities as a
second disability will also receive
training), (3) be unemployed, (4) have
an interest in being competitively
employed in a job relating to information
processing (computer data entry and/or
word processing), (5) have completed or
left a secondary school program.

2. Individualized Evaluations:
Each participant receives, an initial
evaluation that includes a battery of
tests: Academic/Cognitive
(Communication, Math, Learning Style),
Functional Skills (Community, Office
Environment, Keyboarding/Computer
Aptitude, Domestic), Sensory, and
Interpersonal (Behavioral, and Physical).

Working with small groups of
COMPETE participants, the project
provides computer training consisting of:

Level I

(I)

Level II

Level III

(i)

(2)

basic components of computer
system

keyboarding
data entry

data base management
basic word processing

intermediate to advanced word
processing
communications (modem and fi.x)
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Computer Job Skills Preparation

Training Placement follows the
Individualized Evaluation. A key
component is simulation of the work
environment of targeted jobs.
COMPETE participants may be placed
after completion of any level, and if
additional competencies are indicated
participants may move through several
levels of computer training before
identifying and securing full time
placement, although temporary placement
is sought at each training level to
reinforce the acquired skills. Program
training varies from two months to a
year.

Training consists of a combination
of:

(1) teacher instructed laboratory
sessions, with participants working on
computers (1 computer/student)

(2) open computer labozatory time, to
practice assignments, with assistance
available

(3) job apprenticeship in the Center
for Therapeutic Applications of
Technology at the University at Buffalo
(assisting in real computer tasks, under
supervision).

When needed, individuals are
evaluated for the use of special
equipment, such as an adapted keyboard,
or other alternate input devices.
COMPETE participants are able to view,
prior to placement, videotapes of the
competitive employment positions under
consideration. Job visits prior to
placement are also conducted.

William C. Mann, PhD, OTR
Center for Therapeutic Applications of
Technology
State University of New York at Buffalo
515 Kimball Tower
Buffalo, New York 14214
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO THE PA OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

J. A. Snyder, Executive Director, PA Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

Robert Barry, Bell of PA Fellow, Penn State University
Terry Williard, Rehabilitation Specialist, PA Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

Introduction

As any major government agency might, the Penn-
sylvania Office of Vocational Rehabilitation feels a

need to keep up with fast moving technologies both

for client service and for professional productivity.

This is all the more true in Pennsylvania, because
particular pains are taken to place severely hand-

icapped clients in productive employ, and indeed

some success has been attained.

To promote technology transfer from industry and
from academe, a Commission on Advanced Technol-

ogy was formed in 1986, drawing on senior managers

from high tech industry in the state, from academic
leaders in rehabilitation, and from the care provider
community. There has been remarkably little change

in this group since its inception. The Commission

meets quarterly.

Not all of the members were familiar with VR issues,

so the Commission has met at various offices and fa-

cilities of VR to meet staff, see what is done, learn
what the issues are, and in a visit to Edinboro Uni-

versity where some 300 students with handicaps are
pursuing higher education, to meet with VR clients

as well.

It was quickly learned that while the VR issues are

special in certain restricted ways, many of the ques-
tions of staying up to date are common between gov-
ernment and industry, and certainly in the case of
professional productivity, the issues are practically
the same. Therefore, there was some reason to be-

lieve that VR could learn from industrial experience.

It was learned, again rather quickly, that the Com-
mission could not do some things. It could not look

at a particular case, offcr high tech solutions, and im-

prove the results for particular clients; the make up
of the Commission and the format of the meetings

just do not lend themselves to such.

However, the Commission is able to examine general

issues.

Technology Transfer Issues in VR

Will present Pennsylvania law restrict home based
employment of handicapped persons who might be
able to do computer based work even though home
bound or even bed fast?

It turns out that in Pennsylvania, "cottage industry"
law applies only to the textile industry and to food
processing, so most coputer based work is allowed.

What industry standards are lacking in vocational
rehabilitation?

Presently, the Commission feels that standards are
lacking in certification of rehabilitation engineering
care providers and in certain technical areas such
as synthetic speech. These matters are familiar to
RESNA members, and perhaps RESNA will be the
vehicle for providing such standards in the future.

Are physically handicapped persons being trained for
the right sorts of jobs?

A number of clients are being taught to operate word
processors. That is m.odern, but some of these clients
have poor hand dexterity and will never be compet-
itive with an able bodied typist. It would be bet-
ter to teach them desk top publishing or computer
aided drafting, which are better jobs in the first place
and less dependent upon hand and finger skills. The
Commission is making a list of modern industry po-
sitions which use mental skill more than dexterity, so
that clients can be targeted to jobs where they have a
reasonable chance of being competitive with the able
bodied.

Half of the VR clients have mental rather than phys-
ical disabilities. Are these clients being trained for
the right sorts of jobs?

The Commission has found that the Commission
members can talk their way into the executive offices
of many companies and ask the executive manage-
ment if they would employ persons who have men-
tal handicaps, (thc answer is almost always yes), and
what kind of jobs are going to be available. The re-
sults to date are that employment opportunities have
been found faster than the candidates can be trained
to fill them. This provides very specific training tar-
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gets with good prospect of initial employment.

How can technology be transferred to the VR staff?

The Commission has settled on a series of one-day
seminars in various parts of the state, to which VR
management and professional staff are invited. The
seminars consist of a series of persentations, some
by Commission members and some by others, on
topics of current interest. While the seminars vary
somewhat over time, a typical seminar would include
the following topics:

1. Chair seating technology.

2. Augmentative communicatinn.

3. A preview of future technologies, such as cog-
nitive orthotics.

4. Office technology and productivity.

These seminars arc now being supplemented by
printed material including typical cases, forms, ref-
erences, and so on. We look forward to having ad-
ditional material on audio tape and video tape.

VR staff hp ve responded enthusiastically to these
seminars, .Jecause they know themselves that a lot
is going on, they want to know about it, but they
need a mechanism by which to learn. These semi-
nars seem to help.

The Commission has served its purpose in Pennsyl-
vania. Along with internal training and related ac-
tivities, the Commission has helped keep the Penn-
sylvania OVR moving with the technology flow and
maybe even gaining on it.

J.A. Snyder
Executive Director
Pennsylvania Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
Room 1300, Labor & Industry Building
7th & Forster Sts.
Harrisburg, PA 17120
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Linking Architecture and Technology - Increasing Employability of
Persons With Physical Disabilities

Jennifer Angelo and Edward H. Steinfeld
University at Buffalo

Abstract
This model project, Adapting
Environment for Work Placement,
represents a comprehensive
approach for resolving problems
in job placement service through
architectural assessment and
adaptive technology. This work
placement program links potential
physically disabled employees
with employers willing to explore
technology based support to
accommodate the individual with
physical disabilities. The link
between the potential physically
disabled employees and the
employers is adapting the work
space environment, work station,
work tasks and the assistive
devices needed to complete the
work tasks. Using this approach
individuals with physically
disabilities can return to the
work force.

Introduction

This paper describes the first
year of a two year model project.
This project demonstrates how to
increase employability of person
with physical, sensory, or
communication disabilities. The
major first year tasks of this
project are: 1) Introducing
employers to the rehabilitation
counselors who have the task of
locating jobs for persons with
physical disabilities, 2)
Performing assessments by a
rehabilitation team, and 3)
Providing work simulation
activities with the simulated
work station.

The three major tasks for the
first year of this model project
are:

1) /ntroducing employers to the
rehabilitation counselors.

This phase of the project
introduces potential employers to

P1.3

rehabilitation counselors and
placement service agencies. The
employers have tasks that
through architectural changes to
the building and work station
and use of adaptive equipment
could be performed by a persons
with physical disabilities. The
counselors and agencies are
aware of persons who would like
to work but due to disability
are unable to perform work
tasks. During these
introductions there will be
presentations which provide
information to the employers
about the incentive for hiring
persons with physically
disabilities, the potential
va.: of such employees and the
project's ability to implement
cost-effective placements.

2) Performing assessments by the
rehabilitation team.

The rehabilitation team consists
of an architect, a rehabilita-
tion engineer, an occupational
therapist, a speech pathologist,
and a social worker. This team
of experts assesses the
potential employees, makes
recommendations to enable
independence at work tasks, and
makes changes as needed at the
simulated work station.
Th,-: assessments performed by the
rehabilitation team are in two
parts. The first is an
evaluation of the physical,
sensory, functional, and
motivational status of the
clients. The second part is an
evaluation of mobility,
architectural barriers in the
building where the person will
be employed, task performance in
the work environment, and the
ability to operate computerized
adaptive equipment.
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Linking Architecture and Technology

3) Simulated work activities with
the simulated work station.

This third task centers around
the laboratory based simulated
work station. This work station
serves three purposes. First
evaluations are conducted here to
assess clients ability to
function in the work environment
and recommendations are made to
allow the client to function
independently. Second, work ac-
tivities are simulated to allow
the client to practice work
skills. Third it serves as a
demonstration unit to employers.
Used as a demonstration unit, the
effectiveness of the work station
to provide the link between the
physically disabled person and
employment opportunities is
effectively shown.

Conclusions

Successful work placement of
persons with physically
disabilities often requires
special modification within the
employer's work environment.
Architectural and adaptive
technology together provide the
means to adjust to the needs of
persons with disabilities into
the work force.
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REHABILITATION ENGINEERING: WMO PAYS FOR IT?

TALI MALLIK, M. TECH., M.S., D. ENGR.

ALLIANCE, INC.

ABSTRACT
Rehabilitation engineering has become

an important part of the rehabili-

tation process, especially for people
with severe disabilities. There are
thousands of off-the-shelf products
that may offer solutions to an indi-
vidual's needs. For example, ABLE-
DATA, Newington, CT. is continuously
updating its database with more than
15,000 products commercially avail-
able from over 1,900 manufacturers.
Occasionally these products may re-
quire modifications to optimize one's
capabilities. In some special cases,
one may have to design and fabricate
a device where nothing exists in the

marketplace. The critical question
"Who pays for these products and

services?" is answered in this paper
through a case study.

REHABILITATION ENGINEERING SOURCES
In response to Congressional mandate,
GSA (General Services Administration)
adopted a policy for all Federal

agencies which implements Public Law

99-506, Section 508 (29 USC 794d)
regarding electronic office equipment
accessibility (Brummel 1989). Some

federal government employees with

disabilities will receive accommoda-
tion-related software and hardware,
as well as additional training to use

these products.

NARIC's recent newsletter indicates
the most important step for obtain-
ing selected aids and devices is lo-
cating appropriate funding snurces
(NARIC Quarterly 1989):

Medically-Related Sources
Insurance company and industry
Private health insurance
Medicaid and Medicare
State Worker's Compensation
Veterans Admin. Medical Center

Employment-Related Sources
State Voc. Rehabilitation
PASS (Plan to Achieve Self
Support) Social Security Adm.
Special Education Program
Revolving loan fund through a
bond referendu

Other Scurces
Corporcz:e foundation
Private foundation
Health organizations (Multiple
Sclerosis Society, Muscular
Dystrophy Assoc., United Cere-
bral Palsy, Easter Seal, etc.)
Loan Closets/Library
Civic organization (Rotary,
Kiwanis, Lions, etc.)
Media (TV/radio)

P1.4

The following case study demonstrates
how Stephen obtained various engin-
eering resources:

Case Study
Stephen Baily, a 22-year old man with
Muscular Dystrophy, holds an AA de-
gree in Computer Aided Drafting (CAD)
from Essex Community College, Balti-
more County, MD., where he helped de-
velop a specialized work station that
allows him to control the computer
hardware and software. After gradua-
tion, he joined the Alliance. Through
the Job Club, he was able to put to-

gether a resume and practice job
seeking skills. Alliance staff mem-
bers assessed his home as a potential
job contracting site. With this in-
formation, the Alliance was able to
secure a CAD contract for Stephen

with Spears & Votta for twenty hours

a week. Subsequently, Stephen ob-
tained a second contract with EIL
Instruments. He is currently per-
forming both contracts in his hone
for $7.00 per hour. (Figure 1).

This success is the result of coop-
eration between Stephen, his family,
the Department of Vocational Rehab-

ilitation (who funded a work sta-
tion), Volunteers for Medical Engin-
eering (who donated all necessary CAD
equipment) and the Alliance (who pro-
vided job placement assistance and
rehabilitation technology services,
including a custom wheelchair tray,
and angled typing sticks). A wheel-
chair lift to transport him to and
from his basement office, and a hoyer
lift to transfer him to and from bed,
were also provided. Bathroom modifi-
cations and an outside ramp have in-
creased Stephen's independence con-
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siderably. Table 1 details all re-
habilitation engineering solutions
and their sources.

SUMMARY
The main point is that Stephen did
not receive $42,950 worth of products
in one day, but over a period of 11
years. This vas possible due to
Stephen's s'rong belief that he could
become independent, coupled wth the
Alliance's coordinated effort of en-
gineering services.

Technology-Related Assistance for
Individuals with Disabilities Act
(P.L. 100-407) of 1988 may create a
significant impact on assessment and

states funded by the MIMI (National
delivery of devices. There are nine

Institute on Disability and Rehabil-
itation Research) of the U.S. Dept.
of Education, to create, develop, im-
plement and support a statewide sys-
tem for delivery of technological
assistance to enhance the quality of
life for people with disabilities. We
hope these State programs will iden-
tify funding mechanisms to provide
engineering services that will opti-
mize the capabilities of people with
disabilities.

EQUIPMENT/MODIFICATION

Medical Related Resources:
Wooden Ramp
Chevy Van 1974 (Used)
Van Modifications
Portable Ramp
H:rdraulic Tub Lift
Hydraulic Hoyer Lift
Powered Wheelchair
Powered Bed
Hand held shower, seating
cushion, clothing, etc.

Employment Related Resources:

REFICRINCIS
Brummel, S.A.(1989). Achieving ac-
cessability: Section 508, as Cata-
lyst, Worklife, Vol. 1,(2), 30-31.

NARIC Quarterly (1989)
, 2 (4), NARIC,

8455 Colesville Road, Suite 935,
Silver Spring, Maryland, 20910-3319.

ADDRNSS
Kali Mallik, President
Alliance, Inc.
7701 Wise Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21222

'40itt.

.11..

Figure I: Stephen's Home Based Work Site

WHO PAYS FOR IT DATE
PROVIDED

MD. Trans. Authority
Stephen's Family (SF)
Hlth.Ins.(80%)-SF(20%)
Hlth.Ins.(80%)-SF(20%)
Musc. Dys. Assoc. (MDA)
MDA (Loan Closet)
Hlth.Ins.(80%)-SF(20%)
Hlth.Ins.(80%)-SF(20%)
MDA, SF, Soc. Sec. Adm.

1978
1978
1918

1982
1978

1979
1984
1985
1988

COST

$ 800

$ 4,000
$ 4,000
$ 200
$ 500

$ 600
$ 6,000

$ 1,300
$ 1,000

Powered Lift to access Volunteer Medical Engr.
basement (VME Loan Closet) 1988 $ 4,000
Installation of Lift Dept.Of Voc.Rehab.(DVR) 1988 $ 8,000
Basement office with Stephen's Family 1988 $ 2,500
Computer Aided Drafting(CAD)

Pers. Computer w/monitor VME Loan Closet 1988 $ 6,000
Digitizer DVR 1988 $ 400
Auto CAD Software VME Loan Closet 1988 $ 2,600
Other Software VME Loan Closet 1988 $ 200
Graphic Card VME Loan Closet 1988 $ 550

Pointers & lap board Alliance, Inc. 1988 $ 300
11 YRS. $42,950

Table 1: WHEN SOMEONE PAYS FOR EQUIPMENT/MODIFICATIONS
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A System of Assistive Technology Service Delivery for Persons With Visual
Impairments

William C. Mann, Joseph Lane, Kathleen Beaver
Center for Therapeutic Applications of Technology

University at Buffalo
Buffalo, New York USA

Abstract

The New York State Commission for the
Blind and Visually Handicapped (CBVH)
has established a system of service
delivery in assistive technology that
includes eight regional Adaptive
Technology Assessment and Training
Centers for persons with low vision or
who are blind. The bidding process was
initiated in August, 1989, and the
Centers were established in March of
1990. The mission of the centers is to
identify an individual 's capacity to utilize
technology based adaptive equipment
required for successful performance in an
educational, training, or employment
setting, and to train the individual to a
reasonable level of proficiency in the use
of that equipment and related software in
those settings. This paper describes one
of these centers in detail.

The University at Buffalo Adaptive
Technology Assessment and Training
Center (ATAT) is located within the
Center for Therapeutic Applications of
Technology. In addition to its service
mission, this ATAT is developing a
research program with a focus on the
evaluation of electronic technology. The
establishment of the Buffalo ATAT
reflects a collaborative effort of a number
of organizations: those working with the
University at Buffalo faculty and staff
include the Blind Association of Western
New York, the Western New York
Independent living Center, the Resource
Center for Visually Impaired, and the
Buffalo Hearing and Speech Center. The
University's Center for Therapeutic
Applications of Technology includes
research, training and service components
on applied technology in four major
areas: (1) visual impairments, (2)
cognitive impairments, (3) physical
disabilities, and (4) seating and
positioning systems.

Personnel for the Center include the
Director of the Center for Therapeutic
Applications of Technology, who provides
overall management for the project, an
evaluator / trainer (coordinator) who has
several years experience in working with
technology applications for persons who
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are legally blind, and an aid who assists
with setup of equipment and materials.

The room for the Adaptive Technology
Assessment and Training Center (ATAT)
has approximately 300 square feet of floor
space. The space accommodates a
workstation for the evaluator / instructor,
two training workstations, and additional
bench space for assembling devices and
storing equipment when not in use. The
space was renovated to include additional
electrical outlets, proper lighting, and
security.

The ATAT Center provides services to
Commission for the Blind and Visually
Handicapped clients as an absolute
priority. The number of clients receiving
assessment and training services is limited
only by the number of referrals and the
capacity of the system, although CBVH
has set the number of assessments at 16
for Year 1 and 20 for Year 2; 10
individuals will receive training in Year 1,
and 14 in Year 2. The ATAT Center
coordinator receives additional support
from other professionals on campus,
including rehabilitation engineers,
therapists and rehabilitation counselors,
who also derive information useful to
related research activities. For example,
client observations during the training
process are used to improve the training
approaches, and client feedback on the
utility of a specific device leads to device
enhancements. The ATAT Center is open
from Monday through Friday from 8:30
am to 5:00 pm, excluding holidays.

The ATAT coordinator ensures that
clients who are employed or are planning
for a specific job, receive assessments and
equipment recommendations that relate to
the requirements of that particular job
setting. The coordinator personally visits
the job site, in cooperation with the
referring CBVH counselor. Her visit
provides the context in which to apply
the CBVII counselor's report and the
job site evaluation.

Clients without a specific job target are
screened for possible employment through
two sources. One source is the Western
New York Employers Task Force (ETF),
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two sources. One source is the Western
New York Employers Task Force (ETF),
which works closely with the Center for
Therapeutic Applications of Technology in
identifying positions for persons with
disabilities who are using assistive
devices. The fifteen ETF members
represent large and small profit and
nonprofit organizations, and span the
education, health, finance, professional
and service industries. Another resource
for employment is the Blind Association
of Western New York's job placement
program titled, Job Development Services
for the Blind and Visually Impaired.

Training for each person takes from four
to six weeks. Training includes
experience on the latest available
technology including the Navigator, the
TSI Laptop System and software such as
Zoom Text. Training outcomes include the
following; primarily related to IBM
compatible systems:

know the names and proper uses
of all switches, buttons and
controls;

powerup and load the machine
in the proper order without notes;

navigate around the screen,
locate and track the cursor, locate
text/places without placemarkers,
proofread and edit;

make all necessary adjustments
to the adaptive equipment

perform a minimal amountp of
trouble shooting on the equipment

understand DOS and one or
more of three application software
packages (Word Perfect, DBase
III Plus, Lotus 123)

In addition to the assistive technology
assessment and training activities, each
ATAT Center coordinates housing for the
training period, and transportation and
mobility training to the Center. This
project is sponsored by CBVH for a two
year trial basis. Outcome evaluation will
include numbers of persons successfully
placed in jobs.

William C. Mann, PhD, OTR
Center for Therapeutic Applications of
Technology
State University of New York at Buffalo
515 Kimball Tower
Buffalo, New York 14214
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Transport For The Disabled: The Hong Kong Approach

John Collins and Eric Tam2
The Hong Kong Society for Rehabilitation, Hong Kong
2 The Rehabilitation Engineering Centre, Hong Kong

Introduction

Transport for the disabled is essential in providing
equal opportunities for the disabled within the
society to undertake employment and other social
activities. In Hong Kong, there is a particularly
well established and heavily utilized public
transport network, yet there exist many barriers to
its use by the disabled. In 1977, a major review of
provision for the disabled was undertaken by the
Joint Council for the Physically and Mentally
Disabled, and the Rehabus' service, utilizing

minibuses to provide surface transport was
proposed. With Government subsidy and private
donations, the operation of 'Rehabus was taken
up by a local non-profit organization, the Hong
Kong Society for Rehabilitation, and since then,
the service has been steadily improved.

In order to ensure good service to the disabled, a
committee was set up as the direct controlling unit
of the Rehabus operation. In 1989, the Rehabus
fleet comprises 37 twelve-seater minibuses
operating on 30 scheduled routes and 2 full day
'dial-a-ride' service carrying over 300 passengers
daily.

The Rehabus service

Rehabus offers a door-to-door service tailor made
to the need of the passenger. The services
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currently provided are of two kinds; the scheduled
route and the dial-a-ride. The schedule route
service is designed to provide regular transport for
the disabled to and from the place of work or
study. The dial-a-ride service is a demand-
responsive operation provided on an ad-hoc basis
and at present, over 60% of the demand is from
group users with half the utilization being for
leisure, recreation and sports activities.

The Rehabus fare is set to correspond with the
fare charges for other forms of public transport.
At present the fare is $2.5 (US$0.3) per trip and
$95 (US$11.9) per month for the scheduled route
service, but for the dial-a-ride service, the charge
will be calculated according to the traveling time,
mileage and the number of passengers.

The fares raised represent over 20% of the
operating cost of the service, which compares very
favorably with any comparable system in the
world.

Over the first 12 years, the demand for the service
has steadily increased as a result of improved
public awareness. However, of great concern are
the findings of a recent telephone survey on the
demand for Rehabus service, which indicate that
among 403 disabled persons interviewed, 63%
knew nothing about the service and only 11% of
those who did know about the service knew how
to make use of it. Even though, there has been a
continual expansion of the Rehabus service as
shown in figure 1, the demand has not been met
fully. Currently, the waiting list is over 200, which
suggest a need for at least 17 more buses.

In order that this limited service can be made
available to those who have the most serious
mobility problem, the committee has established a
screening procedure for potential clients which
takes account of the type of disability and the
purpose of the trip. Table 1 shows the priorities
categories.
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Type of disability:

1. Wheelchair bound
2. Pcrsons using crutches of calipers
3. Multiply handicapped
4. The mentally retarded:

(a) 1Ciwer moderate and severe grades
(b) young females
(c) males, moderate grade

5. The blind-on a temporary basis

Purpose of trip:

1. Employment
2. Education or training
3. Medical treatment
4. Leisure,reereation and sports activities

Table 1 Screening Priorities of Rchitbus

Future development

In 1989, under the aegis of the United Nations
Development Country Project (UNIP), a
independent study was conducted focusing on the
future development of Rehabus services.
Computerization of scheduling and routing was
suggested. However, as the road network in Hong
Kong is extremely complex and fast changing, due
to construction work, computerize routing seems
to be impractical. In terms of respond time to
requests, the report has examined four different
typv of communication techniques in terms of
cost and effectiveness, and the recommendation is
to use mobile telephones.

As concerns technical aspects, a local standard has
been formulated, which will be used as a guide
line for bus selection. In terms of safety and
comfort of passengers, seat arrangement and
restraint systems were also included in the study.
In order to increase the carrying capacity of
Rehabus, the use of an exterior mounted tail-lift is
recommended.

Conclusion

Transport service for the disabled will never be
sufficient in any country unless public transport
system are made accessible. The value of the
Rehabus service cannot be denied and the service
is set to expand and improve in a guided and
structured fashion. However, in order for a
disabled person to return to society with self-
respect restored, barrier free mobility must be
provided - greater access to buildings must be
matched by improving access to transport. In view
of that, the Rehabilitation Engineering Centre in
Hong Kong has started working on projects and
providing services in this area. These include the
modification of a wheelchair for use on escalators,
stair climbers for use under local conditions and
adaptations to provide access to small private and
hire vehicles.
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MUSICAL ACCESS STRATEGIES FOR THE COMMUNITY AND THE INSTITUTION: THEORY AND PRACTICE

David Symington, B.A., B.S.T.
Open Learning AgencY

Sylvia D. Cottrill-Mosterman, OTR, OT(C)
medical Engineering Resource Unit, University of British Columbia

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

INTRODUCTION

The creative act of musical expression is

one that is often out of the reach of

Persons with physical limitations. They

may rPguire some adaptation or other

intervention in order to obtain musical

eXperience. They may find a general lack

of services, instructional programs, and

funding to permit access. Additionally,

they will have minimal opportunities for

interaction and performance. Musicians

generally have a clique which is difficult
to break into, but the disabled performer

has an additional hurdle in the form of

classic attitudinal barriers.
For a person with musical experience, and

a subsequent injury or disease resulting
in disability, it can be like owning a map

but not a car. You know where you want to

go, but do not have the means to get

there. It is especially difficult if you

used to drive.
The Vancouver Adaptive Music Society was
established to:

Provide an opportunity for creative

musical expression to persons with

severe disabilities by adapting and/or

enhancing existing technologies;
Design music peripherals and software;
Develop assistive splinting devices to
improve physical accessibility;
Create opportunities within the

community for integrated public perfor-
mances, group workshops, individualized

training; and
Provide musical equipment (mainly
tech) to disabled individuals.

BACKGROUND

high

The primary imPetus for this endeavor

arose from the circumstances of the first

author. From age 10 to 18, he enjoyed

playing drums and piano in school as well
as in a rock and roll "garage band". An

accident at age 19 resulted in

quadriplegia and thn interruption of this

enjoyment.
He wanted to resume that aspect of his

life, and recognized that he would not be

able to play in the same manner as before.
The process he used to accomplish this

goal is summarized below, to encourage

phylAcally disabled persons to take uP

creative exptesion, and to encourage the

expar, jon ,J the of rehabilitation

engineers into service in the creative

arts.

METHOD

These steps are presented with musical

expression as the example, but apply

equally to the other creative arts.

1. Promoting musical expression
2. Identifying limitations

3. Experimenting individually
4. Identifying persistent limitations
5. Tdentifying and accessing resources to

assist in minimizing persistent limi-
tations and maximizing performance

s. Creating opportunities for performance

1. Promoting musical expression
This generally arises from within oneself,
either by :.eturning to an earlier skill

and outlet(as in the case of the first

;,uthor), or by desiring a new one. A

means of creative expression should be

encouraged as a part of normal living for
phy<lically challenged individuals. This

ran be facilitated by role models.

Identifying limitations
As he begins to express himself, specific
Physical limitations will be perceived by
the individual himself. A lack of suit-

able equipment will become more apparent

as his knowledge of available technology
txpandc. Funding issues readily present
themselves.

1. Fxperimenting individually
The basis for a solution starts by

asessing oneself, knowing one's own

capabilities and freely experimenting.
The firt author developed his own method
nf the drum by a supination/wrist

extension movement. Another quadriplegic
musician developed a technique for playing
the keyboard without depending on the use

of his fingers. He uses the heel of his

hand to select keys.

4. Identifying Persistent limitations
Mtri experimentation, performance maY

,J;11 not measure up to desire or internal
Ain. Alone, or in cooperation with

,eh.lhilitation personnel, the limiting

f.i;tet can be isolated.
Thr, Hist author found that firmly holding
H., chum was not achievable bY any

m-thod he ttied. Additionally, after he
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acquired an electronic, programmable drum
pad, he was unable to operate an essential
edit function switch as it was out of his
reach at the back of the unit.
The second musician found that he could
play one or two piano keys at a time, but
was not satisfied with this level of
"music".

5. Identifying and accessing resources to
assist in minimizing persistent
limitations and maximizing performance
At this point, the individual requires
assistance. Phonimg the various agencies
dealing with the disabled population will
yield leads for follow-up. The individual
should not afraid to ask for technical
assistance from any source, including
manufacturers of electronic musical
equipment and university engineering
departments.
The first author worked with the second
author to develop an alternative method of
independently and firmly holding drum
sticks. The solution consists of an
adapted push grip fitted with strapping
mechanisms and velcro stability pads
fabricated with a flexible yet durable
construction to allow for a firm,
responsive stroke.

Engineering students at a local university
were challenged with the switch control
problems as part of a design coarse.
Working with the first author, . they
developed a pad switch, easily located
within reach which could be used to
trigger the edit function.
Another group of students developed
software to allow the second musician to
Program more than one note, or )nstrument
type, to any individual key on his
electronic MIDI (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) keyboard.
A major manufacturer of musical equipment
was approached and readily assisted with
specifying equipment and detailed
technical information.

6. Creating opportunities for performance
Jam sessions and practices OCCV
spontaneously when a group of musicians
becomes acquainted. A local residential
institution sponsored a band, thereby
minimizing travel constraints. The
chance to perform for a wider audience maY
require more effort, but has occurred
naturally as well, often due to the
contacts developed in progressing to this
level.

The contact with the manufacturer and the
regular schedule of trade shows led to an
invitdtion for the performance band to
open for UZEB. Contact within the
disabled community in planning other
event-; has also generated opPortunities,
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such as playing at annual meetings or as
part of a "arts by the disabled" program.
The local science center was intrigued by
thP "new" use for technology and requested
a special performance. These events were
covered by local and national television
and newspapers, which generated additional
bookings.

ADDITIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

A local university engineering aepartment
and other individuals have been working on
additional projects which include:
stringless guitars, sip and puff MIDI
sound controllers, head switch keyboards,
mld a "jamming" modem. We hope to see the
details of these devices presented at this
and future conferences.

CONCLUSIONS

'he need for a creative outlet is often
overlooked by a traditional rehabilitation
engineers and viewed as impossible by
persons with disabilities. The psycho-
logical benefits of creativity are well
recognized: a feeling of self-worth and
accomplishment, a unique sense in creating
that expands one's personal depths. Add
to this the restoration of abilities
previously considered lost and it adds uP
to a powerful combination for the disabled
individual.
We hope that we have challenged
rehabilitation engineers and disabled
individuals to become involved in this
Process.
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INDIANA'S RURAL REHABILITATION TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

Lauri Logan, Program Coordinator William E. Field, Professor
Department of Agricultural Engineering, Purdue University

INTRODUCTION

In September of 1988. the Bmaking New Ground
Outreach Program was initiated. The Outreach Program
is a joint service of the Indiana Easter Seal Society and
the Breaking New Ground (BNG) Resource Center. The
Program is an outgrowth of the BNG Resource Center
which was established in 1979 to provide services to
farmers with physical disabilities.

Services of the Outreach Program involve: 1) access to
resource material available from the Breaking New
Ground Resource Center including a newsletter, techni-
cal articles, resource manuals and video tapes; 2) On-site
farm visits for assessment and information sharing pur-
poses; 3) Participation in support group meetings and
workshops; and 4) Public awareness activities.

The staff of the Program consists of a full-time program
coordinator who is a C.O.T.A.; pan-time clerical support
and both paid and volunteer student assistance.

NECESSITY OF THE PROGRAM

Agricultural production is ranked as the most hazardous
occupation- in the United States, with the highest disa-
bling injury rate of any industry. An Indiana farm
accident study, released in November of 1988, has
shown that one in nine farm families in the state are
affected by a farm accident each year. Based upon
72,000 Indiana farms, this means over 8,000 farm-
related injurics occur each year with approximately 60%
requiring emergcncy medical treatment. An estimated
two percent of those injuries result in some form of per-
manent disability.

In 1987, the Indiana State Board of Health, Division of
Handicapped Services estimated that there were 5,499
spinal cord injured Indiana residents. If randomly distri-
buted, the data suggests that approximately 250 indivi-
duals with spinal cond injuries live and work on Indiana
farms. During the first 15 months of thc Program. over
30 have been identified.

Clearly, the potential exists to provide expanded rehabil-
itative services to the residents of Indiana. Rcsidcnts
living in rural areas arc of particular concern because of
their isolation, the distance some travel for quality health
care and the lack of knowledge about available resources
and services.

CLIENTELE

PI .8

Tables 1 and 2 provide information on the age distribu-
tion of clients and the types of disabilities served
through the Breaking New Ground Outreach Program
from September of 1988 to December of 1989. With a
few exceptions, the client population is mainly
comprised of physically disabled farm family members.

Table 1: Age Distribution of Clients

Age Category Number Served

0-.2 1

3-15 5

16-21 6
22-64 93
65-up 19

Unknown 29

Total Clients Served 153

Table 2: Types of Disabilities Served

Type of Disability* Number

Paraplegic 24

Amputee
Upper extremity 12

Lower extremity 13

Arthritis 13

Back injury/d i ffi cul ties 7

CVA/stroke 7

Crush injuries 6

Hand injury 6

Quadriplegic 5

Respiratory condition 4

Visual impairment 4

Cardiovascular difficulties 3

Cancer 3

Multiple sclerosis 3

Polio 3

Head Injury 2

Laryngectomy 2

Obesity 2

* Client may have more than one
type of disability

Individuals with a variety of other disabilities were also
seen including ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/Lou
Gehrig's disease), Alzheimer's disease, anemia, aphasia,
bums, carpal tunnel syndrome, determatomyositis, dia-
betes, Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, Guillain-Band syn-
drome, hearing impainnent, kidney transplant, knee
injury and spinoccrebellar ataxia.
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SERVICE DELIVERY ACTIVITY

Table 3 summarizes information on service delivery
activities since the start of the Breaking New Ground
Outreach Program.

Table 3: Service Delivery Activities

Services
(More than one service may have been pro-
vided per individual.)

Approximate
Client
Total

Information
(to solve specific problems, obtain primed
material)

145

Farm visits
(for assessment and information sharing pur-
poses)

68

Referred to another service provider
(i.e. Office of Vocational Rehabilitation.
another health care professional)

43

Follow-up to a referral that we received 34

Support group attendees 34

Support persons or requests
(to speak with another disabled individual)

21

Public awareness has been an extremely important com-
ponent of the Outreach Program. Staff have been
involved with over 33 speaking engagements, field days,
workshops, farm shows and other public events. Onc
recent exhibit had the potential of reaching approxi-
mately 20,000 farm families with information on avail-
able rehabilitation services. In addition,"the Program has
used the rural media to carry storics on case histories.
Resources and information have also been provided to
County Extension Agents, 4-H volunteers, Vocational
Agriculture instructors, and local farm organization
leaders.

CLIENT NEEDS

Based upon service delivery activities and observation,
the rural rehabilitation necds of Indiana residents, served
through the Outreach Program, can be summarized as
follows:

Rehabilitation information
Rehabilitation information is one of the primary needs
that is articulated by the clients served. This has become
evident by telephone contacts, written correspondence,
and on-site 'sits. Information, for example, is desired
on how to moclify machinery, tools and buildings, to
make them accessible and operable; safety considera-
tions arc also of concern. A need exists for awareness
and availability of adaptive aids currently on the market.
Assistance in interpreting information and outlining
viable options consun...s considerable amounts of time
as well.

Referrals
In many cases clients are in need of services not pro-
vided by the Program or that could be provided by other
agencies or resources more effectively. People are
referred to other service providers such as the Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation, rehabilitation hospitals, or
mental health agencies if the Outreach Program can not
appropriately meet an individual's needs.

Support
Giving and receiving support is another arca of need.
Three support group meetings have been held at various
locations since the start of the Program. Individuals
gather to share experiences and ideas for coping with
their disability. Individuals are also willing to be sup-
port persons for more recently disabled farm family
members. Although attendance at support group meet-
ings has been low, the need for individuals to be avail-
able as peer support persons is significant. Recently dis-
abled farm family members seem eager to speak with
others in a similar situation: not only for the purpose of
sharing experiences, but also for obtaining information
on specific aids (i.e. wheelchairs suitable for rough ter-
rain or selection of a specific type of prosthctic device)
and service agencies or providers.

COST OF SERVICES

Comprehensive cost data is not available for the
Outreach Program since it is being conducted on trial
basis by two larger organizations which have absorbed
some of the costs such as administration, office space
and utilities. Table 4, however, summarizes the actual
out-of-pocket expenses for the first year which provides
a good estimate of what it would cost to duplicate the
Program elsewhere under similar circumstances.

Table 4: Summary of Annual Program Costs

Salaries and fringe benefits $ 26,500
Travel, subsistence, and !edging 2,250
Communications and printing 3,200
Supplies and equipment 1.300
Overhead and administrative services 3,500
Other 250
TOTAL $ 37,000

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For additional information about the Breaking New
Ground Outreach Program; please contact:

Program Coordinator
Breaking New Ground Outreach Program
Dept. of Agricultural Engineering
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
(317) 494-5088
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A Vocational Assessment Model for Use of RObotics Technology

Joy M. Hatnmel, MA, OTR, Machiel Van der Loos, EdME
Rehabilitation R&D Center and Spinal Cord Injury Center

VA Medical Center
Palo Alto, CA

ABSTR ACT
A vocational assessment model was developed by the
clinical robotic staff at the Palo Alto VA inorder to
determine appropriate placements of a vocational
robotic workstation with disabled employees. This
model was based on comprehens: ..e evaluations of
over 30 individuals with high-level quadriplegia, and
their family, attendants, co-workers and employers in
the clinic, home and work settings. Based on the use
of this model, four individuals were assessed for trail
placement of the robotic system; two were chosen.
The system is now being consistently used on a daily
basis to perform daily living and vocational activities
for a quadriplegic systems analyst programmer at
Pacific Gas & Electric.

INTRODUCTION
The use of robotics technology as an assistive tool for
disabled individuals is beeinning to move out of the
research labs and into clinical, educational, and
vocational settings. These workstations have the
capability to provide independence in performing daily
living and work-related activities for severely
physically disabled individuals who are otherwise
dependent on the assistance of a full-time attendant.
Due to the high cost of this technology, its limited
availability, and the amount of personnel and time

P1.9

involved to install a system, an assessment model to
determine appropriate users and worksites is needed in
order to justify implementation of such a system.

This evaluation must examine the disabled user and
his/her needs, the prospective employer and co-
workers, and the worksite environment in order to
ensure successful placement. Four of these vocadonal
evaluations have been conducted at the Palo Alto VA
SCI Center in order to determine appropriate trial
placement of the desktop vocational assistant robot,
DeVAR, in the workplace.

BACKGROUND
This vocational evaluation model is based on research
and development of the DeVAR system which has
taken place over the past 10 years. Over 30
quadriplegics have participating in clinical evaluations
of the DeVAR system which focused on performing
daily living activities ill. Based on feedback from
disabled users and corporate employers, a workstation
which could provide both vocational and daily living
assistance in order to return quadriplegics to productive
employment was developed. In order to design the
system and determine which tasks needed to be added,
four comprehensive evaluations of quadriplegics who
were working in computer-related jobs were performed
by the team occupational therapist.

Robotic
Workstation

smaef ty f eaf cturoens

(voice,keyboard)
task repertoire
appliances and adaptative
equipment needed

r and robot)
aesthetics
cost/benefit ratio

Vocational
EcnevIronment

wheelchaw accessibility
lighting, temperature, electricity
noise/interference
equipment needed (computeis,
phone, printer)
suppor, of employer and
coworkers
emergency assistance
available

Disabled User

cognitve status
physical functioning
medical status
seating/positioning
psychosocial status (acceptance
of disability, motivation)
daily living needs
vocational needs
job skills
social interaction skills

4111-0.

Figure 1. Assessment Model for implementation of a vocational robotic workstation.
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Vocational Robot Assessment Model

Of the four individuals who were evaluated, two were
chosen for extended trial evaluation sites: one at a
school for disabled programmers and a second at
Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) Company. The current
system is being used on a daily basis at PG&E by a C3
level quadriplegic who is a systems analyst program-
mer. The DeVAR system uses an industrial roboti,:
arm, the PUMA-260, mounted over a work table ri a
four foot track to perform daily living and vocational
tasks via voice and/or keyboard commands from the
disabled employee.

METHODS
Initial evaluations of the disabled individuals were
conducted at the Palo Alto VA SCI Center by the
occupational therapist (OTR) and were then followed
by extended visits to the homes and worksites.
Evaluations focused on three main areas: the disabled
user, the robotic workstation, and the vocational
environment (see Figure 1).

Disabled User:
Functional status was measured in terms of the dis-
abled individual's cognitive status (reaction time,
judgement, attention span), physical function (range of
motion, strength, sensation, endurance, identification
of most reliable anatomic activation site for controlling
the robot and computer), medi:al status (vision, hear-
ing, respiratory status, skin integrity, medications),
seating/positioning, daily living needs, vocational
needs, and psychosocial status (acceptance of disabil-
ity, motivation). This information was gathered from
evaluations performed by the OTR, medical charts,
multidisciplinary team meetings, and separate inter-
views with the disabled person, family, and attendants.

Vocafional Environment.
Two days were spent observing the individual in his
home and work environment. Recordings were kept
of the daily living and vocational tasks performed as
well as the type and amount of assistance needed from
the attendant per hour. Attendants were also asked to
record this information over the period of a week.
Interviews with the employee's supervisors and
corporate executives were also conducted to determine
the employee's needs and level of support from the
employer and co-workers in terms of accommodating
these needs. A composite graph of a "typical" work
day was generated from this data. Additionally, the
worksite was evaluated to determine space
requirements, lighting, temperature, accessibility, level
of noise interference, and equipment required
(computer, phone, printer).

Robotic Workstation
Based on the above evaluations, the robot team worked
together to adapt the robot workstation to fit the
individual needs of the disabled employee. Of
paramount importance was the incorporation of safety
features including the ability to stop the robot by voice,
by loud noise, and by emergency stop switch at any
time. Other features which were evaluated and adapted
included: the control method for using the robot (voice,
keyboard), the task repertoire, aesthetics of the system
in terms of blending into the corporate office setting,
and accessibility to both the disabled user as well as the
328 RESNA 13th ANNUAL CONFERENCE WASHINGTON, D.C. 1990

robot arm in handling supplies and equipment.

RESULTS
Four comprehensive evaluations of disabled employees
were conducted. It was found that an evaluation of the
disabled user, the worksite, and the robotic
workstation equipment by a team of evaluators
including an occupational therapist familiar with the
technology and a robot engineer was required in order
to ensure successful implementation. Based on the
results, the existing DeVAR system was adapted and
refined and then placed into two worksites for
extended trial evaluations. The second placement has
proven the feasibility of using the robot to replace a
human attendant for an entire workday in a desktop job
such as computer programming.

DISCUSSION
Through the evaluations and placements of the system,
it was determined the optimal placements of a robotic
workstation would be in occupations which are
desktop-oriented and which emphasize the creative,
cognitive abilities of the disabled employee as
measures of productivity, rather than speed and
manipulation abilities. Sample jobs may include
computer programming, database management, techni-
cal support, accounting, administration, desktop pub-
lishing and presentation, and computer aided design
and drafting. Additionally, the motivation of the dis-
abled employee and level of support from the
employer, supervisors, and co-workers were found to
be important factors in determin!ng the success of
placement of any assistive technology, especially in
regard to a sophisticated robotic workstation.

CONCLUSIONS
With the proven feasibility and reliability of robotics
technology, workstations which can provide
independence and a means for securing productive
employment are becoming increasingly desired by and
available to a. -..erely disabled individuals and their
corporate employers. In order to ensure this
technology is used optimally, comprehensive
vocational assessments should be implemented before
prescribing a system.
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RTX Robot Control Library: Straight Line Motion

Joseph P. Caruso, BS Michel L. Gilbert, BA
Applied Science and Engineering Laboratories

Alfred I. duPont Institute/University of Delaware
Wilmington, Delaware USA

ABSTRACT
Software based trajectory control, in real-time, of a ro-

botic manipulator along a straight line is the focus of
this work. A function which provides straight line mo-

tion of a robotic manipulator is a necessary part of a re-
habilitation robotics library. Control of a robotic manip-

ulator along a straight path is possible using various
control schemes. Four control schemes have been im-

plemented to a computer graphics simulation of the
RTX robot. Problems and sources of error have been

exposed. Potential solutions are stated.

BACKGROUND

The Rehabilitation Robotics Programming Environ-

ment (RRPE) I ) provides a development tool for use
by programmers and researchers in developing an inter-

face between the human user and the robot. The RRPE

is designed to be modular, and easily portable to differ-

ent robot systems. A major component of the RRPE is
the Robot Control Library (RCL). This standardized li-

brary provides the programmer with functions and pro-

cedures for robot control. The first RCL to be

developed is for the RTX from Universal Machine In-

telligence [2].
In a rehabilitative environment, the robotic manipulator

is intended to augment or replace the functionality of a

user with disabilities. Therefore, it is vital that the ma-
nipulator closely replicate human motion. Human mo-
tion includes the ability to move our hand to a specific
location in space or trace our finger along a path. This

type of hand-oriented control is called trajectory con-
trol. The RCL must therefore provide trajectory control

over the robot. Trajectory control over a robot means
the ability to control the path and orientation of its end

effector.
A major difference between human motion and robot

motion is that we can move our hand along a path with-

out conscience calculation of the position or speed of
our various joints, whereas the joint angles and speeds
of a robotic manipulator must each be explicitly com-
puted. A primary goal of the RCL is to reduce the pro-

hibitive mental overhead associated with robot control.

Of trajectory control, straight line motion is a funda-

mental subset often employed by humans. Therefore, a
niajor component of the RCL is a set of functions which

provides straight line trajectory control. This paper spe-
cifically addresses the implementation of straight line

trajectory control on the RTX,

P1.10

BASIC ROBOT CONTROL[3]
In order for a robot to achieve a specified point or trace
a prescribed path with its end effector, the angles and ve-
locities at each joint must be explicitly and continuously
calculated. The position of the end effector in space can
be uniquely described by a set of six coordinates: three

cartesian coordinates, and an orientation described by a
roll-pitch-yaw system. Given the joint angles and the
specific robot geometry, the position and orientation of
the end effector can be calculated. This is called the ki-

nematic solution. It is also possible to calculate the joint

angles required to achieve a specified position/orienta-
tion. This operation is the inverse of the kinematic solu-

tion, and is thus called the inverse kinematic solution.
Specifying the Fnd point of a move, calculating the joint
angles necessr to achieve this point, and moving each
joint to the coriect location does not, however, guaran-
tee the desired straight line motion. To do this, the ve-
locity of each joint must be controlled. Therefore, it is

necessary to relate the cartesian velocity components of
motion to the velocity of each joint. Just as the kinemat-
ic solution relates joint angles to end effector position,
the Jacobian (J) is a matrix which relates joint speed to
the cartesian velocity of the end effector. The inverse
Jacobian (i_I) relates the end effector velocity to joint
speeds and is the matrix inverse of the Jacobian.1 Un-
like the kinematic solution which is a constant function,
however, the Jacobian, and therefore its inverse, is a
function of position (joint angles, 0), such that J*1(0)

needs to be calculated at every different position of the

robot (i.e. calculated continuously). J-1(0) is then used
to calculate the necessary joint speeds, 0, to achieve the
desired cartesian velocity at the end effector. Equations

1 and 2 show the relationship.

v = J(0) 6 (I)

6 =. Y1(0) v (2)

where v is the cartesian velocity vector and 6 is the

joint velocity vector.
Using the inverse Jacobian, real-time, straight line mo-
tion is possible. Various control schemes which achieve

real-time straight line motion and minimize error is the

continuing focus of this work. Error is defined as a devi-
ation from the straight path between two points, or a de-
viation in the desired velocity.

I. Both the kinematic and Jacobian solutions depend on
the geometry of a specific robot and are, therefore, ro-
bot specific.
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CONTROL SCIIEMES

Four distinct control schemes have been implemented
on a computer graphics simulation of the RTX joints.
The basic components of all the control schemes are:

calculation of a velocity vector between two positions

calculation of the needed joint velocities to achieve the
desired velocity

updating the robot joint velocities.

Control Scheme 1 calculates the cartesian velocity vec-
tor, v, between the initial and target positions, once, and
computes the necessary joint velocities (6) which pro-
vides v, instantaneously, for the specific joint positions
(0), and sends these joint velocities to the robot or graph-
ics simulation. When the robot begins to move, the joint
angles, 0, change. Since J-1(0) depends on 0, J'1(0)
needs to be recalculated. Using the new J-I(0), new joint
speeds are calculated, using equation 2, which provide
the desired cartesian velocity at the end effector. Since
the original velocity vector is used throughout the move,
error is never compensated.

Control Scheme 2 recomputes the vector v from the cur-
rent end effector position to the desired target every time
J*1(0) is recalculated. By doing this the end effector is
"gravitated" to the target position.

Control Scheme 3 incorporates a simple error correc-
tion feature. Two cartesian velocity vectors are comput-
ed: one between the current position and the target
position, and one between the current position and a
point back to the path line if there is any error. The two
vectors are added to provide a vector which will not
only "gravitate" the end effector towards the target but
back to the desired path. Like control scheme 2, the
new vector is continuously updated throughout the
move. This added complexity increases the computa-
tion time interval.

Control Scheme 4 continually calculates a velocity vec-
tor between the current position and the position on the
line which the end effector should achieve in some
small time interval. The. joint speeds which provide this
motion must be sent at precise intervals to provide the
control in real-time.

As each control scheme becomes increasingly sophisti-
cated the time interval needed for calculation increases
as well. An increased time interval increases error.
Therefore, a trade-off exists and no one scheme can be
predicted to be better than the other for all possible ap-
plications. Only though testing the performance of each
scheme over various paths can this be determined. This
is the focus of future work.

PROBLEMS AND SOURCES OF ERROR
Since J.1(0) is a function of position, it needs to be cal-
culated for every position the robot takes throughout
the move. that is, calculated continuously. Since the ex-
ecution of the algorithm loop takes a discrete amount of
time, continuous calculation of,11(0) is impossible, and
330

must be calculated at discrete intervals. The calculation
of this matrix is not a trivial matter and can take a sig-
nificant amount of time. The time needed to communi-
cate with the robot is also appreciable. Every robot joint
must be read from the robot, the kinematics performed,
the vekrity vector calculated, the inverse Jacobian
computed, the new joint speeds calculated from J-;(0),
and then the robot updated with these new speeds. Giv-
en this massive computational and communication
overhead, the time interval becomes a significant source
of error. Presently, the time interval varies from 0.17
seconds for Control Scheme 1 to 0.25 seconds for Con-
trol Scheme 4. These times were obtained using an Intel
80386 processor running at 20MHz, equipped with a
80387 math co-processor, running under DOS v3.3.

Other, robot specific, sources of error have been identi-
fied:

communication lag - by the time the calculations are made
and the new velocities are ready for the robot, the arm
moved to yet a new location.

quantization error - the RTX truncates numerical values to
integers, therefore there is a loss of accuracy.

acceleration error - since a robot is a physical, dynamic
system, there is an acceleration time associated with
changing thc speeds of joints.

SOLUTIONS
Various approaches implemented to the control
schemes for improved performance are listed:

positioning forecasting - making calculations based on
where thc joints will be at the time of communication

improved model - developing a better dynamic mcdel of
how the robot actually behaves to various commands.

interval reduction - streamlining the code to reduce the
time interval as much as possible
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ABSTRACT

After ten years of managing industrial robotic design
and development, a personal assistant robot project
appeared very straight forward. Seven years and eicht
hundred thousand dollars later, we are now ready to
test the waters. Taking well established, and well
understood technology, and applying it to the field of
personal assistance for people with severe physical
disabilities involves stepping into the world of long
term care and of rehabilitation. Most importantly, it
means stepping into the realm of people with disabili-
ties who are stripped of self control over their environ-
ment and are maintained in a caring environment
devoid of funding for liberation. This step by step
story chronicles technology transfer in a complex
multifaceted field with the consumer in "consumer ac-
ceptance" difficult to define.

Modern robotic mechanical technology is now forty

years old. It was just a few years after World War 11 that

nuclear researchers working with teleoperator hazard-

ous environmental manipulation established that the

minimum number of reversible motions required to
reposition and reorient objects in space were six. This

is the well-known six degrees of freedom. Just five

years later, U.S. airforce sponsored studies in digital

control led to the next major breakthrough for robot-

ics. This was capitalized on by Engleberger produc-

tizing Devol's patented ideas for factory robots with

the founding of Unimation, Inc.

In 1983, in the hazardous environment robot develop-

ment group of a leading Nuclear Research Facility, we

had a low priority requirement for a man sized pro-

grammable arm and gripper to so some miscellaneous
tasks in a low level radioactive environment. To
maximize the investment we decided to devote the

energy and cost into developing a manipulative ma-

chine that could be programmed with several data-

bases and used in long temi care centres to assist

residents with severe physical disabilities with physi-

cal tasks that they could not themselves perform.

All available literature on so-called "rehabilitation" ro-

bots was reviewed, and site visits were made to all
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known operating assistive robotic research programs
in Europe, Japan, the U.S.A. and Canada. In the

summer of 1983, specifications wereestablished after
consultation with leading robotic researchers, reha-
bilitation professionals and most importantly, with a
large number of individuals with severe disabilities.

Focus groups were first shown videotapes of industrial

robots and current programming techniques. A large

wishlist was established and task/envelope analyzed
to establish the most viable coordinate system and

envelope size. Mobility was eliminated for computer
cost/size limitations. Position sensing,orientation
algorithms and smart systems in 1983 were too expen-
sive and bulky. Simplk ity, minimum mass, reliability

and low cost were overriding considerations.

The resulting configuration ended up pretty much as
an attendant sitting down and facing the user. Reach-
ing to the floor was eliminated as not worth the extra
size and cost. An articulated arm (elbow) was deferred

in the hope that a simple sliding arm could be made to
work without precision tolerances (it did). Space was
provided for optical encoders but potentiometers were
used in the belief that they would provide acceptable
results (they did). A fully adjustable low level PID
control system was developed based on a low cost
processor (6809) and it is still more than adequate.
Eight bit feedback and control calculations were used
but later these had to be updated to ten bit to achieve

the desired accuracy. Supervisory control would be
from any PC computer via RS 232. Even a Sinclair
would be used, although all our development was
based on IBM PC (compatible). A 24 volt de servo

system was incorporated and expensive but reliable

motors/reducers were specified. Keyboard program-
ming and hand-lead through teaching (actually taking

it by the hand and leading it through) were utilized.
Shaving with an electric razor was selected as an
essential task. Desired programs were called up by the

disabled user using single or dual switch input, or by

voice. The robot was referred to as a Manipulative

Appliance with Database, or "MAD". Two prototypes
were built and a fifteen month clinical testing program

was established in 1987-1988 at a long term 180 bed

care centre for young adults. By this time, technology

and funding was transferred to a non-profit rehabilita-

tion group.
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The clinical testing was conducted with fourteen resi-
dents, most of whom were literate, and a couple were
visually limited. All were severely physically im-
paired. The major surprise for the researchers was the
realization that virtually all users, regardless of liter-
acy level, computer knowledge or severity of disabil-
ity, wanted full control of the robot at all times. They
wanted the power to program, to stop, back up,
modify, correct, reprogram - to be in control.

This realization required a major expansion of our
supervisory control software development program.
A variety of user inputs were provided for, including
scanning. A full window menu system was developed.
The user now has full control of every motion at any
time. This includes control over the value of the PID
controller parameters. The safety system was ex-
panded to include microprocessor redundancy, and
sensing of any aberration in signal generation or
feedback, or expected drive torques. The geometry
and mechanical construction remained basically the
same but all drives were refined. The robot was now
a Manipulative Obedient Machine, or "MOM."

The time has come to capitalize on this robot technol-
ogy. Industrial applications that could use the ex-
tremely user-friendly programming were looked into.
Such applications could reduce the cost through in-
creased production. A third prototype was sold to a
company to handle pharmaceuticals in production.
They purchased two more. A fourth unit was sold to
another pharmaceutical manufacturer to work in a hot
cell. A few thousand hours of regular operation were
accumulated. A few electrical and mechanical weak-
nesses were corrected. The ten bit processing was
completed and retrofitted. We felt confident we were
ready to capitalize on this robot technology. The
product was transferred to a commercial company for
manufacturing and marketing.

The North American markets are targeted first for
direct sales and servicing. The electrical certification
requirements have been met. The social andeconomic
mores in the rehabilitation system in the U.S.A. and
Canada led us to first market the product as a work
station robot to be used in the workplace as a simple
manipulative device. The robot will perform simple
little tasks such as moving paper or files, picking up a
manual and turning pages - the kinds of tasks that, if
not performed, can bring a computer literate worker
with severe physical disabilities to a complete stand-
still. The name "MOM" had to go in this employment
equity environment! The product is now a Robot
Work Station Attendant or a Device for Assisting

Disabled ("DAD"). The People's Republic of China
has also obtained a license to produce and distribute
this robot in their country.

The first three "shake down" production units have
been delivered. The first installation was made in the
playroom of a school for children with severe disabili-
ties in Montreal, a market we have never considered.
To date, we have made and sold eight units. A market-
ing program aimed at the three levels of user, recom-
mender and funder (the three R's) is being launched
in the Winter of 1989-90. As this application for
robotics is new, the primary marketing mode will be
demonstrations and workshops. The industrial market
is being handled separately and that marketing is
primarily through trade shows and sales representa-
tives.

We in the development team feel strongly that every
unit sold for use by people with severe disabilities
must be closely monitored and serviced. We have
pledged that all the profits to go into such service. It is
most important to all of us in this rehab/technology
business, and to all those with severe physical limita-
tions, to find out exactly how manipulative technology
will really be used, and how it can really be of benefit
to potential users.

Researchers in robotics cannot possibly know how, in
our discriminatory society, people with disabilities
will really want to use robotic technology. No one in
the robot business knows, or can know, without exten-
sive consumer utilization. Marketing plans are to
deliver fifty units for serious use, and then we will all
begin to learn what is really needed. The original
design team is ready to go on our next robot design.
Some new principles are already being explored.
Perhaps an arm on a chair that can reach the floor and
still fold up totally out of the way. Possibly the chair
can travel independently with no one board so that
when the owner is down with a cold for a few days they
can send the arm to the kitchen to fetch a drink, or the
den to pick up a book. We are ready, but we don't dare
start - not until fifty users have tried to destroy our first
fifty installations!
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ABSTRACT
On the RTX robot, made by UMI, an effort was made
to adequately control its two tonged gripper as a
function of force and/or position on its controlling
motor. The gripper provided with the RTX was used
with the hope that its functionality would be adequate,
thereby saving time and money by avoiding the
purchase of an appropriate end-effector. To properly
understand the material presented in this report, one
should have a working knowledge of the RTX and be
familiar with its documentation. The motor response
was studied in two modes: Force, and Position. For
each mode, the behavior of the parameters current
force and motor position were recorded during the
time the motor was told to move. This paper presents
a report of these efforts and conclusions drawn from
the various studies conducted.

TESTING METHODS

All the tests presented here were conducted as the
gripper opening its fingers (this is the positive
direction for the gripper motor) from a relaxed, closed
grip to its outer endstop. The range of motion was
from 136 to approximately 1300 encoder counts.
Manual motion was used in force and position mode.
In each case, the default values for the RTX control
parameters were used except where noted. For each
trial the error buffer (ERR), the current position
buffer (CPOS) and the current force buffer (CFOR)
were read as fast as possible while the robot was
moving. CPOS and ERR are measured in encoder
counts. The measurement for CFOR and the
maximum force buffer, MAX FOR, is a number from

0 to 641.

FORCE MODE AND CURRENT FORCE

Figure 1 shows the graph of CFOR vs. Time for
various values of MAX FOR using Force-Manual
Motion. The sharp decrease and plateau in each trial
represents the gripper reaching its outer endstop (see
Figure 2). The value at each trial's plateau is the value
set for MAX FOR. When the motor is not moving but
is being told to move, CFOR=MAX FOR. Note that
the trial for MAX FOR=5 produce dramatically
different results. CFOR never goes above its MAX
FOR for the duration of the trial. Figure 2 shows that
this trial does not produce much motion. We conclude

I. Thc voltage applied to the RTX is pulse width mod-
ulated. A value of 1 represenLs a minimum pulse width
and a value of 64 represents constant voltage. 0 repres-
ents no voltage

P1.12

that this behavior is due to the effects of stiction (static
friction) on the motor. Each axis on the RTX has a
different amount of stiction based on load, gearing,
etc. For the gripper motor, a MAX FOR value greater
than or equal to 6 is required to overcome the stiction
in the motor.
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FIGURE 1: FORCE vs. TIME Using ForceNanual Motion

In Figure 1, note that the maximum attained force for
each trial significantly exceeds the MAX FOR value
set for that trial (e.g. for the MAX FOR=64 trial, the
maximum attained force was 104). Clearly, this is im-
possible (see footnote 1). We have concluded that the
value returned for CFOR is an error. Apparently
CFOR was calculated by.gdAirgi an increment propor-
tional to motor speed. This should have been subtract-
ed instead. This implies that the RTX is using an
incorrect formula to calculate CFOR, however, this
should be verified in the microcode of the RTX.

FORCE MODE - POSITION ANALYSIS

Figure 2 shows the graph of Position vs. Time in
Force mode at the same values of MAX FOR used in
Figure 1. Normally, actual position is calculated
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FIGURE 2: POSITION vs. TIME Using Force-Manual Motion

using the formula, APOS = CPOS-ERR. However, in
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Force mode, CPOS does not change so essentially
APOS = ERR. The plateau at the top of the graph is
the gripper reaching its endstop.
When Figure 2 is compared with Figure 1, it is clear
that the MAX FOR=64 and MAX FOR=32 trials have
almost the same position response. This means that
once the motor overcomes its stiction, it responds
virtually the same for any MAX FOR equal to or
above its "stiction value."

POSITION MODE - CURRENT FORCE

Figure 3 shows the graph of CFOR vs. Time using
Position-Manual motion for various MAX FORs. The
sharp increase in the 64 and 32 trials is the gripper
reaching its endstop. This graph shows that, while
moving in position mode, the servo loop never
requires CFOR to be greater than 24 to provide the
demand response. MAX FORs set below this value
will constrain CFOR to MAX FOR, instead of at the
endstop as in the MAX FOR=64 and 32 trials. At the
endstop, CFOR cannot be maintained for very long
before the gripper motor "resets" and turns itself off2.
For the MAX FOR=13 trial, this happens before the
gripper reaches its endstop, and since a smaller CFOR
results in slower movement, ERR grows quicker.
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FIGURE 3: FORCE vs. TIME Using Posation-Manual Motion

POSITION MODE - POSITION

Figure 4 shows the Position vs. Time graph using
Position-Manual motion with various MAX FORs.
For these trials, APOS = CPOS-ERR. The plateau at
1300 encoder counts is the endstop for the gripper
motor. The MAX FOR trials above 20 are not
included because they all showed the same response
as the MAX FOR=20 trial3.

2. In Position mode, a motor will reset when ERR >
2xError Limit.
3. The spikes in Figure 4 result when a motor resets.
The RTX must clear ERR and add ERR to CPOS. Un-
fortunately, both registers are not changed simulta-
neously arid can be read "while in transition." Since the
ERR register changes first and APOS =CPOS-ERR, in-
correct values of APOS can be calculated with poten-
tially disastrous results.

The trials, where MAX FOR < 14, never reach the
endstop plateau. As a matter of fact, the servo actually
reverses the motor direction in order to return to the
place where it reset.
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FIGURE 4: POSITION vs. TIME Using Position-Manual Motion

CONCLUSION

In the end, combined Position/Force control at the
gripper is difficult to realize. In Force mode, we can
control the force on the motor but don't have accurate
control over its position4. In Position mode, we have
control over the position, but lack adequate control
over the force on the motor. We cannot switch
randomly between modes for there are inherent
problems with it which are beyond the scope of this
paper. In order to achieve any reasonable Position/
Force control on the gripper, ultra-sonic and force
sensors at the fingertips of the gripper may be needed
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4. It should also be pointed out that the force on the mo-
tor and thc force at the fingertips of the gripper can be
very different.
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Abstract

Although formant coding of speech
for synthesis is a common
technique, a single chip device, the
PCF8200 is proving to be an
effective and economical tool. The
device allows the user control of up
to five individual formant filters,
source type, pitch and frame
duration. In addition, formant
quantization tables are stored on-
chip for both male and female speech
characteristics. This paper is an
introduction to the PCF8200 from
Philips Components, and a look at
potential applications as a

universal synthesis device.

Introduction

In the area of augmentative
communication aids and learning
tools, text to speech is the most
common use for synthetic speech.
The process of converting text to
speech can be split into two
processes, analysis and synthesis
(1).

The analysis portion may take many
forms. The goals of the analysis
section include formulating
syntactic structure of the sentence,
stress decisions, etc. The goal of
the analysis section is a conversion
of the input text to some sequence
of speech segments. These segments
may represent phonemes, diphones,
allophones, etc. Although there is
still much work to be done in the
analysis section it is the synthesis
section that we will be concerned
with.

The synthesis process involves the
conversion of the codes to sound.
Many methods have been devised to
address the synthesis of the speech
signal from a set of stored
parameters. Parametric synthesizers
use a time varying digital filter
whose characteristics are updated
periodically to reflect changes in
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the speech signal. Other
concatenative synthesis systems
record sections of speech for later
playback, stringing these sections
to form words, sentences, etc. (2).
All of these schemes must have the
ability to compress the quantity of
information needed to recreate the
speech waveform.

Methods that attempt to reduce the
amount of data necessary to store
the speech signal by using waveform
coding methods rely on certain
characteristics of the waveform
(correlation etc.). These methods
typically exhibit a relatively low
level of compression or loss of
information or both. They typically
are purely mathematical and are not
based upon any particular model of
the speech creation process (vocal
tract modeling). These methods
include PCM, ADPCM, CVSD, etc. If
telephone quality reproduction of
the original speech is the goal then
we could point to the fact that the
ANSI standard for ADPCM used in the
public switched network has a

minimum bit rate of 32 kbit/s (3).

Other methods use a technique of
modeling the speech production
process performed by the human vocal
tract. These methods are typically
called parametric synthesizers and
include LPC and formant coding. LPC
is a generic mathematical technique
for approximating a waveform or
function with a series fitted
coefficients.

Formant synthesizers model the
output of the human vocal tract.
They reproduce the speech energy
spectrum by modeling the resonances
of the vocal tract. This is true
for both voiced and unvoiced speech.
Commercially available single chip
formant synthesizers typically store
the formant filter parameters inside
the IC and group the parameters into
phonemes or allophones not allowing
the user access to individual speech
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control parameters such as formant
frequencies and bandwidths,
voiced/unvoiced selection etc. (4).
The following describes the latest
generation formant synthesizer that
provides for direct manipulation of
all speech parameters.

The PCF8200

The PCF8200, a single chip
integrated circuit, allows the user
to control pitch, amplitude, frame
duration and frequency and bandwidth
of up to five formants on a frame to
frame basis. This results in a
possible bit rate of between 500 and
4500 bits/s. At an average bit rate
of 1500 bits/s speech quality is
superior to 32 kb/s telephone ADPCM.
This high level of data compression
is a significant advance and could
lead to many improvements in the
area of communication aids.

Development of speech for the device
is performed by playing a recording
into a development system. The
development system analyzes the
speech and generates a data file in
exactly the format that can be sent
to the PCF8200 for playback. Before
storing the data file the user may
make alterations to any of the
parameters and hear the results
instantly. The data file can be
stored in EPROM or other memory for
later playback.

In actual applications, the user has
control over the data file and may
make changes to the file to
introduce certain effects. Because
of the low bit rate to the device,
changes to the speech data can be
made on the fly by most medium speed
controllers. In the case of
concatenative synthesis, this may
involve smoothing of the speech
output between consecutive sections
of speech. With such simple control
requirements, other problems such as
applying pitch contours throughout
phrases may be more easily
addressed.

Applications

With its high level of data
compression the PCF8200 is a single
chip device that lends itself to
many of the techniques now being
used to synthesize unlimited
vocabulary speech output. Users of

waveform coding methods may find the
level of compression to be higher
than many single chip coders now
available and could result in
decreased memory requirements.
Users of concatenative systems may
find this device to be an effective
tool to reduce the size of their
diphone, phoneme or demi-syllable
inventories.

Conclusions

Many devices using speech synthesis
in a communication aid suffer from
either high cost or large size or
both. Although speech output
contributes only one portion to the
overall device it can dictate some
of the most costly components of a
communication aid. The PCF8200 with
its low power consumption, high
degree of speech data compression
and low cost will prove to be a
superior solution to the portable
speecu synthesis problem.
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Int roduction
The development of a software architecture for aug-
mentative communication systems could e:.able de-
velopers to cooperate in the future (Demascc , Ball, &
Kerly, 1989; McDougal, 1989). In trying to develop
an architecture that will successfully support a wide
range of systems in the future, it is important to deter-

mine:
Features of currently available systems that will
continue to be valuable in the future,
Capabilities that current systems are missing, and
New capabilities that we might imagine in the fu-
ture.

For this project, the analysis of future needs has pro-
ceeded along two paths. First, we have been pursuing
an ongoing analysis based on discussions with clini-
cians in the field of augmentative communication.
While it has been extremely useful to the project, this
type of personal contact is limited in scope and is very
informal. A more ambitious form of needs analysis is
underway in the form of a needs analysis survey. This
survey will help us reach a more diverse group of
AAC users both in terms of geographic location and
in terms of system experience.

Survey Design
The survey has been developed with four major de-
sign goals:
Identify needs - Help us assemble a shopping list of

AAC system capabilities or attributes which are
considered necessary or desirable by users (both
clinicians and consumers),

Prioritize needs - Develop some feeling for the rela-
tive importance of the capabilities identified,

Evaluate design issues - Gain user perspectives on
specific design possibilities or trade-offs that we
are considering,

Encourage cooperation - Identify and establish con-
tact with a user group with which we can collabo-
rate in the future.

Furthermore, we want to encourage respondents to
speculate about the future and to brainstorm with us
about what might exist in the future. To achieve these
goals, the survey contains a variety of question types
including multiple choice, open-ended questions
(e.g.. "How might rate enhancement techniques be
improved in the future?"), and proposed scenarios
about which the respondent can comment.

P2.2

The survey document is organized into five major sec-
tions. The first section, Respondent Information de-
rives demographic information from the respondent
including education, profession, and computer experi-
ence. The remaining four sections each cover a major
system design issue.
Physical Inteiface - This section of the survey ad-

dresses system components related to the user's in-
put. This primarily includes input devices (e.g.,
switches, joysticks) and selection techniques (e.g.,
scanning, direct selection).

Language Inteiface - This component of the survey
addresses the variety of issues involving system
vocabulary content, organization and presentation.
This includes item characteristics (e.g., graphic
representation), rate enhancement and vocabulary
set customization issues. A sample question from
this section appears in Figure 1.

System Output - This part of the survey covers all fea-
tures of the system relating to output. This in-
cludes a variety of output modalities such as
speech and print, as well as connection to other
systems such as computer access and wheelchair
control.

System Environment - The final section focuses on a
wide variety of general system design issues. This
includes documentation, customization, and the
use of AAC systems for assessment and training.
This section also includes some non-software com-
ponents such as batteries and system size and
weight. Although those questions may not be use-
ful to our work, we believe that this information
could be valuable to device manufacturers.

Survey Distribution
The intended target group for the survey is individuals
who have experience using augmentative communi-
cation systems. This includes both professionals and
consumers. The United States membership of the In-
ternational Society for Augmentative and Alternative
Communication (ISAAC) was selected because it in-
cludes both groups. While this group is not absolutely
representative of the user population, we believe that
membership in ISAAC is an indication of a strong in-
terest in AAC.
Rather than directly mail the survey to the target
group, we chose to send an initial mailing with a de-
scription of the survey and a reply card indicating a
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willingness to participate. This mailing was sent to
the target group in the fall of 1989. Of the 1304 indi-
viduals contacted, we received 617 responses. Of
those responses, 564 individuals expressed an interest
in participating in the survey.

Current Status
Final revisions of the survey have recently been com-
pleted, and it is due to be mailed shortly. Data will be
stored in a DBASE IV database. Analysis will be per-
formed with the SYSTAT statistical package. Prelim-
inary analysis should be complete by the summer of
1990. Conclusions drawn from the survey analysis
will be used to enhance the architecture software de-
sign.
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25. How desirable would these selection set capabilities be for
future AAC systems?

a. graphic symbols generated on dynamic display
(e.g. Blissymbols, Minsymbols, rebusses, ctc.)

b. choices of color for symbols, text, graphics, backgrounds

c. flexibility in arrangement of text/symbols( e.g. in rows, column, quadrants,etc).

d. highlighting of text or display segments(e.g. message text, function symbols)

c. option to construct multiple overlays/levels

f. dynamic display

control of user access to certain functions or levels

h. display of cominunication systcm and other systems (e.g. environmental
control unit, other applications/ programs).

1. ability to store large pieces of text

J. ability to store combinations of text/functions as individual selection
items (e.g., speak, clear)

k. access to windows to display/hide additional functions/capabilities

I. other

"r1

2 5. 5.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 1. Sample survey question
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF A GRAPHIC-BASED MULTIPURPOSE
COMMUNICATION AID: PROJECT COMPACT

Alan VanBiervliet, Ph.D.
Albert Everett

University of Arkansas at Little Rock

ABSTRACT

The development and evaluation of a multipur-
pose communication tool, called COMPACT, will be
presented and the system will be demonstrated. The
COMPACT is designed for individuals who need a
voice output device, yet who cannot easily use spelling
tn.sed devices or devices that we use a limited number
of static symbols. The COMPACT incorporates high
quality speech with a dynamic visual display. Speech
is created using a sound digitizer to record natural
speech. The visual display, a flat LCD panel, can
present virtually any picture or graphic, including ani-
mation. The COMPACT can be easily customized to
meet an individual's needs. Data from a modified case
study approach involving two children and a compari-
son of the time requited t. develop individualized
communication systems on the COMPACT and other
communication aids will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

Some of the innovative features that are incor-
porated in the COMPACT are: dynamic visual display
(LCD screen), high quality digital speech recording
and output, on-screen help, extremely easy point-and-
click communication "board" development system,
selection from among a large number of prepared
graphic images, creation of new graphics, automatic
recording of responses, a simple artificial intelligence
system for nalyzing responses and providing reor-
ganization suggestions, personal information displays,
talking calculator, environmental control options, and
software links to a wide variety of educational activi-
ties and tools. The system can be activated by direct
touch, single switch scanning, mouse, and kcyboard.
When available, the entire software system w ill use
erasable CD for storage.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The COMPACT's software was designed us-
ing the powerful, yet user friendly, authoring,/informa-
tion management program called HyperCard." , by
Apple Computer. HyperCard" proved to he an excel-
lent tool for developing the software since it can
combine graphics and sounds and it provides an intui-
tive random access navigation ,ystem. Another ad-

vantage of HyperCard" is that it enables software
designers to rapidly develop working .;oftware that can
be easily modified. The COMPACT's software is
modular so that one component can be modified with-
out necessitating a change to the entire system. In
addition, links to other programs and tools can be made
with only a few clicks of a mouse. Since HyperCard"
is widely available and easy to learn, the COMPACTs
software can be be modified by other therapists and
software engineers to better meet client needs.

CREATING AN INDIVIDUALIZED LAN-
GUAGE SYSTEM

The COMPACT is designed to be intuitive and
easy to use (simply point-and-click). The therapist
uses tour interrelated HyperCard" "stacks" or mini
programs to design and construct the language system.
The resulting language system will itself be a unique
stack; the therapist will be creating a sophisticated
computer program without even knowing it. This

system includes a 1)rocess for digitizing and storing
words, phrases and sounds, a process for using clip art
and creating graphics, and a process for organizing
elements (i.e., sounds, graphics, and buttons) onto
electronic pages.

Data preparation involves a five stage proce-
dure. The first stage is identifying the necessary data
(i.e. speech, graphics, and text) that the client will use
in the COMPACT. The second stage involves sketch-
ing out on paper the organization of the selection areas
(buttons), speech (and sounds), graphics and text that
will be displayed on each screen for the client. Numer-
ous screens or pages will be prepared for each client.
A single screen display is called a "page". Each

selection area is called a button. "Pressing- the button
by clicking on it with the mouse, or by touching the
touch sensitive screen, or by stopping a scanner at that
location will activate the button . The third stage
involves digitizing the sounds and graphics. The
fourth stage involves formatting or organizing the data
(buttons, speech, and graphics) onto pages that will
meet the specified communication needs. The final
stage involves testing the system to ensure that it will
meet the client's needs. Any of the elements (pages.
buttons, sounds, and graphics ) can be easily Ira idifted
at any nine.
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Graphics generator
Each button on a page has the capability of

having a unique graphic and text element associated
with it. The therapist can select graphics or icons from
the "Picture Warehouse". This stack consists of a large
collection of electronically stored artwork and search
functions. The therapist can also use scanned images
and clip art. Graphics stored in "PictureWharehouse"
automatically adjust to the size of the button. All dthis
is accomplished with a few clicks of the mouse. Another
strategy for creating graphics involves drawing new
pictures and modifying clip art with the tools supplied
with HyperCarclim or any graphic art program.

Digitizing Sound
The MacRecordeem by Eirralon is used to

digitize and store sounds. MacRecorderTm is a power-
ful, yet low uost and easy to use sound digitizer.
MacRecorder consists of a hand-held digitizer/micro-
phone that is plugged into the modem port and Hyper-
CardTm based software, called HyperSoundm4, for
storing and editing sounds. We have made some
modifications to HyperSound" to link it directly to
other components of the COMPACT's management
system. The HyperSoundTm interface is similar to a
cassette recorder. A related program, called
SoundEditTM , enables the therapist to edit sounds. For
example, the therapist can use SoundEditTM to in-
crease the amplitude of the passage and to eliminate
unwanted background noises from the stored passage.
The therapist can store a sound passage into a stack
called "Sound Warehouse" for latter placement on a
page, and the therapist can directly place the sound on
a selected page and button.

Page Layout
This stack enables the therapist to design the

layout of each page in the communication system. The
first step in the process involves designing the button
arrangement for each page. From 1 to over 35 buttons
are available for each page. The therapist can design
a custom button arrangement by simply selecting a
template. Each page of a communicltion system could
have a different button layout if so desired. The thera-
pist can also reorder the pages in any manner desired.
The entire process is accomplished by selecting items
and their locations with the mouse. The program is
designed to automate the process as much as possible.
Numerous dialog and confirmation boxes are provided
to assist in this process and to serve as a safety net in
case of errors.

Response Recording and Analysis

One of most unique features of the COMPACT
is its ability to record and analyze client responses. The
COMPACT records the times and locations of all
button activations. Intelligent software within the
COMPACT' can conduct a wide variety of customized
frequency and sequence analyses of these data. Based
on these analyses, suggestions are provided to the
therapist for reorganizing elements in order to increase
the efficiency of the communication process. This
capability of the COMPACT enables therapists to
easily determine the effectiveness of language instruc-
tion and other habilitative interventions.

Memory Bar

Another unique feature of the COMPACT is
the graphic memory bar. Whenever a button is se-
lected it will highlight (darken and flash) and a small
copy of that graphic is placed in the memory bar across
the top of the page to give a visual signal that it had
been activated. The memory bar remains constant as
the user moves from page to page so that items can be
easily repeated, cleared, and to extend an utterance
while in Store mode.

On-Screen Help

Detailed instructions for using the COMPACT and for
creating layouts are always available by clicking on a
Help ? button.
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AUGMENTATIVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM UPGRADES WITH THE NONSPEkKING P2.4

BRAIN INJURED INDIVIDUAL

Mary L. Roberts, M.S.
Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center

Downey, Calififornia

ABSTRACT

The nonspeaking traumatic brain injured

(TBI) individual requires implementation

of temporary augmentative communication

sysLems (ACS) during the acute

rehabilitation phase. This is due to the

individual's cha"ging cognitive and

physical status. This poster presentation

will examine (1) types of ACS upgrades;

(2) the frequency of upgrades and (3)

factors which influence system upgrades.

Many changes occur during the acute

rehabilitation phase in the nonspeaking

TBI individual due to neurological

recovery, medical intervention, orthopedic
management and changing communication and

environmental needs. To accommodate and

facilitate recovery of cognition, language
and speech, individuals go through several

ACS upgrades over the course of his/her

rehabilitation. These upgrades help

nonspeaking individuals improve

communication, meet cognitive and language

goals and allow for better integration

into the rehabilitation program.

Data from multiple case studies will be.

presented. These nonspeaking TBI

individuals were studied from admission to

discharge in an acute rehabilitation

program and three types of system upgrade

were closely examined:
1. Increasing system complexity via

vocabulary expansion (e.g. increasing

number of symbols or words).
2. Increasing symbol system complexity

(i.e. gestures, words, alphabet).
3. Increasing system type complexity

(i.e. boards, dedicated communication

devices).

These upgrades were studied in terms of

the frequency of upgrade and factors which
influence system upgrades.

Findings from these case studies reveal:

1) System upgrades occur with the TBI

because of changes in cognition, physical
status and communication needs. 21 As

cognition improves the need for expanded

vocabulary is necessit3ted by changes in

communication and environmental needs and

treatment goals. 3) System upgrades

(symbol and type) occur more frequently as

cognition and communication needs change.

i.e. In confused individuals

progression from yes/no or choices

to a symbol or word board tends to

be r'ue to cognitive improvement.

However, when individuals are higher

functioning changes in system type

are due to changing communication

and environmental needs.

Information gained in this presentation

will assist clinicians in knowing when and

how to upgrade ACS for the nonspeaking TBI

in the acute rehabilitation pnase.
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FUNTION-INTEGRATION, REMOTE CONTROL, DUAL TOUCH SWITCH FOR THE DISABLED

** Ayad Haboubi, Ph.D., * Martin Ferguson-Pell, Ph.D.,
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* Helen Hayes Hospital Center for Rehabilitation Technology
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ABSTRACT:

A severely disabled patient suffering from
brainstem CVA was admitted to our hospital.
Although cognitively intact, she is non-
vocal and has only limited control of her
right thumb.

Due to the extreme severity of this
patient's disability, she required a custom
designed switch access system since no

commercially available products were able
to be used by her.

This presentation will describe the design
and development of a Function-integrating
Remote Control, Dual Touch Switch which
enables the severely disabled patient, who
is cognitively intact, to fulfill his/her
basic daily needs - emergency calls,
environmental control and augmentative
communication.

INTRODUCTION:
Today's technology offers a variety of

equipment for everyday needs in leisure and
business. However, the disabled community
is at a disadvantage. Rehabilitation
engineers have contributed tremendously by
modifying, adapting and designing dedicated
equipment for the disabled. Since the

demand for such modification is high and
human resources in Rehabilitation
Engineering limited, we found it necessary
to design an easily adapted remote control
programmable touch switch capable of
operating directly, or through an
environmental control unit, various pieces
of equipment,

BACKGROUND:
A forty year old female suffeied a right
intracranial hemorrhage five years ago
which required a right parietal craniotomy
and evacuation of the hematoma, leaving her
with severe brainstem dysfunction and
associated quadriparesis. dysphagia, severe
dysarthria, and visually Impaired due to
abnormal eye movements and cataract
development. Since that time she has been
monitored continuously by nursing home
staff and is totally dependent in all
activities of daily living. A recent
medical report indicates that although she
is non vocal, she is cognitively intact and
has control (albeit limited) weak movement
of her right thumb. There is also some

evidence of psychological trauma which may
be exacerbated by her inability to
communicate and/or call for help when
needed.

We classified her basic daily needs as:
a) emergency calls
b) environmental control
c) augmentative communicotion

The specifications of interfaced
instrumentation needed to control the
commercially available equipment are:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

a)
h)

Dual switch system.
Programmable switching speed.
Orthotic mount.
Remote control.
Audio and visual feed back.
Battery operated.
Minimum power consumption.
A switch with a long life.

Despite a thorough examination of the
market for an instrument suitable for this
patient, nothing was found. Each of her
needs listed above could be met by a
commercially available switch or control
unit but nothing met our specifications for
an integrated capability controlled from a
pair of capacitance touch swit(hes operated
by her thumb.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
The following components were developed to
achieve the features specified above:

Orthosis: A cast of the patient's right
hand and forearm was taken. A mold was
made to accommodate the free movement of
the thumb, encapsulating the wire and
securing the touch switch, and bearing the
weight of the transmitting control unit.

Transmitiet control unit: This small part
contains all the electronics and the power
pack. The electronics are designed in

modules for flexibility in expansion and/or
.daptation for different applications. The
m,jor modules incorporated in the system
are:

I - Capacitance dual touch switch: a
capacitance dual touch switch was designed
in preference to a resistive touch switch
as skin resistance changes considerably
from day to day.
2 - Dedicated programmable logic
electronics: this twdule is built of
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digital logic and multiplexers with a

hardware timing program which permits

changing the speed of operation as the

patient progresses in using the system.
3 - Power saving unit: this module

monitors the operation of the patient.
Should activity stop for a period of time
predetermined by the therapist, the system
shuts down (all except the touch switch
module) in order to save power in the

transmitting unit.
4 - Switches module: this contains a set
of five long life relays operated by the
programmable logic. This module controls

the ultrasound frequency in the

transmitter.
5 - The ultrasound module: this module has

a preset frequency for communication with
the receiver unit to operate main powered
units.
6 - Power sensor module: it was found

necessary, during the later stages of

development, to have a power sensor to

assist the patient in determining battery
condition.
7 - The audio feed back module: four

different tones are generated in this

module. Three of these are for switch A
and one for switch B.
8 - Visual feed back module: This module

contains an array of LED positioned to

indicate the operational channel. This has

been incorporated for the patient's aide
and for future applications.

The receiver control units: These units

are commercially available (Tash Inc..

Ontario) and have predetermined frequencies
to operate for each selected channel as m
dual switch.

OPERATIONAL PROTOCOL:
The system has two switches A&B mounted on
orthosis facing each other on a ring

surrounding the thumb.

Touching switch A powers the system and
locks into channel one. This channel is
dedicated to drawing attention from

patients in ihe surrounding area and/or
calling a nurse at the nursing station.

Touching switch A continuously for 4

seconds will scan the four channels and
produce a different tone for each of the
first three channels and a pause fol the

fourth.

Releasing the switch at the desired channel
locks the operation In that channel.

The two switches A and B become thy

operator of the channel; P. for any destted

lengthy pulse (such as scanning and A fot

a pulsc shorter than 11 (such as "select").

To exit from the channel, touch switch A
continuously for four seconds and this will

cause the system to scan the channels

again.

If activity stops for the preprogrammed
period (two minutes is recommended for

saving battery energy), the system will
shut down.

Proposed channel operation:
Channel one for drawing the attention of
those in the immediate area and/or alerting
the nursing station (switch B will sound a
buzzer beside the patient and activate the
switch to call a nurse).

Channel two to operate the ECU (switch B to
scan the ECU and A to power on/off the
instrument).

Channel three to operate the morse on the
computer (Augmentative Communication
System) switch B for the dash and A for the

dot.

CONCLUSION:
This Function-integrating, Remote Control,
Dual Touch Switch was designed and built to
assist a severely disabled patient who had
a brain stem CVA. The patient is typical

of many who are severely disabled yet

cognitively intact. Our evaluation and
analysis showed that the major needs of
such a patient are the emergency announcer,

environmental control and augmentitive

communication. The clinical evaluation of

the system showed the device to be

successful with the patient mentioned above
and we plan to expand its use.
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P2.6 TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM: APPLICATIONS AND STRATEGIES
FOR THE EDUCATION OF CIIILDREN Fill SE ERE HANDICAPS

Mary E. Anzelmo
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association

Rockville, MD

Increasing the integration of assistive device
technology in the classroom would provide the
opportunity for close to 4.5 million children
nationwide to reach their educational potential.
Technology in the Classroom: Applications and
Strategies for the Education of Children with
Severe Handicaps, has been designed to facilitate.
this opportunity.

Three self-instructional modules will be
developed, field tested, and disseminated that
will train special educators, including classroom
teachers, speech-language pathologists,
occupational therapists, physical therapists, and
audiologists as well as families to effectively
use appropriate assistive technologies in a
variety of educational settings. Emphasis will
be placed on the implementation of educational
programs within the least restrictive en-
vironment using an interdisciplinary approach.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Technology in the Classroom
project is to develop, field test, and disseminate
three self-instructional modules designed to
improve the knowledge and skills of special
educators, including classroom teachers, speech-
language pathologists, occupational therapists.
physical therapists, and audiologists as well as
caregivers so that they can effectively integrate
assistive technologies into the educational
programs of young children ages two to seven
with severe handicaps.

The three modules will be designed to bridge
the gap between theory and practice by
providing videotaped examples of exemplary
practices in the integration of assistive
technologies in educational programs. The
videotape for each self-contained module will be
accompanied by supporting print materials.

The three module topics are 1) Educational
Curriculum; 2) Communication; and 3) Mobilit%
The Educational Curriculum Module will stress
the importance of providing greater accessibility
to the educational curriculum using assistive
technologies as instructional tools. The
Communication Module will cover the use of
augmentative and alternative communication as
well as the use of communication aids,
techniques, and strategies with children who are
se erely speech impaired and others \slit, may
benefit II um communication training. 1 he
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importance of' independent mobility to the
personal and educational development of the
child will be addressed in the Mobility Module.

Experts from special education, speech-language
pathology, occupational therapy, and audiology
who are experienced in the use of assistive
technologies with young, severely handicapped
children will develop the modules. The three
modules will explore strategies for selection and
use of a variety of assistive devices, including
computers, communications aids, assistive
listening devices, switches, environmental
controls, and powered mobility systems. The
role of play as a significant learning tool for
young children as well as assistive technologies
that provide access to play will be incorporated.

The first draft of the modules will be ready by
June 1990 The packages will then be subjected
to national peer review by interdisciplinary
special education professionals, service
providers, and consumers. The modules will be
field tested at both the local and national le,,els
to validate their effectiveness in advance of a
national disse

EXTENT OF NEED AND EXPECTED
IMPACT OF PROJECT

Technology, appropriately selected and used, can
mitigate the limitations that many disabilities
impose, making it easier for children to have
access to and achieve some control over their
learning environment. Applications of current
technology in educational settings can result in
dramatic changes in the quality of life and
learning of young, severely handicapped chil-
dren.

The goal of the Technology in the Classroom
project is to increase the effective utilization of
assistive technologies by severely handicapped
children in the classroom to help them reach
their educational potential in the least
restrictive environment. To meet this goal, the
project will address the critical need for
training facilitators to integrate these
technologies into the educational curriculum.
Simply providing computers, communication
aids, electronic wheelchairs, assistive listening
devices and environmental controls to children
does not ensure their use. Effective training
strategies must be incorporated into the school
activities by knowledgeable teachers, clinicians,
and caregivers if children are to benefit.
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There are two primary variables that impede the
implementation of effective strategies in this
area: I) Many special education professionals
and caregivers lack training in the use of
assistive technologies; and 2) Students lack
access to appropriate technologies. If
implementation strategies were integrated into
the educational plans of these children, "close to
4.5 million children nationwide" could have the
opportunity to "reach their educational potential
through the use of assistive device technology
which will enable them to maximize their
learning capabilities" (Congressional Record,
1987, [ID.

ROLES FOR PROFESSIONALS

This project's training modules reflect a
philosophy that recognizes that someone (ideally
the classroom teacher) must manage an assistive
technologies program so it can be integrated into
the curriculum and other activities within
educational settings. Participating professionals,
support personnel, and caregivers will be
provided with strategies that enable them to
function effectively on an inter-disciplinary
team.

SPECIAL EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS:
THE NEED FOR TRAINING

If technology is to have the desired impact on
teaching and learning, educators and clinicians
must be comfortable with assistive devices as
tools that enhance, rather than interfere with,
their daily teaching and other responsibilities
(Office of Technology Assessment, 1988,12)).
While research and recent advances in
technology have provided a wealth of
information applicable to children with severe
handicaps, the transfer of information from
research findings to educational applications
continues to be ineffective (Ourand &
Gallagher, 1988, [3j).

There is a clear need for a nationally focused
program designed to successfully implement
assistive technology strategies. This project will
directly address these needs by providing a
high-quality, selt -inctructional .gram designed
to develop the expertise of special education
professionals and families in implementing
successful educational programs for children
with severe handicaps.
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P2.7 INTERFACING PIELOELECIRICIPYROELECTRIC SENSORS FOR USE WITH
COMMUNICATION DEVICES

Joseph J. French and Arthur A. Siebens,
Division of Rehabilitation Medicine

The Johns Hopkins University

ABSTRACT

The interface of a patient with a communications
apparatus is accomplished to greatest advantage by a
simple mechanical switch. Whcn a mechanical switch
can not be operated, however, an electronic sensor
must be adapted. Piezoelectric and pyroelectric
sensors have become popular, but their signal requires
amplification. By using voltage feedback, we have
designed an amplifier with very high input resistance.
This enhances the low frequency response of the
sensors. A device based on this design was
successfully used by two patients.

INTRODUCTION

The interface of a patient with a communications
apparatus, be it a nurse call system or a computer. is
accomplished to greatest advantage by a simple
mechanical switch. A more sophisticated mechanical
switch is sometimes necessary, examples being a sip or
puff, a blow, a membrane, or a specially designed lever
or push button. The electrical circuitry in all these
instances is uncomplicated. When a mechanical switch
can not be operated, however, an electronic sensor
which requires more complicated circuitry must be
adapted.

Piezoelectric and pyroelectric sensors have become
popular. Unlike strain gages and various proximity
switzhes, they do not require an excitation voltage.
Their major disadvantage, however, one which they
share with all other electronic sensors, is that their
signal requires amplification. We have been working
recently with a product, KYNAR (1), which has both
piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties, i.e. the
voltage generated is proportional to both mechanical
deformation and changes in temperature. This paper
pertains to the electronics required for applying this
product to patient use.

BACKGROUND

Unlike most other piezoelectric/pyroclectric materials
which are rigid crystals or ceramics, KYNAR is a very
flexible plastic film. Its surface is usually metalized to
allow electrode contact. It can be cut to almost any
size or shape with a razor blade or sharp shears.

One equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 1 in which E
is the voltage generated by either stress or heat, C is
the capacitance formed by the material and its surface
metallization, and R is the input resistance of the

Figure 1. Equivalent circuit.

amplifier. This forms a capacitive coupled circuit. Its
low frequency response is determined by the time
constant of R and C. Since C is determined by the
geometry of the sensor and the type of film used, it is
fixed for a particular sensor, leaving R as the only
variable.

The sensor configuration that we have employed has
a capacitance of 0.0015 MF. The time constant
resulting from a 10 megohm to a 22 megohm input
resistance of the interfacing amplifier is sufficiently
long for most applications. However, for detecting a
quicker action, a one megohm resistance and shortcr
time-constant should bc used and for an unusually
slow action, 50 or more megohms may bc appropriate..
Such high values of input resistance are difficult to
obtain. Operational amplifiers with field effect
transistors at their inputs do have extremely high input
resistances. However, their advantage is lost because
their inputs must be referenced to ground through
resistors for stability. The largest standard resistor is
22 megohms; beyond this value special or precision
resistors are required which arc expensive and difficult
to obtain.

METHODS

Through the use of positive voltage feedback, the
c:fective value of an input resistor can be made to be
many times its actual value. This is accomplished with
the circuit shown in Figure 2. This circuit differs from
a standard voltage follower in that the input resistor
RI is returned to a voltage divider R2 and R3 at the
output rathcr than to ground. The simple equation

7.

Rin R1*
R2 +R3

Figure 2. Postive voltage feedback circuit.
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shows how the high effective input resistance is
obtained. Since the positive feedback is always less
than unity, the circuit is stable, i.e., it will not
oscillate. However, when the feedback is sufficiently
close to unity, the amplifier can latch up as if no
resistance were applied to the input. This latch up is
caused by the offset voltage and current as well as
other imbalances in thc amplifier. In actual use, one
adjusts the feedback to obtain the desired response
from the sensor rather than measuring the value of
the effective resistance. If a multi-turn potentiometer
is used as the feedback control, the input resistance
can be varied from the actual value of R1 to many
times that value.

RESULTS

Our best applications have resulted from using the
material's pyroelectric property. The circuit was

designed to be activated by the heat of a patient's
breath. The patient was a quadriplegic individual who
could not use any of our existing switches. The switch
worked well when the patient was sitting in a chair. It
was less reliable when the patient was in bed.
Apparently, when the patient sat, there was enough
circulation of air around the sensor to keep it at room
temperature. When the patient was in bed, body heat
reduced the temperature gradient between the room
and the patient's breath, rendering the switch much
less sensitive.

The second use of this device was as a touch heat
sensor. For various reasons, this patient could not
effectively use any of our other switches. Moreover,
the volume of exhaled breath was insufficient to
operate the device as originally designed. The
patient's head motion, though limited, was sufficient
nevertheless to activate the sensor by touching it with
his cheek. Although the pussure of the cheek was
insufficient to generate a piezoelectric voltage, the
heat generated a voltage by pyroelectric effect.

DISCUSSION

Our circuit affords flexibility in the design of
piezoelectric/pyroelectric based interfacing devices. It
allows the various characteristics of the sensor to be
tailored to a particular patient. If a patient has best
control with fast actions, low input resistance and short
time constants can be designed. If movements are
slow or the generation of sufficient heat takes time,
large input resistance is required. The output of the
amplifier can remain high as long as one or two
seconds when the sensor is subjected to a constant
pressure or heat source. Limited proportional control
is also possible with additional circuity. Any of the
piezoelectric of pyroelectric materials can be uscd,
whether they are crystal, ceramic, or plastic.

CONCLUSIONS

A simple and inexpensive circuit has been described
which capitalizes on the advantages of piezoelectric
and pyroelectric sensors tailored for controlling
communication devices. Two practical examples of its
applications are cited.
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P2.8 DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER-BASED EXPERT SYSTEM FOR THE
SELECTION OF ASSISTIVE COMMUNICATION DEVICES

Rob Garrett, Peter Andrews*, Cathy Olsson and Barry Seeger
Regency Park Centre for Young Disabled and *Education Department of South Australia/

Adelaide, South Australia, Australia

ABSTRACT

This research project aims to develop a
computer-based expert system which will
aid in the selection of one or more
assistive communication devices for a
client. The process by which the
human expert knowledge is organised
into a form suitable for the computer
application is described and an example
of a derived rule is given. The
current status of the project is that a
user answering a number of questions
will be referred to none, one or some
of 13 communication devices. An
indication of the future development
and availability of this expert system
is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The use of an electronic assistive
communication device by an individual
usually comes about as a result of
deliberations by a speech pathologist,
in conjunction with the client and
others in their communication
environment.

The use of expert systems is a
relatively new area. It has been
proposed that this new process has
application in the prescription of
assistive communication devices. This
project is a step towards evaluating
whether or not this is true.

We believe that an expert system
developed around the knowledge of
personnel at the Centre could do three
things: assist in matching a device to
the needs and abilities of a particular
client, assist in the training of
therapists who might need to prescribe
an electronic assistive communication
device, and provide therapists with a
checklist for the processes involved in
prescribing a device.

It is particularly important in a
location such as Australia, remote from
the major manufacturers of
communication devices, to obtain access
to expert knowledge to assist in the
selection of a device to try with a
client. It can be time-consuming and
expensive to return one device and
obtain another one on loan. The system

attempts to narrow the field and reduce
the chances of this occuring.

MATERIALS

An expert system is a computer program
which incorporates elements of
artificial intelligence to provide
human-like problem-solving within a
specific knowledge domain. The
program consists of two main parts (i)
the knowledge, facts, rules which make
up the field (called the knowledge
base) and (ii) a mechanism by which the
inference process is applied (called
the inference engine).

The software used for this project is
the MS DOS Texas instruments package
Personal Consultant Plus.

DEVELOPING nit KNOWLEDGE BASE

The current version of our expert
system contains information on the
following 13 devices: Zygo Portable
Anticipatory Communication Aid (PACA),
Zygo Talking Notebook, Light Talker,
Touch Talker, Intro Talker, WOLF,
RealVoice, Parrot, Parrot-JK, Toby
Churchill Light Writer Canon
Communicator, Technical Soluta ns Voice
Synthesiser Unit and any micro-omputer
with word-processor and printer. The
17 features that we consider to be
critical in selecting a device are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1

users symbol system
input method
selection technique
output required
vocabulary size
vocabulary manipulation
portability required
price range acceptable
spelling ability
target size
vocabulary environment
vocabulary expansion capability
vocabulary flexibility required
visual acuity
visual interpretation skills
speed and accuracy
training availability
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These features are prompted for, with

the user selecting a response from
choices presented on the screen, e.g.

"Does the client require a device with
a voice output?" Choices are
"face-to-face", "over-the-phone", "no".
The user may select one or more
responses. The expert system then
applies rules which incorporate these
parameters to determine the goal of
device selection. This is the process
of consultation.

The rules have a condition or premise
to which is attached a consequence or
action. There are currently 56 rules.
As an example, part of rule 9 says

IF :: symbolsystem = traditional
orthography and input capability =

normal keyboard and selection = direct
and speech = face-to-face or speech =
no and portability = by hand
orportability = wheelchair tray or

portability = stationary only or
portability = portable and notetaker !

= has-inbuilt-printer

THEN :: device selection = ZygoTNB and
Print "A suitable device is the Zygo
Talking Notebook"

If all the features of a premise are
satisfied, the program will carry out
the action part of the rule, which in
this case is to say that the Zygo
Talking Notebook is an appropriate
device. If there is more than one
suitable device, then all are listed.
If there is any uncertainty in

response, then that uncertainty is

reflected in the screen statement for
the device selected e.g. if the us'er
had indicated that it was only 80%
certain that the input capability was
normal keyboard, the device would be
ZygoTNB (80%).

PILOT RESULTS

Trialling of the system has been
limited to the speech pathologist
within the team, two other speech
pathologists and a rehabilitation
engineer. With a particular client in
mind, the speech pathologists consulted
the expert system and then compared the
result with their own selection. A

match was found for approximately 50%
of the consultations. This early
trialling has revealed errors in the
translation of the expert's knowledge

to rules in the system. The
corresponding corrections to the system
are underway, along with modification

to the expert knowledge base.
Additional testing and modifications
will occur early in 1990.

DISCUSSION

We believe that the expert system we
are developing will be used in all of
the categories usually associated with
expert systems.

(1) to assist in the process of
matching an assistive communication
device to the needs of a client, a task
which would demand a lot of attention
of an 'expert' in the field.

(2) as a job aid in training
therapists in the processes involved in
making a match between client needs and
an assistive communication device.

(3) as an apprentice system which
aids the 'expert' in providing the
appropriate assistive communication
device.

CONCLUSION

Expert systems have a role to play in
the fields of Rehabilitation and
Special Education, however they are
only as good as the rules encapsulated
in the system. With experience and
additional research, efficient
techniques will be found to match
available devices to clients. This
research has clarified and captured
some of the rules, and is expected to
enable the expertise to be easily
shared with other expert and non-expert
workers in the field.
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P2.9 A Software Object Library for
Augmentative Communication Systems

Patrick W. Demasco J. Eugene Ball Phillip J. Kerly
Applied Science and Engineering Laboratories

Alfred I. duPont Institute/University of Delaware
Wilmington, Delaware USA

Int roduction

The increasing complexity of computer and micropro-
cessor based communication systems necessitates
greater software engineering efforts on the part of de-
velopers. A standard software architecture provides
the opportunity for AAC system developers to coop-
erate in their design efforts and be more productive in
bringing products to the market. In a previous paper
(Demasco, Ball & Kerly, 1989), we suggested an ob-
ject-oriented approach to an AAC software architec-
ture. This would define the system in terms of the
objects which model the real world problem, and the
connections between those objects. We have imple-
mented that approach with the development of two
functionally independent components:

A software object library that contains all of the
system objects,
An interpreted authoring language that defines the
overall system operation and provides the
connections between objects (Ball and Demasco,
1990).

This paper discusses our implementation of the soft-
ware object library which we call LASO (Library of
Adaptable Software Objects) and provides a detailed
example in the device object, which is one of the
class hierarchies in LASO.

LASO General Description

LASO was developed with the following major de-
sign goals:

Each component (e.g., device) should be usable
independently of other major components.
Hardware dependent code should be isolated from
classes when possible, and within classes when not.
The system should be extensible in thc future without
major restructuring of the overall system.

To these ends, we have designed LASO to be a collec-
tion of C++ objects organized in functionally inde-
pendent class hierarchies. In addition, there is a
common library that contains:

General purpose C++ classes (e.g., collection
classes),
C procedures for common functions (e.g. error
reporting),
Hardware specific interfaces (e.g. thc display).

Each component of LASO is implemented as a C++
class hierarchy. Two major components have been
designed and implemented. The item class provides
support for a flexible vocabulary set structure. The
device class supports both input and output devices.

Device Class Hiearchy

In our design, we sought a powerful way to express
the concept of a device. Specifically, we wanted to
support a number of flexible features that were ex-
pressed in our own system requirements as well those
stated in McDougal et al., (1988). These include:

Support for multiple I/0 streams
Ability to define 1/0 device combinations
Easy Inclusion future devices
Flexible user control over device parameters

We believe that these goals have been met in the de-
sign of the class hierarchy (shown in Figure 1) for the
device object. This hierarchy consists of an "ab-
stract" base class with two major derived classes. In
the figure, each class is represented with a single rect-
angle that contains the class name and a list of the
methods (i.e., functions) for that class. Each derived
class inherits both data (not shown) and methods from
its ancestor.

Device Class - A device is modeled as a fixed collec-
tion of "channels" that can be referenced either by a
channel number or name. Values are read from a
channel with the get method and ate written with
the put method. Any channel can be queried to
check if it's state has changed since the last get call
with the IsChanged method In addition, a method
called nextChanThat Changed provides an effi-
cient mechanism for querying the state of the entire
device. Finally, internal data items such as device
name and number of channels are accessed through
query methods

Physical Device Class - This class is derived from the
device class and functions as an "abstract" class for
specific device implementations such as IBMjoy and
sunConsole. Typically, a channel corresponds to
some physical characteristic of the devices. For ex-
ample, a standard two button mouse is represented
with four channels: horizontal location, vertical loca-
tion, left button state, and right button state. The
physicalDevice class represents the most efficient
(but least flexible) way to access the system hardware.

Logical Device - We have added flexibility to the de-
sign through the concept of logical device. A logical
device is similar to a generic device in that it consists
of a collection of channels. It differs in that each log-
ical device channel is "attached" to a physical device
channel. This approach allows us to dynamically con-
struct a device from one or more physical devices.
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There are currently two ways to construct a logical de-
vice. In the first method, a logical device is declared
and a number of calls to the method de f irieChan
are made. Each call to de f ineChan specifies a log-
ical channel number to be added, a name for that chan-
nel, the physical device to be attached to, and the
specific channel number of the device. For example,
the code to construct a logical device that provided
horizontal cursor movement from a head pointing de-
vice connected to the mouse port, vertical cursor
movement from one axis of a joystick, and selections
from any key on the keyboard would be the following:

logicalDevice myIn("myDevice", 3);
myIn.defineChan(0,"IBM-MOUSE",X, "X");
myIn.defineChan(l,"IBM-JOY",X,"Y")
myIn.defineChan(2,"IBM-KBD",KEYS,"SELECT")

The second way to define a logical device is to use the
read method to obtain a device definition from a file.
This provides the capability to define new logical de-
vices without writing code. The above example could
have easily been defined in a file and read in by the
system at run-time. This capability provides the op-
portunity for clinician or user defined devices to fur-
the the overall system flexibility.

Conclusion
LASO continues to evolve as the current implementa-
tion is tested, and new design ideas are added to it.
Near term goals include implementing more physical
devices, as well as the definition of a "filtered" device
class. In addition, new class hierarchies (e.g., rate en-
hancement) are currently being developed and will,
upon completion, be added to the library. Finally, we
expect to release a version of LASO (as well as the au-
thoring language "Adapt") in the fall of 1990 to other
developers for evaluation.
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Figure 1. LASO Device Class Hierarchy
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P2.10
INCORPORATING MULTIPLE ASSISTIVE DEVICES INTO A COHESIVE SYSTEMS

Dannel Friel, Bruce Tew, Lee Hegfors, Sherry Rovig, Dianne Goodwin
Gillette Children's Hospital

ABSTRACT
As technology advances many individuals
are able to utilize . number of
ass istive devices to gain independence.
This paper will present three case
studies addressing the issues, problems
and solutions encountered when
incorporating multiple individual
assistive devices.

INTRODUCTION
Commercially available assistive
technologies act as a catalyst for
independent living. Various devices
begin to allow independent access to
mobility, communication, and
environmental controls to disabled
individuals. When incorporating
multiple assistive devices into a
cohesive system it .is necessary to do so
without compromising the goal of
independence. It is the unique needs of
each individual that makes this a
challenge. Extensive evaluations are
required for determining the exact
devices to best enable maximum
individual independence. How these
devices interact with one another
creates unique circumstances requiring
further intensive evaluation.

ISSUES
When it is apparent that a number of
individual devices will be required the
following issues must be addressed as
they often create complications.

1.) Optimal operating positions
- One location for sevral devices
- Interference of operation of

another dev ice
- Safety of the device and

individual
- Interference with architectural

access
- Is device mobility required

2.) Will the system crea.e dependence?
All on/off switches accessible

- Inhibits full capabil it ies
- Interference with transfers
- Alternatives for system failures
- Interchangeability of devices

3.) Affect of individuals habits
- Aggressive behavior
- Obsessions or habits
- Daily living accessories
- Interference with recreation

4.) Aesthetically pleasing
- Individuals appearance obstructed
- Adverse appearance due to

complexity

5.) System Complexity
- Set-up and removal complexity
- Probability of damage to system

or individual with alternative
removal technique

- Ability of staff to trouble shoot

CASE STUDIES

CASE A

CASE & INCORPORATES
A joystick controlled power
wheelchair

- A Light Talker with printer accessed
by optical light sensor
A manual communication board
accessed by right index finger

PRESENTING COMPLICATIONS
- Range of motion prohibits access

further than four inches from body
- Manual board obstructs use of Light

Talker - Communication systems
obstructed view of individual

- Requested visual access to printer
- Interchanging between communication

and driving
Access to all wheelchair controls
Two additional switch sites

- Mounting system must allow quick
removal

SOLUTIONS
The complete system is mounted on and
recessed into a laptray. The joystick
and additional switches are mounted on
the left side of the tray. The manual
board is mounted vertically on a
spring-loaded hinged ABS board
positioned on the right side near the
body. This allowed access to the manual
board by pushing a lever. The Light
Talker is mounted in a motorized case
positioned on the right side behind the
manual board. The motorized case
positionei the Light Talker in the
optimal location for communication while.
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allowing the capabi/ity to lower it from
view for driving. The small motor is
operated by a single toggle switch.
When the communication mode is selected
the motor moves the Light Talker into
position and the wheelchair becomes
inactive. The pr inter is recessed into
the tray. The printer cover is clear
plexiglass. It is located in the upper
left corner of the tray. To remove the
system the optical light sensor and the
joystick need to be disconnected. Then,
the tray can be slid off.

CASE B

CASE B INCORPORATES
- A joystick controlled power wheelchair

A Touch Talker with printer
A Canon Communicator

- Environmental controls including- radio,
lamp and T.V. access from bed and
wheelchair

- Regular access to a glass of liquids
Access to recreational activities

PRESENTING COMPLICATIONS
The Canon, Touch talker, glass and .

recreation activities must be operated
from the same location
Limited range of motion with left hand

- No use of right hand
- Leg spasms

Request visual access to printer
Interchangeability between Canon, Touch
Talker, glass and recreation activities

- System cannot obstruct vision for driving
- Add it ional on/of f switch for pr inter

SOLUTION
The joystick is mounted with standard
equipment from left armrest. Touch
Talker is recessed into the laptray left
of midline directly in front of the body.
To prevent bumping during leg spasms the
seating system required lowering into
wheelchair. The printer is recessed in
the right center of the laptray with a
clear plexiglass cover. A T.V. remote
control is velcroed to an ABS wedge on
the left between the Touch Talker and
the joystick. A switch for the printer
is mounted on the wedge below the remote.
The Canon is mounted on a pivoting
bracket. It is positioned under the
T.V. remote wedge. By pulling a hook
the Canon pivots to an upright slig tly
tilted position rest ing above the upper
left corner of the Touch Talker keyboard.
The glass is positioned in a swinging
holder. The swing arm pivots from

the right side. The arm can swing
inward to position the glass midline
above the Touch Talker. The last six
inches of the laptray is clear
plexiglass to allow optimal view for
driving. When the assistive devices are
not in use a clear area remains on the
laptray for other activities such as
eating and reading. It was concluded
the lamp and radio control did not need
to be operated from on the wheelchair.
Two remote switches are mounted on the
bedroom wall at the height of the
joystick control and accessible from the
left side. Two addit Lonal switches are
mounted on the left side of the bed.
The T.V. remote can be removed from the
wheelchair for use in bed.

CASE C

CASE C INCORPORATES
- A walker
- A Touch Talker

PRESENTING COMPLICATIONS
- The Touch Talker imbalances the

walker
- Access to Touch Talker while walking

and sitting
- Due to aggressive behavior

individual must not be able to
remove Touch Talker

- Touch Talker cannot interfere with
walking

SOLUTION
The Touch Talker is positioned
vertically in ABS case. The case is
mounted securely in the center of the
walker with the top of the Touch Talker
equal to the top of the walker. The
case has a flip-up lid for protect ion
while allowing access to the keyboard.
The walker is counter balanced with
small weights in the rear legs.

CONCLUSION
With the continued expansion of
technology it is increasingly the rule
rather than the exception for
individuals to utilize incorporated
systems. These systems create unique
issues which must be considered prior to
purchase to insure maximum independence
with minimal complication and expense.
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P2.11 Desirpl and Assessment of an Integrated Wheelchair
Tray System for Augmentative Communication

Stephen E. Ryan, Susie Blackstien-Adler*, Stephen Naumann, and Penny Parnes*
Rehabilitation Engineering Department/*Augmentative Communication Service Department

The Hugh MacMillan Medical Centre
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many new and innovative
communication anieroaches and dev ces have
become available to augment the communica-
tion of a greater number of non-speak'ne
physically disabled persons. These
devices, as .well as other conventiona:
augmentative communication anproaches (e.c .

graphic displays) are effective only if

they are easily accessible by the user (11.
To ease accessibility for wheelchair users.
often a communication system is mounted on
a wheelchair tray which facil(tates trunk
and hand control and serves as A se-fare
for work, p7ay, and feeding (2). A

customized approach is often necessary
because commercially avalable trays
neither readily adapt to most communication
devices nor do they prowde features
required by most users of communication
devices. The cost of fabilcating ane

fitting these individualized trays is hteh
as labolir. both clinical and techniea,.
intensive.

This paper reports on the deve'onmeet and
assessment of a new aheelcha,r tray system
which is intended to meet -he multi-net-nose
needs of most physically c,sah'ee users
requiring auementatlye coemenicat:me
systems.

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
,he design requirements tor t'le urotory,e
tray system include the followina!
i) The tray system must he stdhle and
have smooth surfaces ane corners:
il) The tvay must be deS,gnee to AcrOm-
modate a range of granhle commen!ca!!oe
devices;
iii) '7,2 tray (nest be provided wh
hinged distal seron to allow ;ts

adjustmenr tn incremental angles to

facilitate eye gaze and l!stepere;,ss%stee
scannina commenicAtion systees!
iv) The trAy system must alie a s:,(rp'e

and expedient means foe ad!es'ine the

height and elevation anal' of the tray!
v) Cestomiz,tion of the proxi(et' sic' op
of the tray to factlitate tee:1k an,' ',And

control should he poss(ble:
vi) A s4ngle tray syetemshoe"d h( easi;y
:nterchangeable between a mallea7 are A

powere6 wheelchair for users haviec more
then one mobility base:
(pi; The trAy system eust be lghtwc,ght
and durab'e ip everyday ese led duriee
inAdyer'tet s ens;
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yiailThe tray system must permit the tray
surface to be stored safely and easily at
the side of the wheelchair;
ix' T1,,-) tray system must be mountab,e on
the major types and sizes of manual and
powered wheelchairs without the need for
excessive mod:fications:
xl The tray system must nave provisions
;or aeeemmodating a variety of tiowered
wheelchair contro's!
xi) rov-sion and fitting of the tray
should be economical.

DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The-ray consists of two sections: a distal
portion which es sized to accommodate
commoniv-e:epensed communication devices/
displae, and a proximal section which can
be customized to aceommodate various trunk
s:zes and contours. The distal part is a
'aminate consisting of e moulded Kydex
surface and a Polyrarbonate honeycomb core
for lightness. To cushion the tray, an
integral lip reinforced wi'h high density
polyethylene foam is provided. The
proxime' section, also a Kydex laminate
ye; with a plywood core, supports the hard-
ware for monntine the tray to the wheel-
ehair. ?, thin, tbermofoemed clear copoly-
ester colter provded.

Ieterconnecting 'he two tray sections is a
ea., of 'neependee; hiegee whieh allows.
',roue', the rotat'on of thumb screws, the
dis al ser",on to he ttl-ed aee locked at
any eegle above the horizopta' relative to
"he prOxlma7 T'ae tray can also he
feed And 5,s,ec ohn%r w.boUt
rp.rov mo ,!. w^r) do MO'

fold-away option, mou'ded
plastic mo-ntr, sljde on'o
chair aem,,,ste d.10

vvemoDS

Severt seh4ecte . f,ye years to (wen-y-uine
years of ar(e part,c,pated In the clan eal
field tela,s which werP of nn less that, F.

de;ation. sWIpctS l'yed at

aryni, 74,1" hroe lived in nS F 1 tO

settinos. All presented wth a primary
?lamnos.s of cerebral palsy, seen! tLe
ma2oritv ,f the , day a wheelchatr. and
iequired the use of d. augmentative
:ommenteation system. nne ruh7crt used a

vroce outnet commee!eation Aid and a

Alis!vmbol display, while the remaining
seb4ects esed enly grAnhic commenicat)on
c,eelaye, x,6e.eete were chosen Out to a
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Wheelchair Tray for Augmentative Communication

perceived need for a tilted tray and/or a
mounting device which would allow for

storage of the tray beside the wheelchair.

For each subject, two questionnaires were
completed by each of two primary care-
givers. Both a pretrial and posttrial
questionnaire were completed to evaluate
the performance of the subject's original

tray and the prototype system, respec-

tively. The questionnaires were designed
to elicit information about equipment used

by the subject in his/her wheelchair,
activities of daily living for which the
wheelchair tray was used, and a variety of
functional and technical factors relating
to the experience of both the subject and
caregivers in using the tray.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In general, respondents reported that the
tilt feature was extremely useful and easy
to use. Results of responses regarding
handling of the tilt mechanism are graphed
in Figure 1

a

G 7

8

Figure 1-Eass of Handing lit

6
Mechanism3

5
m 4 -

3
2

§

Very Easy Somewhat S wtiaF Very
Easy Difficult Difficult

For the four tray systems provided cult', a

fold-away eechanism, caregivers were

generally satisfied with its operatio,.

Problems reported related to insufficient
instruction on operation of the device.

Supportive documentation would therefore be

needed to accompany a production version of

the tray. Results of caregiver responses
regarding handling of the fo7d-away

mechanism are ahown in c,:ure

Figure 2-Ease of Handing Fold-Away Mechanism

4

8 3

1

.1111T

Very Easy Somewhat Somewhat Very
Easy DIfflailt Difficult

Respondents repor-ed that the prototype
trays were lighter and less bulky than
their oricp,nal trays. They also noted
improvements in aspects related to hygiene,
moisture protection, and aesthetics.

The overall success of the prototype system
became apparent by Its acceptance at the

conclusion of the clinical field trials.
All respondents expressed a desired to

continue using the system rather than

resume using the oricinal tray. However,
one subject preferred his previous flat

tray because requesting a caregiver to

level his tray before he could drive his
electric chair decreased his independence.

CONCLUSIONS
Results of the evaluations suggest that the
prototype tray system was well rece'ved by
caregivers and clients. The tray system
was found to be durable and safe to use and
the tilt feature appeared to facilitate
user access to communication systems. The

fold-away option was also found to be

useful.

With the provision of a variety of distal

tray modules, the production tray is

expected to offer a functional ae-angement
which will closely conform to the needs of
most physically disabled persons requiring
an augmentative communication system.
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Introduction

Design of an Exercise Machine for Spine Flexibility

Mani Akel, Patrick H. Sadler & Judah Ari-Gur
Mechanical Engineering Department

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan

Back pain is experienced by many people due
to fatigue, excessive lifting or sudden
motion. Rehabilitation often involves
relaxing and exercising the back muscles to
increase their flexibility and strength.
Heat and gentle massage may relieve painful
back spasms and lessen pressure on the
nerves that go into the shoulders and arms.
Spine flexing, combined with certain arm
and leg exercises, lead to a quicker
recovery and reduce the risk of further
injury. The goal of this work was to
develop a simple machine that provides all
these rehabilitation treatments, and this
paper presents its design.

The Design

The Spine-Flex machine consists of five
major components (see Figure 1): (1) freme,
(2) bed, (3) back lifting system and (4)
arm exercises and (5) leg exercise
mechanisms. The bed is flexible and forms
a smooth curve when the lifting mechanism
is activated (Figure 2). The spine bending
angle is pre-set by the user, through a
sliding switch on the side of the frame,
with a maximum allowable of 40°. The
flexible section that supports the lumbar
region of the spine is made of a polymer
that allows the bed to bend. Rollers
installed on each corner of the bed frame
allow the curva.-Akre. The mattress consists
of foam rubber and is equipped with a
heating pad and a massager. The controls
are operated through a small hand held
unit.

The back lifting system is xounted on the
frame underneath the flexible section of
the bed. As shown in Figure 3, it consists
of (1) electric motor, (2) gear box, (3)

power screw and (4) lifting block. The
motor drives a worm gear which in turn
drives a vertical power screw. The rotation
of the power screw drives the lifting block
upward. The top surface of the lifting
block is a smooth curve designed to support
the lower back region. The flat edges on
the lifting block are designed to minimize
tensile stresses on the polymer section of
the bed.

The leg exercise mechanism is designed for
flexion motion (up and down) as presented
in Figure 4. Resistance is produced in the
downward direction only, whereas raising
the legs to the vertical position is done
against their weight only. The desired
resistance in the downward motion is

achieved with a pulley system attached to
a damping cylinder. The damping cylinder is
a self-contained hydraulic cylinder that
utilizes a piston with an orifice hole and
a uni-directional valve. The resistance

2

4

q#\
Nkg

Fig. 1 Spine-Flex Machine
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Exercise Machine for Spine Flexibility

(between 0-100 lb) depends on the speed of
motion. The pulleys were necessary to

satisfy the force limitations of the

cylin_er.

The arm exercise system provides for the
"fly" and "pullover" exercises, each with
a separate mechanism for its desired motion
(Figure 5). Both mechanisms are linked to
rack and pinion gears and damping cylinders
to deliver the desired bi-directional
resistance.

The arm and leg exercise mechanisms were
designed for different size patients. The
positioning of the mechanisms was
determined conside,ing the rotation axis
for each exercise and the space limitations
of the machine. The pads were designed to
accommodate different body proportions.

1

Fig. 2 Flat and Bent Back Positions

Concluding Remarks

The proposed design has not been tested

yet. The next stage in the development of

the Spine-Flex machine is a prototype

testing. This is necessary in order to

verify the design and assess its value and

contribution to rehabilitation.

Judah Ari-Gur
Mechanical Engineering Department
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

40001V.

Fig. 4 Leg Exercise Mechanism

Fig. 5 Arm Exercises Mechanisms
Fig. 3 Back Lifting Device
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P2.13 DESIGNING LOWCOST ELECTRONIC MUSIC INPUT DEVICES FOR
HIGH LEVEL QUADS

Diane V.Ingraham and Bob Turner
School of Engineering Science, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5A IS6

Abstract
This paper highlights observations of a unique research
project to design, build and test innovative musical input
devices for persons with high level quadriplegia (HLQ).
Beyond the engineering requirements for thcse latest
technology devices, we examine how designing aesthetic
devices for the physically disabled is influenced by other
factors, specifically the psychological and sociological favors
that form the disabled person's support environment. Our
approach is to work with a 4-member team of high level qu
who participate in the entire design and testing process.

Tne paper discusses the role and interaction of the
individual with the available technology while considering
his support environment. The results and the devices designed
can be seen on video tape (I).

I 0 Introduction
Our experience, this past year, in designing innovative music
input devices for disabled persons has exposed us to the
complex issues and considerations which influence the design
process as it applies to the disabled community. in this
strongly institutionalized milieu centered on illness, the
disabled world is emerging as a microcosm where the large
hierarchical ins-titutions come into contact with small and
agile high technology organizations. This marks a dynamic
and turbulent frontier where enabling devices can and do alter
the lifestyle of disabled persons and, consequently, their
definition of, need for, and acceptance of social support.

The physically disabled have a greater openness to and
acceptance of technological devices than the general
population. This makes progress within the disabled
milieu a prccursor to what will happen in the next twenty
years as the general population of North America experiences
the physical disabilities associated with aging. Important
keys to achieving and maintaining independence arc well-
designed, innovative input devices, conceived and
implemented with input from disabled person::.

While disabled persons cover the entire spectrum of human
needs, wants, likes, and dislikes, as a group they have some
special characteristics that sct them apart from the able-bodied
community. They each depend on a support environment that
must accept thc freedom that can be gained through
technology. It is difficult and counterproductive to approach
design f or high level quads armed only with an understanding
of what works for able-bodied persons. Designing effective
devices for HLQs can best be done with their direct
participation.

2.0 Thc Support EnvironmeLl
Thc disabled person's support environment is a complex
collection of interactions, services, programs, and systems
which influences the disabled person (Figure 1). The
importance of thc support environment is that it shapes the
disabled persons expectations. interactions, and behaviour.
The total institution presents the greatest challenges for the
design process.

DISABLED PERSON

SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
(which includes caregivers, structures,
institutions, health care organizations

/programs, and family)

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

FIGURE 1. A 3-PART MODEL OF THE
DISABLED PERSON & HIS SUPPORT

The home portion of the support environment is where the
disabled person lives: whether or not it is in an institution
(e.g. a hospital); or in a group home; or in their own
homcs. The institution brings its own agenda and rules
which may differ from public perception (2).

From conversations with HLQs. the attitude, quality, and
attention they receive from care-givers strongly depends on
their control of the caregiver hiring process. Programs and
services also vary in availability, relevance, and quality.
Clearly onc of the more frustrating problems is
transportation. Residents of institutions may have access to
the institution's own trans-portation but they may be
restricted to going only on those outings which the
institution approves.

All of these factors strongly influence the HLQ's feedback and
response to devices design for them,

3.0 Participatoly Design
Disabled persons who are involved in decisions which affmt
them, their home environment, and their mobility are able
to have thc kind of systems and environment that serves
them best, supports their physical well-being and reinforces
their own self-esteem. The same is true disabled persons
who are in on the design of innovative input devices. The
engineer or designer who recognizes this will produce more
successful (for him and his disabled clients) devices.

This type of participatory process forces engineers to see their
own stereotypes and realize the special requirements of the
disabled. Typical experiences arc discussed elsewhere
(3,4,5).

Disabled persons form the single most important source of
information about their own condition and what works and
does not work for them. In thc design process, they must be
included from the beginning. It is often necessary to spend a
great deal of timc familiarizing the disabled person about the
technology and techniques available today, but the effort is
worth it.

For example, in designing musical devices for the disabled,
it is important to identify members of the disabled
community who arc interested in music and who can work
with on the design as consultants. It is important to also
identify thc relevant technologies available, (e.g.
computers, microprocessors, microcontrollers) as well as the
appropriate standards that apply (Musical Instrument Digital
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MUSIC INPUT DEVICES FOR HLQs

Tnterface - MIDI, safety). And finally, the devices must be
placed in the social, cultural, and artistic environments in
which they will be used. The HLQs on this project have
subjected our designs to two months of field testing so far
with much useful feedback.

Microprocessor and microcontroller chip technologies now
make so much more available at a reasonable cost to assist
the disabled to be more independent and to interact more freely
with their own environment. We make heavy usc of
microcontrollers (especially the Motorola MC68HC I I
family) in designing MIDI electronic music input devices for
persons with HLQ.

4 0 Conclusions
Engineering design of aesthetic and cultural devices for "live"
music performance must adher to technical design constraints.
In designing for HLQs, we recommend a participatory design
process, involving the physically disabled from the start.

Various socioogical and psychological factors, however,

exist which will inevitably affect the participatory design
process, the successful realization of a working device, and
success of the disabled person and the use of their device in

performance. Although technology has increased thc
independence of disabled persons, the focus to date has con-
centrated on the lower most of Maslow's hierarchy of needs
(food and shelter). Self-esteem, artistic expression, and self-
actualization am now being examined, and technology provides
the means to develop the tools, systems, and devices
required by disabled persons to achieve their own personal
goals in these areas. Unhappily, residents of total institutions
are less able to access the new technology or be involved in
the development of tools, systems, and devices than arc their
non-institutionalized counterparts.
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One Handed Paper Managing System

Ray Rego
Rehabilitation Technology Center

Indianapolis, IN

Introduction

In the course of working with several
clients the use of only one hand, the
problem of paper management has come
up several times. Problems with
holding paper for writing, stapling
and paper cliping. The problem of
just getting papers lined up for
further processing. These problems
were the bases for developing this
paper management system.

Method

This system is composed of an edged
base, an over arm lock down and
insertable stapler and punch com-
ponents. The base'is made of formica
covered plywood with a no slip bottom.
It has two sides edged with ABS
plastic to allow a person to slide
papers into these two edges to align
tnem. The corner where these two
edges would meet is cut away to allow
papers to protrude for paper cliping,
stapling or punching. The inserts for
stapling and punching lock into this
recess also.

The punch and staple inserts are stand-
ard punch and staplers mounted on
blocks which locks them in place at
the correct heights. These units are
easily slid in with one hand.

The over arm lock down is a stainless
steel tube positioned over the bases
with an over center lever with a rubber
foot on its bottom end.

This foot holds paper for writing,
stapling, punching and paper clipping.
This over arm unit is adjustable for
different thickness of papers and
different tensions.

Conclusion

This is a simple device that can be
extremely helpful with paper manage-
ment and can be easily modified for
an individual client. Its weight and
construction make it very stable.
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PRE-SERVICE TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZATION TRAINING (TECHSPEC): Y FR 2

Roger 0. Smith, MOT, OTR
Robert Christiaansen, MS, MS, MFA

Gregg C. Vanderheiden, Ph.D.
Trace R&D Center

University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, WI

ABSTRACT

The University of Wisconsin-Madison began a
prcservice technology training program in 1988, which
by June 1990 will be completing its second academic
year. The overall model has been presented previously
(Smith et al., 1989; Smith & Christiaansen; 1989). This
paper specifically reports on the experiences and
knowledge gained from the first and second years of this
curriculum. In particular, two types of data have been
collected ftorn students to ascertain thc extent to which
they are benefitting from the program. In addition, the
annual meeting of the TechSpec Advisory Panel has
provided comments to improve the TechSpec model
and its curriculum. Both of these sets of information
should be of benefit to technology training programs
which are just developing or to existing technology
proerams wl:ich are updating or revising their contcnt
or format.

OVERVIEW OF TECII PEC

TechSpec is an interdisciplinary instructional model
focused on occupational therapy students during thcir
basic professional training. The program functions as a
specialization certificate curriculum, similar to four
others already available to occupational therapy
students at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
(Gerontology, Music Therapy, Dance, and School
Certification). The program has a two-level design:
some students receive foundation level training while
others train to a specialization level. Both ate elective
tracks. However, students who elect to take the
specialization direction commit themselvcs to 26
semester credits, of which 12 arc already required for
occupational therapy students and 14-18 arc technology
core and elective courses which must be completed
before the Technology Specialization Certificate is
awarded. The curriculum includes several introductory
courses in assistive and rehabilitation technology, as
well as a field work requirement. A set of competencics
to be acquired is specified. In general, however, it is
expected that graduates of this program will have thc
elemental understanding of assistivc and rehabilitation
technology applications and the basic skills to move into
a specialized assistivc and rehabilitation lechnoloa
setting. There, they would be expected to gain
substantial on-the-job training. It is not expected that a
technology specialist graduating TechSpec will he ready
to "hit thc ground running" in any specialized area
within assistive and rehabilitation technology. For
example, a graduate will not be immediately capable of
serving as a specialist in interfacing, seating and
positioning, mobility, robotics, etc. They will, however,
have received an educational background that makes it
much easier to absorb increasingly specialized
information about technology. This background will
enable them to become more proficient through

P2.15

subsequent specialized fieldwork and on-the-job
training.

In addition, this program is producing a set of teaching
workbooks/guidts for other curricula. These resources
are being made available at cost to othcr faculty,
curriculum planners, and projccts through the Trace
Center's Reprint Service.

FINDINGS AND PRODUCTS TO DATE

Courses Taught
Six courses are taught specifically out of the TechFpec
program on annual academic cycles. During the initial
year, 48 students enrolled in the "Introduction to
Assistive and Rehabilitation Technology," 28 in the
"Dcsign of Technology for Persons with Disabilities," 42
in "Adaptation and Construction of Equipment for
Persons with Disabilities," 14 in "Microcomputer
Software Applications in Occupational Therapy," 12 in
independent study products, and 7 in fieldwork practica.
Similar enrollment data arc expected in subsequent
years, although the hope is that class size will moderate
after the initial influx.

Program Evaluation Results
A sct of specific evaluation components arc integral to
this project. One is the asscssment of the perceived
knowledge and comfort of students. This subjective
rating scale covers 14 different areas of technology.
Students are asked to rate, on a scale of 0-10, their level
of comfort in applying these areas of technology. This
self-assessment rating scale is given to all students in
the occupational therapy program as they cntcr their
junior year, and readministered at the cnd of each
semester, and at the completion of the TechSpec
program for specializing students. The impact of the
course "Introduction to Assistive and Rehabilitation
Technology" is highlighted in Figure 1. As can be seen,
the students' self-assessment is significantly increased
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TECHSPEC: YEAR 2

between the beginning of the course and the end of the
course. The Tech Spec project staff were also happy to
see that even at the end of the introductory course,
students were demonstrating that there remained
substantial room for further skill building and
knowledge acquisition. The self-perception rating scale
data also highlight the impact of the progression of
Tech Spec courses on student& perception of their
abilities. The data displayed stepwise increases of
perceived abilities with each technology course taken.

A third comparison was made, of the Tech Spec
students' self-perception scores with the non-TechSpec
students' self-perception scores. It revealed
substantially higher ratings from the Tech Spec students.

The occupational therapy students involved in the
Tech Spec program, as well as those who were not, also
completed a 25 question multiple-choice test, focusing
on their knowledge base in assistive and rehabilitation
technologies and their application. In all cases, scores
from the subjective test showed trends and differences
similar to those described with the subjective data.

Tech Spec Advisory Panel
Advisory Panel members expressed belief that the
Tech Spec program was benefitting the students, and
that the program had moved into an up-and-running
condition very quickly during the initial two years. The
Advisory Panel also produced a list of suggested
improvements, which provide some generic advice to
not only this Tech Spec program, but technology
curricula in general.

Two major themes seem to run through the suggestions
for improvement. The first was that training individuals
to become competent technologists is extremely difficult
and requires a long-term process. The sccond is that a
program should focus on teaching not only technology
and application outcomes but more on the detail of the
process of evaluating, selecting, and applying assistivc
and rehabilitation technologies. Some of the specific
ideas identified by the Panel arc listed in Table 1.

Course Guides
Four course guides and publications have emerged from
the TcchSpec program, for use by other curricula.
These include a course guide for the Introduction to
Assistive and Rehabilitation Technology, a guide for the
practicum courses, an overview of the TechSpec
program, and a chapter introducing technology and its
applications, appearing in a textbook aimed at advanced
occupational therapists. (This chapter is used as one of
the introductory readings.)

SUMMARY

In summary, the TechSpec program has moved very
quickly in its initial two years. The program staff be-
lieve that the program has been successful in meeting
its goals. ".wiever, the program has also encountered
somc frustrations and barriers in assistive and rehabili-
tation technology education. It continues to be the
hope of the program staff that thc program will not only
provide direct training to students at thc University of
Wisconsin, but will provide resources and experiential
comments which will be valuable to other curricula.
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Table I

Consider optimal sequence of courses.
Add the basic computer introductory course to

the requirements.
Encourage additional fieldwork experiences.
Improve coverage in the areas of technology

which are weakest in the current curriculum.
Emphasize distinction between technology and

technology applications (equipment versus
techniquc ).

Limit enrollment in program, or secure funding
for additional resources.

Involve students more heavily in course design.
Submit courses for formal University listing.
Encourage University support, and move off

grant funding.
Add course content on documentation and

reporting of assistive and rehabilitation
technology interventions (assessment and
documentation of efficacy of intervention).

Increase time spent on ethical issues
surrounding technology applications.

Implement technology terminology earlicr in
the curriculum.

Increase emphasis on technology user.
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Computer-Assisted Notetaking for Hard of Hearing People

Judith E. Harkins, Ph.D. and Barbara Virvan
Gallaudet University

Introduction

Computer-assisted notetaking (CAN) is a technique that
uses off-the-shelf technology to provide hard of hearing
people with echaneed access to meetings and lectures.

Meetings and lectures arc among the most frustrating of
communicative experiences for many hard of hearing
people. Each situation brings its own unique cluster of
problems. During lectures, there is not much opportunity
to interrupt for clarification if the hearing impaired
person loses the thread of the talk. In group meetings,
verbal exchange is usually rapid and it is difficult for a
hard of hearing person to locate the speaker and orient
himself or herself auditorally and visually before the
person begins to speak. If an assistive listening system is
provided, the microphone must be passed from speaker
to speaker, and people forget to do so; often the hard of
hearing person is reluctant to remind others to pass thc
mike, for fear of being a burden. Sometimes assistive
listening systems are subject to interference or dead
batteries, rendering them ineffective.

For these reasons, it is often difficult to provide high
quality communication access to hard of hcaring people,
who vary in their ability to hear and understand in
particular situations. Teachers, employers, and meeting
planners cannot be certain that hard of hearing
participants have correctly received the content of the
meeting or lecture.

One solutior to thnse problems is to provide somc form
of visual access to the spoken word. Real-time captioning
(RTC) is sometimes used for this purpose. RTC employs
trained courtroom stenographers to create verbatim
captions of the entire transaction, using a special
computerized system that translates the stenographer's
codes into English text in real-time. RTC can be
sustained at speeds of 200 words per minute, if
necessary.' The transcript can of course be saved on disk
and edited for dissemination. However, RTC is
prohibitively expensive for ordinary daily use, costing
roughly $1,000 per day, and is in short supply in many
areas of the country.

Description

Computer-assisted notetaking is simply the use of
computer technology to provide live notes during a
meeting or lecture. A typist types as much as possible of
the spoken content of a meeting on to computer
keyboard and these notcs are displayed on a screen or
monitor. Depending on the skill of the typist and the
speed of the speech, the output can vary from summary
notes to near-verbatim captions.

Computer-assisted notetaking has to date received little
attention, at least in the United Statcs, but consumer
interest in text-based access to meetings has grown along
with consumers' increasing awareness of captioning
technology; and the widespread availability of moderately
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priced computer projcctors has made this application far
more attainable than in the past.

The technique is proving erremely popular among hard
of hearing people who have seen it. While demonstrating
CAN at meetings of hard of hearing people in 1989, we
distributed questionnaires to participants to gauge their
opinions of this service. The 103 people who returned
the survey varied greatly in degree of hearing loss, from
mild to profound. , than 80% reported watching the
notes, and all of the who watched said they were
helped by the notes, with 67% rating the notes as "very
helpful" and 31% describing them as "somewhat helpful"
(with 2% non-response). Of the 20 people who did not
watch, six could not sec the screen from their seats, ten
said they were able to hear the speakcr well, and four
said the notes distracted them from lipreading the
speaker.

Computer-assisted notetaking can be used in a variety of
settings--at conferences, lectures, workshops, and
meetings. In the workplace, notes can permit hard of
hearing employees to participate more fully in meetings.
As with real-time captioning, the notes can be saved on
disk and edited. Employers can read the notes following a
meeting to check on the content relayed to their staff;
hearing, hard of hearing, and deaf colleagues can benefit
equally from a printout of the resulting notes.

Hardware, Software, and Personnel

Equipment and software requirements arc flexible,
varying according to the situation in which the notes will
be employed. At a cost of as little as $250, a low-end
home computer with inexpensive word processing
software and a small television functioning as the display
may suffice for gatherings where only one or two hard of
hearing people arc present.' In office settings, an office
microcomputer and monitor could likewise be used for
small groups.

For larger groups, a computer projector is an excellent
tool for sharing the notes with many people, by displaying
the content on to a wall or screen. When a computer
projector is coupled with a laptop computer, computer-
assisted notetaking is both portable and easy to use,
although the cost will be higherat least $2,500 for
hardware and software.'

Keyboard macro softws which automatically expands
abbreviations into ful! .yrds, phrases or sentences, can be
uscd to increase typing output and to reduce the number
of abbreviated words that consumers must read. Such
software is now inexpensive and easy to use. Some
vendors feature versions that emulate stenography
systems that some secretaries have learned for taking
dictation. We are using PRD+ and fmd it useful for
adding abbreviations in thc last minutcs before a meeting
or lecture.

Researchers at thc University of Bristol in England arc
developing sevel al utilities tailored to the application of
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CAN These utilities are now in prototype form but may
become commercially available in 1990. Features include
control of the display to eliminate scrolling, which can be
visually disturbing; a means by which prepared text can
be displayed as it is spoken and sections deleted and or
added whenever the speaker deviates from the prepared
remarks; and a mixing box to permit the text and
speaker's image to be displayed at the same time!

Regardless of the equipment being used, the amount of
detail provided in the notes depends on the skills of the
typist and the speed of the speech. The notetaker must
have the ability to type well (at least 60 words per
minute), a good command of written English, and the
ability to summarize information. Skilled secretaries,
people who work as writersjeditors, and interpreters who
can type well are good candidates for the function of
notetaker. Special training is unnecessary (although as
the users of this service grow in sophistication, it may
become necessary).

Practical Suggestions

There is no standard for practice of CAN, and
procedures will vary according the situation and thc
consumers being served.

The first concern should be that consumers can see and
comfortably read the text. (When we asked consumers
for suggestions on how to improve CAN, improvements
in the physical set-up were most frequently mentioned.)
Screens and monitors should be free of glare or excessive
ambient light; dimming the lights but providing a
spotlight on the speaker works well. Placement of a
projector screen should be as close as possible to the
speaker. Placement of a monitor should be in line of
sight with the speaker, if feasible.

The letters should be large enough to be easily read by
hard of hearing users of the CAN service. We have
found, for group meetings and lectures involving 30 to 80
hard of hearing people, that setting the display to 40
columns and using all upper-case letters produces an
acceptably large image. Of course, margins and spacing
must be adjusted to the individual circumstance.

The next concern should be that the notetaker can hear
and perform without fatigue. The notetaker should be
seatcd away fror3 any interfering noise (such as the fan
from the overhead projector). At many meetings
involving hard of hearing people, amplification systems
using FM or infrared transmission may be available, in
which case headsets will be worn by users. If one of
these headsets can be provided to the notetaker, thcn the
notetaker can function without regard to ambicnt noise or
background conversation.

If notes arc being provided for a meeting lasting more
than one hour, it is helpful to have a second notetaker
available to share the work. If at all possible, the
notetaker should be briefed in advance on the content
and special vocabulary and proper nouns to be used in
the meeting or lecture.

Occasional typographical errors seem to be tolerated
reasonably well by consumers, and abbreviations arc also
tolerable and even desirable where they permit faster
output. Thc style of notetaking will vary with thc nccds
of thc people using thc notcs. Some hard of hearing
people prefer to use the notes only to keep thcir place

during a meeting and prefer notes taken in outline form--
short phrases that highlight the topic of discussion. Other
individuals who have more difficulty following the speaker
rely more heavily on the notes and want more detailed
information provided in complete sentences.

The notetaker should take care to type the name of each
speaker prior to a summary of that person's statement
during meetings. If speech is rapid, the notetaker should
not hesitate to summarize; however all attempts should
be made to convey jokes that are made in the meeting or
lecture. It is very discomforting to see and hear laughter
all around and not be able to share the moment.

Conclusion

For many settings in which hard of hearing people are
participants, computer-assisted notetaking can be a
valuable means of access. Because of its low cost, ease
of production, and high acceptability to hard of hearing
consumers, it could become a major computer-based tool
for people with heariag loss.

1. For more information on real-time captioning, see the
following papers: Hutchins, L, 'Real-time captionin& the
technology" and Oliver, J., 'Real-time captioninr training
and employment.' Both papers appeared in Harkins, .1. &
Vitvan, B. (eds.) (1969), Speech to Tat Today and
Tomorrow: Proceedings of a Conference at Gallaudes
Unrvenny. GRI Monograph Series B. No. 2. Washington,
D.C.: Gallaudet Research Institute.

2. The Association of Late-Deafened Adults (1027 Oakton,
Evanston, IL 60202) has prepared materials on law-end
configurations of hardware and software for computer-
assisted notetaking.

3. At the Institute for the Handicapped in Stockholm,
researchers are completing a comparative evaluation of
computer projectors for .heir efficacy in this application.
More information can be obtained from Gearhart Eiger,
Handikappinstitutet, Box 303, S-161 26, Bromrna, Sweden.

4. Dr. James Kyle, University of Bristol, personal
communication. January, 1990.

This investigation of computer-assisted notetaking is
funded by thc U.S. Department of Education, National
Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research,
through Cooperative Agreement #H133ES0015-89,
under subcontract to the University of Delaware.

Judith E. Harkins
Barbara M. Virvan
Technology Assessment Program
Gallaudet University
SOO Florida Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 2(X/02
2024,51-5257 V/TDD
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TRAINING RESPONSES OF SCI INDIVIDUALS TO ENS-INDUCED KNEE EXTENSION EXERCISE
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Steven R. Collins, Thomas Mathews, A.G. Suryaprasad, & S.C. Gupta
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ABSTRACT

This study was conducted to evaluate the training
effects of functional neuromuscular stimulation (FNS)-
induced knee-extension (KE) exercise in spinal cord
injured (SCI) individuals. A specially constructed
chair was used for FNS-induced KE resistance
exercise. Seven SCI subjects trained 3 x/week for 12
weeks using a progressive load resistance protocol.
Following training, maximum load was significantly
higher (mean 5.7 vs 10.2 kg), thigh skinfold thickness
significantly lower (mean 20 vs 15 mm), and knee
range of motion significantly increased (mean 125 vs
140 degrees) for the SCI subjects (p.05). Pre- and
post-training measurements of thigh girth, body
weight and bone density were not significantly
different. This FNS-KE exercise appears to improve
the strength of paralyzed quadriceps muscle, improve
knee range of motion, and retard the expected rate of
bone loss. This fcrm of FNS training of the
quadr:ceps may be appropriate in preparation for
more strenuous FNS activities.

INTRODUCTION

Recent innovations in functional neuromuscular
stimulation (FNS)-induced exercise equipment have
provided spinal cord injured (SCI) individuals with the
option of exercising paralyzed lower extremity muscles
[1-3]. As use of this equipment becomes more
widespread, health professionals need to know about
the rehabilitation benefits and potential limitations Gf
these exercise devices [4]. Of particular concern are
those devices which offer the option of strengthening
because of the disuse osteoporosis which
accompanies paralysis [5]. Past studies have shown
that paralyzed muscles atrophy and that FNS of these
muscles can improve muscle strength and endurance
[6]. In addition, long-term use of FNS has been
identified as r deterrent to the bone loss which
occurs after SCI [7]. If FNS exercise improves the
health, physical fitness, and the potential for
rehabilitation of SCI Individuals, then safe and effective
testing and training protocols must be developed that
can be readily used by rehabilitation professionals. The
purpose of this study was to compare the pre- and
post-training effects of FNS-induced KE exercise using
specially developed testing and training protocols.

METHODS

Subjects were seven SCI IndMduals (one f, six m, lesion
level range from C6 to T11 , X + SD: age = 38.9 + 11 0
yrs, time since Injury - 7.0 6.6 yrs, height = 176.9 r
8 1 cm, weight = 69.9 + 10.3 kg). One subject (#7)
completed training, but did not complete post-training

testing. Following informed consent, all volunteers for
this study were medically screened to identify any
contraindications to participation in exercise.

Pre- and post-training measurements included knee
range of motion (ROM), thigh skinfolds, thigh girth,
body weight, and maximum knee extension load.
Trabecular bone density was measured at the distal
tibia using a specialized quantitative computed
tomography technique [8]. The chair and electrical
stimulator system used for ENS-Induced KE exercise
has been previously described [9]. This system
enabled asynchronous left-right KE exercise through
approximately 70 degrees at a rate of six

contractions/leg/min. Each subject was tested to
determine the maximum KE load and the initial load to
be used for training. For this test, KE exercise was
performed for five repetitions starting with zero load and
progressing in 0.5 kg increments to a maximum of 15
kg. Because disuse osteoporosis may markedly
decrease bone strength, the maximal load allowed was
15 kg [1,10]. Pre- and post-training measurements
were statistically compared using paired t-tests with a

.05 significance level.

Each subject trained 3 x per week for 36 sessions using
the following protocol for each training session. Each

leg was passively stretched (passive knee extension) for
10 repetitions. A load equal to 1/4th of the maximum
level achieved during pretesting was then used for 30
repetitions of FNS-KE. After a five min rest, the exercise
was repeated. After another five min rest, the load was
reduced by one half, and the exercise continued for 60
repetitions or to fatigue. When the subject was able to
complete three consecutive sessions of this protocol,
the load was increased by 0.5 kg to a maximum of 15
kg.

RESULTS

Each subject increased their resistance load over the
12-week training period, although the rate of
progression differed among Individuals (Fig. 1). Pre-
and post-training measurements are shown in Table 1.
Maximum load was significantly higher and thigh
skinfold measurements were significantly lower

following training. Knee ROM Improved significantly,
primarily due to increased knee flexion (pre-trainIng
mean 126 degrees vs post-tralning mean 142 degrees).
Tibial bone density measurements for two subjects with
long-term injuries did not change. However, two
subjects who had been Injured for two years or less
demonstrated a slight decrease in bone density.
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Figure 1. Knee extenSion load (kg) over the 12-week
training period for each SCI subject (N=7).

TABLE 1: Means and standard deviations for responses
to FNS-assisted knee extension exercise training (N= 6).

Pre-training
Maximum load (kg) 5.7 (2.3)
Thigh skinfold (mm) 20.0 (15.5)
Thigh girth (mm) 46.4 (4.8)
Body weight (kg) 70.4 (12.4)
Knee ROM (deg) 125.3 (14.5)
Bone density (g/crn'') 0.23 (0.092)

(N = 5)

Post-tralning
10.2 (3.4)*
14.5 (9.6)*
46.0 (3.5)
69.5 (11.4)

140.0 (9.1)*
0.22 (0.085)

*Significant at the .05 level

DISCUSSION

FNS-KE exercise provides both concentric and
eccentric conditioning against gravity and against
additional progressive resistance. The maximum
resistance load used in this study (15 kg) during pre-
and post-testing appears to be well within safe limits for
SCI subjects. Improved knee ROM may aid in the
prevention of joint contractures, and may allow easier
performance of activities of daily living. The exercise is
beneficial for strength and endurance of paralyzed
muscle (i.e. local, peripheral changes). The decrease in
thigh skinfolds without change in bodyweight or thigh
girth suggests an increase in thigh musculature or
decrease in subcutaneous fat or fluid content (edema)
of the thigh skin. This finding suggests that FNS-KE
training may have beneficial effects on body
composition.

Although bone loss was evident in the mote recently
injured subjects, the magnitude was substantially less
than would be expected based on previous cross-
sectional studies of spinal cord injured subjects [5]. In
our previous study, a bone loss rate of 0.15 g/cm3 was
apparent In the first two years after injury. This rate is
much higher than the highest bone loss rate in the
present study (0.02 g/cm3 per year). Thls suggests that
the FNS-KE exercise may provide a deterrent to bone
loss in SCI Individuals.

Based on these findings, FNS-induced KE exercise
may be most beneficial to recently Injured SCI
individuals to maintain muscle strength and endurance
and retard bone loss. In addition, those SCI who
require specific FNS training of the quadriceps in
preparation for more strenuous FNS activities such as
cycling, standing, or ambulation may also benefit from
FNS-KE training.
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Abstract

A Kinematic-EMG Feedback Training and
Functional Electrical Stimulation
(KEFT/FES) system has been developed to
train and assess motor recovery and
response to a combined protocol of
electrically stimulated exercise in
conjunction with a scheme of multi-modal

feedback. Commercially available
equipment has been augmented with custom
computer and stimulation systems to
realize a system to provide enhanced
treatment and assessment capabilities for
stroke and spinal cord injured patients.
This system expands upon previous research
efforts utilizing electromyographic (EMG)
biofeedback or positional biofeedback
alone or in conjunction with electrical
stimulation to take advantage of the
additional performance measurements
available with newer commercial equipment.

Introduction

Positional and EMG feedback have been used
alone and in combination with electrical
stimulation to Unprove muscle performance
in patients with orthopaedic and upper
motor neuron disorders in previous studies

with significant improvements seen in
patient recovery and improvement of motor

skills. In a study by Bowman et al [l]
hemiplegic wrist patients treated with a
positional feedback stimulation system in

a 4 week protocol demonstrated a 280%

increase in isometric extension torque
compared to control subjects who showed no
significant increases over the same period

of time.

A similar study by Cozean et al [2] tested
the efficacy of functional electrical
stimulation and EMG biofeedback alone and
combined in the treatment of gait
dysfunction in patients with hemiplegia
after stroke. Patients were divided into
four groups and in the control group
received no biofeedback or stimulation.
received either stimulation or biofeedback
alone or tn the fourth group received
combined therapies. Combined therapy
resulted in improvements in both knee and
ankle minimum flexion angles during swing
phase that were statistically significant
compared to any of the three remaining

groups. The fourth group also showed
increased average length of stride and
reduced double stance time compared to the

other groups.

The training system described here expands
upon the EMG biofeedback or positional
signals previously utilized and will allow

the evaluation of joint position,
velocity, torque. and EMG (and in versions
currently being developed, joint effort
measured as work or power) in the feedback
signal and so elicit the patient's optimal
response prior to the onset of electrical

stimulation and can accommodate the
feedback training needs of each individual

patient.

System Description

The training system is comprised of a
Loredan Biomedical (Davis, California)
LIDO Active Isokinetic Rehabilitation
System modified to provide torque.
position and velocity analog signals to an
external IBM PC/AT computer. The knee,

hip, shoulder, elbow and writst joints may
be tested with this system.

The IBM PC/AT laboratory computer has been
equipped with a Data Translation 12 bit.
16 channel data acquisition system and a
custom four channel electrical stimulation
system [3]. External to the computer is a

stimulation amplifier capable of
delivering compensated monophasic
stimulation pulses up to 250 mA into 1
KOhm loads and an EMG preamplifier and
electrode assembly utilizing a
programmable gain instrumentation
amplifier from Burr-Brawn. Either surface

or fine-wire intramuscular electrodes may

be used.

A custom four channel programmable gain
and offset amplifier with programmable
filter functions is used to condition all
of the above signals ultimately sampled by
the Data Translation system. The

stimulation system, data acquisition
system and amplifier/filter systems are
controlled by a program written in the C
programming language which allows complete
data collection and analysis and feedback
displays for the patient.
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Application

In practice. the LIDO system is prepared
for use with the desired joint and the
laboratory computer system is calibrated
to the LIDO system, including gravity

compensation of the limb and its
transducer arm. Feedback signals from the
LIDO system and an ENG amplifier system
are combined using therapist selected
weighting factors to determine the
contribution of each signal in the
determination of threshold performance of
the patient.

Following the selection of weighting
factors is the determination of threshold
and target signal levels for each of the
non-zero weighted parameters. Resting
position, velocity, torque and rectified
and integrated EMG signals are sampled by
the system, and then target levels are
determined so that the system can
determine when to augment patient
performance with electrical stimulation.
Stimulation parameters are independently
determined in an associated procedure
within the program.

A treatment session starts by signaling
the patient to proceed with a message on
the video graphics display. Performance
threshold is defined when the sum of the
weighting factors multiplied by peak
position, velocity, torque/moment or
rectified/integrated EMG values relative
to resting values during a voluntary
effort meet or exceed a value of 100.
When the patient is able to reach the
threshold level of voluntary performance,

electrical stimulation is applied to the
desired motor groups for a predetermined
amount of time. A rest time follows, and
then the patient is agair requested to
repeat the effort. Color video graphics
show the status of the patient's voluntary
effort based upon the weighting factors
applied to the position, velocity, torque
and EMG signals sampled by the system in
simple terms.

Following the treatment/exercise program.
summary statistics are reported in both
tabular and plotted formats on both the
video display and in hard copy.

Discussion

While studies testing the validity of the
system described above are not yet
complete, based upon pilot data and
previous evidence by other researchers
using facets of our system. there is every
reason to believe that the system will
prove useful in augmenting traditional
therapy programs for hemiplegic patients.
The additions to the Loredan device could
easily be duplicated either by other
laboratories and instututions or by the
manufacturers of like exercise equipment.
Full f-xperimental evaluation of the system
will be forthcoming.
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present a
system to document resistance to passive
joint motion (RPJM) at velocities up to
230 deg/sec as well as a protocol to show

change in RPJM after electrical

stimulation (ES). A velocity dependent
RPJM (Nm and Nm-deg) has been documented
at the knee, hip, shoulder, elbow and
wrist in normal subjects (instrumentation
induced moments and gravity eliminated).

Identification of mechanical and
neurological contributions to RPJM awaits

the concurrent use of intramuscular

electromyography (EMG). Preliminary

results in complete paraplegics indicate
increased RPJM at slow velocities and a

steeper slope of the moment versus

velocity relationship when compared to
normal. These findings have immediate
application to patient evaluation and to
the acquisition of neuromuscular data.

Introduction

Documentation of change in spasticity as a
result of (ES) mandates a distinction of
mechanical, neurological and instrumenta-
tional contributions to the resistance to
joint motion. Although the bottom-line

in clinical practice is to document that
the patient can accomplish a functional
task as a result of reduced interference
from involuntary, antagonistic muscle
action, it is essential to quantify change
in muscle performance in order to

establish a rationale for treatment.

Mechanical properties of muscle have been
credited with RPJM [1-4,8]. RPJM has been
correlated with muscle cross section area
[8]. While the extent of reflexive muscle
contraction observed during PJM in normal

subjects is controversial. EMG activity
was shown in spastic patients [1,4,6].

Systems described to date do not permit
optimal separation of the mechanical and
neurological contributions to RPJM. The
purpose of this paper is to present a

system to assess RPJM; to report data for
healthy subjects and to compare prelimi-
nary findings in spastic paraplegics.

Methods

PJM was controlled by an isokinetic

P3.4

multi-joint system (Lido Active, Loredan
Biomedical. Davis, CA 95617). The

controller was modified to provide four
analog signals to an IBM PC/AT computer
for angular position, velocity, torque or
moment and position. Calibration, gravity
compensation (GC). data acquisition and
management were carried out by the IBM.
Software protocols were modelled after
Carter [2]. Continuous passive motion was
performed at 60 to 230 deg/sec at the

knee, hip, shoulder, elbow and wrist.
Surface electrodes over the quadriceps
collected EMIG data in knee PJM (50 uV/div.
10msec/div)(5200A, Cadwell Laboratories.
Kennewick, WA, 99336). Ten joint cycles
(oscillations) were done at each test
velocity and work (Nm-deg, trapezoidal
rule, 100Hz) was plotted against time and
position. Comparisons were made between
cycles to assess the differences due to
moment arm acceleration. Calculations were
performed for the full joint excursion and
for selected mid-range segments. BMDP was
used fpr descriptive analysis and repeated

measuros ANOVA. All moment data were GC

and ccrrected for moment arm values
(systr.:m empty and GC). Differences among
velocities were identified by paired-t
tests (Bonferonni).

Results

A velocity dependent RPJM was demonstrated
in the five joints tested in 15 normal
adults (20-25 years). Although significant
differences were present among all four
velocities (60,90,120 and 18C deg/sec) at
the hip (p<.01). changes in response due
to velocity were best appreciated in all
joints wnen slow and fast velocities (ie a
difference of 140 deg/sec) were compared.
Work (Nm-deg) was a mere revealing

variable than peak moment (Nm). No EMG
activity was recorded during knee PJM (60

to 230 deg/sec). The magnitude of moments

generated at each joint was consistent
with the associated muscle mass, however,
there was no consistent relationship
between the estimated mass of individual
muscle groups [7] (ie flexors vs

extensors) and the moments produced.

Preliminary findings in complete

paraplegics indicate a marked velocity
dependent response to PJM at the hip and

knee. The patients (21-25 years old) had

clinically complete lesions with no
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evidence of denerva:.ion (EMG/nerve
studies) nor continuity of sensory/motor
cord pathways (central motor evoked/
somatosensory evoked potentials). RPJM
was greater throughout the range (Fig 1)
and the slope of the work vs velocity
relationship was steeper for the spastic
patient (Fig 2). Moment vs position plots
revealed a cyclical resistance
commensurate with muscle clonus [1].

Discussion

This methodology provides for clinical
documentation of patient status and for
laboratory data acquisition. Minimal
modification of a commercially available
device permits the assessment of

biological resistance to PJM, with

instrumentation error and the effect of
gravity eliminated. Moment and work values
may be derived satisfactorily from
mid-range data gathered in cycles 3-10 for
normal subjects. These velocity dependent
RPJM for the hip, knee, shoulder, elbow.
and wrist are the first examples of
normative data with this isokinetic
protocol. The lack of correlation between
estimated muscle mass [71 and the moments
generated during stretch is also new
information. Identification of mechanical
versus neurological contributions to the
biological resistance to PJM awaits
further study with intramuscular EMG. The

pitfalls of surface electrodes, previously
documented by Perry, et al. [5]. were
evident during the pre-test protocol in
this study when EMG from the knee flexors
was sensed )y electrodes placed over the
quadriceps.

Differences between SCI and normal are
marked. Change in the spastic patient
will be best appreciated when the entire
joint excursion is analyzed (afte:: removal
of forces generated by the instrumenta-
tion). Cycles 1 and 2 should be included
in the analysis when RPJM is greater

during the initial cycles. These findings
have immediate application to the

documentation of change in RPJM as a

result of biological variability or as a
result of intervention, such as ES'[6].
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FATIGUE OF ELECTRICALLY STIMULATED MUSCLE IN PARAPLEGIC JSJECTS P3.5

Rudi Kobetic
Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center

Cleveland, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Muscle fatigue due to electrical stimulation was
tested in paraplegic individuals. Stimulation of
quadriceps muscles was cyclic with various
ON/OFF times. Data shows the strongest
correlation between OFF time and fatigue and
no correlation between ON time and fatigue in
the ON/OFF combinations tested. Fatigue was
also found to increase with increasedstimulation
frequency and increased resistance to isokinetic
movement.

INTRODUCTION

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) has been
used to provide paraplegic subjects with simple
mobility. The control of the muscle stimulation
has been for the most.part open loop and few
attempts were made at closed-loop control. The
basic problem with stimulation is that the less
fatigue resistant fast twitch fibers are stimulated
first. Therefore, to achieve reasonable torquesat
the joints during prolonged walking we must rely
mostly on fatigue resistant slow twitch fibers
which produce lower forces. Further inefficiency
of FES is compounded by the lack of proper
timing and control of muscle force during
walking. Using excessive stimulation during
walking causes both cardiovascular and muscle
fatigue. Usually, at the beginning of a walk the

subject has good forward momentum and the
movements during the swing phase of the gait
are exaggerated for the first 200 ft. Thereafter,
the subject slowly loses the forward momentum
and becomes unstable at the hip. The swing leg

starts to cross over often hitting the stance leg
and the toe begins to drag. Because open loop

control uses preprogrammed patterns of

stimulation it is easy to imaoine how the
imbalance could occur when various muscles
are fatiguing at different rates. This study was
designed to help understand how various
factors including frequency of stimulation,
antagonist activity, duty cycle, OFF time and ON

time affect the fatigue.

METHODS

he subjects included in this study were
participants in a program to restore walking i; I
paralyzed individuals. They were a:! paraplecics
with complete absence of motor fut.stic'.1 and

sensation below their level (T5-18) of injury.
They were implanted with percutaneous
intramuscular wire electrodes in all major
muscles controlling the trunk, hip, knee and
ankle. They used microprocessor controlled
stimulators for home exercises and laboratory
walking sessions at least three times a week for
one half hour.
The muscles included in this fatigue study were
vastus lateralis, vastus intermedius and vastus
medialis. Cyclic isokinetic tests at the resistance
of 60 deg/sec from 0 to 90 degrees of knee
flexion were done on Cybex, a commercially
available dynamometer. All combinations of
stimulation with 1,2 and 3 seconds ON and 1,2
and 3 seconds OFF were tested. At 1 sec ON
and 3 sec OFF the effects of stimulation
frequency and resistance to movement were
tested. Data were collected using a portable
microprocessor controlled data collector where
torque and angle data were synchronized with

stimulation. Data were transferred to the
MicroVAX minicomputer for plotting and data
analysis. The amount of fatigue was defined as
percent difference between the maximum and
steady state torque measured after 60 minutes
test.

RESULTS

Average day to day repeatability of the
maximum torque at the same stimulation
parameters in a conditioned muscle was within
6%. The data shows a strong inverse relation
between OFF time and fatigue (Fig. 1). Less
correlation was found between duty cycle and

STEADY STATE TORQUE VS. OFFTIME
(standard mirror bars)
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fatigue (Fig. 2) and no correlation between ON
time and fatigue (Fig. 3) in the ON/OFF
combinations tested. For example, during cyclic
stimulation with 1 sec ON/1 sec OFF and 3 sec
ON/3 sec OFF, which have the same duty cycle
of .5 (DUTY CYCLE =ON TIME/ON TIME+ OFF
TIME), muscle fatigued much quicker at the
lower rest time. The muscle also fatigued much
faster during cyclic stimulation when the
resistance to leg movement was increased by
reducing test speed from 90 deg/sec to 30
deg/sec. Also reducing the frequency at the
same duty cycle and resistance reduced the
fatigue.

DISCUSSION

The results of cyclic fatigue tests suggest the
amount of rest time between contractions, the
amount of resistance offered by antagonists and
the frequency of stimulation all have an effect on
the rate of muscle fatigue. There is of course a
trade off on each of these. Using lower
stimulation frequency will reduce the initial
torque and the steady state torque may not be
sufficient to produce a desired function.
Reducing activity of antagonists will reduce
fatigue, but at the expense of joint stiffness.
Increasing the rest time may be the most difficult
to achieve in a preprogrammed open loop
stimulation. If there is redundancy in muscle
action at various joints, that could be used to
increase the rest period of muscles. Use of
closed loop control of stimulation could reduce
fatigue by optimizing rest time, controlling the
stiffness of joints and regulation of stimulation
frequency; but such controllers would have to
deal with potentiation, shifts in recruitment
curves, rise time and relaxation effects of fatigue
among others.
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A DOUBLE HELIX ELECTRODE FOR FUNCTIONAL ELECTRICAL STIMULATION

Avram Scheiner and E. Byron Marsolais
Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center

Cleveland, Ohio

ABSTRACT

An electrode, designed to be implanted without
a surgical incision, has been developed for
skeletal muscle stimulation. Stainless steel,
Teflon insulated wire was formed into a double
helix configuration for stress relief during muscle
contractions. The electrode tip was augmented
with stainless steel barbs to increase anchoring
strength. Implantation was achieved by
mounting the electrode on a 26-gage needle
and inserting it through a 15-gage needle to the
motor point. The lead was then passed
subcutaneously, with a 19-gage passing tube, toa preferred exit site. Over 220 of these
electrodes have been implanted (with an
average age of 8 months, longest implanted 16
months) over a 16-month period in human
subjects. Seventy percent (157) are still
functional.

INTRODUCTION

Functional electrical stimulation (4) can be
achieved by applying an electric field near a
motor neuron in a controlled manner, thus
effecting external control over a motor unit. To
provide repeatable, selective muscle stimulation,
the electrode must be placed close to a target
nerve (usually at the motor point) in the target
muscle (2). This environment is very harsh
compared to other locations where electrodes
have been used traditionally (brain,skin surface,
heart). The electrode lead passes through many
layers of tissue which are constantly moving
relative to each other as the stimulated muscle
is continually contracting and expanding. This
requires a unique electrode design.

ELECTRODE DESIGN

The design criteria for this electrode were: 1) the
electrode materials must be biocompatable In
vivo, 2) the electrode must not corrode or
cause tissue damage (3) during stimulation, 3)
it must be possible to implant this electrode
without a surgical incision, 4) the implantation
procedure must be easy and quick (within 15
minutes once the implant site is determined), 5)
the electrode must be implantable with great
accuracy (within several mm), 6) after
implantation the electrode must not move
relative to the motor axons being stimulated and

P3.6

7) the lead must not break due to repeated
movements of the implanted limbs (1).

MATERIALS

Lead wire: Ten-stranded (0.048 mm strand
diam, AWG 40 gage) 316LVM stainless steel
wire insulated with extruded FEP teflon,
approximately 75 mm thick, (California Fine Wire
Co.) is used for the conductor. The diameter of
the wire cable with insulation is 0.28 mm.
Lead core: Polypropolene suture material 5-0
size (0.15 mm diameter) (Ethicon Inc., trade
name Pro lone) is used for the lead core.
Anchoring barbs: The anchoring barbs are
fabricated from 0.1 mm diameter 316LVM
stainless steel wire.

These materials were chosen because of their
good biocompatability, toughness, strength and
durability In vivo. In addition, stainless steel has
the property of relatively low electrical resistance
and high surface capacitance so current can
easily be passed from the wire to the body
fluids.

FABRICATION

The electrode is constructed by deinsulating
7.62 cm of wire from the (distal) end of the 10
stranded cable. The length of wire is wound
onto a 5-0 polyproprolene suture arbor and is
then removed from the winding machine leaving
the suture inside the coil. Nine centimeters of
the distal portion of the lead are wound around
a 0.45 mm stainless steel mandril to form a 3
cm double-wound section. Twelve barbs are
created by tying 6 pieces of 316 LVM stainless
steel wire onto the electrode tip. The end of the
poiypropolene core is bent over and formed into
a .5 mm hook. The electrode is mounted on a
26 gage needle with a 17-gage tamper and 15
gage barrel for implantation (figure 1).

ELECTRODE DE3CRIPTION

The double helix design provides an electrode
that is uniquely adapted for use in stimulation of
skeletal muscle. The ability to implant these
electrodes accurately without surgical incision,
and still have the mechanical flexibility, is very
important. A paraplegic subject may need to
have more than 50 implanted for full functional
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control. The amount of tissue scarring involved
would be unacceptable if incisions had to be
made. The shape and size of this electrode
allow it to be inserted to the implant site through

a 16-gage needle with minimal tissue damage.
The double helix configuration of this electrode
has a very low spring constant which provides
stress relief for the electrode tip and lead. This
stress relief is important because the relative
movement of tissue planes through which the
lead is routed would cause lead breakage or
rnmement of the electrode tip. The design of
this electrode theoretically allows 1) an electrode
with a 3 cm double helix section to displace
approximately 6 cm at the electrode tip before

electrode movement or 2) the tissue

surrounding the electrode can stretch
approximately 200% before the electrode

becomes dislodged. The anchoring barbs at the

electrode tip have been spaced out all along the
deinsulated section. By spacing the barbs, we
distribute the loads on the electrode and the

muscle tissue during muscle contraction. By
distributing the load, we decrease the likelihood

of electrode material or muscle tissue failure and

electrode movement.

IMPLANT PROCEDURE

Implantation is achieved by mounting the

electrode on to a 26 gage needle and inserting

it through a 15 gage needle to the motor point.
The lead is then passed subcutaneously, with a

19 gage passing tube, to a preferred exit site.

PERFORMANCE

Over 220 of these electrodes (as of 12/89) have
been implanted (with an average age of 8

months, longest implanted 16 months) in

paralyzed human subjects. One hundred and

fifty seven (71%) of these electrodes are

currently active. Forty-two have been removed .

because of incorrect muscle response

(assumed electrode movement or incorrect
placement), 13 have been removed because of

high impedance (assumed breakage), 6 have

been removed because they caused the
patients intolerable pain, 1 has been removed
because of an infection, and 2 have been
removed for other reasons (patient left program,

electrode accidentally pulled).
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Design of a Locking Knee Joint for Use With Hybrid FES Systems
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Abstract

A locking knee joint has been designed for use on a
lightweight knee-ankle-foot orthosis for use with a
hybrid FES system. The joint can be locked and
unlocked in any position, and can hold 1300 inch
pounds of torque around the medial-lateral axis with
a brake actuator force of less than three pounds. A
simple band brake design is used with a neoprene
drum surface and a stainless steel band. The
locking mechanism is normally locked for a fail-safe
design. A brace with the knee joint will allow a more
physiologically correct gait.

Introduction

Practical approaches to locomotion restoration have
not changed a great deal over several decades.
Wheelchairs and braces have remained the only
reliable choices for paraplegic mobility. Functional
Electrical Stimulation (FES) systems have shown
promise in the laboratory, but will not be, in the near
future, reliable enough to use without braces.

Several FES research groups have implemented
some orthotic brace (1-4). The combination of FES

and a brace eliminates some of the disadvantages of

either method by itself. Such hybrid systems use
knee-ankle braces and between 2 and 5 channels of

stimulation bilaterally including the quadriceps
muscle (5). Early research has shown promise in the
laboratory, but due to size, weight of support
electronics, and the precarious positioning of the
locked knee patient during transition to and from a
wheelchair, the hybrid system has not been proven
practical outside the laboratory. Braces for use
without FES keep the legs straight and cause
energy intensive non-physiological limb trajectories

(6). "Brakes (at the knee joint) can also be used
effectively in purely dissipative activities such as a
controlled transition to sitting" (6). Still needed is a
lightweight knee-ankle orthotic brace that will lock

and unlock in any position, rapidly enough to allow

reciprocating gait. This newly designed knee joint is

a significant step towards this goal.

Design

Ideally the knee joint would lock and unlock, by

computer control, in any position, with or without
torque applied to the joint, in less than 100
milliseconds. The locking joint should not only

achieve this repeatedly, one lock-unlock cycle per

step, but weigh less than two pounds and be smaller

than four inches square and one inch thick. This

may not seem too difficult until the amount of torque

seen at the knee is determined. According to two

sources (7,8) maximal torques experienced at the
knee with a brace are approximately 1300 inch-
pounds which is equivalent to a force of over 100
pounds at a distance of one foot. Providing a
locking device to hold this torque is first priority for
the knee joint design. Second is that the locking
device be fail-safe, followed by cost, size, and
weight minimization.

A simple band brake design was chosen for its great
mechanical advantage characteristics (figure 1).
This mechanical advantage increases exponentially
as the angle of wrap of the band or the coefficient of
friction increases. For example, if the angle of wrap
(theta) is five radians and the friction coefficient (p) is
0.5, then a force one twelfth of F2 , Fl exists when
the brake is locked. The brake drum is simply a 40
tooth aluminum timing pulley covered with a 40
tooth timing belt made of neoprene. The band
material is stainless steel. This combination of
materials has a u of about 0.7 when the normal
pressure is below 1000 pounds per square inch.
However, it was discovered that when higher normal
pressures are applied, as in earlier models of the
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a simple band
brake. The equation for the locking force is shown.
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brake design, the tt drops significantly. When there
is such a drop in the friction coefficient, there is an
exponential drop in mechanical advantage and the
brake slips. Doubling the width of the drum to 0.375
inches brought the pressure between the band and
the drum below the 1000 psi limit for torques below
1300 inch-pounds. The current design of the knee
joint (figure 2) uses a compression spring to keep
the joint in the locked position. To release the
brake, the cable to the lett of the spring is pulled by
an actuator.

Fixed End of .-Brake Release Cable
Band

Holes For Femora:
0 Attachment

Lock Sprin.;

Lever Arm Fulermi

Aluminum Housing

Tiii:i ng Pu I

( Y C
i, 2

0 _ ' -i--- Timing PH!
0'-----

Double Row 2oa:(d

Bearing

Figure 2. Knee joint assembly with lever arm cover
and tibial attachment removed.

Results and Conclusions

In figure 3, force applied to the lever 1.6 inches from
the lever fulcrum and displacement from the
unlocked position are plotted against the torque
applied to the drum. The non-linear shape of the
plots is expected due to the changing effective
lever arm in the linkage to the band. As the lever
tightens the band, the short arm of the lever
shortens, thus increasing the band tightening force
with little increase in the force of displacement at the
long end of the lever. With this configuration. the
required 1300 in-lbs. of torque can be held with less
than 3 lbs. force. Design of an actuator is currently
being accomplished using fractional-horsepower DC
motors that will allow a FES computer to lock and
unlock the knee.
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FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT OF QUADRIPLEGIC PATIENTS USING A HAND NEUR0PROSTHES1S
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past ten years, CS and C6 quadriplegic patients have

been implemented with a portable hand neuroprosthesis that
provides unilateral control of hand grasp using functional

neuromuscular stimulation (FNS). The neuroprosthesis
synthesizes both lateral grasp (key-grip) and palmar grasp
(three-finger pinch) by electrically stimulating the paralyzed

muscles of one hand via percutaneous electrodes. The

stimulation is controlled by movement of the contralateral
shoulder using an external shoulder angle transducer and

associated electronics.

The C5 and C6 quadriplegic patients retain enough voluntary

control of their shoulder and elbow flexor muscles to position

their hand for functional activities. The C6 quadriplegic
patients also have voluntary control of their radial wrist
extensors, which provides them with tenodesis grasp. Both CS

and C6 quadriplegic patients typically depend on attendant
assistance, wrist-hand orthoses and adaptive equipment or

modified objects to perform activities of daily living. To
determine whether the hand ncuroprosthesis can reduce such

dependence, a retrospective study was conducted to compare
performance in ADL with and without the neuroprosthcsis

across all the patients who have used the device.

METHODS

Twcnty two patients participated in the study, four female and

eight male. Fifteen patients had a CS'spinal cord injury (SCI)

and seven a C6 SCI. Typically, the neuroprosthesis was
implemented in the stronger arm, the contralateral shoulder

was used to control the device, and the contralateral arm was

used to assist in performing tasks. However, because of poor

balance or a C4 SCI on one side, seven patients performed

activities unilaterally. Although all the current users of the
hand neuroprosthesis are provided with a lateral grasp and a

palmar grasp, seven former users only had a lateral grasp.

This grasp is not appropriate for two of the activities in the
study: drinking from a glass and answering a telephone.

Through telephone interviews, the patients were asked if they

had performed ten activities of daily living, how they had
performed the activities, and whether they had used a wrist-

hand orthosis or universal cuff. The performance of the
activities both with FNS and without FNS was determined for

the timc period that the patient actually used the hand
neuroprosthesis. The interviews were tape recorded and were

about 30 minutes long. Patient files and videotapes were also

reviewed to corroborate the telephone interviews.

The ten activities of daily living used in this study were
selected by reviewing upper-extremity functional tests, ADL

indices and SC1 treatment manuals. The ten activities are:

eating with a fork, drinking from a glass, drinking from a mug,

eating finger foods, brushing teeth, applying toothpaste on a

tooth brush, answering a telephone, writing, handling a
computer diskette, and holding a book with one hand.

Without the hand neuroprosthesis, patients were allowed to

usc a universal cuff or a passive wrist-hand orthosis with a

P3.8

utensil pocket. No further adaptive equipment was permitted.

The performance of each activity was scored as a "success" if

it was completed successfully, as a "failure" if the activity was

attempted but never completed, and as "not tested" if thc
activity was never attempted or if the patient did not have the
appropriate grasp to perform the activity. The final score of
each task, both with and without FNS, was defined as the

most successful score obtained from thc interview, patient files

or videotapes.

The reliability of patient recollection was assessed by
reviewing patient files and videotapes. Forty-six percent of the

analyzed data could be validated by videotapes and patient
files. Of these, 87% were confirmed and 13% were overruled
They were overruled because a patient did not remember
attempting a task, or the patient did not recall performing the
task successfully, although the videotapes or patient files

showed otherwise. Overall thc results of the direct
comparison show that paticnts were able to recall past
performance with reasonable accuracy.

The data were analyzed across patients for each activity. To
avoid misleading comparisons, only patients who attempted
the activity both with and without the hand neuroprosthesis

were included in the results for a particular activity.

RESULTS

Thc results arc summarized in Fig. 1. The abscissa lists the

activities and thc ordinate is the percentage of patients who

succeeded or failed the activity with and without the
neuroprosthesis, out of the patients that were tested for each

activity. The actual number who attempted the activity both

with and without the neuroprosthesis is listed below cach
activity. The success rate for each activity is defined as the
percentage of successful patients out of all the patients who
attempted the activity. In Fig. 1, the heavy black line is the

success rate with the hand neuroprosthesis, and thc white line
is the succcss rate without the hand neuroprosthesis. The
success rate with the hand neuroprosthesis was greater than
without for every activity, and was 89% over all the activities
combined. The success rate without the hand neuroprosthesis

was 49% for the combined activities.

With the exception of two activities in one patient,
performance was not impaired when the hand ncuroprosthesis
was used. That is, if an activity was completed without FNS

it also was completed with FNS. Likewise, failure with FNS

was accompanied by failure without FNS, The two exceptions

arc in eating with a fork and brushing teeth. One CS paticnt
was unable to complete these activities with his hand
neuroprosthesis but could complete them without. Apart from
these two activities for one patient, each paticnt who was
tested belonged to one of three performance categories as

shown in Fig. 1: I. The proportion of patients who were
successful both with and without the hand neuroprosthesis
(black area). 2. Thc proportion of patients who were
successful with the hand neuroprosthesis, but failed without

(gray arca). 3. The proportion of patients who failed both
_ with and without the hand ncuroprosthesis (white area).
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ACTIVITIES

The performance of the patients in the first categorj (black
area) could not 'improve" with the hand neuroprosthesis,
because these patients were already successful without thc
hand neuroprosthesis. This definition of improvement is
conservative, though, since it only considcrs the completion
of the activity, and not other measures such as quality or
speed.

Thc proportion of patients in the second category (gray arca)
is equal to the fraction of patients who were successful with
FNS but failed without FNS, out of the total number of
patients tested. This has been termed "Total Improvement"
(TI). Hence:

Successes with FNS - Successes without FNS
Tl= Paticnts Tested

The "Optimal Improvement" (01) is the fraction of patients
who were successful with FNS out of thc number of patients
who failed without FNS. Hence:

Successes with FNS - Successes without FNS
01= Patients Tested Successes without FNS

In other words, the optimal improvement is the fraction of
patients who did improve out of the patients who could
improve. This can be observed by the gray and white areas
alone.

Patient performance was also compared between thc fifteen
C5 and the seven C6 quadriplegic patients in the study. For
eight activities, the total improvement was greater for the C5
quadriplegic patients than for the CO patients. The total
improvement for the combined activities was 41ici in the C5
group, and 30% in the CO group.

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

The results show that more patients were successful with the
hand neuroprosthesis than without the neuroprosthesis for

pen disk book

17 6 15

omit Success rate with FNS

cm= Success rate without FNS

Patients who failed with and
without FNS

6,*1 Patients who failed without FNS
Pw-wl and succeeded with FNS

Patients who succeeded with
and without FNS

each activity. Of the 144 responses that could be analyzed,
128 indicated successful completion with thc neuroprosthcsis
for a success rate of 89%; compared to only 70 successes
without the neuroprosthesis, for a success rate of 49%. Thc
total improvement, defined as the fraction of patients who
were successful with FNS but failed without FNS, out of the
total number of patients who either succeeded or failed
without FNS, was 40% across all tasks. The optimal
improvement, defined as the fraction of patients who were
successful with FNS out of the number of patients who failed
without FNS, was 70%. An assistivc device should yield a
high optimal improvement, so that patients who arc able to
improve actually improve with thc device. For the tasks in
this study, thc optimal improvement varied from 40% to 100%
for individual tasks, and was 78% across all tasks. These
measures of improvement arc conservative estimates of thc
benefits provided by the neuroprosthesis since they do not
include changes in performance characteristics such as quality,
level of independence, preference, speed, or assess integration
across activities.

The results suggest that the hand neuroprosthcsis is a useful
device for C5 and Co quadriplegics. Furthermore, thc total
improvement for the combined activities was 46% in the C5
patients and in the CO patients, which suggests that C5
patients will realize greater benefits from the hand
neuroprosthesis than CO patients. The CO patients, who have
tcnodesis hand function, arc more independent in the
performance of ADL.
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EFFECT OF DC ELECTRICAL STIMULATION ON
PRESSURE SORE HEALING IN PIGS

S.I. Reger, S. Negami, E.T. Reyes, T.F. McGovern, R.R. Navarro
Department of Musculoskeletal Research, The Cleveland Clinic

Cleveland, Ohio 44106 USA

ABSTRACT

A recently developed animal model for

stage 3 pressure ulcers was used to study
the influence of DC electrical stimula-
tion on wound healing. Two groups of

animals were used. One group was treated
daily using DC stimulation while the

second non stimulated group served as

controls. Changes in wound size (area and
volume) and tissue perfusion were mea-

sured and recorded as dependent vari-

ables. The exponential wound healing

model of Vodovnik and Stefanovska was

used to calculate healing time con-

stants(1). Results indicated reduced
healing time constants as measured using
area and volume for the DC stimulated
animals versus controls. Transcutaneous
oxygen measurements showed no difference
between the stimulated and non-stimulated
groups.

INTRODUCTION

A number of existing studies(2) indicate
that local surface electrical stimulation
may be effective in the promotion of

ischcmic tissue healing and the preven-

tion of pressure sores. Both direct and
pulsating currents have been effective,
suggesting different mechanisms for the

interaction between tissue healing and

electrical energy. In this study, the

effect of DC electrical stimulation on
wound healing was observed by the parame-
ters of wound area, wound volume and

tissue perfusion. A published pressure
sore model consisting of the application
of 600mmHg for 6 or more hours was in-

tended for use in Chis study but the

model did not produce stage 3 pressure
sores. The thickness and strength of the
pig dermis was found to be highly resis-
tant to loading and the unchanged
vitality of the tissues resulted in rapid
healing. For this reason a newly designed
pressure applicator was developed. A

protocol for generating consistent

pressure sores in mini-pigs was developed
and used in this investigation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

P3.9

Ten pigs were used in this study. The

first step in the protocol was dener-

vation surgery. A skin incision was made
in the midline of the back from LI to S1
level. The partial removal of the laminae
was done from L2 to L7 to visualize the
dura and nerve roots. The nerve 'roots of
the right side were cut and the wound
closed. Post operatively, aspirin for

pain relief and ampicillin for infection
control were given for seven days. A
fiber-glass cast was applied on the right
foot to prevent the pig from self injury
of the insensitive foot.

Pressure sore formation followed seven

days after denervation. The applicator

consisted of a modified percutaneous

cancellous bone screw with a 2.5 cm
threaded end extending outside the skin.
The cancellous end was inserted into the
greater trochanter of the femur perpen-
dicular to the skin surface through a

small skin incision. A 3cm diameter

plastic indentor washer was compressed
against the skin by a calibrated spring.
Spring compression was maintained by a
lock nut and washer. A constant pressure
of 800=4 was maintained continuously

for one to three days. Each day the

tissues were inspected, cleansed and the
pressure reapplied until the desired
stage of ulcer was reached. Debridement
of necrotic material to viable bleeding
tissues completed the development of the
pressure sore. The subsequent daily

treatment included change of dressing,

cleansing with saline, loose packing with
0.25% acetic acid soaked gauze and admin-
istration of oral antibiotic.

The treated group (5 pigs) received

direct current stimulation with elec-

trodes applied on the healthy skin distal
and proximal to the wound about 3 cm away
from the edge of the wound. The cathode
was always placed distal to the wound.
The stimulus amplitude was maintained up
to 1 mA with current density in the range
of 10 to 50 pA/cm2, depending on the size
of the wound. Current was applied for 2

hours daily and began with the first day
following debridement.
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Wound area and volume were measured
several times during the course of the
experiment. Areas were obtained from
photographs of the wound using a disk of
known area for calibration. Wound volume
was calculated by filling the wound with
a measured amount of saline to the level
of the intact skin surface.

An indication of tissue perfusion was
obtained through the measurement of
transcutaneous partial pressure of oxygen
using a Radiometer TCMI. The electrode
outputs were calibrated in room air for
152 mmHg oxygen partial pressure and
outputs were recorded. Oxygen partial
pressure was rn,asured over the shoulder
musculatute for control data and near the
trochanter of the hind leg for experimen-
tal observations. Data was tabulated at
15 and 20 minutes from the completion of
electrode application. This allowed
heating of the tissue to the appropriate
temperature and a steady state of oxygen
diffusion.

RESULTS

The data in Table 1 illustrates the
success in generating highly reproducible
and uniform stage 3 pressure sores.

Table 1. Results of Pressure Sore
Generation

Body
weight (kg)
Initial wound
area (mm2)
Initial wound
volume (ml)

Control
n

15.6 + 4.1

1075 + 295

12.2 + 2.5

Stimulated
n-5

16.6 + 4.3

997 + 375

10.2 + 3.3

The data in Table 2 indicates
time constants obtained when fitting
measured wound areas and volumes to
equation of exponential form.

the

the
an

Table 2. Healing Time Constants from
Area and Volume Measurements

Area T
(days)

Volume T
(days)

Control

13.4 + 8.5

6.1 + 3.2

Stimulated

9,5 + 3.4 n-5

5.3 + 2.5 n-4

The values shown in Table 3 are the
grouped average mean and standard devia-
tions for TCP02 taken at the shoulder and
trochanter locations for both stimulated
and non-stimulated animals.

Table 3. Transcutaneous Partial
Pressure of Oxygen (mmHg)

Control Stimulated
n-5 n-5

Shoulder 57.8 + 7.4 55.8 + 6.0
Trochanter 48.3 + 10.6 45.3 + 15.8

The data shows no significant difference
in TCP02 for the stimulated and
non-stimulated groups.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A new reliable animal model for pres-
sure sore generation has been devel-
oped and tested for the study of the
effect of FES on tissue physiology.

2. Circuitry has been developed and
tested for direct current stimulation
of the experimental animals.

3. Time constants for the exponential
model of wound healing with DC stimu-
lation was calculated to be 9.5 + 3.4
days for wound area as compared to
13.4 + 8.5 for the non-stimulated
control wound area. A reduced healing
time for the stimulated group is
observed, however, more experiments
are underway to increase the statis-
tical significance of the data.
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ABSTRACT
A technique is presented to rapidly and accu-

rately measure the electrical properties of thin-film mi-
croelectrodes such as those used for neural prostheses.
This technique is based on the principle that once the
current density range is determined over which the mi-
croelectrodes are linear, impedance spectroscopy can
be carried out using swept frequency, constant voltage
amplitude sinusoids. This is done using off-the-shelf
test equipment which is programmed to carry out the
mathematical computations required to null out the ef-
fects of electrical parasitic components, resulting in ac-
curate, repeatable measurements of the impedance and
phase spectra of the microelectrodes. Typical results
for the thin-film iridium devices used by this group are

presented.
INTRODUCTION

The method by which microelectrodes are most
often electrically characterized is by the measurement
of their impedance. The impedance of a microelectrode
is a function of both physical characteristics and opera-
tional factors. These determinants of impedance in-
clude the actual surface area of the microelectrode, the
material(s) from which it is fabricated, the surface chem-
istry of the microelectrode interface, the overall chemi-
cal environment in which it is placed, the frequency or
frequencies of operation, the current density at the in-
terface, parasitic electrical contributions of the substrate
and interconnections, the operating temperature and oth-
er factors.

In practice, most of the determinants of micro-
electrode impedance are beyond the control of the re-
searcher once the device is fabricated and in use. For
neuroscience applications, the environment in which
these devices are placed is within a mass of neural
tissue either in a living organism or in a cell culture
chamber. This fixes virtually all of the variables with
the exception of frequency and current density.

For recording applications, the object is to ob-
tain action potential signals using a stable, biocompat-
ible transducer with the highest possible spatial resolu-
tion and the lowest possible noise. Small, low-
impedance microelectrodes are required to meet these
goals since the spatial resolution is determined by the
physical size of the microelectrode and the impedance
of the microelectrode largely determines the Johnson
(thermal) noise (and hence the signal-to-noise ratio).

For stimulation applications, one wishes to stim-
ulate neurons using a stable, biocornpatible transducer
with high spatial selectivity and low impedance. In
this case, the selectivity is a function of the current
distribution that results in thc neural tissue during stim-
ulation. The desire for low impedance here stems not
from a drive to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, but
rather to increase the maximum stimulation current which
can he safely (without degradation of the microclec-
trode) he passed into the neural tissue. Since electrode
degradation is mediated by voltage-dependent chemical

P3.10

processes, a lower impedance naturally facilitates the
delivery of the required current with lower voltage ex-
cursions of the microelectrode.

Accurate measurements of the small-signal elec-
trical characteristics of microelectrodes are useful when
comparing the properties of different microelectrode
materials and geometries, determining the effects of
surface modifications and measuring the stability of
microelectrodes over time. While small-signal tech-
niques do not convey enough information to determine
the operational characteristics of microelectrodes used
for stimulation, these methods can be used to assess
degradation of the microelectrodes as they are used.

MATERIALS & METHODS
As discussed in a previous publication [1], fab-

rication techniques suitable for chronically implantable
microelectronic neural interfaces are under development
by this group. We have been characterizing these thin-
film iridium microelectrode arrays using constant volt-
age amplitude, time-domain impedance spectroscopy.
The test setup used for these measurements is shown
in Figure 1 below. A Hewlett-Packard model 3577A
network analyzer (Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto,
CA) in conjunction with a shielded test chamber and
simple circuitry allows the impedance and phase char-
acteristics of the device under test to be accurately de-
termined. The sinusoidal output of the network ana-
lyzer is used to directly drive the microelectrode and is
fed back into the reference input of the network ana-
lyzer to enhance the accuracy of the measurements.
The microelectrode array and platinum counter-electrode
are immersed in a petri dish containing normal saline
(0.9%). A large counter-electrode is used so that the
impedance of the microelectrode under test completely
dominates the impedance measurements (relative to the
impedances of the bulk saline solution and the counter-
electrode, which are very small).

The undesired coupling parasitics in parallel
with the microelectrcde impedance and the short-circuit
impedance of the test setup in series are measured and
stored. Their effects are removed from the final im-
pedance values in real-time by utilizing the complex-
number floating-point computational capabilities of the
network analyzer. The corrected impedance spectra
can then be downloaded to the host computer, an Macin-
tosh Il Tm (Apple Computer Inc, Cupertino, CA) over
the IEEE-488 bus for further analysis and/or storage.

To ensure the accuracy of the small-signal char-
acterization, the region of linear operation of the micro-
electrodes must be determined. This is done by com-
pleting impedance measurements for the frequency range
of interest (here 10 Hz to 100KHz) at various ampli-
tudes of applied sinusoidal voltage. By computing the
applied current density at each data point, the data can
be rearranged to show impedanc:. (or phase) versus
current density as shown in Figure 2 below. As can be
seen, this microelectrode's nonlinear behavior can be
avoided if the amplitude of the constant voltage sinu-
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soid Ppp lied is kept below 100 mV peak-to-peak.

Figure 1: Block diagram of the constant voltage amplitude
impedance spectroscopy test setup.
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Figure 2: Impedance vs. current density curves measured at
selected frequencies for a typical thin-film iridium microelectrode.
Data points correspo,iding to 100 mV P-P constant voltage
amplitudes are shown an open diamonds. Nonlinear effects can
be visualized as a decrease in the measured impedance above
certain current densities.

Once such linearity limits are determined for
the smallest microelectrodes to be used (those which
will be subjected to the highest current density), all
further measurements can be confidently made using
constant voltage amplitude techniques. Our results dem-
onstrate that constant voltage characterization can be
utilized for small-signal measurements rather than the
considerably more cumbersome constant current ampli-
tude alternatives.

Large-signal characterization of microelec-
trodes for neurostimulation applications must be car-
ried out using signals which are more representative of
those actually used wan loW-amplitude sinusoids. While
there is some debate In the literature, neurostimulation
is generally carried out using biphasic cunstant-current
pulses 121. It is logical to test such tr';.roelectrodes
with these waveforms rather than simply increase the

amplitude of the sinusoidal test signals described
above. One n.ajor reason why this would not be com-
parable is that the large-signal equivalent circuit for a
microelectrode is determined by electrochemical reac-
tions, which are inherently nonlinear and often irre-
ve,sible. Therefore, the simple superposition of the
response of a microelectrode to sinusoids a different
frequencies cannot accurately represent its response to
a bipha:ic square-wave pulse. While the details of
microelectnxle characterization for stimulation is beyond
the scope of this paper, it is noted thai Anderson, et al
[3] describe an in vitro test system and Liang, et al [4]
discuss in vivo characterization.

CONCLUSIONS
The small-signal microelectrode characteriza-

tion technique presented has been shown to be repeat-
able, simple to implement, and capable of providing
increased confidence in the results due to on-line veri-
fication of the linear behavior of the device under test.
This approach, in combination with large-signal char
acterization methods, is being used to study techniques
for lowering the impedance of iridium microelectrodes,
such as electrochemical roughening, electrodeposition
of porous. iridium films and "activadon" of the iridium
(the formation of an anodic oxide layer by electrochem-
ical cycling).
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MAKING THE GRADE: THE MATCH BETWEEN THE TECHNOLOGIES OF TWO PERSONS P311
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ABSTRACT

Technology has overwhelmed the world,
allowing life task equalization for
persons with disabilities and permitting
improved productivity for everyone. To
date much has been written regarding
matching man with machine, but little
has been said about the match between
two technological systems, each a care-
fully selected, reliable match for an
individual. This paper discusses a dual
case study in a university setting
demonstrating one method of providing a
match between two people and their
chosen technology.

METHODS

With a PhD in Education and emphases in
Instructional Technology and Educational
Psychology, C.N. is a tenured university
professor with a visual disability which
allows visual performance at the two
percent level. For years he has used
Apple IIe computer system, both at home
and work, and often carries software
between the two machines. C.N. added
Echo IIb Speech Synthesizers from Street
Electronics Corporation, P.O. Box 50220,
1470 East Valley Road, Santa Barbara, CA
93150 (805) 565-1612 to both computers
and has been successful in adjusting the
pitch and rate of speed to improve his
own recognition rate of the synthetic
speech. He selected Word-Talk, avail-
able from Computer Aids Corporation, 124
W. Washington, Lower Arcade, Fort Wayne,
Indiana 46802 (219) 422-2424, as his
word processing software. Word-Talk, a
full featured word processor including
many editing and printing capabilities,
allows the screen to be read in
characters, words, lines, complete
sentences, or in Its entirety and can be
purchased for Apple or IBM PC or XT
computers or true compatibles.

A.L. is a graduate student. Since 1986
a constant companion has been her cog-
nitive prosthesis, a 4.5 pound Tandy
Model 100 to which a memory upgrade was
installed to increase the RAM to 256
kilobytes. The Model 100 (replaced by
the Model 102), with a flat LCD screen
that displays 40 characters by eight
lines, has interface ports for parallel,
serial, cassette, and bar code devices

as well as a built in 300 baud modem.
ROM resident Microsoft software includes
BASIC, a telecommunications package, a
scheduling and address file, and a
rudimentary word processor. Files
developed in the BASIC or word proc-
essing mode are saved in battery backed
RAM. Until recently saving materials
written was primarily in hard copy form
as the crude cassette method proved
unreliable. LAPDOS II, a TSR program
and a serial cable with both a nine and
25 pin null modem connector purchased
from Traveling Software, Inc., 18702
North Creek Parkway, Bothell, Wash-
ington, 98011 (800) 343-8088, is a
general purpose file management utility
that permits the connectivity between a
notebook computer (Tandy, NEC, or
Olivetti) and comes in either IBM PC/MS
DOS or Macintosh versions. Allowing
copies to be transferred from one
computer system to another and other
file management tasks such as renaming,
viewing, and deleting, LAPDOS II also
supports a portable disk drive (with an
included cable adaptor) for the notebook
computer.

The two individuals met in the first
class of a doctoral core curriculum:
C.N. is the professor and A.L., his
student. As with all of his students,
C.N. permits various options to submit
written assignments including hard copy
(read by a human pith sight) and tapes
(audio and video). When A.L. asked
about turning in computer disk, C.N.
replied that he had been awaiting the
opportunity to try.

RESULTS

Although C.N. and A.L. were both well
suited to their own computer systems,
proven to be dependable and trustworthy
over time, the match between their di-
vergent types of technological devices
took some problem solving. Once the
Model 100's files were saved to disk on
the IBM PC/MS DOS compatible computer
system, a final conversion was needed to
transfer the information from this for-
mat to the Apple ProDOS format required
by Word-Talk.
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Converting ASCII files from IBM PC/MS
DOS to Apple II and vice versa now can
be accomplished in different ways.
Since Trackstar 128, an internal 65CO2
coprocessor board, has been a part of
A.L.'s IBM PC compatible, the file
transfew program that is part of the
utilities was utilized. Trackstar 128,
one of three Trackstar boards available
from Diamond Computer Systems, Inc. 1225
Tiros Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408)
736-2000, offers an 80 column mode, 128
kilobytes of RAM, RGB and composite
video output, double high resolution
graphics, Apple type 16 pin and joystick
ports and supports Apple DOS 3.3, Pro-
DOS, and Apple Pascal. Trackstar can
access the internal disk drives, serial,
and parallel ports of the IBM PC/MS DOS
host computer.

To transfer the file from MS/PC DOS to
Apple, the Trackstar TSR Star program is
run, the high compatibility mode selec-
ted, the Apple DOS 3.3 disk booted, and
the file transfer program run from the
Trackstar disk. The files are converted
once the file transfer utility is
entered, the format for transferring IBM
to Apple set up, the text file mode
chosen, and the disks placed in the
appropriate drives. The only step left
is the conversion from DOS 3.3 to ProDOS
since Word-Talk requires the latter
format. This last conversion can be
completed in many ways. Because of
familiarity, the method selected was via
one of the many featured copy programs,
and files were transferred from DOS 3.3
to a ProDOS preformatted disk.

Using a plastic braille slate and
stylus, A.L. put the finishing touches
on the assignment by brailling the la-
bel. At his leisure C.N. read A.L.'s
assignments utilizing Word-Talk and with
Word-Talk's capabilities, had the option
to add comments at the end of A.L.'s
paper. However, in the interest of
providing speedy feedback, C.N. opted to
use a audiorecorder to tape an ongoing
discussion that was played back in
A.L.'s car cassette player on the trip
after class.

DISCUSSION

Using a moclem between the two systems
was determined to be another viable
option, out was overruled in favor of
the method utilized because the somewhat
costly modem method did not provide A.L.
the satisfaction of turning in material
with the rest of the class. There are

many variations on this technological
theme and multiple options for each
idea. Although many persons with dis-
abilities have not been assessed and
matched with appropriate systems, many
individuals have been utilizing tech-
nological equipment and may need
reassessment when new opportunities to
be interfaced with the technology of a
different type become available.
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ALTERNATE INPUT DEVICES: A COMPARISON OF TWO EXPANDED MEMBRANE KEYBOARDS

Aimee J. Luebben, NS, OTR/L and Robyn B. Oeth, MA, OTR/L
Community Services

Belleville, Illinois

ABSTRACT

When the keyboard, the standard input
device of personal computers, presented
new barriers for persons with dis-
abilities, products were developed to
work in the place of the keyboard.
Some alternate input devices interface
directly to the computer and need
specially written software, other
products are transparent to standard
software programs, but require the
additional purchase of a keyboard
emulating interface (KEI) for utili-
zation. This paper discusses two
expanded membrane keyboards that require
interfacing to KEIs. Using a case study
to typify characteristics, the features
and capabilities of the Unicorn Expanded
Keyboard and the Florida Expanded
Keyboard are compared.

INTRODUCTION

In the early 1980s the first of the
surviving XEIs, the Adaptive Firmware
Card (AFC), was developed by Adaptive
Peripherals, Inc., 4529 Bagley Avenue
North, Seattle, WA 98103, 206-633-2610,
to permit persons with physical disa-
bilities the opportunity to access the
Apple II computer system, one of the
first computers developed for home use.
The AFC is marketed by Don Johnston
Developmental Equipment, PO Box, 639,
1000 N. Rand Road, Building 115,
Wauconda, IL 60084, 800-999-4660 and is
also available from ComputAbility
Corporation, 40,000 Grand River, Suite
109, Novi, MI 48050, 313-477-6720 and
Exceptional Computing, Inc., 450 N.W.
58th Street, Gainesville, FL 32607, 904-
331-8847. Among a wide variety of al-
ternate input options, the AFC offers a
port to interface alternate keyboards.
Soon after the AFC was developed, the
Unicorn Expanded Keyboard was designed
as an alternate device to work in
conjunction with the AFC. The Unicorn,
now Interfaceable to a variety of KEIs,
has become the industry standard which
other alternative keyboards, both
expanded and contracted, are designed to
emulate.

UNICORN KEYBOARD

The Unicorn Expanded Keyboard, was
0.eveloped by Unicorn Engineering, 6201
Harwood Avenue, Oakland, CA 94618, 415-
428-1626 and is available from Don
Johnston Developmental Equipment,
CornputAbility Corporation, and Excep-
tional Computing, Inc. Two models have
been developed. Both measure 21.25
inches by 14.25 inches and .25 inches
thick with active areas measuring 19.75
inches by 9.75 inches. The two key-
boards have 128 programmable keys, but
the newer device, the blue Unicorn
Expanded Keyboard II, has keys that are
1.125 inches square with .125 inches
between the keys. The older, yellow
keyboard, the Unicorn Expanded Keyboard
I has 1.75 inches square keys with .5
inches between the keys.

FLORIDA EXPANDED KEYBOARD

The Florida Expanded Keyboard (FLEX), is
available from Exceptional Computing,
Inc. This expanded membrane keyboard is
built within the shell of a Power Pad,
but is fully Unicorn compatible. The
device measures 19 inches by 16.75 in-
ches and is 1.75 inches thick. Each of
the 128 keys are .625 inches by 1.5
inches on an active area that measures
12.5 inches by 12.5 inches and there is
a six inch handle built into the device
placed to the left of the active area.

KEYBOARD COMPARISON

Because the FLEK was designed to be
completely compatible with the Unicorn,
the keyboards and cables can be used
interchangeably. The programming capa-
bilities are the same and, with the
purchase of a membrane board cable, both
devices can be interfaced to the ACS
(Adaptive Communication Systems, Inc.,
354 Hookstown Grade Road, Clinton, PA
15026, 412-264-2288), products based on
the Epson HX-20 computer including
Real Voice, ScanPac with Real Voice,
EvalPac with Real Voice, and SpeechPAC
(1).

Besides the AFC, both devices can be
used with various KEIs (2) including the
Keyboard Expander and Multi-Access
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Package KEIs from Regenesis Development
Corporation (4381 Gallant Avenue, North
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V7G
1L1, 604-929-2414) for IBM MS/PC DOS
computers; the PC Serial AID KEI, from
DADA (1024 Dupont Street, Unit 5,
Toronto, Ontario, M6H 2A2, 416-533-4494)
and marketed by Don Johnston Develop-
mental Equipment Inc., Exceptional
Computing, Inc., and ComputAbility
Corporation, and TASH (70 Gibson Drive,
Unit 12, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R
4C2, 416-475-2212) for IBM MS/PC DOS
computers; the Turboselect KEI from
Venture Technologies Inc. (304-134
Abbott Street, Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada V6B 2K4, 800-663-8931)
for IBM MS/PC DOS, Apple IIgs, Mac-
intosh, Amiga, Atari 520ST and 1040ST
computer systems; and the AID+Me KEI
from ComputAbility Corporation for Apple
IIgs, IIe, Macintosh, and IBM MS/PC DOS
OS/2 computers.

One difference between the two keyboards
is the area designed for programming.
On the FLEX every point of the board may
be programmed; there are no dead areas
between active keys. In an attempt to
decrease dead areas, Unicorn Engineering
first came out with a "Dead Spot Elim-
inator" overlay that concentrated
pressure over the keys and then with the
newer Unicorn with larger keys. Though
the keys are closer together, the
Unicorn Expanded Keyboard II has some
remaining dead areas. Another dif-
ference is in key size and shape. The
FLEK's keys are rectangular whereas the
Unicorn has square keys.

Amanda is a three year old girl with a
diagnosis of muscular dystrophy re-
sulting in decreased physical endur-
ance. Rather than purchasing a
contracted keyboard to assess her
functional performance, a small
keyboard was programmed in the corner of
each of the two expanded membrane
keyboards. A 35 key block takes up 8.75
inches by 6.25 inches on the Unicorn and
a smaller space, 5 inches by 6 inches,
on the FLEK. Since the fingers of a
three year old are small, the lack of
dead spots on the FLEK was another
advantage for Amanda. When Amanda
becomes more proficient on the modified
keyboard, a contracted keyboard will be
recommended to funding sources.

The last of the differences is the
price: the FLEK was developed with cost
in mind and has a lower price tag than
the Unicorn. The facility or individual

that cannot afford a Unicorn keyboard
may be able to purchase the FLEX, a
durable, well engineered, alternate
input device.
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A Multi-Functional Computer-Based Cognitive Orthosis P3.13

For A Traumatic Brain Injured Individual With Cognitive Deficits

Elliot Cole, Ph.D.; Parto Dehdashti, Ph.D.
Adaptive Computers for Living Inc., Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

INTRODUCTION
Computers serve as an external aid providing cognitive support
for managers and professionals. This paper addresses the
problem of providing cognitive support for individuals with
endudng cognitive deficits from traumatic brain injury. There has
been several decades of work on external cognitive aids (Wilson
and Moffat, 1984). Recently, a few investigators have applied
computer technology to the problem of external aids for memory
and constructional deficits. The term ''cognitive orthotie" has
been applied to computer-based external aids because of the
difference in scale and scope compared to manual external aids.
Some have focused on task guidance and cuing in well-structured
everyday tasks (Kirsch et al, 1987; Levine et al, 1989) while
others have focused on support for scheduling, a relatively
unstructured task (Henry et al, 1989). Additionally, Chute et al
(1988) have proposed that the constellation of deficits associated
with head trauma may require a prosthesis to be multi-functional.

The present research approaches the issue of support for
cognitive deficits as a problem in computer human interaction.
The interface is the user's access to computer system
functionality, i.c., provides inpuk to the application and receives
output from thc application. The performance of the interface
depends on three sets of variables I) user characteristics, 2) task
and situational characteristics, and 3) computer system

characteristics.

Our approach to the problem is takcn in part because of the
importance of cognitive structures and processes to interface
design. Cognitive deficits could cause a failure in the interface,
reducing the ability of the software to deliver its underlying
functionality. It was believed that the failure could be resolved
by a good match between user's cognitive capabilities and
interface characteristics.

There are several interface performance measures which are
appropriate to thc evaluation of systems for cognitively impaired
users. Among them are: I) learning time 2) knowledge retained
from 1 training session to the next, 3) number of user errors, 4)
time to recover from errors, 5) time to complete task, 6)
endurance (working time without fatigue or stress), 7) working
memory load, and 8) robustness (ability to perform under shifting
conditions).

Se If-Suriciency
A Self-Sufficiency Model is presented as a means by which
interface design can help individuals with cognitive deficits
perform target activities. The model addresses the situation
where a TB! individual relics on care-givers for the performance
of a task which could be easily done alone before the injury. We
have defined self-sufficiency to mean that thc individual can
effectively perform a targeted task with the support of a
computing environment.

This case study demonstrates the application of the model and
measures to an individual with enduring cognitive deficits. It also
demonstrates the usc of a computer-based cognitive orthotic in
a field setting, i.e., in the Subject's apartment over a period of 12
months.

METHODOLOGY
This is a systcm design and development effort which Ls

conceptualized as a single subject case study quasi-experiment.
The quasi-experiment was possible because of the Subject's pre-

intervention computer and software which was used as an
adaptive strategy during the previous two years. This
implementation had failed, and is the basis of the pre-iniavention
evaluation and data. Sources of failure were identified, and a
new intervention (computer system) designed to overcome those
deficiencies. We chose tO view the failure as a failure of the
technology design rather than a failure of the

The subject is a 54 year old woman, 4 years past-trauma, a fairly
typical traumatic brain injury (TBI) constellation of debilitating
cognitive disturbanoes in: attention and concentration, planning,
organizing and sequencing, executive functions, endurance,
memory and reasoning. She has an impressive left neglect, with
associated scanning defects; she was left dominant prior to her
injury. She retained left hemisphere functions including language,
spelling and calculation skills, color appreciation, and interpersonal
skills. She has a graduate education. This Subject was selected
in part because there were no further rehabilitation options which
promised additional behavioral/functional improvement.

Data collection included system logs, videotaped design and usage
sessions, and interviews with the Subject and Ow Subject's in-
home aide interview.

Pre-Intervention System Performance
The data showed, among other interface usage problems, that the
user:
0 Frequently hrgot what work she wanted to do because of the
dcmands of the computer and application start up process.
0 Was unable to understand and navigate "user friendly"

interface features.
0 Was unable to feed or retrieve output from the printer
0 F.xperienced pain after a few minutes of software use
0 Became exhausted after 604.15 minutes (3 sessions).
0 Lost self-esteem through reinforcement of indmidual's

0 Was frustrated at the inahility to effectively uve presenhed

computer system.

In short, the Subje7t was dcpenden; on her aide to use the
personal productivity software which was supposed to give her
greater independence.

The Intervention
Computer Human Interaction concepts were applied to design
the intervention and its target performance measu:es. The

intervention system was designed and implemented using rapid
prototyping. The design of individual screens was tested in a
number of design sessions. Semen design was evaluated on state
to state transition time, level of pain, as well as self-reports of
confusion by the Subject. Sessions were limited to about half.
an-hour. Redesign and modification continued for months after
each module was introduced. Some modifications were aimed at
improving interface performance, especially reducing energy

required. Some modifications allowed the Subject to use
application features which had been hidden from her.

Two applications were initially anticipated. The home finances
program is a structured task, similar to the task guidance systems
(Kirsch et al, 1988; Steele et al, 198)). 'the text editor is an
unstructured activity, yet onc which can provide substantial
clgnitive support (Abbot et al, In89). Iwo other applications
were added, a time orientation window and a 1( ) DO list.
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The computer system consists of an IBM P5/2 Model 80 using
a multi-tasking operating system, color monitor, reconfigured
keyboard, arid Hewlett-Packard Desk Jet printer. A special check
form was also designed. The system is always on, although the
Subject uses a power switch attached to the printer and monitor.

RESULTS
The Self-Sufficiency Model is supported for each application when
unassisted usage is documented without evidence of failure. The
system data log provides evidence that the Subject was using the
applications at a time when she was unattended, or family
members were asleep. Further supporting self-sufficient use were
work products, self-reports by the Subject and by the Subject's
companion. The results are summarized as follows.

0 The design goal of learning applications by the end of 3 30-
minute training sssions was achieved for the text editor and
finance applications.

o Self,sufficiency in text editing was achieved. The Subject
demonstrated substantial self-sufficient use of the text editor at
all hours of day and night. She uses the text editor for a variety
of purposes, including writing lists to herself for things to do,
purchase, or remember, takin4 notes during telephone
conversations; and writing letters .nd mcmos to her family and
friends.

o Self Sufficiency in home finances transactions was achieved.
The Subject was able to write her own checks, examine account
history, make deposits, and record bank card withdrawals.

0 The Subject showed an increased comprehension in time
orientation.

0 Has increased hcr self-esteem, and produced a sense of pride,
that were substantially greater than anticipated.

There were also results which went beyond the design objectives.
The Subject:
I) recognized features of hcr face for the first time since her
accident 4 1/2 years earlier, 2) began to manage hcr monthly
cash flow-, 3) the emotional tone in her household changed from
one of constant chaos to one which is oonsiderably calmer; and
4) had the capability of providing emotional support for her
daughter during a difficult period.

System logs showed patterns which suggested that the Subject
had failed to properly perform the bill-paying task. However,
work products and reports from the Subject and companion
suggest appropriate though unanticipated behavior. The Subject
discovered ways to use the software which allowed hcr to do
tasks that had teen unintended by the desigr.ers and clinicians.
Among them were 1) proofreading names, addresses, and account
numbers which were in a database used by the finance
application, 2) checking bank balances, 3) checking histories of
merchant accounts without writing a check.

DISCUSSION
This study supports the contention that interface design can serve
as a basis for the design of a cognitive orthotic. A reliance on
Computer-Human Interface concepts and performance measures
allow the clinician to specify clinically desirable objectives and
translate them into system performance. Equally important, the
framework can be applied to identify applistions -- particularly
commercially available applications which can cause physical
and emotional harm. The study found considerable
customization was necessary in ordcr to "lit" the prosthesis to thc

Methodological differences between this field study and other
studies using an everimental approach should be noted. FUlt,
the Subject developed additional uses of the prosthetic software
which went beyond designers' specifications and intentions. The
Subject's behaviors viewed from the system log were initially
interpreted as a failure. In fact, the Subject's ability to
manipulate the system to serve her needs is highly desirable.
Second, some effects emerged rapidly after system use tegan,
while others took many months to emerge. The field design
provides the careful research to identify unanticipated outcomes.

ne study demonstrates the feasibility to builoing a prosthesb,
and having it become part of a TBI indaidual's life. Several
applications treated as replications were selected because of
their clinical appropriateness, and were able to show the same
pattern of results. Thus multiple applications from a single
system were tested. The subject succeeded at self-sufficiency for
targeted activities.
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A Simple Mbdification to a Trackball to Provide Computer Access for

Individuals with Limited Upper Extremity Function

Kevin M. Caves
Rancho Rehabilitation Engineering Program

Downey, CA

Abstract

The use of computers in the

rehabilitation, education, and vocation of
severely disabled individuals is a well

established practice. One of the

obstacles the disabled person must

frequently overcome is the user interface.
This paper describes how the trackball has
been used by our rehabilitation technology
team to provide individuals with limited
functional upper extremity control, who
can not operate the trackball with their

hands. One complete case study is

presented.

Introduction

The use of computers by disabled

individuals has increased greatly in

recent years. Computers allow people to

communicate, work, play, learn, and

accomplish tasks that would otherwise be

difficult or impossible. With the

invention of adaptive equipment such as
expanded keyboards, switch interfaces, and
special hardware such as the Adaptive
Firmware Card and the P.C. Serial Aid,
access to computers for the disabled
population has become much easier (1). A

trip to the local computer store reveals
that there has been an increase in the
development of commercial devices intended
for use by the able-bodied population.
The trackball is one such device. The

trackball, however, has also proven useful
to disabled individuals as an alternate

input device (2).

A trackball is a pointing system which
replaces a mouse in applications which

require a mouse. The trackball is

essentially a stationary mouse. To move

the cursor on the screen, the user simply
rolls a ball which is held in place by a

cup. Many of the commercially available
pointer systems on the market emulate the
device they are to replace (1). This

means that the computer does not know the

difference between the standard pointing
system (for example, the mouse) and the

replacement pointer system (the

trackball). This is very useful

information because this means that the
device should work with the same software
and hardware as the device it replaces.

P3.14

Our rehabilitation technology team has
been working with disabled individuals to
provide access to computers. This paper

describes our implementation of a moditied

trackball.

Case Study

Stephanie is an eight year old

quadriplegic on a ventilator, who uses a

chin control to drive her power

wheelchair. She has been mainstreamed in

a second grade class, and required a

computer to assist her with her work.

The first step was to determine what
Stephanie wanted and needed to accomplish
with the computer. After consultation
with Stephanie, her parents and teacher,
it was decided that a system which would
allow her to scan her schoolwork into the
computer, write or color, and print out
the completed work was desired. This

would require a computer, image scanner,
appropriate graphics software, and a

graphics printer. A preliminary report
from the occupational therapist suggested
investigating several computer systems,
one of which was Macintosh CX. The

parents purchased the Macintosh CX without
consultation with the therapist. This

left us with an interesting question:

what interface to use?

Stephanie was evaluated for an appropriate
access site by an occupational therapist
which included a screening for proper

positioning. Stephanie has incomplete
quadriplegia and has very limited range
and strength in her upper extremities, but
has good head control. The use of the
standard Macintosh mouse was eliminated,
because of the lack of range in her arms.

Use of her limited hand control was
investigated by trying a trackball

pointing device with her hand. The

trackball requir(s less overall hand

movement and she could move the cursor
using the device, but she could not use

the buttons effectively.

Since Stephanie has good head control and
uses a proportional chin control to drive

her wheelchair, the trackball was

positioned at her chin to see it she could

operate it. She proved surprisingly
proficient almost immediately. It was
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decided to try the Kensington Turbo Mouse,
a Macintosh compatible, mouse emulating
trackball. Although this worked well,
modifications were necessary to facilitate
long term use. The device needed to be
shortened so as not to interfere with
Stephanie's tracheostomy tube and the
buttons needed to be raised to allow
easier activation.

Upon inspection of the device, it was
decided that shortening the case would
require cutting or bending the printed
circuit board inside the case, which was
not feasible. Instead, rehabilitation
engineering suggested that the device be
tilted in front of Stephanie, with a small
clip attached to the top of the case to
keep the ball from falling out (Figure U.
The clip needed to be easily removable by
family or an attendant so that the ball
could be removed and regularly cleaned.
The buttons were built up approximately
1/2 inch using firm foam, which was
attached to the device using velcro (to
ensure easy replacement and
repositioning). With these simple
modifications, Stephanie can operate the
trackball with her chin or bottom lip and
draw, color, or write on her computer
cystem.

Raised Buttons

Figure 1: Modified Trackball

Discussion

California. He uses an MS-DOS based
computer system which he accesses with a
trackball he controls with his cheek. The
use of the trackball in the
non-traditional positions we have
described, has been very effective.

A major advantage of working with a
commercial device such as a trackball, is
that questions of device compatibility are
much easier to answer. As long as an
evaluation to determine access problems
has been completed, the compatibility
question is a computer question which the
local computer store can answer. The
salesman can usually answer all questions
regarding hardware and software
compatibility. If questions persist, the
dcvice manufacturers have technical
support specialists, who can usually say
whether the device will work with specific
software. Additionally, the use of an oft
the shelf solution can have the advantages
of being quicker to obtain and modify, and
can be less expensive than a custom
designed solution.

Conclusions

Our experiences with making minor
modifications to trackballs and using them
with individuals who have little
functional upper extremity control, has
been very good. These devices are
attractive due to their commercial
availability, selection, price, and
computer compatibility. Trackballs and
other devices can be used as eftective
input devices even when the device can not
be accessed as designed.
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A PORTABLE 32-CHANNEL DATA COLLECTOR

Kevin R. Ferguson, Gregory A. Borges, and Rudi Kobetic
Motion Study Laboratory, Veterans Affairs Medical Center,

Cleveland, OH

ABSTRACT

This paper descr Des the design and Implementation of

a V40 (NEC) microprocessor-controlled, 32-channel,
portable data collector for recording pre-processed
sensor Informath in. The device provides programming
capabilities dist ngulshed by four types of sensor
calibration pror edures, two special sample mode
selectlons, data review functions and transfer to a host
MicroVAX II Laboratory Minicomputer (DEC). This unit
was designed to facilitate sensor measurements of
experiments occurrng outside the confinement of the

laboratory.

INTRODUCTION

More realistic data from gait analysis can be obtained
from paraplegic sublects using functional electrical
stimulation as they perform longer walks outside the
laboratory. These gait experiments may require multiple

sets of sensors, le. force instrumented walker, force

sensing resistors (11, and ankle/knee and hip/trunk
goniometers. Also, a means is needed to synchronize
this data with the progression of the muscle stimulation

patterns. Portable data collectors (PDC) that use non-
volatile memory as a storage medium are commercially

availabie, but their applications are limited by their
typically low sampling rates and inherently slower serial

transfer of data to a portable computer. To address our

needs, a portable, battery powered, multl-channel data
collector with a maximum 200Hz sampling rate was
designed utilizing static RAM (SRAM) for data storage
with accommodations for 32-channels of analog and 8
channels of digital sensory Input By using our existing
parallel communication Interface to the MicroVAX (2),

the data can be quickly uploaded for post-processing
applications.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

Figure 1. shows the hardware block diagram. The
4MHz CMOS NEC V40 microprocessor-based printed
circuit board used in our portable stimulator systems (2)

was Incorporated Into this design because of its

generality and tested reliability. The V40's built-in 3-
channel counter/timer Is used to generate the 1 MHz
A/I3 conversion clock and to set the software's sampling
Interrupt inteival. Two 128K EPROM's are available for
the control software and a battery-backed 321< SRAM Is

designated for the software's variables and user-deffned

perarneters. An additional 256K of volatile SRAM Is
reserved for sampled data storage.

Four 8-bit, 8-channel data acquisition systems were
configured to accept a 0 to + 5 volt analog Input,
providing 19.5 mV bit weight of resolution. All inputs are
buffered and externally available through 8-groups of 5-

pin sIngle-inline connectors. Sensor output can be easily

adapted to this type connection. A 24-channel digital
I/O peripheral Is sufficient to accommodate three push-

button function keys, low-battery detection hardware, and

8 inputs that are available for communication with a
portable stimulator 121.
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Figure I. Therdnorc Mork WiT,IM

The user interface consists of the function keys and a
16-character by 2-line LCD. This LCD format allows for
one line to be used as a variable function label for the
keys and the other for menu choices and messages.

An 40-pin ribbon cable connector provides an Interface
to the same comrnunication hardware used by our
Laboratory Electrical Stimulation System (2). This
parallel communication uploads a maximum 256K of data
to the MicroVAX Il in about 15 seconds.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The 4K data collection program contained In the EPROM
of the PDC is written In assembly language. The
software is organized Into a nested, menu-structured
format divided Into Calibration, Sample, and Data menus
and related submenus necessary for a typical data
collection session (Figure 2.). All user control and
programming Is Initiated through three push-button
function keys. A software reconflgurable label on the
LCD identifies the keys's purpose. This allows for the
same switch to access different functions depending
upon the user's location within the menu. An auto-
repeat function is active for all keys to promote faster
selections within certain menus.

Active channels may be established In the Channel Set
and ID Tag Set submenus of the Calibration menu. The

ID Tag Set submenu enables the 8-channel digital input
port so that analog data may be synchronized with
stimulator pattern Information. The usual One-pointand
Two-point calibration procedures are available, alongwith
a Volt calibration that computes the gain In volts per A/D
units, and an A/D Units calibration that sets a gain of 1.
The computed gains and offsets may be verified in the
Show menu. A convenient reset of all parameters Is
possible by holding down any key when powering the
device or by accessing the Reset submenu. The PDC
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accommodates two special modes of sampling, along
with the default manual start/stop mode. The Auto Set
mode allows the user . to program the length of the
sample and pause states in seconds. This can
effectively Increase the total sampling time by recording
only periodic Intervals of a lengthy and often uneventful
data collection session. The Event Set mode allows the
user to specify start/stop trigger conditions for any
active channel. A specific event may be captured and
stored, allowing for more efficient utilization of the
memory. Both modes can be used simultaneously so
that a flexible and automatic sampling procedure may be
achieved.

The Rate submenu allows the user to program the
sampling rate from 20Hz to 200Hz. Due to memory
limitations, the total sample time, displayed in an H:M:S
format, will only be a few minutes when using the
maximum number of active channels and highest sample
rata. Typical sampling sessions can last 45 minutes for
6 channels of input or nearly two hours for 2 channels
of input at 20Hz. The low-battery hardware is monitored
upon power-up and when sampling data. Further
sampling is inhibited if the low-battery cnndition persists.

Ali calibration and sampling parameters are retained
when the PDC Is powered-down, however the sampled
data Is not saved because It Is stored volatile memory.
The sampled data can be transferred to the MicroVAX Il
by entering the VAX Dump submenu and connecting the
PDC to the communication interface. By concurrently
running the appropriate MicroVAX II software, the trial
number, channels, gains, offsets, sampling rate, and raw
data information Is extracted and placed into a
laboratory file that is format compatible with the
MicroVAX 11 data collection Nes; so the flies may be
used in other plotting and processing programs. As
usefti debugging tools the raw data for any trial and
channel may be examined in the View submenu; all
memory pointers are reset In the Clear submenu; and
the total free memory Is displayed In the Memory
submenu

392

CONCLUSION

The PDC has proved to be a valuable tool for acquisition
of low-frequency sensor information to ald In gait
analysis. The simple three switch/LCD Interface allows
the user to conveniently program the device, attesting to
its true portability. Also, the PDC Is used to free the
MicroVax il from lengthy data collections , le. Cybex
muscle fatigue testing, that would otherwise considerably
slow the system's multitasking response. Future
modifications will include memory expansion, A/D
reconfiguration for acceptance of +/- 5 volt input, design
of a serial communication interface to a personal
computer, and sensor pre-processing hardware with
programmable gain.
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Environmental Control for the Severely Physically Handicapped

Mark I. Bresler

O'Donoghue Rehabilitation Institute

ABSTRACT

An Infrared controller was built which
requires only five switches for operation
of up to 16 consumer electronic devices,
lights or appliances.

BACKGROUND

Infrared control of consumer electronic
devices such as TVs, VCRs, and stereo
equipment has become very common.
This has led to the development of
trainable units that can imitate several
infrared controllers. This is a

convenience for many by reducing coffee

table clutter. For wheelchair users,
trainable controllers can be used to
reduce laptray clutter, and minimize the
range of finger motion required to
operate several devices. Most of these
trainable controllers have multiple
pushbuttons which prevent use by
individuals able to operate one or only a

few switches.

For this reason, I was very interested in
the Master Controller described in Byte

Magazine (1).

Photo 1. Master Controller connected
to the personal computer for command
programming.
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This unit has six buttons. Two to scroll
through up to 16 devices, two to scroll
through up to 16 functions, a fifth "Do
it" button to send the selected command,
and a "Learn" button used only to train
the unit. To my knowledge the Master
Controller is not available as a
completed unit, but the circuit board,
firmware and interface software are

available from Circuit Cellar Inc. (2)

Electrically, these buttons are scanned by

the internal microprocessor in a
multiplexed fashion. While the Common

Interface Format developed at Trace (3)

does have a standard for multiplexed
input switches, it is not frequently used.
For this reason, transistor output optical
isolators were connected across all
buttons except "learn". This adaptation
allows use of individual switches,
common ground inputs such as a five
switch armslot control or the control

unit of the Tamara System (4) .

While the Master Controller allows
control of consumer electronics, this
leaves unsolved the problem of light and
appliance control. Knowing that the old
style ultrasonic BSR X-10 system for
light and appliance control uses the
same 40 KHz carrier frequency as most
infrared controllers, an X-10 hand
controller and base receiver were
converted to infrared control ( BSR has
since made an infrared base receiver
available, but not a transmitter .) The
converted BSR hand controller was used
to input the X-10 control codes to the
Master Controller. The resulting
system is capable of operating most
electric or electronic devices found at
home.
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MASTER CONTROLLER

FUTURE PLANS

Possibilities for the future include
several changes:

(1) Use of individual switch input lines to
replace the scanned multiplexed switch
inputs used, this would eliminate the
optical isolators used in the current
prototype.

(2) Use of graphics instead of words
allowing use by nonreaders.

(3) Option to place the display remotely
from the circuit board, this could help
visibility if used on a wheelchair.

(4) The present scrolling technique
requires two switches for selection of
device and two others for function.
Once an upper limit or lower limit is
reached the opposite switch must be
activated to make another selection.
Rewriting the software could allow
scrolling to "wrap around" once a limit
is reached. This revision could reduce
the number of switches required to
three.

(5) The Tamara system (4) software uses
a timing loop to imitate the Do-it switch
if none of the select switches have been
activated for a preset amount of time.
Rewriting the Master Controller
software to incorporate this feature
would reduce the required switches from
five to four ( two if wrap around
scrolling were used .) This would allow
Master Controller use by individuals too
physically handicapped to use more than
two switches.

SUMMARY

A commercially available trainable
infrared controller kit was built. The
addition of five oph)isolators allow a
3q4 RESNA 13th ANNUAL CONFERENCE WASHINGTON, D.C. 1990

wide variety of handicapped controls to
be connected. BSR X-10 appliance control
was added by modifying an ultrasonic
transmitter / receiver control set. This
system allows handicapped individuals
control of most appliances and consumer
electronics found at home, thereby
increasing their independence and quality
of life.
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A COMPUTER-AIDED SHAPE SENSING SYSTEM FOR CUSTOM SEAT coNrouRs

K.C. Chung, C.A. McLaurin, C.E. Brubaker
D. M. Brienza and B.A. Sposato

University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center

INTRODUCTION
Research shows that custom contoured
cushions improve wheelchair seating
[1]. An earlier contour measuring
system that was limited to passive
determination of the buttocks-
cushion interface contour with a 2"

resolution [2] requires experienced
staff to prescribe suitable custom
contours. To improv2 CAD seating, a
new Computer-Aided Shape Sensing
System (CASSS) has been developed
for measurement and assessment of
both contour and force (pressure)
distributions at the seat interface.
The system is designed to allow the
formation of appropriate contoured
shape and pressure profile by
adjusting spring tensions in the
individual sensor elements.

METHODS
The CASSS consists of an 11 X 12
array of sensor elements spaced
linearly at 1.5" intervals, forming
a seat with a 17" X 18.5" area. The
seat surface contains 132 acrylic
balls (1.5" diameter). Each probe
(Fig. 1) was assembled with a shaft,
shuttle, channel, spring adjuster,
cable and housing. A spring which
can be easily placed into the shaft
is used to provide a support medium.

Fig. I Probe Assembly

P4.1

The shaft was capped with an acrylic
ball to force the spring against a
pusher in the shuttle. Changes of
the shuttle position are controlled
by a socket-head bolt and nut within
the adjuster through the cable
attached to the nut and channel. The
cable housing was attached to bottom
caps of the adjuster and shuttle.
Turning the bolt with an electric
driver which will move the nut and
the shuttle position up or down
is used to determine spring
tensions. Vertical displacements of
the shuttle and shaft were measured
by 2 linear potentiometers arranged
in parallel with the sensor. The
signals are multiplexed through an
A/D converter to a PC.

Initially, the shuttles are set at a
certain position. After a client is

properly seated, an equilibrium
contour is determined by recording
displacements of the shafts. The
force distribution is determined
from both the displacements and the
shuttle position. Both the contour
and force are displayed on the PC
monitor. Manual adjustments of the
individual sensor probes are used to
prescribe a custom seat contour for
the particular client's needs.
Springs with different stiffness can
be applied to provide support media
in the appropriate range.

Several springs were designed and
studied. Vibration testing was
conducted to study friction effects
on the spring system. Compression
testing was conducted to determine
load-deflection relationships for
the system performance. Softwares
were developed to collect, analyze
and display the 3-D contour and the
corresponding force distribution.

RESULTS
The motion ranges are 2.5' for the
shaft and 1.5" for the shuttle.
Seven inch long springs are made of
music wires with 0.033", 0.035" and
0.037" dia. for spring constants.
The springs are 3/8" outer dia. for
each turn and are spaced 5/32"
between threads. Load-deflection
curves of each probe were calibrated
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COMPUTER-AIDED SYSTEM

by a LVDT load cell for the springs
with and without a vibrator. The
inherent friction-induced hysteresis
is significantly reduced by the
vibrator (Fig. 2).

Fig.2: Load-Deflection airves of
The Sensor Elermnts
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With the vibration, the system was
characterized by a linear equation:
F= K*X + (F1 + .96*K* (V-2.5)).
where K and Fl depended on the
spring used. The standard deviations
were less. than 1% for the spring
constant K and 5% for the preload Fl
in the 3 springs. X is the vertical
displacement for contour indentation
and V is the shuttle position for
spring tension. The contact force F
is calculated from the equation.

Fig. 3 shows a seat contour and the
corresponding forces for an able-
bodied subject with the 0.035" dia.
springs and shuttle positions at a 3

V level. Pressures which were
determined from the forces divided
by a 1.5" square area were
consistent with interface pressures
measured by an Oxford monitor.

Fig. 3a: A seat contour of normal
male (80Kg) measured from the system
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Fig.3b: Force distribution with
respect to the contour of Fig. 3a.
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DISCUSSION
The simple linear CASSS has improved
the contour resolution. Springs in
the probes can be quickly changed to
provide the proper range of contour
indentation for clients with various
disabilities and seating needs. A
contour and the corresponding force
can be measured within 1 min. A
simple adjustment of the individual
probes allows the prescriber to
formulate an appropriate custom
contour by updating contour and
force profiles. The decisions for
the custom cootour may be based on
the depth and shpae of the contour
and the pressure. Asymmetric
seating, body deformity and other
seating needs will also be
considered. The CASSS provides a
simple, rapid and inexpensive
feedback method for the prescription
of customized seat contours.
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MODIFYING OFFICE CHAIRS FOR PEOPLE WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

Sherry M. Rovig and Dianne M. Goodwin
Habilitation Technology Laboratory

Gillette Children's Hospital
St. Paul, Minnesota

Conventional office chairs come in a range
of styles and features. Adjustable seat and
back height are commonplace, and a few
models offer adjustable armrests, seat
depth, and tilt options. All this adjust-
ability means an increased number of individ-
uals are comfortably acco:midated. When
working with people with disabilities or
limiting conditions, however, modifications
are often necessary. The customized chair
can provide needed postural support or
stability and assist in positioning the
individual for optimal task execution, as
well as alleviating positions which induce
pain or discomfort. The following paper
presents some of the modifications that we
have done to adapt conventional office
chairs to in.. :viduals with special needs and
the design -riteria that were used. The
case studies that these adaptations are
drawn from include 'peaple with cerebral
palsy, osteogenesis imperfecta, post-polio
syndrome, spina bifida, thoracic outlet
syndrome and neck and back injuries.

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Comfort: In many cases, designs were
chiefly inspired to reduce pain and
discomfort.
Durability: Provide product that is at
least as durable as before modification.
Enhance posture: Chair should help
person maintain a beneficial and stable
posture.
Enhance job performance: Chair modifica-
tions can reduce the amount of energy re-
quired to stabilize posture. It can also
help position an individual for optimal task
execution. The distraction and depletion of
energy caused by pain and fatigue can be
greatly reduced.
Independence: Whenever possible, person
should be able to get into or out of chair
independently, as well as operate necessary
adjustments and access their work.
Safety: Must provide stability while
sitting or getting into and out of chair.
Aesthetics: Create product that is as
conventional and unmedical looking as prac-
ticable. Whenever possible, the individual
is responsible for decisions about color,
fabric, etc..
Cost: The most cost-effective solution
that works well is employed.
Compatibility with job environment:
Factors such as types of casters,upholstery,
height of work surfaces, appearance of other
furniture, and adaptibility to various work
stations are to be conuidered.

P4.2

COMMON MODIFICATIONS
Armrests
The most common modiiicat ion performed was
to armrests. We first determined what they
were needed for: typically, stabilizing
while getting into or out of chair, support
for task performance (such as keyboard
entry), postural assistance, pressure re-
lief, or resting. Many arm7ests are not
adjustable enough or close sign.ugh in to the
body to aid in task performance or offer
stabilization. Correctly positioned, they
can relieve neck and shoulders of having to
hold the arm: up.

The adaptations included:repositioning,
changing size of armrests, changing con-
tours, padding, adding adjustability and
swing-away versions.
Postural Stabilization:
Modifications performed for postural stabil-
ity included: adding or changing contours of
seat and back, use of different foams, add-
ition of pelvic bolster, lateral support,
anti-thrust wedge, pelvic belt, headrest,
adding or changing armrests, and use or add-
ition of footrests.
CASE STUDIES:
Case l:A person with post-polio syndrome
was no longer able to rise from his chair
unassisted, due to the deterioration of his
shoulders through over-use. The objective
was to provide a power lift mechanism to
elevate his chair and enable him to r ise
from itunaided. It also needed to swivel in
the low position. The high and low posi-
tions needed were very specific and the
clearance underneath the seat for the lift
mechanism was extremely restricted. The
existing gas cylinder was replaced with an
electrically-powered hydraulic lift. A

guide assembly of 'Nardened rods and linear
bearings to resist lateral thrust was in-
stalled. The pump was housed in an acoustic
shroud to deaden noise. (See figure A)
Case 2:A young woman with osteogensis
imperfecta contacted us after being told
that she wouldn't be able to be a beautician
because of her physical condition. An assess-
ment was inrde of the various tasks involved
and her physical capabilities and limita-
tions. She was of short stature and had
impaired balance. A combination sitting or
standing station was designed and fabricated
adapting a conventional office chair. The
basic chair was selected for 'everal impor-
tant features: a long gas piston that gave
the chair a very broad high and low posi-
tion, adjustable height armrests, and adjust-
able back and seat pan. The chair is used
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in the low position for aianicures and

facials, and in the raived position for work-
ing on hair. We added: a fold-awav footrest.
tray for equipment, standing platform with
casters an.; floor lock, a standing frame
with anterior support and swing-away lateral
supports, and casters with thread guards to
prevent hair from binding the wheels. We
further reduced the seat depth by shimming
the back forward. (See figure 8).
Case 3:Sometimes an office chair isn't
conventional. One person with cervical and
thoracic injuries found a large recliner in
a semi-reclined position to be the most tol-
erable The challenge in this case was to
provide access to a keyboard and large refer-
ence books. Mobility was also desired. A
caster base was added in conjunction with a
set of rubber-tipped legs that were position-
ed forward to prevent chair movement when he
got into or out of the seat. To make the
essential work surfaces accessible, they
were mounted to the chair on a removable
post that acted as a pivot point for sving-
ing them cut of the way.
Case 4: A woman with thoracic outlet
syndrome and multiple surgeries due to upper
extremity trauma was, preparing for training
in computer work. She needed a chair that
would offer support up to the cervical
region and have armrests in a relatively low
inclined position. Due to the extremity of
her condition, she would not be using her
hands, however, the armrests would support
her to relieve pain. We were able to locate
a chair that relieved stress on her lower
back and had a seat pan that fit her large
frame. Since a chair with the appropriate
upper back support was not available, we
merged a custom back with the existing seat
(retaining the profile of the lower back). A
fitting was conducted to determine the appro-
priate placement of support. Varying densi-
ties and contours of foam were tried until
the optimal position was obtained. The arm-
rest positions were determined at that time
also The chair was recovered and special
adjustable channel armrests were added.
These were mounted on a swivel joint that
allowed the incline to he changed with mini-
mal pressure, but retained position under
normal use (See Figure C).
CONCLUSION: The modifications were very
specific to the individual, but there has
definitely been carry-over from project to
project. The requests for specialized chair
mudifications are increasing and we hope to
refine and expand our repertoire of adapta-
tions We are currently working on a cost-
effective system for locking casters and
pivot with easily operated controls and de-
vising methods of powered positioning.
Future possibilities include obtaining a
relatively standard base and modular compo-
nents that could be assembled in the desired
configurations and working with chair manu-
facturers to design chairs with more adjust-
ability.
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Turtle Trainor: A Way To Evaluate Power Mobility Readiness

Mark I. Bresler MBME

Developmental Disabilities Services Division, State of Oklahoma

ABSTRACT

In order to better assess an individual's
ability to operate power mobility, a
motorized cart with wheelchair tiedowns
and with the ability to accept many input
controls has been developed. The Turtle
Trainer cart allows evaluators to easily
determine an individual's potential for
power mobility,

BACKGROUND

Proper operation of power mobility
involves many factors such as vision,
cognition, and selection of proper
controls. People unable to self propel a
wheelchair can be divided into three
categories:

1) Those whom evaluators are sure can
operate power mobility
2) Those whom evaluators are unsure
whether they can operate power
mobility
3) Those whom evaluators are sure they
cannot operate power mobility ( more on
this later )

Evaluators have been seeking a quick
and accurate way to determine who in
the second group can safely operate a
power mobility device.

Until now, evaluating this middle group
entailed five choices:

(I) Seating an individual in a power
mobility device, not providing the
customized seating possibly used by the
individual in his manual wheelchair, and
hoping for an accurate performance.

P4.3

(2) Take the time to customize the power
mobility seating by inflatable bean bags
or other means.

(3) Say it is not possible to evaluate
these individuals.

(4) Purchase the individual a power
mobility device and hope it can be
operated properly.

(5) Use a computer simulation

While several computer simulations (1,2)
have been developed to determine a
potential user's ability to operate power
mobility, it is the author's contention
that these simulations are several steps
removed from the reality of a
wheelchair moving under the
individuals control. For these reasons,
other methods of easily providing client
controlled movement were investigated.

PROJECT DESIGN

Originally, a power base to slip under
the rear wheels of a manual wheelchair
was envisioned. But during discussion,
therapists thought that even one inch of
added rear height would create too
much of a tilt for some individuals.
Therefore a platform large enough to
support all four wheels of the largest
wheelchair used at the school was
constructed. To save width, the motors
and casters were placed underneath the
platform, and a loading ramp was
attached.

Through experimentation, it was
determined that operating two ABEC
Fireball wheelchair motors at 6 rather
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than 24 volts provided a desired slow,
Turtle-paced speed. Acceleration was
smooth enough that variable speed and
acceleration were thought unnecessary
and the simple control electronics is
comprised of 9 diodes, three transistors,
and three relays. To allow use of a wide
variety of input controls, the electronics
were wired to accept Du-It controls
such as a joystick, touch disk, vector
scanner, and individual switches.

Photo 1. Turtle Trainer in use by client,
the staff member is holding the
shutdown switch.

To date the Turtle Trainer has been used
by several individuals. The trainer is
large enough that the therapist working
with a client was able to sit on it and
hold the user control in a variety of
positions to find optimum placement.

By providing the kinesiological input and
changing perspectives not available with
computer simulation the Turtle Trainer
provides a Luer simulation of power
wheelchair control. Although a formal
study has yet to be conducted,
evaluations using the Turtle Trainer
should prove more accurate than
evaluations using computer simulations.

evaluators are sure cannot use power
mobility ) can use the Turtle Trainer as a
switch control modality for on off
movement control instead of controlling a
toy or appliance. In our experience at the
school, many clients in the third group
surprise us and we continually look for
indicators of power mobility readiness.

SUMMARY

A powered cart was constructed allowing
evaluation of clients ability to operate
power mobility without changing the
individuals seating system.
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Mutha: A Microprocessor Based Timer For SCI Pressure Relief

Mark 1. Bresler MBME, John Stephens OTR/L

Pau ls Valley State School

ABSTRACT

A microprocessor based timer was
constructed to remind ( like a mother ),

one of the authors to perform regular
pressure relief after decubitus repair
surgery.

Rather than using mechanical or
electronic tirer circuits, a
microprocessor based system was
developed.

BACKGROUND

Presently there is a notable lack of any
type of reminder for assisting in
decubitus relief. For initial recovery
after a second surgery, the doctor
recommended that an author spend one
hour laying down for every two hours
that were spent in the wheelchair. Post
recovery, an authors plastic surgeon was
consulted and a timing ratio of 15
seconds push up for 15 minutes sitting
was considered sufficient relief to
replace the earlier pressure relief
procedure. Before this project was
completed it was required to set a digital
watch alarm for the required time
between pressure reliefs.

A review of the relevant literature shows
Cumming et al (1) to have developed a
microprocessor based unit to record
weight shifts and/or remind users to
shift weight every 15 minutes for at least
5 seconds. The device was built
primarily for research and showed users
did not normally perform weight shifts
without prompting. Cumming et al did
not pursue further development because
the population of SC1 clients they
worked with dropped dramatically (2).

Hurwitz et. al. (3) described a pressure
sore prevention program and
microprocessor based monitor, but
appeared to ignore the potential of a
reminder that "nags" the user to perform
pressure relief.

Burn et. al., (4) in describing a pressure
relief monitor suggest the need for
regular pressure relief, but only monitor
what the patient is doing relative to
pressure relief, and yet do nothing to
facilitate the process.

P4.4

PROJECT DESIGN

System requirements:

1. Small and light enough to fit onto a
manual wheelchair.

2. Self contained power supply.

3. Construction that would withstand
daily active use.

4. Modular construction to facilitate
construction and repair.

Rather than use a simple mechanical or
electronic timer, the need for a flexible
timing system was considered, and it
was decided to develop a
microprocessor based system.
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Timer for SCI Pressure Relief

Photo 1 shows the microprocessor unit
connected to a length of pressure
sensitive tapeswitch. The tapeswitch is
placed under the contoured foam and
Roho cushion. In actual use, the
wheelchair seat is replaced by ABS
plastic, a short length of tapeswitch is
placed on the seat and covered by
another layer of plastic. The slightly
contoured foam is added, and the user
sits on the ROHO cushion.

System software needs included:

1. Ease of programming ( the Forth
language was known by one author and
seemed appropriate for the project.

2. A buzzer which could not be turned off
by anything other than a weight shift for
the required amount of time. Presently,
Mutha will beep after 15 minutes, then

reset and beep twice after a 15 second
weight shift. This timing was
recommended by the plastic surgeon of
one author.

3. Flexibility in down loading to the
Mutha hardware. The system is
currently accessed by an IBM AT clone
and an Apple Macintosh.

4. Ability to place the software in
permanent memory such as an EPROM.

FUTURE PLANS

Two improvements are possible:

(1) The single seat pressure switch could
be replaced with one or more pressure
transducers ( The 68HC1 1
microprocessor used has eight channels
of 8 bit A/D built in ), and the software
could integrate pressure over time for
one or more seat regions and alarm
when the integrated pressure-time
exceeds that of a preset limit.
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(2) The simple electronic buzzer used in
the first unit could be replaced by
synthesized speech reminders,
possibilities here are limitless, including
the users voice, his mother's, doctor's,
coworkers', or a random presentation of
these .
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Cushion Evaluation based on Stress Distributions in Soft Tissues

Ramesh S. Candadai, Narender.P. Reddy and Enrique P. Canilang

Dept. of Biomedical Engineering, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio.
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ABSTRACT

Cushions are usually prescribed by
clinicians to reduce internal
tissue stresses so as to prevent
bedsores or pressure sores. For the
present study, a 2-Dimensional
physical "bone-tissue-cushion"
model was developed. This model
was used to evaluate the
effectiveness of various cushion
materials (foam, gel, air, wooden
surface) in reducing internal
stresses in the soft tissue.
Results indicate that the foam
cushion was effective in reducing
the shear stresses in the soft
tissue when compared to the gel
cushion, air cushion and the
wooden surface. The enveloping
property of the cushion played an
important role in the internal
stress distribution of the soft
tissues.

INTRODUCTION

During sittinc3 or reclining, normal
individuals relieve stresses that
are potentially damaging to their
tissue by unconsciously adjusting
their posture. Patients with a loss
of sensation, such as those with
spinal cord injuries, do not sense
or relieve these stresses and are
prone to develop bedsores.

Bedsores are localized areas of
cellular necrosis formed as a

result of prolonged excessive
mechanical stresses in soft
tissues. External pressure on soft
tissues generate internal stresses
and over an extended period of
time, can cause mechanical damage
in tissues. The pathogenesis of
this severe complication involves
biomechanical factors such as the
type, magnitude and duration of the
stresses (Kosiak 1961) . The type
and magnitude of stresses generated
in the tissue depend on body build
and and types of cushions used to
support the body (Garfin et al.,
1980; Garber and Krouskop, 1982).

There is a wide variety of cushions
available specifically designed for
extended use in wheelchairs.
Clinicians have heavily relied upon
the tissue-support interface
pressure measurements for cushion
prescriptions while neglecting the
state of internal stress
distributions in the soft tissue.
Moreover, cushion manufacturers
supply inadequata quantitative
information about cushion
effectiveness. In order to obtain a
measurement of the internal
stresses in the tissue
noninvasively, a physical model was
developed to compare cushion
performance in terms of stressas
generated in the model soft tissue.

METHOD

The model soft tissue comprised of
PVC gel simulating the "soft
tissue" which was cast around a
rounded edge wooden core
representing the the model "bone".
The PVC gel was cast such that it
formed a semi-circular slab of
model soft tissue (fig 1). Small
holes were etched on the surface of
the model soft tissue (PVC gel),
and were filled with black ink
forming a cartesian grid.

Experiments were conducted with the
bone-tissue model indenting
rectangular slabs of different
cushion materials. Photographs of
the unloaded (undeformed grid) and
loaded (deformed grid) model were
taken. From the grid displacement
data obtained from the photographs,
finite strains and then the shear
stress distribution in the model
soft tissue were calculated.

RESULTS

The foam cushion was effective in
reducing the shear stress
magnitudes in the soft tissue
followed by the air cushion, the
gel cushion and the wooden base.
The maximum shear stress developed
in the soft tissue model due to the
different cushions are as follows:
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Cushion Evaluation

foam- 1.08 kPa; air- 1.29 kPa; gel-
1.78 kPa; wooden base- 2.28
kPa(figs 2-5) . Moreover, foam
cushions distributed the stresses
more evenly when compared to the
other cushions. The wooden surface
generated dangerously high
magnitudes of shear stresses in the
model soft tissue.

The stress distributions revealed
the importance of enveloping
properties of the cushions. A
cushion with superior enveloping
property increases the surface
contact area and minimizes stress
concentrations.

The foam and air cushions exhibited
greater enveloping than the gel
cushion. The wooden surface had no
enveloping property and thus
generated high stress
concentrations under the bone core.
The model also provided an insight
to the actual stress regimes that
may exist in soft tissues and
should aid in the design of
wheelchair cushions and in
prescription of cushion components
for problem patients.
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Fig 1.
Soft Tissue Model.
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Fig 2.
Shear stress distribution in model
soft tissue due to a Foam cushion.
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Fig 3.
Shear stress distribution in model
soft tissue due to a Air cushion.
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Fig 4.
Shear stress distribution in model
soft tissue due to a Gel cushion.

Fig 5.
Shear stress distribution in model
soft tissue due to a Wooden base.
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Redundant DC-DC Converter for Powered Wheelchairs

Rajeev K. Prasad James II. Aylor Barry IV. Johnson
Rehabilitation Engineering Center/Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901

Abstract-This paper describes the behavior of current
flow in the bridge of a motor drive circuit that is

given a pulse-width modulated signal. It then
presents some of the active and passive techniques to
achieve fault tolerance. One of the designs that has
been built is explained in detail and some results are
presented. Also, a new type of interface unit which
can drive the high side nFET is described. This uses
the principles of bootstraping.

I. Introduction
Work has been in progress for a number of years

on the development of both improved analog controllers
Ill and microprocessor-based controllers [21 for the
powered wheelchair. In recent years, the University of
Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center has been
focusing particularly on the development of highly-
available and safc microprocessor-based powered wheel-
chair systems. Results have been obtained on the
development of fault-tolerant microprocessor controll-
ers; however, the microprocessor is only one part of the
overall system. The microprocessor sends signals to thc
motor drive circuit. In order to increase the reliability,
safety, and availability of the wheelchair, it is necessary
to also make the motor drive circuit fault tolerant.

The motor drive circuit may be divided into two
parts. One part is the bridge which consists of power
MOSFETs that are used to provide bidirectional rotation
of the motor and the other part is the interface (or signal
conditioning) unit between the microprocessor and the
bridge.

H. Non-Redundant Bridge Design
A bidirectional bridge can be built by using a com-

bination of nFETs and pFETs as shown in Figure 1 or by
using all nFETs as shown in Figure 2. In order to study
the behavior of current flow, consider Qi to be driven,
Q a and Q3 off, and Q. on. When Qi is on, a current I
is developed through the load and Q4. When (21 turns
off, the load euritnt /2 is commutated to D2. To provide
rotation of the motor in the opposite direction, a similar
type of operation could be done on Q3 with Qt and Q4
off and Q2 on. A variable drive to Q1 (Q3) is most often
developed using thc pulse-width modulation (PWM)
technique.

These switching operations in the bridge may

result in a high c.±'- which may result in the failure of the
dt

transistors In Also the current required by the motor
during the stan and under heavy load can be quite high.
Thus, it is important to design new methods to makc it

fault tolerant.

P4.6
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HI. Design of a Fault-Tolerant Bridge
Different designs using passive and active tech-

niques for achieving fault tolerance have been
developed. Passive design uses the concept of fault
masking to hide the occurrence of faults. In active tech-
nique, fault tolerance is provided by detecting the
existence of faults and then switching from the faulty
inodule to the fault-free module. One of the designs

hich uses passive redundancy is shown in Figure 3.
This design can tolerate stuck-on faults (like a short
between drain and source or the input of an nFET being
stuck-at-1 or the input of a pFET being stuck-at-0) due
to the other transistor connected in series in the same
module. It can also tolerate stuck-off faults (like an open
between drain and source or the input of an nFET being
stuck-at-0 or the input of a pFET being stuck-at-1) as the
tiansistors which are connected in parallel in that
module can provide an alternate path. This design can
also tolerate a number of multiple faults. However, one
disadvantage here is the use of a large number of transis-
tors. This is overcome by using some of the active tech-
niques, in which switches are used to shift from one
inodule to the other, once a fault is detected.

IV. Interface Unit
The interface unit requited for the two bridges

shown in Figures 1 and 2 is different. In both, nFETs in

the lower half of the motor require only level shifters. A
typical requirement might be a voltage shift from 0 and

.5 volts obtained from the microprocessor to 0 and 12

volts to the gate of the lower FETs.
For bridges with pFETs in the upper half, another

level shifter is required. Therefore, the interface unit is

simple when pFETs are used along with nFETs. How-

ever, there are drawbacks in using p-type devices. One
of the significant disadvantages is that the on-resistance
for a p-channel device is twice that for an n-channel dev-
ice. Thus, the power dissipation in pFETs would be

twice that in nFETs which would result in a lower vol-
tage available across the motor. The problem associated
with using nFETs in the upper half of the motor is that

as the device turns on, the voltage at its source rises. So,
to keep this device on, the gate voltage should also rise
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Redundant DC-DC Converter for Powered Wheelchi.irs

Module I
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Figure 3. Passive technique using 16 FETs

accordingly, so that a constant gate-source voltage is
maintained. One of the ways in which this could be
achieved is by using the principles of bootstraping [41as
shown in Figure 4.

A zener diode Zi having a breakdown voltage of
12 volts is used. This diode clamps the voltage at A to a
maximum of about 36 volts. When the input 11, is high,
transistors T1 and Q2 are on. Thus, the voltage at the
gate and at the source of transistor Q is 0. Hence, Q is
off and the capacitor CI is charged to about 24 volts.
When VM goes low, the voltage at B begins to rise and
once the gate-source voltage goes above the threshold,
Qi turns on. Thus, the voltage at point C also begins to
rise. The 12-volt zener clamps the voltage at the gate to
36 volts when the voltage at the source is about 24 volts.
The charge stored in C1 is used to maintain a constant

lfgure 4. Bootstrap technique to drive high side nFET

Figure 5

MVMw

Voltage at gate and source 111

Using this technique, Vi must be regularly brought
to a logic "1" to recharge the capacitor C1. Two zener
diodes Z2 and Z3 of 20 volts are connected back to back
between gate and source as a precaution, to prevent the
l'os from exceeding the maximum rating.

V. Results

The bridge circuit shown in Figure 1 was simulated
in SPICE to see the behavior of current flow. The motor
has been modeled by an inductance L=0.73 mH, and a
resistance R=0.13 ohms. To model the back emf, an
independent source E is put in series with the resistance.

Another circuit using the bootstrap technique has
been built. Figure 5 gives the voltage at the gate and the
source of the high side nFET in Figure 4. When the dev-
ice is off, both the voltages are 0. When it turns on, the
voltage at the source rises to 24V while that at the gate
rises to 36V. Thus, a difference of I2V is there between
gate and source. Figure 6 shows the redundant motor
drive circuit that has been built.
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INNOVATIVE USES OF EXISTING TECHNOLOGY

Karen Hardwick & Len R. Feichtinger
Austin State School

Austin, TX

Abstract

Foam In Place (FIP) used in

the traditional manner may
present difficulties in obtain-
ing a precisely contoured
seating system in certain
circumstances. Adults who
are very large and individuals
who are affected by high mus-
cle tone are among those who

have benefited from a combina-
tion of casting techniques
and FIP to obtain appiopriate
contoured seating. Using

this technique allows the

effects of tone, gravity,
and position in space to be

assessed prior .to finalization
uf the cyz;tem.

the density of the foam can

be varied to address pressure/
skin considerations.

Introduction

P4.7

process, disrupt the chemical

reaction of the foam stopping
movement into the desired con-

tours, or can cause hard spots.

The process described here de-

tails a method that overcomes
the aforementioned difficulties
and adds substantially more con-
trol. Through the use of casting
an individual is able to be seat-
ed long enough to assess the

affects of tone and position
in space so that end product
is more likely to be appropriate.
Additionally, the density of

the foam can be varied to address
skin/pressure considerations.
Modifications can be completed
prior to upholstery of the system
aild tit an:, i;uit:1;ility con bc

determined prior to finalizing
the system.

Method

This method presupposes knowledge
Foam In Place (FIP) is a medi- of seating assessment and ability

um which is commonly used to make a cast using any of a

by fabricators to construct number of systems available on

contoured seating systems. the market. The foam will be

In our particular setting poured directly into the back

traditional use of the prod- of the cast which serves as a

uct, in which foam is mold for the contoured system.

poured into a bag placed un-

der/around an individual, The first step involves prepara-

does not always result in tion of the cast. The back of

a successful system fur a the cast should be smoothed by

number of reasons. Individu- removing rough spots and outside

als with increased muscle edges with a file/sanding disc.

tone, sensitivity to heat, and/ None of the interior shape of

or who are difficult to posi- the cast should be altered.

tion and maintain Are among If additional surface area on

those who require the use the sides is needed for greater

of additional technology to seat width or length plaster

make optimal useof FIP technol- strips can be applied to the

ogy. Adults who are large underside of the cast.

sized or very heavy present
a challenge because of the

necessity ot holding them The next step addresses construc-

in a precise position for Lion of the container for the

a period of time while the pouring of the foam. A large

foam is being poured and re- cardboard box works well for

mains active. Individuals this process. Measure the length,

with increased muscle tone width, and depth of the cast.

or other extraneous movement Draw lines corresponding to the

can, if movement is excessive measurements of the cast. In

doting certain stages of the the center of ,he box, you should
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Inovative Use of Foam In Place (FIP)

have a rectangle the size of
the mold. Continue to finish
the container by cutting any
excess cardboard and bend up
at corners. Tape all corners
with duct tape or packaging tape.
At this time the container should
match the dimensions of the cast.
Place the mold in the container
and center as well as possible.
Make adjustments for angles,
rotations, windswept deformities,
etc.

Before the foam can be poured
into the cast a plastic lining
must be. applied. Use a large
plastic trash bag or a piece
of polyethylene sheeting, .004
mil to .006 mil thick. Using
spray adhesive (3M 90), apply the
plastic sheeting to the cast
working from the highest spot
toward the outside. Ensure that
areas such as the abductor and
sides are securely glued and
that thc plcctic is Yor'.ed into
the deepest areas. Wrinkles
in the sheeting are normal and
can be worked to a minimum.
Use the corners to gather excess
plastic. Wrap plastic up and
over top of the container and
attach to the outside of the
container. Gather excess folds
into the corners nd cover with
wide duct tape or masking tape.
If large wrinkles on the mold
are evident, cover with masking
tape to make the seat as smooth
as possible. FIP has a tendency
to adhere to tape, so coat all
taped areas with a silicone based
spray. Pam, a cooking prepara-
tion, works extremely cell for

this process.

This presentation utilizes three
different densities of F1P to

give various combinations ot

support and pressure relief.
Mark the plastic with a magic
marker to indicate which density
is to go into which area. (More
rigid density may be used in

side supports and abductor areas
with very soft foam used to cush-
ion bony prominences.) Prepare
the semi-rigid foam according
to MFG data. Partial pours can
be used tor this process to cut
waste to a minimum. Pour FIP
around outside oi cast and ab-
ductor area as indicated. Ensure

areas are kept clean where foam
is not needed. Gently tip con-
tainer to allow foam to fill
entire outside area if cast is
not level, allow the FIP to ex-
pand and set per MFG directions.
After the foam sets, trim away
excess in areas not slated for
the semi-rigid density. For
best adhesion of foams, remove
areas where a skin has formed.
Prepare medium foam, pour in
mold and allow foam to cure for
15-20 minutes. Again trim areas
where the foam has formed a skin.
Trim to the level of container
if foam rises above the top.
Prepare soft density foam and
pour in remaining areas. As
the foam expands, cover and
weight the container. Placing
a cover on the top will ensure
the FIP is forced into the recess-
ed areas and minimizes air spaces.
Careful trimming will help in-
sure the bottom of the piece

fiat and fits w,ore eaaiiy
into the wheelchair. After F1P
has cured fur approximately 1

hour, disassemble container and
remove seat from the mold.

The seat is now ready fur final
trim and fit. Place the individ-
ual in the seat and mark areas
to be trimmed. Minor changes,
additions, and deletions can
be addressed at this time. After
the final fit the seat is ready
Lk, be upholstered. Upholstery
material should be chosen with
regard to comfort and water resis-
tant properties. One product,
called Rubatex, is a waterproof
fabric with 3-way stretch common-
ly used tor skin diving garments.
The material may be applied to
the foam with spray adhesive.

Karen Hardwick, M.Ed., B.S., OTR
Director of Habilitation Therapies
Austin State Scnool
Box 1269, 2203 West 35th
Austin, Texas 78767
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Seating Interface for Three Wheeled Scooters

Ray Rego
Rehabilitation Technology Center

Indianapolis, IN

Introduction

Due to economic and aesthetic
reasons we are finding more and
more clients wanting to use three

wheeled electric scooters. Because

these clients needed more postural
support we developed a modular
seating interface to be used as an
adjustable base for custom postural

components.

Method

We have found the need for adjust-
ments in seat depth, seat angle,
back height, back angle and mounting

post. All of these adjustments have
been addressed with this seating

frame.

The frame is made of stainless
steel tubing and consists of five
parts; a seat frame, a back frame,
two upright connectors with otto
bock knuckle joints and connecting

posts.

rhe seat frame is made excessively
long to allow for seat depth adjust-

ment. This is accomplished by moving
the upright connector back and forth
on this part of the seat frame. Once

a satisfactory depth is found the

upright connector is bolted in place
and excessive seat frame is cut off.

The seat frame also contains a series
of parallel holes for positioning
the connector post. This adjustment

allows for proper balance of seating

unit. By wedging the seat frame at
this point seat angle adjustment is

achieved.

The back frame is a clone of the
seat frame minus the parallel holes

and length. It is also made
excessively long and can be cut to

the exact height needed.

Because it is made of round tubing
traditional drop hook hardware may

be used if desired.

The upright connectors consist of slip
tube that slides on the seat frame,
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an otto bock knuckle joint and a slip

tube the back frame drops into. This

allows the back to be removable for

transport.

P4.8

The knuckle joint allows for back angle
adjustment at any time.

The connector post is a clone of what-
ever comes with the original seat of the

three wheeler used. This is welded to a
flat plate with holes to match those on

the seat frame.

Conclusion:

Due to the flexibility achieved in this
seating interface, a therapist can
install flat plane, contpured or molded
seating components and have the adjust-
ments to achieve proper angles, depths

and heights. These adjustments can be
changed at any future time if necessary.

This same modular seating interface may
be used to retrofit angle in space in a
reclining wheel chair or recline in a
standard or light weight wheelchair.
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PRESSURE REDUCTION BY PASSIVE STANDING IN THE HTRIDER WITEELCHAIR

Thomas P. Stewart, Ph.D., Michele McKay, RN, BSN
Department of Medical Research, Gaymar Industries
Dept. of Occupational Therapy, SUNY at Buffalo

Buffalo, NY

INTRODUCTION:

Prolonged immobilization of the
body whether it is due to injury,
illness, or other cause has exten-
sive deleterious physiologic and
biochemical consequences for
practically every major organ
and system of the body.

Immobilization has profound effects
on the musculoskeletal system,
kidneys and urinary tract, respir-
atory system, cardiovascular system
and the digestive system.

Immobilization causes subtle
changes in the composition of
the skin and is strongly associated
with the development of pressure
ulcers (decubitus ulcers).

Many times the changes in one
system will cause further
problematic changes in other

systems. The manifestation of
these pathological changes is
often referred to as the
"Immobilization Syndrome" (1).

Tissue ischemia and subsequent
breakdown occurs if tissues are
exposed to pressures, due to body
weight, in excess of the intra-
capillary pressure (32 mm Hg)
for prolonged periods of time.
The normal individual is protected
by frequent positional and postural
changes which shift the pressure
from one area to another. The

immobilized patient is unable
to make the necessary postural
or position changes which shift
the pressure, from one area to

another. Thus the patient is
subjected to high pressures for
extended periods of time. The
resulting tissue damage inevitably
leads to pressure ulcer develop-

ment.

Passive standing has been demon-
strated to prevent, reverse or
improve many of the adverse affects

of prolonged immobilization.
Some of the benefits of passive
standing include: prevention
or reversal of osteoporosis and
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resultant hypercalciuria (2,3),
prevention of contractures and improve-
ment in joint range of motion (4,5),
reduction of spasticity (6), improve-
ment in renal function, drainage of
the urinary tract, and reduction in
urinary calculi (7,8,9), improvement
in circulation, as it relates to ortho-
static hypotension and other benefits

of good circulation (4,8,9), improve-
ment in bowel function (9) and preven-
tion of pressure ulcers (7,8,10).

The HiRiderTMwheelchair is a new
powered wheelchair that was designed
to provide the disabled user the abil-
ity to achieve the standing position.

It is presumed that this powered chair
wil' ,.rovide the user with the benefits
reported for passive standing. It

was the purpose of this study to deter-
mine if the assumption of the standing
position, as provided by the HiRider
chair, would provide significant press-
ure relief for the HiRider user.

MEI'HODS:

Interface pressures were measured
for 20 able bodied and 5 disabled
subjects beneath the ischia, trochan-
ters and coccyx in both seated and
upright positions as provided by the

standing wheelchair.

All interface pressure measurements
were made with an electropneumatic
pressure sensor (Gaymar PSP-1) on

the same wheelchair.

Each subject was initially placed
in the seated position. Each bony

prominence was located by palpation
and the sensor was placed by the

investigator. The measurement was
recorded and the chair was then moved
to the standing position and this
measurement was recorded. A total

of three such measurements were made
at each site with the sensor being
repositioned for each set of measure-

ments.

All data were recorded but only the
maximum of the three readings was
used for statistical analysis. In

addition to interface pressure,
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the subjects height, weight, sex
and age were also recorded.

RESULTS :

Preliminary results indicate a
reduction in pressure when compar-
ing the seated pressures with
the standing pressures. This
difference was found to be signif-
icant for both able bodied and
disabled individuals.

DISCUSSION:

The HiRider wheelchair is a new
powered chair that permits the
user to transition from the seated
to standing position and then
back again by activating two
switches. The user remains mobile
while in either the standing or
sitting position.

It has been suggested that there
are many benefits of passive stand-
ing and that these benefits may
be attained through the use of
the HiRider wheelchair. We have
begun to study the wheelchair
in an attempt to demonstrate
whether or not any direct benefits
may be documented for this chair.
Our first investigation has been
concerned specifically with the
ability of this chair to provide
substantial pressure relief when
placed in the standing position.

We have found that this chair
is able to significantly relieve
pressure at all measured body
sites and for this reason may
prove to be a useful benefit for
the user of the standing feature
of this particular wheelchair.
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BIOMECHANICS OF LEVER DRIVE WHEELCHAIR PROPULSION

C. J. Hughes, W. Weimar, P. Sheth, & C. Brubaker

University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center

ABSTRACT

The biomechanics of lever drive
wheelchair propulsion accompanying
changes in seat position were
investigated. Distinct kinematic
differences were noted between
subjects and certain similarities
vere found relating joint position
to propulsion kinetics.

INTRODUCTION

To optimize performance in wheel
chair propulsion positioning, constr
aints and method of interface must
coincide with the physical abilities
of the user. Previous studies have
shown that seat position affects
propulsion efficiency and that cony
entional handrim wheelchairs are not
energy efficient for the user (1,2).
Lever drive wheelchair systems offer
an alternative method of propulsion
(2). This study determined the
three-dimensional motion patterns
for lever drive propulsion as a

function of changes in seat posi-
tion..

METHODS

Five male wheelchair users between
25-49 years of age were tested in a
wheelchair simulator (3). The sub-
jects included 3 paraplegics, one
quadriplegic, and a double-amputee.
Subjects propelled using a .425 m
lever at a simulated speed and load
setting of 3 KM/hr and 7.5 Watts per
side respectively at six different
randomized seat positions. Vertical
seat height adjustments were stan-
dardized to correspond to 90 and 100
degrees of forearm flexion when the
lever was in the vertical position
and the seat backrest was aligned
directly above the hub axis. Seat
movements backward from the hub were
in relation to 15 and 20 percent of
the subject's total arm length
measured from the shoulder joint to
the distal end of the third
metacarpal of the hand. The 90 and
100 degree seat positions averaged 4

P4.10

and 6 cm above the hub axis
respectively. Seat changes backward
averaged 10 and 13 cm for the 15 and

20 percent arm length references.

RESULTS

Push and recovery times averaged 40

and 60 percent of the total.cycle
time respectively. Total angular
displacement of the lever and the
point in the stroke where peak hub

torque occurred were consistent
across seat positions for each
subject but differed when compared
between subjects. Lever range values

were between 38-77 degrees and
resulted in a stroke arc of 28-57
cm. Peak torque occurred between 28-
59% into the stroke range.

Analyses of the kinematic data
generated during the push phase of
the cycle showed distinct differ-
ences between subjects and varia-
tions as seat position changed.
Figures 1 and 2 display data for a
paraplegic and quadriplegic involved
in the study. Absolute values for
shoulder movement in flexion and
extension for the paraplegic pre-
dominated whereas the quadriplegic
showed a more evenly distributed
movement pattern with elbow motion
resulting in the greatest ranges
across seat positions. When
expressed as a percentage of total
arm motion the shoulder motion of
the paraplegic made up 50 percent of

all movement whereas elbow motion
made up 33 percent for the

quadriplegic. Both subjects showed
considerable upper arm rotation with
a decrease in range as the seat was
moved back from the hub.

Figure 3 displays the total fore-aft
motion of the trunk between the two

subjects as a function of seat
position. The quadriplegic exhibited

greater range across all seat

positions in comparison to the
paraplegic. This may account for the

small upper extremity ranges
demonstrated by the quadriplegic as
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Joint Ranges for Paraplegic
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Figure 2: Joint Ranges for Quadriplegic
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Figure 3: Fore-Aft Trunk Motion

Despite unique differences in motion
ranges among subjects joint angle
orientation in relation to peak hub
torque occurrence remained somewhat
consistent even during seat position
changes. Peak hub torque occurred
when the elbow joint was between 75-
100 degrees, the arm was in a
relatively maximally abducted
position and the shoulder was in
slight extension. Further research

needed to understand joint
kinetics and how joint positions
relate to the generation of peak
torque at the wheelchair hub.
Comparisons between handrims and
levers should also be included in
future work.
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A MANUFACTURING SYSTEM FOR CUSTOM

CONTOURED FOAM CUSHIONS

DAVID M. BRIENZA, CLIFFORD E. BRUBAKER & COLIN A. MCLAURIN

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
REHABILITATION ENGINEERING CENTER

INTRODUCTION

Many research and practical methods for

prescribing a custom contoured body support

system involve an iterative process. Having the

cutting or manufacturing process as an integral

part of this procedure requires that the process be

efficiently and cost effectively implemented.

Presently. a CNC based three axis milling

machine is dedicated to this task. I I This

machine is capable of contouring an I8x22x3 in.

block of material in approximatel) 20 min. A new

cutting machine has been designed and built which

has greater capahilit laid is more cost effective.

This new machine has a circular cuttine region

with a radius of 18 in. and a stroke of 8.75 in.

SYS'I'M CONFIGUR Alio\

The redesigned cutting machine is controlled by a

PC bus based controller. The PC based design

has two primal-) advantages mer a stand-alone

CNC design: cost and programming flexibility.

Closed loop PID control is implemented on each of

the three axes ))ith a 32 bit DSP chip. For

contouring, a minimum of three degrees of freedom

are required. The cutting machine. pictured in fig.

1. has one rotar) and tv.o nanslational mints to

satisfy this requirement This configuration was

chosen met the more conventional x-y-z

configuration to reduce the cost of building the

machine The three dikes are permanent magnet

DC set-so motors ark en It> PWM amplifiers.

Feedback is pi ov Wed by incremental optical

encoders. The cutting tool is a clIstom made

double edged blade. 'Hie spindle drive is an AC

synchronous motor driving the spindle at

approximate!) 7000 rpm

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

P4:11

User control of the machine is accomplished

endrely through software. The input to the cutting

system i an array of deflection data representing

the contour. The cutting path is generated by

fitting quadratic surface elements to the data and

extracting the necessary points for the spiral

cutting path. Using hardware interupts to

communicate between the controller board and the

computer, the contour is then carved in the

cushion under the direction of the PC

microprocessor. The software also provides for

manual control of the machine in a jog mode. Jog

mude gives the user access to a large subset of

the features of the controller ia the PC keyboard.

CONCLUDING REM:\ R XS

One of the design goals for this system was to

minimize cost. Most comnlercially available

positioning systems are designed with error and

repeatabilit) tolerances of several orders of
magnitude smaller than is required for cutting

foam cushions. The task of cutting foam cushions

for wheelchair support systems requires an

accuracy no greater then ±-1 rum. The high

accuracy of the commercially available systems

increases the cost of these systems

tremendously Designing a custom machine to

more relaxed error tolerances greatly reduced the

cost of the machine Using a PC based controller

in place of a stand alone CNC controller also

reduced the cost
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Controller:

Sampling Frequenc)

Input Encoder Frequenc

Speed Resolution

PWM Amplifiers

Peak Output

Continuous Output

Continuous Output Power
Peak Output Voltage

DC Servo MotoN:

Stall Torque

Peak Torque

Max Speed

Superior Electric SPC-703

1 kHz

1 MHz

8tX)0000:1

Aerotech DSHR-80

± 20 A

± 10 A

765 W

± 80 V

Aermech 11150

0.35 N-m

252 N-m

6000 rpm

T OLE I : SYSTEM SPEcIFIcATIONS

LI th 1

FIGURE 1 : PicrtIR OE MILLING NI MAIM.-
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FINITE ELENTENTr MODEL OF TI-IE HUMAN BUTTOCKS

BA Todd, MS, J.G. Thazicer, PhD, and KC (lung PhD.
Unisasity Of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center

Charionesvilk, Virginia 22503

IITIRODUCTION

Deakins ukas are a major concern among people who use wheekinits
A significam faacr in the etiology of thme ukas are the SITCSN5 whei
aa on the alt tissue These stresses occur as the tissue is squeezed be-

tween dr pelvic bones and dr whedchair ashian. The finite dement

method can be used to axnpere the mess dignbutiens caused by difierent
types and shapa of cushions Thus this tedmique can be used as a toci

in wheelchair Rating &sign.

BACKGROUND

The finite dement whorl consists of three phases: creation of a model,
solution of a syitem of equatiots, and turning the numerous =Its into
an undastarkbbk brit Rx brevity, only the avatian of the finite

elan= model will te d&iLXI here. Expaimental serification of the

nuiel will be ausklered in "Experimental Verification of Human
Buncels

PROCEDURE

Oration of a finite clement nuld has sesual gaga: gummy. bounduy
conditrns hiding arc! marital propane;

Gcomenv
Once the geonray of the buttods is &germinal, noks and damns will
be usoi to establish de shape that is Ming analyaed. The gamily of
the human buttals can te cletamirrd using Nuclear Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (MRI). This process can identify the location and
dimensions of various anatomkal cornixxxxus of a traisscrx slice through
the bum& region. An image flan a nondisabled male subject is shown
in Figure L Here the greater tiochanter, isdnal tubaositia, gluteus
musculature, and subcutaneous fat and skin can bc scat

It is not possibie to distinguish between suluitanaks fat and skin from
the results of the MRL Since sldn is mudi thinru than dr other =t-
aunts of dr Nuts, the skin will be nixtekal as a manbrane, 2 mm

thick.(1)

By wrnbining sacral pralld tramerse slkes, it is povable to mate a
threeclimensional reptesentation of the buttods region. A sketch of a
two-dimaciarl model is shown in Figure 2 In this figura a single

buttock is sunoundal by a custom contour asItion.

Bounduy Onditims
In dr finite elanau prams, the great= musr aMays be ansuahul to
rate a nitre= fore *lira %bib dispbarnaus will le mosunxi
In the maid shown in Figure 2, bilataal symmetry is trot to simplify the
nxxlefing pares. The appropriate boundaly midis aging liorimn-
tal motion will be mil aloag the axis of symmetry. The k1torn of the
cushion v411 be anstrained fium suncal wan An ekes& irribtro
lxxindaty condition will be pkical along the 'top" of the soft tissue.

The model will be halal by tking a paantage of the subjafs body

P4.12

weight acting vertically dasvmvard on the top of dr ischial tuberosity. In

dr mire position, 67 parent of a nude subject's weight S supported by

hr ashicn In lir seated position 2&9 paean of a mak subjea's
%Right is supperted by the cushimk2)

Mataial Properties
In dr brae:hanks litaature, biological di-SE i5 daailxd as being a non-
linear, anisotropie, visoodagic mataial.(3) Due to dr large differences
between the inaterial propenks of bone and the alu tissues in tir body,
the tone will be malelecl as a linear, isotropic, elastic material. 71r 01
of this racarch is to mate a nan-tinear, viscodagic =del of the tissues
in de buttocks At this stage, dr materials are Waled as linear, elastic

substances.

Numerous snxiies have been made of the properties of skin an:I bile,
such as due by Carg11(4) and Fung(3), nespectisely In dr =dal,
mataial properties far arse tissues are based on those fouml in the

literature. On the other hand, vay little work has been done to
determiir the cornpressise properties of gluteal musde and subauaneous
fat in humans in the in vivo ase. These pupates wae detaminal
Nutrient*.

Using a seating contour gage, a form-clefiodion relationship for thse
tisstas in uniratal compnssion was detennirrel(5) 71r eqoarimental
results for a supine, nordisabial male are sliown in Figure 3. Initially dr
rekitionship is lirrar. Mier a fare of 70 N is mated, an exprrntial
effect can bc seat Young's maids of elasticity and Poisson's ratio can
te detrained using a method which is beyond the scope of this paper.
The intim:sled rera can find the approptiate equations in llnrshenko
and Goodier.(6) The linear marl titivates bang usal at this point
in tinr are shown in Tabk L

CONCUJSIONS

The finite anent maki of the hunran buttaics de..Rrital in this piper
will be dr basis for a daign tool ix improving wheelchair Rating
systems Results kin this task linear ciasee plare strain maid stryw a
defloolin under the ischial tubensity of (14 mnt While this deflection
appeas to be SCITIMilat Until, chang)ng Poisson's ratio of dr ashlar so
02 and dr all age to CB kads to a defection of 3.6 nun This
dringe appeals to offset sonr of the aacastraint in dr pime strain
arclitian. Furtlxr refinements of the model, including avulsion to three
dimensions and additional work with the material properties shaikl result
in a mat accurate cksoiptim of the dispincanaus and grams hi dr
hunum butted& Exixximaital \reification of the nxxkl, will bc disassed
in "Everimmtal Vaifiatkm of Harem &maks Mold.
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ELASTIC
FOUNDATION

I CUSHION

SKIN

TABLE I
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF HUMAN TISSUE Figure 2 Sketch of two-dimensional model.

Elastic Pcn
Tisste Mahdis(Pa) Ratio

bone 17DX109 031

musdaat 140X103 (149

4an sooxio3 03

F I-47

TV.

FPT

I H

TLIEEFtillATY

musc LE

kue Ttansvmescaion ef fme-hanging butaxics generaux1 with MRL

Rpm 3. Nati= matcriaI relatinthip kx noty.kabkil male.
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A CASTER SHIMMY DAMPER DESIGN

James J. Kauzlarich, Edward V. Mochel & John G. Thacker

University of Virginia Rehabilitation Engineering Center
Charlottesville, Virginia

Introduction

When a caster wheel goes into
shimmy, the drag on that wheel can
be so high that the wheelchair will
be forced to one side or even turn
over. Caster shimmy is a self-
excited vibration which occurs above
a critical speed of the wheelchair,
and the equations for this
phenomenon have been published
(Kauzlarich, et al.). A study of
caster shimmy (Mochel) found that a
hydraulic damper or a friction
washer are effective in suppressing
shimmy. The design of a maintenance
free, friction washer shimmy damper
is considered in this paper.

Design

The spring-washer shimmy damper is
shown in Fig. 1. The washer is made
of brass with a key which fits the
keyway cut into the caster stem, and
the washer rubs against the outer
race of the upper bearing, Part 1.
A stainless steel spring producing
the proper frictional torque on the
brass washer is shown as Part 2. A
steel washer, Part 3, seated on the
inner race of the lower bearing
supports the spring.

Design Parameters

In the design of the damper, the
important variables (Ref. 1) are
caster wneel moment of inertia (I,)
about the wheel diameter axis, trail
(T) , lower limit of shimmy velocity
(V,), caster stem bearings plus

damper friction torque or moment
(Mr), and level of random deflections
(e0) encountered by the caster wheel
as it travels along the road.

The governing evation for caster
shimmy (Ref. 1, Eq. 7) with no tire
groove (B=0), for predicting the
friction torque is

Mf = (r/4)V2O 1,4 [1]

T-

P4.13

Selecting an 8 inch Everest &

Jennings caster wheel for
modification, the required
frictional torque as a function of
shimmy critical velocity is shown in
Fig. 2. The E&J 8"x7/8" wheel was
tested in a caster fork with only
stem ball bearings providing
frictional damping (Ref. 1, Fig.
14). Using the parameters listed in
Fig. 2, for a Vc=1.58 m/s (Ref. 1,

Table 1) gives a value of 141,=0.199
N-m for the stem bearings. If it is
desired to have a Vc=3 m/s (6.7
mph), then the additional frictional
torque needed is M1=0.612-0.199=
0.413 N-m (3.65 #-in.). In Ref. 3,
it was found that random deflections
of the caster wheel while running on
a treadmill varied from about 5° to
10°. As the greatest deflection,
0,j---10° is chosen for analysis.

A material with a high dynamic
coefficient of friction should be
selected for Part 1 to keep the
spring force low. The material
should have a similar static
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CASTER SHIMMY DAMPER

coefficient of friction to avoid a
high starting torque and stick slip
while operating. Aluminum on
aluminum was tested in Ref. 3 with
satisfactory results, but brass on
steel is selected for this design as
being structurally superior with a
much lower wear rate. The brass-
steel dynamic coefficient of
friction (dry) is A=0.44 and the
static A is 15% higher. The stem
bearings should be sealed for
weatherproofing and so no lubricant
gets on the shimmy damper.

The spring, Part 2, is required to
develop a spring force at the brass
washer according to the equation

F. = Mf [2]
A R

where R is the radius to the contact
between the brass washer and the
outer race of the upper bearing.
Substituting R=0.011 m (7/16") and
Mf and g into [2], gives F.=85.3 N
(19 #). If the rubbing contact
takes place over a large area, then
Eq. [2] becomes (Ref. 4)

F. = mf [3]
(1/2)A(R0+R1)

A stainless steel (AISI 302) spring
was designed for this problem
(Mott), and has the following design
parametes.

14 Gage wire (Dw=0.08 tn.)
spring constant, k=19 #/in.
mean diameter, Dm=075 in.
free length, Lf=2 in.
number of coils =6.46+2inactive
solid length, 1,.=0.676 in.
stress @ Lo r=107.2 ksi

Discussion

The test results (Mochel) have shown
that the friction washer damper is
an inexpensive and maintenance free
method of providing frictional
torque to the caster stem, thereby
suppressing shimmy. The additional
effort required for turning the
wheelchair is not expected to be
apparent to the user. The latter
observation was found for the
conical wedge damper using a higher
frictional torque (McLaurin).
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AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR PRODUCING CUSTOM CONTOURED
SEAT AND BACK CUSHIONS USING ugum FOAM IN PLACE TECHNOLOGY

ABSTRACT

Richard L. Nelson, Kurt E. Harmala, Daniel J. Koester

Rehabilitation Engineering Program
Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

University of Michigan
The resulting positive mold of the patients
body can now be modified as necessary, and
then covered over entirely with plaster
splinting material to produce a negative body
mold. When laying the plaster over the mold.
it is important to allow the splint to drape all
the way down the sides of the seat and back
molds, and to touch the solid base below and
behind. This provides flat and parallel
surfaces on the back and bottom edges of the
negative mold. These perfectly aligned
surfaces provide for proper seat to back
alignment during later stages of cushion
fabrication and mounting.

When the negative plaster cast has dried
suffIciently (1-2 days), it can be prepared for
the pouring of the liquid FIP kits. Preparation
consists of trimming away excess splint, filling
small gaps with moldable putty, and then
coating the inside surface with a release agent
to allow easy removal of the foam cushions.

Several products were tested as release
agents, with varying degrees of
success/failure. After experimentation it was
decided that Crisco Vegetable Shortening was
the simplest most effective solution.

An alternate method of applying liquid foam in
place technology in the production of custom
contoured seat and back cushions has been
developed. The liquid foam is poured into a
negative cast taken from a positive simulator
mold, as opposed to the standard method of
pouring into a plastic bag. Several advantages
are apparent with the new method, including
increased positional control, ease in achieving
deep and supportive contours, and improved
aesthttics.

INTRODUCTION

Custom contoured seating systems are a
viable and necessary means of positioning
handicapped individuals with severe
musculoskeletal deformity. One widely used
meth'od of producing custom contoured seat
and back cushions is the liquid foam in place
(FIP) system (1).

The most common method of applying the FIP
system is to pour the liquid foam into plastic
bags which are placed underneath or behind
the patient depending on the component being
molded. The plastic bag method has several
significant drawbacks. including difficulty in
maintaining patient position when strong
uncontrollable reflex patterns exist, and
problems in achieving the deep contours
which are necessary to accommodate and
support severe hip. pelvis, and spinal
deformity.

An alternate method of incorporating the FIP
system has been developed. This method
involves producing a negative plaster cast of
the patients body shape from a simulation
molding frame, followed by pouring of the
liquid FIP kits into the plaster cast to produce
positive seat and back cushions.

METHODS/MATERIALS

The patient is initially transferred into a
simulation frame which incorporates vacut mi
consolidation techniques to allow hand
formation of custom seat and back molds (2).
Ile/she is removed from the simulator once
the molding process is complete, and the
desired positioning is achieved.

The actual cushion fabrication process
consists of pouring mixed liquid FIP kits into
the negative plaster cast one at a time until
the mold is filled. Plastic sheets are held in
place against the bottom and back edges of
the cast to control cushion thickness, and to
a!low flat posterior/inferior cushion surfaces
for orientation and mounting. The fiat and
parallel surfaces formed on the back arid
bottom edges of the cast during the splinting
process assure that proper cushion
orientation in the various body planes is
maintained throughout the noun ing process
and into the final product.

The cushion is removed from the cast,
trimmed to suit, and then upholstered when
the pouring process is complete. Upholstery
consists of either vacuum formed vinyl or
dipping in a resilient. xwterproof solution by
the Danmar company (3).

An additional technical concern arises when a
gel insert (4) is incorporated into the TIP
cushion for improved pressure distribution
and anti-shear capabilities: velcro strips need
to be attached to the vinyl or Danmar cover for
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holding the gel insert in place. The best
method found to date is to sew vinyl, face out,
to the back side of the velcro. Loctite Super
Bonder # 414 glue (5) is then used to achieve
a vinyl to vinyl, or vinyl to Danmar bond. The
bond in either case is chemical, and is very
strong.

DISCUSSION

Producing FIP custom contoured seat and
back cushions from a cast which has been
taken from a simulation frame mold has
proved to be advantageous over the plastic bag
method in several ways. The simulation frame
molding process is a much more controlled
method when working with a patient who has
very strong and uncontrollable reflex patterns,
as opposed to manually trying to hold the
patient in place while the liquid foam rises in
a bag. Deep and supportive contours are
much more easily and accurately achieved
when working with a patient who has severe
hip, pelvis and/or spinal deformity. Finally,
from an aesthetics point of view, FIP cushions
produced from a cast have a much smoother
and more wrinkle free surface.

This method of producing custom contoured
seat and back cushions is but one of several
methods available at this time, all of which
have advantages and disadvantages.
Additionally, research and development is
ongoing at several centers with regards to
CAD/CAM techniques for producing cushions.
This technology is very promising as an
alternative to FIP techniques and may further
contribute towards improving fit, delivery
time, and aesthetics of custom contoured
cushions.
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THE CENTER FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY

Susan Elting, Elizabeth Lahm, and Nancy Meidenbauer
Department of Communication

The Council for Exceptional Children

ABSTRACT

The Center for Special Education
Technology at the Council for
Exceptional Children is a national
information center funded by the
U.S. Department of Education,
Office of Special Ech.cation Pro-
grams. The Center's mission is to
influence the quality, avail-
ability, and use of technology in
special education through the
increased use of information. To
that end the Center provides a
range of information products and
services for educators, research-
ers, developers, and publishers.
Through its active participation
and development of vital informa-
tion products, the Center has
become a national leader in the
area of special education techno-
logy.

BACKGROUND

Since the early 1980's, the U.S.
Department of Education, Office of
Special Education Programs (OSEP)
has had an ongoing commitment to
the systematic development and
application of technology advances
in the education of children and
youth with disabilities. To meet
the continuing information require-
ments of those who develop, pro-
duce, and use technology in the
education of handicapped children,
the Department has funded a

sequence of special education
information exchange projects
beginning in 1981. The Center for
Special Education Technology was
established at CEC in 1984 to
provide a linkage for the effective
flow of info-mation frcm research
and development to application. In

fiscal year 1987, CC was awarded a
four-year contract to continue
operation of the national informa-
tion center through 1991.

CENTER SERVICES

P4.15

goal of increased use of informa-
tion about technology in the educa-
tion of children with disabilities,
the Center monitors information
needs in the field and collects and
synthesizes information spanning
the technology, disability, and
education fields. The provision of
theme-related services is a central
strategy for the Center. Informa-
tion collection and synthesis
activities focus on selected sub-
stantive topics or themes where
gaps in the organization of the
knowledge base are addressed.

To meet the continuing need for
general awareness information about
the use of technology and alternate
resources in the field, the Center
provides ongoing general informa-
tion services. In addition the
Center conducts two meetings each
year. One focuses on the use of
technology in the schools with
practitioners as the primary
audience and the other focuses on
research and development in the
area of technology with researchers
and developers as the primary
audience.

General Information Services. The
Center develops a variety of
information products highlighting
trends, resources, practices, and
research efforts in the field.
Products are distributed to service
providers (such as education agen-
cies, professional associations,
and universities) and to product
providers (such as researchers,
developers and publishers). Current
leneral information products
include the following:

State and topical Resource Invento-
ries listing local, state, and
national technology resources that
provide information and services
for professionals and consumers.

A T.ch Use Guide series summarizing
issues and applications in technol-
ogy use such as Computer Access,

As a national resource with the
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Selecting Software, Technology am:
Learning Disabilities, Technology
for Preschool Children, and
Technology for Children with Visual
Impairments.

The Marketplace is a periodic
publication highlighting vital
marketing issues affecting special
education technology. It is aimed
at publishers and developfIrs of
technology products.

TECH.LINE is the Center's
electronic newsletter on SpecialNet
which provides current and topical
information to special education
professionals and education
agencies.

Theme-Related Servi:es. A major
component of the Center's services
is its indepth focus on identified
themes in special education tech-
nology. Theme activities address
expressed information gaps by
identifying existing knowledge and
organizing that knowledge in
various product formats. To date,
three information themes have
received Center attention:
assistive technology, funding of
technology equipment and programs,
and technology training for
practitioners.

The Center's efforts in assistive
technology focused on three aspects
of use: products and their
availability, service delivery
strategies, and integration of
assistive technology within the
educational/learning environment.
In the area of funding, information
products emp,:lasize increasing
awareness of funding sources and
strategies for securing funding of
technology products as well as
practices and programs for the
long-range acquisition of tech-
nology in educational settings. The
technology training theme
emphasizes the infusion of technol-
ogy in the process, content, and
products of preservice and

inservice training.

SUMMARY

The Center's information products
are targeted for service providers
and product providers active in the
use of technology in special educa-
tion. These audiences in turn
provide information and support to
the technology consumers --
educators, parents, and individuals
with disabilities -- who ultimately
apply the technology in living and
learning. The Center's products
are in the public domain and are
routinely made available to repre-
sentatives of target groups and to
individuals on request.
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REVIEW OF THE NEEDS OF PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED PERSONS IN THE

VOCATIONAL COUNSELING PROCESS AND A POSSIBLE SOLUTION

Sheryl Ranson, Ph.D., Frances Lewis, M.S.
The Magellan Corporation

INTRODUCTION

This paper will describe the results

of a study and literature review
concerning the specialized needs of

physically handicapped persons in

the vocational counseling process; a

concept that was developed to

address these needs; and a computer

software program based on that

concept that is now available to
help address these needs.

BACKGROUND/LITERATURE REVIEW

In 1979, the National Occupational
Information Coordinating Committee
(NOICC) funded a study through the

Florida Occupational Information
Coordinating CoMmittee and the

Florida Association of

Rehabilitation Facilities to examine

the special .needs of physically

handicapped individuals in the

vocational counseling process.

NOICC has been responsible for

assisting states to develop and make

available a broad range of career

information. Private companies are
also offering computerized and hard
copy systems that allow an

individual to select careers based
on their interests, educational
level, desired income, etc. NOICC's

interest, however, in 1979, was to
examine the special vocational needs
of persons with physical

disabilities.

This one year study and literature

review resulted in the following

conclusions: persons with physical

disabinties have a need for 1.)

occupational information which

includes detailed and accurate data
on the physical requirements of

jobs; 2.) a method to obtain

detailed information about the

physical capacities of the

individual; 3.) a systematic and

comprehensive way to compare the

physical capacities of the

individual with the physical

requirements of occupations of

interest; 4.) and lastly, a method
to consider assistive devices

information if there is a dis-
crepancy between what the individual

can do and what the occupation
requires (Seigel et al., 1980). This
study found that these needs are not
met in existing vocational
information resources because they
use either the disability method or

the rating method to compare an

individual's physical capacities to
the physical requirements of
occupations (Seigel et al., 1980).
In the disability method, disabled
people are classified into various
disability groups such as the

spinal-cord injured, the visually
impaired, and so on (Hanman, 1958).
An individual with .a particular
disability reviews only those
occupations feasible for persons
with that isability. Using this

method C.-.1 overly restrict and

stereotype persons with physical

disabilities. This approach also
fails to take into account the
differences between people. Persons

with the same physical disability
can differ widely in their capacity
to perform the physical demands of
occupations.

in the rating method, an
individual's physical capacities are
compared to the physical demands of
jobs using general or aggregate
terms like "light" lifting (Hanman,
1958) . Many existing systems use
this approach. The use of these
general or aggregate terms makes it
difficult to determine the

feasibility of occupations of

interest. Using the computer
further exacerbates this problem in
that entering data like "light"
lifting can automatically eliminate
a large number of occupations, many
of which the individual could
potentially do. The computer can
very rapidly reduce an individual's
choices using this aggregate
approach.

DEVELOPMENT OF ISABEL

ISABEL (as in is-able) is a software
package that attempts to address the
needs identified in the NOICC study.
It is a revised and updated version
of the Job Related Physical
Capacities system originally made
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available by the Florida AssociatiOn
of Rehabilitation Facilities
(F.A.R.F.) (Mdrgenthau, Ranson,
Stevens & deMarsh-Mathues, 1984).

THE ISABEL APPROACH

The ISABEL system uses a step-by-
step approach to assist the
individual with a physical
disability to determine the
feasibility of occupations of
interest. The system uses ninety-
five (95)+ physical and
environmental factors to describe
both the occupation and the career
seeker. These factors represent a
detailed extension of the physical
and environmental factors used in
the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (Peterson & Buchanan, 1985).
The system compares the individual's
profile to occupations of interest
and reports possible discrepancies
between the job requirements and the
individual's physical capacities.

CONCLUSION

ISABEL is a software package that
was developed to resolve some of the
needs physically handicapped
individuals have in the career
exploration process. The system
Includes detailed physical demands
data, a method to compare a
counselee to the physical demands of
an occupation, and a systematic
approach to searching for assistive
devices. The system is potentially
useful in the career exploration,
vocational evaluation, and job
placement processes and in the
provision of vocational training and
expert testimony.

For further information on ISABEL
contact The Magellan Corporation,
P.O. Box 10405, Tallahassee,
Florida, 32302 or call 904/422-2752.
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Easter Seal Student Design Competition

RESNA and National Easter Seal Society (NESS) have enjoyed another excitng
student design competition! The 1990 judging panel had the difficult task of
reviewing many excellent design projects and choosing five winning entries. As
members of the judging panel, we were impressed with the creativity and insight
applied to solve real-life problems using both high and low technology. Fresh
approaches, highlighted with creative flair, focused on some age-old problems such
as seating for older persons and a transportable seating system for third world
disabled children. One project focused on designing an inexpensive, portable,
remote control door opener. Another group of students brought the positive
attributes of horseback riding to physically involved equestrians through the use of
a very practical trunk stabilizer which attaches to a saddle. As technology
development continues to soar we have experienced new challenges, as
demonstrated by the project addressing the need for a computer joystick interface
and software that adapts to hand tremors. A common thread to the winning
entries, in addition to a sound design approach, was the involvement of people who
ultimately will benefit from these innovative designs. The consumer was a key
member of our winning Easter Seal student design project teams.

NESS and RESNA applaud the efforts of all the students who devoted considerable
time and thought to this year's competition. The five winning projects will be
provided transportation and housing at the RESNA 13th Annual Conference in
Washington, D.C. There will be an opportunity for the students to exhibit and
present their exciting projects as well as attend other presentations, exhibits, and
workshops to broaden their knowledge of how technology is being applied to help
others.

RESNA is grateful to the NESS for their continuing support of this most worthwhile
event. We also thank members of the judging panel for their time and effort in
selecting the five finalists. And to Susan Leone a big thanks for sending out the
notices, receiving the applications and project entries, notifying the winning student
teams, and arranging flights and accommodations at the conference, we couldn't do
it without you!
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Design of an Inexpensive, Portable, Remote-Controlled Door Opener

Jon E. Eccleston and Ronald P. Gaal
Rehabilitation Engineering Technology Training Project

San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA

ABSTRACT

A safe, inexpensive, remote-controlled door opener
for use on the entry door of a house or apartment was
designed and built. This device addresses the needs
of electric wheelchair riders and other people whose
mobility is restricted. Many in this target group have
limited budgets; thus, a primary concern was to
minimize both the purchase costs and the installation
costs of the device.

Our prototype device retracts the deadbolt and main
latch and opens a sidehung door. It is powered by a
small electric air compressor, which is controlled by a
single-button remote transmitter.

BACKGROUND

The need for an inexpensive automatic door opener is
shared by a wide range of people with disabilities.
Our "model" user is an electric wheelchair rider who
would enjoy greater personal independence by being
able to manage his or her entry door without
assistance. But our potential market includes anyone
for whom a common sidehung door is a formidable
barrier, such as some push wheelchair riders, people
who walk with mechanical aids, and people who need
or prefer to open their door for a guest or attendant
without leaving a bed or chair. In the latter case, the
door opener would be valuable for security, as users
would no longer need to give entry door keys to all

attendants and visitors.

Automatic door openers on the market today are
expensive to purchase and require professional
installation. To accommodate a locking entry door,
the additional purchase and installation of an electric
strike plate is needed. If the door has a deadbolt, that
calls for a second electric strike plate. Such an
installation requires a carpenter to cut into the door
jamb and an electrician to hard wire the strike plate and
door swing mechanism. These expenses will be
incurred again if a user, who is typically renting his or
her residence, moves to a new location.

DESIGN OBJECTIVE AND CRITERIA

Our objective was to design. build and test a prototype

device for the remote-controlled opening and closing
of an entry door.

Design Criteria
The device should:
1. Unlock and open, then close and lock a sidehung

entry door with a main latch and deadholt in
response to a remote signal.

3.4

2. Retail for $500 or less (this was chosen as roughly
half the purchase price of presently available
automatic powered door openers, none of which
include latch/unlatch mechanisms).

3. Be completely portable (to enhance long-term
usefulness and fundability, as discussed above).

4, Be easily, non-destructively installed by a person
with average home repair skills (to minimize
installation costs).

5. Be easily adapted to a variety of doors (to
minimize installation costs and broaden the
potential market).

6. Not interfere with the normal manual operation of
the door (this allows housemates and guests to use
the door without employing the remote transmitter,
and ensures that the door can be operated any time
the automatic system becomes disabled, such as
during a power failure, even in the midst of the
device's opening or closing sequence).

7. Have safety override to disable the system if the
swinging door encounters an obstacle.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE

The system uses compressed air as the energy
conversion medium to produce rotational motion (of
the deadbolt and main latch knobs, and of the door
about its hinges) from electrical energy (115 Volt AC
power source).

Air

Rowel* Trarmaimw'

Swing Mechanism
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Remote-Controlled Door Opener

A remote-aetuated relay switch controls a 1/10
horsepower electric air compressor. The air pressure
moves the pistons in two inexpensive linear actuators;
one actuator drives the door open and the other causes
the main latch (ML) and deadbolt (DB) knobs to tarn.

The necessary sequencing of events, such as retracting
the deadbolt before opening the door, is accomplished
by utilizing the natural variation in system air pressure
with time. When the compressor is switched on,
system pressure rises from 0 to 35 pounds per square
inch gage (psig). As it does so, different events take
place at different pressures, and therefore at different
times. Although door closing is spring-driven, events
are still sequenced by system air press= as it decays
from 35 back to 0 psig.

The system gracefully handles interruptions to its
usual cycle, such as when the door swing is
obstructed, or when a manual door user leaves the
closed door =locked.

Portability
Professional installation is a significant cost that we
decided to minimize or eliminate by design.
Installation of our device requires only average home
repair skills, and is not permanent or destructive. The
resulting portability of the device should eventually
help it to qualify for funding as Durable Medical
Equipment.

Saktt
One of the strengths of our design is in the important
area of tISCT safety. The device as inherently safe
because the forces it is capable of exerting are
minimal. On our test setup, for example, we
experienced a maximum steady opening force of 8 lbf
at the edge of the door when blocked by an obstacle,
and 4 lbf during closing. (Inertial forces will depend
upon the door weight and opening/closing speed
adjustments.) The opening force will not exceed this
maximum because the diaphragm compressor is not
capable of raising system pressure beyond 40 psig.

Safety is also enhanced by the transparency of the
device to manual operation. In the event of apower
failure, for example, a manual user only needs to
overcome 4 lbf resistance to opening. ANSI allows 40
lbf (ANSI 1985). Future work will include
exploration of power backup systems.

DESIGN PATH

This project began at SFSU over four years ago when
a physical therapist at a local Independent Living
Center brought the need for a door opening aid to our
attention. In the spring of 1989, a student team
worked on terming the design of a system that would
employ a garage door opener as the heart of the
system. But a breakthrough came in the fall of 1989
when a member of our team, Mr. Jon Eccleston,
introduced an alternative idea: designing a system

using compressed air (CiA) as the power medium.
We decided that C/A was the more promising choice
in nearly all respects, including:

safety
design flexibility (for design of latch/unlatch
mechanisms)
design transparency (lack of impact upon normal
manual door operation)
aesthetics, including noise level.

The team's major work became the development of the
latch/unlatch mechanism. This included the system of
sequencing discrete latch and swing events, and the
mechanical linkages that allow transparency of the
device to manual operation.

CONCLUSIONS

There is a need for an inexpensive automatic door
opener that can manage both locking and swinging
functions of a home entry door. We believe that our
succesful prototype proves the validity of the design
concepts used. It is worthwhile to continue terming
the design toward eventual commercial production.
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A BLACKBOARD KNOWLEDGE-BASED APPROACH TOWARDS IMPLEMENTING AN ADAPTIVE FORCE

JOYSTICK COMPUTER INPUT DEVICE FOR PERSONS WITH TREMOR DISABILITY

R. McGill
The Institute of Biomedical Engineering, University ofToronto

Toronto, Ontario

ABSTRACT

This paper describes an experimt..-v. in computer-human in-
teraction aimed towards the development of an adaptive
computer interface for disabled computer users. The scope
of the experiment is limited to a force joystick, and to users
exhibiting intention tremor. The design of the interface, the
experiment used to test and refine the software, pilot study
results, and the result of an initial experiment using the
interface, are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this research is to develop an adaptive computer
interface, henceforth referred to as an operation assistant
(OA), for persons who experience motor disabilities. This
type of interface is one where the computer models the
activity of the user and in turn uses the model for guidance
in making adjustments to interface parameters. This is donc
to maintain the "quality" of the computer-human interac-
tion. Many computer users are.extremely adaptable and can
usually (grudgingly) adapt to a wide range of anomalies in
the interface, however persons with motor disability may
not be able to adapt; they may require an OA toperform the
adaptive functions. For these persons, the day-to-day vari-
ability in the musculoskeletal control of their limbs may ne-
cessitate constant adjustments to the interface parameters.

The prospect of an OA running in the user interface concur-
rently with commercial applications will become a reality
on computers which will become available in the next few
years. The challenge will reside in performing the adapta-
tions in a supportive, smooth manner. For disabled users, an
OA continually monitoring the computer-human interac-
tion could result in a considerable improvement in produc-
tivity. At this time however experiments designed towards
developing the OA may involve using a separate computer
to run the OA software.

There are a considerable number of possible parameters
which can be adjusted in an OA', just as there arc many
different types of motor impairments which can occur. Here,
a single aspect of the OA was isolated for study and experi-
mentation --- the input device. All other factors in the inter-
face were held fixed. Subjects selected for study were
persons with Friedreich's ataxia. who are characterized at
the motor level by athetosis and/or tremor of the limbs. A

force joystick was chosen as the input device since it
provides a solid anchor point and relevant variables can be
implemented purely in software.

The statistical properties of the tremor and athctosis can
change significantly from day-to-day for persons with
Friedreich's ataxia. The adaptive action of the prototype
interface is to model the user's manipulation of the joystick,
characterize the tremor, and select the appropriate gain of a
simplelincar velocity control filter for the joystick to dampc n
out unwanted movements. The system also explains why
any changes have been madc. In order to perform this
adaptive function, the interface software must make use of
all available information. This infonnation consists of: (1)
verbal reports from the user and therapists who have ob-
served him/her. (2) numerical information collected from

the force joystick and cursor movement on the computer
screen, and (3) information coming from a knowledge-base
of expertise stored in the form of frames and rules.

OPERATION ASSISTANT FRAMEWORK

Improving tracking performance implicitly involves an-
swering the question: what is meant by 'good' tracking?
This problem can be addressed using various techniques and
all have strengths and weaknesses. Examples include: (1)
qualitative assessments made by a therapist observing the
action; (2) tracking indicators such as rise time, overshoot,
targets missed, and others; (3) nonparametric modelling of
the user's transfer function achieved via spectral anlysis of
the user's cursor movement; and (4) parametric models of
the user's cursor movement such as auto-regressive moving
average (ARMA) models. An experimental operation assis-
tant which utilizes all of these techniques together may
provide the best possible joystick gain estimates.

A blackboard knowledge-based expert/control system ap-
proach was used to organize the tracking assessment tech-

niques and is described in detail elsewhere'. Figure 1 depicts

a simplified block diagram ofthe author's implementation
of a blackboard system. The present implementation of the

system uses two blackboards. The control blackboard coor-
dinates all system control activities. The domain blackboard
coordinatcs the building of a user model and is used to
determine filter changes in response to user performance
changes. Each blackboard consists of several levels ordered
with respect to the level of abstraction in the representation
of the information. In lower levels units of information are
more numerical in nature whereas at higher levels the rep-
resernation is symbolic and linguistic.

Control Blackboard
Subday
Simegy Loyd

To Do Sci Level
amen Acuan tve

Blackboald

Figure 1: The blackboard framework for the operabbn assistant.

The domain blackboard consists of 7 levels eachmaintained
by a corresponding knowledge sourcc(KS): (1 )The raw data
level is comprised of a storage arca for raw force, cursor
position, and time data coming in from the joystick. The
maintenance of this level is the responsibility of the raw data
KS; (2) thc tracking indicators (TI) KS operates on the raw

data to derive various tracking ability indicators such as rise
time, overshoot, targets missed. cursor speed and others.
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The results are kept at the TI level; (3) the spectral KS
employs overlapping periodogram FFf techniques to deter-
mine a nonpararnetric model of the cursor movement in
response to the target sequence and characterizes the spec-
tral properties of the tremor, (4) an ARMA time series KS
which employs parametric modeling techniques to develop
a model of cursor movement which is in turn used to find the
undamped natural frequency and damping factor of the user,
(5) a verbal reports KS and level which analyses the re-
sponses to questions asked of the the test subject and/or
therapist concerning tracking ability; (6) a model building
KS which examines units of information at the TI, spectral,
ARMA, and reports levels and organizes the information;
and (7) the gain KS which scans the user model and com-
pares the information with a database of past performance
and with the characteristics of other tremor users and posts
suggestions for a new joystick gain if necessary.

EXPERIMENT SETUP

Referring to Figure 2, the prototype adaptive interface was
developed and tested using an experimental setup whereby
the OA software ran concurrently with a simple random 2-
dimensional step tracking task. This task was run on a
separate computer and was designed to maintain controlled
clinical testing conditions. A therapist was involved in the
testing and was asked questions by the OA relating to the
participant's tracking ability.. None of the software men-
tioned in this paper runs with commercial applications at this
time. Opcsation Tracking

s s Task

Rasa Force arrf 10, Cursor Postuon
Data

II
Verbal Reports Mantrulat ton of Me
from Theramst Forse lossuck

Figure 2: The experimental setup for the development and
testing of the operation assistant.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A pilot study was conductcd in order to: (I) determine the
extent of asymmetrical transfer and range effects on per-
formance when a gain change occurs; (2) and to develop the
rules, frames, and numerical processing procedures to he

JS Ptomaine of Targets Word vs. Alta Namtrer fur AliAVAD Gal Vartalum
a Itvas I S Oat. 3 4 III Rues &IOC.. 13 A Rum I I 15 Due S 4
I R.. 16.20 Gam 0 R., 21 13 Gaol 5 a 26 21 Gus IS 0

A B A C A D
Figure 3: Gain vanatton and target errors for sub/cid JS

used by the blackboard. The study was conducted using
three persons with Friedreich's Ataxia (FA) and on three
nondisahled persons.

A sample of the results for an ABACAD experimental setup
for joystick gain changes for one of the FA subjects is de-
picted in Figure 3. This subject exhibited considerable
resting and intentional hand tremor. Notice the performance
approximately returns to the same level for the same control
gain settings (Gain = 5.4).

Using the pilot study results, the OA was designed and
implemented. A very simple experiment was then con-
ducted on a single FA participant to see if convergence to a
pm,

JS Pereaattate of Tarsals

--etra I
1

MI:est.:tn. Rau ?timber for

1

Operation Asskstant

, 7
: 1

0 . 2 i I

I
.....--.I.G.--. "?..

0 S 6

.. --...........-----.
i

.G . 4.2 /......---.
1

.---.-

P u.

Figure 4: OA gain estimates and effects on performance for
subject JS.

All knowledge sources were used to model the user but only
the spect...! KS was ready for use to infer the next gain set-
ting after each run. The result using target errors as a simple
performance measure is depicted in Figure 4.

These preliminary results are inconclusive but appear to
indicate an improvement in performance. The OA sug-
gested three gain changes over 8 sets of 32 targets. The
performance variability was considerable at G = 4.2.

CONCLUSION

The initial result using the spectral KS of the OA was
encouraging but the employment of the other knowledge
sources remains to bc done. Secondly, and more impor-
tantly, an experimental protocol is required which will
allow for l eaming, transfer, and range effects to bc separated
out from front performance improvements resulting from
usc with thc OA. Pilot study results using an ABACAD
design showed promising results towards achieving this.
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A Third World Transportable Seating System For Disabled Children

Jean Anne Zollars
San Francisco State University
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San Francisco, CA.

Abstract
Few disabled children in the third world have adequate
seating systems. The objective of this project was to

design a mobile, transportable, durable, low cost and
lightweight seating system for children with disabilities.
This device will be fabricated and used in the Third
World, specifically Malaysia, thus made with locally
available materials and appropriate technology. The
chosen client is a 10 year old girl with cerebral palsy

and resulting quadriplegia requiring special supports
to maintain a sitting position. Various materials and
designs were analyzed from which the following
prototype was created.

Introduction
Between 1986-1987, I worked as a physical therapist
with disabled children in Malaysia. Few supportive
seating systems were available. Typically these

children were left lying on their backs developing
deformities such as scoliosis and dislocations. In

addition, children had ereater Feeding. visual and
learning problems and gener .1Iy a very limited

experience of life.

The seating system is desigred for a 10 year old child

in Malaysia who travels car to school and requires a
seating device both at home and school. She is also
taken to stores, doctors and family outings: therefore.
a collapsible, supportive device is essential. This child,
weighing 80 pounds with cerebral palsy and resulting
quadriplegia, pushes twice her body weight with her
extensor tonus.

Design Requirements
Mobility: Operated by an assistant. Device able to

traverse rough terrain - dirt, rocky, muddy and sandy

roads.
Portability: Collapsible to lit in the trunk of a

small car or on a bus roof. Lightweight less than 30

pounds.
Durability: Withstand 3-5 years in heat, rain,

insect infestation. Materials able to handle l06 foot
pounds of foree before bending.

Fabrication Constraints:
Materials available in Malaysia. Device can be made

ith hand tools (no welding) by non-technicians.
Child user Constraints: Supports required: Lateral

and posterior head supports, lateral trunk supports,

leg abductor, foot rests, trunk straps, scat belt and

footstraps.
Cost: Device fabrication under USS40.00. Low

maintenance cost.

Problem Analysis
Questionnaire A questionnaire was sent to 57

organizations in Third World countries and

organizations working on designs for low cost,

appropriate technology wheelchairs. Statistics (or

estimates if none wcrc available) were requested

regarding types and frequencies of children's

disabilities and degree of involvement (ie. ambulatory.
requiring wheelchair, ability to wheel wheelchair).
Respondents were also asked if there was a need for

such a device. Questions were posed regarding the
children's transportation needs. Lastly, I requested
any designs or photographs of wheeled seating devices

used in their arca.
Rural Mexican Experience

Two weeks were spent at Projimo. Mexico, a rural
rehabilitation clinic to gain hands on experience with
children there, and in Culiacan, to assess current

seating systems.
Materials Analysis

Materials considered and analyzed for the seating
system frame included: steel tubing. PVC pipe, 3/8"
spring wire rod, rattan and wood. They were
evaluated for weight, availability. durability in rain and

heat, ease of fabrication and cost. Bending tests were

performed on PVC pipe, spring wire rod, and wood.
Materials analyzed for the solid seating insert included
wood, cardboard, cane and plastic webbing.

Collapsibility
Different methods or collapsibility were analyzed

including wheelchairs, crossbraces. commercial

strollers and folding chairs.
Axle/Wheel Systems

Sizes, types of rear and front wheel systems, as well as

axle attachments were researched.
Literature Research

Commercially available supported wheeled seating

devices, seating and positioning philosophies-

requirements were studied.
Client

A 10 year old with cerebral pals) and resulting
quadriplegia was chosen as a model. She was
evaluated and measured as was her current seating

system.

Results
Questionnaire/Projimo

32 responses were received, five included statistics or
estimates of disabled children and their needs. Seven

responses included designs or photographs of wheeled
chair designs. Because the return rate of data wits low,

no statistical analysis was performed. However. the
predominant opinion is that a tremendous need exists

for wheeled chairs, both cl ill a psibic and

noncollapsible. Some children have the oppottunity to
attend school, but this depends on their mobility.
Many of them live in rural areas. miles l'r( nu a road or

school. If they do travel to school, they depend on

someone to carry them. A percentage live in

institutions. Approximately 20( of the children
surveyed were unable to wheel their ()Ns n wheelchair.
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and required extra supports. None of the wheelchair
designs received are collapsible.

In Mexico, most roads are unpaved and very rough,
barely passable for automobiles, let alone bicycles and
wheelchairs. Most disabled children do not leave their
homes or villages. If they are taken anywhere, they
are usually carried. An estimated 80% of the mothers
with disabled children have back problems.

Results of Material Analysis
Wood was selected as the material for the seat insert
and frame. Steel tube was rejected because welding is
required. Although solid spring wire is an exciting
alternative, it was also rejected as it requires soldering,
special bending tools and availability is questionable.
PVC tubing is another option, though its CREEP
factor in hot climates limits its efficacy. Rattan is
readily available in Malaysia, though it can not
withstand rain and insect infestation.

Problem Solution
Because the child will not have the physical capability
to wheel the device, the need for 24 inch tires is
diminished. 8 inch tires are considered adequate. The
problems of front swivel systems (ie. destruction of ball
bearinas, etc.) were eliminated by designing a chair
which could be tipped on its back wheels when
pushed. This also eliminated the need for a brake
system, since the front stops can be used as brakes.

After analyzing various collapsing mechanisms a
method of collapsing on the frontal plane was chosen.
When the wheeled chair is put together the seat to
back angle is 90 as is the thigh to leg angle and leg to
foot angle. The axis of the wheels is 3/4" posterior to
thc vertical back. The chair folds into a neat flat
package. Without added supports and cushion, it
weighs 18 pounds. The seat back, base, leg and foot
rests are made of 1/2" plywood. There are three
pivoting points. The 2 x 2 legs attached to the wheels
pivot 180 about a pin connection, utilizing a 3/8" dia.
bolt connected to the 1 x 2 support screwed to the
plywood seatback. When the legs arc in thc down
position they are secured to a wood support by a bolt
and easily removable wing nut. The 1 x 2 wood
supports extend the posterior length of the scat back,
base, and leg rest. The pin connection design requires
that the distance between the 1 x 2 supports
decrement twice the width of the support members at
each connection. The ends of the support members act
as pivot points and stops. After the legs arc flipped up
and back, the leg rest rotates up to the same plane as
the scat base. Then, the scat base and foot rest pivot

n and behind the scat back. When the chair is
upright, stability is maintaincd by a rope knotted
through two holes in the support members of the seat

back. It then wraps down and underneath the front of
the seat bottom. The rope can be easily adjusted for a
tight fit.

The positioning supports must be custom made for the
particular child's needs. This child will have semi-rigid
trunk supports inside a canvass trunk strapping system,
seatbelt and footstraps. Multiple glued layers of
corrugated cardboard covered with 1" foam suffice for
the cushion. The cardboard can be soaked, formed,
and cut for custom fittings, such as a scooped out
occipital support, antithrust seat and biangular back.

Reverse Folding Wheeled Choir

Discussion
The design has not as yet been evaluated by the client
for problems. However, it has many unique features:
it's lightweight, very compact, easy to fabricate and low
cost. Because the folding mechanism allows the front
of the seat back and base .to he on the outside, a
variety of seating supports can be placed on the chair.
Additionally, the design can be easily modified for
alternative wheels (ie. bicycle wheels with a quick
release system).

Conclusions
The reverse folding wheeled chair addresses the
problems of mobility and positioning for children in
the Third World. Other materials, such as PVC, solid
spring wire and steel tubing (used without welding)
should be explored.
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ABSTRACT

A person with cerebral palsy wishes to

independently ride horseback. The problem

was to design and build a device that would

provide the necessary trunk support to

enable the person to ride safely,

independently and comfortably.

Research in the handicapped horseback riding

field was carried out to see if any existing

designs would solve the problem. Information

gathered from horseback riding sessions
coupled with the extensive research helped

to fuel brainstorming sessions. Design

alternatives were discussed, concepts were
tested, and a prototype was developed.

The final design features a device that

mounts in front of the rider and lends
support under the rider's arms. This design

was chosen over other design alternatives

because it met the design specifications and

proved to be the most effective trunk

support.

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

A person with cerebral palsy needs a

supportive system to enable him to

independently ride horseback. For safety

reasons, the person must not be tied in any

way to the horse or saddle.

Through research of existing methods

currently employed by handicapped riders,

the apratuses used for riding and through

research of the special needs of our client,

many ideas were generated for the trunk

support. Riding sessions helped define the

design parameters for the needed support.

Brainstorming sessions with experienced

equestrian riders provided additional ideas

for the trunk support. Testing of a

prototype design indicated more important
parameters which were included in the final

design.

DISCUSSION OF FINAL DESIGN

the final design is a trunk support system

(FIGURE 1). The reason for a chest support

rather than a back support is to allow the

rider to escape in a rearward direction in

the event of a run-away horse. The support

wraps partially around the sides of the

rider, extending up and under the rider's

Figure 1.

44.001

Figure 2.

arms and thereby providing the required

trunk support (FIGURE 2).

the trunk support system is composed of two

Alajor components. The first component is a

polyethylene plastic saddle blanket mounted

to a steel sub-frame. The covered plastic

saddle blanket is placed between the normal

saddle blanket and the saddle. For
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Trunk Support

stability, the plastic saddle blanket is
held onto the horse by the weight of the
saddle/rider and its own cinching system.
The second component consists of an
adjustable linkage and the chest support.
The adjustable linkage allows adjustment to
fit any rider. The chest support, which is
made of polypropylene plastic, is attached
to the adjustable linkage. For comfort it
has covered foam padding under the arm area.
Once the device has been adjusted tu the
individual, the chest support can be easily
detached from the plastic saddle blanket,
allowing for easy mounting and dismounting.

This trunk support system is lightweight,
approximately 25 pounds, and does not hinder
the rider's control over the horse.

This design meets the requilement of the
NORTH AMERICAN RIDING FOR THE HANDICAPPED
ASSOCIATION that the rider not be tied to
the horse or saddle in any way. Preliminary
testing of the final design showed that the
design provides adequate trunk and balance
support for the rider while still allowing
for an emergency dismount. The device also
places the individual in the correct riding
position. A ROHO saddle cushion is utilized
to further insure comfort and minimize the
possibility of pressure sores.

CONSTRUCTION OF DESIGN

Using a horse, positive and negative plaster
molds were constructed from the horse's
back. Utilizing the molds, the plastic
saddle blanket was formed using polyethylene
plastic softened in a radiant heat oven.
The chest support was also formed using the
radiant heat oven to soften the
polypropylene plastic and then forming it
around a tubular mold. The steel sub-frame
was hand-formed and welded to fit the shape
of the horse's back. The plastic saddle
blanket was padded, painted, and covered
with a water resistant carpet. A sur-single
cinch system was then attached.

An adjustable, detachable linkage was
machined and welded using various machining
equipment such as an engine lathe, vertical
mill, drill press, grinder, and TIG welder.
Special knurling methods were used on the
friction surfaces of the adjustable ring to
prevent slippage. A hand formed steel frame
was built to attach the chest support
plastic to the adjustable linkage. Covered
arm pads were sewn and attached to the
plastic chest support.

MARKETING ASPECTS

miscellaneous items cost $200. The $300 ROHO
saddle cushion was donated. Design,
development, and construction time was not
considered in the budget.

Depending on the levels of production, the
cost of the trunk support system may be
reduced to the point where it could be
economically viable formany individuals and
organizations.

Considering the number of horseback riders
with disabilities and the lack of any
support devices of this kind, the design
should have excellent market potential.
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THE PIVOT ASSIST SEATING SYSTEM - PASS
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ABSTRACT

The PASS Relaxation Chair has been designed for individuals
with disabilities that make it difficult to rise from standard easy
chairs. It offers a therapeutic level of assist, is comfortable for

long sitting durations, fits into a residential setting, and dees not
draw attention to the disability of the user. It accomplishes this
partially through the unique pivoting action of the scat pan. This

paper describes the Pivot Assist Seating System and the research

that led to the design of the PASS Relaxation Chair.

INTRODUCTION

There is a large group of people, the majority of whom arc elderly,
who have difficulty getting into and out of chairs due to a physical

disability. This limitation in mobility greatly reduces the capacity
to function independently, which is essential to both physical and
emotional health. Products must be available that help in the
management of this condition. The most obvious and effective
product is the specialized chair. The market is currently full of
seating products that are only partial solutions to this problem.

Some of these products overcompensate for the physical handicap
of the user, depriving them of what could be a healthy therapeutic
activity. Many of these products have an institutional appearance
or draw attention to the disability of the user which can cause the

individual to feel self-conscious. Prejudice toward disabled
individuals does exist, and it is understandable that mentally
healthy and active older people do not want their physical limitations

to misrepresent their mental capabilities,

The PA Seating System has been designed to meet the needs of this

group of individuals more completely than existing products. It
can be described as a 'low-technology' solution, because it solves

the problem with a simple solution the form of the chair itself.
There is no external power source. Sometimes, as in this case, a
low-tech solution can only beobtained by synthesizing information
and techniques found in what are traditionally considered to bc

separate disciplines.

LITERATURE REVIEW & MARKET STUDY

Literature was accessed from a wide range of fields. Aprofile of

the physiology, psychology, an thropometric s, demographics, and

life styles of the U.S. elderly population was compiled. Archival
research was also conducted into: seating design and research
techniques; seating design for the elderly; and thc Nomechanics
of the sit-to-stand motion. A market study was conducted which

consisted of a search for current products, prices, and promotion

and distribution strategies. Information was obtained that led to

an estimation of the current and potential size of the market. This
study suggests that there is a large. expandmg, and under-served
market segment with a need for this type of product - namely the
independent elderly consumer. Much of this information was
compiled in an 80 page document. A copy of the report or
bibliography can be obtained from thc author.

Thc information from the literature review and market study was

I L I

used to develop the following performance criteria. The prcduct

should: 1) promote a safe and easy egress by offering atherapeutic

assist; 2) address the ergonomics of the major user group (the.

elderly); 3) assist the user without drawing attention to the

disability; and 4) be a profitably marketable product.

An analysis of the current product offerings revealed that none of

the products fulfill all of the performance criteria. One of the most

popular products is the electric lift chair, which has a scat that is

raiscd and lowered by a motor. An important criticism of the

electric lift chaii is that,"they place patients in a passive role with

regard to egress, thus eliminating the beneficial exerciseassociated

with normal chair egress." Also, a lift chair draws a great deal of

attention to the user's disability when in motion. Hip chairs,
geriatric chairs. spring-loaded chairs and scat cushions all have

similar problems. While there are a few examples of ergonomically

designed chairs that offer a therapeutic assist through the form of

the chair itself, such as the Warren Chair, the amount of assistance

is limited due to the relatively low seat height.' Although a chair

such as this is a useful product for the mildly to moderately

disabled population it may not offer cnough of an assist for the

more severely disabled individual.

After this analysis of available products, computer manikens of

the elderly population were developed and used to test possible

chair concepts. Several adjustable experimental seating bucks

were built to determine the effectiveness of the concepts. A
seating buck is an apparatus that simulates the proportions and

motions of a scat.

THE PASS RELAXATION CHAIR

The Relaxation Chair is only one example of how the PASS

concept can be applied. The Relaxation Chair has been designed

for moderately to severely disabled individuals attempting to live
independently in the community. The chair has been designed to
look like a normal, attractive piece of furniture for thehome and

to be comfortable over long sitting durations. It is intended to be

used for rcading, rehlxing, watching TV, conversing, etc. The

price would be comparable to other high-quality easychairs. It

would be distributed through a national furniture retailer and

home health care supply retailers. Tbc chair shouldbe promoted

as furniture for the 'mat ure c onsumer . and references todiatbititics

should be minimized.

The core concept of the PA Scating System stems from bio-

mechan ical experiments which have shown that a relatively high

scat pan can bypass the most stressful pa-t of the sit-to-stand
motion.' The designers of hip chairs have wken this approach.

Although the high seat is a simple and effective solution in

reducing hip and knee stress, two of the problems withhigh scats

and hip chairs is that they are difficult to get into and usually
uncomfortable. The PA Seating S ystem avoids these drawbacks

of a high scat by placing the scat on a pivot. When the userbegins

sitting, the seat tilts forward slightly to aid cntry. As the user's

center of gravity shifts the scat tilts backward, placing the user in

a comfortable long-term sitting posture. The motion of the scat is
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not highly noticeable. This design necessitates a foot rest, since
the feet might not touch the ground when the user is fully seated.
The chair is designed in two sizes; the selection of the correct
model depends on a combination of the physical size of the user
and the severity of the disability. For example,a small person with
a high degree of disability may require the larger model because
the higher seat would make standing easier. With this two model
system a therapetic level of assistance could be attained for a broad
range of users.

The arms of the chair protrude forward, past the front edge of the
seat, and are situated at a height wnich offers maximum leverage
wIten standing.' The sides of the chair hide the pivoting motion
of the seat, the fact that the seat is highcr than normal, and the
footrest (when retracted.) The chair was designed to make the
necessary but unusual proportions seem natural. The form and
appearance reflect the fact that a great majority of the people using
this chair will be women. The chair is constructed with traditional
furniture manufacturing methods - upholstered foam padding on
a wood frame. The armrest and footrest are made from laminated
wood. Low density rubber stops keep the scat from moving
abruptly when pivoting, and return it to its rest position when not
in use. The footrest is positioned by a hand control located on the
inside of the armrest, and rides on standard bearing slides. Thc
footrest is adjustable in two degrees of motion, and can be moved
inward or outward to adjust to a.range of leg lengths.

Grandjean's rest chair seat profile for notalgic individuals was
used as ihe basis for the PASS Relaxation Chair's seat profile.3
Aside from the obvious increase in scat height, the profile was
adapted to better fit the elderly population. The lumber support,
backrest inclination, backrest height, and scat pan depth were
altered. Pillows were added that can be arranged to accomodate
the large variety of back shapes and head heights.

PRIMARY RESEARCH

After the initial design of the 'core concept' was complete, a
substantial amount of information was needed for refinement that
could not be found in the literature. Three studies were set up to
help supply this information. They were designed to gather only
the basic and necessary data with which to continue development,
and io function as learning experiences for more accurate and
comprehensive studies in the future.

Anthropometric Study
This study was conductcd at a nr rsing horne with the ererimental
buck. The goal of the study was to obtain data pertaining to the
dimensions of the chair, and to informally determine how elderly
people with arthritis and related conditions respond to the design.
The subjects were recorded on 35mm slide and VHS videotape.
The final dimensions for the Relaxation Chair were generated
from an analysis of the slides and videotape. In general, the
subjects felt that the chair was safe and easier to gct out of, while
being more comfortable than thc geriatric chairs in the building.
Also, the aides and resident physical therapist noticed a marked
improvement in the subject's ability to rise from the buck.

Biomechanical Study
This study was initiated to objectively determine if a PASS chair
is easier to get out of than other chairs designed for this purpose,
and if so, to what extent. Six CD cameras were set up to record the
motion of the subject standing from the experimental buck. These
images are fed into a computer along with pressure plate data from
the base of the chair and a platform under the subject's feet. This
data could be used to determine the moment around the knee joint
which is a good indicator of knee stress. This study has not been
%.:ompleted.

Visual Comfort Study
This study was conducted to invesdgate design elements in chair. .
that project an image of comfort to an elderly population, under the
assumption that a chair will more likely be used for the first time,
and purchased, if it looks comfortable. Questionnaires were
distributed at a senior citizen center. The results showed that the
most significant visual cues to comfort were: a heavy, plush
padded look; a footrest or ottoman; and, less significantly, recline
and a high back rest.

CONCLUSIONS

The PA Seating System seems to be effective in offering a safe,
therapeutic assist to users when rising without drawing attention
to their disability. Observation of disabled individuals using the
experimental buck, supports this statement. Although the
Relaxation Chair is in the early stages of development and
requires more testing and refinement, the product meets many of
thc performance criteria and appears to have much potential.
Additional applications of the PA Seating System are also being
explored, such as a PASS rocking chair.
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ABSTRACT
The Graphical User Interfaces of current computers can be a

barrier to people with physical disabilities who do not have

the fine hand control necessary for the manipulation of com-

mon pointing devices. This paper describes two switchlcss
selection techniques which give a person the freedom to use
simple head gestures to emulate the standard mouse button

selection methods.

INTRODUCTION

A wide range of devices and programs have been developed
and modified to allow people with disabilities to have access

to computers. Until recently, however, the efforts have con-

centrated on text-based applications and keyboard emulators.

Graphical User Interfaces such as Microsoft WindowsTm and

IBM OS/2 Presentation. ManagerTM are quickly replacing the
conversational style of human-computer interaction. Al-

though this style of interface can make computers easier to

use, the fine hand control needed to manipulate a typical
pointing device, such as a mouse or a trackI3all, is a barrier to

many people with physical disabilities.

BACKGROUND
A pointing device which is used to emulate a mouse mustim-

plement specific selection methods which are normally ac-
cessed by pushing and releasing mousc buttons. The common

selection methods include single clicks, double clicks, drag-

ging. These methods are translated by various application
programs into various selection tasks such as selecting a
character or a word, highlighting a phrase, starting an applica-
tion program, or moving a file. Tasks such as these arc typi-

cally performed in word processing applications such as
Microsoft WordTM and in operating system interfaces such as

Microsoft WindowsTM, Presentation Manager Tm and the
Macintosh MultifinderTm.

People with good head control can use a headpointing device

to emulate the mouse and move a cursor about the screen;
however, it is still quite difficult to make selections using the

mouse buttons. An adapted device typically provides external

switches such as sip-and-puff or eyebrow switches to make

the selections; however, this is not an ideal solution. As the
uscr tries to click a button while pointing at a particular loca-
tion on the screen, the extra effort causes the head to move,

resulting in an erroneous selection. The problem is aggra-

vated when the switch must be held down while moving the

screen cursor in order to implement dragging.(11

What is needed is a way to emulate the methods of selection,
without external, adapted switches. This is possible by using

a natural head gesture: the nod. Gestural hand input is not a

new idea in the field of human computer interaction (21;
however, using head gestures to implement switchless se-
lection methods is a novel approach. Using a combination of

pauses, and head nods and shakes, it is possible to differenti-

ate among several different intended selections. The measur-
able parameters include pause time along with the direction.
duration, speed and distance of movement. These have been

used to formulate several selection techniques, two of which

are described in the following section.

TWO SELECTION TECHNIQUES

Multi-Level Pause Time
Using a simple pause or dwell time is a common technique for

implementing a single mouse button click in the selection of

characters from a visual keyboard. The person holds the
pointer steady over the intended target for a predetermined

amount of time before the selection is made by the system.
By expanding this technique to multiple levels of pause time,

it is possible to differentiate between more selection methods.

The state transition diagram in Figure 1 illustrates this.

Pause

Move
4.14.-elLe* buttok
beep speAer

Move

OPausec4ck speater

Transaim Kcy

Trigger
-

Pause
(Deng thsabled)
- met-dick Melton

beep 'peak&

keep bumf, dol.
'scepecle speaker

Figure I. State transition diagram for the
"Multi-Lcvel Pause" technique.

In state 0, the system waits for the user to pause within a given

arca. When a pause has been completed, a warning click is

heard and the system transfers to state I. Continuing to hold

completes a longer pause and causes the system to beep and

emulate the pushing down of the mouse button, transferring to

state 2. In this state, an object on the computer screen may

have been selected which the user can drag to a new location

on the screen, and a scratching sound is heard. Pausing longer
sounds another beep as the emulated mouse button is released

and the system transfers to state 3. A further pause here
causes one final beep and emulates a double click of the

mouse button before resetting and returning to state 0.

Using a separate configuration program, the drag method can
be disabled, allowing a transition from state I to state 3 di-
rectly. This is similar to the old technique of emulating a sin-

gle mousc button click using a simple pause for selection.

The Nod and Sl ke
The technique r using multi-level pause times works well,

but it is limited to only onc mouse button and it can be con-
fusing to TrAiZe which state the system is in. It also becomes

increasingly difficult to hold the cursor stcady for extended

periods. These difficulties can be overcome by using natural

head gestures to speed up the selections.
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Figure 2 illustrates the Nod and Shake technique ofemulating
the mouse button methods. As with the multi-level pause
time, an initial pause causes the transition from state 0 to state
I. In addition, a "cursor clutch" is set, which locks the cursor
in position on the screen. From state 1, each selection takes
two stages: an initial movement or gesture is followed by a
reversal of the movement direction. For instance, a gesture in
the downwards direction (nod down) causes a transition from
state 1 to state 2 accompanied by a speaker click. Reversing
directions to return to the original position completes the nod
and emulates a single click of the left mouse button, releasing
the cursor clutch 'and sounding a final beep. The system is
then reset and returns to state 0. Similarly, an upwardgesture
immediately followed by a downward return emulates a dou-
ble click of the left mouse button and a gesture to the right and
back emulates a single click of the right button. If the
appropriate gesture is not completed within a specified time
the system is reset and no mouse button is emulated.

Dragging is not done directly with the Nod and Shake tech-
nique. Instead, the user pauses long enough for the Multi-
Level Pause technique to begin.

No Nod

..No Nod
release dwcA

release dutch

Nod Down
click speak.

Pause
in cinch
rink speaker

Thneition Key

Trigger
il[4011.1

Shake Righ

cbck speaker

Return

Figure 2. State transition diagram for the
"Nod and Shake" technique.

sults-M.4 lift
release cinch
beep speaker

Return
- &able-click left
- releare check
- beep speaker

Return
nakle-dkk new
release cbach
beep speaker

IMPLEMENTATION

The Long Range Optical Pointer, available from Words+,Inc.,
and originally developed at the TRACE Research and Devel-
opment Center was modified to pawide a signal with accept-
able resolution and stability.

The two techniques above were implemented in a mouse de-
vice driver under Microsoft Windows 2.0 to provide access to
a large number of existing and future applications. The state
machines for the two techniques run concurrently, allowing
either technique to be used at will.

A standard Windows application was written to allow the user
to customize the device driver and test changes interactively.
Each of the two selection techniques can be disabled or en-
abled independently. Furthermore, the dragging action can bc
disabled for the multi-level pause time and the cursor clutch
can be disabled for the nod and shake technique. The program
also allows adjustment of the pause interval, the pause target
si7t, the threshold for the nod and shake distance, and thc
maximum time for the completion of a gesture.

RESULTS

The modifiek headpointer has been tested with seven clients to
date. Three of the clients had spinal cord injuries resulting in
quadraplegia, three had athetoid Cerebral Palsy, and one had a
peripheral nerve syndrome.

In comparative pointing trials with other devices (joystick,
trackball, and digitizing tablet), one of the clients with a spinal
cord injury along with the client who had the peripheral nerve
syndrome found the headpointing device to be the most effec-
tive. The other client with the spinal cord injury found per-
formance to be equal with that of a joystick.

Comparative trials have not been performed yet using the se-
lection techniques. Instead, the techniques have been used in
a painting program to test their usefulness in performing real-
istic computer tasks. The clients who had good headpoinfing
skills found the techniques to be effective and useful.

DISCUSSION

Clients have successfully used the selection techniques with a
painting program on the computer. This has been a good indi-
cation of the efficacy of the selection methods.

Some training is necessary in order to use the nod and shake
technique consistently. It will be necessary to provide a small
training utility for this, perhaps within the already existing
configuration utility.

Good feedback is required by the user to know what state the
system is in. The speaker clicks are sometimes too quiet to be
heard in a noisy environment and the beeps become confusing
because they all sound the same. Further work will be done to
create a more interesting range of audio cues.

The configuration utility allows a great variety of parameters
to be set. The affects of adjusting these parameters and their
interrelationships are not fully known. Tactics and criteria for
finding optimal values will be explored.

CONCLUSIONS

The two simple techniques of using pauses and head gestures
to emulate mouse button selection methods have been used
successfully. Further work is required to provide a training
utility and improve the user feedback. More research is
needed to find optimal settings of the selection parameters.
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